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REPORT.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to inquire into the circumstances

attending the Termination, by the Postmaster General, of the POSTAL

CONTRACT with the ROYAL ATLANTIC STEAM NAVIGATION COM

PANY ; HAVE considered the Matters to them referred, and agreed

to the following REPORT :—

IN framing their Report on the question referred to them, your Committee

are of opinion that it will be convenient to give a short sketch of the principal

transactions that bear upon the contract between Her Majesty's Government

and the Royal Atlantic Mail Steam Navigation Company from the date of the

signing of that contract to its termination.

On the 18th January 1859, the Company proposed to Government to con

tract to carry mails from Galway to Portland, Boston, or New York, vid

St. John's, Newfoundland, or otherwise, for the sum of 3,000 /. per voyage ;

such voyage being the passage out and home. They also stated that they

would undertake to convey telegraphic messages from the United Kingdom to

British North America and the United States in six days, casualties excepted.

On the 21st April 1859 a contract, based on this proposal, was entered into

between Her Majesty's Government and the Company for the performance of a

fortnightly mail service between Galway, Boston, and New York. Your Com

mittee may here observe, that on the 22d October 1858, a contract, for the

period of one year certain, had been concluded with the Government of

Newfoundland for postal service between Galway, Newfoundland, and the

United States ; this service was to be monthly, and the payment at the

rate of 1 3,000 /. per annum. Of this, 4,500 1. was to be defrayed by the

Imperial Government, and 8,500 /. by the Colony. At the date, therefore, of

the signing of the Imperial contract, the Company was performing this service,

and they continued to perform it until June 1860, the date of the departure of

their last vessel under the agreement with Newfoundland, the duration of which

agreement had been, after the expiration of the one year, provisionally extended

from month to month.

On the 10th June 1859, the Royal Atlantic Steam Navigation Company con

cluded a contract with Messrs. Palmer, of Newcastle, for the construction of

two ships, at a cost of 95,000 /. each, and on the 15th June they concluded

another contract with Messrs. Samuelson, of Hull, for the construction of two

other ships, at a cost of 97,500 /. each. These ships were to be built accord

ing to lines, plans, and specifications approved of by the Admiralty. The

ships were all to be delivered within eleven months. The commencement of

the postal service, according to the contract, was fixed for June 1860. The

Company were thus entitled to fourteen clear months, from the date of

their contract, for the completion of their fleet.

In April 1859 Parliament was dissolved. On the 9th July a Committee

of the new Parliament was appointed "to inquire into the manner in which

contracts extending over periods of years have from time to time been

formed or modified by Her Majesty's Government with various steam-packet

companies for the conveyance of the mails by sea ; together with any recom

mendations as to rules to be observed hereafter by the Government in making
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contracts for services which have not yet been sanctioned by Parliament."

At the close of the Session of 1859 this Committee made a report, but

not on the Galway Contract. In January 1860 the Committee was reap-

pointed. They made a second report on the 22d May 1860, in which they

stated that it would of course be open to Parliament to decline to vote the

money for carrying out the (Galway) contract, but they were not prepared to

recommend that course. A further and final report was made on the 26th June

1860. The Postmaster General fixed the 26th June as the day for commencing

the service ; on that day the service did commence, and the House of Commons

on the 9th August 1860 voted the money in pursuance of the contract. On the

7th September 1860 the Directors of the Company proposed to the Treasury

that the fortnightly service should for a period not exceeding six months be

changed into a monthly service. On the 25th September the " Connaught,"

one of the new steam ships, sailed for Boston, and was lost on the 7th October

during the same voyage. On the 7th November the Directors applied for a

total suspension of the service till 12th March 1861. On the 20th November

this was agreed to by the Postmaster General. On the 12th December they

urged that this suspension should be prolonged till the 1st June 1861. This

was refused, and it was ultimately settled that tne service should recommence

on the 26th March.

In February 1861 the "Adriatic" was purchased in America, but did not

become available to the Company until the 24th of March, when she arrived

in this country. On the 18th March the new ship " Hibernia," on proceeding

to Galway to recommence the service, was disabled by a gale of wind ; in con

sequence, the service of the 26th March was omitted. The other new ship, the

" Columbia," sailed on the 9th April from Galway, and returned in May, disabled

by ice.

On the 23d April the "Adriatic" sailed. The Company found itself without a

steamer to continue the service on the 7th May, but they tendered the " Parana"

for the voyage. The Postmaster General consulted the Admiralty on the

fitness of that vessel, when the following report was made to them by their

surveying officer: "3 May 1861. — With reference to the paragraph in the

letter from the General Post Office, calling particular attention to the fact

that the Atlantic Company are bpund by their contract to reach St. John's,

Newfoundland, within six days after leaving Galway, and that therefore

every vessel employed under the contract ought to be capable of fulfilling

this stipulation, I beg to state, that a trial of the ' Parana ' took place

yesterday at the measured mile in Stokes Bay, her draft of water being

about 13 inches under the load draft, and the water being at the time smooth :

the average speed attained was 11 '8 12 knots per hour, which is not in my

opinion sufficient to secure a fulfilment of the stipulations of the contract.

The hull appears to be in good and seaworthy condition, (signed) J. Luke"

In consequence of such report the Postmaster General informed the secretary

of the Company that, having received from the Admiralty the Report of the

surveyor, his Lordship found that the " Parana " was not of sufficient power to

perform the stipulations of the Company's contract ; and on the 15th May 1861,

Mr. Hill, on the part of the Postmaster General, wrote to Mr. Boate, the

secretary of the Company, stating that, under the circumstances, and on a

review of the whole case, the Postmaster General felt that, in the discharge of

his public duty, he had no alternative but to exercise the power reserved to

him, and to declare the contract at an end.

During this period, from the commencement of the service in June 1860 to

its termination in May 1861, complaints were made by the Post Office of the

irregularity with which the service was performed. Several voyages were

omitted under arrangements with the Post Office, and out of the nine round

voyages which were made, five were made with substituted ships, unequal to the

requirements of the contract.

Taking outward and homeward voyages separately, in 1 2 instances the Com

pany's vessels were beyond then* time, and in five instances under time. Among

the instances of over time is counted the voyage of the " Connaught," on the

25th September, in which voyage that vessel was lost. The substituted

vessels were the " Parana " and the u Prince Albert." The former was allowed

to
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to sail on two occasions and the " Prince Albert " on three. On each occasion

of the " Prince Albert " being allowed to be employed, a deduction of 500 /. was

made from the subsidy. These deductions amounted to 1,500/. In conse

quence of the inability of the Company to provide a ship approved of by the

Postmaster General on the 26th March 1861, owing to the " Hibernia " break-

ing down on her first proceeding to take up her station at Galway, the Com

pany became liable to the forfeiture of their contract, but they were permitted

to postpone the recommencement of the service for a fortnight on payment of

a penalty of 3.000 /. In addition to these two sums of 1,500Z. and 3,000 /.

fines, in pursuance of the contract, were imposed for excess of time on the

voyage on 12 different occasions. These fines amounted to 5,0 1 5 /. Thus the

penalties and fines imposed on the Company from June 1860 to May 1861

amounted to the gross sum of 9,515 /.

The full amount earned by the Company amounted to 25,500 /. ; from this is

to be deducted 9,51 5 /. fines and penalties, together with a sum of 291 /. for

ocean postage allowed to the Canadian Government, making the net amount

received by the Company 1 5,694 /.

The several issues raised, and the questions in dispute between the Postmaster

General and the Atlantic Company, may be conveniently considered under the

following heads :

]. The construction of the Postal Contract entered into by Her Majesty's

Government and the above Company, dated 21 April 1859, whether the

Company were bound to take mails to St. John's, Newfoundland.

II. The penalties imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company

for substituted ships.

III. Fines imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company for

overtime.

IV. The alleged depriving of the Company of the Colonial Subsidy of

8,500 1. per annum.

V. The rejection of the steam ship "Parana," on the 7th May 186).

Your Committee propose to treat these points under separate heads, stilting

the evidence which has been submitted, and the conclusions at which they

have arrived—

I. With regard to the construction of the contract. This subject appears

to be divided into two branches.

1. The legal construction of the contract itself.

2. The construction as regulated by the intentions of the contracting

parties.

The Company contend that, by the strict interpretation of the contract, no

obligation whatever is imposed upon them to carry mails to St. John's, New

foundland.

In support of thi^ view, the Company refer to the clauses of the contract,

and contend that although it imposed on them the obligation to deliver tele

graphic messages at St. John's, they were only bound to do so when required

by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. Clause 4 provides, "That the

" said Company will at all times during the continuance of this contract deliver

" such telegraphic messages as the said Commissioners may at any time or

" times direct, at St. John's, Newfoundland, within six days from Ihe time of

" the vessel carrying them leaving Galway aforesaid ; provided always, that

" whenever any of the said vessels shall not enter the port of St. John's, it may

" be lawful for the said Company to land all telegraphic messages by a branch

" steamer, or other vessel, or means to be provided by and at the expense of

" the said Company ; such steamer, or other vessel or means being previously

" approved of by the said Commissioners ; but even when such branch vessel

" or means is made use of, the telegraphic messages shall nevertheless be deli
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" vered at that port within such six days as aforesaid." Clause 5 provides " That

" all the said vessels employed in the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails, shall,

" both on the outward and homeward voyages, call at St. J'ohn's, Newfoundland ;

" or in the event of any of the vessels being prevented making St. John's to the

" satisfaction of the Admiralty agent, or other officer in charge of Her Majesty's

" mails, by stress of weather or other unavoidable cause, then and in such case

" the vessels shall call at Halifax, Nova Scotia ; and the said Company shall

" convey in the said vessels to and from, and cause to be delivered and received

" at each of the ports or places at which the said vessels are to proceed, call,

" or touch in performance of this contract, ah1 such of Her Majesty's mails,

" passengers, and telegraphic messages as shall have to be delivered or received

" at such places respectively."

The Company assert that the construction of this last clause rests on the word

" respectively" namely, that the Company shall deliver at each of the ports or

places such mails, passengers, and telegraphic messages as by " the terms of t/ie

contract " shall have to be delivered at such places respectively ; that is to say,

mails and passengers at New York and Boston, and telegraphic messages at

St. John's.

On the other hand, the Postmaster General contends that the contract clearly

imposed upon the Company the obligation to take mails to St. John's, Newfound

land, on the grounds that the Company are required to cause mails, passengers,

and telegraphic messages to be delivered at each port where the Company's

vessels are required to call, that St John's is expressly named in the contract,

as one of the ports where the vessels shall call, both on the outward and home

ward voyages, and that the direction in clause 5 to call at St. John's could not

have for its object to provide merely for the delivery of messages, because the

preceding clause had already imposed that duty on the Company. The Post

Office also observe, that, having regard to the position of the word respectively

in the sentence in which it occurs, it is plainly intended to appty, not as the

Company argue, to the mails, passengers, and messages, but to the several

ports or places at which such mails and messages have to be delivered. The

Secretary to the Post Office further states, that he knows of no instance where

a postal packet company are required to call at a port, and yet are exempted

from delivering mails and landing passengers at it.

The second branch of this question is the intentions of the contracting

parties.

The Company contend that the intentions of the contracting parties clearly

were that the Company should not be called upon to deliver mails at St, John's,

Newfoundland.

As evidence of intention the Company refer—

1. To their original tender to the Government of 18 January 1859.

2. To a letter, dated 22 February 1859, addressed by the Treasury to

the Company, informing them that Her Majesty's Government would be

prepared to enter into a contract for the conveyance of mails to and from

Galway and New York, and Galway and Boston,

3. To the instructions of the Treasury to the Admiralty, which apply to

a mail service between Galway and New York, and Galway and Boston.

4. To the contract which is entitled " Galway, Boston, and New York

Mails."

5. To the time tables in such contract, which refer onl^ to Galway,

Boston, and New York, so far as regards mails.

6. To the fact that neither in the tender, Treasury minute, instructions to

the Admiralty, nor in any correspondence between the Government and

the Company, was any suggestion made as to imposing upon the Company

the obligation to take mails to St. John's.

Mr. Hamilton, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, was called, and he

confirmed the evidence submitted to your Committee on behalf of the Com

pany,
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pany, namely, that the then existing colonial service should not be interfered

with, and Mr. Hamilton referred to the following memorandum in his posses

sion, written at the time when the contract was being settled : " The Atlantic

Company object to a clause compelling them to deliver mails at St. John's,

Newfoundland. They say their tender did not offer this,, and that it would annu 1

their Newfoundland contract. I think our minute and their offer did not con

template the delivery of the Newfoundland mails. It contemplates a commu

nication with New York, through St. John's, or Halifax, and thus, I think, the

means of landing passengers, and sending mails to New York, if convenient,

but not of sending mails to Newfoundland."

The evidence of Mr. Clifton, the head of the Postal Contract Department

fn the Admiralty,, is as follows : " Was the question discussed at the time when

you were present at the Treasury, whether it was intended by the contract that

the Company should deliver mails at Newfoundland, or only telegraphic com

munications, when required to do so ? Yes."—" When you say yes, am I to

understand that it was only telegraphic communications which were contem

plated in the contract ? — Only telegraphic communications I understood to be

contemplated by the contract at the time that the contract was drawn ; when

the tender was under discussion it was understood, at least by me, that it was

contemplated to deliver mails, but it was explained to the Secretary that there

was a difficulty in the vessels entering St. John's at all seasons of the year, and

that, in fact, the mails could not be delivered with any degree of certainty ; it

was, therefore, as I understood, arranged that the telegraphic messages should,

only be included in the contract, since they could be thrown overboard, and

taken up by a small vessel, that might be run in vtnder Cape Race to St. John's."

The Company also allege that the Treasury admitted, in a letter dated the

29th of August 1860, that the fair meaning of the contract, and the under

standing of the contracting parties at the time it was entered into, was matter

for inquiry. They also refer to the opinion of the solicitor to the Post Office

Department, quoted in the evidence of the Postmaster General, which, after

stating his opinion as to the obligations of the Company to take mails to

St. John's, advises that the question raised by the Company " should be com

municated to the Admiralty as the tender for the service, and the corre*

spondence relating to it might show clearly what the intention was upon the

subject."

It does not appear in the evidence that any inquiry was made of the Admi

ralty by the Postmaster General.

On the other hand, the view of the Post Office appears to be, that as the in

tention of calling at St. John's on every voyage out and home, and of conveying

telegraphic messages to and from that port, is shown in the Company's tender,

and as the Treasury Minute of the 26th March 1859 distinctly contemplated

the landing of passengers at St. John's (or, failing that, at Halifax), it must

have been the intention throughout that the Company should, according to the

practice pursued in the case of all other contracts, convey mail's also between

Galway and St. John's or Halifax, according to circumstances.

Mr. Clifton states in his evidence, that although at the time the contract was

drawn up he was of opinion that the Company were only bound to take tele

graphic messages, he had previously understood that it was intended they should

deliver mails, but that this intention had been given up, owing to the difficulty

of landing such mails, a difficulty which the Secretary to the Post Office (Ques

tion 1881) considers was altogether imaginary.

Mr. Hamilton (the Assistant Secretary to the Treasury) also in his evidence

states that the intention was that, when convenient, mails should be taken to

St. John's, although he thinks that the obligation was limited to mails for the

United States.

The Postmaster General further iiisists on the necessity of taking the contract

as it stands, and points out also that the sanction of Parliament was given to the

contract as it now stands.

Taking a review of all these circumstances, as regards the construction of

the clauses in the contract referred to as involving the obligation to carry mails
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to St. John's, your Committee are not prepared to express any opinion, but are

satisfied by the evidence produced that it was not the intention of either of the

contracting parties that Mails should be delivered at St. John's.

Your Committee may, however, here state, that though unwilling to reject

evidence that was tendered on behalf of the Company as regards the delivery

of mails at St. John's, they are of opinion that that question had no bearing

upon the termination of the contract.

In fact, this question is immaterial for the purposes of this inquiry, inasmuch as

there is no doubt that the Company were bound to call at St. John's within six

days when required by the Admiralty, and the difficulty experienced by them

in duly performing this part of their contract was not so much occasioned by

any requirements to deliver the mails, as it was by the obligation to call at

St. John's within the time prescribed.

II. Penalties imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company for

substituted ships.

The first occasion on which a fine was imposed was on the 24th day of July

1860, when a fine of 500 /. was imposed for permitting the " Prince Albert" to

be substituted, this vessel not coming within the terms of the postal contract.

On two subsequent occasions, viz., on the 28th August, and on the 23d

October, similar penalties were imposed, for permission, to start the " Prince

Albert."

A penalty of 3,000 I. was also inflicted by the Postmaster General for post

poning the recommencement of the service of the 26th March to the 9th of

April following, on the application of the Company, whose ship, the "Hibernia,"

had met with an accident.

The Company allege that this penalty should not have been imposed, as the

accident to the " Hibernia " arose from a casualty over which they had no con

trol, and they urge that the permission, under such circumstances, to postpone

the service would have been a reasonable concession, and that no fine ought to

have been imposed ; at all events, that no fine could be imposed beyond the

amount mentioned in the contract, namely, a fine of 500 1. for not having a

vessel ready to carry the mails, and that therefore the penalty of 3,000 /. was

arbitrary and severe.

On the other hand, the Postmaster General alleges that it was the duty of

the Company to have been prepared by the time named with more than one

ship surveyed and approved : that as on their failure to recommence the service,

he would have been justified in determining the contract, he considered that

the imposition of a penalty in lieu of the abrogation of the conduct, was an

indulgence (a view which he states to have been also taken by the Company

at the time), and that there is nothing in the contract limiting the fine for not

having a vessel ready on the appointed day to 500 /. ; but that, on the contrary,

a fine of 500 /. is imposed for each and every successive period of 12 hours that

shall elapse, before a vessel proceeds to sea.

Your Committee are of opinion that the Postmaster General was justified in

imposing these penalties.

III.—As regards imposition of fines for overtime.

On this point, the particular ground of complaint appears by the evidence

"brought before your Committee, to be the imposition of part of a fine of 490 I.

for overtime in the case of the ship " Connaught," in the month of August

1860.

It appears by the evidence adduced before your Committee that the " Con-

naught " was prevented from landing her mails in Newfoundland by a fog of

unusual density and duration ; your Committee therefore recommend that so

much of the fine imposed on that occasion as had reference to the delay occa

sioned by the fog, should be remitted.

Sir
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Sir Rowland Hill, on being examined on tins point, stated, that he thought it

•was the duty of the Postmaster General to lean towards the infliction of

penalties.

In that opinion your Committee agree as a general rule, but they do not

think that the rule should be applied in a doubtful case like that of the

" Connaught."

IV. The alleged depriving the Company of the Colonial subsidy of

8,500 I. per annum.

The. colonial service rested upon a contract, dated 22 October 1858, and

provided for the payment of the sum of 1 3,000 I. per annum for a monthly

service between Galway and St. John's, Newfoundland, and between Newfound

land and Portland, Boston, or New York. Of this sum, 8,500 /. was payable

by the Colony, and 4,500 I. by the Imperial Government. Your Committee

have already explained that this contract was for one year only, and that, at

the expiration of that period, it had been provisionally extended until further

orders. The last departure of a vessel under this agreement was in June I860,

whereupon the agreement necessarily came to an end. There was, therefore, no

colonial subsidy of which the Company were, or could be, deprived by the act

of the Postmaster General. But a question arose between the Government

and the Company, whether the latter were obliged to carry mails to St. John's ;

the Company contending that they were not bound, but being willing, to carry -

the mails, if the Colony would continue to pay the former subsidy of 8,500 /.,

and if they were allowed to receive such subsidy in addition to the payments

under the Imperial contract.

The Imperial service is under a contract, dated 21 April 1859.

The construction of tins last contract by the Postmaster General was, that

the Company were bound to take mails to Newfoundland ; and by the agreement

which the Company signed on the, 24th January 1861, they were obliged to Vide Appendix,

relinquish a colonial subsidy.

On the part of the Company it is contended, that they had a. just claim to

the 8,500 /. which they expected the Colony would contribute.

The Government at one time were not unwilling to concede the point.

In a letter addressed by the Treasury to Messrs. Vallance £ Vallance, the

solicitors of the Company, under date of 29th August I860, an arrangement

was proposed, under which the Company, it was stated, ,would be in receipt of

78,000 /. per annum under the Imperial contract, and 8.500 I. per annum under

the Newfoundland contract, for which the Company were to take mails as well

as telegraphic messages to and from ,St. John's by regular steamers, but be

released from running their independent monthly line.

In a letter addressed by the Postmaster General to the Company, dated the

14th September 18b'0, his Lordship inquires whether the Company would agree

to carry the mails to Newfoundland for a payment by the Colony of the 8,500 /.

a year by every packet. This letter, however, remained without answer for

nearly two months, and the reply at last returned was to the effect that the

Company would agree, provided his Lordship, besides making other concessions,

would allow the " Prince Albert " steam ship to be employed in the service of

the Company in the same manner as if she were a vessel fulfilling the require

ments of the Contract in respect of size, speed, and power. The Postmaster

General would not accept these terms, and he informed the Company that as

his inquiry had not been answered in the affirmative, he withdrew it.

The Company contended that the Colony would be willing to pay the 8,500 I.

per annum if the service were continued ; and that it was only fair that they

should receive the colonial payment. The Postmaster General, however, finallv

stated, that unless a new agreement for recommencing the service in March

1861 were signed, and the Company undertook to forego altogether the 8.500/.

per annum, he would declare the contract void.

b The
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The Company therefore signed the new agreement, reserving their right to

appeal to the Treasury, on the ground that the intentions of the parties

respecting the colonial subsidy were special circumstances in the case.

The opinion of your Committee on this point is guided by the decision, they

have expressed on the first- head, namely, that it was not part of the original

contract that mails should be delivered at St. John's, and that as a service was

imposed on the Company for which they had not contracted, it is fair they

should be remunerated for it.

V. The rejection of the " Parana."

It appears that the Company submitted, for the approval of the Postmaster

General, the steam ship " Parana," a vessel of 2,730 tons, and 800 horse-power,

to perform the service of the 7th May 1861,

The case of the Company is, that the accident to the " Columbia " and

" Hibernia" were casualties over which they had no control.
it

They affirm that they procured the best ship that was capable of being

obtained.

That under the clause in the contract permitting them to supply the place of

a disabled ship, the " Parana" was an efficient ship, which ought to have been

accepted as a substituted vessel ; and that, at all events, according to the terms

of the contract, the ship ought to have been permitted to perform the service ;

and the penalty which should have been inflicted would have been one of 5001.,

under the terms of the clause for not having a suitable vessel ready.

The Company rest this part of their case upon the ground that the rejec

tion of a ship, and the exercise of the discretionary power vested in the Post

Office, must be reasonable and not arbitrary.

Another point has been raised by the Company under their protest to the

Postmaster General, and upon the evidence which has been submitted to your

Committee. .

This point goes to the effect of calling in question the absolute legality of

the rejection of the "Parana" by the Postmaster General; and consequently'

his right to determine the contract.

It appears that the immediate ground on which the contract was determined

was the inability of the Company to provide a ship for the voyage of the 7th

of May. '

The Company allege that they did provide an efficient ship ; namely, the

" Parana,'7 and that the Postmaster General was governed in his objection to

her, not upon her inability to perform the voyage from Galway to Boston

within the contract time, but upon the ground that she could not perform the

voyage to St. John's within six days.

The Company admit their liability to take telegraphic messages to St.

John's within six days, when so required by the Commissioners of the Admiralty

or the Postmaster General, but they referred to his Lordship's and other evi

dence to prove that they had never been required by the Admiralty or the

Post Office to take telegraphic messages to St. John's.

The Company submit, therefore, that as there was no obligation whatever

imposed upon them to carry mails to St. John's within six days, the original

contract and agreement being silent on this point, the rejection of the

" Parana," on the ground of her inability to run to St. John's within six days

was an untenable rejection.

The Company consequently contend—

1 . That the " Parana " was an efficient ship for all purposes of the

services, and evidence was given before your Committee, that the " Parana"

had been despatched on the 7th May, and had performed the voyage to

Boston in 1 day 5^ hours under the contract time, and the return voyage

three hours over the contract time.

It
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It was admitted that she had not performed the voyage to St. John's wilhin

six days.

2. That there is no obligation imposed upon them to take mails to St.

• John's within six days, and that therefore, as before stated, that the rejec

tion was illegal.

The Postmaster General, on the other hand, contends that the Company was

bound by their contract (clause 4) to reach St. John's, and there to deliver

telegraphic messages, if required, within six days ; that they were similarly

bound to bring messages on the return voyages; that the then Postmaster General,

the Duke of Argyll, had in June I860, signified to the Company that tele

graphic messages for St. John's would be sent in the mails ; that it could not be

ascertained until a ship was being despatched, and even then only as regards

the outward voyage, whether she might not have to carry telegraphic messages ;

that one .of the most important conditions on which the Government had

granted the subsidy, and the principal recommendation of the line, as asserted

by the Company themselves, was a communication, within six days, between

England and America, referring your Committee in support of the statement

as to the Company's assertions to the two following passages ; one from their

original tender, dated 18 January 1859, the other from their letter dated 29

May 1861, in answer 10 the notification terminating their contract. (Ex

tract from the tender:) ''We will also undertake to convey telegraphic mes

sages from the United Kingdom to British North America and the United

States in six days, casualties excepted. It is quite needless to expatiate on

the great advantage thus obtained by both the Government and the public."

(Extract from the letter of the Company, dated 29 May 1861:) "On com

mercial grounds the importance of having direct and speedy communication

between Galway and St. John's cannot be overrated. This line forms a link

connecting Europe with America, and reducing the communication to about

six days."

The Postmaster General further contends, That he was bound, under these

circumstances, to reject vessels that could not reach St. John's in six days ;

and that in rejecting the " Parana " for the voyage of the 7th of May, he was

guided by the advice of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, who, in

their letter on the subject, stated they did.not consider the speed of the "Parana"

sufficient to secure a fulfilment of the stipulations of the contract.

\ our Committee, while declining to give any opinion on the legal points

raised by the Company, are of opinion that as the " Parana " was reported by

the Admiralty to be unequal to the requirements of the service, the Postmaster

General was justified in refusing her.

There are, however, certain special circumstances connected with this case

which your Committee now deem it necessary to advert to.

Your Committee have to express their sense of the difficulties with which the

Royal Atlantic Steam Navigation Company have had to contend, from the com

mencement of their contract until its termination.

From the date of the contract in April 1859 until the subsidy was voted in

August 1860, uncertainty prevailed as to the future decision of Parliament.

Several discussions took place in the House of Commons impugning the pro

priety of the contract. The Directors finding their operations seriously affected

by these proceedings, addressed as early as the 20th July 1859, a letter to the

Treasury stating how the interests of the Company had been prejudiced by

these discussions. They inquired if the proceedings of the Packet Contract

Committee were intended to affect the validity of the contract with them. On

the 25th of the same month the "Secretary of the Treasury informed the di

rectors of the Company, " that he had nothing to add to the statement of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer in Parliament, and that if the directors

required a further assurance they should apply to the Select Committee to

deal with the case as soon as possible.'' It does not appear that such application

•was made to the Select Committee, and the Select Committee did not deal with

the question in the year 1859. On the 30th January 18(>(), the Committee was

re-appointed ; on the 22d May 1860 they made their report on the Galway Con

tract as above adverted to. On the 1 1th June the estimate for the postal services

463. b 2 was
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was laid before the House of Commons, but in that estimate the amount on

account of the Galway Contract was not inserted.

On the 22d June the Directors of the Company received a letter from Mr.

Laing, Secretary to the Treasury, to this effect, " 1 am to state to you that,

as the directors are doubtless aware, the Select Committee of the House of

Commons are now deliberating on a further Report on the Subject of the

Galway Contract, and that notice has been given in the House of a motion to

negative any estimate for carrying out that contract. Under these circum

stances it is impossible for their Lordships to foretell what may be the decision

of Parliament, or until the final Report of the Committee is made, to give any

pledges as to the course which the Government may think it their duty to

adopt. In the meantime, however, as the contract has been executed, and the

First Report ot the Select Committee did not recommend Parliament to exercise

their constitutional right (which was expressly reserved in the contract) of

refusing to vote money for its fulfilment, their Lordships have not thought it

their duty to act on any other assumption than that the contract would be

carried out in the usual course. On this assumption they were prepared, on

the one hand, to insist on the strict fulfilment by the contractors of the engage

ments into which they had entered, but, on the other hand, to do so in a fair

spirit, and to interpose no vexatious or unnecessary impediments in carrying

out those engagements. Acting in the same spirit, they are now prepared,

under the circumstances above stated, 'and without prejudice to the ultimate

course to be adopted on either side, to offer to the Company the alternative

either of a short postponement of the provision requiring the commencement

of the service in the month of June, until the decision of Parliament has been

obtained, or of a strict compliance with its conditions, subject to that decision,

and reserving to the Company its claim to be paid for any voyages actually

performed in the meantime, should the decision of Parliament be unfavourable."

The motion referred to in this letter was a motion by Mr. Bouverie, on the

1 4th June, to this effect: "In Committee of Supply on Post Office Packet

Estimates to move the rejection of the farther estimate of 60,000 /. for the con

veyance of mails between Galway and Boston and Galway and New York, if

such estimates be presented."

On the 23d July 1860, the estimate for the Galway subsidy was laid before

the House as a separate vote, and on the 9th August, after a division, the

money was voted. It will thus appear, that the Company had commenced, and

were carrying on the service nearly two months before they had obtained the

requisite confirmation that the subsidy would be granted. The result of this

uncertainty, according to the statement of witnesses examined on this point was

to this effect, that the financial condition of the Company was thereby seriously

affected ; that the directors themselves were unwilling to invest their own capital

in the undertaking, or to recommend their friends to do so ; that public con

fidence in the undertaking was shaken ; that the directors were prevented from

placing the capital stock of the Company and from enforcing the calls ; and

that in consequence of the non-issue of capital and non-payment of calls, the

directors were forced to enter into pecuniary arrangements under disadvantage.

In the case of the ships the same causes are represented as having,

1 . Most seriously interfered with the contractors as regards the delivery

of the ships, owing to the inability of the Company to pay the instalments

which were to accompany the progress of their construction.

2. That the Company, by not being in a position to pay the contractors,

were obliged to forego the penalties they would otherwise, by the terms of

their contract, have been entitled to exact.

3. That had the ships been delivered according to the builders' contract

before June I860, it follows that the Company would at once have perceived

their defects, and applied to the Post Office for the suspension of the service

until these defects had been remedied, which suspension had been offered

by Mr. Laing on the 22d June 1860.

In the other Atlantic contracts, your Committee will observe that there is no

time table, and consequently no penalty for overtime. The only penalties are

for
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for the non-starting of a vessel at the appointed day of sailing. Evidence was

given that no substitute vessel could be procured capable of passing the Admi

ralty survey as regards the speed requisite to reach St. John's in six days, and

that there ai'e probably only two steam vessels in the whole postal service

capable of therein satisfying the exigencies of the Post Office.

The misfortunes that have attended the Company's new fleet have also been

considered by your Committee. Within a period of six months one vessel has

been lost, another disabled by storm, and the third also disabled by her encounter

with ice off Newfoundland.

Your Committee conclude this Report by expressing their opinion, that the

Postmaster General was justified in declining to continue a contract which in

his judgment, at the time of its determination, the Company could not carry

out efficiently.

Your Committee have reason to believe that the Company will be in posses

sion of a fleet of efficient steam-ships in the course of the present year. They

are of opinion that should it be deemed advisable to re-establish postal commu

nication between the West Coast of Ireland and America, the Atlantic Steam

Packet Company are deserving of the favourable consideration of Her Majesty's

Government.

b 3
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

Veneris, 28° die Junii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. Walpole.

Sir John Trollope.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Sir Morton Peto.

Mr. Gregory.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Gregory was called to the Chair.'

The Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Twelre o'clock.

Mortis, 2° dip Julii, 18G1.

MEMBERS PRESENT .

Mr. GREGORY in the Chair.

Mr. Walpole.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. l£er Seymer.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

The Lord Stanley of Alderley, and Mr. Henry Vallance, examined.

[Adjourned till Friday next, at Twelve o'clock.

Veneris, 5° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. GREGORY in the Chair.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.'

Sir John Trollope.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Sir Morton Peto.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

The Committee deliberated.

Mr. Henry Vallance, further examined.

Mr. George Alexander Hamilton, examined.

[Adjourned till Monday next, at One o'clock.
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Lunce, 8* die Julii, 1861.

MEEBERS PRESENT:

Mr. GREGORY in the Chair.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Brown-Westbead.

Mr. H. Vallance, further examined.

Mr. Waller Clifton, examined.

Sir Morton Peto.

Mr. Walpole.

Sir John Trollope.

[Adjourned to To-morrow, at Twelve o'clock.

Marlis, 9" die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. GREGORY in the Chair.

Sir J. Trollope.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Walpole.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. John Jordan, Mr. John Laird, Mr. Martin Samuelson, and Mr. George Bayley,

examined.

[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Twelve o'clock.

Jovis, 11° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. GREGORY in the Chair.

Mr. Walpole.

Sir John Trollope.

Sir Morton Peto.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. James Luke, Mr. Jeremiah Lewcock, Mr. John Brough Palmer, Mr. Thomas J. Ditch-

burn, Mr. Harvey Lewis, a Member of ihe House, and Mr. Martin Samuelson, further

examined.

[Adjourned to Tomorrow, at Twelve o'clock.

Verieris, 12° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. GREGORY in the Chair.

Mr. Walpole.

Sir John Trollope.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr. Peel.

Sir Morton Peto.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr.[Malcolmson, Sir Rowland Hill and Mr. W. J. Page, and Mr. Ambrose Shea, examined!

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Twelve o'clock.
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Mercurii, 1 7° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. GREGORY in the Cliaii

Mr. Walpole.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Peel.

Sir J. Trollope.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Draft Report, proposed by the Chairman, read 1° as follows :

1. " IN framing their Rep'-rt on the question referred to them, your Committee are ofopinion

that jt will be convenient to sjive a short sketch of the principal transactions that bear upon

the contract between Her Majesty's Government and the Hoyal Atlantic Mail Steam Naviga

tion Company from the date of the signing of that contract to iis termination.

2. " On the 21st April 1859 a contract was entered into between Her Majesty's Government

and the Company for the performance of a fortnightly/ nviil service between Galway, Boston,

and New York. Your Committee may here observe, that on the 22d October 1858, a con

tract had betn concluded with the Government of Newfoundland for postal service between

Galway, Newfoundland, and the United States; this service was to be monthly, and the

payment at the rate of 13,000 I. per annum. Of this. 4,500 / was to be defrayed by the

Imperial Government, and 8,500 /. by the Colony. At the date, therefore, of the signing of

the Imperial contract, the Company was performing this service.

3. " On the 10th June 1859, '.he Royal Atlantic Steam Navigation Company concluded a

contract with Messrs. Palmer, of Newcastle, for the construction of two ships, at a cost of

95,000 1. each, and on the 15th June they concluded another contract with Messrs. Samuel-

son, of Hull, for the construction of two other ships, at a cost, of 97,500 1. each. These

ships were to be built according to lines, plans, and specifications approved of by the

Admiralty. The ships were all to be delivered within eleven months. The commencement

of the postal service, according to the contract, was fixed for June 1860. The Company

were thus entitled to fourteen clear months, from the date of their contract, for the

completion of their fleet. In April 1859 Parliament was dissolved. The new Parliament

met in May. On the 9th July a Committee was appointed 'to inquire into the man

ner in which contracts extending over periods of years have from time to time been

formed or modified by Her Majesty's Government with various steam-packet companies for

the conveyance of the mails by sea ; together with any recommendations as to rules to be

observed herealter by the Government in making contracts for semens which have not yet

been sanctioned by Parliament.' At the close of the Session of 1859 this Comm^tee did

507. report, but not on the Galway Contract. In January I860 the Committee was reappointed.

Its final report on the Galway Contract was net made till 2Gt!i June 1860. The Company

commenced its service on the 26ih June, but the' House of Commons did not ratify the con

tract till the 9th August 1860. On the 7th September 1860 the Directors of the Company

proposed to the Treasury that the fortnightly service should for ;\ period not exceeding six

months be changed into a monthly service. On the 25th September the ' Connaught,' one

of the new steam ships, sailed for Boston, and was lost on the 9th October during the same

voyage. On the 7th November the Directors applied for a total suspension of the service

till 12th March 1861. On the 20th November this was agreed to by the Postmaster

General. On the 12th December they urged that this suspension should be prolonged till

the 1st June 1861. This was refused, and it was ultimately settled that the service should

recommence on the 2(ith March.

4\ " In February 1861 the ' Adriatic' was purchased, and became one of the Company's

fleet. On the 18th March the new ship ' Hihernia,' on proceeding tn Galway to recom

mence the service, was disabled by a gale of wind ; in consequence, the service of the 26th

March was omitted. The other new ship, the ' Columbin,' sailed on the 9th April from

Galway, and returned in May, disabled by ice.

5. " (Jn the 23d Aj.nl the ' Adriatic ' sailed : on the 7th May the Company found itself

without a steamer to continue the service, in consequence of the refusal of the Postmaster

General to accept the 'Parana.' And on the 15th May 1861 the contract « as declared by

the Postmaster General to be at an end.

6. " During this period, from the commencement of the service in June 1H60 to its termina

tion in May 1801, complaints were m;ide l>y the Post Office of the irregularity with which

the se;vice was performed. Exclusive of the voyages omit'ed under arrangements with the

Post Office, it appears that, out of nine round voyages, five were made with substituted,

ships.

7. "Taking cuiwaid and homeward voyages separately, in 12 instances the Company's

vessels weie beyond their time, and in five instances under time. Among the instances of

over tune is counted the voyage of the ' Cunnaught,' on the 25th September, in which

voyage
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voyage that vessel was lost. In all cases, with the exception of two, viz. on the 26ih June

1860, in the case of the ' Parana,' and on the 7th August with the same vessel, penalties

were imposed on the Company for the substitution of a ship. These penalties amounted to

1,5001. In consequence of the inability of the Company to provide a ship approved of by

the Postmaster General on the 26th March 1861, owing to the ' Hibernia' having become

disabled, a penalty of 3,000 /. was imposed on the Company, making the amount ot penalties

in all 4,500 1. In addition to this, fines, in pursuance with the contract, were imposed for Appendix.

excess of time on the voyage on 12 different occasions. These fines amounted to 5,01 5 /.

Thus the penalties and fines imposed on the Company from June 1£60 to May 1861

amounted to the gross sum of 9,515 /.

8. The full amount earned by the Company amounted to 25,500 A; from this is to be

deducted 9,51 5 /. fines and penalties, together with a sum of 291 /. for ocean postage allowed

to the Canadian Government, making the net amount received by the Company 1 5,694 /.

9. "The Company were also compelled to forego the Colonial subsidy of 1,000?. per

voyage as the terms for permitting them to carry the Colonial mail three days later than the

ordinary day fixed.

10. "The several issues raised, and the questions in dispute between the Postmaster

General and the Atlantic Company, may be conveniently considered under the following

heads :

" FIRST. The construction of the Postal Contract entered into by Her Majesty's

Government and the above Company, dated 21 April 1859, whether the Company were

bound to take mails to St. John s, Newfoundland ; and if so, whether they were bound

to do so within six days.

" SECONDLY. The penalties imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company

for substituted ships.

" THIRDLY. Fines imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company for over

lime.

" FOURTHLY. The depriving the Company of the Colonial Subsidy of 8,500 /. per

annum.

" FIFTHLY. The rejection of the steam ship " Parana," on the 7th May J801.

11. Your Committee propose to treat these points under separate heads, statin"; the evidence

which has been submitted, and the conclusions at which your Committee have arrived—

" FIRST with regard to the construction of the contract. This subject appears to

be divided into two branches.

" Firstly. The legal construction of the contract itself.

" Secondly. The construction as regulated by the intentions of the contracting par

ties.

12. " The Company contend that, by the strict interpretation of the contract, no obligation

whatever is imposed upon them to carry mails to St. John's, Newfoundland.

13. " In support of this view, the Company refer to the clauses of the contract, and contend Appendix,

that although it imposed on them the obligation to deliver telegraphic messages at St.

John's, they were only bound to do so when required by the Lords Commissioners of the Clause 4.

Admiralty. Clause 4 provides, ' That the said Company will at all times during the con-

' tinuance of this contract deliver such telegraphic messages as the said Commissioners

' may at any time or times direct, at St. John's Newfoundland, within sis days from the time

'of the vessel carrying them leaving Galway aforesaid; provided always, that whenever

' any of the said vessels shall not enter the port of St. John's, it may bs lawful for the said

' Company to land all telegraphic messages by a branch steamer, or other vessel, or means

' to be provided by and at the expense of the said Company ; such steamer, or other vessel or

' means being previously approved of by the said Commissioners ; but, even when such branch

' vessel or means is made use of, the telegraphic messages shall nevertheless be delivered

' at that port within such six days as aforesaid.' Clause 5 provides that all the vessels shall,

both on the outward and homeward voyage, call at St. John's, Newfoundland, and that the

Company shall convey in the said vessels to and from, and cause to be delivered and

received at each of the ports and places at which the said vessels are to proceed, call, or

t«uch in the performance of the contract, all such of Her Majesty's mails, passengers, and

telegraphic messages as shall have to be delivered or received at such places respectively.

14. " The Company assert that the construction of this last clause rests on the word ' re

spectively,' namely, that the Company shall deliver at each of the ports or places such mails,

passengers, and telegraphic messages as by ' the terms of the contract ' shall have to be

delivered at such places respectively ; that is to say, mails and passengers at New York and

Boston, and telegraphic messages at St. John's ; and they refer to the letter of Mr. Brady,

chief clerk of Contract Department, Admiralty, who prepard the contract, and who upholds

this construction.

15. " On the other hand, the Postmaster General contends that the contract clearly im- Page 132, Enol.

posed upon the Company the obligation to take mails to St. John's, Newfoundland, on the in No. 132.

463. c ground
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Page 132. Encl.

No. 22.

Appendix.

Appendix.

ground that the words comprise the delivery of mails and telegraphic messages at each of the

ports or places at which the steamers shall touch or call. In support of this view, the Post

master General refers to the Solicitor of the Post Office, who is of opinion that the Com

pany can be required to convey mails to St. John's.

16. " The second branch of this question is the intentions of the contracting parties.

17. " The Company have throughout contended that the intentions of the contracting par

ties clearly were that the Company should not be called upon to deliver mails at St. John's

Newfoundland.

18. " As evidence of intention (he Company refer—

" Firstly. To their original tender to the Government of 18 January 1859.

" Secondly. To a letter, dated 22 February 1859, addressed by the Treasury to the

Company, informing them that Her Majesty's Government would be prepared to enter

into a contract for the conveyance of mails to and from Galway and New York, and;-

Galway and Boston.

" Thirdly. To the instructions of the Treasury to the Admiralty, which apply to a mail

service between Galway and New York, and Galway and Boston.

" Fourthly. To the contract which is entitled ' Galway, Boston, and New York

Mails.'

" Fifthly. To the time tables in such contract, which refer only to Galway, Boston,

and New York, so far as regards mails.

" Sixthly. To the fact that neither in the tender, Treasury minute, instructions to the

Admiralty, nor in any correspondence between the Government and the Company, was

any suggestion made as to imposing upon the Company the obligation to take mails to

St. John's.

19. " Mr. Hamilton, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, was called, and he confirmed

the evidence submitted to your Committee on behalf of the Company, namely, that the then

existing colonial service should not be interfered with, and Mr. Hamilton referred to the

following memorandum in his possession, written at the time when the contract was being

settled : ' The Atlantic Company object to a clause compelling them to deliver mails at St.

John's, Newfoundland. They say their tender did not offer this, and that it would annul

their Newfoundland contract. I think our minute does not contemplate the delivery of New

foundland mails. It contemplates a communication between New York, through St. John's,

or Halifax, and only means, I think, the landing passengers, and sending mails to New

York, if convenient, but not sending mails to Newfoundland.'

20. " The evidence of Mr. Clifton, the head of the Postal Contract Department in the

Admiralty, states, ' Only telegraphic communications I understood to be contemplated by the

parties at the time the contract was drawn, and when the tender was under discussion;'

and he adds that the question was discussed with the Secretary of the Treasury, and that

there appeared to be a difficulty in the vessels entering St. John's at all seasons of the year,

and that he understood that it was arranged that telegraphic messages only should be

delivered.

21. " The Company rely also upon the letter of Mr. Brady, before referred to, in which he

states, ' Nothing can be clearer to my mind ; and certainly when the contract was settled, it

was not intended to send mails to St. John's.'

22. " The Company also allege that the question of intention of the contracting parties

was brought under the notice of the Postmaster General—

" First, in a letter from the Treasury, dated the 29th of August 1860, suggesting that

the fair meaning of the contract, and the understanding of the contracting parties at

the time it was entered into, was matter for inquiry.

" Secondly, by the opinion of the Solicitor to the Post Office Department, referred

to in the evidence of the Postmaster General, which, after stating his opinion as to the

obligations of the Company to take mails to St. John's, advises that the question raised

by the Company ' should be communicated to the Admiralty as the tender for the

service, and the correspondence relating to it might show clearly what the intention was

upon the subject.'

23. " It does not appear in the evidence that any inquiry was made of the Admiralty by

the Postmaster General.

24. " The Company allege that the Postmaster General did not discuss the question or

answer the case of the Company, but adhered to his view, and compelled the Company to

adopt it.

25. "On the other hand, the Postmaster General alleges that he could look only to the

words of the contract as submitted to him, and deal with it only as he found it.

26. " SECONDLY. Penalties imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company

for substituted ships.

27, « The
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27. " The first occasion on which a. fine was imposed was on the 21st day of July 1860,

when a fine of 500 I, was imposed for permitting the 'Prince Albert' to be substituted^

this vessel not coming strictly within the terms of the postal contract.

28. " On two subsequent occasions, viz., on the 28th of August, and on the 23d October,

similar penalties were imposed for permission to start the ' Prince Albert.'

29. " A penalty of 3,000 I. was also inflicted by the Postmaster General for postponing the

service of the 26th March to the 9th of April following, in consequence of an accident which

happened to the ' Hibernia.'

30. " The Company allege that this penalty should not have been imposed, as the accident

to the ' Hibernia' arose from a casualty over which they had no control, and they urged that

the permission, under such circumstances, to postpone the service would have been a reason

able concession, and that no fine ought to have been imposed ; at all events, that 110 fine

could be imposed beyond the amount mentioned in the contract, namely, a fine of 500 /. for

not having a vessel ready to carry the mails, and that, therefore, the penalty of 3,000 /. was

arbitrary and severe.

31. " On the other hand, the Postmaster General alleges that, having regard to the previous

intimations given to the Company, and to former irregularities, his Lordship felt ihat such a

penalty was properly imposed ; and as he would have been justified in determining the con

tract, he considered the imposition of a penalty, instead of so doing, to be an indulgence.

32. "THIRDLY,—As regards imposition of fines for overtime.

33. " On this point, the particular ground of complaint appears by the evidence brought

before your Committee, to be the imposition of a fine for overtime in the case of the ship

'Connaught,' in the month of August 1860.

34. "The Company allege that for 37^ hours of this overtime, the ship was detained by a

fog off Newfoundland of unusual duration and density, that this w;is one of the casualties over

which they had no control, and that for the delay, in consequence, they ought not to have

been fined. The Postmaster General considered that this excuse could not be admitted in

mitigation of the penalties incurred for excess of time.

35. " The Postmaster General on this point relied upon a letter from the Governor of New

foundland, stisting that no less than ;J2 sailing vessels entered the port of St. John's, on the

10th, llth, 12tli, and 13th days of August; as also trie mail steamer from Halifax; and

the Postmaster General requested the Company to furnish him with full particulars why

the 'Connaught' failed to deliver the mails on the llth of August.

36. " The Company, in reply, forwarded to the Postmaster General a letter, containing—

 

 

very unsafe for any vessel to approach the coast,' &.c. &c.

"Secondly. A telegram, dateJ 14th August, from the lightkeeper at Cape Race to

the Company's agent at St. John's, which says, 'On the 10th, lllh, and 12th instant,

dense fog and mist; wind, south-west, moderate; impossible to see this land; unsafe

for a steamer to make Cape Race.'

"Thirdly. A declaration, on oath, dated 17th August, by the submollecior of Her

Majesty's Customs in that island, which states that ' the coast was enveloped in dense

fog' from the 10th to the 12th August.

37. " The Company also referred to the log of the ship, showing that the ' Connaught,' in

proceeding to sea, did so for the safety of the ship, and the lives of the passengers,

after waiting 37^ hours off the coast of Newfoundland, amidst fog, and in dangerous Vide Appendix,

currents.

38. " The Company forwarded the above documents to the Postmaster General, and the

answer given was, that the claim could not bo entertained.

39. " In addition to these documents, it appears from the evidence of Mr. Shea, the late

Speaker of the House of Assembly in St. John's, that the fog was continuous and dense on

the days before mentioned, and that it would have been dangerous for the captain to have

attempted to force the port of St. John's in such weather.

40. " Mr. Shea also stated, that the sailing boats which were reported to have entered the

port of St. John's, during the days before mentioned, had been detained for several days

outside the harbour, and that the arrival of tl»e mail steamer, alluded to by Sir A. Banner-

man, was, after the departure of the ' Connaught,' and that she was a screw steamer of about

300 tons burden, whereas the ' Connaught ' was a paddle steamer of nearly 3,000 tons.

41. " Mr. Clifion, in his evidence before referred to, states, ' that he is not aware of any in

stances of penalties being imposed lor overtime arising from delay occasioned by fog, and

that in the particular case in question, having regard to the clauses in the contract, had the

packet service remained under the control of the Admiralty, no penalty would have been

463. c 2 incurred.'
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incurred.' Mr. Clifton also stated, that in the absence of an Admiralty agent on board (as

was the case with the ' Connaught') the log of the ship is legal evidence.

42. " Sir Rowland Hill, on being examined on this point, stated, that he thought it was

the duty of the Postmaster General to lean towards the infliction of penalties.

43. " In that opinion your Committee altogether disagree, as if such a course were adopted

by the Post Office, it would have a tendency to diminish, on the part of captains of mail

packets, the caution requisite for the preservation of life and property.

44. FOURTHLY. The depriving the Company of the colonial subsidy of 8,500 I. per

annum.

45. "The colonial service icsied upon a contract, dated 22d October 1858, and provided

for the payment of the sum of 13,000 /. per annum for a monthly service to St. John's,

Newfoundland.

46. " The Imperial service is under a contract, dated 21st April 1859.

47. " The construction of this last contract by the Postmaster General was, that the Com

pany were bound to take mails to Newfoundland; but, by the agreement which the Company

•were compelled to sign on the 24th January 1861, they were obliged to forego all claim for

the colonial subsidy.

48. " On the part of the Company, it is contended, that, although willing to forego the

contribution of 4,500 /. a year, paid by the Imperial Government towards the 13,000 /.

colonial subsidy, they had a just claim to the 8,500 Z. contributed by the Colony.

49. " In a letter addressed by the Treasury to Messrs. Vallance & Vallance, the solicitors

of the Company, under date of 29th August 1860, it is distinctly stated, that, by the new

arrangements then proposed, the Company should be in receipt of 78,000 /. per annum

under the Imperial contract, and 8,500/. per annum under the Newfoundland contract,

for which the Company were to take mails, as well as telegraphic messages, to and from

St. John's, by regular steamers, but be released from running their independent monthly

line.

50. " In a letter, addressed by the Postmaster General to the Company, dated the 14th

September 1800, his Lordship inquires whether the Company would agree to carry the

mails to Newfoundland for a payment by the Colony of the 8,500 /. a year.

51. " Negotiations arose upon this question, and the Company ultimately consented to

forego altogether the 4,500 /. contributed by the Imperial Government, and to deliver the

Newfoundland mails to the colonial subsidy of 8,000 /. per annum. The Company allege, that

after this negotiation, the Postmaster General insisted upon his construction of the contract

being accepted, and also that the contract with the C»lony had expired, as the approval of

the Legislative Assembly of Newfoundland extending it for four years had been made upon

condition that the Imperial Government should continue to contribute the 4,500 /. per

annum, part of the 13,000 /.

52. " The Company contended that the Colony would be willing to pay the 8,500 /. per

annum if the service were continued ; and that as the Company had agreed to forego

the Imperial contribution, it was only fair that they should receive the colonial pay

ment. The Postmaster General, however, finally stated, that unless a new agreement

for recommencing the service in March 1861 were signed, and the Company under

took to forego altogether the 8,500 /. per annum, he would declare the contract vuid.

53. " The Company therefore signed the new agreement under protest, reserving their right

to appeal to the Treasury, on the ground that the intentions of the parties respecting the

colonial subsidy were special circumstances in the case.

54. " It appears that, although the Postmaster General informed the Company that he con

sidered the Colonial contract at an end, yet four days after the last-mentioned agreement

was signed, his Lordship suggested to the Treasury that they should communicate the

agreement to the Newfoundland Government, but that a separate letter should be addressed

claiming the 8,500 /., the contribution of the Colony; thus showing that the Postmaster

General, whilst depriving the Company of the 8,500 /. per annum, upon the alleged ground

that their contract with the Colony had ceased, was at the same time treating the

obligation of the Colony as existing, and claiming the 8,500 1. per annum for the Imperial

Treasury.

55. " The evidence before your Committee shows that the Colony are anxious for the con

tinuance of the service, and copies of petitions were produced by Mr. Shea, addressed by

the two branches of Legislature of Newfoundland to the Imperial Government, praying for

a restoration of the contract to the Galway Company.

56. " FIFTHLY. The rejection of the ' Parana.'

67. " It appears that the Company submitted, for the approval of the Postmaster General,

the steam ship < Parana,' a vessel of 2,730 tons, and 800 horse -power, to perform the

service of the 7th May 1861.

"The
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58. "The case of tlie Company is, that the accident to the ' Columbia' and 'Hibernia'

were casualties over which they had uo control.

59. " They affirm that they procured the best ship that was capable of being obtained.

60. " That under the clause in the contract permitting them to supply the place of a dis

abled ship, the ' Parana ' was »n efficient ship, which ought to have been accepted as a substi

tuted vessel ; and that, at all events, according to the terms of the contract, the ship ought

to have been permitted to perform the service ; and the utmost penalty which should have

been inflicted would have been one of 500 /., under the terms of the clause, for not having

a suitable vessel ready.

61. " The Company rest this part of their case upon the ground that the rejection of a ship,

and the exercise of the discretionary power vested in the Post Office, must be reasonable

and not arbitrary.

62. " Another point has been raised by the Company under their protest to the Postmaster

General, and upon the evidence which has been submitted to your Committee.

63. " This point goes to the effect of calling in question the absolute legality of the rejection

of the 'Parana' by the Postmaster General; and consequently of his right to determine

the contract.

64. " It appears that the ground on which the contract was determined was the inability

of the Company to provide a ship for the voyage of the 7th of May.

65. "The Company allege that they did provide an efficient ship ; namely, the ' Parana,'

and that the Postmaster General grounded his objection to her, not upon her inability to

perform the voyage from Galway to Boston within the contract time, but upon the ground

that siie could not perform the voyage to St. John's within six days.

66. "This raises a very material issue, between the Company and the Postmaster General,

as to the construction of the contract.

67. " Your Committee would first refer to the fact, that on the olh August 1860, the Sur

veyors of the Admiralty had been called on to survey the ' Parana,' and on a former

voyage they reported her as fit for temporary service between Galway and Boston. On the

occasion, however, of the Company's submitting the 'Parana' for the service of the 7th

of May, the Postmaster General called the special attention of the Admiralty Surveyors to

the ability of the ' Parana ' to go to St. John's within six clays.

68. "The surveyors reported against the ship's ability to perform this service within such

time; but they were of opinion th;it she could perform the voyage from Galway to Boston

within contract time.

69. " The Company contended that, admitting their liability to take mails to St. John's, a

liability which they had accepted under the agreement of the 24th January 1861, still, that

neither under the original contract, nor in the last-mentioned agreement, was the time of six

days named for carrying mails to St. John's.

70. "The Company admitted their liability to take telegraphic messages to St. John's

within six days, when so required by the Commissioners of the Admiralty or the Postmaster

General, bui they referred 10 his Lordship's and other evidence to prove that they had never

been required by the Admiralty or the Post Office to take telegraphic messages to St.

John's.

71. " The Company submitted, therefore, that as there was no obligation whatever imposed

upon them to carry mails to St. John's within six days, the original contract and agreement

being silent on this point, the rejection of the ' Parana' on the ground of her inability to

run to St. John's within six days was an untenable rejection.

72. " The Company consequently contended,—

" Firstly. That the ' Parana ' was an efficient ship for all purposes of the services,

and evidence was given before your Committee, that the "Parana" had been des

patched on the 7th May, and had performed the voyage to Boston in 1 day 5J

hours under the contract time, and the return voyage three hours over the contract

time.

73. "It was admitted that she had not performed the voyage to St. John's within six

days.

74. " Secondly. That there is no obligation imposed upon them to take mails to St.

John's within six days, and that therefore, as before stated, the rejection was illegal.

75. " The Postmaster General, on the other hand, contended that the Company were

bound to reach St. John's, and deliver telegraphic messages, if required, within six days ;

that it could not be ascertained until the ship was being despatched, whether she might

not have to carry telegraphic messages ; that he was bound to provide for this con

tingency, and to have a vessel which could perform the voyage to St. John's within six

days.

463. C 3 " Taking
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76. "Taking a review of all these circumstances, your Committee have to report the fol

lowing conclusions on the several matters in question :—

" FIRST. The construction of the Postal Contract entered into by Her Majesty's

Government and the above Company, dated 21 April 1859, whether the Company were

bound to take mails to St. John's, Newfoundland, and if so, whether they were bound

to do so within six days.

76a. " With respect to the strict construction of the contract, as to the obligation to carry

mails to St. John's, your Committee are not prepared to pass any opinion upon the construc

tion of the clause in the contract referring to this point, being satisfied by the evidence

produced that it was not the intention of uther of the contracting parties that mails should

be delivered at St. John's.

" SECONDLY. The penalties imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company

for substituted ships.

77. " Your Committee areof opinion that the Postmaster General wasjustified in imposing

these penalties.

" THIRDLY. Fines imposed by the Postmaster General upon the Company for over

time.

78. " Your Committee are of opinion that the Postmaster General was not justified in im

posing a fine on the ' Connaught ' for the 37 hours' overtime, when she was detained by

fogs off Newfoundland.

" FOURTHLY. The depriving the Company of the Colonial Subsidy of 8,500 /. per

annum.

79. " The opinion of your Committee on this point is guided by the decision they have

expressed on the first head, namely, that it was not part of the original contract that mails

should be carried to St. John's. As a service was imposed on the Company for which they

had not contracted, it is fair they should be paid in consequence. Your Committee are of

opinion that the Company was entitled to the Colonial subsidy of 8,500?. per annum.

" FIFTHLY. The rejection of the steam ship ' Parana,' on the 7th May 1861.

80. " Your Committee, while declining to give any opinion on the legal points raised by the

Company, are of opinion that as the ' Parana ' was reported as unable to reach Newfound

land in six days, the Postmaster General, acting on the strict letter of the contract, was

justified in refusing her.

81. " There are, however, certain special circumstances connected with this case which your

Committee now deem it necessary to advert to.

82. " Your Committee have to express their strong sense of the extreme difficulties with

which th« Royal Atlantic Steam Navigation Company have had to contend, from the com

mencement of their contract until its termination.

303. 83. " It may be noted, that this was the first contract ever made by a Government in which

the words were introduced that the subsidy was to he paid by monies to be voted by Par

liament ; in other words, that the ratification of this contract should be taken from the

Executive, and given to the Legislature.

81. " From the date of the contract in April 1859, to its ratification in August 1860, great

uncertainty prevailed as to the future decision of Parliament. Several discussions took

place in the House of Commons impugning the propriety of the contract. The Directors

finding their operations seriously affected by these proceedings, addressed as early as the

20th July 1859, a letter to the Treasury, stating how the interests of the Company had

been prejudiced by these discussions, and by the consequent comments of the press. They

inquired if the proceedings of the Packet Contract Committee were intended to affect the

validity of the contract with them. On the 25th of the same month, the Secretary of the

Treasury informed the directors of the Company, ' that he had nothing to add to the state

ment of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in Parliament, and that if the directors required

a further assurance, they should apply to the Select Committee to deal with the case as

soon as possible.' Although the case was urgent, the Select Committee did not deal with

it in 1859, but reported on the extension of another contract, which extension was not to

take place till 1863. The Committee did report against the Dover contract, thereby giving

rise to apprehensions, that as one contract might be annulled, so might also the other. On

the 30th January 1860, the Committee was re-appointed. On the llth June the estimate

307. for the postal services was laid before the House of Commons, but in that estimate the

amount expected to be payable on account of the Galway Contract was not inserted. In

consequence of allegations reflecting on the character of some of the promoters of the

Galway Company, the Select Committee proceeded to a second inquiry.

85. " On the 22d June the Directors of the Company received a letter from Mr. Laing,

Secretary to the Treasury, to this effect, * I am to state to you that, as the directors are

doubtless aware, the Select Committee of the House of Commons are now deliberating on

a further report on the subject of the Galway Contract, and that notiee has been given in

.the
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the House of a motion to negative any estimate for carrying out that contract. Under

these circumstances it is impossible for their Lordships to foretell what may be the decision

of Parliament, or until the final Report of the Committee is made, to give any pledges as

to the course which the Government may think it their duly to adopt.'

86. " The motion referred to in this letter was a motion by Mr. Bouverie, on the 14th June,

to this effect: 'In Committee of Supply on Post Office Packet Estimates, to move tlie rejec

tion of the further Estimate of 60,000 /. for the Conveyance of Mails between G.ilway and

Boston and Galway and New York, if such Eslimates be presented.'

87. "This letter clearly intimated that Parliament might give a decision, hostile to the con

tract, and that the course to be taken by the Government was still uncertain. In a subsequent

paragraph, Mr. Laing intimated that the Treasury would, until the decision of Parliament,

permit the Company to commence the service, but to indicate the uncertainty of that

decision, he offered a short postponement of the service for the month of June, and reserved faKe I3a> Encl, 2,

to the Company 'its claim 10 be paid for any voyages actually performed in the meantime, m No. 44.

should the decision of Parliament be unfavourable.'

88. " On the 26th June the Contract Committee came to a second Report on the Gal way

Contract, and the report concludes by leaving the decision on the ' Galway Contract

entirely to the judgment of the House, without suggesting any opinion of their own,'

thereby weakening the effect of the former Report of the li2d May, in which the Com

mittee had stated ' they were not prepared to recommend to Parliament to decline lo vote

the money for carrying out the contract.'

89. " On the 23d July 1860, the estimate for the Galway subsidy was laid before the

House as a separate vote, but it was not till the 9th August, after a division, that the House

of Commons finally ratified the contract. It will thus appear that the Company had com

menced, and were actually carrying on the service two months before they had obtained the

requisite confirmation that the subsidy would be granted. The result of this uncertainty,

according to the statement of all witnesses examined on this point, was to this effect, that

the financial condition of the Company was thereby seriously affected ; that the directors

themselves were unwilling to invest their own capital in the undertaking, or to recommend

their friends to do so; that public confidence in the undertaking was shaken; that the

directors were prevented from placing the capital stock of the Company and from enforcing

the calls; that the dealings of the Company were paralysed by the course taken in Par

liament; that but for the belief which existed that the Government was hostile to the

subsidy, any amount of money might have been obtained for carrying out the enterprise ;

that even after the subsidy was granted, the Company did not recover the confidence that

had so long been shaken; that in consequence of the non-issue of capital and non-payment

of calls, the directors were forced to enter into pecuniary arrangements under disadvantage.

Valiaace, 333.
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90. " In the case of the ships the same causes are represented as having,

" First.. Most seriously interfered with the contractors as regards the delivery of the

ships, owing to the inability of the Company to pay the instalments which were to

accompany the progress of their construction.

" Secondly. That the Company, by not being in a position to pay the contractors,

were obliged to forego the penalties they would otherwise, by the terms of their

contract, have been entitled to exact.

" Thirdly. That had the ships been delivered according to the builders' contract

before June 1860, it follows that the Company would at once have perceived their

defects, and applied to the Post Office for the suspension of the service until these

defects had been remedied, which suspension had been offered by Mr. Laing on the

22d June 1860. The Company would have thus escaped the casualties which befell

their ships, the disrepute consequent on irregularities, and the necessity of constant

applications to the Post Office to be permitted to employ substitute vessels.

91. "Your Committee may also call the attention of the House to the stringent conditions

of this contract. For every hour over time within 24 hours the Company is liable to a fine of

five pounds ; after 24 hours, to a fine of ten pounds. The Company is also bound to reach

St. John's within six days. On this point your Committee may remark, that they have

received important evidence from Mr. Clifton, head of the Packet department, Admiralty,

who states in reply to the question, "If the weather was always clear, conld not the voyage

from Galway (to St. John's) be performed in less than six days?—No, I should think not,

not on the average; occasionally it may, but only with fair winds and favourable weather;

it is a very great speed to maintain, nearly 11 knots." Also from Mr. Ambrose Shea, late

Speaker of the House of Assembly, Newfoundland, who states that it is impossible for any

company to carry out a contract to reach St. John's within six days with average punctuality;

and that to make the attempt at all times can only be done at the risk of life and property.

92. "In the other Atlantic contracts, your Committee will observe that there is no time

table, and consequently no penalty for over time. The only penalties are for the non-starting

of a vessel at the appointed day of sailing. The best proof of the stringency of the contract is

this, that no substitute vessel could be procured capable of passing the Admiralty surrey as

regards the speed requisite to reach St. John's in six days, and that it is stated that there

are probably only two steam vessels in the whole postal service capable of therein satisfying

the exigencies of the Post Office.

463. 04 93- ** Your
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93. "Your Committee, however, remark, that the Company undertook the service with the

full knowledge of the conditions imposed, and that they on more than one occasion expressed

their confidence of being able to carry them out ; they have, however, considered it their

duty to report this evidence to the House as showing that it was not want of energy, or

indisposition to incur expense, which prevented the Company, when their new fleet became

disabled, from procuring ships, but only the impossibility of procuring such ships as the

Postmaster General, acting on the strict construction of the contract, would accept.

94. "The misfortunes that have attended the Company's new fleet have also been considered

by your Committee. Within a period of six months one vessel has been lost, another dis

abled by storm, and the third also disabled by her encounter with ice off Newfoundland.

95. "Your Committee conclude this report by expressing their opinion, that while the

Postmaster General may be considered as justified in declining to continue a contract which

in his judgment, at the time of its determination, the Company could not carry out efficiently,

it must not be forgotten that the Company have had to contend with difficulties beyond

their control, and for which they therefore cannot be held accountable, from the date of the

contract to its termination.

96. "Your Committee therefore feel themselves justified in recommending that the Com

pany's claim for leniency and indulgence is entitled to the most favourable consideration;

and, assuming the Company can give satisfactory evidence of its ability to recommence and

efficiently carry on the service within a reasonable period, that the contract should be

renewed, with such modifications as may insure the speediest communications with New

foundland and North America compatible with safety, and that if the Company are to be

held liable to carry mails to St. John's that they should receive the colonial subsidy as

payment for that service, in addition to the subsidy under the Imperial contract."

Draft Report proposed by Mr. Walpole, read 1° as follows:

" IN considering the circumstances which attended the termination by

Atlantic Royal MaU Steam Packet Company. the Postmaster General of the Postal Contract with the Royal Atlantic

Copies of Correspondence: Steam Navigation Company, Your Committee have referred not only to the

Lords, No. 132, Sess. 1861. i .!•(•• i evidence taken before them, and the documents appended to the Report,

Commons, Parl. Papers, Nos. 61, 216, 230. , . , , , f ., T» i- , r» , • j • ,.1
258.276,277.337.362.499.514. but a'so to such of the Parliamentary Papers as are mentioned in tlie

margin.

Parl. Paper, , "The immediate cause of the termination of the contract, and the reasons assigned for it,

H. ot'L. 132. and the views of the Company with reference to those reasons, will be found in the letter of

See No. 329, No. jjr. Hji| to Mr. Boate, dated the 19th of May 1661, the reply of Mr. Boate to the Secretary

237 and No. 338. of tne post Office, dated the 29th of May 1861, and the rejoinder of the Post. Office, dated

the 13th of June 1.661. , i(>' '.']•.-', I,;K . i ',< . -• -,

" On the 18th of January 1859 the Company made a tender to the ords Commissioners

See Parl. Paper. of Her Majesty's Treasury, proposing to carry mails from Galway to Portland, Boston, and

H. of C. No. 230, Jfew York via St. John's, Newfoundland, for the sum of 3,000 1. per vovage, such voyage

P- 9°- being the passage out and home ; and stating that they would undertake to convey tele

graphic messages from the United Kingdom to British North America ami the United States

in six davs, casualties excepted. ;. ,. , •,..•!,,.,.', •,-..

" On that basis a contract was made on the 29th of April 1859; and in the month of

June in that year, the Company ordered four ship* to be built, two by Messrs. Palmer, of

Newcastle, at a cost of 95,000 I. each, and two by Messrs Samuelson, of Hull, at a cost of

97,5007. each; These four ships were ail of them to be constructed according to lines,

plans, and specifications approved of by the Admitalty, and they were to be delivered to

the Company within less than a twelvemonth. • "i , 7 ••. i • '•'

" The Postal Service, according to the contract, was to commence in June 1860.' •

Parl. Paper, " At the beginning of June 1800, the Postmaster General informed the Treasury that the

H. of L. No. 132. Company had been very urgent in their requests that he should fix the day. on which to

dispatch the mails under the new contract ; and he was therefore about to name Tuesday,

the 26th iustant, as the day for the first packet to leave Galway ; the succeeding packets to

leave on every alternate Tuesday.

Parl. Paper " On'the 5th of June 1860, Mr. Bpate, the Secretary of. the Company, informed Mr. Laing,

H. of L. No. 132, the Secretary of the Treasury, that the Company would be prepared to commence the

p. 9. " " ""' North American Service on the date fixed by Her Majesty's Postmaster General, namely,

on the 26th instunt, , r '\'f, .,;,,., ... ..,-,...!,-;,,, ,j ;.,, .,,<•/, ...,.,.. ,

11 Unfortunately, at this time, the Company were provided with only one out of the four

ships contracted to be built for them, and it soon became evident that they would have to

substitute vessels unequal to the service, instead of those with which the service was con

tracted to be performed.

Parl. Paper, " Owing to this, and to other circumstances to which your Committee will presently advert,

H. of L. 133, the Company was exposed to so many difficulties from the very outset, that it was hardly

pp. 41, 45, and 63, possible for them to keep the engagements into which they had entered. Before they had

64« undertaken three voyages, it was clear that they required considerable indulgence. Towards

the end of August 1860, so many irregularities had even then occurred, that the Company
n were
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were warned by the Postmaster General that unless the contract was fully performed, the

Directors must apply for leave to suspend it, with a statement of the grounds upon which

they might make such application ; within three months, a proposal was made by them to Parl. Paper,

substitute a monthly for a fortnightly service; and in a little more than four months, the H. of L. 132,

Company requested the Postmaster General to suspend the contract until the month of P' 41-

March in the present year.

" The suspension, after some correspondence, was ultimately agreed to, and it was arranged

that the service should recommence on the 26th of March 1861.

" On the 19th of March 1861, the " Hibernia " was approved of for the first voyage under parj paner>

the new arrangement; but before that day arrived, she was so much injured in a severe H. of L. 130,

hurricane, that the Company were forced to request the substitution of the 9th of April p. 86.

instead of the 2Cth of March for the recommencement of the service.

" On the 23d of March the Postmaster General acceded to this request, imposing a penalty parj paper

of 3,000 /., and stating, at the same time, that this was the lust deviation of any kind from H. o'f L. 130,

the obligations of the contract which he would permit; and that if the Company (no niatter p. 87.

from what cause) failed to dispatch a packet on the 5th of April, and on every ;iliernate

Tuesday, or failed to continue to perform in every respect the stipulations of the contract, he

would terminate the contract.

"On the 25th of March, Mr. Boate, in answer to the last communication, wrote to the

Secretary of the Post Office to say, that the Directors accepted the terms imposed by the

Postmaster General for the postponement of the service.

" The service recommenced on the 9th of April, and a second voyage was made on the Parl. Papers,

23d ; but no ship being ready for the 7th of May, except the ' Parana,' which was ten- H. of C. No. 277,

dered by the Company as a substituted vessel, and the Admiralty having certified that she p. 3; and H. of L.

was not of sufficient power to secure a fulfilment of the stipulations of the contract, Mr. Hill, No. 130, pp. 99-

on the part of the Postmaster General, wrote to Mr. Boate the letter dated the 15th of May loa-

1861 ; in which he stated that, under the circumstances, and on a review of the whole case,

the Postmaster General felt that, in the discharge of his public duty, he had no alternative

but to exercise the power reserved to him, and to declare ihe contract at an end.

" Considering that out of 46 single voyages which the Company, by their contract, were

bound to perform, not more than 17 have been performed at all; considering that the pub

lic were necessarily inconvenienced by the irregularity and uncertainty which thereby pre

vailed ; considering that the contract was turned into a monthly insr.ead of a fortnightly

service early in the autumn ; considering that it was suspended altogether for more than

four months ; and considering that the Company was never possessed of ships sufficient

either in number or in power to perform the stipulations which the service required,—Your

Committee conceive that the Postmaster General could not under the circumstances, and

with a due regard to the public interests, have properly arrived at any other conclusion,

than that at which he did arrive, when he declared the contract to be at an end.

" At the same time Your Committee are unwilling to close their Report without adverting

to the numerous difficulties with which the Company have had to contend, in consequence

of the doubts thrown upon the contract pending the inquiry of the Select Committee which

was appointed in July 1859, to inquire into these packet contracts generally, and which did

not report on the Gaiway contract until the 22d of May 1860. While any uncertainty

remained on the subject, it appears from the evidence that the financial credit of the Com

pany was, to a certain extent, affected ; that public confidence in the undertaking was

shaken; that the Directors were prevented from raising the capital stock of the Company,

and from enforcing the calls so regularly and expeditiously as they otherwise might; that

this uncertainty extended itself to those who had contracted to build the ships; and that

consequently the whole contract was thrown into arrear.

" Nor are Your Committee insensible to the misfortunes which have befallen the Company

in the absolute loss of the 'Connaught,' and the severe injuries which the 'Hibernia has

sustained in a recent hurricane. These unfortunate accidents greatly increased the difficul

ties of the Company. The loss of the 'Connaught' induced the necessity of suspending

the contract in November 1860. The injury to the ' Hibernia' led to its termination in

May 1861.

" It has been intimated to Your Committee that the difficulties of the Company have

been still further increased by the terms and conditions of the contract itself. It is said that

this is the first contract in which words were introduced, stipulating that the subsidy was to

be paid out of monies to be voted by Parliament, that penalties are imposed for overtime,

and that these penalties have been rigidly enforced. But it is to be remarked that the Com

pany undertook the service with a full knowledge of these terms and conditions, and your

Committee are of opinion that there is no just ground for complaining of them. With regard

to the stipulation, the subsidy was to be paid for out of monies to be voted by Parliament, it

was reasonable and right, in the opinion of your Committee, that such a condition should be

inserted into it; in order that contracts of this description may always receive the sanction

of the House of Commons, before they can be considered as finally accepted. With regard

to the fines, Your Committee are of opinion that the stipulations of the contract are not in

conformity with the proper recommendations made by the Committee on Packet Contracts
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presided over by Lord Canning. By that Committee, in 1859, it was expressly recom

mended, ' That all future contracts should be of as simple a character as possible, and

should be confined to stipulations for the performance of the service within a given time, in

a satisfactory manner, for a stipulated price, and under prescribed penalties, which should be

rightly enforced for every head.'

" Such regulations appear to be reasonable ; and they would not preclude the Post Office

authorities from taking into consideration any circumstances which might fairly admit of

relaxation and indulgence under the Galway conlract. Your Committee think that,

excepting in one case, no grounds have been alleged for such relaxation and indulgence.

But in one case it appears, by the evidence adduced before them, that the ' Connaught'

was prevented from landing her mails in Newfoundland by a fog of' unusual density and

duration; and in the settlement of accounts they would therefore suggest that the fine

enforced on that occasion should be remitted.

" On the part of the Company it is further alleged, that the non-continuance of the

Colonial contract which they formerly had, to deliver mails at Newfoundland, with a

Colonial and Imperial subsidy of 13,000/. a year, and the requirement of the Government

that the Company should call and deliver such mails, when the Colonial contract was no

longer in force, operated upon them very injuriously. But Your Committee are of opinion

that these two contracts must be considered altogether independently of each other: that

the Colonial contract had actually ceased on the 31st of December 1869 ; that a communi

cation with Newfoundland via St. John's was an especial part of the original proposition

made to the Government; that the contract was entered into upon that basis; that it was

the duty of the Government, as soon as the Colonial contract was at an end, to reconsider

the propriety of continuing the Imperial subsidy for carrying the mails to Newfoundland;

that they offered to eranl the continuance of the Colonial subsidy for the autumn of 1860;

that the Company never gave any answer to that offer for those two months; and that

under such circumstances it can hardly be contended the requirement made on the part of

the Government, that the Company should deliver these mails at St. John's, operated

injuriously on the performance of the contract, inasmuch as they were bound, at all events,

to call at S(. John s within six days, when the Admiralty required ; and the only question

between them and the Government was the amount of subsidy that for that service the

Colony itself might be willing to pay.

"Upon a review of the whole case, your Committee concur that there are some circum

stances which would have entitled the Company to a lenient consideration, if a reasonable

probability could have been shown at the termination of the contract that they would have

been able in futme, and at no distant period, to perform the engagements into which they

had entered, faithfully and efficiently. But such is not the case. It appears from the

evidence that the Company have only one effective ship, namely, the ' Adriatic ;' that it

See Evidence w'^ req"i'e four, if not. five months, before the ' Columbia' and ' Hibernia" can be got ready

1072-1076. for sea ; and the present Chairman has very frankly admitted, that in order to make his

1108-1169. fleet efficient, he should wish to have an extension of time until the spring, and some modi-

1786-1791. fication of the contract as regards the transmission of mails to St. John's.

" In conclusion, your Committee beg leave to observe, that with reference to the circum

stances briefly touched upcn in the last paragraph, your Committee consider that these are

matters which they are noi at liberty to do more than allude to ; for, if a renewal of the

contract is to be grunted, they are clearly of opinion that it can only be done upon the

responsibility of the Executive Government, subject to the approbation of the House of

Commons.

Motion made and question proposed, " That the Draft Report proposed by the Chairman

be now read 2°, paragraph by paragraph"—(Mr. M'esthead).—Amendment proposed, to

leave out the words, " the Chairman," and insert the words, " Mr. Walpole" —(Mr. Wai-

pole)—instead thereof.—Question put, That the words, " the Chairman, stand part of the

Question.—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Noes, 2.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Main question put, and agreed to.

Paragraphs 1 to 6, agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraph 7, " Taking outward and homeward voyages," &c., postponed.

Paragraph 8, agreed to.

Paragraph 9, disagreed to.

Paragraphs 10 to 15, agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraph
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Paragraph 16, "The second branch of this question, &c."—Amendment proposed, after

the word " second," to insert the words, " but less important"—(Mr. Peel).—Question put,

That those words be there inserted.—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 2.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Noes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Paragraph agreed to.

Paragraph 17,—Amendments made.—Amendment proposed, at the end of the paragraph,

to add the words, " Your Committee observe, however, that evidence of intention at variance

with the plain sense of a contract ought to be received with caution, both because intentions

may vary with the modifications which an agreement in course of preparation always under

goes, and because no evidence of intention can be so good as the contract itself, the

deliberate and joint act of the parties concerned, and the expression of the final arrange

ments come to between them"—(Mr. Peel).—Question put, That those words be there

added—The Committee divided:

Ayes, 2.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Noes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.

Paragraph 18, agreed to.

Paragraph 19.—Question put, " That this paragraph stand part of the proposed Report."—

The Committee divided :

Ayes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Noes, 2.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Paragraph 20, amended, and agreed to.

Paragraph 21, disagreed to.

Paragraph 22, amended, and agreed to.

Paragraph 23, agreed to.

Paragraph 24, disagreed to.

Paragraph 25, " On the other hand, the Postmaster General," &c., postponed.

Amendment proposed, after paragraph 25, to insert the words, " Taking a review of

all these circumstances, as regards the construction of the clauses in the contract referred to as

involving the obligation to carry mails to St. John's, your Committee are not prepared to

express any opinion, but are satisfied by the evidence produced that it was not the

intention of either of the contracting parties that mails should be delivered at St. John's.

The Committee may, however, here state, that though unwilling to reject evidence that

was tendered on behalf of the Company as regards the delivery of mails at St. John's, they

are of opinion that that question had no bearing upon the termination of the contract,

lu fact, this question is immaterial for the purposes of this inquiry, inasmuch as there

is no doubt that the Company were bound to call at St. John's within six days when

required by the Admiralty, and the difficulty experienced by them in duly performing this

part of their contract was not so much occasioned by any requirements to deliver the mails,

as it was by the obligation to call at St. John's within the time prescribed."—Question pro

posed, " That the proposed paragraph be there inserted."—Amendment proposed to the

proposed amendment, after the words, " contracting parties that," to insert the word

"Newfoundland"—(Mr. Peel}.—Question put, "That the word ' Newfoundland' be there

inserted."—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 3.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Noes, 3.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Noes.

Question, " That the proposed paragraph be there inserted," put, and agreed to.

[Adjourned to Monday next, at Twelve o'clock.
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Lunce, 22' die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. GKEGORY in the Chair.

*''. > *• " • '.

Sir John Trollope. Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer. Mr. Peel.

Sir M. Peto. . .,, .. „[. ,. . ,. Mr. Walpole.
•

Draft Report, proposed by the Chairman, further considered.

Postponed paragraph 7 considered.—Amendments made.—Paragraph, as amended,

agreed to.

Postponed paragraph 25, considered. —Amendments made. — Paragraph, as amended,

agreed to.

Several paiagraphs agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraph 34, "The Company allege that for 37^ hours, &c."—Amendment proposed

to leave out the whole paragraph, in order to insert the words, " It appears by the

evidence adduced before your Conimittee that the ' Connaught' was prevented from land

ing her mails in Newfoundland by a fog of unusual density and duration ; your Conimittee,

therefore, recommend that as much of the fine imposed on that occasion as had reference

to the delay occasioned by ihe fog s-ltculd be remitted"—(Mr. Ker Seymer)—instead

thereof.—Question put, "That the j,ara^i;:ph proposed to be lelt out siand part of the pro

posed Report."—The Committee divided : •

Noes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr. Peel. '

Mr. Wajpole.

1 1 - Ayes, 2.

Sir M. Peto.

Mi-. Brown-Westhead.

Proposed paragraph inserted.

Paragraphs 35 to 41, disagreed to.

Paragraph 42, " Sir Rowland Hill, on being examined, &c."—Question put, " That this

paragraph stand part of the proposed Report."—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 3.

Sir John Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Noes, 3.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr, Peel.

Mr. Walpole,

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Ayes.

Paragraphs 43 to 50, agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraph 51, "Negotiations arose upon this question," &c. Amendment proposed,

to leave out the •whole paragraph, in order to insert the words, " Subsequently to this the

Company found themselves under the necessity of soliciting Lord Stanley to suspend

the contract temporarily, and his Lordship agreed to the suspension, subject to the con

dition that whenever the service should re-commence, it should include the delivery of the

mails at St. John's, and that the Company should renounce their application to receive an

extra subsidy. The agreement for the suspension of the service was made upon this basis,

and your Committee are unable to see any ground for the grievance which the Company

have founded upon, the above circumstances"—(Mr. Peel)—instead thereof:—Question,

" That the paragraph proposed to be left out stand part of the proposed Report," put, and

negatived.—Question put, "That the proposed paragraph be there inserted."—The

Committee divided :

Ayes, 2.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Paragraphs 52, 53, amended, and agreed to.

Paragraphs 54, 55, disagreed to.

Noes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Amendment
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Amendment proposed, after the last paragraph to insert the words, "The opinion of your

Committee on this point is guided by the decision they have expressed on the first head,

namely, that it was not part of the original contract that mails should be delivered at

St. John's, and that as a service was imposed on the Company for which they had not con

tracted, it is fair they should be remunerated for it."—(Mr. Brown Westhead.^):—Question

pu t, " That the proposed paragraph be there inserted."—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 3.

Sir John Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown Westhead.

Noes, 3.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Wai pole.

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the ayes.

Paragraphs 56 to 65 agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraphs 66 to 69 disagreed to.

Paragraphs 70 to 82 agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraph 83 disagreed to.

Paragraphs 84 to 86 agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraphs 87, 88 disagreed to.

Paragraphs 89, 90 agreed to, with amendments.

Paragraph 91, "Your Committee may also call the attention," &c.—Question put,

"That this paiagraph stand part of the proposed Report."—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 2.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown Westhead.

'

Noes, 4. .' ,

Sir J. Trollope.

Mr. KerSevmer,

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Parasraph 92, " In the other Atlantic contracts," &c.—Amendments made.—Question

put, "That this paragraph, as amended, stand part of the proposed Report."—The Com

mittee divided :"''' '

Ayes, 3.

Sir J'. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown Westhead.

Noes, 3.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Ayes.

Paragraph 83, disagreed to, •„ .• ,

Paragraph 94, agreed to.

[Adjourned to to-morrow, at Twelve o'clock.

Mortis, 23* die Julii, 1861.
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• , ,;.. Sir M. Pelo. \ Mr. Peel.

'.i . Mr. Westhead. j Mr. Walpole.
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1 1 'i -Paragraph 95, "Your Committee conclude this Report, &c." — Amendment pro

posed,- to leave out the whole paragraph, in order to insert the words : " These

are circumstances which might have entitled the Company to a further lenient considera

tion, if a leasonab'le probability could have been shown at the termination of the con

tract that they would have been able in future, and at no distant period, to perform the

engagements into which they had entered, faithfully and efficiently. But such is not the

case. It appears fronvthe evidence that the Company have only one effective ship, namely,

the 'Adriatic,' that it will require four if not five months before the ' Columbia' and the

' Hibernia' can be got ready for sea; and the. present chairman of the Company has very

frankly admitted, that in order to make his fleet efficient he should wish to have an extension

of time to the spring of next year, as well as some modification of the contract as regards

the transmission of mails to St. John's. Your Committee, therefore, can come to no other

conclusion than that the Postmaster General acted with a due regard to his public duty,

and pursued the only course which was open to him, when he declared the contract to be at
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an end"—(Mr. Peel)—instead thereof.—Question put, That the words " Your Committee

conclude this Report," stand part of the paragraph :—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Remaining words of the paragraph amended :—

Noes, 2.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.

Paragraph 96, "Your Committee, therefore, feel themselves justified, &c."— Amend

ment proposed to leave out from the word " Committee" to the end of the paragraph, in

order to add the words, " have reason to believe that the Company will be in possession of

a fleet of efficient steam ships in the course of the present year. They are of opinion

that, should it be deemed advisable to re-establish postal communication between the west

coast of Ireland and America, the Atlantic Steam Packet Company are deserving of the

favourable consideration of'Her Majesty's Government"—(Mr. Kcr Seymer)—instead thereof.

Question, " That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph," put,

and negatived.—Question put, That the proposed words be there added :—The Committee

divided :

Ayes, 4.

Sir J. Trollope.

Sir M. Peto.

Mr. Brown Westhead,

Mr. Ker Seymer.

Paragraph as amended agreed to.

Noes, 2.

Mr. Peel.

Mr. Walpole.

Question, "That this Report, as amended, be the Report of the Committee to the House,"

put, and agreed to.

Quesiion, " That the Minutes of Evidence and Appendix, be reported to The House,"

put, and agreed to.

Ordered, To Report.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

MarIis, 2° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT.

Mr. Gregory.

Mr. Peel.

Sir Morton Peto.

Sir John Trollope.

Mr. Walpole.

Mr. Biown Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

WILLIAM HENRY GREGORY, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.

The Right Honourable the Lord Stanley of Alderley, attending by permission of

the House of Lords ; Examined.

1. Chairman.^ I BELIEVE you are the Postmaster General ?—lam. Right Hon.

2. "Will you state to the Committee the date of your appointment ?—The date Lord Stanley

of my patent is the 24th August 1860, and it appears that business was sub- Alderley.

mitted to me for the first time on the 25th of August for my official con-

sideration. " tJulyiSfii.

3. I think your Lordship is aware that on the 22d of October 1858 a contract

•was entered into between the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company

and the Colony of Newfoundland for a postal service between Galway and

St. John's, Newfoundland, and the United States of America ?—Yes, I am aware

of that.

4. And on the 21st of April 1859 I believe a contract "was entered into

between Her Majesty's Government and the same Company entitled the Galway,

Boston, and New York mails, and was u contract comprising the performance of

the mail service between Galway3 Boston, and New York, and the United States

of America ?—Yes.

5. Will you put this contract in?—Yes (delivering in the same").

6. The time for the commencement of that proposed service was by the con

tract fixed for the month of June 1860, was it not ?—Yes.

7. That is just 14 months from the date of the Admiralty contract?—Yes.

8. Shortly alter the date of that contract. Parliament was dissolved, was it

Dot ?—I believe so.

9. And on the opening of the new Session of Parliament, in July 1859, a

Committee was appointed by the House of Commons to inquire into the

subject of postal contracts generally ?—Yes.

10. That Committee I think failed to make a report during that Session of

Parliament ? —Yes.

11. And in the early part of the Session of 1860 this Committee was re-

appointed ?—That is so.

i«. But. the report of that Committee was not made until the 22d of May

1860 ?—I believe not.

13. In that report it was stated in reference to the Galway contract, " It will

of course be open to Parliament to decline to vote the money for carrying out the

contract, but your Committee is not prepared to recommend this course"?—Yes.

14. 1 believe your Lordship is aware that a letter also was addressed by the

Treasury to the Royal Atlantic Mail Company under date of the 22d of June

0.83. " A 1860,
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Right Hon. I860, in which it was stated, " Under these circumstances it is impossible for

Lord Stanley of their Lordships to fortcll what may be the decision of Parliament, or until the

.-UtkrU-ij, fjnai r0|,ort of t]]e Committee is made, to give any pledge as to the course which

~ ~~ the Government may think it their duty to adopt "?—Yes, that letter was from
a y11' Mr. Laing to the Secretary to the Company.

15. I believe the estimate for the Company was, on that occasion, taken out

of the ordinary Estimates of the year? — I have no doubt it was so.

16. There is a further estimate of 60,000 J. for the conveyance of the mails

by certain vessels to and from Gal«ay and Boston, and to and from Galway and

New York, being- the- amount of payment for ten months of that year and part

of the present year, the date of the 'estimate being the llth of June 1860 ?—It

is staled that it would be taken as a supplemental estimate.

17. The question, I think, then came before Parliament, whether that con

tract should be ratified or not, and on the 9th of August 1860, the Vote for the

subsidy was carried ?—That is so.

18. This Vote, therefore, took place 16 months after the dare of the Company's

contract? —Yes, so it would appear.

19. But I believe I am correct in stating that the Company did commence

their service on the 26th of June 1860 ?—The 26th was the first day of the

Packet Service.

20. It was, in fact, nearlv two months before Parliament had actually con

firmed the contract ?—Yes.

-.21.1 am also correct, am I not, in stating that on the 24th of January 1861,

a new agreement was entered into between Her Majesty's Postmaster General

on the one part, and the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company on

the other part, for suspending the operation of the Galway, Boston, and New

York contract until the 26th of March 1861 ?—Yes, that was so.

22. And on the 15th of May 1861, a notice, under the hand of one of the

assistant secretaries of the Post Office, was served upon the Company, notifying

the determination of the contract from the date thereof?—Yes.

23. Upon that, a correspondence ensued, did there not, between you and the

Secretary of the Company, and your Lordship replied by a letter, signed by

Sir Rowland Hill, and dated the 13th of June 1861?—Yes, that was so; but

there was a previous letter, terminating the contract ; and there is a reply from

the Secretary of the Company, remonstrating against the decision of terminating

the contract.

24. If you will turn to the 3d paragraph at page 120 of the correspondence,

there is a statement there, that out of 46 single voyages which the Company

were bound by their contract to perform in the period of its duration, namely,

between the 26th of June 1860 and the 15th of May 1861, only 17 have been

performed at all, and of these only three within the strict terms of the contract?

—Yis, that is so.

25. Was there not a special agreement entered into between the Government

and the Company, that in the first instance the service should be monthly, and

subsequently that it should be suspended altogether to a certain period?—There

was a concession made bv the Government to the Company at their own request,

that there should be in the first instance an alteration of the service from once a

fortnight, which they were bound by the contract to perform, to once a month ;

and at the end of that period, not having any vessel to proceed with the voyage,

at their request it was also further suspended, first to the 12th of March, and

afterwards to the :26rh of March.

26. Mr. Walpolc.~\ You state that the concession was made to the Company

by the Government, upon the application which was made to them by the Com-

panv; can you recollect when the application was made by the Company ?—Oil

the 3d of September the first proposal was made that there should be a monthly

service. " In the letter received from Mr. Hill, on Saturday, a suggestion was

made as to the suspension of the contract until the new vessels were all completed,

and having consulted the Directors of the Atlantic Company upon the subject,

we are instructed to submit to the consideration of your Lordships the following

reciuests, namely : First, that the service shall be a monthly service until the

new vessels are ready. Secondly, that immediately upon the completion of the

other two vessels the service shall again revert to a fortnightly service. Thirdly,

that this monthly service shall not in any case continue beyond the period of

six months from the present time, and shall date from the last departure of the

' Prince
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' Prince Albert,' on Tuesday the 28th of August, and that consequently the Bight Hon.
next departure shall be on the 25th September. Fourthly, that the ' Prince Lorfl C"~'"" '

Albert' should be accepted as a temporary ship, subject to approval of an Ad

miralty surveyor."

27. Mr. Peel.~\ On the 6th of September, it appears in the following letter * y '

that they repeated that proposal?—Yes, there is a further repetition of the con

ditions, that they wish "the service to be monthly from 27th August last for a

period of not more than six months, the Company making no claim except for

the voyages performed."

28. Therefore, the proposal of the Company in the month of September 1860

•was, that the service should be allowed to be a monthly service instead of a

bi-monthly service for a period of six months, dating from the 27th of August ?

—Exactly".

29. Was this proposal of the Company's acquiesced in by the Government?—

So far as making it a monthly instead of a bi-monthly service, it was assented to

by the Government.

30. Mr. Walpole.~\ Was it assented to by the Government immediately ?—

Not immediately, but no bi-monthly service took place after that date.

31. Chairman.] Is it not the case that, out of those 46 voyages which the

Company were bound to perform, there were a certain number of voyages which

were waived with the consent of the Government ?—No doubt that is so ; the

statement merely means that if they had performed all the voyages which, by

their contract, they were bound to perform between those periods, the number of

voyages would be 46. whereas only 17 were performed, and only three of them

strictly within the letter of the contract.

32. That was in consequence of the consent of tiie Government, was it not •

—It was partly with the consent of the Government, and partly from the fault

of the Company, in not having vessels qualified to perform the service.

33. The letter proceeds to state in the 4th paragraph, that at the date of the

contract the Company were in possession of a contract made with the Govern

ment of Newfoundland on the 22d of October 1858 for a postal service between

Galway, Newfoundland, and the United States, and then subsequently proceeds

to say, " that the contract, with the Colonial Government, which was only for

one year, had terminated ;" is not your Lordship aware that the contract, so

far as the colony was concerned, was for a longer period than for one year ?—I

am not aware that it was so. I think it is stated by the Governor that the

contract had terminated, but that the House of Assembly were willing to

continue it, provisionally, upon the condition that the English Treasury should

continue to contribute 4,500 /. a year, but only on those conditions would they

be willing to continue the contract.

34. In the 16th section of the articles of agreement made on the 22d day of

October 1858, "between the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company

(limited), hereinafter designated the contractors of the one part, and the

Honourable John Kent, Her Majesty's Colonial Secretary for the Island of New

foundland," of the other part, it is said : " That in consideration of tlie said

Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company (limited), having entered into

this contract for one year only, the said John Kent, as such Colonial Secretary,

on behalf of the said Government of Newfoundland, doth hereby agree and

covenant with the said Company, that the said Government shall use its best

endeavours to obtain the sanction of the Legislature of the said colony of New

foundland and of the Imperial Government, to a continuance of the said subsidy

of the said sum of 13,000 /., payable in manner aforesaid ; and that in case such

sanction shall be obtained, then the said parties hereto mutually covenant with

each other that this contract, after the expiration of the said period of one year

shall be extended and continued in force for a further period of four years certain

during which extended period this agreement shall remain in force. 1 believe

I am correct in stating that those were the words of the contract with the

Colonial Government?—I am not aware of that ; I do not think we have the

contract before us, but the information which we received from the government

of Neu foundhmd w;as to the following effect, as will be seen in the letter of Sir

Alexander Bunnerrnan to the Duke of Newcastle, dated the 6th of Juno 1860, in

which he states, " that the contract which was entered into with the Galway

Company, and sanctioned by Her Majesty's Government, terminated on the 31st

of December last, a new contract having been entered into by the Company with

0.83. A 2 the
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Right Hon. the British Government, which contract was to commence on the 1st of this

Lord Stanley of month, the service to be performed by vessels of a very superior class. This

.-ilileHey. contract I understood in one of your Grace's Despatches, was to be submitted

., ju] jgg to the consideration of a Committee of the House of Commons, the British

Government having agreed to pay a large subsidy to the Company, who were

to perform the service fortnightly, culling at St. John's on the outward and

homeward passages. I understood, also, that on the representation of the

solicitors of the Company, Messrs. Vallance, Her Majesty's Government had

agreed, in order to prevent the stoppage of communication, to allow the monthly

service to be continued by the Company until their new ships were ready. I

shall feel obliged by your Grace informing me whether I am correct in what I

have stated, and when the new contract with the Galway Company is to com

mence, as I apprehend the subsidy which has hitherto been paid in terms of the

last contract, by the Imperial and Newfoundland Governments, will cease when

the new contract commences. The House of Assembly of Newfoundland

resolved to continue the subsidy, provided it was sanctioned by the Imperial

Government, who bore a proportion of the payment to the Galway Company, in

the terms of the provisions of the contract, which expired at the termination of

last year."

35. Mr. Pee/.] From that letter which you have read, it appears that there

was a contract between the Newfoundland Government and this Packet Com

pany for one year from the end of the year 1858 ?—Yes.

36. And at the end of the year 1859 that contract expired ?—That contract

expired at the end of the year 1859.

37. Then it appears that the Legislature of Newfoundland were willing to

renew it for a period of four years, upon condition that the Imperial Government

were willing also to be parties to the renewal ?—Yes, and to continue the sub

sidy of 4,500 I. a year.

38. Are you aware what decision the Government at home came to with

regard to that proposal ?—I believe the Treasury never contemplated the con

tinuance of the subsidy of 4,500 /. a-year.

39. Chairman.] That was at the expiration of the year, was it not?—Yes, it

must have been after 1859.

40. Can your Lordship tell the Committee what the date was at which the

Treasury positively declined to sanction the payment of 4,500 /. a-year?—In

page 34, number 76, you will find a letter from Mr. Laing to the Postmaster

General, the Duke of Argyll, in which he states, that " having obtained, as the

result of pressing applications, an inferior monthly service, at a subsidy to be

paid by the colony ot 8,500 /. a-year, it seems to their Lordships certain that

Newfoundland would gladly continue this subsidy for a very superior postal

service, but if there should be any unwillingness to do so the conveyance of

Newfoundland mails by this route must be discontinued, as it would be altogether

unreasonable that Newfoundland should entirely escape at the expense of the

mother country."

41. Mr. Peel.~\ If you refer to page 01, a letter from the Postmaster General

to the Treasury, in the last paragraph, you will see the view taken by the Post

Office of the arrangement as regards this Colonial subsidy; will you have the

goodness to read that passage ?— It is a letter of the 1st of November 1860, from

the Postmaster General to the Treasury, and in the last paragraph, on page 61, 1

read: "It is stated in the enclosed letter from the Company, that a minute of

the Executive Council of Newfoundland had extended the contract for a further

period of four years ; but this does not agree with the statement made by the

Governor of Newfoundland, in a Despatch to the Colonial Office, dated the 10th

of August last, in which he says that 'the contract between the Galway Com

pany and the Newfoundland Government ceased on the 31st December last, and

that there is no such contract now in existence,' and that all that the Legislature

of Newfoundland have done was to pass 'a re-solution to continue paying the

Galway Company, for four years longer, 8,500 /. annually, provided Her Majes

ty's Government agreed to continue their proportion of the subsidy for the same

period.' The vote is therefore altogether dependent upon a continuance of the

Imperial grant, and as 1 trust that this grant will no longer be paid, the pay

ment to the Company from the Colony will also cease."

42. Mr. IValpole^] Where is that Despatch, dated the 10th of August last,

to which reference is made in that letter f—It being from the Colonial Office, it

is
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is not given ; it is a letter from the Governor of Newfoundland to the Colonial Right Hm.

Office, which was submitted to us. Lotd Stn./.y»f

43. Chairman.'] I see in the Estimates from the Post Office Department for Alumln.

the year 1860-61, a sum of 4,500 /. for the contract entered into by the New-
foundland Government, for the conveyance of mails between Great Britain and ° y lh '*

Newfoundland, the proportion agreed to be born!.' by the Imperial Government;

does it not appear to you that in consequence of this item in the Estimate for

the Post Office Department for the year 1800-01, the arrangement between

the Newfoundland Government and the Company was still held to be going on

by the Imperial Government ?—I apprehend that it was. an estimate of the

amount that would be required if the provisional arrangement, sanctioned by

the Treasury, should go on for the whole year. Until the new service was

in operation, of course it would be necessary for the Government to provide for

the expenditure which was required for carrying on the Newfoundland service,

but I do not recognise the obligation of the Government to continue that pay

ment after the new service had come into operation, and performed those

duties which had been hitherto performed by the special service from Galway to

Newfoundland.

44. Your Lordship sees that the contract between the NewfoundlandGovern-

ment and the Company, was only for one year ; yet still, I find, that virtually

speaking, the contract is extended beyond the year 1859, into the year 1860-61 ?

—It \\as continued provisionally, as is stated by the letter of Sir Alexander

Bannermann, so long as the English Government continued the subsidy of

4,600 /.

45. Mr. Peel.] Is your Lordship aware that the decision of the Treasury was

to this effect ; that the contract should not be renewed for the term of four

years, but should be continued temporarily only, until the new Atlantic con

tract took effect ?—I understood that to be the decision of the Treasury.

46. That being so, it became necessary, did it not, to submit an estimate for

-the Colonial service ?—Clearly.

47. Chairman.] What is the meaning of the paragraph in the letter of

Mr. Laing, No. 76, that the colony of Newfoundland, •' Having obtained, as

the result of pressing applications, an inferior monthly service at a subsidy to be

paid by the colony of 8,500 1. a year, it seems to their Lordships certain that

Newfoundland would gladly continue this subsidy for a very superior postal

service; but if there should be any unwillingness to do so, the conveyance of

Newfoundland mails by this route must be discontinued." Does not that imply

that if the 8,500/. a year is not paid, the conveyance of the Newfoundland

mails must be discontinued?—It would seem to be the opinion that if the New

foundland people did not contribute that sum in aid of the Imperial Govern-

mpnt, in diminution of the subsidy of 3,000/. per vovage, the colony were not

then entitled to that superior service to that which they had hitherto enjoyed.

48. If your Lordship will turn to page 44, to a letter from Mr. Hamilton,

the Secretary to the Treasury, to Messrs. Vallance, you will perceive a passage

to a similar purport to that of Mr. Laing's letter of 27th July. It states,

" Without prejudice to the question of construction for the present, my Lords

would observe, that it does not seem reasonable that the colony of Newfound

land should cease to contribute the sum of 8.500/. a year, which they have

teen ready to |»ay for an inferior service, in the event of a superior one being

substituted, and therefore they would be prepared to make the continuance of

this Colonial subsidy to the Company a condition of performing the mail service

to and from St. John's, whether by an independent line or by the main line;

but looking at the large amount of subsidy already payable by the Imperial

Government to the Company, my Lords would not think it reasonable to con

tribute an additional 4,500/. a year from the Imperial funds, in aid of a service

which, under the probable construction ot the contract, they could require to

be done, without extra payment, by the steamers to whose support they are

already contributing 78,000/. a year. If this arrangement were carried out, the

Company would be in the receipt of 78,000 /. a year from the Imperial Govern

ment, and 8.500/. a year from the Newfoundland Government, for which they

would take mails as well as telegrams to and from St. John's by their regular

steamers." Am I correct in supposing that Mr. Hamilton gives Messrs. Val

lance to understand that the Company is to be in receipt, not only of 78,000 L

a year from the Imperial Government, but also of 8,600/. a year from the

0.83. A 3 Newfoundland
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Right Hon. Newfoundland Government, though the Imperial Government does not consider

_*fc'y ^ it reasonable to contribute itself 4,500 /. a year?—It would seem by that, as if

rey' Mr. Hamilton contemplated that the Atlantic Company should receive 8,500/.

2 July 1861 a year fr°m the Newfoundland Government; Int. not the additional 4,500 /. a

year from the Imperial funds for a service to be performed either by an indepen

dent line or by the main line, if they \vere willing to accept it.

49. And also, I think, if you will turn 1o No. 103, page 46, there is a letter

from Mr. Hill. " I am directed by the Po-tmaster General to inquire, whether

if his Lordship would consent to waive his legal right to require your Company

to convey mails to and from Newfoundland by the vessels employed in the

American service, without any addition to the subsidy lor that service, your

Directors will agree to carry such mails, by every packet, for a payment to you

by the Colony at the rate of 8,500 if. per annum ;" does not that letter, on the

part of the Post OrHce, to the Secretary of the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam

Navigation Company contemplate that, in addition to their subsidy, they are to

have, or may, on certain conditions, have 8,500 /. a year from the Colony ?—

It is a question between the Post Office and the Atlantic Company, whether

they would agree to those conditions in waiving the legal right which the Post-

' master General considered that he had to require them to deliver those mails

from each packet at, St. John's. That question was asked the Company, and no

answer WHS able to be obtained from them. Three separate applications were

made to them to give their assent or dissent to the proposition so made by the

Pos-t Office, and no answer was returned till several weeks after that. The first

application was made on September 14th, to which no answer was received.

The second application was made on September 29th, to which the Post Office

received no reply from the Atlantic Company as to whether they would assent

to or dissent from the proposition ; and again on October 16th, another letter

•was addressed to the Atlantic Company by Mr. Tilley, asking for a reply, to

which also the Post Office did not receive any reply ; and on October 23th,

I find that the only answer given by Mr. Boate denies the obligation to deliver

the mails by every vessel at St. John's, but agrees to deliver them, not fort

nightly, as proposed by us, hut monthly, fur 8,500 I. a year.

50. Am I not right in stating, that by a reference to the letter, No. 148, on

page 68, the directors of the Company agree to the condition of the Postmaster

General, namely, the delivery of the marls to the Colony of Newfoundland, on

the understanding that the 8,500 I. per annum, payable by the Colony, will con

tinue to !>e paid to the Company, in addition to the Imperial subsidy ?—Yes, it is

so stated in their letter.

51. Therefore, that, is a reply, is it not?—That is on the 29th November. I

stated that there was none until the 25ih October, and on the 25th October they

only said ihat they would do it once a month, and not once a fortnight, as they

were required to do.

52. But on the 2c»th November they did agree to the condition of your Lord

ship, and thev then understood that the 8,500 /. per annum should be continued

to the Company, in addition to the Imperial subsidy ?—Yes, they did so ; but I

must observe upon that point, that this subsidy of 8,500 1. a year, to be paid

by the Newfoundland Colony, was a subsidy which would cease, unless the

Imperial Treasury continued to give in addition 4,500 /. a year; and there

was no means by which the English Government could compel the Newfound

land Government to contribute that sum, if they were not willing to con

tribute it.

53. Are you aware whether the Colonial Government have passed any resolu

tions upon that subject subsequently ?—I am not aware of any resolution having

been passed subsequent to that which agreed to grant a provisional subsidy upon

the condition of the Imperial Treasury contributing their proportion of 4,500 /.

a year.

54. On the 20th of November I860, at page 66, there was a letter from the

General Post Office to the Company, stating that only upon certain terms would

concession be granted, namely, to suspend the mail service between Galway,

Newfoundland, and the United States, until Tuesday the 12rh March, and that

if the Company were not prepared to continue "to fulfil all the conditions of the

contract of 1859, strictly according to their fair intent and meaning, including

the conveyance, without any additional payment, of mails to and from Newfound-

and, by every ship employed in the service, such contract shall, without any

further
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further act or any liability to a claim for damages, become null and void ;" am I Right Hon.

correct in stating that that communication was made to the Company ?—That is I-ord Stanley of

quite correct. Alderlty.

55. In the conditions that you made with the Company for the abandonment

of the service till March, was not it one of the stipulations that they should 2 July 1861.

abandon all claim to this portion of the Colonial subsidy •—Yes, when the Com

pany had failed to fulfil their contract, and were in the condition of having no

ship to prosecute their voyages, I considered that it was my duty to <:1 ar up

the doubt which had existed from the commencement as lo the obligation of the

Company, with regard to the Newfoundland service. The Po^t Grace Depart

ment, from the first, had taken a very strong vi-w, that under the provisions of

the contract the Company were bound to deliver the mails at St. John's, New

foundland, by every vessel that would perform the duty to America. That deci

sion was founded upon the opinion of the legal advisers of the Pest Office, and

seems to me to be fully and clearly borne out by the tenor of the contract. A

difference of opinion existed, however, between the Post Office and the Company

as to their obligations under the contract, I therefore considered that whereas a

great concession was made to them of not terminating the contract, as I was

enabled by the contract to do, and giving them the concession of suspending the

service entirely until 26th March, I had a right to have that doubt cleared up,

in order that we might have no more disputes upon the question. I considered

it my duty to require as a condition of making that concession, that they should

accept the interpretation which the Post Office had put upon the contract, and

agree to deliver the mails by every packet which passed St. John's.

56. Mr. Peel.~\ As to the separate Newfoundland service, as I understand,

from the commencement of the year 1860, that service was not performed under

any contract, either with the Colony or with this country ; it »as a service provi

sionally continued, was it not ?—Yes, there was no special contract ; it was the

old contract provisionally extended.

57. For how long did the Company continue to send vessels under that provi

sional prolongation of the agreement 1—I will not be quite certain, but I think

it was up to the 23d June 1860.

58. The vessel which sailed on the 23d June, was the last vessel, as I under

stand, despatched by the Company under their agreement with the Colony?—It

was.

.59. And it appears from your letter to the Treasury, dated the 1st November

1860, at page 61, that from that time to the date of your letter, they had neither

dispatched a vessel on the separate service, nor asked for permission to forego the

several voyages ?—That is so. The letter states, " Not only, therefore, is the

Colonial contract of 1858 (which was only for a year) at an end, but the provi

sional arrangement under which, by the authority of your Lordships, the service

was afterwards continued from month to month, has been terminated by the

act of the Company, in not providing vessels for the service."

60. Under those circumstances the Colonial contract and the agreement for

extending the contract was altogether at an end in tiie month of November

1860?—So I considered it.

61. Was not the view of the Government with regard to the contribution to

be made by the Colony of Newfoundland towards the expense of the Atlantic

contract, that as the Colony had been willing to pay 8,500 I. for the indifferent

monthly service between Galway and St. John's only, it was right that the

.Colony should contribute a not less sum than that towards the superior service

under the contract between the Home Government and this same Company ?—

I understand that to be the feeling of the Treasury, and the view which they

took upon the question.

62. The only dispute, therefore, between the Company and the Government

was whether the contribution from the Colony, supposing the Colony were willing

to make it, should be received by the Government or by the Company ?—That

seemed to be the only question.

63. It had no connexion whatever with the expired colonial separate service?

—No ; I considered that the old contract for the Colonial service had entirely

ceased and determined.

64. The view taken, therefore, was that the Colony ought in fairness to con

tribute something, but that the point should be reserved at this time, whether

that contribution should be for the benefit of the Company or should go in aid

0.83. A 4 of
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Right Hon. of the subsidy paid by the Home Government ?—Certainly, my impression

Lord Stanley of being that there was no obligation to pay the money to the Company, but that if

Alderley. fae Colony contributed anything it should go in diminution of the sum con-

tributed by the Imperial Government for the whole service.

« July :86i. 5^ jyjr j£er Scymcr^] There was a proposnl made, was there not, that the

Colony should pay 8,500 /. for the conveyance of the mail, to which the Company

returned no answer?—That was a question to which they never gave a decided

answer for upwards of two months, and then it was only a partial agreement

to it.

66. ChainnanJ] I think that in November they did state their readiness to

accept the 8,600 /. on your terms, did they not ?—I rather think that that was

alter the communication to them of the agreement, because I may observe that

the agreement was presented to them in November, and not signed until

January.

67. At page 68, Letter 141, the Directors agree, do they not. to the conditions on*

the understanding that the Colonial subsidy is to be continued to them ?—I think

that was after the communication to them of the agreement which is enclosed in

No. 147. Afier they had received that communication of the agreement, which

agreement I may say was insisted upon by me after a personal communication

with a deputation who visited me, who pressed me to take that view ; and I

informed them that upon such terms only could I agree to the suspension of the

contract ; and it was only after that, that I received a communication from the

Company that they were willing to agree to those conditions with regard to the

Newfoundland service. I believe that I am correct in stating that.

68. You see that the letter enclosing that first agreement from Mr. Hill to

Mr. Boate, is dated 21st of November 1860?—Mr. Boate's letter to the Secre

tary of the Post Office, which I have just quoted, stating their willingness to

accept the proposition, is dated the 29th November 1860, when the circumstances

were entirely altered, and when in consequence of their not having replied to me,

I considered myself no longer bound to any proposition which had previously

been made.

69. May I not take it for granted from Mr. Hamilton's letter of the 29th of

August 1860, that it wus the intention of the Treasury then that in addition to

the 78,000/. a year from the Imperial Government, the Company should also

be paid 8,500 /. from the Newfoundland Colony, for which they would take the

mails as well as telegrams to and from St. John's ?—That was the opinion of

the Treasury, apparently.

70. There seems to have been, I think, a difference between your Lordship

and the Company with regard to the construction of the contract as to the

delivery of the mails at St. John's ?—Yes, there was.

71. The Company stems to have been under the impression that they were

only bound to deliver telegrams on being required to do so, whereas your

Lordship seems to have been under the impression that they were bound to

deliver the mails as well as telegrams?—Yes.

72. On referring to the original Treasury Minute, dated the 15th March 1859,

which I will put into your hands, am I correct in saying that all the stipulations

•with regard to time seem to be limited to time between Galway and boston and

Galway and New York, and vice versa ?—Yes, I believe it is so. I presume that

you refer to provisions for pecuniary penalties for failing to do the service within

a given time. There is a most stringent provision with regard to time, namely,

that they shall do the service between Galway and St. John's within six days.

You "ill see in the last paragraph, at page 56 of Paper 230, of 1859, the Treasury

Minute says: " '1 he Company at all times to deliver telegraphic messages either

at St. John's (Newfoundland), or at Halifax (Nova Scotia), within six days)."

73. Am I correct in stating that there is no mention in that Minute of any

stipulation on the part of the Post Office that the mails shall be delivered at

St. John's within six days, but only telegraphic messages ?—In the Treasury

Minute there certainly is nut.

74. Since you have been Postmaster General have you ever dispatched any

telegraphic communications to St. John's ?.—I am not aware that we have.

75. I think tlint the difference that arises between the Company and your

Lordship is in consequence of an expression in the contract in which the word

."respectively" is used, and which I will read to your Lordship; it is clause 5

in the contract : " That all the said vessels employed in the conveyance of

Her
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Her Majesty's mails shall, both on the outward and homeward voyages, call at Right Hon.

St. John's, Newfoundland ; or in the event of any of the vessels being prevented Lord Stanley of

making St. John's to the satisfaction of the Admiralty agent, or other officer in Alderky.

charge of Her Majesty's mails, by stress of weather or other unavoidable cause,

then and in such case the vessels shall call at Halifax, Nova Scotia; and the said * ^uly l8Gl-

Company shall convey in the said vessels to and from, and cause to be delivered

and received at each of the ports or places at which the said vessels are to pro

ceed, call, or touch in the performance of this contract, all such of Her Majesty's

mails, passengers, and telegraphic messages as shall have to be delivered or

received at such places respectively." Aud I believe it is the impression of the

Company that that expression " respectively'' means that the mails and passen

gers shall be delivered at New York and boston, and that telegraphic messages

shall be sent to St. John's?— I imagine that that is the construction which the

Company put upon that, but I myself cannot understand how any person merely

reading the terms of that clause can doubt that they are obliged to deliver the

mails and passengers at any place which they are bound to call or touch at

according to the provisions of the contract.

76. Mr. Peel] If the contract is looked to, as I understand, it affords no

evidence whatever of the construction which is put upon it by the Company ?—

None whatever; it is merely what construction is to be put upon the words of

the contract.

77. It affords, in your opinion, evidence quite to the contrary 1—It seems to

me conclusive, and it also seemed conclusive to the legal advisers of the Depart

ment, who gave it as their decided opinion that under the terms of that contract

the Company were under an obligation to deliver the mails and passengers at

every one of the places at which they might touch or call.

78. Do you not think that the clearest evidence should be required to support

so anomalous an arrangement as that vessels should call at a place to deliver

telegraphic messages, and not be required to deliver mails and allow passengers

to land ?—It seems to me most clear that there must be undoubted evidence to

induce one to suppose that a packet which was obliged to touch or call for the

delivery of the telegraphic messages should not be able at the same time to

deliver the mails, which could occasion no increased trouble or inconvenience.

79. Chairman.] It is a very different thing, is it not, landing telegraphic

messages, and landing passengers and mails ; because in the one case you can

put the telegraphic messages on board a boat and send them on shore ; but it is

a very different thing entrusting Her Majesty's mails to the danger of their being

lost in going into the harbour, and, therefore, it is necessary for a vessel to put

in ?—I apprehend that the mails are frequently delivered from the packets into

boats, and that it requires as much security for telegraphic messages as for

the mails, the difference being rather the greater bulk of the one as compared

"with the other.

So. Mr. Peel.~\ Is it the case that the Company were willing to accept your

construction of this contract, provided they were allowed to receive the extra

payment from the Colony ?—Yes, finally they were willing to accept it, and in

the agreement they accept my entire proposition of doing the service, even

•without any subsidy whatever beyond the 3,000/. per voyage from the Imperial

Government.

81. Chairman.] Was not that agreement arrived at on the threat that if they

did not accede to that proposal, the contract should be immediately put an end

to ?—It was one of the conditions which I told the deputation, who came to me

on the subject, I should require to be entered into by them before I could agree

to the entire suspension of the contract.

82. Mr. Peel.\ As I understand, you were not indisposed to their receiving

this extra payment from the Colony ; when the question before you was their

proposal that the service should be a monthly service, instead of a bi-monthly

service, but that afterwards, when they requested that the service should be al

together postponed, you then made it a condition of your granting the further

concession required from you that they should waive their claim to this extra

payment, and accept your construction of the contract unconditionally?—Un

doubtedly ; the question had then assumed an entirely new aspect, and I felt

myself not only entitled, but required to clear up the difficulty and doubt which,

had before existed upon the subject.

83. An allusion has been made to the ratification by Parliament of this con

0.8. . B tract;
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Right Hon. tract ; ol course Parliament could unly have judged of the intention of the con-

Lord Stanley of tract by what they found written upon it r—-Parliament could only be cognisant

Alderby. of the obligation which this Company entered into by the terms of the contract

which was laid before them, and I therefore considered that as an additional

2 July 1861. reason for supposing that that was a duty which they were bound to per

form.

84. Chairman.'] Inasmuch as there seems to be a difficulty with regard to the

construction of that clause in the contract, are you aware that there is collateral

evidence coming from the Admiralty Department, as to the view which is taken

by the Company of the construction of the contract ?—I apprehend that the

question refers to a letter from a clerk in the Admiralty.

85. Are you aware that the Contract Clerk of the Admiralty, Mr. Brady,

who drew up this contract, says, " nothing can be clearer to my mind, and cer

tainly, when the contract was settled, it was not intended to send mails to

St. John's" }—I am aware that it is so stated by the clerk; but I am not aware

that any clerk in any department has any authority for stating what was the

intention of any department of the Government in agreeing to any contract. It

is a private letter from the clerk, not sanctioned by the Secretary of the Depart

ment, or any official person in the department.

86. Mr. Wai-pole.] Are you able to state to the Committee when any dispute

as to the construction of this contract first arose?— I think it was in a very

early period, before the contract came into operation. In page 11, Number 22,

dated the 12th of June 1860, you will see a letter from Mr. Frederick Hill to

Mr. Laing at the Treasury, enclosing a copy of the opinion of the Solicitor of

the Post Office. "With reference to my letter of the 9th instant, I am directed

by the Postmaster General to acquaint you, for the information of the Lords

Commissioners of the Treasury, that he has since referred, for the opinion of

the Solicitor of this Department, to the contract made on the 21st April 1859

with the Atlantic Royal Steam Navigation Company, and more parti

cularly the clause which is marked in red ink in the accompanying copy, with

respect to the obligation on the part of the Company, under that contract, to

convey mails to and from St. John's, Newfoundland ; and enclosed is a copy

of Mr. Peacock's opinion, advising that the Company can be required to convey

mails from Galway to St. John's, Newfoundland, as well as from St. John's to New

York or Boston, on the outward voyage, and to convey mails from New York or

Boston to St. John's, and mails from St. John's to Galway on the return voyage.

The Postmaster General will be glad to receive, as early as possible, instructions on

this point from the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, that the notice pro

posed to be issued on the subject of the mails to be transmitted by the new line

of packets from Galway, and a copy of which notice was submitted in my letter

of ihe 9th instant above referred to, may be definitely settled. His Grace will

leave it to their Lordships to communicate or not with the Admiralty, as they

may think proper." Then comes the opinion of Mr. Peacock upon the question ;

" By the contract the Company agree that the vessels employed in the con

veyance of Her Majesty's mails shall, both on the outward and homeward

voyages, call at St. John's, Newfoundland, or in the event of any of the vessels

being prevented reaching St. John's, then the vessels shall call at Halifax,

Nova Scotia ; and the Company shall convey in the said vessels to and from,

and cause to be delivered and received at each of the ports or places at which

the said vessels are to proceed, call, or touch, in performance of the contract, all

such of Her Majesty's mails, passengers, and telegraphic messages as shall

have to be delivered or received at such place respectively. I am of opinion,

therefore, that the company can be required to convey mails from Galway to

St. John's, as well as from St. John's to New York or Boston, on the outward

voyage, and to convey mails from New York or Boston, to St. John's, and

mails from St. John's to Galway, on the return voyage. I would advise, how

ever, that the question raised by the company should be communicated to the

Admiralty, as the tender for the service, or the correspondence relating to it,

may show clearly what the intention was on the subject."

87. The correspondence which you have read was between Mr. Hill of the

Post Office, and Mr. Laing, the Secretary of the Treasury ?—Yes.

88. Where does it appear that this was communicated to the Company, and if

communicated to the Company, what notice did the Company take of it ?—I think

1 may refer you to the previous letter of the 9th of June, from Mr. Hill to Mr.

Laing,
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Laing, in which he states that Mr. Weir, who is, I believe, the solicitor and Right Hon.

general manager to the Company, had called upon him at the Post Office. The I>ord Stanley of

important part of the letter is the last paragraph but one. " In the course of the " fZ/Y'

conversation, it appeared that Mr. Weir was of opinion that the Company was not . „

bound to convey mails to or from Newfoundland under the second contract, and

when he was told that the wording of the contract clearly provided for mails

being delivered and received at every port to which the Company's vessels pro

ceeded, or at which they called or touched, he stated that such was nut the inter

pretation put upon the contract either by the Company or the Treasury." There

fore it is quite clear that the Company were aware of the opinion of the Post Office,

at any rate at a period prior to that.

89. Still that is a communication again from the Post Office to the Treasury ;

I rather want, if you could furnish the Committee with the information, to ascer

tain when this dispute, as to the construction of the contract, arose, as between

the Government offices and the officers of the Company?—This was on the part

of the Post Office a communication from the authority at the Post Office to the

manager of the Atlantic Steam Navigation Company, Mr. Weir, of the view

which the Post Office took of their obligations under the contract.

go. It merely states that, in the opinion of Mr. Hill, Mr. Weir was of opinion

that the Company were not bound to convey the mails to or from Newfoundland ?

—Yes, that is so. It shows that the officers of the Company were aware of what

the opinion of the Post Office was ; and on the 22d of June there was a letter

from Mr. Frederick Hill to Mr. Boate, No. 41, at page 19 : " ! am directed by

the Postmaster General to request that you will state to the directors of the Atlantic

Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company that as his Grace is satisfied that, by the

conditions of the contract entered into by the Company on the 21st April 1859,

they have undertaken to land and receive mails at St. John's, Newfoundland,

both on the outward and homeward voyage, he has given directions that mails

for Newfoundland may be forwarded from Galway on the 26th instant."

91. In that letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate it is stated that you are of

opinion that they had undertaken, by the contract, to land and receive mails at

St. John's Newfoundland, both on the outward and homeward voyages, and that

the Postmaster General had given directions that the mails for Newfoundland

might be forwarded from Galway on the 26th instant. Did the Company

acquiesce in the directions so given with reference to the delivery of the mails at

Newfoundland ?—I believe they did ; but those are questions of what happened

before I came into office, and would, perhaps, be better answered by Sir Rowland

Hill or some other officer of the department. But I apprehend that the obliga

tions was disputed by the Company to the last.

92. ChairmanJ] Did the Company protest against that interpretation of the

Newfoundland contract until the time when the new arrangement was made ?—

Yes, they did.

93. With regard to the opinion of the solicitor to the Post Office, which your

Lordship has quoted, by reference to the last paragraph in it, would it not appear

that the solicitor of the Post Office was of opinion that the ques'.ion " should be

communicated to the Admiralty, as the tender for the service or the correspon

dence relating to it may show clearly what the intention was on the subject," and

that by making use of that expression the solicitor to the Post Office is of opinion

that some collateral evidence should be obtained with regard to the true interpre

tation of the disputed portion of the contract?—Yes; it certainly admits that

there might be collateral evidence produced to show the intention of the two

parties to the contract, but no such opinions has been given by the Admiralty as

that the interpretation which has put upon it by the company is the correct one,

and I cannot accept the private opinion of a clerk in the office as being a decision

on the part of the department as to M'hat the intention was with which they en

tered into the contract.

94. Is it not the invariable practice to name in the time table attached to every

contract the ports or places where mails are to be delivered?—Generally speaking

it is.

95. Is St. John's named in the time table to the imperial contract?—Not in

the time table, but it is named in the body of the contract, in which it is required

that they shall touch at St. John's within six days of their leaving Galway, as an

essential condition of the contract.

96. Mr. Ker Seymer.] Your Lordship has been asked whether it would not

0.83. B 2 appear
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Eight Hon. appear improbable that as the vessels are required to touch at St. John's they

>*& Stanley of should not deliver the mails there. Might not that have arisen from the fact

r ey' that there was at that moment in operation the Colonial provisional arrangement

a JU!T 1861 k}' which the mails were at that time delivered by other vessels of the Company

* " " at Newfoundland ?—It certainly might have been so, because there was nothing

to prevent the Company having continued the separate service for Newfoundland

upon the original contract. They might have had one service upon the old

terms of 13,000 /. a year, merely going into St. John's, Newfoundland, and out

again, and if they had continued that part of the mail service there would be no

necessity for the m to have landed the mails at St. John's.

97. Possibly if that was so, that might account for the fact, might it not, that

it was not intended to deliver the mails at Newfoundland ?—Possibly.

98. Is it not a fact that we have on the papers which are before us, proof, that

two vessels belonging to this Company started for Newfoundland within three

days of each other, the one under the old contract, and the other under the

new contract ?—It is so, and it is a matter of complaint on the part of the

Company.

99. Under those circumstances the vessel which sailed under the Colonial con

tract would be the one which would have delivered the Newfoundland mails t—

Yes.

100. And there would have been no occasion for the other vessel to have

landed the mails upon the same days ?—Just so.

101. Chairman,] Is it not the fact, that under the Royal Mail Steam Naviga

tion contract, every place at which the mails are to be delivered is stipulated, and

laid down in the time table of that Company ?—That may be so.

102. With regard to the excuse made by the directors of the Atlantic Company

on the ground ot the delay which took place in the ratification of the contract by

the House of Commons, am I not correct in stating, that in the construction of

all ordinary contracts, if any impediment arises to the fulfilment of a contract by

the action of the one party, the contract should not be held binding, as regards

the other party ?—Even if that were so, I should consider it to be essential that

the party to the contract who felt himself aggrieved should have asked to have

an alteration in the terms, which was not the case with regard to this Company,

who never asked for a postponement of the service, but were eager to continue

it, and, even when it was proposed to them to suspend it they declined to

do so.

103. Your Lordship is of opinion that a postponement ought to have been

made at the time when the Committee of the House of Commons was sitting on the

question as to whether that contract should be valid or not ?—It should have been

either at that time, or at some time previous to the commencement of the

service.

104. In your opinion, would it not have been very prejudicial to the cause which

was being decided before a Committee of the House of Commons, if the Com

pany had virtually intimated that it was unable to carry on the very contract

which was the subject of discussion before the Committee?—Admitting that to

be the case, it would not apply to the later period when Parliament had retired,

and when a communication was made from the Post Office to suggest that it

would be more convenient, if they were unable to carry on this service, that it

should be suspended.

105. When was that suggestion made by the Post Office to the Company, or

to the Treasury ?—It was made on the 25th of August 1860, in a letter from

Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate, No. 97, at page 41, in which he says, " When the time had

been appointed for the present service to commence, no application was made

by the directors of the compan}r to postpone the commencement, although it

soon became evident that they were not in a position for working the service

under the terms of the contract ; but Lord Stanley of Alderley desires that it

may be distinctly understood that after the departure of the " Prince Albert," on

Tuesday next, either the contract must be fully performed, or the directors must

at once apply for leave to suspend it, with a statement of the grounds upon

which they make such application, as no further irregularities will be permitted."

106. Chairman^} I think the first proposal which was made by the Company

for a suspension of the contract was on the 3d of September, at page 44, in a

letter from Messrs. Vallance to the Treasury ; I presume that that is the first

suggestion on the part of the Company ':—I think it is.

107. And
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107. And the stipulation in that case is, first, that "the service shall be a monthly Rieht Hon-

service until the new vessels are ready ; secondly, upon completion of the other Afl'"^ey °

two vessels, the service shall again revert to a fortnightly service; thirdly, that y'

this monthly service shall not in any case continue beyond the period of six 9 July 1861.

months;" and "that the ' Prince Albert' should be accepted as a temporary

ship."?—Yes, that was the first intimation from the Company.

108. If your Lordship will turn to page 57, No. 132, of the 25th of October,

you will see that there was then a proposal made by the Company, that the con

tract should be monthly during the months of November and December 1860,

and January aud February 1861, and that the fortnightly service should com

mence on the 12th of March 1861 ?—Yes.

109. The proposal then was, on the part of the Company itself, that the ser

vice should be resumed on the 12th of March ?—Yes.

110. But it was accompanied, was it not, by a stipulation that the " Prince

Albert" should be accepted as one of the vessels, and subject to a certain

penalty :—Yes.

in. And on the 1st of November 1860, at page 63, it is stated, "The Post

master General will consent to the proposal of the Company, that the service

shall be monthly instead of fortnightly, until the 12th of March next," that is

correct, is it not ?—Yes ; and it is accompanied with other conditions I think ; it

states, " but in granting this indulgence, he " (that is, the Postmaster General),

" begs that it may be clearly understood that this is the last occasion on which

he will make any special regulation applicable to a single voyage only ; in future,

a packet must sail every fortnight on the appointed day, or the Company must at

once notify their acceptance of the following conditions for a monthly service :

1st. No payment to be made for the voyages to be omitted. 2d. The Company

to provide for the conveyance of the mails on the 20th instant, a vessel which

shall be surveyed by the Admiralty Surveyors, and accepted by the Postmaster

General one week previously, that is, by Tuesday the 13th instant. 3rd. The

Company, at the same time to submit tor approval the names of one or more

vessels of not less than the tonnage and power specified in the contract, to be

employed for the conveyance of the December mail, and to run alternately with

the vessel which is to carry the mail of the 20th instant. In the event of two fit

vessels being provided, one to be accepted, and the other to be submitted for

approval before the 13th instant, the Postmaster General will consent to the pro

posal of the Company, that the service shall be monthly, instead of fortnightly,

until the 12th March next; with a proviso, however, that at the period named,

the contract shall be terminated if the Company are not then ready to fulfil its

conditions."

112. I think your Lordship refused in that letter of the 1st of November, to

permit the " Prince Albert " to be employed in the mail service ?—I stated that

she should not be employed unless approved of by the Admiralty Surveyors, who

did not make a satisfactory report, and therefore I said that the Postmaster

General felt himself not justified in agreeing to accept that vessel as one fit for

the service.

113. Therefore that portion of the Company's condition that the "Prince

Albert" should be employed was refused?—Yes, that was so.

114. Then turning to the letter of the Secretary of the Company at page 63, 1

think your Lordship will find that in consequence of the refusal of the ' Prince

Albert,' they request "that the contract be suspended until March 1861, by

which period the directors will have their three new ships fully equipped for the

fortnightly service ?"—Not in consequence of the refusal of the " Prince Albert;"

there was an additional difficulty in the refusal of the " Prince Albert," but as

they had no other vessel besides the "Prince Albert" to offer for the service, it

•was quite impossible that they could continue it ; they were not in a condition

to continue the service at all.

115. They had the "Parana," had they not?—The "Parana" had been

rejected, and they themselves had said that they would not offer her again to the

Post Office for the conveyance of the mails.

116. On the 20th November, page 66, the Post Office consented, did they

not, to the postponement which the Company asked for till the 12th of March

1861 ?—Yes, just so.

117. Was not one of the conditions of the agreement on the part of the

company that the Postmaster General's version of the Newfoundland contract ,

should be accepted bv them ?—Yes.

0.83. " B 3 118. Then
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Right Hon. 1 1 8. Then on the 21st November the draft of agreement was sent to the

Lord Stanley of Company?—Yes.

deriey. iig. This agreement was subsequently withdrawn, was it not?— It was

a July 1861. modified to meet an objection that was made by the Company, as to a certain

passage in it with regard to the contract being null and void.

120. And on the 29th November the Company agree to the terms of the Post

Office, on the condition that the 8,500 I. per annum of the Colonial subsidy which

they always claimed should be continued to them : " It is, however, of course

understood, that the 8,500 I. per annum payable by the Colony, will continue to

be paid to the Company, in addition to the Imperial subsidy "?—That was not

agreed to by the department, as appeared by the letter of the 3d December

1860.

121. Then on the 12th December the Company agree to the conditions of the

Postmaster General, but in consequence of those conditions to which they have

hitherto objected, they ask that the complete commencement of the service

should be postponed till the 1st June 1861 ?—Yes, that is correct, that they

agreed to them with some modification with regard to the contract being null

and void, which was altered, and no reason was stated that 'anything new had

arisen which should make them wish to postpone the commencement of the

service, from the 26th of March, which the Postmaster General had agreed to,

until the 1st of June, which they now asked.

122. In fixing the 12th of March I think that throughout the Company have

invariably coupled it with certain conditions, which conditions they did not

obtain ? — Some of the conditions they certainly did not obtain, but as to their

readiness to be able to perform the service on the 26th March, there was nothing

in those circumstances which altered the conditions, for the "Prince Albert" was

rejected from the first.

123. I think that when they proposed themselves the 12th of .March, they

proposed it with the stipulation that the "Prince Albert" should be accepted,

and when they subsequently gave up that proposal they at the same time claimed

that the Colonial subsidy of 8,500 /. should be continued to them, and in both

those instances the Post Office refused to sanction those stipulations ?—I do not

think the Company, or those representing the Companv, ever could have had any

doubt in their minds that I should have refused again to accept the " Prince

Albert." The first time the " Prince Albert" was proposed was at a personal

interview with a deputation, and I told them as distinctly as I could that I could

not feeJ myself justified in again accepting the " Prince Albert" for any voyage,

and they were aware from the first that that was a condition to which I could not

agree. As to the question whether they should have the 8,600 /. subsidy from

the Colony or not, thai could not have made any difference in their being unable

to commence the service on the 26th of March instead of the 1st of June.

124. I am justified, am I not, in stating that this request to extend the service

to March was invariably coupled with certain stipulations which you refused ?—

I do not think it was coupled with such conditions. If I understand it rightly,

the proposition from Mr. Boate to the Post Office of the 12th of December 1860,

for the total suspension of the contract till the 1st of June, makes no mention of

the employment of the " Prince Albert" as a condition, nor is there any con

dition attached to it of their requiring the subsidy of 8,500 /. from the Colony of

Newfoundland. All that they say is : " In acceding to the terms imposed by the

Postmaster General the directors consider that they are not precluding themselves

from making a representation to the Treasury with reference to the amount

agreed to be contributed by the Colony of Newfoundland."

1-25. On the 19th December 1860, the directors again state that they will

recommence the service on the 12th of March, if the Postmaster General would

allow the " Prince Albert," to be substituted up to the 1st of June for the

" Connaught." which had been lost by fire in October 1860, that is correct, is it

not?—Yes, but the loss of the "Connaught " was known to the Company pre

viously to their communication of the 12th of December, and I believe it was

known on the previous communication in November.

1 26. Mr. Peel.] Was not the reason why on the 7th of November, the Company

applied for permission to have the contract suspended, that the " Connaught" had

been lost ?—Yes, they knew that it had been lost.

127. On the 1st of November I believe that you had agreed to a monthly

service being substituted for a bi-monthly service :—Yes.

128. On
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128. On the 7th November, the news having arrived in the interval, of the Right Hon.

loss of the " Connaught," they proposed that the service should be altogether Lo"1 Stanley

suspended for four months?—Yes. Alacrity.

129. Chairman,~\ On the 24th January the Company entered upon the new
agreement with the Post Office, did they not?—Yes ; the Company affixed their a J y l86l-

seal to the new agreement executed by the Post Office.

130. 1 think I am right in stating that the Company agreed on the 24th of

January 1861, to accept the new arrangements proposed by your Lordship ?—

Yes.

131. The company accepted that arrangement in consequence of a letter

addressed to them on the 19th of January 1861, in which Mr. Hill says, " In

stating that the Postmaster General declines to assent to any one of the requests

contained in your letter, I am to add, that if the agreement which the company

have been required to enter into be not executed within seven days from this

date, his Lordship will, without further notice, declare the contract at an end."

Am I not right in assuming that in consequence of that intimation, the company

did accede to the new arrangement?—1 do not suppose that they entered into it

entirely from that motive ; I suppose that they wished to relieve themselves, if

possible, from the penalties which they had incurred, and also to enable them to

do what they themselves had requested the department to grant at their own

application.

132. At the same time, however, that they did execute this contract, they

entered a. protest against it, did they not ?—I cannot undertake to say what

motives they may have assigned as having induced them to agree to the terms of

the agreement; the terms of the agreement were required a long time previously,

and no decisive answer was given, and it was actually necessary that some con

clusion should be come to, both with regard to the future service to relieve the

company from the obligations which they had contracted, and for the relief of

the department to know upon what footing it was to stand with regard to the

future service.

1 33. In signing the contract, the directors stated, did they not, that they did

so " in compliance with your letter of the 19th instant, and with a reservation of

their right to apply to the Treasury on the question of the correspondence of that

department as to the Colonial subsidy :"—Yes.

134. Mr. Peel.} The Company always contemplated the recommencement of

the service in the month of March, did they not ?—So they invariably stated,

until they made an application to have it postponed until June.

135. Both in the proposal to substitute a monthly service for a bi-monthly

service, in the letter of the 1 3th of September, and again on the 25th of October,

they contemplated and distinctly stated, that they wished the service to recom

mence in the month of March 1861 ?—Yes; on both those occasions they stated

that they would be ready to commence the service at that period, and they con

sidered that they should then be fully qualified to continue it efficiently.

136. On the 7th of November, when they asked that the contract might be

suspended, instead of being only half performed, they again repeated, did they

not, their entire confidence, that by the month of March 1861 they would be in a

position to carry out the service to the entire satisfaction of your Lordship r—

Precisely so, and that was after they knew of the loss of the " Connaught."

137. You agreed to that proposal of theirs upon certain conditions, did you

not?—Yes.

138. One of which was, that they should forthwith execute an agreement, pro

viding that if they were not prepared to recommence the service at the period

named, and to continue thenceforth to fulfil all the conditions of the contract of

1859 strictly, according to the fair intent and meaning, including the conveyance

of the mails, and so on, the contract should without any further action, or any

liability to claim for damage, become null and void ?—Yes, that was so.

139. You have always made that a condition of your acquiescence in their

applications for indulgence, have you not?—I have invariably made that a

condition in every personal communication, which I have had with the gentle

men connected with the Company, and also, I believe, in every written com

munication which took place between the Department and the Company.

140. Was the leave to suspend the service, considering that it was in the

winter time, a great advantage to the company ?—It was a very great advantage

0.83. B 4 to
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Right Hon. to relieve the Company from sending vessels during the winter months, when they

Lor(Tsfa«/ify of had great dangers to encounter from the ice in the neighbourhood of Newfound-

Alderley. land, and to allow them to commence the service only in the more temperate

T ~ seasons of spring and summer.
* uy " 141. Did you make more than a proportionate reduction of the subsidy due

by the Government on account of this concession at so favourable a time tor

the Company ?—I believe, no reduction was made with the exception that they

should not receive a subsidy for voyages -which they did not perform, and with

the exception of the 500 /. penalty imposed upon the " Prince Albert" each time

she sailed, as being the diminution which they were justly entitled to pay, on

account of the inferior service which they performed, from her being not a

vessel adequate to the purpose, and according to the conditions of the contract.

142. Do you know any instance of a contract having been allowed to he sus

pended in the way in which it was done in the case of this Company ?—So far as

I know there has been no such instance.

143. Chairman,] Your Lordship has stated, that the allegation of the directors,

that the Post Office has inflicted severe penalties upon them for any concession

which has been granted to them, is incorrect?—Yes.

144. Were there many occasions on which your Lordship did not impose

penalties?—1 imposed no penalty upon every occasion when they did not perform

the voyage, which was, as I stated before, every voyage in the 46, besides the 17

which they performed.

145. I think you are alluding to the voyages, in which you conceded.that there

should be a cessation of the service ?—'Yes, precisely.

146. But on all other occasions I think, with the exception of one occasion,

which was in the case of the " Parana," you did impose penalties ?—They were

nothing but the ordinary penalties for the delay of time.

147. I presume, that the letter which was written by Mr. Hill, at page 80,

No. 173, was written with your Lordship's sanction and knowledge ?—Yes.'

148. I see in a paragraph in that letter the following words : " The indulgence

which the Postmaster General has consented to grant to the Company, is that for

which they themselves asked, and is, as his Lordship fully believes, greater than

was ever granted to any other Packet Company under contract with the Govern

ment," and I think, thar in another letter of Mr. Hill's to the Company, the

words are used, that the Company has met with more indulgence as a general

rule from the Post Office, than any other Company had hitherto met with?—Yes,

that is so.

149. On looking at the report of Lord Canning's Committee in 1853, the

Report of the Committee on Contract Packets, I find the following passage

with regard to the proceedings on the part of the Royal Mail Steam Naviga

tion Company : " The Company admit the correctness of the return which has

been presented to the House of Commons ; from this return, it appears that,

in the course of the last two years, the packets have only kept their stipulated

time of arrival at Southampton on three occasions ; that they have sometimes

exceeded it by as much as 14 or 15 days, and that on the average of the two

years, they have failed to keep time by four days for each voyage. It says,

" Delays arising from unforeseen causes, are specially exempted, but those which

arise from mismanagement or deficiency of speed in the vessels, and which are

so great, or are so systematically repeated, as to amount practically to a subver

sion of the engagement, do, we conceive, constitute violations of contract."

Having stated those particular instances of irregularities in those voyages, the

Committee report, " thut the Royal Mail Company has had great difficulties

to contend with, and has made great exertions, and incurred heavy expense

towards establishing an efficient fleet of vessels ; on the other hand, it has been

treated with great indulgence by the Government, and large allowance has been

made for its shortcomings, in consideration of the unfortunate losses it has met

with, and the interests involved in its maintenance ; the subsidy which it receives

is very large, and it has never been exposed to the competition of public tender.

The abandonment of the North American branch within the first year of the con

tract, without any corresponding diminution in the subsidy originally granted, has

rendered the rate of payment per mile much higher than was agreed upon when

the Company was first formed. It has, moreover, of late, been very confidently

asserted that several parties would be willing to undertake the service at

a much lower sum than that now paid to the Company ; but while the

contract
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contract remains in force, there are no means of testing the sincerity of R|g^t Hon.

such offers." Then it proceeds to say, "Under these circumstances, we are ^^

of opinion, that while it would not be fair towards the Company at the present

moment to determine the contract, or to inflict any penalty in respect of past . . _g

deviations from it, the public interest, nevertheless, demands that a stricter course

than has heretofore been follower! with respect to such deviation should now be

adopted." Can you inform the Committee whether penalties have been im

posed upon that Company, and whether then; have not been as great irregulari

ties on the part of the Royal Mail Company as on the part of the Galway Com

pany ?—I am not aware thai there have been, nor am 1 aware that that Company

were allowed to suspend the whole operation of their service for lour months, as

was done in this case. I beg to observe that that was in a comparatively early

stage of trans-oceanic steam communication, uhen much greater indulgence and

greater consideration would naturally be granted to such undertakings than at

this advanced period, when they have been so successfully carried on for so long

a time.

150. Mr. Peel-] Do you know whether under the contract of the West India

Mail Packet Company fines can be levied when the vessels arrive after the stipu

lated time :— I believe not ; but I am not aware how that is.

151. Chairman."] At the same time I arn justified, am I not, in saying that

large allowances were made to that Company, in consideration of the unfortunate

losses that it met with, and in consideration of the interests involved in its main

tenance ?—I dare say allowances were made, but I still think that they were not

allowances so great as those which have been made to the present Company.

152. The Committee recommend, at all events, presuming that any penally

could be inflicted in respect of past deviations from the contract, that such penal

ties should not be inflicted ?—It may be so, but the cases may not be precisely

parallel. I certainly think that there are very great differences between them.

153. Sir John Trollope.~\ Have you had the contract for the West India Mail

Service under you at all ?—No. All those contracts were under the Admiralty,

and I am not aware of \vhat had taken place.

154. Are you aware of the terms of the subsidy ?—No, I am not.

155. It has existed for many years, has it not?—Yes.

156. Chairman.] I think in the very letter to which I have been referring

your Lordship, of the 13th of June 1861, you say that on all this (that is with

regard to the " Parana") and on all other nautical questions, your Lordship has

been guided by the advice of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty ?—

Yes.

157. If you will have the goodness to turn to letter 150, page 69, I think your

Lordship deducted from the subsidy a sum of 490 /.from the passage of the

" Connaught," which it was alleged was delayed off St. John's for a period of

37£ hours, owing to a fog of unusual duration and density ?—Yes, that is so.

158. The directors stated, did they not, that that delay was one which " comes

within the provision of the contract, as being one over which they had not, and

could not have, any control ? "—Yes, they so stated.

159. And I think Mr. Hill, at page 71, states, does he not, that the excuse

which the directors had "offered for the delay of the contract packet

'Connaught' on the homeward voyage from Boston to Galway cannot be

admitted by his Lordship in mitigation of the penalties incurred for excess of

time occupied on that voyage? "—It is so stated.

160. Did you consult the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty with regard

to their usual practice in the case of fogs ?—I am not aware that I did.

ifii. Are you aware that when the contract services were under the Admiralty

they did always make allowances for the fogs?—I was not aware of that.

162. If it be true that the Admiralty would not have imposed a penalty upon

this occasion, it is quite clear that no very great indulgence was granted to the

Company so far as regards the delay of the "Connaught" on that date?—It

might lie so in that particular instance.

163. Mr. Walpole.] It would be usual, would it not, under circumstances like

those stated in that letter of Mr. Boate to the Secretary of the Post Office of the

3rd of December 1860, when that delay is said to have been occasioned for a

period of 37 i hours, owing to a fog of unusual duration and density, that some

indulgence should lie granted on that account?—It would depend very much

upon the circumstances of the case. There is a naval agent, an officer of the

0.83. C Admiralty,
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Right Hon. Admiralty, who is on board every packet, and by whose reports we should be

Sto?^ very much guided.

164. In a letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate, on the 7th of December 1860,

a July 1861. referring to that delay, 1 observe that no reason is assigned by the Post Office ;

can your Lordship state what the reason was for the refusing the indulgence?—

At this moment 1 cannot.

165. Mr. PeelJ] An allusion has been made to the irregularity in the per

formance of the service. I find, on turning to the Company's letter at page 116,

that in the paragraph at the top of the page great stress is laid upon the value of

tlie line as forming a link connecting Europe with America, and reducing the

communication to about six days. The Company are required, are they not, by

their contract, to deliver telegraphic messages at St. John's, within six days'

time from the vessel carrying them leaving Galway r—It is so.

166. Can you inform the Committee how often the Company's vessels, on the

voyages which they have performed, have reached St. John's within that time ?

—I believe there is only one instance in which the Company's vessels, sailing

from Galway, have reached St. John's within the stipulated time which they are

bound to do in the contract, that one being the " Adriatic," which is a very

excellent vessel. That is the only vessel, from Galway, that has succeeded in

making the voyage to St. John's in the stipulated time, namely, six days ; from

St. John's there have been some that have succeeded.

167. Mr. H'alpok.~\ Which voyage was that?—The "Adriatic's" voyage was

on the 23d of April 1861.

168. Mr. Peel.'] Has the overtime of the voyage to Newfoundland amounted

to from one to seven or eight days ?—I believe it has.

169. But no penalties have been exacted for their being behind hand ?—No

penalties have been exacted, because we are enabled to impose no penalties by

the conditions of the contract, it being considered as an essential condition, I

presume, that if they failed to perform it, that was sufficient almost, of itself, to

nullify the contract.

i 70. Mr. Ker Seymer.~\ Reference has been made to a paragraph in a letter

written on your behalf by Sir Rowland Hill, in which it is stated, that " no penal

ties have been levied for the many occasions upon which, prior to the signing of

the agreement for the suspension of the service, the Company failed to provide

any packet for the conveyance of the mails on tiie appointed days." Could you

put in those cases ?—I will do so.

171. How many occasions have there been on which no vessel was provided

to carry out the mails according to the contract ?—Eight outwards, and as many

inwards.

172. That was prior lo any proposal to suspend the contract being offered by

your department ?—Yes.

173. Mr. Walpole.} It is stated in that letter that "no penalties have been

levied for the many occasions upon which, prior to the signing of the agreement

for the suspension of the service, the Company failed to provide any packet for

the conveyance of the mails on the appointed days ; " and I understand you to

state, referring to " the many occasions," that there were eight outward and

eight inward voyages, in which they did not provide a packet on the appointed

days?— I will make the return accurately, but I believe that to be the case.

174. Were no penalties imposed on any of those occasions?—No; on none.

175. Mr. Peel.} Except under peculiar circumstances, you would consider

yourself obliged to enforce the due performance of those contracts, would you

not?—I imagine that one is bound to do so, both in justice to the public and in

justice to the service. It would be impossible to do otherwise if partiality is to

be shown to one Company, by not enforcing the penalties, and not shown to

another ; the other Companies would have a just right of complaint that the one

had been treated with unjust favour and partiality.

176. The non-enforcement in the one case, and the enforcement in the other,

would expose you to imputations of unfairness ?—Yes.

1 77. Sir John Trollope.'] Are the other Companies tied down by such stringent

conditions as thi? Com pan v ?—Not perhaps so stringent, but there are stringent

conditions in some of them.

178. Chairman.'] Will you state, as Postmaster General, in what contract there

are any stringent conditions whatsoever ?—In the Australian and Cape of Good

Hope services.

179. Sir
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1 79. Sir John Trollope.] Is it not the fact, that the Australian service broke Right HOD.

down from the extreme stringency of its conditions?—I believe it did break Lord Stanley of

down, and the parties lost upwards of half a million from their being unable to Alderky.

perform their duties under the contract. Very large sums were lost, to indi-

viduals who had entered into those engagements, which they were not able to ' ^ 1801.

fulfil, and the Government was obliged to put an end to the contract.

180. Sir Morton Peto.] Was it not usual in a contract made by the Post

Office for the packet service, to have a clause giving an exemption in case of

delay from fogs ?—I am not aware that it has been so, but in fact those contracts

have hitherto been made by the Admiralty, and it is only this year that they

have been transferred to the Post Office.

181. Has not a recent contract been entered into with the London and North

Western, and the City of Dublin Companies, for the acceleration of the mails to

Ireland, by the Post Office or by the Admiralty ?—There has been an arrange

ment come to.

182. Is there not a clause in the contract specially granting exemption in the

case of fogs?—I 1 elieve there is.

183. Chairman.] On the subject of fines, was it not the case that on the 26th

of March the Company applied for the postponement of the service to the 9th of

April, and did you not inflict a penalty upon them of 3,000 /. for that ?—Yes.

184. Mr. Pee/.] Did the Company consider that concession as one to which

they were scarcely entitled at the time that you made it?—I may state that it

was made at the very last moment. Information had been given that the contract

would be terminated according to the intimation which had been given upon the

agreement which v as entered into, they having no vessel fit to go. It was late

in the evening when 1 was in the Lobby of the House of Commons, and several

gentlemen connected with the Company earnestly entreated me to allow them to

postpone the voyage on that occasion, upon the payment of a large fine. The

fine was mentioned at that time, and no objection was made to it, and no attempt

was made to diminish it ; it was received by them at the time as a very great

concession, and they expressed themselves as very much obliged to us for having

granted it.

185. Chairman.] Are you not of opinion that the Company have met with

very great misfortunes with regard to those new vessels which they have con

structed ?—Yes, and I regret extremely to say that they have met with a great

number of misfortunes, and they are therefore entitled to much consideration,

which, had the case been otherwise, they certainly would not have received.

186. If the vessels did meet with these misfortunes, it. was not owing to any

want of management on the part of the Company, but owing to other circum

stances, was it not?— It would be difficult exactly to say whether that was the

case or not. I am afraid, with regard to the two vessels which are now in dock

at Liverpool, that there must have been some negligence, or some imperfection

in their construction, for 1 believe them to be extremely feebly and weakly con

structed, and not fit for the performance of the service. Probably the Committee

will be able to have the evidence of some of the persons who are now engaged in

their reparation, who will be able to make those statements, and to show what

their condition is, and what their condition must have been at the time they com

menced the service.

187. Mr. Peel.] What are the names of those vessels ?—The "Hibernia" and

the " Columbia."

788. Chairman.] Those vessels were examined by the Admiralty surveyor,

were they not ?—They were passed by the surveyor ; but at the time that one of

them was passed by the Admiralty surveyor, he stated that she would only be fit

to perform two voyages, and that she must be re-surveyed completely before

allowing her to take another voyage. That, I think, was the " Columbia." The

" Hibernia " was the one that broke to pieces going to Cork.

189. Mr. Peel.] Were those voyages of the "Columbia" always in fine

weather?—I think that the " Columbia's " voyage was in April. The " Columbia "

made one voyage, and that was not a good one.

190. Chairman.] The "Hibernia" was however passed, t\nd the report of the

Surveyor of the Admiralty was that she was perfectly satisfactory; was not that

the case ?—Yes ; I believe her imperfections could only be discovered upon her

being opened.

191. With regard to the termination of the contract, I think that on the 7th

0.83. c 2 of
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Right Hon. of May, in consequence of the misfortunes that happened to the other ships, the

Lord Stanley of Company was not in a condition to offer anyone of the ships that had been

Mdvley^ approved of by the Post Office?—Just so.

~ _„ 192. And the Company being in that strait offered to vour Lordship the
* uly I8bl* " Parana " which they had chartered ?—Yes.

] 93. In consequence of an opinion of the Surveyor of the Admiralty, that that

vessel could not reach St. John's within six davs, you refused, did you not, to

accept that ship ?—I did so. I stated to the gentlemen who saw me upon the

subject, and who wished to be allowed to substitute any other vessel of equal

power and tonnage, that I would agree to the substitution of any other vessel of

equal power and tonnage, and which also was approved of by the Surveyor of the

Admiralty as being competent to perform the duties under the contract.

194. Mr. Walpole.'] When was that?—I forget the exact date; but I think

when the "Parana" was offered the matter was referred to the Surveyor to know

whether she was competent to perform her engagements under the contract, and

the answer that he gave me was, that she was not, in his opinion, sufficient to

secure the performance of the stipulations of the contract, and, therefore, 1 felt

myself not at liberty to accept her as a vessel to sail under the contract.

195. Chairman.'] Did you ask the Surveyor of the Admiralty whether the

" Parana" would be fit to execute the contract as between Galway and

Boston, or whether she would be able to reach St. John's within six days?—I

asked him whether she would be able to reach St. John's within six days, wliich

1 considered to be the most important part of the duty that the Atlantic Com

pany undertook to perform ; for I may state, with regard to the communication

between Ireland and America, that Sir Samuel CunarJ's packets, and other

packets, make their voyages in as expeditious, and more expeditious, time than

the packets from Galway to New York ; but with reference to the communica

tion with St. John's, and by St. John's securing a later telegraphic communica

tion to America, it was of great importance to have that service performed

within the stipulated time ; I therefore considered it essential, before any vessel

could lie accepted for the service, that she should be enabled to perform the

service from Galway to St. John's within six days, which was the stipulated

time that she engaged to do it in the contract.

196. I think there is a stipulation, is there not, in the contract, which gives

permission to the contractors to send out a ship of equal tonnage without regard

to speed, in the event of any ship being disabled ?—I think she must be approved

of by the Postmaster General before she can be sent.

197. But there is no reference, is there, in the contract to speed ?—The vessel

must be approved of by the Postmaster General ; and he is the person who has

to decide whether she is an efficient ship or not ; it is not only necessary that

she be of equal power and equal tonnage, but also that she shall be equally

efficient lor the purpose of taking the contract; and the Postmaster General

must be the judge, although of course his judgment is guided by the opinion

of the Admiralty surveyor, whom he consults upon such occasions. The only

exception, as I understand, is that a ship provided by the Company must be

built upon plans approved of by the Postmaster General; but in case of other

ships, there is no stipulation with regard to the speed of one more than another,

except that they shall be capable of doing the voyage in the time.

198. That applies to both the Company's own vessels, and vessels hired by

them in lieu of their own vessels?—Precisely; that those hired by them

should be as efficient and able to undertake the voyage.

199. With regard to the "Parana," in her former voyages when she was

permitted by the Post Office to carry mails from Galway to Boston, did she not

perform the outward voyage in one day and seven hours less than the time

specified in the contract for the outward voyage?—I believe she made several

satisfactory voyages between Galway, Boston, and New York, but in no one

instance did she perform the voyage between Galway and St. John's within

the stipulated time; in one of her voyages home she came in the stipulated

time, but we are all aware that the voyages home are made more quickly than

the voyages out, in consequence of the prevalence of westerly winds.

200. Therefore, I presume that if the original construction put by the Com

pany upon the contract was the correct one, that there «as no stipulation to

deliver the mails at St. John's, but only telegraphic messages when required to

do so, there would have been no objection to the " Parana'' if that construction

had
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had been accepted by the Post Office?—It seems tome tbif. there is precisely Right HOD.

the same objection with regard to telegraphic messages as with regard to landing Lord Stanley of

the mails; she would equally have been obliged to deliver telegraphic messages Alderley..

in six days.

201. Are not the words of the contract " if required to do so by the Com- 3 July l861'

missioners"?—The Commissioners require her to deliver her letters, and there

fore in that is included the delivery of telegraphic messages.

•202. Presuming that the construction put by the Company upon the contract,

that it was not intended that the mails should be delivered at St. John's within

six days, nor the telegraphic messages unless required by the Commissioners to

do so, in that case there would have been no objection to the " Parana "?—I

think there would have been equally the same objection whether she was re

quired or not. The vessel must be a vessel qualified to do it if required, even

according to their own interpretation.

203. Mr. Pee/.] Could you tell at the time of the acceptance of the ship

whether you would be obliged to send messages or not by her ?—Of course not.

204. Chairman.] Had you any communication at any time with the Chair

man of the Royal Atlantic Steam Company, Mr. Malcomson, upon the subject

of transferring the Postal Service between Galway and America, from Galway to

Foynes r—1 am not aware of any direct communication on that subject, but

I think that in the course of conversation I understood from Mr. Malcomsou

that it might be a question whether the contract might not be advantage

ously transferred from Galway to Foynes. It was mentioned in casual con

versation, when discussing the question as to what parts of Ireland would be

most advantageous for a direct communication with America, and not any

actual proposition on the part of Mr. Malcomson ; and it was also in con

nexion with a matter which was in discussion at the time, there being a question

whether there was not, a contract entered into between a Company in which Mr.

Malcomson was concerned, and the French Government, for the transmission of

mails to VVaterford, and afterwards from VV'aterford over to Foynes, and so to be

fonvarded to America. That was a matter of communication between the Post

Office and the Company with which Mr. Malcomson was connected, and the

Company stated they \vere not aware of any such communication.

205. Mr. Peel.] Is your Lordship of opinion that if any moderate further in

dulgence had been shown to this Company there was any chance of their being

able successfully to perform the contract ?—I am afraid that if it had been

extended to the 1st of June, instead of the 26th of March, they would not have

been in a better condition on the 1st of June than they were on the 26th of

March ; nor even if it had been extended to the 1st of July would they have

been in a better condition, for at this moment I believe they have only one

single vessel, the " Adriatic," an excellent vessel, which has performed the voy

ages with more expedition than any other between America and Europe.

With the exception of that vessel, I do not believe that they have one to perform

the service. It is quite clear that the " Columbia" and the " Hibernia " are

not in a condition to perform the service. I am informed that they will not be

ready for some months to come, so that there remain only the " Adriatic,"

the " Parana," and the " Prince Albert;" I therefore felt it extremely important

that we should not at the termination of the suspension of the contract, again

enter into disputes and discussions, as to whether a vessel not conformable to

the conditions of the contract should be employed or not ; and that if they had

not vessels in every respect conformable to the conditions of the contract, it had

better be put an end to, than that we should go on in that very unsatisfactory

manner ; and therefore those were reasons which led me to the conclusion that

we had better terminate than go on in this unsatisfactory manner, both to the

public and to the Company; even if it had been postponed to the present time, I

believe they would not have been in a condition to fulfil the contract.

206. Mr. Walpo/e.] You mentioned that when the offer of the "Parana" was

made, the Surveyor to the Admiralty was of opinion that that vessel could not

execute the contract?—On the last occasion I said it was so.

207. Is that surveyor's opinion in writing r—Yes, it is given in these papers.

208. Mr. Peel.] Do you consider an irregular service almost worse than no

service at all ?—For mere postal purposes I consider it quite as bad, if not worse,

than 110 service at all ; for if you cannot calculate with certainty upon the days at

which a ship will perform the service, it is quite useless.

0.83. c 3 209. Chairman.]
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Right Hon. 209. Chairman.'] In case you had postponed the service at the request of the

Lord Stanley of Company till the month of June, the " Hiheruia," at all events, would have

Alderley. escaped the accident which she met with on the 28th of March, would she not ?

~ —I cannot help thinking it a very fortunate thing that the " Hibernia" met with

a July 1861. tjiat accj(|ent when she was no further off than Cork ?—If she had met with the

same storm between Galway and Newfoundland, she probably never might have

arrived at her destination.

210. Mr. Peel.~] In fact, the fate of the " Connaught" showed how necessary

it was for the Post Office to take proper precautions to see that the ships were in

a condition to perform the voyage?—All the accounts which we receive show

that the " Connaught" was in a very unsatisfactory condition ; she was unable, at

the commencement, to start; she was leaking, and there was very much water in

her hold, and on the voyage on which she was burnt she was in a very unsatis

factory condition, as far as I could learn.

Henry Vallance, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

H. Vallance, Esq. ~ ' ' • YOU are the Solicitor to the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Com-

pany ?- — My firm, Vallance and Vallance, of Essex-street, Strand, are Solicitors

to the Company.

212. On the 21st of April 1859, the contract between Her Majesty's Govern

ment and the Royal Atlantic Company to which we have already alluded was

made ?—It was.

213. In pursuance of that contract the Company at once proceeded, did they

not, to build a steam fleet at considerable expense ?—They did.

214. I think it was on the 10th of June 1859 that you entered into a contract

with Messrs. Palmer, of Newcastle, for the construction oftwo ships, at a cost of

95,000 1. each •—That was so ; a contract was made in pursuance of an arrange

ment previously entered into between the Company and the builders, providing

for three ships ; that is to say, a provisional contract had been made, but not

entered into finally until the contract was made with the Imperial Government.

215. And you also made, in the same month, another contract with Mr.

Samuelson, of Hull, for the construction of two other ships, the cost price being

97,500 1. each?—Yes, on the loth of June, making four ships altogether.

Messrs. Palmer's first contract contained a provision for giving the Company

permission to order another ship upon the same terms, upon the Company giving

them a reasonable notice, 1 think 12 months, for the completion of the fifth ship,

it having been in contemplation at one time to build five ships ; but the actual

contract entered into was for four ships.

216. Mr. Peel.~\ This passage in the letter of the Company of the 18th of

January 1859, is scarcely correct: "We beg respectfully to inform your Lord

ships that we have completed the contracts for the building of five steamships,

which will be possessed of all the advantages and improvements that modern

science can confer "?—It is not correct, in point of inference, that the contract

had been entered into for the five; no orders had been given by the Company

except as to four ; that is the reason why I mentioned the circumstance, that

only four were ordered ; the Company had the privilege of ordering five, but they

never gave distinct orders except for four.

217. This statement was made in a letter to the Government, applying for

the Atlantic contract •—I think it was at that time ; a provisional arrangement

had been made, and a provisional contract hud been sealed between the Company

and Messrs. Palmer, providing for three ships, and giving a clause in the con

tract for the Company ordering a ship.

218. Mr. Jl*alpole.\ The second order was given on what date?—The first

order was given on the 10th of June for two ships ; the other on the 15th of June

1859 for two more ships.

219. No order was given for the fifth ship ?—No order has been given for the

fifth ship.

220. Chairman.'] By the postal contract it was provided, I think, that the ships

should be of not lebs than 2,000 tons, and not less than 450-horse power ?—

Two thousand tons, builders' measurement, and not less than 450-horse power

each.

•221. Did the contractors enter into contracts for the construction of ships

very
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very largely in excess of the tonnage and power mentioned in the postal con a Valbmce

tract?— Considerably so; the ships were, in round numbers, about 2,700 or

2,800 tons burthen. Messrs. Palmer's contract was 2,800 tons for each of those 3 juiy

ships, and the horse-power, I think, was 850. Messrs. Samuelsoii's contract for

the other two was for 2,860 tons measurement, and 800 Admiralty rule horse

power.

222. Mr. Peel.'] And guaranteed to run 20 miles an hour?—Yes, and gua

ranteed to run 20 miles an hour in smooth water ; statute miles, not nautical

miles. .

223. Chairman.] Were the lines, plans, and specifications of those ships

submitted to the approval of the Board of Admiralty, and were they approved

by them?—The lines, plans, and specifications, and models, I believe; at all

events, a model of Messrs. Palmer's ship was submitted to the Admiralty, and

the Company received, so far as Messrs. Palmer's contract was concerned, an

intimation from ihe Admiralty of their approval. On the 9th of May 1859, a

letter signed by the Company was sent to the Secretary to the Admiralty in

these terms : " Messr. P>ilmer, Brothers, & Co. of Newcastle-on-Tyne, with

whom the directors of this Company have contracted for the building of two iron

steam-ships for the Galway and American postal service, having deposited at the

Admiralty Contract Department the plans and specifications, and the models of

the proposed ships for this line, I am instructed to request you will be so good

as to direct that these plans and specifications may be examined, and their

approval notified to the directors at the earliest convenient period." To which

letter a reply was written by Mr. Corry on the 31st of May 1859, stating, " I am

commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to return you here

with the drawings and specifications referred to in your letter of the 9lh instant,

observing that nothing appears to show that the vessels would be unsuited for

the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails between Galway, Boston, and New

York ; at the same time I am to inform you that their acceptance or otherwise

under the contract, must depend on the result of the final survey and trial held on

them by the officers of the Admiralty."

224. Mr. Peel.] That was according to the stipulations of the contract ?—It was;

the contract provided in the first clause that the lines, plans, and specifications,

should be submitted to and approved of by the Admiralty, and " in all respects

as to vessels, engines, equipments, engineers, officers and crew, subject, in the

first instance, and from time to time, and at all times afterwards, to the

approval of the said Commissioners."

225. I am referring to the trial of the vessels subsequently ; that " the said

Commissioners shall be at liberty," and so on ?—" Shall be at liberty and have

power to have all such vessels and engines tried in whatever manner they may

at any time or times think fit, and to take whatever steps they may deem

expedient to satisfy themselves of the fitness of each vessel in every respect, for

the said service."

226. Chairman.'] Was there any bargaining or stipulation of any kind made

on the part of the Companv, or any attempt, in short, with a view of lowering

the price which was to be paid to the contractors for building the ships-—Not

to my knowledge, and I do not believe that there ever was. I think Messrs.

Palmer sent, in the first instance, their own estimate of the amount at which

they would build the ships, according to the specifications, and I think the ac

ceptance was by a naked simple acceptance by the Company, after some months'

discussion between the Company and Messrs. Palmer. I think, with regard to

Messrs. Samuelson. that some further requirements were made of Messrs.

Samuelson ; there was some distinction made, I think, in the engines, and they

required 2,500 /. more for each vessel, making 5,000 I. more for the two vessels.

227. The contractors were bound, were they not, to deliver those vessels

within 12 months from the date of the contract?—Within 11 and 12 months.

228. Mr. WalpoleJ] The time fixed for the performance of the contract was

the 26th of June 1860 ?—The Post Office fixed it during the month of June ;

ultimately, the Postmaster General appointed the 26th of June. The terms are

that they shall be ready during the month of June 1860.

229. And orders were given for making those four vessels so that they should

be completed early in June?—All the contracts provide for the delivery of the

ships anterior to the time when our Company should commence our service.

230. Mr. Peel.'} When were the ships begun to be built •—I think within a

0.83. c 4 few
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H. Vatlance, Esq. few days after the date of the contract, but I am speaking from memory ; pro-

bably the Committee will examine tlie builders. I believe both builders had

9. July 1861. ordered the iron plates, and angle iron, upon the assumption that the contracts

would be carried out prior to the dates of the contracts.

231. What contracts are referred to in that letter to which I have called your

attention?—There was a provisional contract with Messrs. Palmer, aid an

understanding or agreement with Messrs. Samuelson; but speaking fro n my

own knowledge, no farther contracts were entered into conclusively ior the com

mencement of the ships, beyond the fact of the provisional contract wi:h the

Messrs. Palmer, and the agreement for a contract with the Messrs. Samuelson; I

might add that the Company had resolved to accept those tenders, and to give

those builders the orders in December 1858, or January 1859.

232. Chairman.] Was there any clause inserted, making the builders respon

sible for penalties in case any delay should occur beyond the time stipulated ?—

Yes, there was a ''• penalty of 50 /.a day for each ship.

233. I am to presume that the Directors of the Atlantic Company took every

possible precaution in their power to ensure the construction of ships efficient in.

build and in power, and that their delivery should be within the time specified

in the contract ?—r think I can safely say that; for 1 may mention that the plans

and specifications, and the lines of the ships, were the result of the combined

opinions of several influential gentlemen who were called upon. I believe the

Admiralty surveyors were consulted from time to time upon the subject, so that

the specifications1 which were appended to the contracts were specifications arrived

at after some weeks or months, I may say, of deliberation, and after' taking the

Opinion of those persons who were most competent to give an opinion upon such

a class of vessels. I may mention incidentally that 1 see Messrs. Palmer's con*

tract provides the first ship to be delivered within 10 calendar months, and the

second ship within 11 calendar months, that is, April and May 1860.

234. DQ you find in Messrs. Palmer's contract this clause, that the vessels

" shall be built of the best materials in a substantial and workmanlike manner,

and finished in superior stvlt1, and the whole of the work shall be done under the

inspection and subject to the approval of the Company or their surveyor for the

time being, by whom all materials shall be approved, and the Company or their

surveyor, and also the inspectors of the Admiralty and of Lloyd's, shall have

acceso at all reasonable times during the progress of the works to examine the

same, and (he whole of the work shall be properly and substantially fastened to

the satisfaction of the Company or their surveyor for the time being" r—It is so,

word for word.

235. Did the Company at any time send down any surveyor to inspect those

ships ?—The}' did ; they appointed a superintending surveyor, a Mr. Henderson,

a shipbuilder, 1 believe, of great respectability and position upon the Clyde, and

he appointed under him some sub-surveyors. There were resident surveyors at

Newcastle, and resident surveyors at Hull ; practical surveyors tit Newcastle, and

practical surveyors at Hull; and by the contract between the Cornpany and Mr.

Henderson, the superintending surveyor, he wu.s to make 60 special visits, I

think, to the ships during the progress of the building.

236. Does it come within your personal knowledge that any such visits were

made?— 1 know that he did visit the ships, because 1 have met him there myself,

but I could not speak as to the extent of his visits.

237. Are you aware that he did inspect those ships ?—I am aware that reports

have come to the Company, when I have been present at Board meetings, from

time to time, from the surveyor, speaking of the condition of the ships from per

sonal inspection.

1 238. Are you aware whether the Inspectors from the Admiralty or Lloyd's

ever inspected those ships?—Not of my own knowledge. I believe both the

Admiralty and Board of Trade Inspectors, at every port where shipbuilding is

carried on, from tine to time visit the ships, but I am not aware whether they

did so in any special capacity, as inspecting those particular ships.

239. Besides the clause which 1 have read to you, there was another, was

there not, in the builders' contract, to the effect that each of the vessels, when

delivered by the builders to the Company, should be in such a state and con

dition as to satisfy the Board of Admiralty ?—Yes ; and to enable the Company

to obtain a certificate of such sati>faction, it also was provided, "and the builders

covenant with the Company that they, the builders, will, upon the said delivery

of
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of the said vessels, respectively deliver to the said Company the certificate of jf_ Vallance, Esq.'

the Board of Trade, that such vessel is in accordance with the requisitions of the

said Board, and also that each of the said vessels, when delivered by them to a juty j8Gi.

the Company, shall be in such a state and condition as to satisfy the Board of

Admiralty, and to enable the Company to obtain from the Board of Admiralty

a certificate of such satisfaction, and that each of the said vessels when delivered

shall be equal to nine years A. 1 class at Lloyd's."

240. Mr. Ker Seymer.] I understand that those vessels were originally

intended to be named after the four provinces of Ireland?—Yes.

241. Subsequently their names were altered, were they not?—Yes.

242. Was that after the loss of the " Connaught" ?—Yes; after the loss of

the " Connaught."

243. Chairman.'] Will you inform the Committee what report the surveyors

of the Admiralty made upon each of the three vessels which have hitherto been

delivered, the " Conuaught," the "Columbia," and the " Hibernia," merely

giving the general substance of the report, without entering into the par

ticulars ?—The final report is on page 43 of the Parliamentary Paper, No. 337,

of 1861 ; the engineer and surveyors' report. The first report is upon the engines,

of the 7th June I860, in which they state the result of the trial trip of the

" Connaught ;" "that the speed of the vessel was about 13 knots ; the average

revolutions of the engines was 16'6 ; the average pressure of steam in the boilers

was 22$ Ibs. on the square inch; the vacuum in the condensers was 24 A Ibs.

The machinery and boilers appear in every respect good and substantial, but

the method of stopping and reversing the engines i«, in our opinion, too slow."

Then, with reference to the hull of the vessel, on the same day, the Board

of Trade surveyors report deficiencies, but on the whole the vessel is well

supplied ; they say " With the exception of the foregoing deficiencies, we consider

the vessel is well supplied with all the necessaries for the service for which she

is intended," and the usual certificate was granted. A second survey was then

held, it appears, on the 18th of June 1860.

244. On the 21st of June there was a report by Mr. Rubie, in which he says,

that in other respects he considers the " Connaught" fit for the service she is

intended for?—Yes; and on the 22d of June 1860, Captain Robertson, of the

Royal Navy, Surveyor General of the Board of Trade, pointed out some defects

in the vessel, but he states, " I therefore think she may be accepted as fit for

the mail service, under the contract ;" that was her final survey previous to

commencing the service.

245. Mr. Peel.] Was she capable of going at the speed at which it was

guaranteed that she should go r—I do not think she could ; not the 20 statute

miles an hour. I may mention that the Admiralty Surveyor would not give a

certificate upon that point ; it was matter of contract between the Compauy and

the builders.

246. Would that form the subject of any correspondence between you and

the builders, in consequence of the vessel not being able to go at the speed she

was contracted for ?— I cannot at this time recollect ; the Admiralty Surveyor,

of course, would only pass her in reference to her efficiency for the service re

quired under the contract.

247. Sir John Trollope.~] What was the result of his survey?—She was

accepted for the mail contract, and sent round to Gal way under the certificate

of the Admiralty as efficient, and with a certificate of the Board of Trade.

248. Mr. PeelJ] Are you confident that there was a survey by the Admi

ralty 1—It appears by a letter in page 16, an Enclosure in No. 32, being a

letter from Mr. Romaine to the Secretary to the Post Office, that they would

consider that it would be unsatisfactory that the survey of a ship commenced

by the officers of one department should be completed by those of another,

thereby causing the responsibility to be divided; and as the officers of the

Board of Trade had commenced the survey of the " Connaught," their Lord

ships thought it would be desirable that the same officers should complete it.

249. It would appear, therefore, that there was no survey by the Admiralty?

—I should judge so by that.

250. Sir John Trollops.] If you look at the next letter, you will find that

that was assented to by the Treasury ?—Mr. Stephensou from the Treasury

addressed to the Postmaster General a letter, in which he stated " their

Lordships are therefore pleased to authorise the necessary communication being

0.83. D addressed
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H. Vallance, Esq. addressed to that department accordingly." I conclude by that, that there was

. 1_ no separate Admiralty survey.

2 July 1861. 25 '• Chairman.] Now, with respect to the " Hibernia," what was the state of

the case with regard to her?—The '; Hibernia" was sent round to Southampton

for trial and survey, and with a view of the commencing the mail service on the

26th of March last.

252. Sir John Trollope.] By whom was the "Hibernia" built?—By Messrs.

Palmer.

253. Chairman.] If you turn to page 3 of Paper 277, you will find something

with regard to the "Hibernia''?—With regard to the "Hibernia," under date

of the 4th of March 1861, there is this certificate from Mr. Lewcock: "I beg

to report that the ' Hibernia' is in every respect fit to be employed for the con

veyance of the mails between Gal way and the United States, in accordance

with the con'.raot with the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company."

254. Mr. PeeL] When should this vessel have been ready under your contract

with the shipbuilder?—The second vessel ought to have been ready iu May

1860.

255. Mr. Walpole.~\ Who is Mr. J. Lewcock, who signed that certificate of the

" Hibernia "?— One of the surveying officers of the Admiralty.

256. Chairman.] Then it appears that there was a subsequent survey after the-

acciclent to the " Hibernia"?—Yes; she put first into Cork Harbour, and then

was subsequently sent round to Messrs. Laird of Birkenhead for survey ;

and then two Admiralty surveyors, Mr. Dinnen, the engineer surveyor, and

Mr. Luke, the hull surveyor, sent a certificate on the 6th of April, which

appears in Parliamentary Paper, 277, at page 4: "We have surveyed the

"Hibernia" in dry dock at Messrs. Laird's yard at Birkenhead in reference to

the Postmaster General's communication respecting the leaky state of that vessel,

consequent on encountering a heavy gale oa her passage from Southampton

to Galway, and we found the whole of the butts of the flat, keel, and bottom

plating, for about 180 feet amidships, very much strained." They also say,

"The Company have caused a survey of the ship to be made with a view to

determine what should be done to strengthen her, and in other respects to make

her fit for the service she is intended for, and their proposals for this object, when

decided on, will, we understand, be officially submitted for the consideration of

the Postmaster General. The engines for driving the paddles are stated to have

performed well ; but the main shaft of the engine for driving the air pumps

has been somewhat strained, and is to be replaced by a stronger one."

257. Mr. Peel.] They were of opinion that there was a deficiency of strength

in the vessel as to render her unseaworthy r— I see it is so.

258. ChairmanJ] Will you turn in the same paper to page 20, where you will

see a report from the Liverpool shipwright surveyors, James Martyn and

W. Campbell; will you state to the Committee what they say?—Certi

ficate on the 2d of April 1861, by the Liverpool shipwright surveyors: "We

beg to report that the paddle steamer 'Hibernia' has arrived at this port

and been placed in dry dock. We have examined her, and she appears

to show great symptoms of weakness, and will require to be considerably

strengthened. We therefore submit that her certificate be cancelled," and the

certificate was cancelled accordingly.

259. Mr. Peel.] \Vasthat the certificate of the Board of Trade?:—I should

think it was the certificate of the Admiralty. I apprehend that the Board of Trade

would not have any jurisdiction upon that.

260. It was not a certificate given under your contract?—Yes; it was the

certificate of the Admiralty Department, under the terms of our contract.

261. Was it the general certificate of the Board of Trade?—I cannot state

that.

262. Mr. Walpole.] On page 3 you read a certificate, signed J. Lewcock, and

you stated that that was the Admiralty surveyor?—I believe he is.

263. If you turn to page 20, and under date of the 2d of April 1861,

which is subsequent to that, you will observe, that on the 4th of March 1861

they submitted that the certificate for that vessel should be cancelled ?—Yes.

264. Then, if you turnback again to page 3, after the accidents that happened

to the " Hibernia," you have the certificates of the 6th of April 1861, with that

passage which you have read, stating that "The Company have caused a survey

of the ship to be made, with a view to determine what should be done to

strengthen
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strengthen her, and in other respects to make her fit for the service she is #. Vallance, Esq.

intended for, and their proposals for this object, when decided on, will, we -

understand, be officially submitted for the consideration of the Postmaster 2 july 1861.

General." The first certificate is cancelled ; an accident happens to the vessel,

and then upon a survey being made of her, some further proposal is to be

Submitted to the Postmaster General; was that done?—No; the Company

have now given directions for any requirements emanating from the Bo.ird

of Trade and the Board of Admiralty to be carried out ; that intimation

was given to the surveyor of the Company as to what ihose requisitions would

be, and .the ship is now being strengthened, and other reparations are being

carried out in accordance, as it is supposed, with what will be the requirements

of the Board of Admiralty. I may here mention that the Board of Admiralty

are not in the habit of giving certificates, or any indication in writing, or' what

they require to be done to render a ship efficient ; they leave the responsibility

upon the contractor, but the surveyors are good enough from time to time to

indicate verbally the parts of the ship to which they object, and which they

require to be strengthened.

26'). Mr. Pee!.] 1 think you are under a mistake, when in your answer to my

question you say that the certificate which was recommended to be cancelled on

the 2d of April 1861, at page 20, was a certificate of the Board of Admiralty;

that was the certificate of the Board of Trade, was it not ?—I only concluded

that it was so,

266. You observe that those certificates after page 6 are the certificates of the

Board of Trade surveyors?—I see they are; at all events, whether it was a

Board of Trade, or an Admiralty certificate, the cancellation by either one or

the other would of course render the ship incapable of performing any voyage.

267. Chairman.] She is at present, is she not, being repaired at Messrs.

Laird's, at Liverpool, at a very large expense ?—Yes ; at an estimate of between

25,000 1. and 30,000/.

268. That is for repairs and to render her seaworthy ?—Yes ; instructions

have been given to them to carry out all the requisitions of the surveyor, who is

the ordinary surveyor of Lloyd's at Liverpool, and of five or six other surveyors

who have been down and inspected her, and have given their opinion as to the

requisitions which ought to be attended to to make that ship corne within the

terms of the contract.

269. Now, will you go to the other ship, the " Columbia" ?—The first survey

of the " Columbia " is in page 4 of Parliamentary Paper 277, under the date

of the 1st of April 1861.

270. Mr. Peel.J When should the " Columbia " have been ready according

to your contract with the shipbuilders?—Within 11 calendar months from June

1859 ; that is, in May 1860.

^71. One thousand eight hundred and sixty ; it -was not ready until March

1861?—Not until March 1861.

272. Mr. Walpole.] It was the same with regard to the " Hibernia," too,

was it not?—Precisely.

273. Those two vessels are, therefore, a year in arrear ?—Yes.

274. Chairman.] Now as to the " Columbia." Mr. Luke, the Admiralty

Surveyor, states that he examined the " Columbia," and he states that she at

the present time is " sufficiently seaworthy, and fit to carry the mails for two

or three voyages during the summer service referred to in the contract, after

which she should be carefully examined in dry dock;" and he apprehends

that " it will be found that she has not that degree of longitudinal strength in

her lower and upper parts which she should have to prevent straining and

leakage when at sea" ?—That is so ; he recommends also bulwarks to be fitted

to her,

275. What was the date of the "Columbia's" first voyage from Galway?—

April the 9th, 1861.

276. J think it was on her return voyage thar. she met with an accident ?—

She struck on the bar at Boston, and encountered also icebergs, and upon

her return to Galway, she was reported not in a condition to go on another

voyage, as her paddlewheels were broken by the ice, and the vessel otherwise

was supposed to have been injured. She was, therefore, sent to Birkenhead as

the nearest place, I may mention, at which there is a dry dock or graving

dock sufficiently large to take ships of this size ; and after undergoing a survey

0.83. D 2 there,
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JI. Vallance, Esq. there, reports were sent to the Company, and orders have been given to Messrs.

Laird & Sons to put her in such a state and condition, as in the opinion of Messrs.

2 July 1861. Laird & Sons, and ihe surveyors, was necessary to render her fit for service.

277. At what cost ?—The approximate estimate comes to 15,000/. ; that is,

including ihe additions which the Admiralty recommended, and which we

considered necessary, namely, additional bulwarks, and also strengthening the

ship in various parts.

278. What time did she take in the performance of her first voyage out?—

She left Galway on April 9th, and arrived at St. John's on the 19th, and she

arrived at Boston, which was her terminal port, on the 27th of April.

279. Mr. PeelJ] That was eight days between St. John's and Boston ?—She

was seven days ; it was 7.30 in the morning when she arrived.

•280. How many days behind was she when she arrived at Newfoundland ?—

Assuming that the voyage was six days, she would be three days behindhand.

281. Four and a half days, I believe, she was behindhand?—Not according

to this Table.

282. She was ten days and six hours, was she not, in getting to St. John's?—

She was ten days and some hours, and therefore she was four days and some

hours beyond the time.

283. She was six days and two hours over time at Boston ?—I do not

know what the contract time was to Boston.

284. This was before she encountered any of those difficulties which you

have mentioned ?—No, it was before she struck the bar, but after she had

broken her wheels, as I understood, by the icebergs that she went through.

285. 1 thought you stated that that was on her return voyage?— No, the

wheels were broken on her outward voyage; I think she was delayed some days

by the side of a floe of ice, besides breaking her wheels.

286. Mr. Watpole."] You stated, did you not, that orders were given for two

ships on the 10th of June, and two more on the 15th of June; which were those

four ships ?—Tiie first two ships were Messrs. Palmer's, called the " Connaught"

and the " Hibernia ;" and the second were two ships of Messrs. Samuelson, the

"Columbia" and the "Anglia."

287. The contract was made for the completion of those four ships within

10 and 11 months respectively, from the date of the contract?—Precisely.

288. It appears from what you have been reading now that only one of those

ships was completed within the 11 months ?—That is so.

280,. Is there any explanation why the other three were not completed ?—There

are very long explanations on both sides, between the builders and the Company,

as I think it will open a long subject, will you allow me to refer to that at the

next meeting of the Committee.

290. Mr. Peel.'] Has the fourth ship, the " Anglia," been delivered yet?—

No, she is ready lor delivery, and was stated to be ready, I understand, on the

1st of June 1861.

291 . Mr. WapokJ] That was one of the four first ?- That was the last of the

four ships.

292. Sir JohnTrollope.} Has any alteration been made in her, as was suggested

by one of the Admiralty surveyors ?— I believe there has.

293. Mr. Peel.] At this moment she is still in the builder's hands, is she not ?

—Yes ; but she is completed, and ready to be delivered to the Company ; the

arrangements were made for the delivery last week.
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,

Henry Vallance, Esq., called in ; and further Examined.

294. Chairman.'] IS there any explanation which you wish to make with regard ff. Vallance, Esq.

to your evidence on the last meeting of the Committee ?—Perhaps the Committee > > •

will allow me to correct a statement which I made in reply to a question from the 5 July 1861.

Honourable Member for Bury, with regard to an expression in the company's

tender. The company's tender for the postal contract was on the 1 8th of January

1859, and in that tender it is stated that a contract had been entered into by the

company for the construction of five ships. I have since examined the minute

books of the company, and I find that on the 1st of December '858, that is, a

month prior to that tender, a provisional and conditional contract had been

entered into with Messrs. Palmer & Company for three ships, and arrangements

had been made with the Messrs. Samuelson for two ships, but no contract had

been made. I think the word in the tender ought to have been "arrangements"

instead of " contracts," as it is quite clear that no contract had been actually

made.

295. Mr. Peel.] What is the nature of the provisional arrangement t—The

provisional contract with Messrs. Palmer is, that they should build three ships for

the company, upon receiving notice from the company upon certain terms after

receiving notice some two or three months. The arrangement with the Messrs.

Samuelson was, that their tender was accepted for two ships, but no contract

was signed ; it was delayed until a. further arrangement \vas made with the

Government with regard to the postal contract.

296. Mr. JValpole.~\ You stated that the last time the Committee met ; but

your evidence upon Avhat was really the case as to the contracts which had been

entered into, is not, strictly speaking, consistent with the tender which was made

in January 1859?—No.

297. Now I understand what you wish to say is, that you admit that the tender

of January 1859 c'°es n°t correspond with the facts of the case as represented by

the word " contract," and you offer now, as an explanation, circumstances to

show why that inaccuracy arose; is that so?—It is so. Instead of the word

" contract" being used in the company's tender of i8th of January 1859, it ought

to have been that " arrangements" had been made for five ships.

298. Mr. Peel.'} This tender having been accepted, were the ships built upon

that provisional contract ?—No ; the ships were built upon a repetition, as it were,

of that provisional contract, except increasing the power and tonnage of the ships.

299. And reducing the number of them ?—And reducing the number of them ;

that is, four instead of five ; only four ships were ever ordered. My version

would be, that the word " arrangements " ought to have been used instead of

" contracts." The Company had the power to order five ships, but they never

made absolute contracts for more than four.

300. Mr. Walpole.] At what page is that tender mentioned ?—It is mentioned

in Parliamentary Paper 230, page 50.

0.83. 03 301. Chairman.]
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H. VdUance, Esq. 301. Chairman.'] I think, if you will turn to page 108 of Parliamentary Paper

"•""" ~~~ 13:2, you will see that the directors of the Company have complained that other

5 July 1861. considerations besides the defects in the ships may be pleaded by them as

accounting for the irregularities and deficiencies in the service ?—Thev do

complain so.

302. And do the Company consider that those were political questions which

were raised immediately after the grant of the contract, and with which the

directors have no connexion whatsoever?— Entirely so; there are two branches,

one political, and the other, I think, commercial. The political questions arose

in Parliament, and the commercial questions arose at Liverpool and various other

parts of the country which had their reflection in the House of Commons on

commercial grounds against this contract ; but the whole of the political part of

the question involved really the question of the actual validity of the contract,

and that question being involved, of course it had a most serious effect upon the

directors in placing the capital of the Company. They had entered into contracts

with the shipbuilders upon the assumption that the shares of the Company would

be taken up by the public, but the moment the validity of the contract was called

in question, that operated almost as a complete estoppel to any efforts in that

direction by the Company.

303. Am I justified in saying that from June I 859 to July 1860, there were

continually arising questions and discussions in Parliament which very seriously

affected the status of the Gal\iay Company in the money market?—That is so;

independently of that also I may state, that up to the gth of August 1860, when

the House of Commons, after a division, confirmed the estimate for the subsidy,

up to that time from the date of the contract of the 2ist of April 1859, there

was a general impression prevailing that the contract would not be confirmed ;

and on that branch of the subject I may mention that I believe that this is the

first contract which has ever been made by a Government which imported the

words into it that the subsidy was to be paid out of monies to be voted by Par

liament. Mr. Cunard's contract, which is dated in 1858, is a contract whereby

the Government absolutely engaged to pay a subsidy of 173,34O/. per annum,

and the Gal way contract is a contract for i^ooJ. per voyage, but only to be

paid out of monies to be voted by Parliament ; the reservation, therefore, in the

contract, giving power to the House of Commons to vote the subsidy or to refuse

it, was taken hold of by political writers and persons opposed to the grant of the

contract, and it was held forth that, at all events, until Parliament had actually

confirmed the subsidy by voting the estimate for the Company's services, the

validity of the contract was really in question.

304. Am I justified instating that the greatest uncertainty prevailed, both in

the minds of the directors of the Company, and in the public mind, during the

whole of the Session of 1859, as to whether that contract would ever be ratified

or not ?—That was so.

305. Am I also justified in stating that the same state of things and the same

uncertainty continued until almost the end of the Session of 1860?—It did,

until the pth of August 1860.

306. Am I justified in stating that a letter was addressed by the Treasury to

the -Company, under date of the 22d of June 1860, which must have raised very

considerable uncertainty in the minds of the Directors, as to whether that contract

would be ratified or not ?— It did ; it confirmed almost the doubts as to the validity

of the contract. If the Committee will allow me, I will mention the dates at

which some of the particular discussions occurred in Parliament, and the corre

spondence that the Company had with the Government, which tended to confirm

the view which the Company took, that they were unable to obtain from the

Government, ("perhaps properly on the part of the Government) any assurance

that the contract would be confirmed. The first discussion which took place in

Parliament, was on the 30th of June 1859 ; that was two months after the date

of the contract ; a question was put by Mr. Baxter to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, asking whether his attention hud been called to the question of the

Galwiiy contract. On the gth of June 1859, the Postal Contract Committee was

appointed; on the nth of July, there was a further discussion in Parliament,

and on the 12th, again; on the 151)1 of July, the question of the Committee

was again considered, and on the igth of July, a further discussion took place

as
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as to the Dover contract, in which reference was m;»de also to the Galway a, VaUanct, Eiq.

contract. Then, on the 2Oth of July, the directors of the Company, under the .- —

signature of Mr. Harvey Lewis, who is now a Member of this House, and 5 July 1861.

was then the chairman of the Company, addressed this letter to the Treasury :

the letter is dated the soth of July 1859. "The directors of this Company

regret much to observe the numerous misstatements which are made, both in

Parliament and in the pubic journals, with reference to the postal contract

obtained by this Company. In some quarters it is attempted to be shown

that, in appointing the Committee upon postal contract*, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer had in contemplation that such Committee should have power to

reconsider the question as to the grant of the contract to this Company, and

to put an end to it. We are aware of the general statement made by the Chan

cellor of the Exchequer in reference to such Committee, but statements prejudicial

to this Company are industriously circulated by interested parties, and we feel

called upon to address you on the subject. You are probably aware that a large

proportion of the commercial public view with considerable alarm the slightest

intimation that the solemn contracts of Her Majesty's Government are to be

called in question by the House of Commons, and that private individuals or

public companies, who have acted upon the faith of such contracts, and incurred

serious responsibilities under them, are to have their interests affected by any

such revision ; by such a course, public confidence in such transactions must

necessarily be seriously affected. The Board of Directors of this Comp.my have

received numerous applications, botli by letter and verbally, from shareholders,

as well as from parties who would probably invest capital in this Company, but

who all desire to learn the precise position of the contract, and whether the

subsidy can be effected by any proceedings of this Committee. Whatever con

fidence the directors may have that the contract will be upheld in its integrity,

they feel that it is due to the shareholders and to the public to ask you to make

such a communication to them as may enable them to allay all anxiety upon the

subject by an assurance from the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury

that the proceedings are not in any way intended to affect the validity of any.

contract entered into, or to break faith with the contractors, in withholding the

subsidy when the time arrives for the payment of it. The directors of this

Company are using their best exertions to be prepared to carry out the contract

in good faith with Her Majesty's Government, and are incurring large responsi

bility in reference to the steam-vessels and otherwise. They trust, therefore, you.

will not consider the request they now make intrusive." On the 2")th of July

1859, the Treasury addressed a letter, under the signature of Mr.* Hamilton, to

the chairman of the Company, in which he states : " I have laid before the Lords

Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury your letter of the 2oth inst., praying

for an assurance from their Lordships, that no proceedings shall be taken cal

culated in any way to affect the validity of the contract entered into with the

Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, and I am desired by my Lords

to acquaint you, in reply, that they have nothing at present to add to the state

ment already made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in Parliament ; and I

am to state that, if the Company desire any further assurance, they should apply

to the Select Committee of the House of Commons to deal with the case as soon

as possible." That was in 1859 ' tne Committee made its first report that year,

but they made no report, nor (did they make any inquiry during the Session of

1859, as to the Galway Contract.

307. I think that they repotted to annul a contract?—Yes; the report which

they did make was one which annulled the prolongation of the contract for the

Dover and Calais service, Mr. Churchward's contract ; and the effect, of course,

of the annulling of that contract was most damaging upon the affairs of the

Gahvay contract, because it was then openly stated that Parliament had got rid of

one contract which had been entered into under circumstances which were men

tioned in the House ,- and that, therefore, that gave an opportunity for those

persons who were opposing the Galway contract to argue that the probability was

that the Galway contract would also be set aside. On the 26th of January 1860,

there was a renewal of the notice given by the present Government, in the House

of Commons, for the re-appointment of the Postal Contract Committee, and the

Committee was re-appointed on the 3Oth of January 1860. On the 27th of

March, I see a discussion arose in Parliament, on the motion of Captain Leicester

0.83. D 4 Verrion,
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a. Vallance, Esq. Vernon, with regard to the Dover contract. On the 22d of May 1860, the

. Postal Contract Committee made its first report upon the Galway contract ; and

5 July 1861. in that report there is the following passage : " The fact, however, must not be

lost sight of, that in the Galway contract there was inserted, and for the first time

in such contracts, an express declaration as to the subsidy being payable out of

monies to be voted by Parliament, and that this was specially under the consi

deration of the contractors. Under these circumstances, it will, of course, be

open to Parliament to decline to vote the money for carrying out the contract ;

but your Committee is not prepared to recommend this course." The next

step taken in Parliament was upon the estimate for the postal services, which was

presented to the House on the nth of Juuei86o; in that estimate for the

postal service the amount which was expected to be payable to the Galway Com

pany vvas not inserted. A foot-note was appended to the estimate, in which it

•was said, that " a further estimate of 60,000 /. for contract for the conveyance of

mails by steam vessels to and from Galway and Boston, and to and from Galway

and New York, (being the amount for payment for 10 months only of the year),

will be presented, in case the contractors fulfil the conditions of the contract by

commencing the service, as therein provided, not later than the month of June

1860." The effect of that, upon the minds of the directors, as well as upon the

minds of the public, was of course to strengthen the doubts that existed. It was

subsequently pressed upon the Government that the estimate for the Galway con

tract should be taken as a separate estimate ; and an arrangement was made, I

believe, in the House of Commons, that it should be taken as a separate estimate.

Accordingly, on the 23d of July 1860, Parliamentary Paper, 477, a separate

estimate of the amount required lor the contract of the Galway service was laid

upon the Table of the House, amounting to 78,ooo/., agreeably to the pledge given

by the Government.

308. Before going any further, I think you have now got up to the middle of

June 1 860 ?—Yes, I have.

309. Have you any further statement to make before proceeding to what took

place after the 22d of June ?—I may say that in the first Report of the Committee, in

Session 1860, this passage occurs at page 13. "The Montreal Company were then

and still are perfectly ready to carry the agreement into effect, if the sanction of

the Government were given, and if the railway company were willing now to

concur in it." That referred to the transfer by the Galway Company to the Canadian

Government of this particular postal contract. That formed one of the subjects

of inquiry before the Postal Contract Committee, and questions were put repeatedly

to the witnesses as to the importance of having a direct communication between

Ireland and Canada, and reference was made to the obligation supposed to have

been entered into by the Government with the Canadian Government to further

their interest with regard to some particular postal contract; and it came out in

the inquiry that offers had been made by the Canadian Government to pay a cer

tain amount of money per annum if they could secure a postal contract with

Canada. In consequence of this suggestion in the report that the Montreal Com

pany were willing to carry out that agreement if the sanction of the Government

were given, and the Galway Company were willing to concur in it, a communi

cation was made between the Government of Canada and the Company, and

ultimately a contract was entered into, subject to the approval of Her Majesty's

Government, for transferring the Galway contract to the Canadian Government in

its integrity.- It was, of course, subject to the approval of Her Majesty's Govern

ment, but they declined to approve of it.

310. It was not till later, was it; not till July?—The commencement of the

negotiation was in June ; it terminated in July.

311. Did the Company receive any warning on the 22d of June 1860 from

Mr. Laing, who was then Secretary to the Treasury, with regard to the precarious

position of the Company ?—They did.

312. What were the words that were used ?—It was a letter addressed by Mr.

Laing from the Treasury, dated the 22d of June 1860, in which he states, "In

reply, I arn to state to you that, as the directors are doubtless aware, the Select

Committee of the House of Commons are now deliberating in a further report on

the subject of the Galway contract, and that notice has been given in the House

of a motion to negative any estimate for carrying out that contract; under the cir

cumstances
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cumstances it is impossible for their Lordships to foretell what may be tl;e deci- H. Fallancr, E*cf.

sion of Parliament, or, until the final report of the Committee is made, to give

any pledge as to the course which the Government may think it their duty to 5 July 1861.

adopt."

313. Am I justified in asking you whether, in the letter of Mr. Boate to the

Secretary of the Treasury, there was any distinct question put to the Secretary

of the Treasury whether the Treasury would be prepared to carry out the con

tract or not ?—I think not.

314. And, therefore, am I to presume that the Company looked upon those

two paragraphs as meaning that such an occurrence might take place as the

negativing of the contract ?—They did ; they thought that the Government

conceived that they were not in a position to give any pledge whatever for the

validity of the contract, or to express any opinion of their own upon the

subject.

31.=). I .presume that all those statements that were made in Parliament were

rerechoed in the public press, and operated very disadvantageous^ to the financial

position of the Company r—Yes.

316. Mr. Walpole.~] Is not the uext paragraph to that in these words, "In the

meantime, however, as the contract has been executed, und the first report of the

Select Committee did not recommend Parliament to exercise their constitutional

right (which was expressly reserved in the contract^ of refusing to vote money for

its fulfilment, their Lordships have not thought it their duty to act on any other

assumption than that the contract would be carried out in the usual course"?-^

Precisely. I may state that that was always the tone of the communications

which we have had from the Government.

317. Then the letter from the Treasury containing those two paragraphs could

have left no other impression upou the uiinds of the Company than that the

Government were going to support the contract, if the terms of it were properly

fulfilled by the Company?—I must do the Government the justice torsay that

they stated so. So far as the Government, were concerned, they invariably stated

that tlieir opinion was in favour of the validity of the contract.

318* Thrn the Company could have no other opinion as to what the Govern-,

ment intended to do?—No, none.

319. Chairman^ With regard to the expression, "Their Lordships have not

thought it their duty to act on ^any other nssumption ;" that was with reference

to ptfst circumstances ?—Yes, entirely.

320. Mr. Pee/.] Rather it means, that the vote would be proposed to Parlia

ment ?—Entirely so. 1 think the reservation, which I conclude the Government

made, was a reservation that they could not say, in fact, what Parliament in

tended to do; and the Government generally, I think, in their communications

stated their desire always to uphold in its integrity any contract made ; but as the

matter was then the subject of a Parliamentary inquiry, they could not pledge

themselves to state what Parliament would do in the matter. I do not think

that the Company had any reason at that time, nor ever contemplated, making

any complaint against the Executive Government at'all.

321. Mr. walpole."] The Company were not prejudiced, were they, in the least

degree, by that Itlter of the Treasury?—They were prejudiced in this way, that

the Government would not state what might be done, having regard to the

motion to negative the vote, because it was impossible to slate what might be the

result of the division in the House of Commons.

322. It was merely leaving the question as it was left by the contact itself?—

Entirely so ; but with a distinct declaration on the part of many opposing members

that the question was to be discussed.

323. Chairman.] At the time that the contract was made, there was no appre

hension, I presume, on your part that a Committee would be appointed to inquire

into the nature of that contract ?—Not the slightest ; it wns distinctly stated, that

the Committee by its report had not recommended Parliament to confirm that

contract; that was our anxiety; and yet they had not recommended to Parlia

ment to cancel the contract.

324. Mr. Walpole.] You had an assurance from them that they intended to act

0.83. E upon
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H. 7'al/tmce, Esq. upon the report of the Committee, so far as the Government was concerned ; that

is to say, upon the assumption that the contract was to be fulfilled?—I think that

5 July .i«6i. so far as tjie Government was concerned, we always received the assurance that

they intended to carry it out faithfully.

.325. Chairman.] The vote for the subsidy was carried upon the Qth of August

1860, was it not?—Yes.

.326. That was, in fact, 16 months after the date of the Company's contract r"

— It was.

327. And two months after the time actually named for the commencement of

the service ?—It was.

328. I presume that up to the time when the contract was ratified, it was a

one-sided contract, and the Company were responsible to the Government, but

the Government was not responsible to the Company ?—The Government was

not responsible, except conditionally ; that is to say, there was no obligation in

the contract originally that the Government would pay ; none whatever. I am

giving: a strictly legal opinion upon it, and I say that there was no obligation upon

the Government to pay any sum whatever, but it was made conditional that

thev would pay, provided that Parliament voted monies to enable them to pay.

Heretofore all contracts had been similar in fact to contracts made between indi

viduals, where there is a strict obligation, as in Sir Samuel Cunard's contract on

the part of the Government to pay a specific sum of money.

329. At the same time you might have been held responsible in case oT any

violation of the contract?—Clearly. There was this contingency, that Par

liament might refuse to vote the money ; but we were considered liable, up

to that time, for the performance of the contract. We were under an obligation

to perform the contract, though the confirmation of the contract, so far as the

confirmation by Parliament went, was still in question.

330. Mr. Walpo/e.~] That was a contingency which you knew you were liable

to when you entered into the contract ?—Clearly ; as is mentioned in the

Report.

331. Chairman.] But I presume that it was a contingency that you did not

consider would be attended with all the circumstances to which you have alluded r

—If it had not been understood that the Postal Contract Committee which had

teen appointed might call into question that contract, I do not think the directors

would have ever thought of the words at all ; we should have presumed that it

was the ordinary obligation of the Government to pay the subsidy.

332. Do you believe that those proceedings in Parliament had a very preju

dicial effect, so far as their operation upon the Company was concerned r—I am

sure they had.

333. Mr. Walpoh.} You have stated that more than once ; might I just take

the liberty of interposing, for one moment, to know ibe specific mode in which

you think it operated prejudicially to the Company, between trie time when the

Committee was appointed, in 1859, and the time when the Committee reported

that they thought that the contract ought to be acted upon; that is, between

August i-S.r)9 and August 1860?—It prevented the directors making calls upon

their shareholders and enforcing those calls; and it prevented them also in

placing the capital stock of the Company.

334. Did not they make two calls during that time ?—There was never one

single call enforced during the whole period. I am not aware as to the particular

dates at which the calls were made, but I know that only a very small proportion

of the capital stock was placed, and that confidence in the efforts to place it did

not arise till after August 1860.

335. Did it, in the least degree, interfere with the contractors who had entered

into contracts to build the ships ?—Most seriously. They refused to press on

the works, as the contemplated financial arrangements, between the Company

and themselves, were seriously interfered with. The Company were unable to

pay, in cash, the instalments that were provided for by their contracts. They had

to make financial arrangements with them forgiving them acceptances and post

poning the payments; and the effect of that was, of course, to relieve the con

tractors from their liability to pay the pemdties provided by their contracts,

because
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because the contracts provided, that if the directors omitted to pay the instal- H. Vallaxcr, T.

ments in cash, according to the terms mentioned in the contracts, the contractors
were relieved from the payment of the penalty of 50!. per day, under which 5 July 1>t6'-

they contracted to build the ships. The consequence was, therefore, that the

contractors have not only been relieved from the payment of any penalties, bul

we lost that complete power over them uhich we should have had, had we

been enabled to assure them that the contract would be confirmed, and that the

Company would be in a position to pay them their money.

336. Do you believe that that was the reason why the contract to build those

four sln'ps was not completed by June 1860?—Not entirely; it was only one of

the reasons ; I think there were many other reasons.

337. I do not think I have observed in the correspondency that the point

which you are now adverting to was brought to the notice of the Government

whether the contract would have to be performed in 1860, or whether they were

not debarred from executing the contract by reason of their inability to get the

ships constructed in time for it?—I think the circumstance has been referred to

in several letters generally, but only general!}'.

338. Not specifically at all ?—I think it is referred to in general terms, but

not specifically.

339. It operated upon you financially more than in any other way ?— Clearly

so.

340. Mr. Peel.'] What is the capital of the Company?—The nominal capital

is 50O,ooo/.

341. At the commencement of those inquiries before the House of Commons,

what amount of that had been taken?—I was not aware that I should be asked

financial questions ; I cannot tell from memory at all ; I think there was a return

to that effect made to the Committee last year.

342. I understand you that the effect of these inquiries, and the general im

pression that the contract might not be confirmed, prevented the capital being

taken up by shareholders?—So the directors thought.

343. Can you give the Committee a return showing how much capital had been,

taken up to the time when those inquiries commenced?—I will do so ; I will

hand in a return of the amount of capital subscribed for at the time when the

Postal Contract Committee was appointed in July 1859.

344. You state that those who had subscribed declined paying up in conse

quence of the uncertainty of the contract?—I think I shall be able to satisfy the

Committee upon that point, but speaHng from my impression, I am sure that the

directors refrained to enforce any call upon them from that period until the time

when the postal contract was confirmed on the gth of August 1860 ; at all events

no legal proceedings were taken against any of the shareholders though calls were

in arrear; I think I shall be able to show from the dates of the calls made, and

of the payments of them, that the delay in payment arose generally froru the

uncertainty prevailing. I can furnish the Committee, through the Secretary, with

a general return of that.

345. Have we your contract with the builders before us ?—Yes.

346. Does it state at what dates the instalments were to be made ?—Yes, in

five instalments, according to the progress made in the building of the ships;

when the keel was laid, the first instalment was payable.

347. You state that a degree of progress had been made by those shipbuilders

which would have entitled them to instalments which the Company were unable

to pay r—Certainly ; the Company were bound to make financial arrangements,

and ihey paid them partly in acceptances ; the builders will be called before the

Committee, and they will state their own views. I do not wish to disparage the

builders by making complaints against them for non-delivery of the ships. They

allege that by reason of the uncertainty prevailing as to the means of the Com

pany to pay them, arising from the question as to the validity of the contract,

they relaxed in their endeavours very much indeed to complete the ships within

the time. I only allege that as one of the reasons, because I may mention th.it

there were also other reasons.

348. Sir John TrullopeJ] Payments were to be made from time to time to the

builders, were they not?—Yes, they were.

349. Were those terms complied with or not ?—They were not.

350. The Company were unable to do it ?—Yes.

351. Owing to the difficulties which you have described to the Committee?—

0.83. E 2 Entirely.
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. Vallance, Esq. Entirely. The directors had relied upon placing the whole of the capital, and

would have done so but fur the discussions that took place.

5 July 1861. 330 j)i(j t|,.lt deiay the completion and delivery of the ships to you ?—It did,

because the builder*, knowing that they were not able to get their money (the

amount payable to each builder was, in round figures, 200,ooo/.), were not very

much disposed to go on building ships which might not be available for other

services if this service had fallen through.

353. How many have been delivered up to this time?—Three, and the fourth

is ready for delivery now.

3.54. Mr. reel.] Were the first complaints between the shipbuilders and the

Company on the part of the Company against the shipbuilders, or on the part of

the shipbuilders against the Company for not paying them?— I cannot really say;

I should s:iy that there were mutual complaints both ways. The Company were

constantly complaining of the builders, and very angry complaints have arisen ;

the builders, on the other hand, retorted l.y stating that the Company could not

expect them to fulfil their part of the contract so long as they were not being

paid.

355. Mr. Walpole.] You have seen this correspondence set out, in what we

call the Lords' Paper ? —Yes.

356. In those first 21 pages carrying down the transactions to the period

when the contract would have to be commenced, I cannot find that the Company

ever represented that they were unable to provide ships to fulfil the contract in

consequence of the delays, and the uncertainty to which you have been alluding;

am I or am I not right in that ?— My general impression is, that no complaint

was lodged with the Government.

357. They never alleged that they could not commence the contract, because

they had not got the ships ?— 1 think not.

358. Chairman.] I presume that they were not particularly anxious to make

the statement that they had not funds to pay for the ships ?—No ; they made no

direct representation with regard to the non-delivery of the ships. I should

mention that it does not appear from the present inquiry, but it does from the

newspapers which I have in the room, that the discussions which arose, and

leading articles in various influential papers, all called in question the validity of

the contract, stating that the matter was before Parliament; and therefore there

was the reservation that Parliament would not sanction the contract; and

although Government treated the contract upon a totally different, and more inde

pendent, and more honourable footing, and although, so far as the Government

were concerned, they would affirm the integrity of tiie contract, yet, as they had

properly reserved the payment of the subsidy to Parliament, they could give no

positive opinion as to what Parliament would do. The correspondents of news

papers, and the writers of leaders in newspapers, constantly wrote upon the as

sumption that as the whole subject must come before Parliament, there would

then be an opportunity of throwing over the contiact altogether ; and the public

acted upon that, and no assurance that was given l>y the Company, and no con

fidence which they had in the fair and honourable dealing of the Government,

influenced the public.

359. Mr. WalpofeJ] That would affect you very materially in a financial point

of view, and in all your affairs, would it not?—There is no doubt of that what

ever; and that no assurance given by the Government, if they had given us ail

assurance that thev themselves would undertake to uphold the contract, would

have been able to have stemmed the tide which set in against the Galway

Company, and the strong prejudices which set in against it both politically and

•commercially.

360. Chairman.] As the vote for the subsidy was not carried in the House of

Commons until 16 months alter the date of the Company's contract, the directors

are of opinion, are they not, that they ought to be entitled to a period of 16

months from the date of the contract for making their necessary preparations ?—

That was their view.

361. It appears, however, that you did commence the execution of the contract

two months before the House of Commons had ratified it?—We did, very nearly

two months ; on the agth of June, in a discussion which took place upon the

Galwav Contract, it was reported that, " Mr. Laing promised that an opportunity

should he given to the House of fully discussing the question of the Galway

Contract, which would suffer no prejudice from not being introduced into the

present
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-present vote ; it was impossible for the Government to give a positive pledge as jy. vdttance,

to the course they would pursue in regard to the contract until they had con-

siderrd the Report of the Select Committee which had just been presented to the 5 July 1861.

House, but had not yet been printed." That was on the 29th or June, and the

Report, of the Committee was on the 22d of May ; I think that was the tone which

Mr. Laing generally took throughout, that whatever opinion the Government

might entertain as to the desirableness of fulfilling faithfully any contract, still,

when the contract had been inpugned, and referred to a Select Committee, they

reserved to themselves any expression of opinion till the Committee had reported.

362. Mr. Walpole.] That statement of Mr. Laing's is perfectly consistent with

another statement which he made to you in the same letter that I adverted to

before, on the 22d of June, where he uses these words : " acting in the same spirit"

(that is, what they consider a spirit of fairness towards the Gralway Company),

"they are now prepared, under the circumstances above stated, and without pre

judice to the ultimate course to be adopted on either side, to offer to the Company

the alternative either of a short postponement of the provision requiring the

commencement of the service in the month of June, until the decision of Parlia

ment has been obtained, or of a strict compliance with its conditions, subject to

that decision, and reserving to the Company its claim to be paid for any voyages

actually performed in the meantime, should the decision of Parliament be un

favourable." Therefore the Treasury communicated to you, before that speech

was made by Mr. Laing in the House of Commons, that they would allow you,

if you wished to adopt that course, lo postpone the commencement of the con

tract. That is perfectly consistent with Mr. Laiug's statement, is it not ?—Entirely

so; I may mention, on that point, 'that any temporary service upon such an

-assumption would not have enabled the directors to have obtained capital ; no

person would have paid capital under such circumstances.

363. Chairman.~\ Did you make any application for postponement at that

time?— I think not; clearly not.

364. Did you consider that any application for postponement might have

exercised a very prejudicial effect upon the decision of the Committee which was

then sitting ?—I think information was given to the directors by every person,

that it would have a very prejudicial effect upon the vote for the subsidy.

365. Did Mr. Laing give you or any of the directors of the Company to under

stand that the postponement of the service would have a very prejudicial effect

-before that Committee:—My impression is, that he did. 1 have endeavoured to

refer to some of my minutes upon the subject, but I cannot identify the matter

with any particular date, and, therefore, I should be extremely sorry to allege that

he did. 1 have spoken to Mr. Harvey Lewis, and he recollects a communication

being conveyed to the directors, of the general impression of the Government,

and that without desiring to advise the Company as to what cour.se they (the

Government) should take, an intimation was given that no doubt the commence

ment of tho service would have a beneficial impression upon the House, and that

its omission might prejudice the Company ; but there was nothing beyond that.

366. Mr. Peel.'] Your attention was called from the first, was it not, to the

provision of the contract, that the monies to be paid under that contract

were to be monies voted by Parliament?—Fully. The directors and the advisers

of the Company were always aware of that.

307. That must, therefore, have rendered the matter uncertain whether the

monies would be voted till the time arrived for taking the vote?—It did.

368. It was not possible that the vote should be taken prior to the commence

ment of the service, according to the practice of Parliament ; that is to say, with

regard to a vote in that year?—It might have been taken in the votu for the

Postal Estimate in May ; it might have been included in that without the foot

note.

369. But in that month your ships should have been approaching completion,

and have been ready for delivery, should they not ?—Yes, I think they should.

370. The effect of all those discussions in Parliament, and before the Com

mittee, in paralyzing the Company had passed away after the close of the Session,

:1iad it not?—Not quite I think. I think that the vote of Parliament had given

an assurance now that the subsidy would be affirmed ; but speaking my own

-opinion (and I think I speak also the opinion of the Board), the effect will never

pass away, so far as the present capital goes.

371. Still, with the full knowledge and conviction that you had of the condition

0.83. E 3 " of
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H. Vallaace, Esq. of the Company, you were confident in the months of September and October,

and the subsequent months, that the service could commence the latest in the

5July i86j. month of March this year?—Yes, I quite agree with that; that, so far as the

contract was concerned, there was no doubt then, I think.

372. Therefore, any delays that may have taken place after the month of

March in this year could not have been owing in any way to the proceedings in

the Sessions of 1859 and 1860?—I think they were, because the difficulties that

had arisen before had necessarily tended to interfere with the capability of the

Company in carrying out its engagements. If we had had the ships delivered in

time, we could have carried out the service more effectually'. Had the Parlia

mentary Committee of J859 inquired into the Gahvay contract, and made its

report during that year, instead of on the gth of August 1860, if in fact we had

had a confirmation of the contract by Parliament in 1859, it would have given

us nearly 12 months to have prepared our ships and found our capital.

373. Still, in the months of September and October, you felt confident that

you would be in a condition, if the service were allowed to be postponed, then to

resume the service, and carry it out regularly in the month of March following ?

~-The directors were under that conviction.

374. And they repeatedly slated it to the Government, did they not?—I think

they did ; I think that appears in the correspondence.

375. Mr. Ker Seymcr.} May I draw your attention to page 41 No. 98, a letter

from Mr. Boate, dated the 26th of August 1860, towards the end of which

he states, "the builders are now incurring heavy penalties for non-delivery of the

remaining vessels;" is it consistent with that statement, that in consequence of

the non-payment of the instalments, the builders were not incurring penalties?—

Yes, quite consistent with it ; at that time I have no doubt he thought it was the

case, upon the assumption that we held the builders responsible for the contracts.

I am now speaking as to the effect upon the arrangements with the builders, by

which we have been compelled to forego the penalties under the contracts : only

one of the builders had delivered one ship by that time, and three ships remained

to be delivered; and although we ga\e notice from time to time to the builders,

that we were holding them responsible for all the penalties when we came to a

settlement and adjustment of their claims, we were compelled to forego all the

penalties, being satisfied (on my opinion, having advised the Company upon the

legal part of it), we could not enforce one single shilling against them.

376. I understand from you, that it was part of their bargain, that unless the

instalments were paid, you could not enforce the penalties : you have not paid

the instalments, and therefore, practically, those heavy penalties were not incurred?

—I should state that there were almost half a dozen arrangements with the

builders, from time to time, by which they have agreed to allow certain instalments

paid partly in cash, and partly in hills, to be admitted as bonA fide payments under

the contracts. In August 1860, Hiere was one ship delivered, and at that time,

two others were to be delivered by Messrs. Samuelson, and one other had to be

delivered by the Messrs. Palmer; each of them, of course, would be liable to

penalties; and I have no doubt that the Company and the secretary concluded,

when that letter was written, that the builders were incurring heavy penalties ;

I am speaking now of the result when we finally settled accounts with each

builder, and I say that we have not received or enforced one single shilling of

penalty of any kind. We have agreed upon the amounts to be paid to all the

builders with the exception of the account with the Messrs. Samuelson, which

involves some question of 2,ooo/. or 3,ooo/. on some details, and the Company

claim a penalty of 5,ooo/. ; the accounts relating to the other instalments have

all been arranged, and not is. of the penalties has been enforced, nor in my

opinion could penalties be enforced against the builders.

377. Could you state what steps weie taken by the company to inspect the ves

sels during their building?—I mentioned, on the last day of my examination

before the Committee, that a Mr. Henderson was appointed by the Company, and

he had resident surveyors both at Newcastle and at Hull, and from lime to time

I think surveyors have been sent down, independently of the resident and duly

appointed surveyors.

378. Mr. "Brown Westhead.] Supposing that this new provision, that this con

tract should he subject to confirmation by Parliament, had not been inserted in

the contract, do you suppose that your Company would have been able to raise
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its capital, and to conform in other respects to the terms of the contract?— I think jy. yallan,c, Esq.

so ; I think there is no doubt that it would have obtained capital in the first

instance. 5 July 1861.

379. Mr. Peel.] Those words were inserted with your full knowledge and

concurrence were they not ?—Entirely so. 1 do not think the company attached

any importance to them, because they were words inserted under the Act of Par

liament, with a view to protect the payments to contractors, nor would tlu-y have

been thought of until the question arose in the appointment of the Committee,

pointing out that those words had been inserted, and that, therefore, there was a

good opportunity for Parliament exercising its supervision upon a matter which,

politically and commercially, was strongly objected to.

380. Sir Morton Pcto.] The difficulties with regard to those penalties, or rather

the fact of yonr not enforcing them, did not arise until after the discussions, and

until you came to settle the accounts with the contractors :—Clearly not. The

contractors throughout protested that they were not liable to penalties, by reason

of the breach of contract, on the part of the Company, in not paying1 the instal

ments; and the Company, on the other hand, until the final settlement, had

repeatedly insisted upon the builders being liable to penalties. The Company

had invariably reserved their right to those penalties, until the final settlement

had lieen come to with Messrs. Palmer & Co. as to their two ships, and Messrs.

Samuelson as to one of their ships, already delivered. One of the essential

elements was, that those legal questions should be settled ; and the Company,

therefore, waived their right to any claim for penalties.

381. I understood you to state to the Committee, without hesitation, that the

non-enforcement of the claims arise from those discussions in Parliament ?—Yes;

the non-enforcement of the claims and the non-taking up of the capital also,

arose from the general doubts which existed as to the validity of the contract ; and

as to the ultimate confirmation of it, and as to the inability, as it were, of the Com

pany to carry on the service, unless the contract was confirmed by Parliament.

38-2. Mr. Walpole.] They affected the price of the shares, did they not ?—Yes,

very seriously.

383. And having affected the price of the shares, they prevented the possi

bility of making calls so rapidly ?—-Entirely.

384. I cannot find that there was anything else but the financial prejudice,

which this uncertainty occasioned to the Company ?—That is so ; if we could

have used any assurance of the Government as a complete answer to the claims

made, we should have gone on satisfactorily ; but the Government said, we can-

not give any distinct pledge, because now the matter is taken out of our hands ;

it is given into the hands of a Committee, and until that Committee has made

its report, we can give no pledge of what will be ultimately our view ; but uphold*-

ing generally their intention to perform faithfully their obligation.

385. Chairman.] But those financial difficulties hampered and embarrassed the

Company ?—There is no doubt whatever that it was so.

386. Mr. Peel.] But you have promised, have you not, to hand in to the Com

mittee a return showing how much capital was subscribed for when those calls

•were made, and the extent of the capital when those calls were paid up, and so

on ?—Yes, I will do so.

387. Chairman.] The directors of the Company have complained, have they

not, that the Post Office department has inflicted very severe penalties upon them

for every concession that has been granted —Yes.

388. Will you state to the Committee any instances in which the Company

consider that they have reason to complain?—I think in every instance I may

state, except the instance of the " Parana" going out on the 27th of June 1860,

which was the first day of the commencement of the service, a penalty has been

inflicted for any departure whatever from the terms of the contract, and a fine

independently of the penalties payable under the terms of the contract. Lord

Stanley in his evidence mentioned that he had not inflicted a penalty in the case

of the " Parana" which went out on the 27th of June, and it was not inflicted

under these circumstances. The "Connau^ht" was fixed to leave Gal way on the

26th of June, but after she had her mails and passengers on board, in steaming

out of the harbour an accident occurred to a part of her machinery. The

*' Parana" was in Gulway Harbour at the time, and Captain Patey, the Adr

0.83. E 4 miralty
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H. Vullunce Esq. niirulty a«ent. as I understand, telegraphed to the Post Office Department for

permission to put the mails immediately on board the " Parana," who had her coal

5 July 1861. and crow on (>oard ready to steam out of the harbour. The reply was declining

it, and the mails were taken out of the "Cunnaught" and put on the railway

train, ami I am told were on their way to Londonderry, and not until after some

remonstrance and some appeal was made to the Postmaster General were the mails

ultimately permitted to be put on hoard the " Parana." This I believe was done

by telegraph. The mails were put en board, and she took the mails ; hut with

that exception, I think in every case, speaking to the best of my recollection, a

fine has been inflicted tor any concession made.

389. Mr. Walpole.\ I think the " Parana" diil not commence her first voyage

until August ?—On the sGih of June she went out.

390. It you look at page 36 you will see this letter : " In reply to your letter

of the 2d instant, I ben to enclose a certificate signed by tiie Postmaster General,,

exempting the steamship 'Parana,' which is about to be employed in conveying

the mails of the /th instant from Gahvay to the United States, from the operation

of the Passengers Act." So that I think she must have sailed on the yth of

August?— I think that must have been her second voyage. Her first voyage was

in June iSbo; she went in lieu of the " Connaught " in consequence of the

accident to the " Connaught" which I have mentioned.

391- Chairman.} I think you will see, by turning to page 23, enclosure in.

No. 48, a letter from Mr. Boate to Mr. Laing, in which the lollowing words

occur: " It would, therefore, be most convenient to the Company, if my Lords

will be pleased to direct that the officers of the Board of Trade may be instructed

to inspect the ' Parana' now lying in Galway Harbour, on Tuesday or Wednesday

next''?— Just so ; she went out on the 2jt\\ of June; the second journey, the

one to which the Right Honourable Member refers, is the one on the 7th of

August. The " Connaught" was appointed to sad on the 26th of June in com

mencing the mail service, and, in consequence of an accident in steaming out of

the harbour, her mails were put on board the " Parana," and she took that

voyage.

392. That was the only occasion on which a fine was not enforced, was it not ?

—1 think that was the only occasion on which the Postmaster General did not

impose the fine for substituting another ship.

393. Mr. Peel.] The " Parana" was employed a second time, was she not?—

Yes.

394. There was no fine imposed upon that occasion, was there?— I cannot

recollect.

395. Did the "Parana" sail on a second voyage?—She did.

396. On that occasion there was no fine imposed, was there?—On the "th of

August she sailed again, but 1 do not know whether the fine was imposed.

397. You say that fines were imposed when the " Prince Albert" sailed?—

Yes.

398. Was that a vessel not coining within the terms of the contract?—The

Company rather contended that she did come within the terms of the contract.

399. But is not the Postmaster General the judge whether she comes within

the terms of the contract or not?—He is.

400. Was not it, therefore, in his power to refuse to permit the vessel to be

employed at all ?—Yes, it was.

401. Do not you consider that it was a concession to the Company, allowing

the subsidy to be earned in payment of the penalty of 500?. ?—I should have

held it to be a concession if it had been given without inflicting a fine upon the

Company, but the Company having paid for it I think it war, no concession.

402. Was not it open to the Postmaster General to have required the Com

pany to provide vessels in accordance with the conditions of the contract?—It

was.

403. And did the Postmaster General allow the " Prince Albert," a vessel not

complying with those conditions, to be employed on payment of a fine of 500 /.?

—Yes ; be did.

404. Was not it more for the advantage of the Company that a fine of that

amount should be paid, than that they should be obliged to forego the voyage

altogether, and forfeit the subsidy of 3,000 I. ?—Clearly so ; but still the public

convenience would have been equally served if the " Prince Albert " had been

allowed to "O to sea, and the Company had been only charged penalties accord

ing
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ing to their contract. I must again remind the Committee that the postal contract is H. Valiance, Esq.

a penal contract, and anyOmission to perform the service, \vi I li in the times of the table,

subjects the Company to a penalty of 5 /. and io/. an hour. The Company have, 5 July

throughout, thought that in the construction of this contract a principle has been

adopted, which is not applicable to a penal contract, not only enforcing penalties

for over time, and therefore getting the service performed at a much less costly

amount than that provided for by the contract, but by their inflicting fines, in

addition to that for substituting a vessel which does not, in the opinion of the

Postmaster General, come strictly within the terms of the contract. The Com

pany were thereby paying in two ways ; they were paying twice over. If the

vessel be one which does perform the service within the time, it is quite clear

that no fine should be inflicted, because we perform the service ; but on the

other hand, if a vessel does not perform the public service, then, of course, the

stipulated penalty under the contract is inflicted.

405. Mr. Walpole.] The question with regard to the " Prince Albert" was not

a question of overtime, but whether she was a vessel which ought to be ullowed

to sail in accordance with the conditions of the contract ?—Precisely.

406. In that case, 500 /. was imposed, and she was allowed to be substituted

fora vessel, though, even in the opinion of the Admiralty, she was not quite t*he

vessel which did fulfil all the terms of the contract ; is not that so?—Yes; but as

she was a vessel equal, if not superior, to any screw vessel that goes out of the

Port of Liverpool, and as fine a vessel as can go across the Atlantic, the Coin- '

pany felt aggrieved, of course, that there was any fine in addition to the ordinary

penalties.

407. Mr. Ker Seymer.] Will you turn to page 46 ; I find on the 141!) of Sep

tember i 860, that you are instructed to use this expression, in writing to the

Treasury : " The Company, however, feel, that throughout they have been met in

all stages of the affair by so much consideration by Her Majesty's Government,

that they are desirous of meeting the suggestion made;" therefore, I think, on

the whole, the Company felt that they had been treated with consideration ?—So

far as the Treasury goes, the Company have acknowledged that they have received

every consideration and courtesy, and attention, and liberality which they had

any reason whatever to expect. At the same time, I may mention that the Com

pany did not intend that to apply (and I hope I may say that respectfully) to

the mode in which the contract has been construed at the Post Omc?.

408. Then that expression " Her Majesty's Government," was intended to

apply to the Treasury, rather than to the Post Office ?—It was.

409. Chairman.'] This letter was addressed to the Treasury, was it not r—

Yes.

410. Mr. PeelJ] With the exception of those three fines upon the "Prince

Albert," on account of her being a vessel not according to the conditions of the

contract, were all the fines, fines for over time ?—No.

411. I am speaking now of the time before the contract was suspended,

between June and September 1860?—The Postmaster General enforced fines;

for instance, he compelled the Company to forfeit money for not sending the

colonial mails on the Saturday, but sending them on the following Tuesday.

412. You are speaking now of another service, the Newfoundland service?—•

Yes; in June and July 1860.

413. Was that a withholding of the subsidy under the new contract?—Yes.

414. lam now speaking of the Atlantic Contract ; with the exception of the

three fines for the employment of the " Prince Albert," were all the fines, fines

for over time?—Yes ; and in the case of the " Parana," in May 1861, there was

a fine of 3,000 /.

415. I am speaking now of the period before the contract was suspended ;

were all the fines exclusively fines for over time ?—Yes, but there were penalties

for the substitution of ships, in addition to the penalties for over time.

416. Can you tell the Committee what the total amount of fines for over time

was ?—Upon the summer contract, 2,945/.

417. Mr. Walpole.] Will you distinguish the fines for substitution of one ship

for another, and the fines for over time; as I understand you. the fines imposed

for the substitution of one vessel for another were only imposed three times ?—

Only three times, amounting to 1,500^. Then the fines for over time were

2,945 /, ; sea postage, deducted by reason of some of the mails having been sent

on board one of the Canadian ships, 291 1., making a total, 4,736 L

0.83. F 418. Mr.
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H. Yallaiue Esq. 4'^' Mr. Pec/.] With regard to that sea postage, was that to indemnify the

_J_ Government for the payment which they had to make to another Company on

5 July 1861. account of the vessels belonging to the Atlantic Company, not carrying the mails?

—Yes ; but the Company had reason to complain that the mails were put on

board that ship, it was totally against their consent ; it was pending the negotia

tion for the transfer to the Canadian Government of the contract. The announce

ment that the mails would be sent by the " Connaught," was withdrawn from the

Post Office circular, and it was stated that the mails would be sent by the "North

Briton." The Company protested to the Postmaster General, that it would be a

most severe blow to the Company if their ships sailed out of Galway Harbour

without a mail bag on board, and they protested against the mails being put on

board the " North Briton." It appears, however, that the mails were put on

board ; but, ultimately, in consequence of a communication which I made to the

Treasury, the Treasury addressed a letter to the Postmaster General, urging that

he should put the mails on board the Company's ship. That was done to some

extent, but part of the mails having been already put on board the "North

Briton," when we applied for the subsidy, the Postmaster General refused to pay

the subsidy. I then communicated with the Treasury, and Mr. Laing wrote a letter

to the Postmaster General, or communicated with him on the subject, stating

that, at all events, we were entitled to the subsidy, less any amount which might

have been actually paid, and which we were willing to pay to the "North

Briton " for taking out the mails, and 291 /. was deducted ; but that was a deduc

tion under circumstances upon which the Company protested at the time. I may

mention now, that the total amount of the subsidy which lias been received by

the Company under that contract, is 14,764 /.

419. That is, less the fines f—Yes.

420. Sir John TrollopeJ] What is the amount of the fines?—£.4,736; that is

the total amount of deduction for fines ; and after deducting those fines, the net

amount received by the Company for the whole service that they have performed

is 14,7641.; we have earned 19,499^. for six voyages and a half: the ''Connaught"

went down at the other end of the voyage.

421 . Chairman.'] In those fines have you included the penalties for substitution?

—Yes; for the "Prince Albert."

422. Mr. Ji'alpole.] Am I correct in stating that the fines that have been

imposed, amount altogether to 4,736/. ?---Yes; for those three services, and there

is something still further.

423. What you would have received under the contract, would have been

I 9,499 /. ?— Yes.

424. And you deduct those fines which you say have been imposed, which

reduces what you received to i4,764/. ; is that correct?—Yes ; it is.

425. Mr. Brown Westhead."] You say there is something still further ?_

Yes.

426. Chairman.] Will you go on to the other penalties ?—First, there is a

penalty imposed on the 7th of May 1861.

427. Mr. Peel.] You are now passing to a subsequent period when the service

recommenced, on the 26th of March ?—Yes ; when the service was to recom

mence, under the contract of the 24th of January 1861. The "Hibernia" was

placed upon the line for the commencement of this service on the 26th of March ;

but in consequence of the accident to the " Hibernia," an application was made

to the Postmaster General to permit one of three other vessels to be substituted

for the "Hibernia'1 for the commencement of the service on the 26th of

March.

428. On what day was that application made? —The first was on the 14!!) of

March 1 86 1, and on the 15th, Mr. Frederick Hill wrote to the Company, in reply

to a letter of the previous date, with reference to the steamer " Adriatic," which

had just been purchased by the Company; and on the 22d of March, at page 86,

Mr- Boate, the secretary of the Company, wrote to the Post Office : " I have the

honour to state, for the information of the Postmaster General, that the steam

ship " Hibernia," which was surveyed and accepted for the postal service to Ame

rica, and was to have been dispatched from Galway on the 26th instant, encoun

tered a severe hurricane in the Channel on the i8th and igth instant, and has

sustained some damages, which must be repaired before she can proceed on her

voyage to America, but these repairs cannot be completed by Tuesday next.

The steam ship " Columbia" is now under survey at Southampton, which will

not
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not be completed before Monday, she cannot, therefore reach Gnlway for depar- //. Vattnce Eiq.

ture on Tuesday next."

429. Chairman.'] You submitted the " Adriatic," did you not?—Yes, we did. 5 July 1861.

430. You abo submitted the " Parana " and tue "Magdalena"?—Yes; both

of them coming under the terms of the contract, as we conceived.

431. The Postmaster General refused the "Adriatic" in consequence of her

not having been surveyed, and the " Parana" in consequence of her having been

previously refused, and refused the " Magdalena" on account of deficient speed .-

—Yes ; and he imposed a penalty of 3,ooo/. upon the Company.

432. Mr. Peel.~\ At the time that you offered the "Adriatic" she was not in

thib country 1—Just so ; but we informed the Postmaster General that we would

telegraph to her at Cork to discharge what mails and passengers she had on board,

and send her on to Galway immediately ; she was coming from America with the

Cunard mails on board (in consequence of an accident to one of Sir Samuel

Cunaid's ships), which were put on board without any certificate or survey. In

conseqsience of the accident to the " Hibernia," we presumed that we should be

treated in the same spirit, and that if the " Adriatic," a publicly known ship of

great power and efficiency, could be stopped at Queenstown and sent round to

Gahvay in consequence of the casualty to the ''Hibernia," no fonnal survey in

dry dock, sending her round to Southampton, would be required.

433. Am I to understand that the 2(ith of March, when this ;>ppro.iching

service was to re-commtnce, you had no ship of your own, and that you offered

to the Postmaster General the " Adriatic" on the I4th of March to be surveyed

by the Admiralty Surveyor, in dry dock at Southampton, on the 2 1st instant?—

Yes.

434. And that ship on the 22d of March, within four days of the recom

mencement of the service, had not arrived at Queenstown from America?—I do

not know the date of her arrival.

435. On the 22d of March, it appears from page 86, that even then, within

four days of the recommencement ot the service, the ship "Adriatic" was only

" expected at Queenstown from New York in the course of the next -24 hours" ?

—That is so.

436. Do you com plain that the Postmaster General did not at once agree to

that vessel being employed without any opportunity even of surveying her?—

The Company felt aggrieved upon the ground that the "Adriatic" was a vessel of

known power and efficiency, and that having regard to the casualty which had

happened to the " Hibernia" and to the fact that the '" Columbia" was under

Admiralty survey at Southampton, for the immediate urgency of the case, the

" Adriatic" was not immediately accepted, or at all events, the " Parana" or the

" Magdalena."

437. Chairman.'] I suppose that the " Adriatic " might have been accepted for

one journey, and in case she failed in performing the service in proper time, then

she might have been subjected to a fine, and the Postmaster General might have

refused her thereafter?—Yes; she had only been put forward under special cir

cumstances ; the Company appealing to the Postmaster General to consider those

circumstances, and to allow her to go out without an Admiralty survey.

438. Mr. Peel.'] Do you complain that she was not accepted, and that a fine

was imposed because the Company could not start a fitting vessel?—I do not

think we complained at that time ; I think we did at another time. We only

offered the " Adriatic," supposing she was in time to start; and we offered the

"Parana" and the "Magdalena." I do not think the question arose so much

as to the " Adriatic."

439. Let me call your attention to the evidence given by Lord Stanley of

Aldeiley, in his answer to Question 184, in which he states, " It was late in the

evening, when I was in the lobby of the House of Commons, and several gentle

men connected with the Company earnestly entreated me to allow them to post

pone the voyage, on that occasion, upon the payment of a large fine. Tiie fine

was mentioned at that time, and no objection was made to it, and no attempt was

made to diminish it ; it was received by them, at the time, as a very great, conces

sion, and they expressed themselves as very much obliged to us for having

granted it"?— I was not present at that time. The mention of the fine came

from Lord Stanley, but the Company assented to it, and they wrote their

assent.

• 0.83. F2 440. is
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H. Vallance Esq. 44Oi ^s tnat lne on'v ^ne tnat nas been levied upon the Company, upon thnt

__ account r—So far as the Imperial contracts were concerned.

5 July 1861. 441- Were all the fines that were incurred during the time that the question of

postponing the service was under consideration, remitted?—None were imposed

during the suspension ; it was assented to as a kind of tacit acquiescence in the

monthly service, in the first instance, and an acquiescence in the suspension.

Lord Stanley has imposed no fines during the time that the Company have not

been performing any service.

442. During all the time that the question of suspending the service was under

discussion, he imposed no fines?—Certainly not, because notification was given

of the mails not being sent, and therefore no public inconvenience has arisen

from it.

443. Have you stated now the whole of the fines that v/ere levied ?—I

think so.

444. Can you state what was earned before the suspension of the service, and

what was earned after the re-commencement of it ?—The amount earned before

the. suspension of the service was 19,500 /., but the penalties and fines enforced

were 4,736 /., leaving 14,764 1. actually received. The amount earned after the

recommencement was 6,000 /., but the fines amounted to 5,o~o/.

445. Mr. Brown Westhead~± In what time did the vessels which were sub

stituted perform their voyages ?—The " Parana," notwithstanding her refusal, on

the /th of May, was sent out, and notice was given to the Postmaster General

that the Company would, pending any question, and without prejudice to any

question, take all the mails on board without asking for any subsidy ; and she

performed the outward voyage in one day, three hours, thirty minutes, under the

contract time ; and her return voyage, 1 think, was four or five hours over the

contract time.

446. Mr. Peel.] That was after the service was at an end ?—Yes. The

" Adriatic" has performed her voyage from St. John's, as I learnt from a telegram

yesterday, within five days.

447. Mr. Brown Westhead.~\ With regard to the vessels that were substituted,

in respect of which a fine was paid, did they perform their duty within the given

time?—The first substituted vessel on which the fine was paid was the " Prince

Albert ;" on the 4111 July 1 860, a fine of 500 /. was inflicted for allowing her

to take the mails, and 20 1. penalty for four hours over time on the home voyage ;

she performed her voyage outward within the time.

448. Mr. Peel.~\ Can you state the time to Newfoundland first; I believe she

was bound to do the voyage to Newfoundland in six days; was she 15^ hours

over time in reaching Newfoundland?—I should think about that.

449. Mr. Brown Weslhead.~\ How did she perform the whole service ?—She

was over her time at St. John's, Newfoundland, but she performed the voyage to

New York within the contract time; her return voyage was performed from

Newfoundland one hour under the time, but she was four hours over time on the

whole voyage, for which the penalty of 20 /. was imposed.

450. Mr. Pecl.~\ Now give us her second voyage? —The "Prince Albert"

again lelt on August the 28th, and to St. John's, she was one day 20 hours over

the six days, and over time to New York to the extent of one day ; and the

penalty ot 130/. was inflicted. On her return voyage, she was one hour under

her time at bt. John's, but one hour over time upon the whole voyage, upon

which a penalty of 5 /. was imposed.

451. Now, can you state her third voyage?—The third voyage was on October

the 23d ; she was four and a half days over time to St. John's, and to New York,

three days three hours over time upon the whole voyage, and the penalties were

640 /. for over time. On her return voyage, she was over time from St. John's

to Gahvay one day 15 hours, and from America, four days five hours, and the

penalties inflicted were 950 /. On that voyage, I see the penalties altogether

were, 500 /. fine for substitution, and 1,560 /. for penalties.

452. This is the vessel that you complain was not accepted by the Postmaster

General when the service recommenced in the month of March?—Yes, and our

complaint is, on the ground that she has made, I believe, the finest passages

across the Atlantic that any ship has ever made, except, perhaps, the " Persia"

and the " Adriatic."

453- Is
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4.53. Is it not clear that, if one great advantage of tiiis service was, tliat tele- jjt Vallanee, Esq.

graphic messages could be carried from G;ilway to Newfoundland in six days,

that advantage was altogether lost when the vessel occupied 10 days in the 5 July 1861.

voyage ?—On a special occasion that may be so.

454. That was the only winter voyage in this list, was it not?—Yes; but out

of 52 voyages, it might probably not occur above once or twice ; the Committee

must bear in mind that the " Prince Albert" was only put forward temporarily as

a substituted vessel..

455. I spoke of the voyage being a winter voynge, but 1 observe by your con

tract that the month of October is included in the summer service?—Yes; but

the month of November is not, and she came back in November ; the last

fine that was imposed was upon her return voyage, which was a winter voyage ;

independently of this, also, in our time table there is this anomaly, that there

is more time given for us to take our mails to Boston than there is to New

York, although New York is a considerably lon»er voyage.

456. Mr. WalpoleJ] That is regulated by the contract, I suppose ?—Yes ; it

is under a mistaken calculation. The tables were calculated upon the basis of

the average of Sir Samuel Cunard's voyages according to the Post Office returns.

Of course, having to call at Halifax lengthens the voyage to Boston, whereas, if

he goes direct to New York he shortens it; and as onr time table was based upon

Sir Samuel Cunard's, it gives one day more to go to Boston than to New York,

though we have to call every voyage out and home, at St. John's, Newfoundland.

457. Chairman.] Are there not many instances of Sir Samuel Cunard's vessels

being many days behind in performing their service ?—Yes ; there are plenty of

instances, but he is under no penalty for performing the voyage beyond the given

time, and he has neither time table nor penalties for over time.

458. Sir John Trollope.] Are there penalties and a time table in any of the

•other ocean steam contracts?—There is in the Dublin contract.

459. I mean on long sea voyages ?—No.

460. Is there a penalty for overtime in the West India mail contract ?— Per

haps the Committee will allow me to reserve my opinion upon that subject, in

order that I may refer to the contracts ; but in Sir Samuel Cunard's contract,

there are no penalties for non-performance within a given time, and no time table ;

the only obligation in the contract is, that the vessel shall perform her voyage

with all possible speed.

461. Mr. Peel.~] Did you undertake to go to New York and Boston in less time

than Sir Samuel Cunard's vessels take?—We did.

462. Is that the reason why your time table has been so arranged as to require

you to perform the distance to New York in less time than to Boston :— Clearly.

463. The Cunard vessels go in a shorter time to New York than they do to Bos

ton ?—Yes. The arrangements are referred to in a letter which I addressed to the

Treasury myself after the tender, that the calculation of the tables based upon Sir

Samuel Cunard's time, was calculated upon the direct route between Galvvay and

Boston, and Galway and New York, as Sir Samuel Cunard's were ; but we had

imposed upon us as one of the conditions of the contract, to call at St. John's

every time.

464. However, the imposition was your own, and whatever was the effect of it,

it emanated from yourselves ?—At all events we assented to it, but it emanated

from the Treasury.

465. Mr. Walpole.'] We must take it in this sense, must we not, that the

Company assented to those time tables being inserted ?—Entirely ; and the

Company have made no complaint on that account.

466. Chairman.] From subsequent investigation, have your directors come to

the conclusion that it would be almost impossible to carry out the contract

without occasional derelictions, owing to its stringency ?—I think so entirely.

467. Mr. JValpok.~] That last answer of yours is a very important one, and I

should like to know a little more about it. You state that the Company had arrived

at the conclusion, that they could not perform the contract, as I understand you,

according to the terms and provision on which the contract is drawn up ; is that

so?—Not in the strict sense; that some vessels, as the "Adriatic" has done, will

perform the voyages from St. John's, as she did yesterday, within five days; but if

an accident occurs to one of the Company's ships, it is utterly impossible to replace

that ship by any ship of equal tonnage and power and speed, for the reason, that

0.83.. " F 3- in
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H. Valhnce,Esq. m an t'niergency there are no ships to be had, thai is to say, no puddle steamers

of sufficient power to go to St. John's within six days, which the Comp.mv can

5 July 1861. possibly get, either by purchase or charter, -and therefore if an accident does

happen, and one of the Company's ships is laid up, it is quite impossible to find a

ship upon which the Company or the Government can rely, for performing the

voyage to St John's within six days, if the Company are to be under obligations

to take the mails there.

468. The Company were perfectly cognizant of those facts, were they not,

before entering into the contract?— Quite so.

469. They were well aware when they entered into the contract that that was

part of the obligation, and they took it into account, :—Yes, and we take it into

the account now, but not to take mails to St. John's ; that is the whole difference

under the new contract of January last.

470. Sir John Trollope.~\ How long is that contract for?—It is a confirmation

of a connect for seven years, from the date of June i 860.

471. It is a renewal of ihe old contract, is it not ?—It is rather an interpretation

of a clause imposing upon the Company the obligation according to the view of the

Postmaster General under the first contract, to take mails to St. John's as well as

telegraphic messages.

472. Mr. Walpole.~\ Did you ever represent to the Government thai if the

Newfoundland part of the contract was included in this, you could not carry into

execution the contract secondly entered into unless some relaxation was made

in that respect ?— I do not recollect any direct communication ; it has been

a matter of discussion when our directors have attended upon the Postmaster

General, and «hen he has urged upon the Company to take the mails to St. John's,

all the difficulties, and dangers, and delays, have been urged upon him as reasons

why the Company forbore to assent to that view.

473. Chairman.] In fact, you were protesting almost up to the date of the

termination of the contract against the construction of the contract on the part of

the Postmaster General ?—Entirely so. So far as the Newfoundland contract goes,

the Company are willing to carry the mails there for 8,500^. a year; but if it

imposes upon them additional penalties if they do not deliver the mails there

within six days, arid they are under penalties for not delivering the mails at

Boston and New York, it is a most serious hardship upon the Company. The

Company may be two or three days behind at St. John's, but they are not suffer

ing penalties lor that; whereas, it they fail through the attempt at delivering at

St. John's to perform the contract to Boston and New York, they incur very

heavy penalties for the non-delivery of tnese mails; and the hardship which they

feel is, that having imposed upon them the necessity of delivering mails at St,

John's, which compels them to go into St. John's Harbour at all times of the

year, and sometimes waiting outside the harbour in consequence of a fog or of

large floes of ice in the spring of the year, they will thereby every year incur

penalties for the non-delivery of the mails at Boston or New York.

474. Are the Committee to assume that in all cases where the Company's

ships have met with accidents, and where the Company has been unable to fulfil

the provisions of the contract, the directors have spared no expense whatever,

but have done everything in their power to procure ships of sufficient speed to

carry out the service efficiently r—They have, at a very heavy cost indeed, in order

to do it.

475. Have they searched for those vessels wherever they could find them '/—

Yes, they have.

476. But they have been unable to find them?—They have.

477. Therefore, those vessels were not forthcoming, and it has not been owing

to any inability on the part of the Company to pay for them in case they had been

found?—Certainly not; the vessels do not exist, and are not capable of being

obtained.

478. Sir Morton Pelo.] With regard to those particular voyages which you have

given us of the " Prince Albert," particularly the third ; have you any explana

tion to offer to the Committee of the time occupied in that voyage ?—I am

unable to do so without looking through the log of the ship ; but in respect of one

of the voyages 1 may mention, in which a fine was inflicted, we had some corre

spondence with the Po.-tmaster General, and on the ground that the ship was

detained, I think a period of 374 hours, off St. John's in a fog, and we sub-

submitted
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submitted that that ,-hould be taken into account ; but it was refused, and the H. Fallanct,

penalty was inflicted.

479. Mr. Walpole.] Was that the case referred to by Lord Stanley? —Yes, in

the case of the " Con naught."

480. Sir Morton Peto.] In that case was the statement as presented ; is the

log confirmed by the Admiralty officer on board ?—I conclude the Admiralty agent

himself certified it; in the case of the " Prince Albert " the Admiralty officer

certified that on the outward voyage the ship had been detained 24 hours by head

winds and heavy weather.

481. Mr. Brown \Yesthead.~] What voyage was that?—The " Prince Albert's"

voyage of August the 28th.

482. Sir Morton Peto.] Your contract does not in any way protect you in

cases of that kind?—On that point, if the Committee will allow me, I will give

an explanation. The 5th clause of the contract, rendering it obligatory to the

Company to deliver the mails, begins, " And the said Company doth hereby

further agree, that all the said vessels employed in the conveyance of Her

Majesty's Mails, shall, both on the outward and homeward voyages, call at St.

John's, Newfoundland, or in the event of any of the vessels being prevented

making St. John's to the satisfaction of the Admiralty Agent, or other officer in

charge of Her Majesty's Mails, by stress of weather or other unavoidable cause."

It must be a cause coming in the opinion of the Admiralty Agent on board,

•within the meaning of the words "unavoidable cause." In the negotiations with the

Government in regard to this contract, a paper was put into my hands containing

the correspondence between the Government and the Holyhead and Dublin Com-

pany, in which it was pointed out to me that the only unavoidable causes were to

be construed in this way, that " if fioin any cause " (I am reading from the letter

of the Treasury of the 10th of September 1857, in the correspondence between

the Treasury and the London and North Western Railway Company) ; " if from

any cause (not attributable to the Post Office) the time allowed be in any instance

exceeded, a deduction shall be made from the sum payable under this contract at

the rate of 1 /. 14s. for every minute of excess, except in the case of delay

'arising from causes beyond control,' " and those are alleged to be "on the sea

stoppages by snow storms, fog, collisions, and delay to save life." lu my report

to the Company as the result of my negotiations with the Government, (and in

which Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Stephenson themselves put down the heads of the

contract based upon the Treasury Minute) I mention this as the interpretation which

the Government would put upon sea casualties ; " casualties have heretofore been

construed by the Government as casualties arising from head-winds, stoppages

by storms, fogs, collisions, or any oilier cause which, in the opinion of the captain

of the ship, prevents his making that progress which he thinks he ought to do

under the contract." In the case of the '' Connaught," when the ship was detained

for 37 hours by a fog, tho Company conceived that they were entitled to have no

fine imposed upon them arising from that cause.

483. Mr. Peel.] Surely fogs must bo constantly expected on the passage to

Newfoundland?—Yes, on the banks of Newfoundland.

484. The delay arising from that cause was taken into account, was it not, in

the contract for a voyage of six days ?—Clearly not ; the fog is accidental ; it is

not a continual circumstance.

485. Chairman.] Are there not constantly fogs between Holyhead and Dublin ?

—Yes.

486. Are the fogs taken into consideration in the contract now with the Lou-

don and North Western Company ?—Yes, that is one cause of exemption.

487. Sir Morton Peto,] When you paid this penalty, did you do so under

protest ?— Yes ; and we appealed to the Postmaster General to allow the 37 J

hours.

488. Mr. fFalpole.] Do you observe that by the contract, it does n,it seem to

depend upon him, but upon the certificate of the Admiralty officer or agent ?—

Entirely so.

489." Therefore, it rested with him to say whether the stress of weather or

other unavoidable cause was sufficient to prevent the mails from going to St.

John's ?—It did.

490. Will vou have the goodness to look to page 6j) of the House of Lords

Paper, where "you will find a letter from Mr. Boate to the Secretary to the Post-

office, in which it seems that a penalty of 490 I. had been imposed upon them for

0.83. F 4 the
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. JJ. Vallance, Esq. the excess of time in the performance of a voyage by the " Connaught ;" the

. j~—gfi words are:—"The Directors observe that a deduction is made of 4907., as a
o uy it- u. pena|ty under the contract for excess of time in the performance of the service/'

and then Mr. Boate goes on to say, " As they conceive that this has been done

under misapprehension, I am instructed to call your attention to the circum-tance

that the " Connaught " was delayed off St. John's, Newfoundland, for a pei iod of

37 J hours, owing to a fog of unusual duration and density, which utterly pre

vented the ship making St. John's on the homeward voyage." Will you then

turn to page 71, where you will find a letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate, in

which he states: "I have laid before the Postmaster General your letter of the

3d instant, and in reply, I am directed to state to you, for the information of the

Directors of the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, that the excuse

offered for the delay of the contract, packet, ' Connaught,' on the homeward

voyage from Boston to Galway, cannot be admitted by His Lordship in mitiga

tion of the penalties incurred for excess of time occupied on that voyage." Were

any reasons ever assigned to the Company why those penalties were slili enforced ?

—None; there are none assigned in the letter, and the Company felt themselves

much aggrieved.

491. Did you still remonstrate after that?—No. In December 1860, we were

not in a position to remonstrate.

492. Were there any inquiries made as to the allegation contained in Mr.

Boate's letter, that there was this fog of unusual duration and densitv ?—Not to

my knowledge: 1 should think not. The account «as sent back from the Post

Office, amended according to the ordinary practice of that department by inflict

ing the fine, and making out the balance for the Paymaster to pay ; therefore, we

had no alternative. It is conclusive when the Postmaster General decides it.

493. Mr. Peel.'] That vessel never entered the harbour of St. John's at all, did

she?—No; she came there, and waited 37} hours, hoping to be able to take

the passengers in. We had an action brought against the Company by a pas

senger, and had to pay damages for not delivering a passenger there. The cap

tain waited 37^ hours, and after consulting the chief officer, and calling upon

the passengers for their opinion, they decided, with one or two exceptions, to

come to Galway. The Company offered free passages back to St. John's for all

the passengers who were intended for St. John's, and they gave free passages

also to London to several who would not remain in Galway till the next ship

sailed.

494. What was the reason for the " Connaught" not going into the Harbour of

St. John's ?—The captain in the exercise of his discretion thought that might

wait there 24 hours longer, as there was no probability of the log lifting. It

sometimes lifts for half an hour, and the captain can make his observations, and

can see whether he will run the chance of lunning in the fog but the fog

never lifted up, and he was obliged to come on to Galway.

495. Sir Morton PctoJ] There is a clause in the contract with regard to

penalties, with this marginal note. " When Company not liable for certain

penalties," and the clause reads thus: " Provided always, that the said Company

shall not be liable to any penalties for delay in proceeding to sea on the day, and

at the hour fixed, or for excess of time in performing any voyage, if such delay

be proved to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners to have arisen from

circumstances over which the said Company and their servants had not, and

could not have npy control." Can you inform the Committee, distinctly,

whether «hen that was discussed between yourself and the Treasury, those cir

cumstances were discussed as to what they referred to, and can you state dis

tinctly what those circumstances were ?—1 can, and I can state the circumstances

positively from referring to my own report of the result of my interviews with the

Treasury. On the date which I mentioned, 1 reported to the Board the result

of the interview--, and the heads of- the contract agreed upon between Mr.

Hamilton, Mr. Stephenson, and myself, and in that report 1 stated that a liberal

interpretation was to be given to that clause. I was referring to the correspon

dence between the Treasury and the London and North Western Company, with

regard to the Holyhead and Dublin service.

496. Mr. Peel] Which contract had then been signed, had it not?—I cannot

say as to that.

497. It was signed just before that, in the beginning of the year 1859, was it

not?—
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not?—I cannot say; at the interview which I had with the Treasury in March H- Vnllance,Eeq.

1859, it must have been signed. ~ g.
498. Therefore you had that contract before you ?—I do not know whether I uyi< ...

had the contract before me ; I had this document. I do not know whether it is

part of the contract. I have this explanation to give, that when the Treasury

write back to the contractors, they state in this clause, that " If from any

cause not attributable to the Post Office, the time allowed be in any instance

exceeded, arising from causes beyond control," then they give an explanation,

" namely, on the sea, stoppages by snow, storms, fog, collisions, and delay to save

life." I acted upon that assumption, and reported so to the Board, and we

allowed the general words to be in upon the assumption that the interpretation

of those words would be a liberal interpretation, and that fog, at all events,

was a circumstance which was utterly beyond our control.

499. If that was the intention of both sides, why could not you have put the

word in the clause ; you had this contract before you at the time, had you not ?

—No, I had this correspondence before me at the time ; I am not sure whether

those words are in the contract or not.

500. Mr. Walpole."} Adverting to that proviso, which the honourable Baronet

has just alluded to, it seems to make the obligation to pay the penalty dependent

upon proof whether in point of fact there were any circumstances preventing the

mails from being landed at St. John's, such circumstances being circumstances

over which the Company had no control?—Yes.

501. You have taken the case of this fog of 37* hours of unusual density and

duration, preventing the " Connaught " from going to St. John's, could you not

under that proviso have raised the question whether you were liable to pay the

penalty or not ?—Yes ; but I think that every one knows the danger of a con

tractor raising a question with a department about 200 I. or 300 I. where the

Admiralty officer on board, I presume, certifies against you, and when the head

of that department, namely, the Postmaster General, in reply to remonstrance

and appeal, writes and says, " I will not admit your excuse," and gives no reasons

for his refusal.

502. You acquiesced in it without asking for reasons, did you not?—Yes; I

presume that the Postmaster General had some reasons or some evidence, though

we were not aware of them.

503. Chairman.'] I presume that your relations with the Postmaster General

were not of that very affectionate description that you believed that you were likely

to get any very great relaxation?—I do not think that the Postmaster General

•would intentionally have done us any injustice; but I think he might have paid

some attention to our remonstrance as well as to the advice of his own officials.

504. Besides the matter of fines, I think the Company consider that they have

reason to complain of the construction which has been put by the Post-office

upon that portion of the contract which referred to touching at Newfoundland ?—

They do.

505. I believe I am justified in saying that the Company are of opinion

that they were bound by their contract to deliver telegraphic messages at St.

John's at any time that the Commissioners might so direct, but that they were

not bound to deliver mails at the same place by the terms of the contract ?—

Clearly.

506. Upon what grounds do the Company justify that construction of the con

tract?—I will state them as shortly as I can to the Committee. Two questions

arise upon this branch of the subject, the one as to the literal construction of the

contract, and the other as to the intention of the contracting parties. The Com

pany attach very great weight to the consideration that whatever might be the

literal construction of the contract, the intention of the contracting parties ought

to have been taken into the account, and has, in fact, been acknowledged by the

Treasury as an important element in the consideration of it. So far as the Post

master General is concerned he has uniformly adhered to the literal construction

of it, stating that he had had the contract before him, and could only go by what

he found in the terms of the contract. According to our interpretation of it,

the Company have urged upon both the Duke of Argyll and Lord Stanley of

Alderley, first, that the construction which the Postmaster General seeks to put

upon the contract is not the one which strictly it would bear ; but, secondly,

assuming for a moment that the Postmaster General's construction is correct,

•whatever interpretation the Postmaster General for the time being may put upon

0.83. G * it,
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H. Vallance, Esq. it, the intention of the parties ought to be taken into consideration. Now, if the

Committee will allow me, I will call their attention, as shortly as I can, to an.

5 July 1861. accurate and literal construction of the contract. The clauses must be considered

separately, or there may be some confusion. The first clause in the contract

merely renders it obligatory upon the Company to prepare ships that they will

" at all times, during the continuance of this contract, diligently, faithfully, and

to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, provide, maintain, keep sea-worthy,

and in complete repair and readiness," ships " for the purpose of conveying, as

hereinafter provided, all Her Majesty's mails," &c. All the obligation imposed

upon the Company there is, that they will maintain ships properly manned and

equipped, and built according to the approval of the Admiralty, and that they

will have them tried and certified according to the opinions of the Admiralty

officers, The second clause simply defines the summer and winter services.

507. I think I am justified in saying that the words of the first clause

provide for a fortnightly communication from Galway to Boston, and from

Boston to Galway, and fortnightly from Galway to New York, and from New

York to Galway alternately, without mentioning any other place ? — Yes ;

but that would turn more upon the intention of the parties. I am now

upon the construction of the contract. The third clause is a clause by which

the Company agree that they will, during the continuance of the contract, dili

gently, and " with all possible speed," (which is the usual term in postal

contracts), " convey Her Majesty's mails on board the said vessels respectively,

as hereinafter mentioned. That such vessels so approved of, and equipped and

manned as aforesaid, and with Her Majesty's mails on board, shall on such

days, and at such hours as the said Commissioners may at any time or times

appoint immediately after Her Majesty's mails are embarked, from time to time,

put to sea from the several ports, and at the times mentioned in the time

table marked A, hereunto annexed, and shall perform the several voyages

out and home as mentioned in the said table." That clause, therefore, simply

imposes upon the Company an obligation to carry mails between the ports

mentioned in the time table, and within the times mentioned in such table. It is

expressly limited, as the Committee will see, to the performance of a service

between the several ports mentioned in the time table, namely, Galway and Boston,

and Galway and New York, and at the times mentioned in the time table.

508. Mr. Walpole.~] It says, " put to sea from the several ports " ; it does not

say anything about between what ports?—No; "from the several ports men

tioned" ; the ports and voyages are mentioned out and home in the table. The

table of course I need net now remind the Committee relates simply to th»

voyages between Galway and New York, and Galway and Boston. Then the

fourth clause renders it obligatory upon the Company to deliver telegraphic mes

sages at St. John's, Newfoundland, within six days from the time of the vessel

leaving Galway. There is a special provision following that clause, "that when

ever any of the said vessels shall not enter the port of St. John's, it ir-ay be lawful

for the said Company to land all telegraphic messages by a branch steamer or

other vessel or means to be provided by and at the expense of the said Com

pany." When that clause was discussed I objected to the delivery of tele

graphic messages at the port of St. John's ; it was stated that we may deliver

the telegraphic messages, being a small handful of papers, on board a pilot ship,

a fishing ship, or a boat, and deliver them at Cape Race on the land, and not at

the port of St. John's ; or the Company may land them in the ship's boat and let

them go across to St. John's, and the ship may go en upon her voyage. There

fore they gave the Company the utmost latitude as to the mode in which the

Company were to deliver those telegraphic messages. The telegraphic messages

are a bundle of papers which probably a man may carry in his pocket ; but the

mails, amounting to between 10 and 2O packages, sometimes weigh a ton, I

believe ; at all events more than could be conveniently carried by a man across

the land. The Government therefore, in consideration of that clause, gave us

certain latitude, because we claimed to have the privilege of delivering telegraphic

messages by any means, not only by a vessel. The next clause is the one upon

which the difficulty has arisen, namely, the Company bind themselves that they

will " convey in the said vessels to and from and cause to be delivered and

received at each of the ports or places at which the said vessels are to proceed,

call, or touch, in performance of this contract, all such of Her Majesty's mails,

passengers,
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passengers, and telegraphic messages as shall have to be delivered or received at H. Vallanct,E&q.

such places respectively." Julv 1861

509. Mr. Peel.] As you state that the Company have the option of the selec

tion of any means they please of landing those messages, it appears from a sentence

in that clause-" such steamer or other vessel or means being previously approved

of by the said Commissioners," meaning the Commissioners of the Admiralty ?—

Clearly so.

510. Therefore it could not have been the impromptu means you suppose; it

must have been means approved of before the vessel started ?—No ; approved of

probably by the Admiralty agent on board. The commissioners would have their

agent on board ; there is a mail boat on board for delivering the mail bags ; but

there is no boat specially for the delivery of telegraphic messages ; and the Admi

ralty agent might in the exercise of his discretion, if he had no mails to deliver,

allow the telegraphic messages to be delivered by a pilot ; there is no Govern

ment obligation as to the general telegraphic messages. The clause with regard

to telegraphic messages can only oblige the Company to deliver such telegraphic

messages as the said commissioners may at any time or times direct, and they

have never once directed one single telegraphic message to be delivered at

St. John's yet.

511. Mr. Walpole.] Who are the -commissioners ?—The Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty or the Postmaster General. I assume upon the transfer that the

Postmaster General has the same power ; he has never required a single tele

graphic message to be delivered at St. John's, and the Company have never

been required by the Government to deliver any telegraphic messages there.

512. They took for granted, that under the contract, you were going to call at

the port, and, therefore, telegraphic messages might have been delivered?—

Clearly that was not so understood by the Company. The next clause provides,

"The Company hereby further agree that all the said vessels employed in the

conveyance of Her Majesty's mails, shall both on the outward and homeward

voyages call at St. John's, Newfoundland."

513. What does that mean?—For the purpose of delivering telegraphic mes

sages when so required by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, or by the

Postmaster General.

514. Where are the words that import that?—I apprehend that those words

may be assumed to be introduced there. It says, that except when prevented

by stress of weather, " they shall convey in the said vessels to and from, and

cause to be delivered and received at each of the ports or places at which the

said vessels are to proceed, call, or touch, in performance of this contract, all

such of Her Majesty's mails, passengers, and telegraphic messages, as shall have

to be delivered or received at such places respectively."

515. That is perfectly consistent with the clause just before; that is, in the

event of vessels being prevented from going to St. John's, you are to go back upon

the 3d clause, and messages are to be delivered by such vessel, or other means,

as you can provide, satisfactory to the Commissioners. The two clauses are per

fectly consistent?—Quite so, according to my construction, if I may be allowed to

add an interpretation, namely, " delivered at such places respectively," that is to

say, telegraphic messages at St. John's, Newfoundland, and mails at the places

mentioned in the time table.

516. You are adding the word "respectively," to the messages, and not to the

places ; whereas the Postmaster General adds it to the places?—I am adding it

to "such places respectively ;'' but there is no obligation to deliver the mail at

St. John's. There are two clauses in the contract, one providing for the delivery

of mails at the place mentioned in the time table mentioned in clause 3 ;

and the 4th clause is a clause requiring the Company to deliver telegraphic

messages. Then the 5th clause provides, that the Company shall deliver such

messages as are mentioned in clause 4, and such mails as are mentioned in

clause 3, at the places respectively to which each of those telegraphic messages

and mails have to be delivered. I confess that that appears to me to be the most

obvious interpretation.

517. Chairman.] You mean that telegraphic messages are to be delivered at

Newfoundland, and mails and passengers at Boston ?—Yes ; there are two clauses.

The one says, " that the Company shall, within the time named in the time table,

deliver the mails at certain points mentioned in the time table." Another clause

isr " that the Company shall deliver telegraphic messages, at a given time, at

0.83. G 2 another
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H. Vallcmce, Esq. another port." Then it says, the Company shall, unless prevented " convey in

the said vessels, to and from, and cause to be delivered and received at each of

5 July 1861. the ports or places at which the said vessels are to proceed, call, or touch, in per

formance of this contract, all such of Her Majesty's mails " as have to be delivered

(I should add the words) " by the terms of this contract," "as have to be delivered

at such ports and places as are mentioned in this contract."

518. Mr. Walpole.] Supposing you go straight to Boston, or straight to New

York, and do not attempt to touch at St. John's, Newfoundland,but you fall in with

some vessel, and ask them to take your mails, instead of your going there, could

you do that ?—No ; and that is a ground of complaint which the Company have;

they could do it with telegraphic messages ; they could deliver telegraphic mes

sages by some other means than putting the ships into the port of St. John's.

519. Without attempting to go near St. John's ?—Not without attempting to go

near St. John's, because it says here " Provided, whenever the vessel shall not

enter;" I do not mean to say we shall not attempt to enter, though there is lati

tude given in that respect ; but if, in the exercise of his discretion, the captain

does not choose to enter the port of St. John's, but goes up lo the point of land at

the mouth of the harbour, and meets a fishing boat or a Company's boat, or

a steam tender, and sends the telegraphic messages, I contend that we do fulfil

the terms of our contract, by delivering telegraphic messages at the port of St.

John's, if they are so delivered ; but if, according to the next clause, we are

under obligation to take the mails there, that is a very different affair ; we cannot

throw the mails overboard into fishing smacks, or send them on in boats.

520. Why could you not as easily deliver the mails as the telegraphic mes

sages?—Because the mails are so much heavier than telegraphic messages; a

telegraphic message a man puts in his breast pocket, but a mail he could not.

521. What would the mails to St. John's weigh?—I cannot tell; a bag weighs

about 56 Ib. The mails also contain very important remittances ; they contain

money and valuable bills of exchange, whereas, the telegraphic messages are only

messages.

522. Mr. Peel.'} Can you explain why, if by the 4th clause of this contract, you

are under the obligation of delivering telegraphic messages at Newfoundland, in

the 5th clause, the contract should have gone on to require you to call at St.

John's, Newfoundland ?—We always intended to do so. Our tender was, that we

would call there for the purpose of delivering telegraphic messages.

523. But the 4th clause required you to deliver telegraphic messages ; for

what purpose was this addition to that requisition made of calling at St. John's,

Newfoundland ?—It requires that we should call there ; that is, it compels the

company to call there, because it was part of our contract that we were, on

every outward and homeward voyage, to attempt to call at St. John's ; that was

one of the conditions of our tender.

524. What did you mean by that?—That we intended to call off St. John's,

and not to go into the port of St. John's. The port of St. John's is sometimes a

dangerous place to enter, and particularly with large ships required under the

present postal contract.

525. Did not the 4th clause of this contract provide for the delivery of tele

graphic messages at St. John's r—Yes, it did ; but the delivery of passengers and

mails was not the understanding of the company under this contract ; it provides

expressly that we shall deliver such messages by some other means approved of;

that is to say, by a steam tender or a fishing boat, or any other means in our

power.

526. Was the 5th clause intended to repeal the 4th r—No, it was rather a con

firmation of it, that at all such places we should call, and that we should touch

at Newfoundland every voyage, and deliver at such places, as we are bound to

do, such telegraphic messages and mails at the places respectively.

527. If no reference had been made in the 5th clause to your calling at New

foundland, you would, under the 4th, have been obliged to deliver telegraphic

messages at St. John's ?—Yes, whenever required.

528. What was the object of requiring you, in the 5th clause, to call at St.

John's ?—In order to ensure that we should deliver them whenever it should be

required.

529. That was already secured by the 4th clause, was it not?—No; the two

clauses, in a legal sense, provide, for the duty of the company, that they shall

deliver
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deliver mails at certain places, and telegraphic messages at another place; and then //. Valiasce, Esq.

the general clause provides that we shall always call outwards and homewards at —

St. John's, and deliver the mails and telegraph messages, if required to be deli- 5 Julj 1861.

vered at such places respectively; that is to say, as regards the places mentioned in

the time-table, in the manner provided by such time-table ; and I would also call

the attention of the Committee to the fact that there is no mention whatever of

any obligation on the company to deliver the mails at St. John's, Newfoundland,

within any time whatever.

530. Mr. WalpoleJ] There is an obligation upon the Company to deliver tele

graphic messages in six days?—Yes.

531. How could they do that without touching, at any rate, at St. John's ?—For

the reason I have mentioned, that they may go within 50 miles of the coast of

St. John's, and if they have no telegraphic messages on board, they need do no

more, but at all events, they need not go into port ; they can communicate with

St. John's other than by ships of the Company.

532. Mr. Peel.1 Let me call your attention to your own tender in the month of

January 1 8,59, at page 50 of Parliamentary Paper, 230, of 1 859. Your first pro

posal is this : " We therefore propose to contract to carry mails from Galway to

Portland, Boston, or New York, vid St. John's, Newfoundland, or otherwise, for

the sum of 3,000 /. per voyage;" then three paragraphs lower down, you say,

" We will also undertake to convey telegraphic messages from the United King

dom to British North America and the United States in six days " ?—It says

further, " Casualties excepted ".

533. Is it not clear that quite independently of your conveying telegraphic

messages, you were by that proposal bound to carry the mails from Galway to

Portland, via St. John's, Newfoundland, and that you were not to call at St. John's

to convey telegraphic messages, but for the carriage of the mails?—No ; I do not

think that that was the interpretation put by the Treasury, or by the Company

upon that proposal.

534. Chairman^] If you will turn to the letter of the Postmaster General to the

Lords of the Treasury, at page 53of Parliamentary Paper, 230, of a subsequent date,

you will see that Lord Colchester, alluding to an arrangement of the Company for

touching at Newfoundland, expresses great doubt whether " the arrangement

in a nautical point of view is judicious, owing to the risk and delay caused by the

heavy fo«s which prevail off Newfoundland " ?—Yes.

535. Do you consider that that observation on the part of the Postmaster

General to the Lords of the Treasury altered in any way the condition of the pro

posal that you made?—I can state of my own knowledge that throughout the

whole of the negotiation this question of calling at St. John's was repeatedly dis

cussed, and the objection raised by the Company is, that from the first they never

contemplated taking the mails there, but that they should have the means of

communicating with St. John's without having imposed upon them the obligation

of putting their ships into port ; and I state distinctly, that never in the whole

course of the discussion was any word ever breathed as to any obligation of the

Company to deliver mails at St. John's.

536. Mr. Walpole.'] There was with regard to calling at St. John's, was

there not?—Clearly.

537. You have stated that so distinctly that I do think you had not better

make it so positive as you have done until you have looked at the written paper.

"Will you follow me for one minute. I want you really to see the case as, since

the Committee last met, it has presented itself to my mind from reading over

those papers ; it is in order, since these are written documents,- you may not state

anything that might have escaped your memory that I ask you to refer to those

documents. You will find in the communications from the Postmaster General

to the Lords of the Treasury, there was a letter doubting the contract altogether,

and amongst other doubts it mentioned the touching at Newfoundland in conse

quence of fogs. Will you turn to page 56, which contains a Treasury Minute,

dated the 1 5th of March 1859, where "Sir Stafford Northcote and Mr. Hamilton

state to the Board that since the date of their Lordships' Minute on the subject of

the tender of the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company for the con

veyance of the mails between Galway and North America, they have been in

communication with the promoters of that Company, and have agreed upon the

following terms as the basis of a contract to be entered into between Her

0.83. G 3 Majesty's
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H. Valkaice, Esq. Majesty's Government and the Company, subject to the approval of their Lord-

ships." Here aVe the terras stated :—" i. As regards the time of the service."

5 July 1861. Then at the bottom of that page : " The Company at all times to deliver tele

graph messages either at St. John's, Newfoundland, or at Halifax, Nova Scotia,

within six days." That is consistent with your view. Then if you will turn to

No. 5, page 57, you will tind these words: "The vessels to call at St. John's,

Newfoundland, both on the outward and homeward voyage whenever possible ;

but when, from circumstances which shall appear to the Admiralty Agent to jus

tify it, the vessels shall be prevented making St. John's, then they shall call at

the port of Halifax ;" is that so?—Yes.

538. Then it goes on: "Write to the Admiralty that my Lords have

determined to enter into a contract with the Atlantic Royal Steam Navigation

Company for the performance of a fortnightly mail service between Galway and

Boston and Galwav and New York, alternately, on the terms before stated."

That is, calling at St. John's ?—Yes.

539. Now, if you turn to your own letter, which is- the very next document,

dated the 22d of March 1859, you will see that you called the attention of the

Treasury specifically to this point, and you state: "The object of calling at St.

John's is, doubtless, the importance attached to the delivery of telegraphic mes

sages ; still, having regard to the penalties provided by Clause No, 2, you will

readily see that it would be inconsistent that the Company should be subject to

penalties of so onerous a character for the non-performance of voyages which are

calculated upon a direct route between Gahvay and Boston, or Galway and New-

York, and yet be compelled to deviate so far from the course as to call at St.

John's." You there distinctly raise the question, and you go on to say : "The

directors are fully impressed with the importance of the communication with St.

John's, and they do not desire to shrink from their determination to perform the

voyage between Galway and St. John's within six days. We suggest, therefore,

that when the vessels are required to go to St. John's, one day's time should be

added to the time mentioned for the voyages direct to New York and Boston."

That is your suggestion ?—Yes.

540. Now look at the Treasury Minute of the 26th of March 1859: "Write

to Messrs. Vallance that a communication with New York, via St. John's, New

foundland, or otherwise, by telegraph, in six days, was a part of the original

proposition made by the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Company, and formed one

of the grounds upon which Her Majesty's Government considered themselves

warranted in granting the subsidy for the service. My Lords, therefore, cannot

in any way dispense with that condition. My Lords having already made

allowance for the delay which, under ordinary circumstances, may be occasioned

by the deviation from the direct course to New York, in order to admit of the

vessels calling at St. John's or Halifax, cannot sanction any further modification

of the time w ithin which the service is to be performed, that is, as to the additional

day." Then, it goes on : " But, inasmuch as there may be difficulties and additional

delays in the large steamers actually calling, in the sense of going into port at St.

John's or Halifax, my Lords will not object to any arrangement of which the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty may approve, by which the communication with

either of those places within six days, and the landing of passengers can be secured

without obliging the postal steamers of the Company to incur the delay and difficulty

of going into the ports of St. John's or Halifax." Does not that explain the whole

contract, and make all the rest consistent?—Yes; I think quite consistent with

the evidence which I have given before the Committee. The Company always

contemplated delivering telegraphic messages at St. John's, but there is not one

word in that Treasury Minute or correspondence which refers to the obligation of

the Company to deliver mails at St. John's.

541 . But you must call and deliver passengers ; how are you to do that ?—That

is very often done by tender steamers sent out, and by other means. But if the

interpretation of the contract be taken with regard to the intention, I venture to

submit, with great deference to the Committee, that there is nothing in the

Treasury Minute imposing the obligation, but, on the contrary, it contains inde

pendent evidence that there was no obligation to be imposed upon the Company

to deliver mails.

542. Was not it rather the intention, that since there would be difficulty and

delay in the ships entering the port, license was to be given to the Company to

send mails and passengers into the port without the steamer herself going into

it?—
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it?—Never; and never did one single syllable, to my knowledge, ever pass H. VaHance, Esq.

between the Government and the Company as to imposing upon the Company

the obligation to take the mails to St. John's, and if you will allow me to say 5 July 1861.

so, the very document which you have read, my letter to the Treasury upon

the 22d of March, at page 58, shows that we even contemplated an accidental

calling there, because I state, " We suggest, therefore, that when the vessels are

required to go to St. John's, one day's time should be added to the time

mentioned for the voyages."

543. That is positively refused, is it not?—I quite understand that ; but I am

only referring to that as illustrating the impression upon the minds of the con

tracting parties, in the arrangement with the Government it was proposed, that

when we should be so required to deliver telegraph messages (and that is my

suggestion), we should have one day allowed whenever we were so required ; but

the Treasury Minute peremptorily refused any extension of time, and kept us to

the original tender, namely, that we were to call at St. John's on every voyage out

and home.

544. Supposing they had given you that additional day's time, would you have

been obliged to go to St. John's or not ?—Yes.

545. Then the refusal to you is the same?—I hope the Committee understand

that we have never disputed the liability to go to St. John's with telegraphic mes

sages ; we did not deny that at all ; we believed that we were bound to call at

St. John's on every voyage out and home, to deliver telegraphic messages ; but

we might take advantage of the exemption, although the Company have never

done it ; and our obligation even to deliver telegraphic messages is only when so

required by the Lords Commissioners or by the Postmaster General, but the

Company have never shrunk from the responsibility to go there. I hope that in

stating that, I am. not, raising a technical difficulty; the Company intended

to go to St. John's every time. But with regard to the intention of the con

tracting parties, I hope the Committee Anil allow me to mention also what

other evidence there is existing iu the correspondence showing the inten

tion of the parties with respect to* the contract. The Treasury Minute is a

minute referring entirely to the contract for carrying mails between Galway,

Boston, and New York. The contract itself is called, in its very title, the

Galway, Boston, and New York mails. There is no mention in the time

tables of St. John's, and there is no mention in any of the terms of the contract,

except in clause 5 under the general terras, of the obligation of the com

pany to deliver any mails anywhere. In the opinion, I may mention, of

the solicitor of the Post Office Department, which has also been referred to the

Committee, he states that he is also of opinion that the strict interpretation of the

contract might impose upon the company the obligation to deliver the mails at

St. John's, but still that the intention of the parties should be referred to ; and

he says that inquiry should be made to see what the intention of the parties was.

In a letter also from the Treasury upon the same subject to the Postmaster

General, they state that whatever the construction or" the contract may be, the

construction sought to be put upon it by the Postmaster General may be adopted,

provided it is not at variance with the intention of the parties on the direct under

standing come to between them. A letter from Mr. Hamilton to the Postmaster

General puts that very clearly. The company therefore have contended not upon

the strict interpretation of the contract, but as to what was the intention of the

contracting parties, and I have ventured to submit to the Postmaster General that

if there be a doubt raised upon the construction, then it is the duty of the contract

ing parties to go back to the original intention of the contracting parties, and not

to have a construction forced upon them which is at variance with their con

scientious belief in another construction, but that the matter being then in doubt

should have been the subject of negotiation, or at all events should have been

referred back to the general intention of the parties. That is all that the company

have contended for with the Postmaster General ; and the complaint that they

make is, that a construction adverse to their views has been forced upon them,

under a condition that unless they adopted that view, and took the mails to St.

John's within six days, their contract would be put an end to. In ordinary con

tracts between individuals which admitted of doubt as to the construction, it

would be set right by a court of equity, if it was clearly and distinctly shown

that the intention of the contracting parties was not that which appears upon the

0.83. G 4 ordinary
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H. Fa#a«ce,Esq. ordinary construction of the contract. That is all that the company have con-

~~ tended for before the Postmaster General.

5 July 1861. 546. Do you look upon that construction as important to you for the purpose

of getting larger pay for the delivery of the mails, or as important to you

to avoid the delays which would be occasioned by going to St. John's ?—In

both ways. The construction of the Postmaster General deprives the Company

of 8,500 /. a year ; and if that construction be adopted they would incur more

than that amount of penalties for the delivery of the mail there.

547. Mr. Peel.] How does it deprive the Company of 8,5OO/. a year?—

Because the terms of the new contract, made on the 24th of January, are, that we

shall deliver the mails at St. John's, Newfoundland, without seeking for any

further remuneration for the service.

548. Where are you to get that 8,5ooA ?—From the Colony.

549. Have you any contract with the Colony ?—Yes ; we have a provisional

contract, that the Colony will contribute 8,500 /. a year for the double service

that they contracted for.

550. Are you aware that the consent of the Colony to continue that

subsidy was upon condition of its being acquiesced in by the Home Govern

ment r—No ; Lord Stanley stated that the condition of its continuance was the

continuance by the Imperial Government of the subsidy of 4,500 I. a yeur ; but

I am informed from the Colony that, so far as the Colony uere concerned, they

only made it a condition that they would pay, provided that the Government pay

such a sum as to ensure the service ; but if the Colony understands that the

service can be performed for that contribution they will gladly pay it.

551. Are you speaking now of the resolution of the Legislature of Newfound

land, to which Lord Stanley referred, or of the views at present entertained in that

Colony?—Both; in the first instance the Colony contemplated continuing the

contract, provided the Imperial Government would pay their contribution, and

they did that upon the assumption that the Company would not deliver the mails

unless 13,000 /.per annum were paid. The Company have since agreed to

forego the Imperial subsidy of 4,500 /. per annum ; they were willing to take

the mails to the Colony for 8,500 /. The Colony would be willing to continue

their contribution, but the Home Government claim now that contribution in

diminution or towards the payment of the 78,000 I. a year. That is what the

Company complain of.

552. You told the Committee that the Commissioners of the Admiralty or

the Postmaster General have never required you to deliver telegraphic messages

at St. John's i— I inquired of the secretary of the Company, and have got a

statement to that effect.

553. I will refer you to page 19 of Paper 132, where there is a letter of Mr.

Frederic Hill to Mr. Boate, on the 22d June 1860, a faw days before the service

commenced, stating that "all telegraphic messages sent to this office for trans

mission by the packets will be forwarded in such mails ;" that was requiring the

Company to deliver telegraphic messages at St. John's r - I do not think the

Company took any.

554. Chairman.] Were any telegraphic messages sent on that occasion ?—•

None were sent ; it was an indication to say to us that we might send them ;

but we never sent one for the Post-office ; we telegraph to our own officers.

555. Mr. Peel.] Whatever messages were sent, were sent in the mails to

Newfoundland?—No; I think clearly not; they would not put telegraphic

messages in the mail bags, it would be of 'no use. There is a telegraphic office

at St. John's, and when we send telegraphic messages they are carried over as

the ordinary telegraphic messages in this country, and delivered to the telegraphic

office there ; they are not sent as a part of the postal arrangements.

556. Chairman.] I think this passage is merely prospective ; in case any

telegraphic messages are sent, they are to be forwarded with the mails ?—None

could be sent under these terms, because sending telegraphic messages in that

way would not be a Government obligation ; they would go in the mail btig, they

would go as letters. In Question 74, Lord Stanley is asked " Since you have

been Postmaster General, have yon ever despatched any telegraphic communi

cations to St. John's ? His answer is, " I am not aware that we have."

557. Another subject of complaint on the part of the Company is that they

hare
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have been obliged to forego the 8,500 /. a year, which they received as part of "• VaUanee, Esq.

the colonial subsidy ?—Yes. ju]y lg6]

558. Was that colonial subsidy originally contemplated both by the Treasury

and by the Post Office ?—It was.

559. Have you any evidence to give upon that point?—As showing the

intention of the Government, that the contribution of 8,500 /. a year paid by the

colony should be continued, whatever the arrangements were between the Com

pany and themselves, I refer the Committee to a letter at page 44, of the ygth

of August last ; it is a letter from the Treasury, addressed to ray firm, and

signed by Mr. Hamilton. After speaking of the Estimates for the Service

having been voted by Parliament, the paragraph I refer to is, " As the Com

pany are bound by the terms of tin1 contract to call at or off St. John's, New

foundland, for the purpose of delivering telegraphic messages." You

observe that there is no reference to mails there at all, and I would call the

attention of the Committee to this fact that that letter was writtin two months

after the commencement of the service. " As the Company are bound by

the terms of the contract to call at or off St. John's, Newfoundland, for the

purpose of delivering telegraphic messages, it is understood by the Post Office

that they are bound to carry mails also to and from St. Johns" (not understood

by the Treasury) " without extra charge, unless it can be clearly shown that this

is contrary to the fair meaning of the contract, and to the understanding of the

parties at the time." That is what I mentioned some time ago.

560. Chairman.^ It is clear from this passage that the writer, Mr. Hamilton,

at all events, does not affirm that the Company were bound to carry mails to St.

John's, and that there is, at all events, a considerable doubt as to the construc

tion of the contract?—Yes, that letter is written in consequence ot communica

tion between the Postmaster General and the Treasury, in which the Postmaster

General had intimated what his construction of the contract was that ihe Com

pany were liable. The Treasury then say, that the Postmaster General says (not

that the Treasury says) that you are under an obligation to carry the mails unless

it can be clearly shown what was the understanding of the parties. And then,

further down, the next paragraph suggests, " It dees not seem reasonable that

the colony of Newfoundland should cease to contribute the sum of 8,500 /. a year,

which they have been ready to pay for an inferior service in the event of a supe

rior one being substituted, and therefore they would be prepared to make the

continuance of this colonial subsidy to the Company a condition of performing

the mail service to and from St. John's, whether by an independent line or by

the main line; but looking at the large amount of subsidy already payable

by the Imperial Government to the Company, my Lords would not think

it reasonable to contribute an additional 4,500 /. a year from Imperial funds

in aid of a service which, under the probable construction of the con

tract, they could require to be done without extra payment by the steamers

to whose support they are already contributing 78,000 /. a-year. If this-

arrangement were curried out " (the whole question is involved in this para

graph) " the Company would be in the receipt of 78,000 /. a year from the

Imperial Government, and 8,500 /. a year from the Newfoundland Company, for

which they would take mails as well as telegrams to and from St. John's, by their

regular steamers, but be relieved from the necessity of running an independent

monthly line. Upon that assumption, the Company acted entirely. They

assumed that it was without reference to the strict construction of the contract;

at all events, it was a suggestion m.ide by the Government, and the Company were

quite willing to adopt, to take 8,500 /. a year from the Colony, and carry the mails

to St. John's, or wherever any of their steamers touched. In a communication,,

however, which the Company had from Lord Stanley subsequently to that, na

mention is made whatever of the intention of the parties to the contract, or the

fair meaning of the contract ; but the construction which is sought to be forced

upon the Company is the strict, literal construction of the contract, according to

the view which the Postmaster. General l;as suggested. In a letter in corrobora-

tion of that view addressed also by the Postmaster General to the Company, on

the 14th September 1860, Letter, No. 103, at page 46, of the Lords' Return, the

Secretary says : " I am directed by the Postmaster General to inquire whether, if

his Lordship would consent to waive his legal right to require your Company to

convey mails Jo and from Newfoundland by the vessels employed in the American

service, without any addition to the subsidy for that service, your Directors will

0.83. H agree
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H. Vallanct, Esq. agree to carry such mails by every packet for a payment to you by the Colony at

the rate of 8,500 /. per annum, on the simple understanding that the present

5Julji86i. Special Mail Service to Newfoundland shall merge in the Mai a or American

Service." Lord Stanley stated, that although that proposition was made on the

14th of September, not having been replied to in the interim, it fell to the ground.

On the lyih September, 1860, the Company stated, in a letter at page 47, in

acknowledging the letter : " As some of the Directors are absent, and Mr. Val-

lance, the Company's Solicitor, who has carried on the correspondence with

the Treasury, is also out of town, I beg permission on behalf of the Company

to defer a reply to yonr letter."

,561. Mr. WalpoleJ] When did they give you an answer?—We had a deputa

tion to Lord Stanley on the 25th of October 1860, ami at that interview Lord

Stanley finally suggested that the deputation should communicate their views in

writing, staling in fact, in detail, what had transpired at that interview ; the letter,

which is at page 57, begins : " In compliance with the request of his Lordship

the Postmaster General, that this Company should submit in writing their views

upon the several points whieh formed the subject of discussion, at the interview

which the Directors had with Lord Stanley, of Alderley, on Thursday the nth

instant, I have now for his Lordship's consideration," and so on ; and the first

condition lower down the page of that letter is, "The views of the Company,

therefore, on the several matters brought under the attention of the Postmaster

General, are as follows, and which the Directors respectfully trust may meet >vith

his Lordship's acquiescence. First, the Company is willing (^subject (o the fol

lowing conditions) to reduce the Newfoundland subsidy by the sum of 4,500 /.

after the end of the present financial year, making it in fact 8,5OO/. per annum

from the 1st of April 186 1, the mails to be delivered monthly by the same

steamers which perform the service under the Imperial Contract." The Company

therefore, by that letter, distinctly stated their acquiescence in foregoing the

4.000 /. a year, claiming to have 8,500 I. a year. Then by letter, Number 136,

from the Postmaster General to the Treasury, on the 1st of November, the Post

master General states thuthehad applied to the Company, asking them whether,

if he would consent to vva'.vc his legal claim in this respect, they would agree to

convey a mail to Newfoundland by every packet, for a colonial pay ment of 8,500 1.

a year, but this inquiry not having received an affirmative reply fulls to the

ground. The Company submit that they had given an affirmative reply, and

that they were willing to take mails to St. John's for 8,500^. a year.

562. Mr. Peel.] When did they slate that?— In the letter which I have just

read of the Ujth of October ; the Company were willing, subject to the following

conditions, to reduce the Newfoundland subsidy, and take 8,500 /.

563. Mr. Ker Se.ymer.~\ Was not the difference between them this, that the

Company proposed to perform the service monthly, and the Postmaster General

proposed that it should be fortnightly?—No, that, question did arise ; but it cannot

be said that the Company quite acquiesced in taking the mails fortnightly. Letter

Number 132 : "The mails to be delivered monthly by the same steamers which

perform the service, under the Imperial contract," not fortnightly.

564. The Postmaster General having proposed it fortnightly ?—Yes.

565. Mr. Peel.} You then made it another condition, I see, of your acquies

cence in t':ese terms, that the " Prince Albert " should be accepted as one ship to

perform the monthly service?—We did.

566. To that the Postmaster General objected ?—He does not state his reason

for objecting; and in the next communication upon this subject the Postmaster

General states, that he conceives that by the terms of the contract we are bound

to t;ike the mails without any subsidy, and insists upon our doing so ; he does

not give us an opportunity of discussing the matter as to any modifications that

we might require, or the terms which we had proposed.

567. Mr. fValpoleJ} Does he say that you are bound to lake mails without any

subsidy from the colony?—Entirely; and I find by the correspondence that there

is a letter from the Postmaster General to the Government suggesting that the

Colony should pay 8,500 I., and that the Government should receive it. That we

complain of, and in our protest against it we have reserved our right to appeal to

the Treasury upon the simple ground of good faith and the intention of the contract-

ing parties ; and upon that letter of Mr. Hamilton's of the 2gth of August, and

Lord Stanley's letter, to which I have just referred, it appears that, at all events,

if the Colony did pay, as we were sure they would, we should get 8,500 L a year.

We,
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We, therefore, protested against the arrangement, reserving our right to appeal //. rallance,

to the Treasury to pay the 8,500 /. I now find that Lord Stanley has suggested

to the Treasury that they should ask for the 8.500 /. a year, and keep the money. 5 July 1861.

568. Mr. Brown JVtstheadJ] In diminution of the 78,000 /.?—Yes, to be

paid by the Colony to the Government, and not to us.

569. Mr. Walpok.'] Where is Lord Stanley's letter to the Government?—At

page 62: " If your Lordships agree in my recommendation, the amount to be

voted by the legislature of Newfoundland should be paid over to this department

in aid or' the expense of the packet service, as I fully concur in the opinion ex

pressed in Mr. Laing's lettpr of the 27th of July last, that it would be altogether

unreasonable that Newfoundland should entirely escape, at the expense of the

mother country, the payments which she voluntarily made for an inferior service,

before the Imperial contract was concluded."

570. Mr. Peel.] What was the answer of the Treasury to that?- -It is on the

17th of November, at page 65 : "Adverting to your letter of ihe 1st instant,

enclosing a copy of a communication which your Lordship had caused to be

addressed to the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, dispensing, on

certain conditions, and for a time, with the complete performance of their contract

of April 1859, I am desired by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's

Treasury, to Mute that they entirely agree with your Lordship, that it should be

clearly and fully understood and provided that, if at the end of the period limited

for tiie concession, the Company shall still not be in a position to fulfil all the

obligations of the contract, it must then be terminated and finally abandoned."

There is no mention of the question of the 8,500?. a year in that letter. Then,

upon the 20th of November, three days alter the receipt of that letter from the

Treasury, the Postmaster General writes to the Company, at page 66 of Parlia

mentary Paper, 132, No. 144, and for the first time conveys preremptorily to the

Company, his intention that he will permit the suspension of the mail service

until the 12th of March, but only on the following conditions, which was the first

time which it was put into such language: ''That the Company shall forthwith

execute an agreement with this department, providing, that if they are not pre

pared to recommence the service at the period n;imed, and to continue thenceforth

to fulfil all the conditions of the contract of 1859, strictly according to their fair

intent and meaning, including the conveyance, without any additional pay

ment of mails," (that is the first time that appears), " to and from New

foundland, by every ship employed in the service, surh contract shall, without

any further act, or any liability to a claim for damages, become null and void ;"

that was on the 20th of November. Then, on the i^ist of November, No. 147,

page 67, the Post Orb'ce enclose to the Company a draft of the agreement ; that

agreement having been submitted to me for my approval ou behalf of the Com

pany, I found two very objectionable clauses in it, and the agreement was subse

quently returned to the Post Office, and the substituted agreement was not

for«arded to the Company, till the 3d of January 1861.

571. Mr. Walpule.~] What are the two objectionable clauses?—About the fifth

or sixth line from the bottom, the agreement provides, that on the failure of the

Company to fulfil the obligations of the contract, then "every clause, matter, and

thing herein contained, shall become absolutely null and void." That clause

was never inserted, I believe, in any Government contract, clearly not in any

postal contract, I believe, that has ever been prepared: the original contract gives

the power to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, or to the Postmaster

General under the new arrangement, to determine a contract after a breach of

the contract; but this clause would have put the Company in this position, that

if from any accidental cause whatever, over which they had no control, they had

failed to put a ship forward on the 12th or the 26th of March (it was altered to

the 26th), or if any circumstances over which they have no control had detained

them, then the postal contract would have thereby become null and void. Inde

pendently of that, there is a clause in the middle of the contract in the next page

<)S ; "And whereas a question has arisen between the said Company and the

Postmaster General, as to the construction of the lastly hereinbefore recited clause

of the said hereinbefore recited contract, and to the nature and extent of the

services to be performed by the said Company thereunder, and for the purpose of

settling such question, and specifying the true intent, meaning and construction

of such clause, and the services to be performed" under the agreement. We

had protested up to that time that the true intent and meaning was no obligation.

0.83. H 2 on
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H. Vallance, Esq. on the Company to take the mails, but that we had conceded it as a matter of

arrangement; 1 objected also to that clause; and in the last line but two it is

5 July 1861. stated also, that the Company acknowledge that they will perform all the

service, " as if the true intent, meaning, and construction as by these presents

defined." which rve object to. Lord Stanley in his evidence staled that the

agreement sent to the Company on the 2ist of November iSb'o, was not executed

till the 24th of January. I call the attention of the Committee to the fact that the

Company corresponded with the Postmaster General, and protested against

having such stringent clauses in the agreement.

572. Have we got the Agreement of the 24th of January ? — It is in page 76

of the Parliamentary Paper, 132. I may say, injustice to Lord Stanley, that

those clauses which I objected to were modified iu the new Agreement, which

new Agreement was sent to the Company on the 3d of January.

573. Mr. Peel.] Is the clause in that new Agreement now substantially the

same as the corresponding one in your original contract ?—It is now in accordance

with the terms of the original contract.

574. Though you agreed to the terms imposed by the Postmaster General, you

reserved your right of appealing to the Treasury about this 8,500 /. ?—Yes.

.575- Will you read that passage, in Mr. Boate's letter, at page 72 ?—" In

acceding to the terms imposed by the Postmaster General, the directors con

sider they are not precluding themselves from making a representation to the

Treasury, with reference to the amount agreed to be contributed by the Colony

of Newfoundland."

576. Therefore your view was, with reference to this colonial contribution, that

though you had signed this Agreement it was open to you to make an application

to the Treasury, to allow any contribution received from the Colony to be paid to

yourselves rather than to go in diminution of the subsidy paid by Parliament?—

We -were not aware, at that lime, of the communication made by the Postmaster

General to the Treasury, which contemplated asking the Colony to pay it. We

still had a confident reliance that the Treasnry would not allow u.s to receive so

great an injustice as to be deprived of 8,500/., if the Colony were willing to

pay it.

577. When you speak of injustice you are assuming that your construction of

the contract was the right one?—No. I am assuming that there was a separate

contract also for 8,500 /., and apart from that, the Colony were willing to

jvay us.

578. Were you performing lhat separate service ?—We should have done.

579. Had you been performing it ''.—Up to the 2oih of June, we had.

580. That was up to the commencement cf tbe Atlantic service?—Yes; we

performed the service afterwards. We took the Colonial mails on board, which

according to my construction we were not bound to do.

581. That turns entirely upon the assumptien. lhat your construction of the

contract is the right one?—Y<s; but 1 am guided by the fact, that up to the 2ist

of August the Treasury itself assumed that we had a claim to the 8,500 I. The

Postmaster General also assumed that there was some ground for it, because he

asked if we would consent to take the mails then, if the Colony would consent to

pay 8,5OO/. The letter of the 2gth of August 1860, from the Treasury, addressed

to my firm, distinctly pointed out that the Company would be in the receipt of

78.000^. a year, under tlie Imperial contract, and 8,500?. under the Colonial

contract-

582. Mr. Walpole.] In the agreement of January last, you settled the question,

did you not, by providing in that agreement that the Company are to carry both

mails and passengers?—Yes, I have stated that there is no obligation under

any contract that we shall take the mails within six days ; I hope the Committee

are clear upon that point.

583. How does that appear in the agreement ?—By the utter absence of any

obligations imposed upon the Company as to time.

584. What you say is this : that though that agreement is not to supersede

the agreement ofApril 1859, yet, inasmuch as in your view of the ca«e there is

no obligation to take the mails within six days to Newfoundland, you would

not have bi;en obliged under the -agreement of January 1861 to do so ?—That is so.

585. But you would have been obliged to go to Newfoundland in six days,

would you not?—I admit that for telegraphic messages, but that it must not be

taken
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taken as any part of the ground for annulling our contract that we are not H. VaUamce, E*q.

enabled to deliver the mails at St. John's in the six days. -

586. Then you are bound to be in St. John's within six days?— Yes, so far 5 Jul^ l86'-

as telegraphic messages are concerned.

587. Mr. PeelJ] What \vas the service which you undertook to perform under

the contract with Newfoundland ?—To deliver the mails monthly.

588. From where to where ?—From Galway to St. John's, and, I think, from

St. John's to New York.-

589. Did you contemplate that that service from Galway to St. John's, and

from St. John's to Newfoundland or Boston, should go on simultaneously with

the Imperial service from and to the same places ?—Yes. Does the honourable

Member mean that question to appl/ as to whether we contemplated receiving

1 3,000 £ a year, in addition to the 78,000 /. a year?

590. Now, did you intend that the two services should continue ?—I cannot

say at any particular period what was intended as to the two services; our hope

was that the regular mails by the two services might be merged into one.

591. That was your intention ?—1 cannot say that it was our intention, but it,

no doubt, weighed with the directors in their arrangements that they would put

both mails on board one ship ; in fact, they requested the Postmaster' General to

allow them to do so.

592. After the contract had commenced r—Yes; the iirst request was made

in this way : we were under an obligation to send mails to St. John's on Saturday

the 23d of June, for which our subsidy was 1,000 I. per voyage, and the Post

master General fixed the 26lh of June for the commencement of the Imperial

contract; we askeu permission to be spared sending the slower ship, the

41 Golden Fleece," on the Saturday, and to put the Colonial mails on board the

fast ship on the Tuesday ; the Postmaster General refused to allow us to do so,

and «e sent two ships. It is clear that it must h.ive been a great loss to the

Company to send two ships over the same line within three days ol each other.

593. Did you ask that you might receive a double subsidy if you were allowed

to put the Newfoundland mails on board that ship?—Yes, clearly ; because we

were performing the full service, the Colony paying 8,5<)O/. for that service, and

it was no loss to the Government, and if we chose to perform the two seivices by

one ship, it was what we were entitled to have the benefit of; and an additional

advantage would have been that the Colony would have had their maiU sent in

a quicker vessel on the Tuesday three days afterwards, and the Government

-would not have been injured by it, nor the Postmaster General either. Perhaps I

may be allowed to mention, that Lord Derby stated in his evidence before the

Committee, that one of the grounds for giving the contract to this Company was,

that we had embarked very large sums indeed, and had incurred great losses,

and that we were able to run between Galway and North America.

594. Mr. Peel.'] Was it not intended also that one line should succeed to the

other?—Never by us.

595. You intended that the two lines should continue side by side ?—So far

as the two lines go ; that may be another question, but our prospectus and all

our declarations to the public had been based upon the fact that we should receive

the I3;5oo/. and the 78,000^., leaving us to perform the service in the most effi

cient manner we could; we were under obligations to peri'orui the Imperial

service in a satisfactory manr.er, and we were sure that the performance of that

service would enable us to perform satisfactorily to the Colony the Colonial

service.

596. Mr. Walpole.'] Do you mean that you think the Government contem

plated, when the second contract was entered into, there being another contract

as to St. John's then in force, but only continuing for one year, that you were to

have the benefit of that prior contract continued,, and not covered by the second

contract at all? — I have not the slightest doubt in the world about it, that that

was always contemplated ; and when the appeal was made that we should forego

the 4,500 I. contributed by the Imperial Government, the letter of tJie Treasury

contained this suggestion, that at all events 8,500 /. should be contributed by the

Colony, because we proposed to give them a far more valuable service ; a fast

service, rather than the slo.v service which they had contracted tor ; und Mr.

Hamilton's letter distinctly points out that l!:e Company would therefore be in

receipt of 78,600 /. a year from the Imperial contract, and 8,500 /. a year from

the Colonial contract.

0.83, H 3 597. Mr.
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H. VaUance, Egq. 597. Mr. Pfel.~\ Of what possible advantage could the Colonial service, from

Galwiiy to Boston, via St. John's, have been to the Home Government, when they

5 July 1861. had another service provided for between the same places ?—I quite understood

that the Government were not going to pay for it, and we acceded to that view ;

we did not ask the Government to pay anything towards the Colonial service,

but we thought that we ought not to be depiived of any sum that the Colony

chose to contribute out of their own resources.

598. Mr. Wfi/polc.l You must qualify your former answer to the extent that

you did not contemplate that the Imperial Government would be paying 4,500 I.

a year under tin: first contract, in addition to the payment of 78,000 /. under

the second?—! may state that we did contemplate it, although, when we

ciime to argue it, we conceded that point; we contemplated it, and we announced

it to our shareholders, making the contemplated subsidy 91,000 /. a year: but the

moir.ent any suggestion was made by the Treasury or the Postmaster General as

to the 4,500/., the directors at once assented to forego that part of the subsidy,

but they thought it was not proper to forego the claim upon the Colony, seeing

that the Colony was, by means of the Postmaster General, obtaining a double

service, and a much more valuable one, than that which they had contracted

for.

,599. Mr. Brown Westhcad.~] Am I right in supposing that, after the Imperial

contract was entered into, if the strict terms had been insisted upon on the part

of the Government, you would have been obliged to have continued the two dis

tinct services, the one from Galway to St. John's for the benefit of the Colony,

and the other from Galway calling at St. John's to deliver telegraph messages,

and goinu on thence to Boston and New York?—That is so; and not only was

that a matter of opinion, but it was a matter of fact ; for the Postmaster General

did insist upon it. I need not remind tin: Committee that two large ships

departing from a port like Galway, within three days of each oiher monthly, must

be run at a very serious loss to the Company.

600. Notwithstanding that, I take it that they conceived that, under the

strict terms of both those contracts, they would have been compelled to perform

both services?— Just i-o.

601. Then, sis a matter of arrangement and general economy, you asked leave

to be allowed to suspend a certain portion of the service, or to transfer it to a

more rapid vessel?—We asked to be permitted to take the Newfoundland mails,

which uonid ordinarily leave Galway on Saturday in the much faster vessel which

could leave on Tuesday ; but the Postmaster General refused his consent to our

doing it. But on the second voyage he consented to it, on condition of our fore

going the i,ooo/. subsidy.

602. Mr. Peel.} When was it that the Colonial service commenced ?—Some

lime in the early part of January 1859.

603. And you had a contract for it ? —Yes.

604. Is it not true that that contract was only for one year?—Yes, because it

was a contract made by the Government when the Legislature was not sitting;

but it contained a clause that the Executive Government shall apply to the

Legislature to obtain an extension for four years, and that renewal having been

obtained, the contract is for four years more.

60.5. Mr. Walpole.~\ It is not quite so definite as that ; it is thai they will use

their best endeavours .'—Yes.

606. Mr. Peel.'] I believe that that was subject to the view of the home Govem-

ment. The Treasury Minute of the 1st of December 1858, at page 30, of Parlia

mentary Paper 230, of 1859, says, "Write to Mr. Elliot that my Lor. Is, referring

to their Minute of 7th October, are pleased to sanction the payment for one year

of the sum of 4,500 /. in aid of the sum of 8,500 I. agreed to be contributed by

the Colony of Newfoundland to the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Com

pany, according to the article of the agreement,'* and so on. The contract, there

fore", was approved of by the Home Government for a period of one year only?—Yes.

607. When did that contract expire?—It would expire at the end of 1859.

608. Was not a proposal made by the Colony to the Home Government to

renew it for a further period?—I am not aware; I believe a resolution was

passed by the Legislature extending the contract for four years certain. Ol course

the whole contract \\as subject to the approval of the Imperial Government.

609. What was the decision of the Home Government upon the proposal to

renew the coniract ?—I am not aware, but the communications which I had with

the
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the Treasury during the year 1860 gave me the impression, and it was in fact fj yallance, Esq.

conveyed to me, that pending the negotiation as to the Galway service, the

service should be provisional, as Lord Stanley said, until the commencement of 5 July 1861.

the service, when some further arrangements might be ma'de.

610. In the month of December 18.59 a proposal was mack', was there not, to

the Home Government to renew this colonial contract?—I am not aware.

611. Will you look at this letter, showing the view taken by the Home

Government in tjje proposal to renew the service (handing a Letter to ilie Wit

ness} ;— I conclude that the Colony intended to continue the Newfoundland service

uulil they received further instructions from the Treasury.

612. What is the date of that letter?—December the 29th, 1859.

613. Mr. Walpole,^ That was just at tie time when the Colonial contract was

about to terminate, was it not ?—Yes.

614. Mr. Peel.'] When the contract was continue;! it was continued only tem

porarily, until it should be seen whether the Atlantic contract was not going to

be in operation ?— I quite understood from the Treasury that after the expiration

ot the first year, it was only under a provisional arrangement that the colonial

service was carried on, and that there was no definite acquiescense in the four

year,-*' continuance by the Treasury ; I quite conclude that.

615. It never could have been the intention of either side that the two ser-

victs should continue together ?—Pardon me ; it was most distinctly understood on

our side, f:nd, I believe, on the side of the Government ; but sve do not complain

of the Government withdrawing their 4,500?. a year as their contribution ; all

that we ask is not to be deprived of that which the colony is willing to pay for this

service.

616. Mr. Brown Westhead.} You studiously avoided commuting yourselves to

convey the mails to St. John's?— Invariably.

617. Your object was to ensure to yourselves the payment for that special

service in respect of the Colony f— Decidedly ; and f'uither, because undert he

original tender that we made to the Government, and in the arrangements of that

contract, there never was any intention whatever on the part of the Company,

or on the part of the Government, to require that we should deliver the mails at

St John's for 78,000 /. a year. Every document is entirely at variance with any

such conclusion. The i6th clause in the Colonial contract is, that they shall use

their best endeavours with the Legislature, ami they did obtain the sanction

of the Legislature. The Legislature of Newfoundland, both branches of it,

have since passed resolutions, and forwarded, I believe, petitions to the Home

Government, praying for the restoration of this contract.

George Alexander Hamilton, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

618. YOU are Permanent Secretary to the Treasury, are you not?— I am O. A. HawtUton,

Assistant Secretary to the Treasury. E§q.

619. In your capacity as political secretary to the Treasury, and as perma- •

mint s-ecretary, you had to deal with this question of the Galway contract, had

you not?—Yes; as political secretary I had to deal with the Newfoundland

service, the first of the two services. I had ceased to be political secretary almost

cotempoianeously with the question of American service. I ceased to be political

secretary on the 2 1st of January, and I think it was about the same time that the

first proposition on the part of the Atlantic Company was made.

620. I may take it for granted, I believe, that you are perfectly competent to

speak as to the intention of the Treasury in drawing out the contract of the

Gulway, Boston, and New Yoik contract?—I should have some hesitation in say

ing th;.t I was competent to speak with regard to the intention of the Govern

ment having ceased at the time to be the recognised organ of the Government,

but I think I was fully cognizant of all that took place.

621. A difficulty has arisen with regard to the construction of the terms of that

contract upon the subject of the delivery of mails and telegraphic despatches at

St. John's ; was it, so far as you are acquainted with the circumstances of the case,

the intention of the Government at the time that that contract was drawn up

that the Company should be bound by the terms of that contract to convey

mails to St. John's, or oniy telegraphic despatches when required by the

Commissioners to do so?—The subject was very fully considered amongst

0.83. H 4 the
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O.A.Hamilton *ne various officers of the Treasury with whom the advice to be given

Esq. to the Government rested, and amongst the rest, the question of whether the

Company were to be bound to deliver the mails for Newfoundland was con-

5 July 1861. sidered. I happened'to find amongst my papers a memorandum, which I have

here, and which will show how the question arose. It is a memorandum

which I made at the lime when those negotiations were pending, probably early

in the month of March, for Mr. Stephenson, who has just left the room. I made

it in consequence of a communication which had been made^o me by the pro

posed contractors, probably by Mr. Vallance. It is this : " Mr. Stephenson.

The Atlantic Company object to a clause, page 3, compelling them to deliver

mails at St. John's, Newfoundland ; they say, their tender did not offer this, and

that it would annul their Newfoundland contract. I think our Minute and their

offer did not contemplate the delivery of the Newfoundland mails ; it contem

plates a communication with New York through St. John's or Halifax, and thus,

I think, the means of landing passengers and .sending mails to New York, if

convenient, but not of sending mails to Newfoundland." Mr. Stephenson and

myself, and Sir Stafford Northcote, discussed the subject afterwards very fully, and

the result will he found in the statement which was made to the Treasury on the

15th of March 18,59 as t'ie basis of the agreement upon which the contract was

founded. You will find it in Parliamentary Paper 230, which has been already

referred to since I came into the room by the Right Honourable Member for the

University of Cambridge ; the Treasury Minute, dated the 1 5th of March 1 859.

This was the result of the consideration which was given, founded upon those

and some other objections which the Atlantic Company had made to what had

been originally suggested ; and, therefore, this, I think, may be taken as the

deliberate and ultimate decision of the Treasury at the time with regard to the

whole question.

622. Mr. WalpoleJ] But did they mean by that phrase, the vessel to call at St.

John's, Newfoundland, both on the outward and homeward voyages, whenever

possible?—I think that is conveyed in what I have read to the Committee; I

think our Minute and their offer did not contemplate the delivery of the New

foundland mails ; it, contemplates a communication with New York through St.

John's or Halifax, and thus, I think, the means of landing passengers and even of

sending mails to New York, if convenient, but not of sending mails to Newfound

land. The Committee will observe that there was a subsisting contract for con

veying the mails to Newfoundland; so far as I was concerned, I always endeavoured

to keep the two questions separate. The existing contract for the delivery of mails

to Newfoundland was to endure only for a year; I thought that, pending the

continuance of that contract, it was not desirable to mix it up with the other ;

and, therefore, it was that I thought it was not desirable to compel the Company

to perform the service which they had already undertaken to perform as regards

the delivery of the mails at Newfoundland.

623. Except that the first contract would not have expired before the second

carne into operation ; the two would not then run simultaneously ?—Certainly not.

I never contemplated that. I always contemplated that when the Newfoundland

contract had terminated, the question should be raised as to the merging of the

two services.

624. Mr. Peel.] Then it was intended that the Post Office might send the

American mails to St. John's, but not the Colonial mails?—I think so. I do not

say that they should have been forced, because th<> landing at St. John's was

rather a contingency ; it was contemplated that there might be difficulties in

landing.

625. Still the intention was, that those vessels should be required to call at

St. John's, there to land passengers, and there also, if the Post Office wished it,

to land the mails intended for America?—Yes; when convenient.

626. But only that the mails intended for the Colony of Newfoundland should

not be sent by it ?—That the existing service for Newfoundland should not be

interfered with.

627. Chairman.'} When you say " convenient," do you mean convenient ta

the Company?—As a matter of convenience generally. I presume that the

Government and the Company would consult each others' convenience.

628. This matter was fairly brought under your consideration, in the Minute

of Lord Colchester to the Lords of the Treasury of the 1 8th of February, 1 859,

was it not ?—Yes.

629. When
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629. When you contemplated on the agth of August 1860, the merging of the G. A. Hamilton,

two services, that is so say, the Colonial and what I may call the Imperial services E»q.

into one, did you then contemplate that the Company should receive 8,500 /. a

year from the Newfoundland Colony?—I cannot say that; in the discussions 5 July 1861.

preliminary to the Treasury Minute of 151!) March 1859, that question was con

sidered, but, as far as I was concerned, I contemplated that the question cf the

payment to the Company witli regard to performing the Newfoundland service,

should Lie fairly taken into account at the proper time, and that it should be con

sidered that the Company, having had imposed upon them a service which was

not originally contemplated,and which might entail delays and other results, might

probably be entitled to claim that payment.

630. Mr. Pee/.] Do you mean that the exemption of the mails of the Colony

of Newfoundland arose from an unwillingness on the part of the Home Govern

ment to interfere with the contract which the Colony of Newfoundland had made

with regard to the transmission of its own mails between Newfoundland and this

country ?—Partly ; there had been some correspondence about the whole matter,

and the Colony had required, some months previously, various conditions, and,

it was not very easy to say to what extent the services might be conveniently

merged ; but I certainly always contemplated that an effort should be made

to merge them when an opportunity offered.

631. Mr. Ker Seymer.] As those vessels from Gal way were vessels going

either to New York or Boston, what possible object could there be in landing

the United States' mails or passengers at St. John's?—There might be possibly

a saving, and Halifax as well as St. John's was comprised, but I do not know

that there would have been much convenience or saving in landing the American

mails. We had two great objects in view, one was to expedite the postal com

munication with America ; and the other was to secure the advantage of a tele

graphic communication in six days. The second, of course, could only be effected

by their calling at St. John's. 1 should like just to state to the Committee, in

consequence of an observation made by Mr. Yallance, when he spoke of the

letter of the 29th of August as having conveyed my mind upon the subject, that

my impression is, that it will be found that the Minute upon which that letter

was founded, was not written by me.

632. Mr. Walpote.] It was signed by you ?—Yes.

633. Chairman.] It conveyed the opinion of the Treasury?—Yes, it conveyed

the opinion of the Treasury. I am only anxious to state this, because, having

been politically engaged in the earlier part of the transactions, I felt some deli

cacy in conveying my own mind upon the subject in reference to the latter part

of it.
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Luna 8° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT.

Mr. Gregory.

Mr. Peel.

Sir Morton. Peto.

Sir John Trollope.

Mr. Walpole.

Mr. Browii-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

WILLIAM GREGORY, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.

HeHry Vallance, Esq., called in ; and further Examined.

H. Vallance, Egq. 634. Chairman.'} CAN you put in the Return which Mr. Peel asked for

on the last meeting of the Committee?—lam not in a position to put it in

8 July 1861, now, but I expect to be able to do so in the course of the day. The

Secretary of the Company will be here, and he will bring it with him. I would

ask the Committee to allow me to explain an inconsistency in an answer

which I gave on the former day, to Question No. 445, whieh was put to me by

the Honourable Member for York. I have not had an opportunity of going

through the whole of the evidence since the Committee met on Friday, but as I

came down to the House, I read a portion of it, and I saw that in answer to

Question 445, I stated that notice was given to the Postmaster General that the

company would, pending any question, and without prejudice to any question,

take the mails on board without asking for a subsidy. I stated there, that, though

notice was given, the " Parana," notwithstanding her refusal on the 7th of May,

was sent out, and notice was given to the Postmaster General that the company

would, pending any question, and without prejudice to any question, take all the

mails on board without asking for any subsidy." I prepared a letter for the secre

tary, and was under the impression that a letter had been forwarded to the Post

master General in those terms ; but 1 find, on reference to the correspondence,

that the letter is not there, and I have since sent to the secretary on the subject.

At the moment, I had placed in my hands a copy of a letter, some time in April,

I think it is, in which that offer was made, but it does not appear to have been

made with reference to the voyage on the yth ; at least, I cannot find it.

635. Mr. Brown-Westkead.~\ You say that the letter was dated in April ?—It

is an offer which is annulled by the Post Office ; there is a letter on the 20th of

May, at page io6,No. 235, in which letter intimation was given that the " Prince

Albert " would be sent in the ordinary course, and the paragraph in the letter is,

" without making any charge whatever or demanding any subsidy or compensa

tion." I do not find, therefore, that aiiy letter of that character was sent with

regard to the voyage on the 7th of May ; therefore, I wish to correct that part of

my evidence, and perhaps the Committee will allow me an opportunity on a

future occasion, after I have perused the evidence, to make any corrections which

I may deem necessary ; I have only had the copy put in my hands during the

last hour, and have not had an opportunity of reading it.

636. Mr. Walpole.] There is one matter which I could not quite make out

with
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with reference to the original offer in January 1859 to *ne Treasury; in that H. Fallance,Esq.

offer the company mentioned, did they not, that they had four ships contracted

for?—No, the original cffer showed they had contracted for five. 8 July 1861.

637. There were then five ships contracted for ; but according to your evidence,

when you began your evidence, the contracts were entered into for four ships in

the June of the following year ?—Yes ; the Committee will recollect, although it

appears not clear here (perhaps I did not explain myself sufficiently), that I never

stated that there were five contracted for.

638. As you commenced your evidence, apparently it would have rested in this

way, that in June 1859 vou contracted for the building of four ships with a pro

visional arrangement for the building of a fifth ?—No, that is not so.

639. You entered into a contract for building four ships, did you not?—

Yes.

640. Six months prior to that, before the contract was entered into, and when

the offer was made by ihe company to the Government, that is to say, in the

month of January ] 859, the company stated that they had four ships then con

tracted for?—Five. The Honourable Member for Bury called my attention to

the tender, which was not under my supervision at the time, and the tender states

that the company had contracted for five ships ; I, therefore, knowing that that

was not the fact, suggested that had I drawn up that tender I should have stated

that arrangements had been made for five ships, fcr the fact is, that a provisional

and conditional contract was made with Messrs. Palmer for three ships, and an

arrangement had been made with Messrs. Samuelson for two.

641. That I understand; but what I mean is, that apparently the first time

the contract was made for building the ships under the contract, between the

Government and the company, was in June 1859; whereas, it appears that the

company represented that they had made a contract to a similar effect in the pre

ceding month of January ; am I right in that, or \vas that contract entered into

or not ?—The contract was entered into.

642. Were the ships being built between January and June ?—No ; I men

tioned that it was a provisional and conditional contract, that they would build

the ships upon notice being given by the company, requiring them to go on

with thorn.

643. Mr. Pee/.] Was there no contract for the building of even a single ship?

—Not absolutely. I intended to convey to the Committee that it was a provi

sional contract only for three ships.

644. Was there no contract, either provisional or definite, for the remaining

two ships?—No legal contract. lam speaking from memory now; a tender

had been made for two others, or rather an arrangement had been made with

Messrs. Samuelson that they should build two others, but there was no contract

signed until the 15th of June.

645. Mr. Walpole.'] Then that expression in the letter of the l8th of January

1859 is not accurate, that the company had completed the contracts?— I in

tended to convey to the Committee that it was not accurate. I intended to state

in the answer to the question by ihe honourable Member for Bury, that the word

" contract " should not have been used ; but that the word " arrangements "

ought to have been put in.

646. Mr. Peel.] It is stated that not only was there a contract for building

those ships, but there was a guarantee by the contract that they should run a

given distance in a given time?—That was part of the contract.

647. Was there a guarantee with that contract?—Yes; the contract was made

provisionally, that the contractors agreed to build for the company three ships

within a given time ; after the company notified in writing their requirement to

have the ships built.

648. Am I to understand that there was not even a provisional contract with

regard to two out of those five steam-ships?—That is so ; there was a proposal

sent in to build, tenders accepted, and, I believe, the terms agreed upon ; but

the signature of the contract was deferred, I believe, I can state from my own

experience it is very commonly done, until the company required the building of

the ships.

649. What was the date of that tender, and the date of the provisional agree

ment?—On the 1st of December 1858, a provisional and conditional con

tract with Messrs. Palmer for building three ships was signed ; I cannot tell

0.83. I 2 the
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H. Va/laitce,Esa. the date of the tender; it must have been anterior to that. On the 15th of

_ December the question was discussed as to giving orders to proceed ; on the 28th

8 July 1861. °f January, the time for giving the order was extended, by mutual consent,

between Messrs. Palmer and the Company.

650. What was the time allowed by that provisional agreement?—I should

think that it probably would be extended for one or two or three months more,

for giving the order ; then, subsequently to that, as far as Messrs. Palmer were

concerned, an absolute contract was signed on the loth of June for building two

ships ; and I should tell the Committee, as I think I mentioned, that the ships

ordered ultimately were larger than those which were mentioned in the provisional

contract.

651. By the terms of that contract, was it provisional, on the acceptances by

the Government of the company's offer to carry the mails, or provisional upon

the order from the company to the shipbuilders to build the ships?—Provisional

upon the order by the company to the builders to build the ships.

652. There was no reference whatever to the acceptauce of the contract by

the Government to carry the mails ?—I think it would not be so ; it would simply

give the company, at the very hour when they got their contract, power to order

three ships, and to have those ships delivered within a given time, according to

their contract.

653. When would the tender for the other two ships be ?—I see, on the 13th

of December 1858, one offer or tender, and on the 15th of December there was

an acceptance of Messrs. Samuelson's tender to build two ships.

654. Acceptance, in what sense?—I should think there would be a resolution

of the Board stating that the tenders of Messrs. Samuelson were accepted, but,

perhaps, deferring the signature of the contract to a given day.

655. Mr. Walpole.] To prevent taking you by surprise, I wish to call your

attention to this, because of the circumstance which I am going to mention ; if

that be so, the representation which was made by the company to the Govern

ment on the i8th of January 1859, that they had actually contracted to build

those ships, was a part of the representation upon which the Government entered

into the contract in April ; did you understand it so ?—Yes ; I thoroughly un

derstood it so.

656. That has a material bearing upon this question, to this extent : that the

Government may have been under the impression, down to the month of June,

that the company had actually contracted to build those ships which would

enable them to commence the contract in June 1860?—It would be disrespectful

on my part to question anything stated by the Board, but I hope I may say for

my own justification, that having had so much to do with the subsequent corre

spondence after the Treasury Minute, I was no party to that statement, but I

have no doubt it was done bond fide.

657. I merely wanted to call your attention to the fact whether the Govern

ment may not have been considered as entering into a contract with a firm belief,

in their own minds, that the company had six months more for building those

ships than it appeared afterwards they had?—Yes; my attention was not parti

cularly called to that subject until the Honourable Member for Bury called my

attention to it in this statement ; I know that absolute contracts had not been

made, but that in the absence of their legal adviser, tbe directors might have

been led into that expression ; I know, from my own knowledge, that they had

entered into a provisional and conditional contract for three ships, and judging

from the acceptance from the note from the secretary of the >5lh of December,

they had accepted a tender for two more, but if I had drawn that tender I should

have put in some words other than " contract." I may mention that in the nego

tiations with the Government (which occurred when I took up the business, that

is, after the Treasury Minute, which was the first time I intervened) no stress

was laid by the Government upon the company having stated that they had entered

into contracts for five ships, nor did the company represent, through me, that

there was any urgency for it.

658. Chairman.'] By reference to your letter, of the zpth of May, 1861, at

page 107, of Parliamentary Paper 132, 1 see you state, that in pursuance of the

contract of the 2ist of April 1859, "The company took steps to construct four

large and powerful steamships, with a view of carrying out the proposed service

in
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in a full and complete manner;" and then you state that, "The preparation of &> VaUance, Esq.

the lines, plans, and specifications of ships of such size and power, necessarily

occupied sometime; but on the iot!i day of June, 1859, arrangements were 8 July 1861.

sufficiently advanced to enable the company to enter into a contract with Messrs.

Palmer & Co., of Newcastle, for the construction of two of the ships, at a cost

of 95,000 I. each ship." Then, I presume, by the statements you made on the

2Qth of May, you considered that this was the ratification of this previous pro

visional contract ?—Yes ; that is so. Holding myself responsible, in a great

measure, for that letter, I stated them what was in my mind till I came into this

Committee-room ; that I only treated the contract, with the builders, as dating

from the I oth and the 1 5th June 1 859. I never intended to represent that the com

pany had been dealt hardly with, by reason of having entered into a contract six

months after ; nor did I intend to press it upon the Government as any ground

for their grunting a subsidy. I had wholly overlooked the provisional contracts

until the Honourable Member for Bury called my attention to the word

"contract," which, I think, was not the proper word. Jn fact, a provincial

contract had been entered into for five ships, and a tender had been submitted

and accepted by the Board for two others ; but the fact, if stated in that manner,

would not have had any more influence, though it would have been quite accu

rate ; still I, am sorry for the misbtatement.

659. Mr. Peel.'} Let me ask yon a question, not upon a similar inaccuracy of

statement, but still as to a statement with regard to the proceedings of the com

pany, which does not afterwards appear to have been fully carried out. If you

turn to the letter of the secretary, 132, page 57. you there find that the company

iuformed the Post Office that they had "decided on building immediately two

additional vessels of greater power and tonnage than those already built, so as to

ensure the full and efficient performance of the contract." Was any order given

for building those two additional vessels?—None. 1 can state, from my own

know-ledge, that the directors had determined in the autumn of 1860 to build two

additional steameis; my impression is that it was after intimation had come

of the loss of the "Connaught." I do not know whether the dates will coincide,

but 1 can state, from my own knowledge, that they had determined to do

so. I was at Hastings at the time that the loss of the " Connaught" occurred,

and the secretary came down to me with a telegram of the loss, and 1 came imme

diately to London and communicated with some of the directors present. They

asked my opinion, and I stated, I believe in writing, but at all events verbally,

that the course they ought to adopt was immediately to make contracts for two

other ships of different power and different tonnage, by other builders than those

who had been employed before. That view was ultimately changed, because

negotiations then arose with a view of purchasing three ships belonging to the

Collins' line in America, of which the "Adriatic " was one ; and the negotiation

ultimately ended in one of the directors going to America and reporting against

the advisability of purchasing the " Baltic" and the " Atlantic," which, I think,

were the other two, and in favour of purchasing the " Adriatic," which was,

therefore, determined upon ; but the building of two new ships never assumed

the form of a contract.

660. Chairman^ As regards the suspension of the contract, what was the date

of the first application which was made by the company to the Post Office tor

that suspension ?—On the 7th of November 1860, in letter No. 140, at page 63.

of Parliamentary Paper 132.

661. Mr. Peel.] May I call your attention to a letter, dated the $d of Septem

ber 1860, at page 44?—It is enclosure No. 2, in letter No. 102, and the para

graph is at page 45. That letter was addressed by my firm to the Lords Com

missioners of the Treasury, and the first paragraph of the proposal is, that the

service shall be a monthly service until the new vessels are ready.

662. You there stipulated, did you not, "That this monthly service shall not

in any case continue beyond the period of six months from the present time" ?—

Yes.

663. That being until when ?—That would be until March 1861.

664. You then stipulated, did you not, that you should recommence the fort

nightly service in the month of March ?— Yes, we did ; I think that the company

throughout, in this question of the monthly service, until the change took place

0.83. 1*3 for
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H. Vallaxcc, Esq. for the actual suspension, always contemplated commencing the service again in

—• — the month of March ; that was their proposition throughout.

8 July 1861. 665. Chairman.] Am I right in supposing that they contemplated, during that

monthly service, that the "Prince Albert " should be accepted as a temporary

ship ?—That was essentia'ly one of the conditions, otherwise the company could

not have performed the service. The arrangements that they had made with the

builders, and the promises and assurances given by the builders, led them to

believe that at all events if the " Prince Albert " was accepted, as is stated in the

4th paragraph, as a temporary ship only, the contract could be performed.

666. Mr. Walpolc.] That condition was refused from the commencement,

directly by the Post Office; they would not listen to it?—Not immediately; the

Committee will see there is no letter for a long time afterwards.

667. Mr. Peel.'] The " Prince Albert" was not a ship within the conditions of

the contract, was she?— I think she was not.

668. What was the other ship which you had then?—In September it was the

" Connaught."

669. Had not the company stated before then that the ship " Leinster" was

ready ?—Not ready ; I do not recollect any statement of that kind ; it was that

she would be ready to be delivered ; it is in the same letter, 102, page 44.

670. Let me cull your attention to the first enclosure in letter 44, page 19,

before the commencement of the service ; you see there that the company propose

to carry the mails on the 24th of July, by the ship "Leinster"?—Yes, that state

ment was made upon the representation of the builders, who will be called before

the Committee, and the correspondence will be referred to, to show that they

gave the company a distinct assurance that the ships would be ready by the time

named.

671. Was any explanation offered to the Post Office, when the company

proposed that the " Prince Albert" should be accepted, why the " Leinster" was

not ready, as you offered that vessel on the 24th of July ?—1 do not recollect that

there was. I think that the Postmaster General, and the Government generally,

were aware of the state of our ships, as they were under survey from time to time

by the Government officers : and they were as fully informed as we could be,

although not officially informed. If the Honourable Member for Bury will allow

me to revert again lo my letter, at page 44, he will see that we state that " The

' Leinster' was launched on Saturday last, the 1st of September, and will be delivered

to the company in the course of 10 days or a fortnight ;" and I have in my hands a

letter from the builder himself, dated the 2d of August, in which he states that

the "Leinster" will not be perfectly finished, so as to be ready for launching,

before the 30th ; she will then be quite complete, and go to sea in a few days

afterwards.

672. Mr. Walpolc.] Then she would not be ready by the 30th of August?—

Yes, ready for launching, and a few days afterwards ready for service. My letter

states that she was launched on the 1st of September, and will be delivered to

the company in the course of 10 days or a fortnight.

673. Mr. Peel.] The "Leinster" being the "Hibernia," when was she

actually offered for survey ; was it on the nth of March 1861 ?—She was not

surveyed before then, but I cannot state, from my own knowledge, as to the

offer.

674. Is the " Leinster" the same ship which, on the 25th of October the com

pany informed Lord Stanley, at an interview with him, was actually ready. If

you turn to page 58, at the top of the page you will see these words : " His Lord

ship is informed that the second new ship, the '' Leinster," (now called the

" Hibernia,") was ready, and the Directors would have been prepared to have

performed the monthly service with the " Connaught" and " Leinster," had his

Lord>hip declined to receive the " Prince Albert ;" how is that consistent with

your statement just now, that it was an indispensable condition of your offer with

regard to the monthly service, that the " Prince Albert" should be accepted, since

it here appeared that if the " Prince Albert" was not accepted, the company had

the means of performing the monthly service with the " Leinster" ?—That was

an indispensable condition of that letter. The 5th paragraph of the letter states

that the company offer the " Prince Albert."

675. Mr. Wa/pole.] You made that an indispensable condition on the part of

the company, but the Postmaster General was deaf to it ?—We submitted it as

one of the conditions; that was in September 1860.

676. That
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676. That condition never was accepted •—The Postmaster General never g, VaXLance, Esq.

would accept the " Piince Albert" at all.

677. Mr. Ker Seymer.~] As I understand your proposal of the 3d of Sep- 8 July 1861.

tember, you did not absolutely offer the " Prince Albert," but you thought it

necessary to have her in case of accident. You state also that " although two

vessels could perform this service" (that is the " Leinster" and the ' Connaught"),

" still the company are anxious to have a third vessel, so as to guard against

accidents, and not to commence the fortnightly service until the whole four vessels

are delivered and passed by the Government." Therefore, you assumed that the

" Leinster" was ready to go to sea ?—We did ; but in the same letter, to which

the Honourable Member for Bury has referred, we state that the " Leinster" was

ready, but the condition of the " Prince Albert's" acceptance was still re

asserted.

678. Mr. Peel.] The " Connaught" having been lost at that time ?—Yes, but

still the acceptance of the " Prince Albert" was reasserted. The 5th condition

is, that on the 2/5th of October the " Prince Albert" be accepted as one of the

ships to perform the monthly service."

679. At that time you had lost the " Connaught," had you not ?—Yes.

680. Therefore, you proposed that the " Prince Albert" should take the place

of the " Connaught," and that you should perform the service with the " Prince

Albert" and with the "Leinster"?—Whether taking her place or not, we always

felt that we should have to call upon the "Prince Albert" as one of the ships,

and still more so when the " Connaught" was lost; but we had hoped from the

assurance of the builders, which is mentioned in the next paragraph, that the

"Leinster" would have been ready in time to have taken her part of the monthly

service, giving us time to have had the other ship completed. The " Prince

Albert" was ready to go to sea at a moment's notice, and the " Leinster" might

have been ready if required to go to sea in a month or two months if it had been

a monthly service.

681. Mr. Walpole.~\ You see in the letter of the 6th of September, which is

three days afterwards, you appear to put that point with regard to the " Prince

Albert," a little differently: if you look at the ninth suggestion, which says, "The

company to have permission to use the ' Prince Albert,' or ' Parana,' for any

voyage, if by accident, over which the company have no control, one of their new

ships should be unable to go." You put it in that form on the 6th of September :

—Yes; because we did not of course anticipate the accident which happened.

682. I mean that on the 3d of September; you seem to make it a sine qua non,

that the " Prince Albert " should be accepted, and on the 6th of September you

do not put it so strongly as that, but vou merely say that she is to be a ship in

reserve ?—I do not desire to make any observation which might reflect upon the

builders or the company's surveyors at all, because they will be called before you ;

but throughout the whole of the period, we were under the impression, acting

upon the assurance of the builders, that the ships would be ready almost from

fortnight to fortnight, or at least in three weeks or a month, and our communi

cation made to the Postmaster General was based upon the distinct written

assurance of the builders ; but as the time elapsed from September to October,

and the ships were not delivered, we were compelled to press again upon ihe

Postmaster General the acceptance of the " Prince Albert" or some other mode

of getting out of the difficulty, as the difficulty was created not by ourselves, but

by the failure of the builders to deliver the ships according to their assurances.

683. Mr. Peel.'] Must not the effect of those statements have been, to a cer

tain extent, without any blame to the company, to mislead the Post Office?—I

quite admit that when we were stating that the " Leinsttr " was ready, and that

the arrangements would be made in a fortnight, it might have been misleading

them. I do not desire to separate the Post Office, or to make them responsible

for any assurance given to us, except that we desired to share the responsibility

of those assurances.

684. Chairman.] You were under the impression at that time, from the assur

ances which you received from the builders, that your ships would be ready, and

that the company would be in a position to carry out the service in March 1861 ?

—I had not the slightest doubt whatever about it, and the directors believed it also.

685. What was the reply that you received to that proposal of the 7th of No*

vember 1 860, to the Post Office ; did the Government accept the offer of a

0.83. I 4 monthly
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H. Vattanct, Esq. monthly service?—The first proposal on behalf of the company, for a monthly

•—• service was in the month of September 1 860.

8 July 1861. 686. Mr. Pec/.] To whom was that proposal made?—It was made to the Lords

of the Treasury. My first application was made to them, I think, and I think it

•was repeated on the 7th of November 1 860.

687. Mr. IValpole.] The application for the suspension was in November, and

the application for the monthly service was prior to that; was that so?—Yes;

the application for the monthly service was on the 25th of October.

688. Mr. Peel.~\ Does it appear from those papers whicli have been presented

to Parliament, that upon receiving that application of the company's to be allowed

to substitute a monthly service for a fortnightly service, the Treasury took the

opinion of the Postmaster General, as to whether that proposal of the company

should be accepted ?—I think it does.

689. Does it also appear that the Treasury proposed that, if it was accepted, it

should be accepted upon the condition that if the service did not recommence at

the time that the company proposed that it should recommence, that then powers

should be taken to terminate the contract?—Yes; the communication of the

Treasury to the Postmaster General was to that effect.

690. Upon the 25th of October, the company appear to have renewed their

offer about a monthly service, did they not?—They did.

691. What is the offer that they there make; what stipulation did they make

with regard to the recommencement of the service ?—The offer is contained in

letter No. 132, at page 57 ; that offer was made in consequence of a request by

the Postmaster General, conveyed to a deputation which waited upon his Lord

ship, that the company should state their views in writing with regard to the

service, and also with regard to their construction of the obligation of the com

pany to take the mails to Newfoundland. The • first condition was that the

company were willing to reduce the Newfoundland subsidy by the 4,5007. paid by

the Government, and to take the mails monthly after the end of the present

financial year, lor 8,500?. per annum. The second condition was to "deliver

telegraphic messages at St. John's by every steamer (that is fortnightly), agreeably

with the terms of the Imperial contract of the 2 1st April i 859 ;" that condition

•was waived. The third condition was, that " The company is not to be bound on

the homeward voyage to return to Halifax with telegraphic messages." The

fourth condition was, " The service under the Imperial contract to be allowed to

be a monthly service during the ensuing months of November, December,

January and February (the next departure to be on the 2Oth November), and the

fortnightly service to commence on the 12th March 1861." The fifth condition

was, " That the ' Prince Albert ' be accepted as one of the ships to perform the

monthly service, subject to a penalty of 500 /. for each voyage, and subject to any

penalties to be incurred under the terms of the contract." That was the condition

on the 25th of October.

692. The effect of that offer was to give to the company for a monthly service

between this country and Newfoundland, and America, 3,000 /. from the Imperial

Government in lieu of less than 400 /., which they had been receiving during the

year 1 859, and the early part of 1860?—No; during 1859, we nac^ Deen receiving

for all our Newfoundland voyages i,ooo/. per voyage.

693. You reserve your claim to the Newfoundland portion of the subsidy, do

you not?—The first condition, is that we shall receive 8,500 /. from the colony.

694. Therefore, the effect of this offer was, that the Home Government should

pay you for the monthly service 3,000 /. for the double voyage, in lieu of the

payment of less than 400 /., which they had been making during the year 1859,

and the early part of 1800, or the twelfih part of 4,5007. ?—I do not take that

view at all ; there are two contracts, the Newfoundland contract and the Imperial

contract. If we agreed to forego 4,500 /. per annum under the Newfoundland

contract, the colonial Government had nothing whatever to do with it ; it was a

concession made by us, as we conceived, to the Imperial Government ; and we

therefore claimed, if we delivered the mails at St. John's, to have the 8,500 /. per

annum, which was comributed by the colony ; and we claimed also 3,000 /. for

the round voyage under the Imperial contract.

695. During the year 1859 and the early part of 1860 had there not been a

monthly service between Galway, Newfoundland, Boston and New York?—No,

not for the Imperial purposes at all ; there was a colonial contract.

696. Had the Home Government no power to send the mails under the separate

Newfoundland
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Newfoundland contract ?—Decidedly, lo send the mails, but they had no control H- Vallanee, Esq.

over us, not the least ; we are perfectly independent of the Imperial Government

witli regard to this service. 8 Ju'y l8Gl-

697. Mr. Walpole.~\ You had no power of enforcing a Newfoundland contract

during the year 1860 ?— Certainly we had, as between ourselves and the New

foundland Government.

698. My question had reference to yourselves and the Imperial Government?

—No ; we were told by the Treasury, as appears in one of the letters in that

Parliamentary Paper, that our claim must be on the Newfoundland Government.

We applied to the Treasury for payment, and they referred us to the colony, and

said, " We have nothing whatever to do with you ;" nor had they.

699. Mr. Petl.} Are you not aware that the extension of the Newfoundland

coniract by the Newfoundland Government was conditional upon the consent of

the Home Government ?—No, and I am much obliged to the Honourable Member

for asking me that question. According to the information received by the company

it was not conditional ; the colony were willing to pay such a sum of money as would

ensure the service, provided the Imperial Government would contribute their part

to ensure such a service; but if the company chose to forego their claim upou the

Imperial Government for the performance of the service, the colony was not in

jured. The colony were very anxious to have the service, and upon that point I may

refer to the answer given by Lord Stanley before this Committee, in which he

reiterates that the condition was that the colony would contribute, provided the

Imperial Government sanctioned it ; and he argued that as the Imperial Govern

ment had not sanctioned the continuance of this colonial subsidy, therefore the

contract had fallen to the ground. His Lordship argued with u-, that we were

bound to take the whole of the Imperial and colonial mails for the Imperial sub

sidy; but I find that immediately after the date of the agreement, made by the com

pany on the 24th of January 1 861, the very first letter that Lord Stanley addressed

to the Treasury informs them that the company had entered into the contract;

and at page 82, letter 176, the Postmaster General, so far from conceding that

the colony were not intending to continue the subsidy of 8,500 /. per annum,

advises the Treasury to inform the colony of the arrangements made with the

company to deliver the mails monthly, and in the last paragraph occurs this most

important passage, which says: " Your Lordships will no doubt cause a separate

communication to be addressed to the Government of Newfoundland, respecting

the continuation to be made by that Government hereafter towards the amount of

the Imperial subsidy, as their payments direct to the company have ceased."

700. Mr. Peel.] But there is no mention there of any contract binding the

Newfoundland Government to make the payment? — No; but I/>rd Stanley in

all his communications with us has argued, and has stated that under our contract

it was an obligation imposed upon us to take mails, and the mother country took

credit for having conferred a benefit upon the colony, but depriving the company

of 8,500 /. per annum ; throughout all our negotiations we appealed to the fact

of the consent of the colony to continue to pay us the 8,500 /. Lord Stanley

said : " I insist upon my construction of the contract being that you must carry

the mails without any payment from the colony," and yet, four days after that

contract was signed, I find that the recommendation to the Government was,

that the Government should apply to the colony, upon the assumption that the

colony should still continue to make the payment of 8,500 /.

701. Mr. f'Talpole..] Mr. Hill made a proposal to you early in the autumn of

1860 ; that is to say, if the Imperial Government were no longer to continue to

pay4,50O/., under the colonial contract, they would be perfectly willing that

you should go on with the colonial contract, and receive 8,5oo/. from the colonial

Government, provided there was no charge to be made upon the Imperial

Government ?—Precisely. And those were the terms which we assented to.

702. That application was distinctly made to the company in the month of

October, but I do not think that any answer was given to it until late in the

month of November?—Lord Stanley stated that four letters had been written

without an affirmative reply ; but four letters had not been written without a

reply.

703. But there was not any letter, in reply, which referred to that 8,500 1. 1—

Precisely. We stated, in October, that the Company were willing to take 8,500 /.

per annum.

704. Mr. Peel.} But you acknowledged, did you not, that the agreement,

0.83. K between
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H. Fallout*, Esq. between the company and the colony, of October 1858, was a contract for one

— year only ?—Yes.

8 July 1861. 705. Did you also agree, or is it not according to your contract, that the Im

perial Government shall approve of it?—It is subject to the sanction of the Home

Government ; that is only, of course, with regard to the 4,500/. which the Govern

ment were to pay.

706. That was understood between the two parties to the contract ?—Yes.

707. And it was approved of?—Yes ; but I think that the condition had refer

ence to the most important fact of that contribution of 4,500 I. per annum ; the

colonial contract was made upon that condition, as appears in page 12 of Parlia

mentary Paper 230.

708. Did not the Colonial Office, on the 24th of December 1858, when a pro

posal was iiiade so early as that period that the contract should be extended,

instruct the Government of Newfoundland that it must be understood, that before

the question of any extension of the present contract can be entertained, it must

be subjected for the approval of Her Majesty's Government?—Yes.

709. When the proposition was made for extending the contract, did not the

Home Government object to a renewal of the contract for a time certain, and

state that it might continue provisionally until they issued fresh instructions upon

the subject ?—The communication which Mr. Laing made was, that, having

regard to the commencement of the Imperial service, both services would have

to be considered together, and therefore the service might be considered as pro

visional only until the Imperial contract commenced ; but, throughout the whole

of it, I say that the condition or reservation, on the part of the Imperial Govern

ment, referred exclusively to their contribution of 4,500 /. per annum ; and the

instant the company agreed to give up that, then I say the Colonial Govern

ment ought to have been left to the company, and not to the Government.

710. But they were not left to your company?—No; they were not left, by

Lord Stanley's construction of the contract.

711. Nor have the Government of Newfoundland ever acknowledged that there

has been a contract with the company since the commencement of 1859 ?—Yes,

pardon me ; the Legislature of Newfoundland have continued their contract for

four years more, making it a five years' contract.

712. What do you mean by the Legislature?—I mean the Legislative As

sembly of Newfoundland.

713. Which is only a part of the Legislature, I suppose?—It is the executive

part of it, I believe ; it is the only one which is referred to in the contract. The

iGth clause, at page 29, says: " In consideration of the said Atlantic Royal Mail

Steam Navigation Company (limited) having entered into this contract for one

year only, the said John Kent, as such Colonial Secretary, on behalf of the said

Government of Newfoundland, doth hereby agree and covenant with the said

company that the said Government shall use its best endeavours to obtain the

sanction of the Legislature of the said Colony of Newfoundland, and the Imperial

Government, to a continuance of the same said subsidy of the said sum of

13,000 L, payable " per annum.

714. But, in fact, neither the consent of the Legislature nor of the Imperial

Government has ever been obtained ?—I am told that the Legislature of New

foundland has voted for the continuance, and that the contract is, so far as the

colony is concerned, a contract for four years more, but subject of course to the

reservation of the consent of the Imperial Government.

715. Mr. Walpole.] The contract of 1858 with regard to the colonial mails to

Newfoundland was for one year certain, was it not?— Yes.

716. By the i6th provision in that contract, which is in page 29 of the Postal

communication correspondence, Parliamentary Paper 230, there was a power of

extending that contract for four years more with the sanction of the Colonial and

Imperial Governments?—Yes.

717. Unless that joint sanction was given there was no power, was there, on

the part of the company of enforcing the continuance of that contract beyond the

year 1859?— No.

718. On the 3ist of December 1859 the colonial contract therefore was ter

minated t—Yes ; I do not know at what date the Legislature of Newfoundland

extended it, but it was extended.

719. It was not extended with the consent of the Imperial Government, and

therefore the contract could not be extended so that the company could enforce it

under
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under clause 16, unless the Imperial Government had consented?—No ; I quite u. rattance, E«q.

admit that.

720. The Imperial Government had not consented to the extension on the 3ist 9 July 1861.

of December 1859?—They had not.

721. Consequently, in strict legal construction, the contract of 1858 had expired

by the 3ist of December 1859 ?—Yes.

722. From January 1860 down to the end of June 1860 provisional arrange

ments were made with your company, there being no new contract made and the

old contract not being extended, by means of which you carried the mails under

the old terms ; that is so, is it not?— Yes, with the consent of the Government.

723. From the month of July down to the end of the year, in point of fact,

you never did carry the mails ?—Certainly, we did carry the mails.

724. From the month of July?—Yes; every voyage we have gone we have

carried the mails to Newfoundland, except when we could not get in there.

725. But not under the colonial contract ?—That is a point in discussion ; w e

have said that we carry them under the colonial contract, claiming the 8,500 /. a

year, except when Lord Stanley imposes a fine upon us ; the fine imposed upon

us is the forfeiture of the colonial subsidy for one voyage, showing, in fact, a

recognition on the part of the Postmaster General that the colonial contract was

still in existence. We have actually departed with the mails under his Lordship's

sanction, and claimed 1,000 /. per voyage.

726. Will you look at the letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate on the 14th of

September 1860?—In September 1860 the thing had completely changed its

character.

727. In the month of July there was no dispute ?—No.

728. You were to receive 8,500 /.a year from the colony, and you were to

receive 4,500 I. a year, or at that rate, from the Imperial Government ?—Yes.

729. There was no dispute about it then?—No.

730. But there was a dispute whether, under even the new contract of 1859,

you were still to take those mails, receiving 4,500 I. from the Imperial Govern

ment ?—Yes.

731. On the 14th of September 1860, Mr. Hill, on the part of the Post Office,

•writes to Mr. Boate, the secretary of the company, a letter, in which he makes a

distinct proposal as to the Newfoundland mail ; that it should be carried out, the

two contracts being merged into each other, and the colony were still to pav

8,500 /. ; is not that so ?—Yes.

732. Then, at that time, the Post Office were perfectly willing to concede to

you the thing which you are now contending for, namely, that 8,500 /. should be

paid to you still by the colony, and then the two services were to merge the one

into the other?—Yes.

733. But you never accepted that proposition ?—Afterwards we had a depu

tation who waited upon. Lord Stanley, and, subsequently, we sent a letter

to Lord Stanley, which was the end of the negotiation, upon the 25th cf October,

in which we do assent to that view.

734. But your immediate response to that is, that the directors or the chairman

of the company, I forget which, are out of town, and, therefore, until you can

see them, you cannot give an answer to that proposal ?—Precisely ; at that

period of the year, we had only five or six of our directors living in Ireland, and

it was impossible to summon a board of directors to discuss that proposal.

735. So that that proposal, which was made to you on the 14th of September

1860, and which is all that you are contending for now, might have been granted

and secured to the company in that agreement if they had chosen to accept it; is

not that so ?—No ; with great deference to the Right Honourable Member, it is

not so, because we did try to accept it.

736. Supposing you had closed with the offer then, or within a fortnight from

that time, that would have been all that you are contending for ?— If we had

closed, it would have been an acceptance.

737. Then you would have had all the benefit of the contract?—It would be

so no doubt, but I must refer to various letters and correspondence which took

place between the company and the Government to show some reason why it was

not accepted ; the company have argued and have put that point as our strongest

point to Lord Stanley, that he was good enough to consider at one time that

the company would have been entitled to the colonial subsidy of 8,500/. a year,

and then in the letter which we find at page 61, number 136, on the 1st of No

0.83. K 2 vember
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H. VaUance, Esq. vember 1860, he communicates to the Treasury that he had made that offer;

Lord Stanley communicates that to the Treasury, and then follows this : " As

8 Julj 1861. stated in the first paragraph of this letter, the directors of the company have

indeed been asked whether if I consented to waive my legal claim in this respect"

(that is, as to the construction of the contract), " they would agree to convey a

mail to Newfoundland by every packet for a colonial payment of 8,500 /. a year,

but this inquiry not having received an affirmative reply, falls to the ground."

We only, on that point, asked Lord Stanley to abide by the offer which he had

made.

738. Mr. Peel.'] You coupled his acceptance of the proposals made in your

letter with a condition that he should take the " Prince Albert " also, did you

not ?—Yes.

739. Which his Lordship had always rejected?—Yes, but Lord Stanley might

have refused the " Prince Albert," and said, I will still continue the 8,500^. ; and

the Committee will see that the next letter upon the subject of the claim upon the

colony is on the 20th of November 1860, letter 145, in which the Postmaster

General states that, agreeably with the communication made in his letter of the

1st of November, he then states definitely, for the first time, his construction of

the contract ; and the secretary states : " I am now directed by Lord Stanley, of

Alderley, to request that you will state to the directors of the company that he

cannot concur in the construction which they seek to put upon the clauses of the

contract of April 1859, which refer to the packets touching at Newfoundland."

It will be seen, therefore, that from the 1st of November until the 20lh of

November, Lord Stanley took time to consider the views of the company with

regard to the construction, and conveyed in his letter an intimation that he would

•write to the company a further note, and the letter which the company took as

the conclusive reply of Lord Stanley was on the 2Oth of November 1 860.

740. Mr. Walpole.] The two contracts were entirely distinct, were they not?—

Yes, they were entirely distinct.

741. From the 14th of September till November, if you had chosen to accept

that offer made by Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate, could you not have continued the

second contract of 1 8.59 as a contract by itself, and continued the colonial contract

also, if you were willing to receive for that contract 8,500 /. a year from the

colony ?—Yes.

742. Mr. Peel.'] The receipt of 8,500 1. from the colony is one question, and

the construction of the Imperial contract is another, is it not ?—Entirely.

743. At one time the Postmaster General was willing, was he not, that the

company should receive the 8,500 I. a year from the colony if the colony were

willing to pay it?—No, there was no such condition made.

744. I believe it was not in the power of the Postmaster General to force the

colony to make a payment which they did not choose to make?—He was willing

that the company should have its claim, and we personally requested Lord Stanley

that he would not interfere with the colonial payment ; that is all we asked of

him.

745. But the construction by the Post Office of the Imperial contract never

varied, did it?—No, not so far as we learned; his Lordship always considered

that we were bound to take the mails to Newfoundland.

746. You quoted a letter from the Post Office, of the 2oth of November, which

you stated you regarded as a definitive communication from that office, with refer

ence to the meaning of the Imperial contract; that communication was precisely

identical, was it not, M'ith a similar communication from the Post Office of the

22d of June ?—Yes. I stated that it was definitive ; it was in confirmation of Lord

Stanley's previous views, no doubt.

747. Are you aware that a resolution of the Legislature of Newfoundland, which

was passed on the subject of the renewal of the contract, was to this effect, that

they would " continue paying the Galway Company for four years longer 8,5oo/.

annually, provided Her Majesty's Government agreed to continue their propor

tion of the subsidy for the same period, namely, 4,500 Z." ?—I am not aware of

that. I have no knowledge whatever of the subject. The Speaker of the House

of Assembly of Newfoundland is in this country. I propose, with the permission

of the Committee, to offer him as a witness; he will be able to tell us what took

place.

748. You have given us the opinion of the Legislative Assembly of Newfound

land upon this subject ; now, I will read you the opinion of the government of

Newfoundland
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Newfoundland, expressed on the loth of August 1860, in a communication to jj. VaUance, Esq.

the Colonial Office : " I beg leave to call the attention of the Postmaster General

to the fact that the contract between the Galway Company and the Newfoundland 8 July 1861.

government ceased on the 3ist of December last ; that there is no such contract

now in existence, and that I was more than once informed that no new arrange

ment could be made with the Galway Company without the consent of Her

Majesty's Government"?—I cannot dispute that. 1 only know the fact that the

Legislative Assembly of Newfoundland have continued it, and that there are

petitions, which 1 have in my hands, from both branches of the Legislature, which

have been forwarded to me, praying the continuance of the communication with

St. John's and the restoration of the subsidy ; but I hope the Committee will

understand that our simple and narrow ground of complaint is, that when once

Lord Stanley had suggested to us to consider whether we would take mails to

St. John's fortnightly under the Imperial contract, the company would do so,

agreeing to that construction of the contract, provided the colony continued that

payment of 8,500 /. a year.

749. Chairman.'] What were your reasons for not accepting the offer which

was made to you on the part of the Post Office on the 14th of September 1860?

—The cause of the delay arose from the fact that, on the 14th of September

1860, when the Postmaster General's proposition was received, the directors and

myself were absent, as Mr. Boate mentioned in his letter on the 2yth, and

ultimately a request was made, on the 4th of October, to Lord Stanley, or

rather to the Secretary of the Post Office, stating the directors of this company

having " fully considered the correspondence which has passed between this

company and the- Post Office Department, as well as that with the Treasury, in

reference to the existing postal contracts and the various points involved in such

correspondence ; and as the present Board of Directors has only recently been

appointed, they have deemed it necessary to make a personal examination of the

ships already built for the company, and those still in process oi completion, with

a view of making themselves acquainted with the exact position of affairs ;" and

then we ask for a personal interview witli the Postmaster General. Then some

time is occupied before a deputation could get before Lord Stanley; it does get

before him, and, ultimately, on the 2,<5th of October, letter 132 was written.

750. When that deputation went before Lord Stanley, it was a request, on his

part, that any observation which you had to make upon that subject should be

put in writing ?—Yes.

751. Therefore, this letter of the 25th of October is the result of the interview

which the directors had with the Postmaster General at the Post Office ?—Yes ;

I should state that at that interview they urged upon Lord Stanley not only their

views as to the construction, but also the claim for the 8.50O/. payable by the

colony; and they also claimed to have the " Prince Albert " accepted as a tem

porary ship.

752. Then this letter of the 25th of October may be considered as virtually a

reply to the letter of the 15th of September?—Yes; and at the interview 1 do

not think Lord Stanley was indisposed to acquiesce in the view of the company

that they should receive the 8,500 /. ; the difficulty then was our calling at

St. John's on every voyage, and Lord Stanley spoke to me during the interview,

and said, " What is the objection ; you have proposed to go there monthly with

the telegraphic messages, why not deliver the mails fortnightly, and take the

8,500/. per annum. It was conceded in fact at that interview, that if the colony

were willing to pay we were to have the payment, and go there fortnightly with

each mail, and Lord Stanley assented to the view of the company, that we should

still retain the colonial subsidy of 8,500 /. Until the 25th of October, therefore,

there was no withdrawal on behalf of the Postmaster General of the proposition

which he suggested, that we should still continue to receive the 8,500 /. per annum.

753. Mr. Walpole.} Did you accept that offer at all ?—I cannot say that we

accepted it in its integrity ; but 1 must claim the indulgence of the Committee to

look at the letter of the 2.5th, which contains the terms on which we proposed to

continue the service ; those terms being the result of the interview which we had

with Lord Stanley, the terms being stated in writing at his request as the terms

on which we would continue :t.

754. Chainnan.~\ Under those three first stipulations you agreed to accept

8,500 /., and the two last stipulations have reference to the substitution of the

monthly service for the fortnightly service ?—Yes ; that we should have the

subsidy from the colony, and that the »' Prince Albert" should be accepted.

0.83. K 3 755. Mr.
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H. Vallance, Esq. 755. Mr. Walpole.~] You proposed other terms than those in your colonial

•— contract, which you knew were controverted r— Yes, we did propose other terms

8 July 1861. which we conceived we had a right to suggest ; it was not simply a question of the

acceptance of the terms, as the directors felt they were not justified in giving

that acceptance.

756. ChairmanJ] Was not there another question in dispute between you and

the Post Office at the time of that interview, namely, that the service should be

come a monthly service ; therefore, there were two questions at issue at that

moment between you and the Post Office, the one being the acceptance of the

8,500 I. from the Colonial Government, and the other being the alteration of the

service into a monthly service, both of which matters were embraced in those five

proposals r—They were.

7,57. Mr. Peel.] But no objection was made by the Treasury or the Post Office

to the arrangement of a monthly service?—No, only as regards the ship.

758. You, on the 1 6th of September, stipulated for permission to use the

"Prince Albert;" you had been told on the 1 4 ih of September that, under no

circumstances, could the Postmaster General agree to that condition; and on the

25th of October, you made it a condition of your acceptance of the arrangement

that the "Prince Albert'' should be employed as one of the ships ?—Yes, sub

ject to the penalty of 500 /. per voyage, and subject to all the penalties incurred

under the contract.

759. Chairman.'] Did you on the former occasion offer the " Prince Albert,"

subject to a penalty of 500 /. for each voyage, besides the penalties which might

be incurred under the terms of the contract?—I think, on the former occasion, it

was put that the " Prince Albert" or the "Parana" should be substituted for

any voyage if any accident occurred, or if the new ship should not be ready ; it

was not an absolute condition.

760. On the 3d of September, did you not offer merely that the " Prince

Albert" should be accepted as a temporary ship?—That is all.

76). Finding that that was rejected, you, on the 2.5th of October, offered the

"Prince Albert," subject to the penalty of 500 /. for each voyage, and any

penalties which might be incurred under the contract ?—Yes.

762. Therefore, that altered the terms on which you offered the " Prince

Albert " ?—Yes.

763. Mr. Peel.~] On the other hand, on the 6th of September, your proposal

was, that the " Prince Albert" should be allowed to be used as a ship in reserve

in case of accident, whereas you ask on the 25th of October that she might be

accepted to perform the regular service ?—Only for the monthly service; she

would not have made above two voyages at the utmost.

764. You only contemplated a monthly service upon the 6th of September?—

No; but we anticipated having our new ships. At the utmost extent the con

cession which we asked on the 25th of October, so far as regards the " Prince

Albert," was that she should go two, or on the outside, three voyages. But then,

of course, the company had been informed during that period of the loss of the

"Connaught."

765. Not at the time when you wrote your letter of the 25th of October?—

Yes ; we had had an intimation of the loss of the "Connaught." The next para

graph says : " The unfoi tunate loss of the " Connaught," the news of which reached

London only on .Saturday last, the 20th instant, has deprived the company of one

of their new bhips. The directors trust, that this loss having arisen from circum

stances over which they had no control, may entitle them to his Lordship's con

sideration, and that some indulgence may be extended to the company."

766. Knowing that the " Connaught " had been lost, that you had no other

ship of your own, and that the " Prince Albert" could not be accepted by the

Postmaster General, what was the next proposal which you made ?—To suspend

the contract altogether.

767. On what date was that proposal?—The 7th of November 1860, -it

page 63.

768. What were the terms of that proposal ?—A letter, 140, from the secretary

of the company to the Post Office, acknowledging the letter of the 1st instant,

in which Lord Stanley refused the " Prince Albert/' absolutely, and stated for the

first time definitively the confirmation of his views with regard to the construction

of the contract and the obligation of the company to carry the mails ; and then the

company's letter says : " That in consequence of the intimation contained in the

above letter, that the ' Prince Albert ' cannot be again accepted for the mail

services,
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services, a decision which the directors were not prepared to receive after the ff VaSance, Esq.

Admiralty survey which she recently passed, they have used every possible exer-

tion to provide, either by purchase or charter, a ship to replace this vessel, in 8 July 1861.

order to propose a monthly service with the ' Leinster,' and another ship." Then

the directors call attention to the accompanying reports from their general

manager and broker, showing their inability to provide any ship whatever ; and

then, after stating that the rejection of the " Prince Albert " had created an addi

tional difficulty, they " submit for liis Lordship's consideration, that the con

tract be suspended until March i 86 1, by which period the directors will have their

three new ships fully equipped for the fortnightly service." Upon the "th of

November, for the first time, we applied for an absolute suspension. On this

branch of the subject perhaps the Committee will allow me to state that I have

two reports, one from the manager of the company, and the other from the ship-

broker, which state in detail what I may state generally, that there are no ships to be

had in this country capable of performing the service within the time required by the

Postmaster General ; the required paddle steamers of a given power and tonnage

to go at a given speed. The only steamers that can do that are, first, Cunard's, and

he has not one to spare ; and if he had one to spare, probably we should not have

the advantage of it. The other paddle steamers are the Royal Mail steamers,

which steamers we have chartered from time to time, and tendered for accept

ance ; the Peninsular and Oriental Company's steamers are not sufficiently large,

and therefore I may state confidently, that there are no steamers to be had in this

country whatever which can fully and effectually carry out this service within the

strict terms of the contract, except the steamers which we are building.

769. Before you made that proposal of the 7th of November with regard to

the monthly service, you had been informed by the Postmaster General, that if

he consented to your applications for indulgence, it must be upon the clear under

standing that at the period named by yourselves fur the renewal of the contract,

the contract should be terminated if the company were not then ready to fulfil

those conditions ?—Yes; we liad.

770. Mr. Ker Seymer.'] After the words, " March 1860," you say, " by -which •

period the directors will have their three new ships fully equipped for the fort

nightly service ; " were those the " Hibernia," the "Columbia," and the " Anglia " ?

—Yes ; they were.

771. You had received such intimations from the builders, that you might

fairly state that they would be ready at that time?—Positively.

772. Can you state why they were not ready ?—As I said before, the Com

mittee will take the opinion of the builders and surveyors ; they were only not

ready because they were not, complete ; they were not in a fit state.

773. Do you wish that we should have the evidence of the builders themselves ?

—Yes, and of the surveyors, who will speak of the state of the ships.

774. What surveyors do you mean ?—The surveyors who surveyed the ships

from time to time on behalf of the company, and on behalf of the. Government also.

I may state generally that we did not get them, because the ships were not ready;

the builders had not completed the ships.

775. Mr. Pee/.] As you had been disappointed in your previous statement

with regard to those ships, why should you have gone on repeating the same

statement?—Because of the anxiety which the directors had to complete the con

tract, and the distinct reassurance that they had from the builders, both verbally

and in writing, that the ships would be ready ; and I am sure the directors enter

tained the most sincere and conscientious belief that we should be ready by March

1860, until so late a period pending those negotiations, that the company saw their

inability to fulfil them, and, as it will be seen by the subsequent correspondence,

we asked for a suspension till the 1st of June 1860. The negotiations had con

tinued so long, that the company began to foresee that there was a danger of not

having their ships, and also a danger of Lord Stanley refusing any substituted

ship, and the company then asked for the 1st of June; that day was named for

the delivery of the first ship. The ships were not there, and that is all the answer

that I can give, the ships were not ready.

776. Chairman.] On the 7th of November, as you state, you applied for a

suspension of the contract, and on the 20th of November you received a letter

from the Secretary to the Post Office, No. 144, page 66, stating that the conces

sion for the suspension of the mail service to the 12th of March 1861 should be

granted upon two conditions, one that the company should execute an agreement

0.83. K 4 to
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H. Vallance, Esq. to this effect, that the construction of the Post Office with regard to the convey-

ance of the mails to and from Newfoundland should be accepted by the company;

8 July 1861. was not that one?—Yes, it is so.

777. And the other was, that in case the company did not fulfil all the condi

tions of the contract, it should become de facto null and void without any claim

for damages?—Yes.

778. Mr. Peel.] Those being in effect the same conditions which had been

stipulated for before by the Postmaster General on the 1st of November, in accept

ing the proposition about the monthly service ?—Not in those terms ; in effect they

were the same.

779. It appears to have been his view that those were conditions which he was

bound to stipulate on the part of the public at the time that he was asked to make

large concessions to the company?—He so stated in this letter.

780. Mr. WalpoleJ] It was not unreasonable, was it, that he should have so

stipulated on behalf of the community ?—No.

781. Chairman.] On the former occasion the 8,500/. was contemplated ; but

it was not contemplated on the present occasion ?—We have always contemplated

it; but the letters, both of the 1st of November and of the 20th of November,

leave out the 8,500 /. The letter of the ist of November does not quite convey

to the company the fact that Lord Stanley contemplates depriving us of the

8,500 /. ; but his letter to the Treasury, of that date, does so distinctly ; Lord

Stanley's letter to the Treasury, of that date, says, that as the Company have

not accepted it, the proposal falls to the ground.

782. Mr. Walpole.~\ The letter of the 20th of November, was simply dealing with

the contract of 1859 ?—Yes.

783. But the letter to the company, of the 1st of November, does not convey,

in the same terms as it does to the Treasury, that Lord Stanley intends to de

prive the company of 8,500/. a year?—Certainly not.

784. Because he was dealing in that letter with the contract of 1859?—Yes;

what I mean to convey is, that at the time when we wrote that letter, we were not

« distinctly aware, nor were we, until the letter of the 20th of November aware that

Lord Stanley required us to deliver the mails, foregoing the Newfoundland

subsidy. The last paragraph of that letter, at page 66, calls our attention to it

by putting " including the conveyance without any additional payment."

785. Cliairman.~\ In the letter which you received upon the same day, the 20th

of November 1860, the Postmaster General informed you, that in his opinion

" the contract required the company to land and embark mails at Newfoundland,

as part of the service paid for by the subsidy of 3,ooo/. per voyage ?—Tnat was

a reply to the argumentative letter, which we had forwarded to him some time

previously ; and as to which he stated, in the letter of the ist November, that he

would consider and write upen it at a future period. The letter begins by saying :

"With reference to my letter of the ist instant," stating that he would cause a

further communication to be addressed to us; so that up to that period we were

in hopes that the arguments which we had submitted to Lord Stanley would con

vince him that, at all events, if the company did carry mails to Newfoundland,

we should not be deprived of the colonial subsidy. Lord Stanley might have

adhered to his construction of the contract, but we separated that question from

the fact of the colonial subsidy being paid to us, supposing we assented to his

view of the contract ; we had always kept the two subjects distinct.

786. On the 2 ist he forwarded in draft a new agreement for the acceptance of

the company, did he not ?—Yes, he did.

787. On the 2oth of November did the company communicate with the Post

Office upon the subjects which had been previously in dispute ?—Yes, and we

again refer to the fact in that letter of the 2gth of November 1860, that the Direc

tors conclude that this was intended, ihat is to say, the 8.50O/. per annum, pay

able by the colony, will continue to be paid to the company in addition to the

Imperial subsidy.

788. Upon that condition they agreed to accept the new arrangement with

regard to the delivery of the mails at Newfoundland?—Yes, but Lord Stanley

does not adopt that view.

789. Mr. Walpole.'] Lord Stanley had nothing whatever to do with the 8,500 1.

payable from Newfoundland, had he ; was not that an arrangement which could

only be entered into between the Treasury, the colony, and the company ?—

Yes.

790. The
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790. The agreement which the Postmaster General did enter into with you H. Vallance,

was an agreement solely relating to the postal service between this country and

America, touching at Newfoundland. He could not enter into any contract with 8 Ju'y

you as to whether the colony were to pay you 8,500 /. ?—Just so, hut Lord Stan

ley's condition to us was that we should agree to take the mails there without any

additional payment whatever, and that, in fact, in effect deprived us of 8,5oo/.

791. Did that mean without any payment on the part of the Imperial Govern

ment, or without any payment on the part of the Imperial and Colonial Govern

ments?— Both, I am confident.

792. Chairman.] Was it not contemplated that this 8,500?. should be paid

into the Imperial Treasury to recoup the Imperial Treasury ?—Lord Stanley's

letter, dated the 28th of January 1861, four days after we had signed that con

tract, specially calls the attention of the Treasury to the fact, and recommends

them to write a separate letter and ask the Colonial Government to pay them the

8,500 /.

793. Mr. Peel.] Had you not informed the Postmaster General that you took

the same view that a Member of the Committee has taken, that you consider it

a question with which the Postmaster General had no concern ; and did you not

state in your letter, No. 1 55, " In acceding to the terms imposed by the Post

master General, the directors consider they are not precluding themselves from

making a representation to the Treasury with reference to the amount agreed

to be contributed by the Colony of Newfoundland, but they will not trouble

the Postmaster General on this point " • —Yes, we took this point ; I hope I may

make this intelligible, as the views of the company, to the Committee. When

Lord Stanley insisted upon our signing the contract, and threatened to declare the

contract void, unless that contract was signed, the directors passed a resolution of

their Board, stating that they felt constrained to sign it, rather than involve

the interests of the shareholders by refusing to sign it, and thereby having

the. contract declared void ; they had failed to impress Lord Stanley with their

construction of the contract, and they had failed to impress upon Lord Stanley

the importance of looking to the intention of the parties ; they naturally conceived,

as they do now, that the Treasury would not do them so great an injustice as to

deprive them of the 8,500 I. per annum, if that 8..5OO/. per annum were paid by

the colony, after the letter of the Treasury, in which the Treasury, on the 2Qth of

August 1 860, distinctly states that it shalj be paid to the Company by the colony, in

addition to the 78,000 I. per annum. Throughout the whole correspondence with

the Postmaster General, though the company urged upon his Lordship to look at

the intention of the parties, he never once refers to it, but repeatedly says, " I take

the contract as I find it ; I have nothing whatever to do with the intention of the

parties." But the effect of his action with the company was to compel the com

pany to sign the agreement to deliver the colonial mails to the Colony of Newfound

land every fortnight, without any payment whatever. The contract does include the

delivery of the mails at St. John's, and thereby, in effect, it deprives the company

of all claim upon the colony ; because that would be the effect if the contract

was sent to the colony as it. is intended to be sent by Lord Stanley ; for, on the

28th of January, he says to the Treasury, in Letter No. 176, at page 82, " With'

reference to the correspondence that has taken place on the subject of the inability

of the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company to perform the mail service

stipulated for in their contract, I beg to inform your Lordships that the agreement

which! required the Company to enter into as the sole, condition upon which I would

relieve them from the penalties already incurred, and would consent to a temporary

suspension of the service, was executed on the 241)1 instant. I transmit herewith

some copies of the agreement, one of which, I think, should be forwarded at once

to the Governor ofNewfoundland through the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

It will be necessary to direct the attention of his Excellency " (that is the Governor

of Newfoundland) " to the clause in this agreement, which clears up all doubt,

if any existed, respecting the obligation of the company to convey mails to and

from St. John's by every packet, as a part of the service undertaken for the Im

perial subsidy of 3,000 /. per double voyage, lie should also be informed that

it has been distinctly intimated to the company, that by their omission to

provide, since June last, vessels for the conveyance of mails to and from New

foundland under the Colonial contract, the separate service has ceased," and that

they have forfeited any claim of that kind. And the last paragraph is, " Your

Lordships will no doubt cause a separate communication to -be addressed to the

0.83. L Government
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T. Vallance, Esq. Government of Newfoundland respecting the contribution to be made by that

Government hereafter towards the amount of the Imperial subsidy, as their pay-

8 July 1861. ments direct to the company have ceased," So that the effect of that is, to tell

the colony that they will get their mails delivered by the Atlantic Company with

out any contribution, but that their contribution, in future, must be made to the

Government, towards the 78,000 /. a year. So that Lord Stanley was, in fact, not

only giving us his view of the construction of the contract, but depriving us of

the payment which we might have had from the colony, and seeking to have it

for the Government.

794. Mr. Walpole.~\ How does it rest in point of fact now as between you and

the Treasury, or between you and the colony ?—Between ourselves and the colony

we have not made any communication, but as between us and the Treasury, I

attended one afternoon and submitted it to the Honourable Member for Bury,

asking permission to attend him on the subject to represent the state of the case to

the Government, ;ind he was good enough (o say that he would see me at any time

that it was convenient to myself or the directors to attend, but we have never

made any formal application to the Government since. I had, in fact, an inter

view with the Right Honourable Member, and stated the views of the company,

and that we contemplated making a further application to the Government.

79 [j. Supposing you had gone on with your contract on the 26th of March,

until which day it was suspended, and continued to leave the mails at St. John's,

Newfoundland, do you consider that, under the agreement, you would have had

no claim upon the colony for the 8,5OO/. a year ?—We should have had none upon

the colony, but we should have had, in point of equity, a very strong claim upon

the Treasury.

796. You did not intend by that agreement to forego your claim to the 8,5oo/.

a \ear which would be contributed by the. colony for the mail service to New

foundland, but you admitted by the agreement that you have given up the claim

upon the Imperial Treasury for the 4,500 /. a year which they contributed ; is that

the state of the case ?—Precisely.

797. But nothing definitive was settled upon that point ?—No.

798. Must we not treat that agreement here simply as an agreement between

you and the Post Office, amounting to this and no more, that when you are to

have no payment over and above that 78,000 /. a year, it means under that parti

cular agreement from the Imperial Treasury irrespective of what you might get

from the colony ?—Clearly so; I think we have bound ourselves to deliver the

mails fortnightly at Newfoundland, and we ask from the Home Government no

further payment than the 78,000^.

799. But you are not precluded from asking the Treasury for the 8.5OO/. from

the colony ?—No ; I think that our claim for the payment of that sum is strength

ened by this letter, by which I see that Lord Stanley suggested to the Treasury

that they should ask for that payment on account of their payment of the

78,000 /.

800. Does that circumstance in any way operate either on this side or on the

other side for the revocation or continuance of the contract, so as to have any

bearing whatever upon the question ?—I have no doubt whatever, as that letter

has gone out, that we should have great difficulty with the colony unless we had

the cc-operation of the Treasury.

801. Yon do not quite follow me ; what I meant was, that the contract having

been terminated on the part of the Post Office, has the circumstance of its being

left uncertain, whether the 8,500/. was still to be paid to you or not, had any

bearing, or has it any bearing, upon the termination of the contract on the part

of the Post Office?— It has had an effect upon the minds of our directors.

Sn-2. It, no doubt, has had a very material effect ; but has it had any effect

with icgard to the question which the Committee are investigating here, namely,

the termination of the contract by the Postmaster General r—I think so.

803. Would you be kind enough to show the Committee in what way?—It was

a step of very great hardship towards the company, placing them in the difficulty

which they were in first with the Treasury, even if the Treasury should be dis

posed to give the 8,500^ a year, and creating a great difficulty in addition to that,

as it placed our colonial service under the terms of the Imperial contract.

804. Mr. Peel.] At your interview with me, when you stated that you were

intending to represent, on the part of the company, the grounds on which you

consider that any contribution made by the colony should be paid to yourselves

rather than to the Government, did 1 not inform you that at any time you chose

to
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to call and make that representation, I should be willing to go into the ques- H. VaRaaux, E*q.

tion?—You did, in the most cordial and courteous manner possible.

805. Mr. Walpole.~\ When was that? —It must have been in the month of 8 July 1861.

February last.

806. That was before the termination of the contract, was it not ?—Yes, after

the signature of the agreement, and before the termination of the contract.

807. Am 1 not right in saying that that one circumstance has no bearing upon

the matter which the Committee are inquiring into now, namely, the termination

of the contract on the part of the Postmaster General ?— It has this bearing, that

it is made a condition at variance with the views of the company ; oecause if we

had kept the colonial and Imperial contracts separately, we should never have

been compelled to sign that contract on the 24th of January.

808. As I understand you, the Honourable Member for Bury told you that

the whole question of the 8,500 /. was to be left open :—No; we had no inti

mation from ihe Treasury that it was to be left open ; on the contrary, when the

Honourable Member was good enough to say that he would hear any repre

sentation that I had to make, and when I found that Lord Stanley had sent out

that contract, by which they were to get the mails fortnightly, and that the

Postmaster General had expressed a strong view that the obligation of the

contract compelled the company to take the mails, I had to appeal to the Treasury

to vary the terms of the two contracts. It was a matter of great difficulty, but I

did not apprehend, ultimately, any difficulty with the Treasury, because originally

the whole affair rested with the Treasury ; but it has placed the company in very

great difficulty.

809. It is not one of the circumstances which disabled you from fulfilling the

contract ?—No ; clearly not.

810. Chairman.'} You confine yourself, in that answer, strictly to the question,

of the 8,500 /. per annum ?—Entirely ; not at all to the question of the general

communications, the correspondence, the negociations and the grounds for com

plaint we had against the Post Office.

811. Sir John Trollops.] It might be a ground for your terminating the con

tract, but not on the part of the Government, inasmuch as the 8,500 I. paid from

the colony to the Imperial Government would be to the advantage of the

Treasury ?—Entirely.

812. Therefore, it would not be for you to render the contract null and void,

because that subsidy was to be paid to the Treasury instead of to the company <

—No ; but it deprives us, of course, of an important element in getting our new

capital.

813. Still you did sign an agreement with the Post Office, knowing that the

money would be stopped from you ?—Precisely ; but feeling confident that the

justice of the Treasury would give us the 8.500/. if they ever got it from the

colony. I was not aware that they had applied for it, until I saw it in the

correspondence.

814. That question still remains open between yourselves and the Treasury,

does it not, rather than between you and the colony ~— Yes, it does.

815. Chairman.] What was the date of your next application to extend the

suspension of the service from March to June?—The fiist suggestion was made

in the letter of the 12th of December, page 71, No. 155 ; that letter acknowledged

the agreement, as also the letter of the Postmaster General, sent to them on

the 30" of December, and stated, "The very serious effect of those conditions

has naturally called for mature consideration," on the part of the company,

and that they had determined in deference to his Lordship's views to assent to

them. Then they finally suggest at page 72, in the 1410 paragraph, " Still with

a view of defining a time for the complete commencement of the service, the

directors would name the 1st June next, as the time at which the condition should

take effect, if by that time the company are not prepared to commence tne service

fully, but "iving the company permission to commence it earlier."

8"i6. Did you receive a reply from the Post Office?—Yes; on the 171)1 of

December the secretary received letter No. 160, on page 73, in which the Secretary

of Post Office states to the company that he is directed by th j Postmaster General

to inform the company, "That he sees no reasons for granting this further indul

gence and extending the period for the suspension of the mail service beyond

March next."

817. On the iQth of December, the company ask, do they not, for a reconsidera

0.83. i 2 tion
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. Fallance, Esq. tion of the subject?—Yes; and they appeal on the ground of the hardship of any

measure which will tend to render this contract null and void under the special

8 July 1861. circumstances which surround the case."

818. Is it not true that the company again pressed that the " Prince Albert "

should be allowed, and stated that if it was necessary that the service should be

recommenced on the 12th of March, they would be prepared to do so, provided

that the " Prince Albert" should be allowed to be substituted up to the 1st of

June ?—Yes ; they say, " It is of the utmost importance to bear in mind that their

are no vessels in this country which can be purchased to supply the place of the

" Connaught," but if his Lordship, the Postmaster General, is anxious to have the

service recommenced on the 12th of March, the directors will at once enter into

an engagement to recommence it on that day, if his Lordship will allow the " Prince

Albert " to be substituted for the "Connaught," up to the 1st of June next."

819. Then, on the 26th of December, the Postmaster General refuses to give

the extension to the 1st of June, and he also refuses to accept the "Prince

Albert " from March to June ?—He does.

820. Mr. Pee/.] But he postpones the service a fortnight, does he not ?—Yes,

until the last day in March, and in the same letter he assents to some suggestions

made for the alteration of the draft contract. In Lord Stanley's evidence, he

stated that the draft contract had been forwarded to the company on the 1 7th of

December, but the Committee will see by the letter dated the 3d of January

1861, from the Post Office, letter 166, at page 76, that the draft of the amended

agreement was not sent to them until the 3d of January.

821. I observe that on the s6th of December the Postmaster General again,

warned the company very distinctly, " That in the event of the company not being

prepared to recommence the service on the appointed day, and thenceforward to

perform the conditions of the contract strictly according to their fair intent and

meaning, his Lordship will at once exercise his power of terminating the con

tract?"—Yes; there is no doubt that during the whole of that period the com

pany were fully aware of Lord Stanley's intention to do it, and upon that ground

they thought it a very severe measure, and they signed the contract against their

own conviction of its justice, but to prevent the threat being carried out of

breaking the contract.

822. On the 7th of November, the company had first made this proposal for

the suspension of the contract, and had expressed, had they not, their full confi

dence that by the period named, namely, the 1st of March, they would be in a

position to carry out the service to the entire satisfaction of his Lordship ?—I

think they did, and they fully believed that it would be so. Then, when the draft

agreement came in December, it contained clauses which they could not assent

to, and they sent back the agreement to the Post Office, calling Lord Stanley's

attention to two very onerous clauses, which were never inserted in contracts

before; and the amended agreement was sent them on the 3d of January, and

signed ultimately on the 24th. But in each letter there was some variation, or

some suggestion of variation as to the terms.

823. All this was while the contract was suspended, was it not?—Yes.

824. No ship had sailed since when?—Since the 23'J of October; then on

the l6th of January 1861, the company again made an appeal to Lord Stanley

under a letter dated that day ; letter 1 71, at page 79.

825. You have complained, have you not, of this power of terminating the

contract, as placing you at the mercy of your shipbuilders?—Yes, it placed us

altogether in the power of our shipbuilders. At that time we had arrangements with

the shipbuilders to deliver the ships by a definite period ; as the Committee

know, in the construction of large steamers of this character there are always

additions and extras, and I advised the Board if they signed this contract, when

they called upon the builders for the delivery of the ships, the builders would

only deliver them on the settlement of the accounts and payment of the balance,

and we might be in a position to have to pay a large disputed amount, and forego

the penalties, which otherwise we should not be compelled to pay had we ample

time given us to settle the matters between ourselves and the builders.

826. Chairman.] Before you go to letter 173, let me refer you to the i6th of

January 1861, letter 171; am I not rignt in stating that in that letter you

objected very strongly to the stringency of this new contract, because you were

afraid that penalties might arise, and that you would be placed entirely in the

hands of the builders?—Yes, we were; we had proposed, at page 80, that the

service
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service should commence on the 26th of March, the day named by the Postmaster H. Vallancc, Esq.

General ; but that the condition in the contract should be that the service should

be on the 1st of June, in order that we might provide against accidental delay or " •'"'y lSGl-

omission in the performance of the service in the early part of the time.

827. That was refused on the i gth of January 1861, was it not?—It was. I

observe the next letter from the Treasury to the Postmaster General suggests a

degree of leniency which was not communicated to us or conveyed in the letter

of the i gth. The Treasury suggest, "That my Lords presume that your Lord

ship will reserve to yourself liberty to act as you may think proper, in case, upon

failure to sign within the appointed time, the default should be accounted tor in a

manner satisfactory to you.1'

828. Mr. Pee/.] You had consented to sign the contract within seven days?—

Yes ; Lord Stanley's letter was written upon the letter from the Treasury of the

l8th. Lord Stanley's letter was the igth, but it was in a very peremptory

manner. The last paragraph states : " In stating that the Postmaster General

declines to assent to any one of the requests contained in your letter, lam to add

4hat if the agreement which the company have been required to enter into be not

executed within seven days from this date, his Lordship will without further notice

declare the contract at an end." There was HO further reply to that letter.

829. Mr. Walpole.~\ That is preceded by two paragraphs in which the Postmaster

-General points out the great indulgence, as the Postmaster General says, which

he had granted to the company, greater than had ever been granted to any other

packet company before, and that the suspension was in point of fact the greatest

of all indulgences, because it was granted at a time when the service of the com

pany would be peculiarly hard. 1 mean to say, in justification of the Post Office,

that you must not take one paragraph of the letter without taking the other ; and

the reason which they had stated, that no indulgence had ever been given to any

packet company equal to that which has been granted to this company, they assign

as a reason why they are absolute in enforcing the agreement according to the

terms proposed :—1 think the Committee will find ultimately that there is no in

dulgence which has been granted to this company which has not been granted to

other companies, having regard to the peculiar circumstances of the case. First,

-there is no other company which has ever been under an agreement by which the

subsidy is provided to be paid under a Parliamentary vote, and there is no

company in which there are such penalties for over-time, and so strict a time-table,

except the Dublin and Holyhead Company. Then following that letter of the

igth of January from the Postmaster General, the company on the 24th of

January signed the agreement, and forwarded to the Postmaster General their

respectful protest in letter 175.

830. Chairman.'] Did the directors enter any minute upon their board minute

book, staling that that agreement had been executed by the company, solely in

order to avert the immediate avoidance of the original contract, and that it was

done solely under the pressure of existing circumstances ?—They did ; and I have

here a copy of the minute of the 23d of January ; and it concludes by stating,

" That an intimation be also given, that the agreement has been executed by the

company solely in order to avert the immediate avoidance of the original postal

contract, threatened by the Postmaster General.

831. Was the letter prepared upon the basis of that minute?—Yes.

832. And the letter of the 24th of January was the letter to which it ret'ers?—Yes.

833. In that letter there is a protest?—Yes.

834. Mr. Walpoie.} You cannot seriously contend that any company can exe

cute an agreement under protest, and say that they are not to be bound by the

agreement ?—So far as the legal construction of the agreement goes, we could not

contend that ; but as we had two departments to deal with, the one the Treasury

and the other the Postmaster General, we signed the agreement rendering the

company under obligation to carry the mails, but we protested agninst being

compelled to sign it under a threat, hoping that the whole circumstances might

be taken into consideration by the Treasury.

835. You were required to sign it within seven days, you yourselves having

proposed that very agreement in the month of November preceding?—No, not

that agreement.

836. It was substantially that agreement, that is to say, for the suspension of

the contract till the month of March ?—No doubt, and during that time special

•circumstances arose from time to time.

0,83. L 3 837. Surely
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H. Vallance, Esq. 837. Surely there is nothing very severe in a public department saying, when

the company itself proposes that a suspension of a most important contract, for

8 July 1861. the benefit of the public, should be made till the month of March (and I find that

the correspondence goes on for two months as to whether it is to be signed or

not), we must have this agreement signed, or there must be an end of the

contract?—On the other hand, the company thought there was nothing very

great in the concession made by Government to begin a service for which they

were not paying till the service was performed ; the mere question of beginning

in the month of March, or in the month of June, would not involve any incon

venience ; and, therefore, the Government were not paying for the service, and

the company thought that it was no great concession if the company asked for

a further time for the commencement of it.

838. Chairman.] Was it not a concession, accompanied with stipulations,

which you never considered the company were bound by in the original contract?

—Clearly ; and it was under protest that we consented to take mails to St.

John's.

839. Therefore your protest was against your being forced to accept their con

struction of the original contract ? —Yes.

840. Mr. Peel.] You thought it reasonable, did you not, that the contract should

be terminated if you did not complete it by the time stipulated?— That would

depend upon the special circumstances of the case; it would depend upon the

time when we began the service.

841. Was your protest directed against that condition?—It was directed

against Lord Stanley's construction, and the deprivation of 8,500 /. a year against

both.

842. Chairman.] When did the Company re-commence the service?— On the

gth of April.

843. Mr. Peel.] When ought you to have commenced it r—On the 26th of

March.

844. The Postmaster General waived the exercise of his rights on the 26th of

March, did he not?—Yes, he did, by imposing a penalty of 3,000 /. upon the

company for not performing the service.

845. For which the company expressed their obligations, did they not?—

Yes.

846. Chairman.] Then came, subsequently, the question of the " Parana ;"

am I right in saying that the company contend that the " Parana " would have

been, to all intents and purposes, a fit and proper vessel for the service in case

the Postmaster General had not imposed upon them his version of the construction

of the Newfoundland contract? — Yes, but it was beyond that; the Committee

will see that by the terms of the notice of the Postmaster General in terminating
nf

the contract, at page 103, enclosure in No. 2*'g.

847. Mr. Walpole.] Before going to that, let me call your attention to page 87,

where there are two letters, which seem to me to be exceedingly important upon

this part of the case, namely, the actual termination of the contract. The first

letter is written by Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate, on the 23d of March 1861, in which

you will see this sentence, which is a very strong one : " His Lordship desires

me to state, however, that in thus abstaining to exercise in this one instance his

full right, he merely holds in suspense his power of annulling the contract ; that

this is the last deviation of any kind from the obligations of the contract which

he will permit, and that if the company ("no matter from what cause) fail to

despatch a packet on the pth of April, and on every alternate Tuesday, or fail to

continue to perform, in every respect, the stipulations of the contract, he will

terminate the contract. You have already, on behalf of the company, stated your

acceptance of these conditions ; but I am desired to add that an official letter,

confirming that statement, must be delivered at this office not later than the

evening of Monday next, the 2,5th instant." That, of course, is only the Post

Office letter, and therefore it does not bind you, unless you accept it r—The next

letter accepted it.

848. You accept it in these terms : you say, " In acknowledging the receipt of

your communication of the 23d instant, No. 283 M., I have the honour to state,

for the information of his Lordship the Postmaster General, that the directors of

the company accept the terms imposed by Lord Stanley of Alderley for the

postponement of the service until Tuesday the gt.h April next"5—Yes.

849. Taking those two letters together, I suppose upon the point upon which

you
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you were going to remark, namely, the actual termination of the contract, we ff. VaUance, Esq.

must have reference to those two letters to see whether the contract had been

strictly fulfilled or not, must we not?—Yes; the acceptance of all the terms 8 July 1861.

meant merely the terms for postponing our voyage.

850. Do you mean that that is not an acceptance of the terms imposed by

Lord Stanley in that letter, whose terms I have read to you ; that is to say, do

you accept the mode in which Lord Stanley states the terms upon which he con

sents to postpone the voyage?—I should think the Secretary writing such a letter

as that, wrote it with the authority of the Board ; it would have no meaning what

ever except as confirming the terms proposed by Lord Stanley in his letter of the

previous date, the 23d, namely, the penalty of 3,000 /., which occurs at page 86.

8/5 1. But it refers to the letter of the 23d, does it not ?—Yes.

852. I want to know what construction you put upon those two letters, because

it would seem that the whole question of the actual termination of the contract

depends upon the meaning which is to be put upon those two letters, as to

whether it was a rightful termination or nor?—I think the letters will bear the

construction which I state, namely, that it is upon the imposing of a penalty of

3,000 /. that he will authorise the recommencement of the service to be post

poned. Then he states the grounds for satisfying the company that he is not

dealing with them harshly, and then the final paragraph is, " State your accept

ance of these conditions." Those terms surely can only refer to tha sum of the

3,000 I. penalty itnposed on his consenting to the request of the company.

853. Mr. Peel.] Might not the Post Orh'ce have argued in this way : Under

the agreement for the postponement of this service we have the power, it it does

not recommence at the stipulated time, of terminating this contract ?—Yes.

854. It has not recommenced, and if therefore we waive our right to terminate

the service, it may be that we shall lose it altogether, and therefore we m<ike it a

condition that if we do not exercise it this time, should there be a subsequent

failure we shall still have the right of putting an end to the contract?—Yes.

855. That is to say, that is the condition which I (speaking on behalf of the Post

Office) make for not exercising the power upon this present occasion; you have

agreed to accept that condition verbally, and I ask you to do it by an official

letter ; you do do it by an official letter ; and now arn I to understand you to state

that that letter merely means that you acquiesce in the payment of 3,000 /. if the

service is postponed for a fortnight, and not in the Postmaster General retaining

his power of putting an end to the contract in the case of subsequent forfeiture?

—I should say certainly not; for the company only intended to accept the terms

of 3,000 I., because the agreement required no confirmation from them. I do

not pretend to say that the omission to accept the other condition? at all

weakened the effect of the contract of the 24th of January ; because the Post

master General had absolute power under that contract to terminate the

agreement at that time.

8.56. What do you understand that Mr. Hill means by the acceptance of those

conditions in the last paragraph in his letter ; do you understand that it does

not apply to the preceding paragraph ?—In my opinion it does not ; it applies

to imposing the conditions of 3,000 /. We had repeatedly had correspondence

with the Post Office before upon similar subjects, and the conditions had always

been how much we chose to pay for the particular forfeiture, or the particular

failure; and I do not think the agreement required any confirmation on our part.

I do not think that our assent to those conditions would make the agreement any

more valid. I think that the Postmaster General had full and absolute power

under the agreement to act as he did, and that any assent of ours, if our letter

of the 2.5th must be construed as an assent, did not render that agreement higher

or more valuable, I do not think it made it more important to the company. The

company acknowledged that they have put their seal to the agreement, and the

agreement therefore must be construed so.

857. Mr. Walpole.~\ Then the difference is this, that the company would

acknowledge that by the necessary legal terms of the agreement the Postmaster

General could, of course, terminate that coutract if the conditions were not

strictly fulfilled ; but there is a difference between this case and the company after

the agreement was signed recognising the propriety of the contract being terminated

if certain terms or conditions mentioned by Lord Stanley were not strictly com

plied with?—The company at that time fully intended and expected that they

would be able to perform the service satisfactorily.

0.83. L 4 858. I understand
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//. Vallance, Esq. 858. I understand you that that letter does not refer to that paragraph :—Cer-

tainly not.

8 July 1861. 859. Chairman.] Lord Stanley had it in his power, had he not, according to

the new agreement, to determine the contract in case of any failure on your part

to observe its conditions?—Yes.

860. Therefore there was no necessity, was there, for him to ask the company-

whether they were prepared to submit to conditions which he had the power of

enforcing himself according to the new agreement ?—No.

861. Consequently, am 1 right in assuming that the only question which Lord

Stanley was justified in asking the company upon the subject 6t those engagements

was this ; are you willing to accept those terms, namely, to pay the 3,000 Z., or

have the contract determined ?—That was our view of it, certainly.

862. Mr. Peel.] Notwithstanding that, he did distinctly ask for your accept

ance of those conditions which he himself recites in this letter?—Yes, excepting in

construing that letter; I should state that the only conditions which he asks are

those by which he imposes a penalty of 3,000 /.; and the other paragraph, to

which reference has been made, only volunteers Lord Stanley's opinion upon the

matter.

863. If he chooses to call that a condition, it is open for him to do so, is it

not? --It is. not a condition ; it does not appear to me so. If the Committee ask

my opinion, it is Lord Stanley's expression of his intentions as to what he will do

in the event of the company not commencing the service on the gth of April.

864. Mr. Walpole.] More than that ; he says, that in a conversation in which I

suppose you had staled your willingness that those conditions should be the con

ditions imposed upon the company ; and he asked you to put them in writing.

Did you put them in writing?—I again say, that no assurance from the company

could put the agreement any higher than it is.

865. But as a warning to the company, and as constituting an equitable ground

for terminating the agreement, instead of merely a strictly legal ground, it cer

tainly puts the question higher, does it not?—No; I think it is only a warning.

We took it as a warning, and we admit that we received that warning as the first

warning after the new agreement.

866. You received the warning and acquiesced in it. did you not ?—Yes ; I

think we did. Perhaps the Committee will allow me to call their attention to

one very short point with regard to the " Parana." When the " Parana " was

refused, she was refused on a certificate, obtained by the Postmaster General from

the Board of Admiralty, of her inability to go to St. John's within six days. I

hope the Committee will allow me now to repeat the argument which I ventured

to state before, namely, that there is no obligation whatever upon the Company

to take mails to St. Jolm's in ar.y given time whatever. There is an obligation

to take the mails, under tlie new agreement, but there is no time named at all.

I therefore submit, most respectfully, to Lord Stanley and the Postmaster General's

department, that the power under which they assume to terminate the agreement

is not within the conditions of the contract. If the " Parana " had been rejected

on the ground that she was unable to perform the voyage to Boston within the

time indicated by the time table, it would have been perhaps a bondjide rejection ;

but it appears by a letter from the Postmaster General to the surveyors, that

their attention is not called to the fact, whether she can perform the voyage to Boston

under the terms of the Imperial contract within the time named in the time table,

but it expressly calls attention to the ability of the ship to perform the service to St.

John's. The letter appears asNo. 58, in Parliamentary Paper, 337,page25, from Mr.

F. Hill to Mr. Romaine at the Admiralty, dated 30th April 1861 ; and it says, "I

am direeted by the Postmaster General to reque.st that you will state to the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty that the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation

Company have tendered the steamer "Parana," now lying at Southampton, for the

conveyance from Gain ay of the mails for Boston of the 7th proximo ; and I am

to request that the Lords Commissioners will be good enough to cause this vessel

to be surveyed, and to inform his Lordship whether she is found to be in all

respects fit for the service in which the company propose to employ her." It then

states that a further survey was made on the "Parana;" but the last paragraph,

the one to which I wish to call the attention of the Committee, says, " In refer-

ence to that report, the Postmaster General considers it important that the sur

veying officers should be reminded on the present occasion that, whether the

packet be bound for Boston or New York, the Atlantic Company are bound by

their
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their contract to reach St. John's, Newfoundland, within six days after leaving H. Vallance, Esq.

Galway ; and every vessel employed under the contract ought, therefore, to be •

al'le to attain such a speed as will secure a fulfilment of' this stipulation." In that 8

report the surveyor of the Admiralty reports, that she will not go to St. John's

within six days. I contend that under the terms of the original contract, and

under the terms of the new contract of the 24th of January, the Committee will

see that there is no time whatever named within which we shall deliver mails;

and as there is no time named, it follows that the rejection of the ship, because

she will not perform the service to St. John's within six days, is, and I say it

respectfully, not within the terms of the contract.

867. Mr. Peel.'] Do you not yourself admit that you were liable to carry tele

graphic messages?—If required by the Lords Commissioners.

868. How could you tell that you would not be required ?— I believe, as a fact,

that they have never been required to take telegraphic messages by the Lords

Commissioners.

869. Is it not right that it should be insisted upon tiiat the ship should be

able to perform the voyage which she was bound to perform ?—Then the contract

could be broken by not having performed the service, but not by our nut having

anticipated what we might never have been called upon to perform.

870. If, bv your own admission, this contract required you to go to Newfound

land in six days, was it not right to reject a ship which was thought to be

incapable of performing the voyage in six days?—It requires us to call at St.

John's, but not in six days.

871. It requires you to deliver telegraphic messages, by your own admission ?

•—Ceitainly, when required by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to

deliver telegraphic messages at St. John's within six days, but there is no obli

gation upon the company to go to St. John's within six days, except for that

special purpose, and in the clause under which the Postmaster General con

sidered that we were bound to take the mails there, no time whatever is named.

872. Mr. Walpolc.] If the contract required you to deliver telegraphic messages

at St. John's within six days from the time she departs, and if the contract further

requires you to call at St. John's, using the very words of the contract, irrespec

tive of the question of mails altogether, would you not be bound to be there

within six days, and to deliver telegraphic messages?—If so required to deliver

them ; but in the clause which compels the company to call at St. John's, and at

the other places mentioned in the time table, it says, so far as regards the places

mentioned in the time table within the time named, but it omits the time.

873. But how could the Admiralty surveyors give you a proper certificate as

to the vessel being capable of doing that which she was bound to do by the con

tract, unless the vessel was able at any rate to go in six days, in case the Admi

ralty should require that the telegraphic messages should be sent?—There are

two answers that would be given to that ; the first is, that the Admiralty officer

ought to have been asked whether the ship would perform the whole mail service

under the contract to be performed by this company, and his answer would have

been, that, so far as regards the Imperial mails, the ship would have been capable

of performing the service within the time stipulated, that is, going to Boston and

New York , but if the ship should have been required to deliver telegraphic mes

sages at St. John's within six days, she could not have done it.

874. But if you give me that answer, that he couid not certify to the Post

Office that she could take the telegraph messages in six days, was she a fit and

proper vessel to go ?—The answer to that is, that up to that period the Commis

sioners had never required the company to take telegraphic messages, and there

•was no probability of the Commissioners ever requiring the company to take tele

graphic messages ; and it was an immaterial issue whether she could go to St. John's

in six days, if she performed the actual postal service within the time named.

875. Mr. Peel.] Would not the Post Office have put it out of its power to

send telegraphic messages if it had accepted a ship which, by the admission of the

surveyor, could not ensure the performance of the voyage to Newfoundland within

six days ?—Certainly not ; because she was put forward as a substituted ship for

a special service, under the disabling clause, as I call it, of our contract, and,

therefore, there must be a reasonable rejection of the ship under that clause ; and

we contend that it was an unreasonable rejection of the ship upon an immaterial

point ; that the material point was kept out of the view of the Surveyor of the

Admiralty, who had to report upon it. And as to the failure of the " Parana " to

0.83. * * M perform
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H. Vallance, Esq. perform the service, as a matter of fact the " Parana" went out after that certifi-

cate and performed the voyage. She did not go to St. John's within six days,

8 Julj 1861. because she was not required to do so ; no message was offered to go by her, and,

therefore, so far as the public service was concerned, she was a ship fully able to

perform the postal service.

8/6. Mr. Walpole.] Do I correctly understand you, that she had called at St.

John's and had gone on to Boston, within the clause, and landed her mails at

Boston within the time prescribed by the contract ?—Certainly ; and the proof of

what I say, that she could do it, is that she did do it within one day and four or

five hours. I think it was under the time stipulated for by the Post Office.

877. That was in the first voyage, was it not?—In the third voyage, she accom

plished it in one day and three and a half hours under the time stipulated that she

would not.

878. You contend that the "Parana" was a fit vessel, and consequently this

was not a legal termination of the contract?—Most unconditionally, I contend

that. But the Committee will understand that, in the appeal which the com

pany have made to the Government on the subject, they do not desire to put it

upon the strict legal grounds, but upon the ground of fair construction and fair

dealing ; and that, we know that the contract was submitted to the Postmaster

General, and that the same course was not followed as would have been followed

between individuals, if there had been a reasonable doubt upon the construction

of the contract ; and I submit that a contract of such an important character as

this, should not be void to as against the company upon a doubtful point.

879. Chairman.] The Committee are not to understand from what yon have

just stated, that you have considered that, in the regular postal service, you may

escape from going to Newfoundland within six days, as a general rule : but

merely that, in this present instance, in consequence of the " Parana" being a

substituted ship by the disabling clause, you consider that, as there were no tele

graphic messages given you upon that occasion, you might avail yourselves of

that vessel, without violation of the contract?—Solely with that view, that no

ship was required to go to St. John's within six clays.

880. Mr. Petl.] Did you not receive notice from the Post Office, in the year

1860, that all telegraphic messages would be sent in the mails ?—I do not recol

lect ; but if so, that would not alter the terms.

881. Chairman.'} Would that come under the denomination of telegraphic

messages respectively required by the Commissioners to be delivered ?—Certainly

not.

882. Mr. Peel.] The Postmaster General on the 22d of June 1860, informs

you that all telegraphic messages are in future to be forwarded in the mails to St.

John's?—Yes.

883. You had bound yourselves, had you not, to carry the mails to St. John's

at this time ?—Yes.

884. And you had also received notice, in the month of June 1860, that tele

graphic messages would be forwarded with the mails?—We had.

88,5. Therefore, how is it possible for you to tell that the Post Office might

not require to send telegraphic messages by this very ship ?—The answer is, as

Lord Stanley himself stated, that we have never been required to take them, and

you must know, so far as any special requisition goes, that the company has never

been required ; there has never been a telegraphic message sent by the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty to the knowledge of the company, nor have

they ever been required to take one.

886. Chairman.] Presuming that the contract had been suspended until the

ist of June, will you inform the Committee how far the company would have

been benefited by that suspension?—The " Hi hernia" and the "Columbia"

would have been the ships within the power of the company ; we should have

had the " Hibernia/' the "Columbia," the "Adriatic," and the " Auglia," which

was ready, the builders state, on the 1st of June; she would have come on the

service in the course of July.

887. Mr. Walpole-] Supposing the " Parana" had been accepted for the May

voyage, what ship would you have sent for the June voyage?—I have not the

list with me, but a list was made out ; the " Adriatic" would have been back by

that time.

888. Chairman.] Do you think from the accounts we have heard of those ships,

that you would have been in a much better position on the ist of June?—Yes, in

this
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this way ; the " Columbia " and the " Adriatic " would not have taken their jy. yaltance, Esq.

voyages at that period ; there is most danger across the Atlantic (not as stated

by Lord Stanley in the winter months when the ice is fast bound in the St. Law- g ju]y ,861.

rence), but in the spring months when the ice gets loosened, and frozen fields of

ice come down across the course which the ships have to take ; therefore, the dan

gerous months are the spring months. The " Columbia," therefore, would have

gone upon her two voyages as permitted by the Admiralty surveyor in the sum

mer months, and the " Hibernia," might have been strengthened, and the

" Adriatic " might have taken her place. The " Anglia " also would have been

delivered on the 1st of June, and as I mentioned before those three ships

would have performed the service, and we should shortly have an opportunity of

strengthening the ships, and putting on additional bulwarks if we had begun the

service in June, instead of beginning it in March.

889. Chairman.} You do not agree that it was rather providential, as Lord

Stanley stated, that the " Hibernia " met with her accident where she did, or

probably she would have gone down bodily in case she crossed the Atlantic ?—I

do not. Besides, Lord Stanley stated in the House of Lords that if the company,

in commencing their contract, made only one failure, he should not have felt justi

fied in terminating the contract, but, as in commencing our service, we had not

only failed to commence it on the day of the month but had afterwards offered

another ship, he therefore felt justified in breaking the contract.

890. Mr. Peel.} At Question 544, you were asked, " Supposing they had given

you that additional day's time, would you have been obliged to go to St. John's,

or not ? '' and your answer was " Yes." Was not that additional day granted to

you?—No; not that additional day. You see there that an additional day was

given, but not the additional day which I requested in the letter which I wrote to

the Treasury on the subject.

891. Because, I find, in a question which was put to Mr. Hamilton by a Mem

ber of the Committee on Packet and Telegraphic Contracts, that on having under

taken to go out and home in four days under the time occupied by the Cunard

vessels in their tender, the arrangement made was this, as Mr. Hamilton states,

that "the way in which we estimated the time" (in your time table) is this:

"Sir Samuel Cunard's average, from London to Boston, 14 days 2O hours during

the winter ; and then we deducted, London to Liverpool 6 hours ; then Mr. Lever's

proposed saving, as it is called, of 2 days; making 12 days 14 hours; then add

a margin for the detour to St. John's, Newfoundland, of i day, making 13 days

14 hours. We afterwards squeezed the company out of 2 hours less than that, and

the terms of the contract are 1 3 days 12 hours, and the same calculations apply to

the different branches of the service." Upon that answer I should collect that you

would allow this day for going to Newfoundland in your time table ?—No, we

allow the day that Mr. Hamilton refers to; but my answer refers to a letter

which I find addressed to the Treasury on the 26th of March 1 859, at page 58, of

Parliamentary Paper 230, of 1859, in which I state in one paragraph, " We

suggest, therefore, that when the vessels are required to go to St. John's, one

day's time should be added to the time mentioned for the voyages direct to New

York and Boston ;" that would be, in fact, another day.

892. That day was given to you, was it not ?—No ; one day was given us, but

not the other day. Our time was based upon this simple calculation ; we took the

average of the Cunard times from the Post Office returns during the preceding

year ; we deducted two days from the amount, and then added one, which was,

in effect, a saving to the postal service of about one day. Then, when the Trea

sury required us to go into St. John's on every voyage, I suggested to the

Treasury that they should give us one day additional for every time we were com

pelled to go into St. John's ; but the Treasury refused it.

893. Mr. Walpole.} Had you proposed that originally on the 1 8th of January ?

—Yes ; I think we are anxious to get another day.

894. Then your proposal was to go vid St. John's from the beginning, and you

tried to get another day '!— Yes, when we were required to go into St. John's. I

think my letter says, " when we are required to go into St. John's."

895. No, there is nothing about requiring the company to go into St. John's ?

—Yes, I think there is in the letter which 1 have written.

896. No, it is "to go to St. John's," not "into St. John's." If you look at

page 50, you will see that your original proposal was this : " We therefore pro-

0.83. M 2 pose
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H. Vatiance, Esq. pose to contract to -carry the mails from Galway to Portland, Boston or New York,

via St. John's, or otherwise, for the sum of 3,ooo/. per voyage, such voyage being

8 July 1861. the passage out and home." Then, in the letter which you have read from

page 58, you had thought it over to see whether your time would do, and you

tried to get another day, and you say, " We suggest, therefore, that when the

vessels are required to go to St. John's (not into St. John's harbour), one day's

time should be added to the time mentioned for the voyages direct to New York

and Boston." That condition you yourselves proposed, and you wanted to vary

from it, but the Treasury did not agree to it? —Tiiat is so.

897. Chairman.'] Have you compared together the two contracts, namely, the

Galway contract and the contract made by Sir Samuel Cunard ?—I have.

898. Am I right in stating that the terms of the Galway contract are extremely

stringent, and that the terms of Sir Samuel Cunard's contract are comparatively

speaking extremely lenient?—They are.

899. The Galway contract is a penalty contract ?—Yes, it is a penal contract.

900. There is, I think, a clause stipulating that a penalty of $1. per hour shall

be imposed lor every day in which the company's vessels are behindhand, for the

first 24 hours, and a penalty of \ol. for every hour after the first 24 hours ; is

that correct?—It is.

901. Is there any such penalty imposed by the contract upon Sir Samuel

Cunard r— Certainly not; none whatever; the obligation of his contract is, that

he shall proceed with all possible speed; I think those are the words.

902. The Cunard contract was renewed in 1858, was it not?—Yes.

903. Mr. Wai-pole.} You are speaking of the period since 1858?—Yes.

904. Air. Ptel.} Was the contract of 1858 anything more than a renewal of an

old contract?—It was a new contract in detail of the 24th of June 1858, between

the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty and Messrs. Cunard ; many of our

clauses are copied from that contract, almost verbatim.

905. Chairman.} With regard to the ships in the Galway contract it is stipu

lated that the ships are to be of not less that 4,200 tons burden, and not less than

400 horse-power?—Yes, 450 horse-power.

906. With regard to Samuel Cunard's contract the vessels are not to be less

than 400 horse-power, but I think there is no stipulation whatsoever with regard

to tonnage ?—None whatever, with regard to the direct service ; there is a stipu

lation that they should not be less than 1,400 tons for the New York and Nassau

service.

907. In the Galway contract a provision is made, is there not, that the pay

ment shall be out of monies to be voted by Parliament?—That is so.

908. In Sir Samuel Cunard's contract there is no such stipulation whatever,

but it provides that the subsidy shall be an annual payment?—Yes, it is to be an

annual payment by Her Majesty's Government.

909. I think I am justified in saying that no penalty whatever has been imposed

from the commencement of Sir Samuel Cunard's contract up to the present day ?

—None that I am aware of.

910. Mr. Peel.] Although there is no stipulation as to the tonnage of the

Cunard ships, while you are required, as you state, to have vessels of 2,000 tons,

are you aware that the tonnage of the Cunard ships varies from 1,729 tons to

3,587 tons ?—It varies down to 500 tons, I should think ; he has not four ships

equal to the four ships which we are required to have ; he has only one ship equal

to ours.

pji. Are you aware that he has five ships which are more than 2,000 tons

each ?—I dure say he has.

912. Though not required by his contract to have vessels of any particular

amount of tonnage ?—1 dare say it is so ; I may add one remark, that in this very

contract of ours, Lord Colchester recommended to the Treasury that when they

imposed penalties for over time we should have a premium for being under time ;

but there is no premium for under time given to us.

Waller Clifton, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

W. Clifton, Esq. 913. Chairman.'} YOU are, I think, at the head of the Packet Department in

- the Admiralty?—I was so, so long as it remained with the Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty, up to April of last year.

914. Did
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914. Did any communications pass between you and the Treasury upon the W.

subject of the contract with the Atlantic Mail Steam Navigation Company?—I

attended on several occasions at the Treasury by direction of the Secretary. 8 July 1861.

975. Was the question discussed at the time when you were present at the

Treasury, whether it was intended by the contract that the company should deliver

mails at Newfoundland, or only telegraphic communications, when required to do

so ?—Yes.

916. \\ hen you say yes, am I to' understand that it was only telegraphic com

munications which were contemplated in the contract ?—Only telegraphic com

munications, I understood to be contemplated by the contract at the time that

the contract was drawn; when the tender »as under discussion it was understood,

at least by me, that it was contemplated to deliver mails, but it was explained to

the Secretary that there was a difficulty in the vessels entering St. John's at all

seasons of the year, and that, in fact, the mails could not be delivered with any

degree of certainly ; it was, therefore, as I understood, arranged that the tele

graphic messages should only be included in the contract, since they could be

thrown overboard and taken up by a small vessel, that might be run in under

Cape Race to St. John's.

917. Has the infliction of the fines and penalties upon vessels for delays in the

performance of their service come under your cognizance?—Yes.

918. What is the course which has hitherto been pursued bv the Admiralty

upon the subject of fogs ; arc fogs considered to be circumstances coming within

the control of the contracting parties, or not coming within the control of the

contracting parties ?—I am not aware of any instance of a penalty being imposed

for over time arising from delay occasioned by fog whilst the packet service was

immediately under my supervision.

919. If the packet service had remained under the Admiralty, instead of being

transferred to the Post Office, would you, in accordance with your usual practice,

have inflicted a fine of 490 I. upon the " Connaught" for being 37 hours delayed

by a very great fog off the coast of Newfoundland ?—I consider that no penalty

would be incurred under the contract, a clause specifying that penalties shall

only be inflicted if arising from causes under the control of the contractors.

920. Mr. Peel.} Is it common with these contracts to have a fine for over time ?

— No, but we have had several time contracts, as they are called ; the European

and Australian contract was a time contract.

921. Were the penalties imposed there with great strictness?—Yes; but there

was a clause in that contract which provided that penalties should be levied for

delay from whatever cause arising ; in this contract there is no such clause ; there

is an exempting clause for penalties arising from causes beyond control.

922. Fogs are very common off Newfoundland, a:e they not ?—Exceedingly.

923. If the weather was always clear, could not the voyage be performed from

Galway in less than six days?— No, I should think not; not on the average;

occasionally it may, but. only with fair winds and favourable weather ; it is a very

great speed to maintain nearly i i knots.

924. How many knots were those ships required to go in the hour?—Nearly

11 to get within the contract time as it is stated.

925. Sir Morton Peto.] In taking the time under this contract, would you not

deem it to be the time which would be employed under ordinary circumstances

by a vessel of the class described ?—I scarcely understand the question.

926. My question is a question particularly relating to this clause with refer

ence to exemption ; I am imagining that a vessel oi the class that were to be

provided is provided ; then I ask you whether the time calculated is not

that time which siic should take provided there are no circumstances beyond

control which occasion a longer time ?— I presume it is contemplated so in the

contiact.

91*7. Then will you just describe those particular circumstances referred to in

this clause : " Provided always that the said company shall not be liable to any

penalties for delay in proceeding to sea on the day and at the hour fixed, or for

excess of time in performing any voyage, if such delay be proved to the satisfac

tion of the said Commissioners to have arisen from circumstances over which the

said company and their servants had not, and could not have had any control."

One of those circumstances would be fogs, I presume?— Yes, I should say so.

928. Assuming a ship to be closed in with icebergs, or to be iu a position not

to be able to proceed from icebergs, would that be a circumstance not under their

control ?—Certainly.

0.83. M 3 929. The
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W, Clifton, Esq. 929. The mode of the delay would be certified, I presume, by the Admiralty

agent on board ?—Yes.

8 July 1861. Q20. I imagine that this clause is intended that if the company having pro

vided the requisite ships have done all in their power, if togs and icebergs or any

circumstances which they can certify occasion a longer time than that specified in

the contract, then the penalty shall not be imposed ?—Certainly.

931. And that is the usual custom of the Admiralty, is it not, in reference to

all such contracts?—In reference to other contracts which are not time contracts.

932. But with reference to those which are time contracts, that under such a

clause as that which I have read you would not impose a penalty upon the com

pany if the circumstances were such as I have described, and not being under the

control of the company ?—Certainly, you could not impose a penalty.

933. Mr. Peel.] What evidence would you require that there was a fog, in

order to allow the ship to be exempted for over time ?—The journal of the packet

officer, in which he states the cause of the delay.

934. Has your attention been called to the fine which was imposed upon the

ship " Connaught," although, as it is stated, she was detained for several hours

off Newfoundland?—No, that is since the packet office has been under the

Postmaster General ; I am not aware of the circumstances of that case.

935- What evidence ought the Committee to require to satisfy itself that there

was a fault ?—The report of the commissioner placed on board in charge of the

mails, to see to the due performance of the contract.

936. And who can produce that to the Committee ?—The Post Office, I

presume.

937. Mr. Walpole.] It would be the Admiralty agent on board, would it not?

—Yes ; but he is responsible now to the Postmaster General.

938. Mr. Peel.] What is the evidence required by the contract to justify the

non-exaction of the penalty ?—The cause being beyond control must be proved

to the satisfaction of the authorities.

939. In what way ; would it be by some entry in the book of the Admiralty

agent on board ?—Yes, or by the log of the ship.

940. Chairman.] Would you consider the log of the ship as legitimate proof?

—Yes, certainly ; if it is properly signed and kept, it is legal evidence.

941. Mr. Peel.] The vessels sailing under Sir Samuel Cunard's contract must

be constantly encountering fogs; what is the course which those vessels taker—

They generally proceed at their full speed, so we understand, through the fogs ;

but then their course is a long way to the southward of Cape Race generally, and

they avoid the ice by going further south.

942. They generally go in sight of Cape Race, do not they?—Not always; in

foggy weather they keep well south of the land.

943. Chairnum.] In many instances am I not right in saying that Sir Samuel

Cunard's vessels are two or three days in arrear?—Yes, occasionally, from stress

of weather, and other causes beyond control.
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Mortis, 9° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. Gregory.

Mr. Peel.

Sir Morton Peto.

Sir John Trollope.

Mr.Walpole.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

WILLIAM GREGORY, ESQ., IK THE CHAIR.

John Jordan, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

944. Chairman.] ARE you the Surveyor of Iron Ships for the Liverpool ^«*B Jordan, Esq.

Underwriters' Association ?—lam.

945. What experience have you had in the surveying of ships?—I have been * *

five vears Surveyor to the Liverpool Underwriters ; I was a shipbuilder for eight

years, and an engineer for the balance of 23 years. I have had 23 years' ex

perience altogether.

946. Were you called upon at any time to examine the " Hibernra" ?—I was.

947. Can you recollect what was the day when you first saw the vessel, and

where did you see her ?—I saw .her at Messrs. Laird & Sons' graving-dock, at

Birkenhead, as the water was leaving her; the morning when she was put into the

graving-dock.

948. Was that on the 30th of March ?—I think it was ; at all events, it was in

the month of March.

949. Mr. Pee/.] At whose invitation did you go to see her?— At that of the

Atlantic Mail Company.

950. Chairman.] Did you furnish any reports from time to time to the com

pany, upon the subject of that vessel ?—I did.

951. When did you last examine her?—One day last week ; I think it was on

Wednesday last. I have been in London ever since. I have examined her daily

almost since she has been in the dock, or occasionally, at all events, during every

week.

952. Have you made a careful examination of her hull ?—I have.

953. What was the state of the hull of the " Hibernia/' when you examined

it ; so far as you could then ascertain ?—When the water was leaving the vessel,

before it had well got out of the dock ; as soon as we could get under the bottom

we found the water rumniiig out from every butt and some of the seams, and

many of the rivets the whole length of the flat bottom ; the bilge butts were

very much strained, and the butts in the upper strakes were very much strained.

954. Mr- PeeL] Were those defects in construction, or arising from any

accident that had huppened to the ship ?—I think they arose both from errors of

construction, and from imperfect workmanship ; unsound rlvetting.

0.83. M 4 955. Chairman.']
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John Jordan, Esq, 955. Chairman.^ Will you be good enough to continue your account of the state

of the ship ?—The diagonals upon the upper deck were very much strained, and

9 July 1861. the water and dirt leaked down through the planks of the deck, on the under side

of the deck, showing the diagonal plates on the deck amidships were also very

much shaken, and the water came through the rivets, evidently showing that

the vessel had been working considerably, and was deficient in longitudinal

strength, both laterally and vertically.

956. Did the plates under the engine show any signs of opening ?—They did ;

they had drawn considerably, and had worked backwards and forwards in a

manner, showing that the vessel was about breaking asunder, or opening up in

the bottom.

957. Did you find that she was deficient at all in longitudinal fastening?— I

did ; there v\ere no keelsons worthy the name for a ship of that magnitude.

958. On examining the rivetting, did you find the butt plates and the rivets so

loose as to be practically worthless as a means of attaching the plates together?

—I did ; they were capable of being drawn up to their places by screw-bolts, so

as to push the rivets through, and after knocking their heads off, they were

found to be quite slack in the neck, and not fitting the holes on the inside.

959. Did you find anything the matter with the gunwale of the vessel ?—

Yes, the gunwale angle iron that ran along the stringer plate was very badly

punched, and imperfectly rivetted.

960. With regard to the deck, what did you think of that?—The gunwale

itself was very light, and of a form I do not think calculated at all to have any

strength in it.

961. Was the deck entirely unprovided with bulwarks?—Yes; there was a

netting carried round upon some wrought iron stanchions, but it was very exposed

indeed, and not fit at all to cross the Atlantic, especially in frosty and hard tem

pestuous weather.

g6z. Mr. Peel.'] Was she not finished then?—She was finished after a fashion;

the wire netting was put all round the stanchions, but it would never keep the

wind off, nor the uater; if the sea came on board, the passengers and crew were

quite unprotected.

963. Do you suppose that that was in accordance with the conditions of the

contract with the shipbuilders?—I should imagine it was; they would have put

bulwarks around, I should imagine, it it had been specified ; the object had been

to diminish the resistance to a fast going boat, so as to offer as little obstruction

to the wind and advancing waves as possible ; but that is not at all the thing for

a passenger vessel.

964. You think that was the intention ?—I think so; it was intended to dimi

nish the resistance of the vessel passing through the water, and through the air.

965. Chairman^] Did you find, on examination of the vessel, that any damage

had arisen to her which, in your opinion, was the result of au error of con

struction ; do you, for instance, take the case you have mentioned, of the

bulwarks, to be one r—The question of the bulwarks would refer more to the

protection of the passengers and the comfort of the crew, and their ability to

perform their duties with a strong vessel ; it would be very difficult indeed to say

how much was due to the imperfect rivetting, or how much to the want of longi

tudinal strength, but the two aggravated each other very much.

966. Mr. Walpole.~\ Had you seen the " Hibernia " before her accident?—

No ; I may mention that upon a former survey, to ascertain the extent of this

imperfect rivetting, I had the keel-plate taken off, and it was so badly fitted

that it was quite impossible that it could have kept the water out; the butts of

the keel plate, instead of being properly rivetted in the usual way, were screwed

up with screw pegs, and only three in each butt, instead of being properly rivetted ;

that was a very bad job. The remainder of the ship was generally well plated,

and the framing pretty strong, and the material seemed good ; but owing to the

defect in the keel-plate, and the rivetting and the defective sort of gunwale, I

fancy that it was not possible that she could have performed her work satis

factorily.

967. Chairman.'] Do you think that some of the damage which arose to the

ship did arise from the bad workmanship ?—Certainly.

960. Mr. Peel.'] There was no fault to find with the design of the ship, was

there ?•—No, I think not ; she was of a peculiar shape, but for a fast vessel

perhaps opinions might vary.

969. The
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969. The vessel was not so long that the requisite strength could not be given -f°hn Jordan, E«q.

to it ?—No, I think not.

970. Chairman.~\ Did you find, on examination of the ship, that she was built 9 July

according to the terms of the contract, with the liest material, and that, sub

stantially, she was finished in a superior style?—The finish was not superior,

certainly; the materials, and the rivets especially, were exceedingly good iron,

and the plates themselves seemed good, hut the workmanship I cannot say so

much about ; the rivetting is certainly deficient, it is unsound ; it does not fill

the holes properly.

971. Would you say that the rivetting is so defective from carelessness that a

great deal of the weakness of the vessel may he attributed to that cause ?—The

rivets are very small in the neck ; whether that may be attributed to carelessness

or not, one can hardly say, but they were certainly loose in the holes.

972. Is the finish equal to the usual Clyde and Liverpool finish of vessels?—

No ; I do not think it is.

973. Have you seen the contract between the Royal Atlantic Mail Steam

Navigation Company and Messrs. Palmer ?—I have.

974. Mr. Peel.] Was the " Hibernia " one of Messrs. Palmer's ships ?—Yes ;

she was the sister to the " Conr.aught."

975. Chairman.] Have you seen this clause, " that they (the builders) shall

and will, at their own costs and charges, amend and replace in a good and

sufficient and workmanlike manner any defect of the said steam vessels, and the

engines that may be supplied to the said steam vessel or any of them, arising from

error -of construction, imperfect workmanship, or insufficient or unsound materials,

so as such defects be pointed out in writing \vithin 12 calendar months from the

delivery of the said steam vessels respectively, but not further or otherwise"?—I

have seen that clause.

976. Do you consider that it would be the duty of the Messrs. Palmer, on

having those defects pointed out to them, to have amended those defects and to

have replaced faulty workmanship hy good workmanship ?—Certainly.

977. Mr. Peel.] Does the contract state the price paid for the ship ?—I believe

it does.

978. Is it a cheap ship?—I should hardly say that it is a cheap ship.

979. Do you mean from its being so badly built ?—No, from the price.

980. Sir 'John Trollope.] Do you mean to say that the price was adequate for

a ship of that tonnage and capacity ?—The price was 95,000 /., and I scarcely

think that that is sufficient.

981. Was it sufficient to turn out a vessel of first class quality?—Scarcely

sufficient, I should think.

982. Mr. Peel.] What would be the price paid in the Clyde for a vessel built

in a superior manner ?—I should think about J 00,000 /. to 11 0,000 I. ; prices will

vary quite as much as that in a set of estimates.

983. Chairman.] Do you think that the " Hibernia " was fit to cross the

Atlantic except when the sea was tranquil ?—After examining her the first

time, the company applied to me for advice, and I told them that it would be

impossible that she could cross the Atlantic except at the risk of foundering.

984. Have you given any specifications with regard to the work that should

be done to this steamer, to make her seaworthy and fit to cross the Atlantic?—

I have.

985. Is that work extensive?—It is very extensive; it comprises essentially

the re-rivetting of the vessel and the introduction of longitudinal fastenings both

in a vertical and lateral direction, the doubling of the plates in the bottom of the

bilges to prevent the butts opening and the seams drawing in future, and putting

on the proper bulwarks to give protection on deck, and a top-gallant forecastle for

the purpose of giving her increased height forward when she is plunging through

the sea to prevent the sea from getting on deck.

986. You consider that those additions to this vessel are of a very important

character ?—I think so.

987. And that, without them she would be utterly u p.seaworthy ?—I am quite

of that opinion.

988. Do you think that it was a proper state for a vessel to have been delivered

to the company in the condition in which she arrived in the Mersey?—Certainly

not.

989. Do you attribute much of that weakness which she exhibited to the effects

0.83. N of
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Tohn Jordan, Esq. of the gale which she encountereil ?—The gale found out the weak places, and

they were found to be so universal that it amounted to a very serious matter.

9 July 1861. 99°- Mr. Pee/.] What time would it have taken to execute the repairs which

you considered necessary ?—From four to five months ; perhaps four and a half

months from the time she commenced.

991. Sir Morton Peto.~\ How long has she been now under repair ? —I think

about two months ; seven or eight weeks, I think, altogether.

992. It would take from two to three months more?— I think so.

993. Mr. Brown-lVestheadJ] Was any estimate formed of the cost of repairing

her ?—I did make a sort of estimate.

994. What was the amount?—About from 22,000 I. to 26,000 /.; it is im

possible to be quite accurate upon a matter of that description.

995. Sir Morton Peto.] Are those repairs now being carried out ?—They are

very well advanced.

996. By whom ?—By Messrs. Laird & Sons, of Birkenhead.

997. Chairman.'] Do you consider that when these works are carried out the

vessel will do her work efficiently and satisfactorily ?—There are some repairs

doing to the engine, and "hen these matters are carried out, together \vith the

repairs, or rather alterations of the ship, I think she will be a very first class

boat.

998. Will she be quite able to perform her contract?—I think so.

999. Therefore, I presume, I may take it as the summary of your evidence

with regard to the " Hibernirt," that you find fault with her upon the ground,

first of all, of the error of construction, from the want of longitudinal, vertical, and

lateral strength r—Precisely.

1000. Mr. Peel.] What do you mean by errors of construction?—I mean that

the proper longitudinal strength must be given to the vessel to prevent her

bottom going up and down, and the top breaking down : there must be proper

longitudinal lateral strengthening, so as to prevent so long a vessel bending side

ways, as we know they do.

1001. Do you think that that is required by the contract ?—It was not inserted

in the specification, but by a clause in the contract, binding the builders to make

good all defects discovered arising from error of construction, I think that at once

covers it, and they were in duty bound themselves to see that they put in the

proper amount of longitudinal strength.

1002. Chairman.^ Then, with regard to the second objection that you have to

her, as arising from imperfect workmanship, what have you to say about that ?—

Imperfect workmanship, bad punching, imperfect rivetting; the butt straps not

close to the plates themselves ; the seams not close, and the keel plates badly fitted.

1003. The butts of the keel plates are only screw-pegged ?—That is the

fact.

1004. Then, with regard to the materials, do you think that the materials are

insufficient?—No, I think the materials generally very good.

1005. Did you make any report upon the subject of the engine-shaft?—I did,

certainly; the engine-shaft was found too small; that was from the report of

the engineer; the engineer discovered that, in the engines, the working of the

starting gear was rather slow in its operation, and that has to be altered.

loob". Mr. Peel.] Do you believe that the sister ship, the " Connaught," had

the same defects ?—Certainly.

1007. And that those were the real causes of her foundering?—I think so.

1008. Chairman.] With regard to the general proceeding on the part of ship

builders, is it not the custom for shipbuilders not merely actually to carry out the

specifications, but to execute themselves any works that they may consider to

be requisite to turn out a properly constructed vessel, even though it may not be

specified actually in the specifications?—I have frequently found that to be the

case ; it is generally a matter of arrangement afterwards, if there is a specifica

tion furnished for an ordinary kind of ship, and some improvements are required ;

it is generally a matter of arrangement between the owners and the builders

of the ships; but the builder is generally supposed to be bound to furnish any

suggestion that would make the vessel more efficient.

1009. Do you think that a builder of high position would be satisfied to turn

out an ill constructed and weak vessel without stating to the parties who had con

tracted with him that such deficiencies did exist?—Certainly not ;•! can only

speak for myself; when I was building, I am sure 1 would not have built a

vessel
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vessel that I thought would have beeu imperfect, or would not have don,; me John Jordan, Esq.

proper credit. .

1010. If you had a contract embodying certain specifications, and you found ^ ^

that those specifications were not sufficient to turn out a seaworthy and efficient

vessel, I presume you would have stated to the contracting parties that additions

should be made in order that your reputation might not suffer ?—I would con

sider it my duty to make such representations to such contracting parties.

1011. SirJokn Trollope,] Is the back of the " Hibernia" strained in anyway;

is she out of her true lines?—She is shored on the blocks properly ; of course in

the seaway she would waive and twist in all sorts of ways from weakness, and she

would screw herself through the waves. There is evidence of that operation

having taken place from the diagonals on the deck having worked, and the rivets

showing themselves, by the dirt in the seams, showing that the vessel has bent

backwards and forwards as she has fallen over from side to side, and alsr> gone up

and down from the bottom, and drawn the plates.

1012. The keel is not strained, is it ?—No, there is nothing to break. There

is no keel ; it is a flat plate, which would go up and down quite readily.

1013. It wants vertical and longitudinal strengthening to hold it together ?—

Yes, precisely. A box keelson has been put in and carried fore and aft, with three

vertical feathers in it, and the butts, to prevent their opening in future, are covered

over with an additional thickness of plates ; and on the top, where the gunwale had

given way, it has been entirely taken out, and there a proper form of gunwale has

been put in. Upon the lower deck beams, the place where the ship offers the

greatest resistance to the lateral motion, there has a large box stringer been put

there made of iron for the purpose of resisting the motion. Those, have been

found to answer in cases of a similar description.

1014. Do you know at whose cost the ship is being repaired ?— I do not know

that.

1015. Mr. Peel.] How do you account for the company having allowed the

ship to be delivered by the shipbuilders in this condition ?—I cannot tell.

1016. Mr. Walpole,] Do you know the nature of the service which she had to

perform under the Galway contract ?—To cross the Atlantic in all weathers.

1017. Do you know the nature of the contract with regard to the service which

she had to perform ?—I do.

1018. Do you think that her defects of construction and imperfect workman

ship were such that the Postmaster General would have been perfectly justified in

not accepting that ship for the service ?—Yes, I do.

1019. Chairman.] Are you aware that the Admiralty Surveyor, Mr. J.Lew-

cock, stated at page 3 of Paper 277, to the Admiralty, with regard to the

" Hibernia :" " I beg to report that the ' Hihernia ' is in every respect fit to be

employed for the conveyance of the mails between Galway and the United States,

in accordance with the contract with the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation

Company " ?—I have read that report.

lOiJO. How do you account for this report, on the part of the Admiralty sur

veyor?—It is quite unaccountable. If the Committee wish it, I have some

samples here as evidence of the truth of what I am advancing with respect to the

imperfect workmanship ; and they can be produced, if the Committee wish it.

1021. When the Admiralty surveyor was called upon to examine a vessel like

the "Hibernia," with everything closed up, would he have been in a position to

have given the same opinion which you have been giving at the present moment,

from the close examination which you were enabled to make by the comparative

breaking up of the vessel ?—To arrive at a correct opinion, I should have to do

exactly what has been done. If you ask me for a correct opinion, I must

examine her, and I cannot give a correct opinion unless I do examine her.

1022. Could you have given the same close examination of a vessel, had you

merely given her the ordinary Admiralty examination as you are able to do at

present ?—I am not aware what the Admiralty examination is.

1023. When a vessel is perfectly finished, and fit for sea, then the Admiralty

examination takes place ; would you have been enabled, while the vessel was

complete, before she was opened in any way, to have given the same report?—-

With respect to the defects of construction, certainly I could, but not with respect

to the imperfect workmanship.

1024. 1 think it has been stated that the "Connaught" was a sister phip to the

0.83. N 2 " Hibernia,"
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John Jordan, Esq. " Hibernia," constructed with the. same weakness, and would have evinced similar

weakness and defects?— I am convinced that she would.

9 July 1861. 1025. Are you aware that the Hull shipwright surveyor, and the Hull engineer

surveyor, both reported, with regard to the " Connatight," on the ist of June

1860, that she was in a good condition, and in every respect suitable for tiie ser

vice intended ?—This is the rirst time I have heard of that.

1026. Under those circumstances, was it not perfectly clear that when reports

of that kind came from the Hull shipwright surveyor, and the Hull engineer sur

veyor, the company had no other alternative but to accept the ships upon which

such a favourable report was given ?—Certainly ; they had no other alternative,

if the surveyors say that she is correct. They were bound by a clause in the

contract to receive them upon certain certificates by the surveyors.

1027. Are you aware, that with regard to the "Hibernia," the Newcastle-on-

Tyne surveyors, and the Southampton engineer surveyor, and the shipwright

surveyor at Southampton, all reported to the Board of Trade upon the

" Hibernia," and that none of them made any remark whatsoever with regard

to the error of construction or to the fault or' workmanship ?—I hear that now

for the first time, I helieve.

1028. Mr. PeeL] What is the Board of Trade survey?— I can hardly tell you.

I am not sufficiently acquainted with the rules by which they are guided, in

making surveys, to give an opinion upon that point.

1029. Is it with regard to the ship carrying mails, or being employed as a

passenger ship ?—I should think the Board of Trade would make it as to her

being employed as a passenger ship ; but I am not quite certain on that

point.

1030. Is it under the Merchant Shipping Act :—I am not aware sufficiently to

be able to give an opinion.

1031. Mr. Brown-Westhead.] Would you have been able, prior to the vessel

having undergone this strain, to ascertain whether those rivets were put in in n

defective manner ?—Yes, if I had been allowed to do so. I may remark that it

was inside the vessel that the discovery was made, as to the heads of the rivets ;

that they did not fill in the neck, so that it is not necessary to be outside to find

out the defects under that head.

1032. That was clearly visible?—It was visible by hammering.

1033. Was it easily ascertainable by striking them?—Yes.

1034. Sir Morton Peto.~] Then you mean to say that those were defects which

in your judgment could be seen by yourself, without any doubt, if you had seen

the vessel ?—They were al! inside the vessel.

1035. The question is, whether before the strain you would have seen them?

—Certainly ; many parts which were not strained evinced the same symptoms.

1036. Mr. Peel.] Are those the points to which you would have directed your

attention, had you been surveying in the way in which those officers have been

surveying ?—I think so. If I am required to give a certificate as to whether a

vessel is seaworthy or not, I must satisfy myself that there was no defect

about it.

1037. Mr. Brown-Westhead.~\ Had you been employed for a purchaser to

examine that vessel, would you have found out those defects?—I think so.

1038. Chairman.] With regard to the "Columbia;" do you remember examin

ing the ''Columbia" when she was placed in the graving dock at Birkenhead ?—

I do.

1039. -And (''d y°u> 'n t')e case °f tne "Columbia," furnish reports from time

to time to the Company upon the subject of that vessel?—I did.

1040. Did you find the " Columbia " considerably strained ?—I did.

1041. Can you recollect about the date of your examination?—It was the day

after she was put into the docks. I have not a memorandum of the date.

1042. You sent in your report on the 13th of June, did you not?—It would

be immediately before the date of the report.

1043. Mr. H'alpoleJ] It was in the summer of 1861, that you made that

survey .'— Yes ; it was the morning after she went into the dock, and I remained

in the dock while the water left the vessel.
1044. Mr. Brown-Hresthead.~\ Did the vessel leak much?—Yes, the water ran

out from some of the butts of the keel, and in the bilges.

1045. Chairman.]
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1045. Chairman.'] You found that damage had been done to her below, did John Jordan, Esq.

you not, from having been struck with the ice r—Yes. ~~
1046. And that her paddles were also injured from the same cause r —The 9JuI7

paddles were nearly destroyed.

1047. That was from an accident from the ice?—Yes, by striking the ice.

1048. There was also some damage done to her bottom, was there not?—Yes,

she had apparently been on shore.

1049. Mr. Peel.] Was she built by the same builders?—I believe not;

Messrs. Samuelson, of Hull, were the builders, I believe.

1050. Chairman.] Was there much sign of straining in the^vessel ; in any

part of the vessel ?—Yes, there was a good deal of straining ; the upper strakes

were very badly shaken at the butts, and one or two butts in the paddle-

boxes, just abaft the shaft, had opened considerably, and you could see the

line of her greatest strain passing down under the bottom and up the other

side ; there were incipient signs of a very great strain there, as you would expect

a vessel about to part to show; there were incipient signs of parting in the

middle; the butts were drawn about the eighth of an inch in the top strake

in the paddle-box.

1051. Have you to put the vessel upon higher blocks in order to get effectually

at the necessary repairs r—Yes ; the vessel was rather low at first, the men could

not do their work properly, and it was laid upon higher blocks.

10.52. In putting her upon those higher blocks she canted over and injured

herself?—Yes, in shoring the bilges while settling down on the blocks, she

canted over on to the gridiron, and went over perhaps at an angle of five or six,

or even eight or ten degrees.

1053. Several of her plates were injured?—Yes, 16, I think.

1054. When you took off those plates, what was the condition of the rivetting

on the seams ?—The rivetting on the seams was very badly spaced, and some of

the holes had evidently been counter-sunk by hand, just the corner taken off by a

chisel and rivetted up. It is not usual to do that ; it is usual to make a proper

counter-sink ; and the butts could scarcely be called double rivetted.

1055. Did you state, in your report from the Underwriters' room at Liverpool,

on the 7th of June, to the manager of the Atlantic Company, "that if the rivetting

and rivets of the 'Hibernia' were defective and unsound from bad workmanship,

the ' Columbia's ' rivetting was not by any means so good a job " r—That was the

case with regard to the "Columbia's" rivetting.

1056. Mr. Peel.] Do you know what the report made by the Admiralty sur

veying officer upon this ship "Columbia" was?—No, not in respect to the

" Columbia" at all ; I have not seen it or heard or" it.

1057. He reported upon the ship on the 1st of April 1861, and he said that

the construction of her hull was, in his opinion, in many respects faulty ; " Still,"

he says, " with the alterations and additions which I have had made at South

ampton, I consider this vessel to be at the present time sufficiently seaworthy and

fit to carry the mails for two or three voyages during the summer service referred

to in the contract, afler which she should be carefully examined in dry dock,

when, 1 apprehend, it will be found that she has not that degree of longitudinal

strength in her lower and upper parts which she should have to prevent straining

and leakage when at sea"?—I think that is a very proper report.

1058. It was such a report as you would yourself have made?— I think so.

1059. You think it would be hard, perhaps, upon the company to have with

held permission for the employment of the vessel temporarily for the summer?—

Perhaps it would ; she did not show nearly so many signs of weakness as the

other vessel, not by any means, after making the voyage; then she met with a

collision with ice, and grounding on the bar ; that would account for a good deal

of the straining, possibly.

1060. Mr. Walpole.] According to the report which has just been read to you,

do you think that the Post Office was right or wrong in accepting the "Columbia"

for the Galway service for two round voyages only?—That would be the limit.

1061. In your opinion there was nothing severe in the Post Office limiting the

service to two round voyages ?—No ; I think it was quite right ; it was a very

proper limitation.

1062. Chairman.] Did you write upon the 13th of June to the Royal Atlantic

Mail Company this report, a portion of which I am going to read to you : "While

surveying, along with Mr. Paterson, of Bristol, the damage done to the vessel by

0.83. N 3 canting
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John Jordan, Esq. canting over, it was necessary to remove some of the plates under the engines

• and boilers; we found the ship not double rivetted, spacing of the rivets iu the

9 July 1801. seams and butts, together with the countersinking of the holes, altogether defec

tive, spaces T 2 inches in length only rivetted with a single row of rivets, some of

them 4, 44, and some 5 inches apart in the seams, the butts being only zigzagged

enough to spoil good single rivetting ; many of the holes not sufficiently counter

sunk, and some of them with the edge of the hole only just chipped off; this

kind of thing extends all the way in the wake of the double framing." Did you

write that:—I wrote that.

1063. Do you adhere to that opinion ?—I do.

1064. Do yon consider that this defective workmanship involved " the abso

lute necessity that the midship portion of the vessel should be re-riveted with

straps, embracing the frames, and that additional holes be bored in the seams

wherever the rivets exceed proper caulking distance, and that a double tier of

holes be bored through the frames wherever a single row now exists ; some of

the diagonals in the orlop deck are also very badly fastened " ?—Yes, I wrote

that.

1065. In order to put this vessel into efficient and working order you consider,

do you not, that an outlay of 16,975 /. would be necessary?— I think so.

1066. And that it could hardly be done for less ?—It will hardly cover it.

1067. I see an item in your estimate of the cost of the repairs necessary to

put the "Columbia" in proper order of 1,500^ for alterations to engines to

make them effective; does that refer to any defective construction in the air

pumps ?—Yes.

1068. When all those alterations have been carried out which you suggest in

that report, do you then think that this vessel will be rendered thoroughly efficient

and equal lor the requirements of a Trans-Atlantic steamer ?—I think so.

1069. Mr. Peel.} What are those requirements ;—That she shall be able to do

her duty, and to go about her business in all weathers with safety to the crew, and

without injury to herself.

1070. And at what speed?—I should think from 12 to 13 knots.

1071. When you say that she Wiis fit do to everything that could be required

of her under the contract with the Post Office, do you know what those require

ments are under that contract?—I have some indistinct impression, not a very

defined one, that she is to cross the Atlantic, and deliver mails in six days ;

I think she is able to do that, when put into a proper state of efficiency, to go at

that speed in all weathers ; they never would have been able to have driven her

at any speed in rough weather before those alterations were adopted.

1072. Chairman.] Those alterations will enable them to drive the vessel at

more speed in all weathers ?—Yes.

1073. Have you any idea of how long it will take before those alterations are

completed ?—I think, in the case of the " Ilibernia," the repairs and alterations

are very well advanced ; I should say, perhaps, three months from now would

complete her.

1074. Mr. Peel.] And the other ship also?—The " Columbia" has hardly been

commenced.

1075. Is it commenced?—They have got the plates off that were injured by

the canting over, and they are about beginning to put them on again.

1076. How long would it take to complete ?—I should think from four and a

half to five months to finish her ; there is not so much to do to her as there is to

the " Hibernia."

1077. Mr. Ker Seymer.} Should you have made those discoveries as to the

state of the " Columbia" but for the'accident to the plates?—No ; not the irre

gular spacing down in the bottom under the engines.

1078. That was not a thing which could have been discovered if the plates

had not happened to have been stripped off?—No ; I would have required to

see her building to find that out.

1079. Chairman.} The " Anglia" is a sister ship to the " Hibernia"?—I have

never seen the " Anglia ;" it could have been discovered in the " Columbia" that

the butts were not double rivetted, and that there was not sufficient grip on the

end of the plate.

1080. Mr. Ker Seymer.} Still the defect which you have described could not

have
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have been discovered but at the time of the building except for the accident John Jordan, Esq.

which obliged them to take off the plates?—Certainly ; that is so. —

1081. Mr. Peel.~\ What is the course which persons who contract with ship 9Julyi86>.

builders generally take to see that the contract is properly carried out ?—In the

case of ordinary ships that are classed at Lloyd's, there are regular rules giving

the size of the scantling and the space of the rivets, and it is left to Lloyd's

surveyor to see whether that work is honestly done.

1082. While the ship is in progress of building?—Yes ; to the Lloyd's sur

veyor and to any other surveyor whom the owner may think necessary to secure

his interest ; that is generally the way.

1083. But it is the business of the owner to look after that?—Yes ; it is the

business of the owner to see that he gets a good article for his money.

1084. There is no Government superintendence of ships while they are

actually building, is there ?—No.

John Laird, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

1085. Chairman.] YOU are a shipbuilder at Birkenhead, are you not ?—I am. John Laird, Esq.

1086. Are the " Hibernia " and "Columbia" steam ships at present in your —.

hands for repairs ?—They are.

1087. Have you generally inspected those vessels?—1 have looked at them

generally ; I have not gone much into detail, but I believe, so far as I have gone

into it, that the reports made by Mr. Jordan are correct as to those ships ; 1 have

had letters from home to-day, to say, that other surveyors have been called in

since, and they do not think that he has recommended quite enough to be done,

or that he has gone quite far enough.

1088. Mr. Peel.] By whom have those other surveyors been called in?—By

the company.

1089. Chairman.] Have you had reports made upon the subject of those ships

to you, both by your sons and your foreman? —Yes; from time to time reports

have been made that the rivetting and the other work seem to have been very

inefficiently done.

1090. Do they corroborate what has been stated by Mr. Jordan ?—All the

reports that I have had from the parties who are charged with the details, cor

roborate what he has said.

1091. Do they state that the rivetting was bad, and the work generally ineffi

cient ?—The work generally, was inefficiently fitted, and the rivetting particularly

very bad.

1092. Is the arrangement of the framing and the scantling of the ship impro

perly arranged?—We should not have constructed a ship upon the same principle,

but I think there is iron enough in the ship to have made a very first rate ship,

if it had been disposed differently.

1093. You think she is deficient as regards strength?—She is deficient as

regards strength, though there is weight of material enough in her to make her a

good strong serviceable ship.

^ 1094. Have you read the contract that has been made between the Atlantic

Company and the Messrs. Paltrier lor the construction of those two vessels, the

" Hibernia " and the " Connaught " ?—Yes, I have read the contract, and

it strikes me that there are some clauses in it which bind them, irrespective

of the specifications being full in their details, to make first rate ships for the

trade ; in fact, 1 cannot conceive that any ship builder undertaking to build

vessels for any particular service would not feel himself bound to complete them

in an efficient manner, not merely adhering to the specification, because there

are many details in the working out of a ship which cannot be minutely speci

fied, and which must be left to the builders to do.

1095. But you think on the whole, that the specifications lor the construction

of those vessels were ample and sufficient on the part of the company?—I think

that with the proper additions which ought to have been made by the builders,

the contract seems to have been very carefully drawn up so far as the company

were concerned, but I would not have arranged the specifications in the same

way, though I could have got sufficient strength with the same weight of

material.

1 096. Mr. Walpole.] So far as the company is concerned, do you think that

0.83. N 4 they
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John Laird, Esq. they took every precaution to get proper vessels made for the service under the

contract ?—I think so ; because there is a clause, that if there is anything omitted

9 July 1861. in the contract, the builders are bound to make it right.

1097. Chairman.'] You stated, did you not, that there are parts of the vessels

which cannot be shown or described in the specifications, but which the builders

ought to supply, so as to make the vessel a first rate steamer?—As a general

rule, you cannot in submitting plans for approval, as we had to do to the company

for the City of Dublin steamers, and to the Admiralty, detail in those plans and

specifications all the work that would be necessary to make them efficient ships.

Generally, about the engine-room and the centre of the ship, are the weakest

parts, and the contract specifies that the keelsons and other work about that

part of the ship shall be done in communication with the engineer; and there

fore it is unusual at the first starting of the contract to do it. I consider it to

be the duty of the shipbuilder so to arrange those parts in communication with

the engineer, as to give the ship the necessary strength in her weakest part.

1098. You have lately built some very large steamboats, have you not, for the

City of Dublin Company?—We have built three of the Holyhead steamers, and

those plans and specifications were submitted to the Admiralty ; but I do not

consider that I am by that act relieved from making an arrangement sufficient for

the trade. In fact, the specification, as I said just now, was a genera! specification

of the works, with the details of the fastenings to be carried out in such a way as to

make the vessels efficient. We considered that we were bound not merely to

carry out the specification to the letter, but to make the ships sufficient for the

purpose for which we knew they were intended.

1099. You knowing that they were intended for a special service constructed

them accordingly ?—We did so, and we always do. In fact, we consider it right

and fair that any shipbuilder undertaking to carry out a certain contract for

building a vessel for a particular purpose should see that he carries it out to

the best of his judgment to enable the service to be performed.

1100. With regard to the additions that you consider to be requisite, and

which were not mentioned in the specification, did you charge the City of Dublin

Company for them, or did you execute them at your own expense ?—No, we did

not. make any extra charge for making those ships efficient. All the extra fasten

ings that we put in were done without charge.

1101. Consequently any omission in the specification you would not consider

would relieve you in the slightest degree from the responsibility of turning out a

fit, proper, and efficient vessel ?—Certainly not. We consider ourselves bound to

make the vessel efficient to the best of our judgment.

1102. Mr. Peel.] According to the contract between this company and the

Government, " the company shall, previously to any vessel being built for, or

which is intended to be employed in the performance of this contract, submit

the entire designs, plans, and sections of each and every of such vessel, with

proper specifications as to engines and other fittings to the said Commissioners"?

—Yes.

1103. Do you consider that the designs and plans of those ships were such as

under that clause of the contract the Commissioners could not have reasonably

objected to?—I have not seen the plans, but I do not consider that, submitting

the general plans, such as they are, to the Admiralty, relieves the builder from

any responsibility at all. I think that if a builder is to undertake to build a ship

for a particular service it is his duty to see it properly carried out, but in the

specifications that we sent in to the Admiralty, the details were not fully carried

out, and we therefore had to do them in the building of the ship.

1104. Mr. Brown~Westhead.~\ If you had undertaken to build ships according

to this specification for the price named, do you think that you could have

built a vessel that would have fulfilled all the requirements of the service

for that sum?— 1 should have been prepared to do it for the sum of

1 00,000 /; I have no hesitation in saying that 1 could build ships that

Mould perform the service m n most satisfactory manner without any difficulty ;

I do not say that they would be of the exact dimensions of these ships or of the

nominal power, but they would go faster and perform the service, and be strong

enough for any service that they could be put to.

1105. Mr. Peel.] And would they be in general accordance with the designs

of those ships, so far as you know ?— I guard myself against that; they would ba

different
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different designs altogether. I said, when the Honourable Chairman asked me John Laird, E«<j.

first, that I did not approve of the disposition of the iron in those ships, but I —

would construct a vessel lor the sum of' money I have just named which would y July 1861.

answer all the requirements of this contract.

1106. Sir Morton PetoJ] Have you read the contract and the specification of

those vessels ?—Yes, I have.

1 107. In the way in which that contract is drawn, do you deem it passible that

more precaution or care could have been taken for the company's interest?—The

contract is very carefully worded, because there is that clause in it which I

alluded to before, by which the builder is bound to make good any deficiencies

and to make the ships efficient.

1 108. Irrespective of that, if during the progress of the works any additional

works or alterations should be found necessary, there is another clause which

empowers payment for those works upon their being certified ?—Yes, there is a

clause to that effect.

1 109. Upon the completion of those ships I see that the builders are bound to

produce the certificates of the Admiralty surveyor and of the Lloyds' surveyor to

their efficiency before the company are bound to pay ; could the company have

taken a greater precaution than the production of those certificates as a matter of

safety to themselves ?—No, I think they have full power in this contract to inspect

the ships themselves, and they also, I think, take care to stipulate that they shall

pass the Admiralty and the Board of Trade.

I no. Could the company, in taking care of its own interest, in its anxiety to

fulfil its duty towards the Government, have taken any other precaution than to

have required that those ships should be built to the satisfaction of the surveyor

of the Admiralty, and also of Lloyd's surveyor?—I do not quite consider that

to be sufficient.

1111. What more should they have done?—The Admiralty surveyors do not

survey the ships while they are building, but the company have powers in their con

tract to survey the ships while they are building. The Admiralty survey is a survey

after the completion, and the Board of Trade survey is a survey after the com

pletion ; and as they have not examined all the details of those ships, while they

are building, they can only give a certificate on what they see, because there are

many parts under the engines and boilers which it is impossible for the Admiralty

or Board of Trade surveyor 10 get at.

1112. Could the company have done more than have required the production

of those certificates before they paid the money for the ships ?—I think that if

they were satisfied that the ships were themselves good they could not have done

more ; but thev ou«ht to have been satisfied first, that the ships were completed

in accordance with the contract itself; it is their duty to do that.

1113. Mr. Peel.~\ They could have had a surveyor of their own, could they

not, constantly inspecting the work ?—Yes. I consider that the Admiralty survey

is a survey after completion ; which cannot be a minute survey of the way in

which the work is done. I think the contract is more stringent than usual,

because it requires that the ships shall be subject to their own surveyor ; and that

they also shall pass the Admiralty and the Board of Trade surveyor. That is

a very unusual clause to put in; of course it is as much as they could do, added

to the survey which they had power to make themselves.

1114. Sir Morton Pelo.] And then there is another clause by which any

defects manifesting themselves during a year after completion of the ships, are to

be made good at the charge of the contractors ?—Yes ; any defects, either in the

hull or in the machinery, are to be made good ; that is to say, any defects in the

original construction are to be made good, hut not defects from accident.

1115. You deem it to be the fact that the company have taken, in the way in

which this contract has been drawn by their solicitor, every precaution that

they could have taken?—I think they took all proper precaution, by way of

survey by the Admiralty and the Board of Trade survey; they could hardly have

done more in that respect.

1116. Mr. PeeL] You do not know what steps they took to survey the ships

while they were in building?—No, I do not know that; and I would guard my

self by saying that the contract, if properly carried out, was as good a contract as

possible.

1117. The company had it in their power, if they chose, under that contract,

0.83. O to
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John Laird, Esq. to secure that the ships should be built according to the contract?—By very close

looking after them while building.

9 July 1861. 1118. Mr. Ker Seymer.~] Is it usual, in your business, for parties who contract

for large vessels, to keep their own persons on the spot to inspect the works as

they are going on :—Sometimes it is done, but not often ; I have not often in

spectors in my yard.

1119. Generally speaking, people have trusted you?—As a general rule, I

have built them from my own specification, and without any resident inspector ;

but then Admiralty send down a resident inspector, and sometimes foreign

Governments have inspectors there.

1 1 20. Chairman^] In the case of this Dublin Steam Packet Company, did the

company, when those very fine boats that are now running to Dublin with such

success were being built, employ surveyors continually to supervise your work ?

—No, they did not ; the managing director, Mr. Watson, was there occasionally,

and the superintendent, Captain Sarsfield;but they had no special surveyor there.

1121. Mr. Peel.~] Had you built ships for them before ?—Yes.

1122. And had they been perfectly satisfied with those ships?— Yes.

1123. Sir Morton Peto.~\ I believe you have built more ships perhaps than

almost any one that I know ; the Board of Admiralty have employed you ou

many occasions with large orders without continual inspection, and even the

Board of Admiralty when an order is committed to you are satisfied, are they

not 1—No, the Admiralty have a man always on the spot ; but taking the case of

private companies, they never have any inspectors on the spot, not in my works;

I cannot speak for other people. They have occasionally come down, but I have

had no inspectors on the spot to see that every rivet was properly driven ; they

depend upon my seeing that that was done myself.

1124. Mr. Peel.~\ If they were contracting with a new builder whom they had

never employed before, do you think that they would place the same confidence

in him ?— I do not venture to give an opinion upon that.

1125. Chairman,'] As you say that the Peninsular and Oriental Company

never had any survey, is it not perfectly clear that they had no surveyor the first time

they entered into a contract with you?—They had no surveyor on the spot;

occasionally one of their surveyors came down, but very seldom, to look about.

1 1 26. The first time that they employed you they had no surveyor ?—They

never have had a surveyor on the ground ; but I look upon it as almost useless

to have a man on the ground, unless the builder is determined to see that everything

is carried out properly.

1127. Are you of opinion that the "Hibernia," the vessel which we are dis

cussing, was perfectly unfit to perform voyages across the Atlantic, from her

weakness and defective construction?—She was totally unfit, I believe, from the

reports made, and it is fortunate the accident happened where it did.

1128. You agree, therefore, with the Postmaster General, do you not, that it

was a very fortunate circumstance that she did not go to sea?—I do.

1129. Have you received any orders from the company to put this vessel into

proper repair ?—Yes, I have received orders to carry out the repairs, in accord

ance with the report of Mr. Jordan, and we are now doing it. The company has

stated to me their determination to have everything done that would make the

ship thoroughly strong and efficient, and I have no doubt that the ship may be

made strong enough for the trans-Atlantic service.

1130. Do you think that the vessel ever will be a thoroughly efficient ocean

steamer?— She can be made thoroughly strong for crossing the Atlantic, or for

any other service of that kind.

1131. Are you aware of the amount of speed that it is necessary that a vessel

should have to perform that service?—I understand that it is about 11 knots

or 1 1 J knots an hour.

1132. Do you think that after she has been repaired and put in order by you, that

she will attain that speed of from 1 1 to 1 2 knots an hour going across the Atlantic ?

—I have never been on board either of the vessels, when they have been at work;

but I see by the Admiralty report, that they maintained a speed of upwards of

14 knots the measured mile; and taking that data, as is usual on such occasions,

for our calculation, I should say that they ought to maintain an average of from

II to 12 knots ; it is a commonly established rule, that if a vessel goes two or

three knots more than she is required to do at the measured mile, on her passage

she will always go the average; a vessel of 12 knots an hour will go an average

of
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of 10 to ii. and that is a data which is pretty well established, and it is required j^ ^at>rf ESC.

by the Admiralty, that they should perform two miles more than their average '_

8Peed- 9 July 186 1.

1133. When Mr. Lewcock, the Surveyor to the Admiralty, gave that very

excellent report, which we see in this return, that she was in every respect fit to

be employed for the conveyance of the mails between Gal way and the United

States, could he have given that report from being able to give that thorough

inspection of the vessel which your foreman and your sons have been able to do

in consequence of her having been opened?—If he was present there when the

ship was building, he ought to have known what the ship was, but if he gave a

general report after she was afloat, it must be understood you cannot properly

examine the ship when she is afloat.

1134. Mr. IValpole^ That perfectly reconciles the apparent conflict of opinion

between the statements made by Mr. Lewcock after the vessel was completed and

the statements made now by Mr. Jordan after the vessel was opened, so that he

could judge better of her capabilities than Mr. Lewcock could have done?—But

there is another report made afterwards by the Admiralty surveyor, Mr. Luke,

who was the chief surveyor, which is published in the Parliamentary Paper, in

which he states his opinion of her unseaworthiness. I think that Mr. Lewcock

should not have given so strong a report unless he had inspected the ship during

the time she was building; and as he has been inspecting a ship for the Govern

ment in the same yard, it is possible that he may have seen her when she was

building ; but I do not know that she was built at the same time.

1135. Chairman.'] Do you believe, from your experience in ships, that if you

had gone on board the " Hibernia," when she was just on the eve of starting for

her journey, you would have pronounced her to be m every respect fit for the

conveyance of mails between this country and the United States?—No; I think

that was rather a strong report unless the man had surveyed her when building.

1136. If he had seen her building, I presume you think that he would not have

given such a report?—He certainly could not have made that report if he had

understood his business.

j 1 37. Therefore, the sum of all that is this, that it was a report which he ought

not to have given unless he had seen her building, and that if he had seen her

building he never could have given any such report ?—I do not think if he

understood what iron ships are he could have given such a report, if he had

examined her during the progress of her building.

1138. I presume that as the "Connaught" has been pronounced to be a sister

ship in every respect to the " Hibernia," with the same weaknesses and the same

defects, your observations as to her seaworthiness would be the same as with

regard to the "Hibernia"?—If she was built in the same way, and rivetted in the

same way, of course she must be an equally bad ship; but I have never seen her.

1 139. Mr. Walpole.~] Supposing that those two ships were both equally defec

tive, would you not have said that the company which had contracted with the

Government to furnish two ships capable of performing this service ought to have

seen, while they were being constructed, that they were capable of performing

that service ?—I think that the company had that power, and they ought to have

looked after the ships.

1 140. Was it not their duty to attend to that before they tendered those vessels

for the performance of the service?—If they had full confidence in the builders

fulfilling their engagements, I do not think they would, because I have built

100,000 tons of shipping, and I do not believe that in 10,000 out of the 100,000

tons, I have had resident inspectors.

1 141. Chairman.'] Have you not already stated that it is not the habit in your

yard to send a surveyor down to inspect those ships?—It is not, and it is a very

rare occurrence that inspectors are sent down except by the Admiralty, who

always send inspectors to be there while the building is going on.

1142. Mr. Pee/.] Do you consider that the passing of those two ships, the

"Hibernia" and the "Connaught," by the Government surveyor, after they had

left the builder's hands, in any way disabled this company from performing the

postal contract with the Government ?—No ; the ships were inefficient ; that is

what prevented the contract being performed.

1143. But that in noway impeded the company from performing the contract,

the Government passing them after they were finished?—No; what impeded

them was the ships not turning out efficient.

0.83. O 2 1144. If
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John Laird, Esq. U44- If the Government had rejected those ships on their being submitted for

. survey, the company would have been in no better position for earring out the

9 July 1861. contract ?—Certainly not ; I think when the Government surveyor made that

report upon the "Columbia,'' she ought not to have been allowed to go; there

was a report made that she should only go the two summer voyages ; but I do

not know what view the Admiralty took.

1145. Sir Morton PetoJ] There is a clause in the contract by which the

Government surveyor's report is to be the test of reception by the company ; if

the Government surveyor had refused, the company would not have accepted, and

then the vessels might have been made, as you are making them sufficiently

strong ?—My impression is this, that if the Government had refused to pass the

ship instead of saying, " She is not strong enough, but we will allow her to go for

once," then it would have been a stronger case for the company to have gone

back to the builders. If the Government surveyor, instead of allowing the ship to

go for two voyages in the summer, had rejected the ship altogether, then the com

pany, under that contract, of course, would have been able to go back at once to

the builder to make the vessel thoroughly efficient.

1 146. Therefore, so far, it practically is a bar to the company •—Yes.

1147. Chairman.~\ Would not the company have also been in a position to have

gone at once to the Government instead of continuing to carry on an inefficient

service by reason of inefficient vessels ; could they not have made the inefficiency

of those vessels which had been delivered to them a plea for the suspension of

the service at once? —Of course, they could have used that argument.

1 148. Mr. Peel.] But the passing of this ship by the Admiralty surveyor did

not exonerate the shipbuilders from liability under the contract?—It was a quali

fied approval his allowing it to go at all ; I think it would have been better for

the company it" the Admiralty surveyor had said he will have the ship complete

according to the contract, because it is not a question merely of the company and

the Admiralty ; it is a question of allowing ships to go to sea, which there is any

doubt about" carrying 500 or 600 passengers; I think that ought to have been

considered, and the Admiralty ought not merely to have considered the question

of the obligation of the company or anybody else ; it was a serious thing carry

ing all those passengers, and the company would have been in a better position if

the Admiralty had rejected the ship at that time.

1149. Mr. Brown-Westhead.] Do you think that the officer of the Board of

Trade inspecting those ships ought not to have suffered them to go to sea ?—The

Board of Trade go there to examine the bulkheadh and pumps, and things of that

kind ; they do not go so much into an examination of the hull, because they

could not see in what condition the ship was when she was drawing 16 or i 8 feet

of vi ater. I have always considered that the Admiralty survey was more as a test

of speed, and to see that the ship was in accordance with the contract, and as a

general supervision under the specification, though I never before heard of a case

where permission was given to go away where there was any doubt about the

strength of a ship.

1150. Sir Morton Peto.~\ The instructions which are now given you with

regard to these vessels are to put them in perfect order, and to make them in

every respect efficient, I believe?—Yes, we are to make them as strong as they

can he made ; and I have no doubt whatever that when they are completed, they

will be perfectly strong for any service.

1151. Mr. Peel.] Do not you consider that upon the whole, with reference to

the acceptance of those ships for this service, the company were treated more

indulgently than they should have been ?•—1 have stated before, that I think it

would have been better if that ship had not been accepted, because that report

states distinctly that the ship is not strong enough for the Atlantic service.

1 152. With regard to the "Columbia," have you been over the "Columbia"?

—I have seen her.

1153. Have you had reports as to the "Columbia" from your sons and from

your foremen ?—I have read Mr. Jordan's report, and 1 have reports from theai,

and they consider that the rivetting is very bad.

1 1 54. Do you agree with these words of Mr. Jordan's report, of the 7th of June,

to Mr. Weir : " We also discovered that if the rivetting and rivets of the

" Hibernia" are defective and unsound from bad workmanship, the " Columbia's"

plates are not by any means so good a job"?—So far as I have heard from my

people,
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people, though she was not opened up so much as the " Hibernia," and you cannot j0^n Laird, Esq.

tell so decidedly as when a vessel has been opened up, her ri vetting is bad. --

1155. Mr. Jordan adds : " I should recommend the Board of Trade surveyors 9 July 1861.

be summoned to inspect these plates as a specimen of the very worst work I

ever beheld. If the 'Anglia' (which is the sister ship to the • Columbia,') is a

fac simile of this ship, she cannot last a winter." Do you agree, from the reports

which you have received, that that is a correct statement?—I have not gone

minutely into the matter; I have seen the plates cut oft', and the rivetting is bad,

no doubt ; the report which I have of it fully bears out the impression that a

great deal of the rivetting will require to be renewed, and a great deal that is now

single rivetting will have to be. made into double rivetting; I have certainly seen

the butts of plates that have been cut off, and it is neither single rivetting nor

double ; but I see by the specification that it ought all to have been double

rivetted.

1156. You will have to re-rivet the vessel about two-thirds of her whole.

length, will you not ?—I believe that will be required.

1157. Mr. PeetJ] Was the time allowed by this contract for building the ships

in your opinion sufficient?—I think it was 11 or 12 months, and that was not

sufficient ; but they were not built for two years.

1158. My question had reference to the contract time?—You might build a

vessel in 12 months.

1159. Mr. WaipoleJ] There was a contract made in June 1860, to have four

ships ready ; two of them to be built by one set of contractors, and two by the

other, and the service was to commence in June 1861 ; that is just a year from

the date of each of those contracts ; do you think that those four vessels, that

were for the service contemplated by the contract, could have been properly com

pleted within the 12 months, or not?—I think it is possible; there are different

builders, and two might have been completed by each builder if he was in a

position at the time to undertake them. Provided that they had the appliances

to do it, it could have been done?—-I have done more work than that, a great deal,

in 1 2 months.

1 160. Supposing there had been a provisional arrangement to build those ships

five or six months before, which would have given them a year and a half for

their completion, I need not ask you whether it would not have been of great

advantage to the company, and to the builders, in order that the ships might have

been properly executed before their service was required ?—But I conceive, that

if a builder undertakes to build a ship; if he undertakes to build it within six

months, or twelve months, or two years, it is his duty to build her efficiently ; if

he cannot do it, he ought not to undertake it. I think it can be done, because I

I have done it myself. Three of the Holyhead boats were 2,000 tons each ; and

we had final orders to go on with them about May, and all three were launched

before i 2 months.

1161. Chairman.] The company have given you instructions, have they not,

in the case of the "Columbia," to make alterations in her for the purpose of

strengthening her and rendering her efficient for the postal service between

America and Galway? —We have received instructions to repair the damage

sustained in the ice, and also to re-rivet the amidships, as recommended by Mr.

Jordan, and to put bulwarks on her.

1162. And to strengthen her in other respects?—Yes; to strengthen her in

other respects as recommended by Mr. Jordan ; he has made a report upon her

as to re-rivetting and double-plating the bottom in some places, and extra

fastening about the gunwale, and the company has given us orders to go on to 4

do it.

1163. When those alterations and additions are completed, do you think she

will then be an efficient and seaworthy vessel ?—She will be strong enough ; she

will be made perfectly strong for the service.

1164. Are you of opinion that she will be able to perform her voyages within

the contract time ?—I must give the same answer as I did before ; I see that the

Admiralty surveyors report her as going more than 14 knots an hour, and under

those circumstances she should average 11 to 12 according to the usual rule

under those trials.

1165. Can you inform the Committee within what time you think those

alterations and additions can be made ?—I do not think that either vessel can be

completed under four months ; I think it will take four months.

0.83. 03 1166. Sir
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John Laird, Esq. ii 66. Sir Morton Peto.~] Do you mean four months from this time?—Yes,

four months from this time ; I do not think it can be done in less than that, cer-

9 July i8ci. tainly.

1 167. Chairman.] You have heard the evidence of Mr. Jordan with regard to

these ships, have you not ?—No ; not entirely ; he was under examination when

I came into the room.

1168. Mr. WalpoleJ] Mr. Jordan stated that he thought it would take three

months from this time to complete the " Hibernia," and that it will take from tour

and a half to five months to get ready the " Columbia," do you agree with him ?

—I do not think the " Hibernia" can be done under four months ; the other will

take four or five months ; you cannot tell to a week or two ; things turn up as

the work goes on, and you have more difficulty to get at the work when the

machinery is on board than when the vessel is on the stocks.

1169. Then we may assume that it will take four months?— Yes, it will take

four months ; I should say that it will be five months before they will be ready

to go to sea, because after they are out of the docks the remainder of their

fittings will have to be put on board and got ready ; as to the estimate for the

tepairs for the " Hibernia" for which orders were given, it amounts to from

30,000 I. to 35,000 /., and the " Columbia" will be about 20,000 /.

1170. Sir Morton Peto.] Jn giving you these orders the company have not

restricted you, but they have left it to your own judgment as to what is most

suitable ?—They asked me for a report upon the ship when she first came there,

but I declined to give it. I thought that the best course for the company would be

to call in the official organ of t!»e underwriters to make a report, and if I saw any

thing that required to be done more than he recommended I would name it, because

if I was asked afterwards whether the ships were efficient^ I would not say so unless

I felt that everything had been done that was required.

Martin Samuelson, Esq., called in ; and, Examined.

M. Samuelton, Esq. 1171. Chairman.'] YOU entered, in June 1859, into a contract with the

Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Coin pany to build two vessels for them ?

—I did.

1172. Mr. Peel.} Will you state what were the first negotiations between the

company and yourself?—I think it was in 1858 that I was introduced to the com

pany, and we were asked to give in a tender for a vessel of a certain size, and we

did ao. Subsequently to that a contract was prepared,, but was never executed,

and after that the size of the boats was materially altered, and we were asked to

give in a fresh price, and we handed in our own specification and our own price,

which was considerably above the price for which we contracted afterwards.

1173. Mr, Walpole.~\ Do you recollect when that was ?—Our first tender for

a larger vessel was on the 131!] of June 1859.

1174. Mr. Brown-Westhead.} What was the amount of that tender?—The

amount of that tender was io8,96o/.

1175. Mr. Peel."] When was the draft contract which you speak of prepared,

which was never signed ?—I cannot say exactly, but it was between January and

May 1859.

1 1 76. When was your tender first made ?—In December.

1177. And what notice did the Company take of it?—They passed a resolu

tion by the Board that we were to have two of the ships to build, and subse

quently Mr. Yrallance had instructions to make a provisional contract with us, and

we had a good deal of negotiation with him ; our solicitor was in London for

some time with me on this matter, but the contract never was carried out.

1 178. When was it decided that the contract should not be carried out?—I do

not know exactly, without referring to my correspondence.

1179. Are you aware of this passage in the letter of the company, proposing

to the Treasury to carry the mails : "We beg respectfully to inform your Lord

ships that we have completed the contracts for the building of five steamships,

which will be possessed of all the advantages and improvements that modern

science can confer. Such vessels are to be 2,359 builders' tonnage, and are

guaranteed by contract to run 20 miles an hour in smooth water"?—Yes, I have

heard that since I have been in this room.

1180. Of
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1180. Of those five steam ships, two are said to have reference to the contem- jy. Saimtelson, Esq.

plated arrangements with yourself?—Very probably. .

1181. Was there any contract made for building those ships?—No positive 9 July 1861.

contract, but an understanding.

1 182. Which you considered binding upon the company ?—It was not actually

binding, but I considered k morally binding upon the company.

1183. What was the size of the ships which you were to build under that

engagement?—Rather better than 2,000 tons ; the dimensions were to be 320 feet

long, 36 feet beam, and 24 feet deep ; the tonnage, as I said, would be rather

better than 2,000 tons, and the horse power, I think, was 5004 but I do not see

it specified in this letter; the cylinders were within 8 inches, the same size as

those which we have supplied now.

1184. What is the distance which they were guaranteed by that paper to run

in an hour ?—It does not say.

1185. Is there no allusion whatever to the speed of the ships?—Not in this

letter of ours to the company.

1 1 86. Chairman] Was there any understanding with you as to the speed of

the ships ?—I think not at that time.

1187. Mr. Peel.] Were there two vessels, or only one ?—One or two.

1 1 88. What was the price to be paid for those vessels ?—The price was 70,000 L

each.

1189. Was it the resolution of the company that you should build one or two?

—I think, if I recollect rightly, the resolution of the company was that as soon

as their contract was positively settled, if the company wanted further vessels,

we were then to build further vessels. I think that was the resolution, but the

minute book of the company will show it.

1 190. Do you not think that the passage which I have read you from the ten

der from the company to the Government was a very inaccurate descriptioa of

the arrangement that had passed between the company and you?—1 think the

company considered themselves morally bound to undertake the contract with us

for two of the vessels.

1191. Chairman.] It has been described by a former witness as a provisional

contract; did you look upon it as such?—As a provisional contract, which was

never completed.

1 1 92. You looked upon it as a contract that would be completed if the subsidy

had been granted to the company?—Yes.

1193. Mr. Peel.] There was no contract with you either absolute or profes

sional?—No; the company simply handed to me a copy of the resolution of

their Board ; that is all that we had.

1194. Chairman.] What was the date of the actual contract that was signed?

—I think it was the 15th of June.

1 195. I think you stated that there was an alteration hi the price of the vessels

from what it was originally proposed to give you ?—Yes ; the specification which

we handed in was very different from the one upon which the vessels were built.

We gave in our own specification, and we gave our price upon that specification,

and we were then told that we must go through the specification with some people

appointed by the company. We did so. I had one of our chief men up from

Hull, and we were two or three days going through the specification with them,

and \ve were made to alter our specification in conformity with one which I

was told had been supplied or drawn up by one of the engineers of the Board of

Trade, I believe by Mr. Galloway, and which had been submitted, I was told, to

the Admiralty, and passed by them.

1196. Were the alterations from the original specification of a very extensive

nature ?—They were considerable ; the strengths and the bottoms of the vessels

were different ; the distribution of the iron was altogether different ; the vessel

had bulwarks then, and iron waterways.

1 197. Were those alterations with a view of strengthening the vessel or not ?—

They were made with a view to meet, as I understood, the specification as sub

mitted to the Admiralty, and passed by the Admiralty.

] 198. Was any difficulty made by your firm to the subsequent price at which

those vessels were offered you?—No; we took the vessels upon the reduced

specification, upon the reduced price,

1 199. Mr. Peel.] What was the date of this renewal of the negotiation with

0.83. O 4 you ?—
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M. Sam«ffc<w,Esq. you :?—^Negotiations Were going on from time to time from the beginning of

December until the tiVne when the present contract was signed.

9 July 1861. i' --'i^oo. Chairman.] You considered it as a morally subsisting engagement ?—I

Considered that the cbmpariy 'were morally bound to carry out their engagement
with us, and I believe the^'<ionsid:ered it so too. ••'»'•'• " -"I '

~nufbi9iy TheVefbrfe1 th^re Was ri6 question of the renewal of the engagement, but

itf was a continuous engagement? — It was a continuous negotiation from the

<begtohing of Deicetrifye'r 1 8.^8? until the time that the contract was finally signed.

1202. Mr. Peel.] Was there tnudh controversy or negotiation between you and

trie tdmpariy be'titee'n1 the'iilst of April;' when the contract with the Government

'ifbrsj 'signed,' arid ttte 'i'ftth' of 'Junej When the contract with you> the shipbuilder,

•WaS signed ?-tiI be1ileve'as"sbon as the contract with th6 Government was signed,

that then the cdriipar/y ait' once went more directly into the question of building

the boats, arid immediately Completed the contract with us. '•> >' I-1'1' •'• > •

J0^1^03:'l^Hat'is1tb s&y*1 Within two mOiiths; of the signing of the ••contract by the

Government?:—Of Bourse 1 do not know at What date 'the Government <x)ntract

V btit I!kHBWfa't'J/I liferdat' the 'time that the'GovernmeW't bad con

cluded a contract with the company, and immediately sifter-wards1 ;they first

arranged with' Messrs'.'PalWicr for their ships,1 which Were to be completed before

!bu>rs! weYe ib W cofrip'lte'te'd, and' then they arranged with us -for the building of

our ships.

.' '1,204: Chairman.'] Whi;n W0re your two ships to be delivered ?— Ih: i 1 months,

t.think, from the date of, the signing of the contract/' "

^•"'i 2o$. They were not liowever delivered Within that period, fwere they?—No ;

they were not delivered within that period.

1206. Will you have the goodness to state to the Committee the reason of the

delay?—The chief reasori was because the company were not in a position to

make their payments.

s ., 1.207. Mr; Peel.] When should the first payment have been, made by the

company?—When the keels were laid.

1208. When was that ?—I cannot tell the exact dates, but I think it was in

the early part of July, within a month of the time when the contract was signed.

1209. What payment should they have then made to you ?—One-fifth instal

ment on the boat; something like 1 9,000 /. odd.

1210. You were entitled to that payment then ?•—We should be so, of course.

1211. Mr. Walpole.] When was that paid?—Not for a very long time after

wards.

1212. Chairman.'] Then were there perpetual delays on the part of the com

pany in paying you a number of instalments according as your vessels progressed ?

—Perhaps the Committee will allow me to preface my remark by stating that in

order to make ourselves safe with the company, knowing that they had not got

their whole capital subscribed at the time wlien we took the contract, and appre

hending that there might be some difficulty in obtaining the payments at the time

•when they fell due, we had a special clause put in the contract, that for every day

that the company delayed their payments we were to have an extra day allowed

for the building of the vessel ; or rather, on the other hand, it was this, that there

was a penalty clause for non-delivery of so much per day, but for every day that

the company delayed in the making of their payments we claimed one day extra,

or rather the remittal of the penalty which was to be enforced by the company.

1213. Mr. Brown Westhead.] Was that in respect of any of the instalments ?

—In respect of any of them.

1214. Mr. Peel.] Under this contract?—Yes, under this contract.

TJ15- Will you show us the contract?—Yes ; it says, "The builders shall pay

to the company a sum equal in amount to 50 /. for each working day that shall

elapse between the day appointed for the delivery and the day on which such

delivery shall be made (force majeur excepted), such sum to be considered in the

nature ofdamages, ascertained and agreed upon between the parties hereto, and not

as a penalty only, and may be set off against or deducted from any balance or sum

of money doe from the company to the builders : provided that, in calculating the

number of days during which such penalty shall be imposed, the builders shall be

allowed to deduct from such number of days during which such penalty would

otherwise accrue, any number of days during which the company may make de

fault
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fault in payment of any instalment or instalments of the contract price, after the M. Samuelson,

same shall have become due respectively, under this contract."

1216. Chairman^] Do I correctly understand you to say tliat the delays which gJulyi86r.

occurred in the completion of your contract arose from delays on the part of the

company to pay the instalments which were due to you ?—Chiefly.

1217. Were there any representations made to you, on the part of the com

pany, that those delays on their part in paying your instalments arose from cir

cumstances over which they had no control, namely, circumstances connected

with Parliamentary interference 1—I do not think there were.

1218. When you state that the circumstances which created the delay chiefly

arose from the nonpayment of those instalments, what other circumstances arose

to cause this delay in the completion of the vessels ?—We had some difficulty in

getting supplied with our cylinders, but that difficulty could have been overcome

if we had found that the payments were being made as they fell due, because we

could have put ourselves to additional expense, as we did in one instance, to get

cylinders supplied at an earlier date.

1219. Mr. Pee/.] Was any payment made on account of the tirst instalment

which fell due?—No.

1220. Mr. Walpole.'] When did they fall due?—Some time in July.

1221. When was an instalment first paid to you?—I think it was in the end of

September subsequently, that is September 1859.

1222. Mr. Peel.'] Had you been making progress with the second stage of the

building of the ship meanwhile ?—We considered that when the first part of the

payment was made to us we had very nearly four instalments due; that is nearly

two instalments due upon each vessel.

1223. Was that as much progress as you would have been bound to make under

this contract, supposing the first instalment had been paid at the proper timer—

I do not think we should have been further forward with the construction of the

\essels if the payments had been made at the proper time.

1224. Could you not have been required to be further forward?—I do not

think we could have been required to be further forward.

1-225. Then the second instalment was that paid along with the first ?—No.

1 226. Chai>~man.] Do you recollect when it was paid ?—There was no regularity

in the payment of tlie instalments ; we received payments from time to time from

the company as they found it convenient to make them.

1227. Had you any debtor and creditor account with the company, putting

your default as regards the time of delivery of the vessels upon one side, and the

default on the part of the company as regards tlieir payment of instalments on the

other side, and did you strike any balance ?—We have made out an account of

that description, but I do not know that it was ever made out between ourselves

and the company ; I do not think we ever handed in a statement of that kind to

the company.

1228. I believe I am correct in stating that you cried quits upon the

matter, have you not. with regard to penalties?— I think we have.

1229. Mr. Peel.] Did you accept shares as part payment of your instalments

under this contract?—Yes ; we were under the original contract to have taken a

certain amount of shares; but when we found that the company were not making

us our payments in accordance with the contract, we declined to take them,

and subsequently arrangements were made with the company from time to

time which released us. «

1230. Did they ask you to take more than the stipulated portion of the instal

ments in shares ?—No, except quite lately, when they asked us to take a certain

amount of preference stock.

1231. Since the contract was terminated?—No, not since the contract was

terminated ; it was before the contract was terminated.

1232. Chairman^] During the progress of the building of those vessels, did

the company send down any person to inspect them, or did any director or person

connected with the company proceed to any inspection?—The company had

inspectors on the vessels the whole time that ihey wer<? building, and we have

had a great many surveyors down irrespectively of those who were stationed upon

the premises.

1233. Were those inspectors employed by the company?—Yes, by the com

pany.

1234. And were they on your premises during the whole building?—Yes.

0.83. * P 1235. Who
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St. Samuelton, Esq. '235. Who were those inspectors?—Mr. Henderson, an engineer from the

: Clyde, was employed by the company as their ship surveyor, and he had a man

9 July 1861. on the place the whole of the time the vessels were building ; and a Mr. Glover,

one of the engineers of the company, was on the premises nearly the whole, if not

the whole, time the vessels were building; and the company had surveys made

at various times by other gentlemen ; and a special survey was made by some of

the directors who are now in the company, and by their engineer before they

joined the company.

1236. Was there any objection made at any time to the workmanship or con

struction of those ships?—-Net with reference to the construction; there were

some little complaints made, as there always are in contracts, but not of any

consequence.

' 1237. Were those complaints with regard to the workmanship?—Yes, with,

regard to the workmanship.

1238. Who made those complaints?—Some were made by the company, and

some were made by the engineer upon the premises, and they were rectified from

time to time as we went on.

i 239. Were all those complaints rectified from time to time ?—So far as prac

ticable they were.

1240. When yon say so far as practicable, did you, in any instance, refuse to

accede to the proposals which were made to you by the inspector of the company

to alter and amend any portion of the vessel?—Not that 1 am aware of.

1241. You have heard, have you not, the evidence that has been given to-day

by Mr. Jordan with regard to the condition of the " Columbia" when she was

placed in dock at Birkenhead ?—Yes.

1242. And vou have heard the evidence which has been given by Mr. Laird?

—Yes.

1243. Do you wish to make any observations to the Committee specially on the

allegations which have been made as to the unserviceable state of the '' Columbia ?"

—Yes, I do.

1244. Would you propose to reply to those allegations yourself, or would you

wish to have a witness to sit by you ?—I propose, generally, to reply to them

myself, and in detail I should wish to call Mr. Bayley, who has examined the

vessels, not particularly with regard to those points, but who generally examined

them ; and I am also prepared to hand in a report of a survey made by the

surveyor to the East India Council.

1245. At what time did Mr. Bayley examine those ships ?—It was quite lately;

after this Committee was appointed.

1246. Did Mr. Bayley see the ships during the progress of construction ?— He

did, occasionally ; he has been down ; he examined the ships, I think, once or

twice on the part of the company themselves ; and Mr. Ritherdon, the Surveyor of

Shipping to the East India Council, also surveyed the ships while building for

the Company.

1247. Mr. Peel.] But as regards the delay, you throw the whole responsibility

upon the company, do you not?—I do.

1248. Will you give the Committee a general statement with regard to the

progress which you made with those two ships ; did they both proceed pari

passu, or did you make more progress with the one than with the other?—With

regard to the vessels, they proceeded together, but with regard to the engines,

they did not; the engines of the ** Columbia" were in a more forward state

throughout than the engines of the " Anglia," and simply for this reason : We

contracted with a firm to supply us with the cylinders, which are of unusual size,

and larger than what we could at that time undertake ourselves ; and I may state

that that is not an unusual course with some of the largest builders in the country ;

they do not do their own castings ; the contractors undertook to supply us with

the whole of the four cylinders in ten weeks from the date when we gave them

the order, but they failed to do so.

1 249. Mr. Walpolel\ When did you give them the order ?—Immediately after

the contract was signed. I may state also that we had every specification for

every plate, and every piece of angle iron ready to deliver to the parties with

whom we contracted to supply the material the moment the contract was signed ;

and I believe I am correct in stating that the whole of those specifications were

delivered out bv us before the end of June, the contract having been signed on the

15th; at first, when we found that the parties with whom we had contracted for

the
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the cylinders had not supplied them according to the contract, or were not likely M.

to do so (they made a fault in casting, and, in fact, they would not go

on with the contract; it was too heavy a job; they made the two first 9 July 1861.

castings defective, and we could not get them to proceed) ; then we arranged

with a very large firm at Glasgow, Messrs. Neilson & Co., to ca^t tu'o of the

cylinders for us at very much additional cost. I think the cost for the two cylin

ders was nearly 600 /. extra to us ; but when we found that the company were

not paying us according to the terms of the arrangement, and that we were very

large sums of money out of pocket, we did not feel ourselves at all bound to be

at any considerable expense or outlay in getting the other two cylinders fiom a

different source from the one with whom we had contracted, and we left it in their

hands to fulfil their contract, and they got the Bowling Company, the parties

with whom they contracted, to supply the other two cylinders ; but they were

very much behind time with them.

1250. Chairman.] With regard to the cylinders, it was not the fault of the

company ?—No, it was not the fault of the company ; but as 1 stated, if we had

had our payments made as we ought to have done, we should have put ourselves

to considerable inconvenience, and also to some additional expense, in order to

have completed our contract within the specified time.

1251. Mr. Peel.] When was the " Columbia," the first ship, completed?—

She was not completed till the beginning of March of this year. I think it was

the 12th of March 1861.

1252. Being how many months overtime?—Being about eight or nine months

overtime.

1253. Mr. Walpole.] When was the "Anglia" finished?—On the ist of

June.

1254. Mr. Peel] Where is the " Anglia " now r—At Hull, in our hands.

1255. Has a settlement been made of your claims for the payment of that ship?

—Not fully.

1256. Have you had a settlement for the " Columbia" ?— For the " Columbia"

we have had a full settlement.

1257. Chairman.] You have not had a full settlement for the " Anglia " ?

—No.

1258. Is that the reason why she is not delivered?—Yes.

1259. Mr- Peel.] What is the extent of the claim unsettled? — We claim

rather better than 20,000 /. at present, upon the " Anglia."

1260. Chairman.] Is that claim allowed by the company ?— I am not aware ;

we have had no answer to our claim.

1261. Mi: Peel.] Could the "Anglia" have been ready at all before the 1st

of June?—She could, if we had liked.

1262. Chairman.] With regard to the ''Columbia;" it has been stated, that

when she came into the dock at Birkenhead, after her return from America, she

showed great signs of straining, and that there were incipient symptoms of

parting in the middle; do you allow that to have been the case?—I think it is

perfect nonsense.

1263. Are you aware that an accident happened to her in consequence of

raising the blocks?—I am aware that there were three accidents which happened

to her; in the first instance she encountered a very large amount of ice; in the

second place she has been on Boston bar ; in the third place she has fallen over

in the dock at Liverpool.

1264. I mean that an accident has happened since she has been in the dock?

—I am aware of that.

1265. And several of her plates were injured by that accident, were they not?

-Yes.

1266. It was slated, that when those plates were taken off, the rivetting in the

seams of the butts was proved to be extremely defective, and not at all equal to

the requirements of such a vessel; do you agree with that statement?— 1 heard

it stated that the rivetting was not double rivetted, and that, in fact, it was very

little different to single rivetting. In answer to that statement, in the first place,

I have to say that we always found a great difficulty in the way in which that

vessel should be rivetted ; but it was decided by the engineers of the company

how the vessel was to be rivetted. There was great difficulty in consequence of

the internal arrangement of the frames, and we carried out the rivetting exactly

in accordance with the instructions which we had received.

0.83. p 2 1267. Do
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M. Samuelson,Ew., ;>i%6j. T)o ypp^hink that that was a proper and efficient mode of rivettin<i?—

. I think it is done as well as it is possible to do with the interior construction of

oi]<,ia,f>&. Would you. rjutsue exactly the same course of rivetting if you were con

structing artoihc^ (Vessdlyoiuradf,.without havinw a specification?—I would not

build a Vessel in, the same May. One of the great objections winch we made to

ith# construction of these vessels-was the way in which the keel was made. I

.heard M»'. Jardwn's evidence this morning, with reference to the keel of the

,f' iHiherqia,": and I may say that it was next to an impossibility, as those vessels

iare constructed Under that contract, to make the keel a 'good job, and we pro

tested against it from the very first; and the consequence was that after consulting

.with? tfae engineers of the 'company; we) were allowed to alter our specification in

-tbfttj respectj and instead of putting the keel as in the " Hibernia," we made a

largu hox'gii'der, something about the size of this table, as described by: Mr. Jordan*

which runs from end to end of the " Columbia" and the " Anglia."

H'i'ybGg; Is not this question with regard to rtvetting a question of detail of the

workmanship?—No, it is not ; it is ;i question with regard to the construction of

the vessel itself. The frames are double frames inside the vessel, and the butt

fcfifaps are not sufficiently wide, and the frames also interfered with 'the wa}' in which

tlie rivets had to be placed. Those were -'matters' 'which' we pointed out to the

XMttn party at the time the vessels were being constructed.

'^1270. Mr. Pect.~\ All those defects, whatever they were, were possible to b£

riotjce'd by the company's surveyor and inspector ?—There 'is. I\Q doubt about if;

further thari that I may. also state that the surveyors of the Hoard of Trade had

"access to otu- yard the whole of the u'me that tlie vessels were building, and that

tyieV \yere 'repeatedly, I may almost, say weekly1, in the yard looking at them wbile

buimjng ; and that it is part of their duty when they hand over the Board ofTrade

Certificate to us, to have satisfied themselves that the vessels are properly con-

^thlcted, and efficient 'for the .service , for which they are intended to be(eiH«-
-' (j l'jl Jl; '•

,:iiil i,t tiH) !'.1ui'H l'-">il - -VJ .'(>/! !K.',I! V"

,12,7.1.. When you say that your yard was ppen to the Boa,rd,qf Trade surveyors,

was required to be open by the contract, was it not .?—-I am not sure whether

the'Board of Trade surveyors are specified or not. Lloyd's surveyors are specified,

anrjjthe surveyor of the company, aud the.surveyor of the Admiralty, bin we never

,rufider.aiw person from going into our yard.,,,. ,;,; , .; , , !,•;..

1272. Were they there officially inspecting thrtse particular- ships ?^-They

would necessarily be there officially, because it is part of their duty, as surveyors

to the Board of Trade, to attend when the vessels are built in a port at which

they are stationed, to see that those vessels are constructed in accordance with the

ppard of Trade regulations. ., > <! ••. /

1273. Had they copies of the contract in their hands r—I am- not aware that

they had ; but there are certain regulations laid down by the Board of Trade which

they are obliged to see carried out.

1274. Are they required to do so while the ship is in progress of building ?—

While the ship is in progress of building; the Board of Tr.ide surveyors in Hull

•had free access to our yard, and they were repeatedly in it looking at the con

struction of the vessels.

'1275. We understand that they had free access, because free access was

secured by this contract?—I think not; not the Board of Trade surveyors.

1276. Do you say that they were inspectiiiii those ships whilst they were build

ing in their official capacity?—They were continually in our yard inspecting the

ships while tiiey were building; and further than that, «-hen the ships were fkot

in progress, I believe the company themselves called tiie Board of Trade surveyors

in, and they examined the work in conjunction with their own surveyors. ^

1277. Chairman.'] When you say that that rivettirig was part of the specifica

tion, surely the rivetting has reference to the workmanship of the vessel, has it

not?—The specification cannot make us do impossibilities ; and if the construc

tion of t!ie vessels with regard to the interior frames, and so forth, are so placed

thaf it is imposjiltle to carry out the specification in accordance with the terms of

the contract, the company cannot ask us to do impossibilities. But we do this;

if we find. that a vessel cannot be done in accordance with the specification, we

consult wiih the parties as to what is the best way of carrying it out, and that we

did,
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-did, and carried out the rivetting according to' instructions received from 'the M.Samuelvm, Esq.

company.

1278. Mr. Walpole.] Were those specifications submitted to the Board of

Admiralty ?—-Our specification was the same as MesscsjlMpef's,Uttd -was tbe'one

which we had been told had been submitted to.the'Bsarfl -of; Admiralty. \.<'n-.<:n};

1279. Mr. Peel.] Were those alterations 'Which; 'you ".tsy> were i made by the

company in the specifications at your suggestioh submitter! 'to 'those 'Board Of

Trade officers and approved of by them ?—They were,ipiarticttlariy with regard 'to

the keel. The Board of Trade surveyors were called m^bafcire the 'alteration

was made in the keel, and their evidence was'itiiken ias itb the best mode 'of

making \L a n .',; • :•>'• '. i-i< , '-.'::1 fiv/ i!j .'m;A ." '";.' '- i: t> 'J-;'-1

1280. Chairman.'] It was stated thn* the coranjer'-sinfclligi, in many of the holes,

was very imperfect; I presumc'that that \vouhl ttot;l>e attributable to the speci

fication?—I cannot speak about that, because linage not seen it { but I doubt it.

If I had known that 'such an allegation was to:bc made to-Hary with' reference to

any particular, part, I should have taken;thq ti'ojifylepf sending i$orne person

specially to examine it. ., . , .., ,, ;., ,.,,;,; \\ j,,n ,. <'• .. /.--\ <\ !-> • :;i

128-1. There is a clause in the contract which says,, ; " That they, the

shall, and will at their own costs and charges, amend, ;and: replace, in a good and

sufficient and viorkmanlike manner, any .defect, ia the ;said.s,team vessels, and the

engines that may be supplied to the, said steain vessels, ,pr any of them arising

from error of construction, imperfect workmanship^ . or, jnsufficient ;Qr unsound

materials, so as such defects b$ pointed otit in writing within } 2 calendar raqnthp

of .the delivery of the said steam vessels respectively, but not, further ur otHefp

wise;;'* were any of those defects pointed out tp you!?-^-I had .heard no question

of any1 defects iat all until within the last two 'days,' and :then Mr. Vallance mot

me in the lobby of the Committee-rooms, and told me, that Mr. Jordan had made
•jj.i , , J •' ; . . it V HI' i •(!'•' i :i' - 1J '-^r fo J, • ; rl M In^m

a report that some of our work was bad ; and since then , a v,ery cursory letter.,

Something td a similar effect, has been seiit abwn to.our' firm at HulL all wjthin

the last few days. With the exception of that, I know nothing at all about any

defects, nor have any ever been pointed otjt to me. , ,,

--i-raffa; 'ls;trVa!t the1 first Sine tlia't'yOu had ever ne^aril an observation as to!the

defective frork in Uhe *• Columbia *"?—Since the:' vessel' has be'en in tlife dock, mos't

decidedly. ;"- ;"1! '"; ;

1283. Dkl ;

vessels should

-oriisjinat contract iasi signed

1284. Have those vessels gone 20 miles an hoar ?^>~Noi ! ' '>

1285. Do you think your ships can go at that speed P-^-They might under

special ^circumstances. .••!•. n-i >:>• .'.>•.<. • -i-j.!i J/.J •,>'. ->J ,'•.•!'•. '.'I;1'

1286. Was it your impression, when you engaged in' that cdntradt, that you

should be able to make those; ships go 20 miles aft h#ur ?-r--Ye8 ; in still water.

1287. Mr. Peel.] What is their natural speed ?—When the Admiralty tried the

<l Columbia " at the measured mile at Stokes Bay, sh^;went between 14 and 14!

knots, which would be equivalent to about 16 i njiles per houif. f

1288. Chairman.] 1 presume that the non-fulfilment by the company of their

engagements with regard to the payment of their instalments, had nothing to do

with the deficient speed of the vessel>?—That opens a very wide question. Of

course the payment has nothing to do with the actual speed of the vessel, but still

it opens a very wide question, which I should prefer; not going into.

1289. Did the non-payment on the part of the company of their instalments

prevent you in any way from turning out the vessels eventually in a fit and pro

per manner to carry out the contract which you yourselves had signed?—No;

certainly not.

1290. Mr. Walpole.] By the contract there was a penalty of 50 1. a day for

every day over the time when the vessel ought to have been delivered, was not

there r—Yes.

1291. Did you come to any arrangement with the company as to that penalty

when you found that the vessel was likely to be behind hand ?—No ; it is & ques

tion that has been fighting ever since the contract was signed.

1292. Is it still an unsettled question?— It was settled, I believe, on the 26th

of this la^t February.

1 293. Is that penalty to he enforced, or what is done respecting it ?—They

could not have enforced it.

 

' 0.83. p 3 1294. What
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, Esq. 1294. What has been settled respecting it?—It was simply this: that on the

4th of March last, I think, we entered into a fresh arrangement with the company,

9 July 1861. by which they forewent the whole of their penalties, and we undertook to

deliver the first vessel by a certain day, and the second vessel by another certain

day.

1 295. Chairman.] Have you a copy of the contract of the 4th of March here ?

—No, f have not.

1296. What are the main differences between thnt contract to which you have

just alluded and the original contract ?—The main difference is that, in the

first place, the speed was altered ; and, in the second place, it was a contract on

our part to undertake to give the company certain facilities in the payments; and

further, that they released us from taking certain shares.

1297. When you say that the speed was altered, what was it altered from •—

It was altered from 20 miles to 18 miles an hour.

1208. In March 1861 those vessels were pretty nearly completed, were they

not 1—The " Columbia" was all but completed, and she was delivered, I think,

on the 12th.

1299. Am I right in saying that the " Columbia" never has gone 18 miles an

hour? — She never has made 18 miles an hour because she has never been in a

condition which would enable her to make 18 miles an hour. The "Columbia"

when she was tried was not tried in a manner in which I should have tried a

vessel to be»in with. I believe the Surveyor of the Admiralty, no doubt judi

ciously, tried her with a very heavy weight on board, in order to test hur qualifi

cations as much as possible ; she had upwards of 600 tons of coal on board. In

the second place, the wording of the contract is very peculiar j but that is a

matter on which I need not enter.

1300. Did the contract stipulate that the vessel was to perform the 18 miles

an hour when in sea-going trim ?—It does not say so.

1301. Would not that be always understood?—No, that would not be understood ;

it is not the usual way to try a vessel when she has got the whole of her stores

on board.

1302. When the company had a contract with the Post Office that they should

perform that service within a given time, do you not imagine that the contract on

the part df the company with the builders was framed so that the- vessels should

be able to go at the requisite amount of speed to carry out that contract with the

Government?—My answer to that is, that I never saw the contract between the

company and the Government, and therefore I am unable to state; I never knew

it till I heard it read in this room.

1303. You were aware, however, I presume, that the company had time tables,

to go at certain times?—I was not aware of anything of that sort.

1304. Mr. ff'alpole.] You attended 'to your own contract, and had no other to

look to?—I had to attend to my own contract, and to nothing else.

1305. Chairman.] Have the company complained at all, at any time, to you of

the delay in the delivery of those vessels?—Yes ; repeatedly.

1306. Have they done so by writing?—I think so; I will not be certain, but

I think they have done so by writing, and verbally too : and the answer has

always been, that when they made their payments at the proper time we should

complete their vessels.

1307. Mr. Walpo/e.] Could you state the exact day in July when the first

instalment ought to have been paid ?—On the 26th of July.

1308. You stated, did you not, that the first instalment was I9,ooo/. t—Yes ;

1 9,000 /. odd, I think. The clause th;it we had inserted with regard to the

payments was a saving clause, so far as regarded ourselves; if'it had not been for

that we should have been obliged to have had the vessels ready for delivery

within the specified time, even if we had not got a sixpence of money from the

company in the meantime.

1309. Mr. Peel.] Are those ships mortgaged to you?—Yes.

1310. To what amount?—The "Columbia" is mortgaged for u,50o/. and the

" Anglia " for 26,000 I.

1311. Have you accepted shares in the company, in part payment of either

ship?—We hold, at the present time, registered shares to the amount of about

300 1.

1312. Chairman.]
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1312. Chairman.] Have the company paid you 70,000 /. odd, upon each ves- M.Sanuielson,Ei*i.

sel r—1 should think they have. '

1313. Mr. Pee/.] In cash?— So far as regards cash, the payments that have 9 July 1861.

been made to us, in the shape of acceptances, have been met by the company.

1314. You say that the speed of those vessels was reduced, by arrangement

between yourselves and the company, from 20 miles an hour to 18 miles?

—Yes.

1315. Was that an agreement exclusively between yourselves and the com

pany ?—I believe so.

1316. You not knowing anything of the conditions of the contract bet-.veen the

company and the Government?—I had never heard a clause of the contract read,

until I heard it read in this room. I should wish to observe, with regard to a

question that was put to me as to the condition of the vessel, as she is at present

in the dock at Liverpool, that if the workmanship, per se, and the material

had not been good, my firm conviction is that she would never have come

back again to England. The vessel left Hull ; she went to Southampton, from

Southampton to Galway, from Galway to Newfoundland and Boston, and back

again to Galway, and again to Liverpool from Galway, and she never had a

heated bearing the whole of the time she was out : and it the vessel hud shov/n

any material symptom of weakness, it would have been utterly impossible for

her to have run this number of miles, without showing it in her engines.

1317. Chairman.] Have you any other observation which you would like to

make to the Committee?— Yes. With regard to the strength of the vessel gene

rally, we always advocated additional strengths for the vessels ; we were negotiat

ing with the company for a considerable time, and, at last they permitted us to

put additional strengths in, which were put in at the cost of the company- We

put a box gunwale round the main deck for a considerable space, and we also put

very heavy stringers in, about four feet wide, between the main deck and the

lower deck, and we recommended the company to put on an iron waterway

and iron bulwarks, which, as yet, have never been done. We had urged that

upon the company for a considerable period, and 1 simply make that as a state

ment, so as not to be blameable in any way for any of the principal objections that

have been raised as to the longitudinal strength, by Mr. Jordan and Mr. Laird.

Then, there is one other observation which I should wish to make upon the

report of the surveyor, Mr. Luke. I was present when the second survey was

made. Mr. Luke made a survey first, in the presence of my brother ; he caiue

to London, and then, when the ''Hibernia" had her accident, he went down

again to survey her a second time, to see that everything was in order, and

he had pointed out some matters which he considered defects in her, and

additional box gunwale plates were put in ; and those alleged defects we

remedied as soon as they were pointed out to us ; he also objected to our

having cut the keelson referred to in the bottom of the vessel, and we followed

out his views; but, in the meantime, I may state that the keelson was cut

by the sanction of the Board of Trade surveyors at Hull, who, requested us to

put additional strengths in where the keelson had been cut, and they considered,

as you will find by their own report, that the strength of the vessel, so far as

regarded that point, was sufficient. The only other remark that 1 remember

Mr. Luke made, with regard to the requirement of any additional strength, was

as to the very matter which we had recommended to the company for a considerable

period ; namely, the extra strengthenings at the top of the vessel and the bul

warks ; the bulwarks of themselves would materially strengthen the vessel, because

it would be equivalent to making the ship so many feet deeper. Perhaps the

Committee will allow me tohund in the written report cf the two surveyors whom

I have named, Mr. Bayley and Mr. Ritherdon (delivering in the same). Mr. vide Appendix..

Bayley is in the room now, and Mr. Ritherdon is the surveyor to the East India

Council.

1318. Do you wish to say anything more yourself upon those points ?—No ; I

do not at present.

George Bayley, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

1319. Chairman^ ARE you a surveyor of shipping ?—I am a private surveyor G B<wfey,Esq.

of shipping; I was principal shipwright surveyor to Lloyd's Registry of Shipping ' *

from its establishment in 1834 to 1844, and shipwright surveyor to the Board

0.83. p 4 ' of
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G. Bayley, Esq. of Trade, from 1846 to 1854, at the date of the Shipping Act; when I left

• the service. I have been connected with shipbuilding ever.since the vear 1812 ;

9 July 1861. building ships for His late Majesty's service, willi my uncle, and also for -the

Eait India Company, and every class of ship ; and 1 was connected with the

Peninsular and Oriental Company for five years, from 1844; the first com

mencement of their large iron ships.

1320. Were you requested by Messrs. Samuelson, of Hull, to visit the steam

ship " Columbia," at present in dock at Birkenheadr—I was.

1321. And you proceeded to visit her?—I made an examination of her.

1322. Was that on the sjth of June?—I presume it was; the report is dated

on the 291!].

1323. Was that the first time yon had seen this vessel :—The first time I had

seen her, since she was finished.

1324. Had you seen her during the time she was being constructed?—I was

sent down to see her whilst she was being constructed by the Atlantic Royal

Mail Steam Navigation Company.

13-25. How often were you sent down by that company?—Only once that I

remember.

1326. Can you recollect the nature of the report that you gave to the Atlantic

Mail Company upon that occasion?—It was with regard to some particular

points.

1327. Can you give the date? — On the 3d of October 1859! received an

official letter from the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, requiring

me to survey her as to certain points.

1328. What stage of progress was the vessel in at that time ?—The frames were

all up, I think.

1329. Mr. Pee/.] Did you communicate with the representatives of the com

pany, whom Mr. Samuelson has informed us were residing permanently in his

yard ?— I think I saw them.

1330. Who were they?—I think one was a Mr. Glover; I am not sure as to

any other person that 1 saw ; I only saw Mr. Glover, the engineer.

1331. Chairman.'] No rivetting had been done at that time?—A very small

portion ot it had been done ; eight strakes of the plates were in place, on each

side, from the keel up ; they were partly rivetted.

1332. Was the question you were sent down by the company to decide one

which had reference to the workmanship of the vessel, or the construction?—

The main question was the construction, and whether the contract was complied

with as respected the angle iron for the frames.

1333. What was the effect of your report?—The effect of our report was that

the angle iron of the fiames was slightly smaller than the size specified in the

contract, but it was so slight a difference as scarcely to be appreciated. 1 have

here a section of the an»le iron (producing the same), and it was a question

whether, as represented to the company, this should be of parallel substance

throughout, or tapering as this is (describing the same). The gentlemen who went

with me were unanimously of opinion that, substantially, the strength was obtained,,

but the dimension was slightly smaller than the contract.

1334. So far as you could judge when you visited the vessel at that time, did.

it appear to you that a strong vessel, and one adequate for the Atlantic service,

was being constructed ?—She was not ; I see by my draft memorandum, which I

have with me, that I took exception to the longitudinal strengthening of the ship,

and we reported specially upon that to the company ; I am sorry 1 have not got

a copy of my report to them, or I would give it more in detail.

1335. Mr. Peel.~] What is the date of that report '>.—There is no date upon my

dratt memorandum, but it must have been shortly after the 3d of October 1859 ;

I find that there were two or three letters passed upon the subject.

1336. Chairman.] Did you receive any reply from the eompany on the subject

of the recommendations that you had made to them ?—I do not remember having

received any further communication from them on the subject, as to whether they

would be carried out or not ; I do not happen to have any memorandum to that

effect.

1337. You stated, did you not, that you visited the vessel only once during the

progress of construction ?—I have no recollection of seeing her at any other

time.

1338. When
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1338. When you visited her at Birkenhead, had this longitudinal weakness, of Q. Bayky, Esq.

which you complained, been remedied in any way?— I presume it had, for 1 did '

not find the complaint that I should have looked for, had it not been remedied. • 9 July 1861.

1339- You have been present in the room, have you not. during the examina

tion of Mr. Jordan and Mr. Laird ?—Yes.

1340. And you have heard the evidence that they have given?—But indis

tinctly.

1341. You heard, did you not, that the rivetting was defective ?—I heard that

statement.

1342. And that the ship was not double rivetted, that the spacing of the rivets,

the seams, and the butts, together with the counter-sinkings and the holes, was

altogether defective; that spaces of 12 inches in length \\ere only rivetted with a

single row of rivets, and so on. Does that account tally with your inspection ?—

No ; it does not tally with my inspection, in part. There were parts that I did

not inspect ; for instance, I did not go into minute detail of the individual rivets,

but I looked at the whole of the rivetting throughout the ship, and I certainly'

could not see anything like such extensive symptoms as to lead one to conclude

that the rivetting .was bad throughout ; indeed I may say that it was very far

otherwise, though the rivets that 1 observed to be moved, were all in those parts

where the strains would necessarily follow the accidents to which the ship had

been exposed.

1343. Are you aware that a very considerable sum of money, amounting to

about 17,000 L, has to be expended with regard to the repair of the " Columbia,"

in order to put her in a proper state, a great portion of which sum, it appears,

is not referable merely to the accidents of her journey, but to the strengthening

of the original framework of the vessel?— I differ from that altogether; my

opinion is that the repairs required to that ship are in consequence of the acci

dents that she sustained ; I speak advisedly, having had a great many years

experience in matters of this sort, and, therefore, it is no novelty to me to look

at a case of this sort, and as you will observe in my report, a copy of which you

have before you, you will see that I have specified the several causes of the several

strains which appear, so far as they can be discovered. I came to the conclusion

that, really, there was nothing that could be fairly attributable to the original

faulty arrangement of the ship ; of course, I did not go into the question about

single rivets that may have been found imperfect. I believe that no one conver

sant with ironwork will ever venture to say that every rivet is perfect. I know

that the practice in the best yards is to have men whose duty it is to look after

the rivets, and even sharp-eyed men like those are deceived. Of course, an

individual going over in this way could not possibly see every rivet.

1344. Do you believe that if those accidents had not happened, the " Columbia"

would have required no strengthening or additional rivetting?—I believe that if

those accidents had not occurred, the " Columbia" would have shown no more

strain than all the iron ships which I have ever seen always show after heavy

passages across the Atlantic. I know it was so with the Peninsular and Oriental

Company's ships. 1 had to do with them for five years, and I know they were

always, after heavy gales of wind, showing rust, and they have stood the test of

16 or 17 years.

1345. Do you put in this paper, which Mr. Samuelson has delivered in, and

•which I hold in my hand, dated on the 2gth of June, as your report as to the pre

sent condition of the steamship " Columbia" ?—That is the report of the condition

in which I found her (delivering in the same). Vide Appendix.

1346. You could not find any movement along the seams of the vessel 1—No

longitudinal movement along the seams. "With regard to the " Hibernia," it was

stated very distinctly that the longitudinal seams were also moved. I did not

know that it was stated so with regard to the " Columbia." I had no knowledge

of this report before, and therefore I could only judge for myself.

1347. Mr. Walpole.~\ Are you speaking of your survey of the " Columbia" after

the accident?—No, 1 am speaking of a survey of her about a fortnight since, after

the ship had fallen over.

1348. Let me cull your attention to this letter from Mr. Hill to Mr. Boate on

the 4lh of April 1861, before the accident occurred, in which he says, "I am

directed by the Postmaster General to acquaint you that he has had before him

the reports of the officers appointed to survey the steamship ' Columbia,'

and that under the opinion expressed in those reports he can only accept the

' Columbia' as a packet for the mail service between Galway and America for

0.83. Q two
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G. Bayley, Esq. two round voyages. On the completion of those two voyages the vessel must be

again examined in dry dock, and her final acceptance or rejection will depend

9 July 1861. upon the result of that examination." Do you think that that was a reasonable

requisition on the part of the Post Office ?—I think it was ; it was a recommenda

tion which I have known to be made several times by the Peninsular and Oriental

Company. When I was with them, I attended the surveyor, and if I had any

doubt or hesitation about a ship, I would suggest that they should certify for only

a period, in order that she might come under notice again. Of course, it was

my duty, though I was the servant of the Peninsular and Oriental Company, to

take care that the Government had efficient ships for the service.

1349. You think that there was not anything unreasonable in accepting her

for two voyages?— I think not; I would have done so myself; I can only say,

as the Surveyor to the Board of Trade, that the responsibility of the surveyor to

the Board of Trade is greater than the responsibility of the other surveyors,

because the surveyor is required by the Act to give his opinion as regards the

fitness of the ship ; the Act gives no prescribed mode of examination, and the

matter rests on his sole responsibility.

1350. Chairman.^ I see on reference to the letter on the part of Mr- Romaine

to the Secretary of the Post Office, dated the 3d of April 186.1, that the

" Columbia" has been surveyed by the Admiralty surveyor, and that the surveying

officers reported that the construction of her hull is in many respects faulty ; do

you consider that that is the case?—I think that there are many points in the hull

which might be greatly improved ; I quite agree with Mr. Laird that, with the

same quantity of material, a more efficient ship, on the whole, might be con

structed ; that is to say, there might be a stronger combination on the whole,

without giving any extra weight.

1351. The Survevor to the Admiralty says, that he considers that the vessel is

" at the present time sufficiently seaworthy, and fit to carry the mails for two or

three voyages during the summer service, referred to in the contract, after which

she should be carefully examined in dry-dock ; and, I apprehend, it will be found

that she has not that degree of longitudinal strength in her lower and upper parts,

which she should have, to prevent straining and leakage when at sea." Do you

believe that she has that degree of longitudinal strength which she should

have to prevent straining and leakage when at sea f — I understand that

the particular objection which the surveyor made to the want of longi

tudinal strength is that which Mr. Samuelson has now referred to; it is the

division of the main keelson. The box keelson, as I observe in our report

in 1859, vvas one °f tne things which we strongly urged upon the Gal way Company,

and additional strength in the bottom. With regard to the division of this keelson,

it seems to have arisen from the fly-wheel belonging to the auxiliary engine being

placed low down in the ship; a sort of well or recess, has been formed in which

this wheel works, and round the recess it has been attempted to continue the longi-

tudical connexion, and the surveyor would very likely have a doubt about it.

I remember a similar question occurring with regard to myself 16 years ago

with a cylinder bottom, whether bending the keelson and carrying it round, would

be sufficient, and a very eminent n'rm pledged themselves that it would be suffi

cient, and I consented to its being passed, and it has proved so. The Committee

will bear in mind that, in the construction of iron ships, there is this peculiarity:

the material admits of bending to an)' form, and, therefore, that which would be

insuperable in a wooden ship, is not so in an iron ship ; for instance, a mass like

this table, that has to be placed in a particular position in an iron ship, with a

longitudinal fastening, though it would apparently be cut off by an object being

in the way, may be passed round, so to speak, and a connexion may be formed

with a recess for the table to stand in -without weakening the longitudinal

strength of the ship, which is an advantage iron has over wood as a material.

1352. Then the Committee are to take this report which you put in, as an

expression of your opinion with regard to the condition of the vessel ?—That is

the result of my examination, and an opinion formed upon the facts which I there

record. Perhaps the Committee will allow me to make one observation with

regard to the irregular rivetting which has been spoken of, a sort of halt and half

rivetting; we objected to it at the time when the examination was made in 1859,

as not being in accordance with the contract, and not being double rivetting,

there was some explanation given at the time, and I would wish to say, that so

far as I remember, Mr. Samuelson's version is substantially what was.then stated.

It
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It was some arrangement come to between the company's surveyor and them, as G. Bayley, Esq.

to the point; it was not double rivetted at that time, and I think now it brings to

my mind another circumstance ; and I think that Mr. Jordan must have spoken 9 July 1861-

very loosely, because on the frames eight strakcs of plating were in their place,

only partially rivetted, and I certainly think that I should have detected if the

holes had shut one another up very generally. We always find that there are

some defective holes, but the perforations were generally opposite to each, ether,

otherwise it would have excited attention, I am sure.

J353- What are the duties of the Board of Trade surveyor?—The duties of

the Board of Trade surveyor are defined in section 309, I think, of the Merchant

Shipping Act. They are, shortly, to see and to ascertain and satisfy himself, that

the vessel is properly constructed and adapted for the service specified, whatever

the station may be. The Act does not give any precise instructions, but the

surveyor himself is made responsible for a correct opinion upon the matter.

1354. Mr. Peel.~\ Does that relate to all vessels, or only passenger vessels?—

All passenger vessels. No others are subject to a survey.

J355- Mr. Walpole."] You say that he must make a correct report upon the

matter, which is what the Committee wish to know. What is the matter with

reference to which he must report ?—He must certify, of his own knowledge-, that

the -ship is thoroughly efficient. I, myself, have had several instances; one, in

particular, in the case of a ship that "was built by Mr. Scott Russell, I objected

to, as being inefficient for the sea service, and a number of surveys were

specially ordered by the Board of Trade. 1 was not convinced that the ship was

seaworthy, and I refused to certify ; and the Board of course did not issue a

certificate.

1356. Mr. Peel.'] When is that report made; at what stage in the building of

the ship ?—When the ship is ready. The surveyor has no special instruction with

regard to the building of ihe ship.

1357. Must he be present the whole time that the ship is building, in order to

report upon it. ?—He is not called upon to do so. He has to report upon the

ship when she is completed ; he is entitled to call for information on every point.

He may call for the drawings, the working plans, and the specifications, and it is

his business to judge whether those things are carried out.

13.58. Would the Board of Trade Surveyor be considered qualified to survey

a ship which he had not seen till he was called to survey her?—T have no hesita

tion in surveying a ship which I have not seen while building; of course that must

be taken with a reservation, that the parls which cannot be examined must be

taken on representation ; you cannot go farther than that. With regard to the

practice of the Admiralty Surveyor, whilst I was with the Peninsular and Oriental

Company, I attended all the Admiralty surveys, and I furnished the Admiralty

surveyor with all the particulars of the construction of the ship, if she were a new

ship. In the first instance, plans were submitted to the Admiralty, and were

generally approved of, because we took care to submit such plans as should meet

their approval. I do not know that any alterations were made.

1359. Sir Morton Peto.~\ Supposing you were surveying those vessels on the

part of the Board of Trade, your report would be founded upon such an exami

nation in detail on your part as would have thoroughly satisfied your mind that

such ship was fit for service ?—I should, of course, require other details than

those I could see. I should require information on the specification of the ship,

and the general construction and arrangement of the engine-room, and the parts

of the engine.

1360. I understand you that, as surveyor to the Board of Trade, you had the

power to call for every possible detail and particular?—Yes.

1361. You, as surveyor, would not state an opinion upon any light examina

tion, but upon a thorough appreciation of the real capabilities of the ship ?—

Exactly so; for instance, if I were surveying a ship of Mr. Laird's, I should be

very well content to say, "Mr. Laird, just let me see the plan."

1362. Supposing that a company entered into contracts with individuals for

certain ships, and the report of a surveyor was to be the practical test of the

acceptance of each ship, you would think that a fair test to be applied, and that

they might feel moderately satisfied that the thing had been fairly done ?—Yes ;

I am now employed by a foreign company to survey a ship which is building ; one

0.83. Q 2 condition
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G. Rayley, Esq. condition is that there is no instalment paid without my certificate that the ship

is in the state of progress at which the instalment is to be paid.

9 July 1861. 1303. Mr. Ktr Seymer.] You must in that case inspect the ship while building,

must you not?—I go from time to time to see ner ; I am not there always ; she

is building in the Clyde, and there is a resident surveyor there.

1364. Sir Morton PetoJ] But with regard to the certificate at the termination

of the building of the ship ; would that certificate be fair presumptive evidence

that the ship was in fact everything that she ought to be for the service for which

she was required?—Yes; the Board of Trade survey would be for the special

service required, but it would not be a certificate certifying that she was built in

accordance with the specification.

1365. But it would certify, would it not, that she was a seaworthy vessel, and

capable of performing the service ?—Yes.

1366. Chairman.^ Is it the general rule, or the ordinary rule, for all companies

to have a resident inspector at the yard where the sbips are building, or to depend

a good deal upon the bona fides of the contractor?—I can only say from my

experience and observation, now for just 49 years, that the rule is to have survey

ors resident, and the exception is to trust to the bonajides of the shipbuilder. I

had a great many surveyors resident with me whilst I was a shipbuilder, and it

was always the practice with the naval service, to have them in the four last

years of the Peninsular War, when I was connected with shipbuilding for the

navy.
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Jovis, 11° die Julii, 1861.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. Gregory.

Mr. Perl.

Sir Morton Peto.

Sir John Trollope.

Mr. Walpole.

Mr. Brown- Westhead.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

WILLIAM GREGORY, ESQ., IN THK CHAIR.

James Luke, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

1367. Chairman.] YOU are a surveyor to the Admiralty, are you not ?—I am ; James LuAe, Esq.

I am designated the Inspecting Officer of the Admiralty.

1368. Is it your duty to inspect all vessels which are employed as contract n July 1861.

mail steamers by the Admiralty ?—Yes, when I can be spared ; sometimes the

Controller of the Navy appoints a deputy.

1369. Did you examine the mail steam-ship " Columbia" ?—I did.

1370. Did you examine her for the first time, upon the 1st of April, when she

was at Southampton?—I examined her at Southampton; I am not sure as to the

date.

1371. That was the first time that yon saw her ?—Yes.

137^. She was then complete, was she not, and preparing to start on the ser

vice?—She was nearly complete; they were completing her at Southampton.

1373. You stated in your report, that she was faulty in two respects; first, as

regards the construction of her hull ?—Yes.

1374. Will you explain to the Committee why she was faulty with regard to

her hull ?—There was a deficiency of strength in her lower part ; at the keel,

principally, and at the bottom. Perhaps the Committee will allow me to read

the objections which I made to her, and which I intimated to the company.

1375. To whom were those observations addressed?—I made those objections

to the manager of the company; there was a deficiency of longitudinal strength at

the keel and at the bottom, even if the main keelson had not been injudiciously

cut, and also at the gunwale and upper deck, for a vessel of her great length ;

some of the keelsons, stringers, and deck ties had not the proper degree of con

tinuous strength, and were, in some places, imperfectly connected at the joints

or butts; the water-tight bulkheads were not well arranged to effect the object

for which they were intended, and there was a want of proper bulwarks, and

not sufficient space for efficiently working the cables ; the capstans and mooring

bits were not quite as well secured as they should be, and suitable provision should

have been made for riding by a third anchor ; after I had surveyed the " Columbia,"

and reported that I considered that she was fit for two or three voyages, I furnished

the manager with my objections to her, in order to save time, and that he might

endeavour to meet them in the vessel which was coming on, the " Anglia."

1376. Mr. Walpole.] You stated those objections to the company at the time,

or to their engineer?—To the manager of the company.

1377. Chairman.] Did you consider that the "Columbia" would only have

been good for two or three voyages, and subsequently she would have to be

altered and strengthened ?—That was my opinion ; there was a difference of

opinion on the matter ; the builders considered that she was sufficiently strong,

0.83. Q 3 but
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James Luke, Esq. but I differed from them ; I had some additions made to her at Southampton, and

men worked night and day there to complete them , making some of the longitudinal

11 July 1861. stringers continuous; they were improperly stopped at the bulkheads. I had

other additions made which I considered were sufficient to justify me in reporting

her as fit for two or three voyages during the summer service ; after that, I appre

hended it would be found that she would show weakness.

1378. Mr. WalpoleJ] Did you make this certificate which I am going to read

to you : " I consider this vessel to he at the present time sufficiently seaworthy,

and fit to carry the mails for two or three vovages during the summer service

referred to in the contract, after which she should be carefully examined in dry

dock, when, I apprehend, it will be found that she has not that degree of longi

tudinal strength in her lower and upper parts which she should have, to prevent

straining and leakage, when at sea" ?—That was my report.

1379. That substantially contains the main objection, which you think there

was, to the vessel being taken for more than two round voyages ?—Yes.

1380. And you adhere to that opinion still?—Perfectly.

1381. Chairman.'] Is it your opinion, that the "Columbia," from her con

struction, had sufficient speed to carry out the contract during the summer ser

vice ?—Yes ; that was my opinion after the trial which we made at South

ampton. I made no objection to the speed.

1382. Mr. Walpole.~\ By "the summer service," you mean two round voyages?

•—Yes; during the summer service, referred to in the contract.

1383. Chairman.'} With regard to the workmanship of that vessel; do you

consider that it is deficient, or not ?—It is surveying ships under difficulties, to

survey them, as in this instance, after they are afloat and completed ; but, as far

as I could judge, there were several points where I considered that the workman

ship was not of the best description. Neither the workmanship nor the rivetting

I considered to be of the best description, nor such as I am accustomed to see in

first class mail steamers.

1384. Do you believe, that by that vessel being put into dock and being

strengthened and altered, she would become sufficiently efficient for the carrying

on of the service required of her?—That is rather a difficult question to answer.

I think it would be possible to strengthen her in such a way as to make her

sufficiently seaworthy ; but whether the strengthening of her, and adding weight,

would not diminish the speed of the vessel, must afterwards be ascertained by

trial. There are other questions depending on it.

1385. Are you aware that she was tried at Stoke's Bay, and that she made

upwards of 14 knots per hour ?— I wa.s on board, as one of the surveying officers,

and witnessed the trial ; and the Committee have the report which has been given

in, which is quite correct.

1386. Mr. Ker Seymer.~] It has been stated in a former part of the evidence,

that there was something in the nature of the construction of this vessel with

regard to the plates, and with regard to the extreme difficulty of rivetting her pro

perly ; i» it your opinion that double rivetting could not have been very well

carried out in consequence of the arrangement of the plates of the vessel ?—My

scrvey was necessarilv of a very general description, because whea I surveyed

the " Columbia," she was afloat; she had her engines and coals on board, and1

water in the bilges. I might add, that I had very great difficulty in ascertaining

the detects which I have now stated. On my first inspection in company with

the builder,. I did not make the objections which I have since made, because I did

not then see the keelson (the main backbone of the ship) cut in two to give room,

for the fly wheel of the engine. Anybody even unacquainted with shipbuilding'

must know, that cutting the keelson in two is very injudicious. On the second,

inspection, I got down with a great deal of trouble underneath the engine, and

there I discovered that the keelson had been cut, and also that the keel and the

Keelson were not as had been represented ; they were not so efficient as I at first

expected, and upon that inspection I founded my report

1387. It was stated, that " there was great difficulty, in consequence of the

internal arrangement of the frames, and we carried out the rivetting exactly- in

accordance with the instructions which we had received ;" which were instruc

tions from the company to modify the rivetting, in consequence of the diffi

culty
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culty of accomplishing it according to the original plan 1—It might have Janet Luie,

been so.

1388. Mr. Peel.] Had you not the specification in your hand ?—Occasionally. .11 July;i8Ci.

I do not take any specification, but I look at the ships, and judge of them from

the facts before me, as misrepresentations may be made to me. Tlie specification

was on board the ship, and it was shown to me, and it guided me in a certain

degree in taking the dimensions, and so on.

1389. Was this cutting of ihe keelson according to the specification?—No ; I

observed nothing in the specification about cutting the keelson ; it was done after

the engines were on board.

1390. Sir John Trollope.] It was done in fitting the engines, was it, not?—It

was done in fitting the engines; they had made a mistake in the fly-wheel. I am

speaking of what I was informed.

1391. You mean that they made a mistake in the measurement?—No; the

fly-wheel, as originally intended, was of a certain diameter, and they found it

necessary, after the engines were on board, to put on a larger fly-wheel, and the

consequence was that they were obliged to cut the keelson of the ship in two, to

get the depth for the wheel ; and then there was some compensation made for

this cutting of the keelson, but which I considered was not sufficient.

1392. Were you enabled to ascertain whether the rivets were properly fitted to

the holes in which they were ?—No.

1393. Could you ascertain whether they were properly clenched ?—I could in

the upper parts of the ship, but not in the lower parts, because she was afloat, and

the inside is covered with cement.

1394-. Wh<it was your opinion of that portion that you saw?—My opinion of

the portion that I saw was, that the rivetting was not of the best description; I

have seen much better.

1395. Chairman.'] You stated, did you not, that you read over the specifi

cation?—The specification was with the builder on board ; I did not read it over

entirely ; it was occasionally in my hand, and I looked at it as I went round the

ship with the builder ; I desired that the builder should be on hoard wilh me ;

ihe time was very short, and the vessel was wanted in a great hurry (in all cases

the time has been very short for the survey of this company's ships), and I endea

voured, so far as I could, to put no obstructions in the way. I thought that, by

having the builder on board, and the inspector of the company, it would enable

•me to get over my survey quicker; they pointed out to me anything that they

thought proper. Of course, I formed my own opinion afterwards as to whether

I accepted what they told me or not.

1396. Did you remark anything, generally speaking, objectionable in the

specification ?—I did not road it over sufficiently to judge.

1307. Mr. Brown-WestheadJ] Was that fly wheel, of which you have spoken,

upon the first motion ?—I am not prepared to say anything more than that 1 was

informed on board by the representatives of the company, and the builders,

that this wheel was put on after the engines were on board ; I am not an

engineer, and I did not go into the question as to why the wheel was there, uny

further than that it was found necessary to put on a larger wheel, and to cut the

keelson in two.

1398. That was requisite to be done, was it not, because the fly-wheel was not

of sufficient power?—Yes, so I understood, and there was no doubt that that

weakened the vessel very much.

1399. Sir Morton Peto.] What you want to convey to the Committee is that

in the keelson being so cut weakened the vessel, and there was not the means of

•strengthening it afterwards, so as to put it in its original position?—Not, in my

.opinion, to compensate for the weakness thus produced.

1400. Mr. Peel.] Had it been cut with the knowledge of the company, do you

'know?—The company would answer that question better than I could. 1 rather

•think the company must have been aware of it, but whether they protested against

'it or not I do not know ; I heard that they had protested against cutting it.

1401. Sir John Trollope.] Had not the company an inspector or engineer of

ttheir own to superintend the work ?—I am not aware ; I heard that they had an

inspector of ships as well as an engineer.

0.83. Q4 1402. Did
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James Z«Ae,Esq. 1402. Did you meet with such a person on board the vessel?— I met with an

engineer.

11 July 1861. 1403. Who had been with the vessel during her building?—Part of the time

of her building.

1404. Was he able to describe to you why they cut the keelson ?—Yes ; he

told me about it.

1405. In fact, from him you derived your information, I presume ?—Principally.

1406. Chairman.] You also inspected the " Hibernia," did you not ?—Not the

first inspection ; I inspected her after she had broken down ; I inspected her at

Liverpool.

1407. Mr. Peel.] According to the contract I see that the designs of this

vessel are to be submitted -to the Commissioners of the Admiralty; is that so ? —

Yes ; I believe they were sent to the Admiralty.

1408. So far as any opinion could be formed of them from the designs, was

there anything to object to?— I am not in a position to answer thai question

fully ; it belongs to the Controller of the Navy and to the constructors to examine

and to report upon designs and specifications when they are sent in, but 1 believe

they were not examined with a view of relieving the company from any respon

sibility.

1409. Is this the usual clause in contracts?—Yes ; but it had reference prin

cipally, I believe, to the time that the mail ships were intended to carry armament,

and that the ships should be built accordingly, but that, has been abandoned, and

we do not now survey mail ships as to their fitness for war ships.

1410. Sir Morton Peto.] Allow me to call your attention to this specific

report from the Hull shipwright surveyor, William Burroughs, and the Hull

engineer surveyor, James Grier: "We have the honour to report, in reference

to the box keelson referred to in the annexed letter, that its being cut did not

escape our notice, but from the construction of the engine bearers and fastenings

thereto, together with the additional compensation put in by the builders (and at

our request), we are decidedly of opinion that this part where the box keelson

is cut, is quite as strong as any other part of the vessel, and, therefore, did not

consider it necessary to call the attention of the Board. We beg to add, had

Mr. Rubie seen the vessel before the machinery was put in, \ve think he would

be quite of our opinion." In that opinion you do not concur?—I do not concur

in it, and as the Honourable Baronet has referred to Mr. Rubie, who is the South

ampton Board of Trade surveyor, perhaps you would refer to his opinion upon

the matter : He says, " I beg to add, had I surveyed this vessel during con

struction with a view to giving a ' declaration,' I should have considered it my

duty to have called the attention of the Board to the keelson being cut to admit

a fly wheel to some of the machinery ; to obviate which, would involve the removal

of some of the machinery, or a radical alteration, to effect which would require

the delay of the vessel for several weeks."

1411. Mr. Rubie did not agree with the other parties?—No; neither do I.

1412. Mr. Peel.] What is the declaration that he speaks of?—A declaration

that the Board of Trade surveyors have to give, before the certificate is supplied

from the head office in London ; that is, with regard to carrying passengers ;

my survey has reference to mail contracts.

1413. That declaration has nothing to do with the employment of those

vessels in the conveyance of mails ?—Not the least ; I may mention that I am

not at all governed by the Board of Trade surveyor; I form my own judg

ment. There are many cases where ships would pass the Board of Trade

surveyors, but they would not be up to the requirements of the mail

contracts.

1414. Sir John Trollope.] Did you view the ship in company with the Board

of Trade surveyor ?—Mr. Rubie was on board at the time, but we were quite

independent.

141 5. How long did your inspection take?—I spent a great deal of time about

the "Columbia," more than usual; I visited her at Southampton twice or three

times, because those alterations and additions which I referred to, were going

on, and it was necessary to get the ship away on the gth of April.

1416. You viewed her from time to time?—I viewed her from time to time,

and I attended in order that there should be no delay.

1417. Did
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141 7. Did you take more than one day at a timer—Yes; two days some- James Lvkt, Esq.

times.

1418. Mr Pee/.] When you say that it was necessary to get the ship away by " Ju'y

the gth of April, you mean necessary to the company ?—Yes ; the day fixed was

the Qth of April, and as it would not be possible to get her away on that day,

without great exertions, as intimated to me by the company, as a public officer

I thought it was my duty to do all I could to forward the company's service to

get the vessel ready by that time.

1419. Chairman.'] Are the Committee to understand you that the Board of

Trade surveyor examines a vessel solely with regard to her seaworthiness, and

that you as the Admiralty surveyor, survey her not only with regard to her sea

worthiness, but with regard to her power to fulfil the contract?—That is just the

case.

14^0. Who surveyed the " Columbia" when in dry dock at Southampton?—

She was never surveyed by the Admiralty officer in dry dock. When I arrived

at Southampton, I found that the ship had been in dock and taken out before

intimation was sent to me to survey her, the company, I suppose, considering

that it would not be necessary, and it became a question with me whether I should

insist upon her being docked again for examination ; and that was an open ques

tion until I had examined her on the inside, and from statements that -were made

to me and the shortness of the time, I abandoned the idea of examining her in

dock, and I formed my opinion from seeing her afloat, which was quite sufficient

to enable me to make the report which the Committee have before them. She

was examined in dry dock at Southampton, I presume by the Board of Trade

surveyor, but I am not positive upon that point, there is a carpenter of the navy

attached to the mail office at Southampton, who is, I consider an independent man,

and being one of the Government officers, I got a report from him as to the state

in which he found the bottom of the vessel, which was sufficient, to justify me

in allowing her to go for two or three voyages without seeing her in dry dock ;

but it was my intention at the expiration of two or three voyages to have thoroughly

examined her in dry dock.

1421. With regard to the " Hibernia," I think you stated that you did not see

her until she was in the dry dock of Messrs. Laird's yard at Birkenhead, after the

accident which she had met with? — Yes, that is so.

1422. What was your opinion of the original construction of that ship ?—My

opinion, judging from the facts which were before me, was, that she was weak at

the bottom, and weak at the top, longitudinally.

1423. Did she give such indications of weakness when you surveyed her as to

induce you to believe that she was originally defective in her construction, or that

what had happened to her was the effect merely oi a very severe gale, and that

she was shaken and weakened in consequence of one of those occurrences which

could not be foreseen ?—Of course, forming an opinion from seeing her in the

dock, I could come to no other conclusion but that she was deficient in strength

in her original construction ; there were facts from which one could very easily

judge.

1424. Do you believe that she could be now sufficiently strengthened to carry

on the postal service, with efficiency?—My survey even in the dock was not of a

very minute description ; the engines and boilers were on board, and before giving

a decided opinion, I should much rather make a more detailed survey, but as I

before observed there are several questions depending upon the strengthening

of the vessel ; you add weight, and you may diminish speed, and you may also

diminish stability, so that it must entiiely depend upon our survey when she is

completed as to her efficiency for the postal service.

1425. Mr. Pee/.] Do I correctly understand you to say that this clause in the

contract, about submitting the designs of those vessels to the Admiralty, originated

in the former intentions of the Government to employ those vessels for carrying

heavy guns in case of war?— I do not think I can give a positive answer to that

question ; it was before my appointment to the Admiralty, but when 1 was first

appointed mail steamers were intended to be so constructed as to carry a certain

amount of armament, but that has since been abandoned, and I think it is very

probable that that clause was inserted with that view, but it can be ascertained

at the Admiralty.

0.553. R 1426. Sir
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James Luke, Eiq. 1426. Sir Morton PetoJ] With regard to the vessels now employed by Sir

Samuel Cunard and the other companies under contract with the Government,

1 1 July 1861. has it not been the habit with the Admiralty always when they have been presented

for service to have them surveyed ?—Yes.

1427. For instance, the " Scotia," which is just completing in the Clyde, when

she is completed she must be presented, and must pass the surveyor, must she

not ?—Yes, she must pass my survey, or that of some one deputed for me.

1428. That survey is a practical survey to determine whether she is competent

to perform the service, and in every respect seaworthy ?—Yes, certainly.

1429. Mr. PeelJ] If you found defects in that vessel either in its construction

or in its execution, you would not consider that the Government were responsible

for those defects, because you were called upon to survey the vessel when finished ?

—No, certainly not; the company are responsible. If a vessel is surveyed, and

it should afterwards turn out that she is deficient in any respect, the Post

master General or the Admiralty, as the case may be, can call for another survey.

Those ships, according to the contract, must be kept constantly in a state of effi

ciency. If you refer to the contract you v\ill find that there is a clause there em

powering the Government to survey those vessels at any time.

1430. Chairman^ I think you have surveyed the " Parana," have you not?—

Yes.

1431. Did you survey her on two occasions, or only on one?—I have surveyed

her on two occasions for the Atlantic Royal Mail Company, and I had surveyed

her previously for the West India Mail Company.

1432. When was the first time that you examined her for the Atlantic Com

pany ?—At Galway ; I am not prepared with the date, but you will find it in

my report.

1433. Was it about August 1860 ?—Yes.

1434. You stated, I think, then, that you did not consider that she had suffi

cient speed to ensure compliance with the terms of the contract, especially in

reference to the voyage to New York; but from the greater length of time

allowed between Galway and Boston, you thought that she would, at that season

of the year, perform the latter voyage in the time specified ?—That was my

report at the time ; I would observe, that I think it is there stated that we had

no means of trying a ship at a measured distance at Galway, and I had to

form my opinion upon the examination of the log, and the vessel was to start

on the Tuesday following the Saturday afternoon on which she was surveyed.

1435. Mr. WalpoleJ] You added, " Under these circumstances we are of

opinion that this vessel is fit for temporary service in conveying the mails

between Galway and Boston, but not for permanent service ;" that was your

opinion in August 1 860 r— Yes.

1436. Sir John Trollope.~] Was that solely on account of want of speed ?—

Yes, at that time. ,

1437. Was she deficient in any other requisite?—No, I could not find out

anything else deficient ; I considered that she was seaworthy ; of course, my

survey was a hurried one ; the vessel was wanted at once.

1438. Mr. Pcel.~] Did you say that you surveyed the vessel for the West India

Company ?—Yes.

1439. Was she deficient in speed for the purposes of that company ?—I am

not in a position to state, from my own knowledge, whether she was or not.

1440. But that company had discontinued employing her, had they not ?—

I believe so ; but I am not in a position to state that from my own knowledge;

Captain Patey, the superintendent of the mail service at Southampton, would be

able to furnish you with all those particulars.

1441. Sir John Trollope.] Do you know whether the West India Mail Com

pany is tied down to time in its voyages or not between port and port ?—I be

lieve so.

1442. Have you any knowledge of the terms of their contract?—No, I have

not a recollection of them at this moment.

1443. Mr. PeelJ] Do you know what is the distance which their ships are re

quired to go now ?—No, I do not.

1444. Do
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1444. Do you know what distance these ships go, and at what speed these Junet Luke, E*q.

vessels ought to go ?—I know the approximate distance between Galway and St.

John's, and Galway and New York, upon which, of course, I have had to form n July 1861.

my opinion.

1445. There is no penalty for their not reaching St. John's in any particular

time, under this contract, is there ?—I cannot speak from memory, I think

not.

1446. What is the speed at which those vessels are required to go, in order to

complete the voyage from Galway to Boston and New York, for any overtime for

which they are liable to penalties ?—From Galway to New York it would be

necessary for a vessel to go across the ocean, I think, at ill knots, and from

Galway to Boston, I think it is 9! or 10 knots ; at all events, much less.

1447. You do not know that the West India mail packets are not required to

go so fast as that, but the " Parana" was not able to do even the less speed re

quired by that company?—I cannot answer that question satisfactorily.

1448. Chairman] You examined the " Parana" in April 1861, did you not ?

—Yes.

1449. You tried her, did you not, by the measured mile in Stoke's Bay ?—

Yes.

1450. You found that the speed which she had attained, was 1 1 and a fraction

knots per hour?—11*8, I think.

1451. That was considerably above the amount of speed which was required

for her to reach Boston, was it not :—Yes.

1452. The trial which she performed was considerably above the speed which

would be requisite for her to reach Boston within the contract time ?—Yes, it

was over that speed.

1453. But you were desired to report as to whether she had speed enough to

reach St. John's within six days?—Yes, as required by the contract.

1454. And the average speed which she did attain on that trial, would be

Sufficient, could she have maintained it with her average load draught, to have

reached St. John's within six days ?—Yes ; if she could have maintained it across

the ocean the same as she did at the measured mile.

1455. What is the calculation which you generally make for the difference of

speed between a vessel with a load, and where she has 13 inches under the load

draught ?—I consider that a vessel should go about two knots more at the

measured mile than she is required to go across the ocean ; that is generally about

the difference of speed.

1456. You are aware, I believe, that the " Parana" did reach Boston in one

day and several hours under the contract time ?—Yes, I have understood so.

1457. And that she returned home in the contract time ?—Yes.

1458. And that she returned also from Newfoundland within six days?—I was

not aware of that.

1459. Therefore, if you had been asked the question, whether the " Parana "

could have accomplished the distance between Boston and Galway within the

contract time, you would have replied that she could have done so ?—There

would have been a doubt in my mind, but I should have given the vessel the

benefit of that doubt, if it had been to Boston only, and not to reach St. John's

in the time stated in the contract.

1460. Mr. Peel] Not being required to go to Newfoundland by the contract

in six days, you thought she possibly could doit?—Yes; but I did not think

she would do the distance between Galway and New York in the time specified

in the contract.

1461. Did you give a report to that effect?—That is in my report from Gal

way, in August 1860, that I considered that she was not of sufficient speed to

perform the voyage from Galway to New York, and that was my opinion when I

made my report on 3d May 1861.

1462. Mr. Walpole.] What is the difference in distance in going straight from

Galway to Boston, or in going from Galway to Boston, calling at St. John's?—

I cannot say.

0.83. R 2 1463. Chairman]
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Jumet Luke, Esq. 1463. Chairman.] I think the particular voyage for which the •' Parana " was

required on that occasion was to go to Boston, was it not ?—Yes, in August 1860.

11 July 1861. Perhaps the Committee will allow me to mention that on that survey the superin

tendent of the company represented to me the circumstances in which they were

placed to require this vessel to go, and that they had no other, that of course

weighed with me, so that I took as liberal a view as I possibly could ; I only

passed her for temporary service. I felt certain in my own mind that she was

not of sufficient speed tocumply with the conditions of the contract.

1464. Are you aware whether it could have been possible for the company

to have procured any vessel which could have done the service between

Galway and Newfoundland within six days regularly?—I couid not answer that

question ; it is possible that there may be very fast ships in some of the ports

which I know nothing about.

146.5. Mr. Peel] I suppose the Admiralty or the Post Office always act in

accordance with the reports which you make to them?—Yes; I have never

known an instance where they have departed from my report ; therefore, I con

sider it the more important that I should be very particular.

1466. And you reported that the 'Parana' was not capable of performing the

service contracted for?— Yes, that was my opinion, and that is still my

opinion.

1467. Mr. Walpok.] When you take the average speed of a vessel on trial,

the water being at the time smooth, as you mention in your certificate here, and

you find that it is I l'8i2 knots per hour, what deduction do you make from that

speed in order to strike the average for going across the Atlantic ?—About two

knots.

1468. That is the evidence which Mr. Laird gave to the Committee on Tues

day ; were you here then ?—No, I was not; I was at Sheffield, and I could not

attend in London.

1469. However, that is your opinion?—Yes ; in the Peninsular and Oriental

Company's service we require ships to go 12 knots to the measured mile, and, if

my memory serves me rightly, I think the distance which they have to run across

the ocean is about 10 knots.

1470. In the certificate, you having mentioned that the average speed was not

in your opinion sufficient to secure the fulfilment of the stipulations of the con

tract, you would have thought that, taking the average into your calculation as

to how quickly she could have crossed the Atlantic, that would have reduced it

to something under 10 knots an hour?—Yes.

1471. If you had reduced it to 10 knots an hour, could she have done it within

the time required?— N'o.

1472. You slill adhere to the opinion that you think she could not have per

formed the stipulations of the contract in May last?—She certainly could not;

it was impossible.

1473. Chairman] Do you not consider 1 1 knots an hour over the Atlantic to

be a very high rate of speed to maintain for the summer and winter service?—It

is a verv good ocean speed ; but there are vessels which will do it, I think.

1474. Do you know who it was that surveyed the "Persia"?—She was sur

veyed by an officer who was stationed at Glasgow at the time. I was so engaged

that I could not get down there, and, us in the case of the " Hibernia/'^we

employed another officer ; but I have surveyed the " Persia" since, and made an

inspection of her in dock.

1475. She was passed, was she not, and afterwards found to be weak, and was

very considerably strengthened, was she not ?—They made some additions to her,

but not to any very great extent.

1476. Was it to the extent of as much as 40,000 /. :—I should think not.

1477. Were you asked to report upon the "Parana" for permanent service, or

only to inspect her for a substituted or temporary service?—There was no refer

ence made as to its being a temporary or a permanent service in the letter from

the Postmaster General.

Mr.
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Mr. Jeremiah Lewcock, called in; and Examined.

1478. Chairman.] ARE you a surveyor to the Admiralty ?—I am Inspecting Mr. J. Lntcoek.

Officer of the building of Her Majesty's iron ship " Defence," at Jarrow-on-the- •

Tyne. u July 1861.

1479. You were the inspector of the construction of the iron ship "Defence,"

which is now being built at Messrs. Palmer's, on the Tyne ?—Yes.

1480. Were you present in Messrs. Palmer's yard when the "Hibernia" was

being constructed ?—Part of the time.

1481. Did you survey her, from time to time, during her construction?—I did

not specially survey her. I saw the works going on, from time to time, but I

had no authority to interfere in anything. The company had an inspector of their

own.

1482. Were you called upon to report upon the " Hibernia," to the Admiralty,

upon the 4th of March 1861 ?—Yes.

1483. And did you report that the " Hibernia" was in every respect fit to be

employed for the conveyance of mails between Galway and the United States?—

Yes.

1484. In accordance with the contract of the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam

Navigation Company ?—Yes.

1485. You considered her a perfectly fit, strong, and seaworthy vessel?—

I did.

1486. You considered that her construction was good, and that her workman

ship was good ?—I did.

1487. Did you carefully examine that vessel through, both with regard to con

struction and workmanship, before you sent in that report?—Yes; but allow

me to observe, that when I was ordered there, the ship was afloat, with engines,

and boilers, and coals on board ; so far as I could get at her, I surveyed her.

1488. Mr. Walpole.~\ Have you seen her since her accident?— No.

1489. Did you hear Mr. Jordan's evidence, on Tuesday, on this vessel?—No ;

I was not here.

1490. Mr. Brown- Westhead.] Do you know what Mr. Jordan said with regard

to this vessel ?—No.

1491. Sir Morion PetuJ] You have not seen her since she left the Tyne?—

No.

1492. Mr. Ped.~\ How long have you been employed under the Government ?

—I served my apprenticeship in Sheerness Dockyard as a shipwright.

1493. Have you remained since in that yard?—No; from there I was sent

to Blackwall on the building of Her Majesty's ships " Vulcan " and " Megsera,"

iron ships ; from there to Chatham Dockyard, still shipbuilding, and from there

to Portsmouth Dockyard.

1494. In the factory department ?—In the shipbuilding department.

1495. And now you are employed as inspector of a ship which is building by

the contractor?—Yes.

1496. Have you been often employed in surveying vessels?—Not often in sur

veying vessels ; at least, not vessels like the " Hibernia," when they have been

complete. The "Hibernia," as I said before, when I was sent to her was com

plete.

1497. Have you ever before passed a merchant mail vessel?—Yes, two at

Liverpool ; I forget their names.

1498. Sir John Trollops.'] Could you make a competent survey of a vessel that

was afloat with her engines and coals in, and sunk deep in the water ?—No, I

could not, to say properly survey every minutiae of the ship.

1499. You could npt get at her keelson, for instance, could you?—Yes, I could

get at the keelson by lifting up the plates in the stoke hole.

1500. Did you examine her rivetting ?—Yes.

1501. Was it sufficient, in your opinion ?—So far as I saw see when the ship

was building at the yard ; I saw the rivetting going on, and I saw her and looked

round about her.

1502. Did you observe the mode, in which her decks were protected ; had she

a proper gunwale ?—Yes, she had a circular plate outside ; the outside gunwale

plate was circular, and then she had a strong wooden gunwale in addition to

that.

0.83. R 3 1503. Sufficiently
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Mr. J. Lnccock. 1503. Sufficiently high to save her against the seas of the Atlantic ?—She had

- - - - no raised bulwarks ; she had iron stanchions and rails of iron and wood.

11 July 1861. 1504. Do you consider that sufficient for ocean steamers?—I should think it

was.

!5°5« Walpole.~\ I will call your attention to one or two questions put to Mr-

Jordan, and his answers with regard to the "Hibernia". At Question 953, he

is asked, " What was the state of the hull of the ' Hibernia ' when you examined

it so far as you could then ascertain?" (that was after the accident). His

answer is, " When the water was leaving the vessel, before it had well got out

of the dock, as scon as we could get under the bottom, we found the water

running out from every butt, and some of the seams and many of the rivets the

whole length of the flat bottom; the bilge butts were very much strained, and

the butts in the upper strakes were very much strained." The next question put

to him, " Were those defects in construction, or arising from an accident that

had happened to the ship r" He replies, " I think they arose both from errors

of construction and from imperfect workmanship ; unsound rivetting." In

another question he is asked, "Did you find that she was deficient at all in

longitudinal fastening?" and he says, " I did ; there were no keelsons worthy

the name for a ship of that magnitude." Then he goes on pointing out

several defects both in construction and workmanship ; and then he is asked

these two questions, " Are you aware that the Admiralty surveyor, (that is

yourself) stated at page 3, of Paper 277, to the Admiralty with regard to

the ' Hibernia,' (that is the report that you made,) ' I beg to report that

the ' Hibernia' is in every respect fit to be employed for the conveyance

of the mails between Galway and the United States.' " His answer is,

"I have read that report." Then he is asked, " How do you account for

this report on the part of the Admiralty surveyor?" His answer is, "It is

quite unaccountable. If the Committee wish it I have some samples here as evi

dence of the truth ofwhat I am advancing with respect to the imperfect workman

ship, and they can be produced if the Committee wish it." Having read to you

those questions and answers from Mr. Jordan's evidence, who seems to imply from

those and from other questions and answers that those defects in construction

could have been noticed before the accident. If those defects in construction

were of so serious a character, can you explain why you gave to the Admiralty a

report that that vessel was perfectly fit to undertake the voyage ?—I saw no bad.

work or rivetting about her. I went through the ship and took the required

dimensions of frame and plates, and the other necessary concerns that I was

required to take the dimensions of, and I took notice of the rivetting. That ship

is double rivetted throughout the plating, and single rivetted along the frame.

The rivets are eight inches apart in the frame, and, as I said before, she is double

rivetted, and I saw no bad rivets.

1506. Take this one answer, that there \vere no keelsons worthy of the name

for a ship of that magnitude ; do you agree with that ?—That ship has what is

termed an intercostal keelson that is worked in between the floors, and she has

angle irons at the bottom next the keel plate, and two continuous angle irons

running along fore and aft on the top of the floors.

1507. Do you agree in that opinion, that she had no keelsons worthy the name

for a ship of that magnitude ?—I do not.

1508. Sir Morton PetoJ] You are now superintending the building of the

" Defence ;" is that in Messrs. Palmer's yard ?—Yes.

1509. Was the "Hibernia" building at the same time as the " Defence"?—

Partly so.

1510. I think you stated to the Committee that you saw her during construc

tion repeatedly, though your attention was not specially called to her ?—I saw her

several times.

1511. I presume you took into account the previous observations which you

had made during the construction and the examination at the time, and taking

both together, you gave the opinion which we see at page 3 of the Parliamentary

Paper as the result of the best conviction and judgment which you could arrive

at ?— J did. I saw the men at work at the rivetting, and I never saw men work

harder, that is to say, rivet better.
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James Luke, Esq., called in ; and further Examined.

1512. Chairman.] DO you wish to qualify any part of your former evidence ? James Luke, Esq.

—Yes; I was asked a question with regard to the distance between Galway and

New York, and I think I stated that it required a vessel to make 1 1 1 knots across

the ocean. I made a mistake in that ; I was thinking of Galway to St. John's.

From Galway to New York, would require a vessel to make an average in all

weathers of about io£ knots, and from New York to Galway about 1 li knots.

1513. Mr. Peel.'] Via St. John's, do you mean?—Yes; that is to say, she

would require to go across the ocean at loj knots, calling at St. John's on the out

ward voyage and about i ij on the homeward.

1514. Sir John Trollope.] Do you wish to correct your answer with regaid to

the " Parana," in which you stated that she was not competent to go at the

required speed ?—I am still of that opinion, that she has not speed sufficient to

comply with the conditions of the contract between Galway and New York.

*5*5' Would she not do loj knots across the ocean ?—No, not in all weathers.

1516. Mr. Walpolc.] You mean that she would nut average that across the

ocean?—No, not during the year ; during the winter and summer j that is the

point upon which I gave my answer.

15 1 7. Sir Morton Peto.] Did you give that answer with regard to the " Parana,"

as a substituted ship, or as a permanent ship ?—As I said before, it had no

reference to temporary or permanent ; it was this, whether the ship could fulfil the

conditions of the contract, and I said she could not, and I still think she could not.

1518. Chairman.'] Do you think she could not have performed the service for

one or two voyages during the summer, in fine weather ; could she have per

formed the voyage in May, according to the terms of the contract ?—No, I think

not.

1519. Mr. Walpole.] Your last certificate is dated the 3d of May 1861, and

you say, " I beg to state that a trial of the ' Parana ' took place yesterday at the

measured mile in Stoke's Bay, her draught of water being about 13 inches under

the load draught, and the water being at the time smooth ; the average speed

attained was irSia knots per hour, which is not, in my opinion, sufficient to

secure a fulfilment of the stipulations of the contract. As far as could be ascer

tained from a general inspection afloat, in the short time allowed for this purpose,

the hull appears to be at present in good and seaworthy condition, " do you

adhere to that opinion, that she was not sufficient to secure the fulfilment of the

stipulations of the contract, to go from Galway to Boston, via St. John's, in May

l80i ?— I adhere to my opinion, that she was not of sufficient speed to fulfil the

conditions of the contract to go from Galway to St. John's in six days,

1520. I think I put the question to you in a different form ; was she of sufficient

power and speed to go to Boston in May 1861, and fulfilling the stipulations of

the contract, that is to say, calling at St. John's to deliver telegraphic messages in

six days, and to go on to Boston afterwards ?—No ; she could not have done it.

J521. Sir Morton Peto.] Putting aside the six days, was she sufficient to have

done the distance to Boston without taking other things into account ?—Yes ; I

think she would do it in the summer time, under favourable circumstances.

1522. Sir John Trollope.'] By favourable circumstances, you mean if she met

with no impediment from fogs or ice off Newfoundland ?—If she did not meet a

head wind or head sea.

1523. Are you aware that those packets are frequently delayed from other

causes than winds?—Yes.

1524. We have evidence that they are delayed by fogs ; do you take that into

consideration ?—No.

1525. Sir Morton Peto.] I want your decided answer to this point; you give

an opinion with regard to St. John's, and not with regard to the whole voyage,

•when you speak of her non-sufficiency ; and your opinion is, that she could not

do the distance to St. John's within six days?—Yes.

1526. Mr. Peel] But knowing what the stipulations of the contract are, was it

your opinion, and is it your opinion still, that this vessel was not capable of

fulfilling those stipulations ?—Yes ; that she was not capable of fulfilling the stipu

lations of the contract.

1527. Sir Morton Peto.~\ Allow me to call your attention to this paper of the

0.83. H 4 times
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James Luke, Esq. times of her voyages: it appears that on the 7th of May she did her voyage

•• ' — within one day, three hours and thirty minutes, under the contract time ?—Yes

nJulyiSGi. I have understood that.

1528. You have given us your opinion, that the " Parana" was not adequate

to the fulfilment of her engagements as referred to by the Honourable Member

for Bury, to get to Newfoundland within six days ?—Yes ; nor could she get to

New York within the time specified in the contract.

1529. Do you conceive that she was sufficient to do the distance to Boston?

—Yes; I consider that under favourable circumstances she would do the whole

distance to Boston, without regard to the six days to St. John's ; but she would

not do the distance to New York, according to the stipulations of the contract.

1530. Chairman.] The voyage for uhich you were going to survey her was a

voyage to Boston, was it not 1—I am not quite sure at this moment.

1531. Sir Morton Peto] You were surveying her, were you not, with regard

to a voyage to Bo-ton r—Pardon me ; I was surveying her with regard to whether

she could fulfil the stipulations of the contract, and I reported that she could not.

1532. You gave the opinion that she would not do the distance from Galway

to Newfoundland in six days, and she would not be competent to do the distance

to New Yoik ; but you say to Boston she might do so. I call your attention to

the fact that the return of two voyages shows that she did the distance to Boston

in i day 3 hours 30 minutes within the time?—Yes, that might be so; and yet

not reach St. John's in six days.

1533. Mr. Peel] Was the question asked you whether she could go to Boston,

or whether she could perform the stipulations of the contract?—If you will refer

to the Postmaster General's letter, you will see upon what I make my report.

1534. Chairman.'} Therefore, I presume that your reply is, with regard to the

general character of the " Parana," that you do not consider that she would per

form the service, and that she had not speed enough to make the voyage to

St. John's within six days r—That was my opinion, and also that I considered she

would not fulfil the stipulations of the contract from Galway to New York.

1535. Your report was based upon the " Parana " being employed for the

general service of the company, and not for an exceptional voyage :—I had no

instructions about an exceptional voyage.

1536- Mr. Peel.] Did you receive an instruction of this character: "The

Postmaster General considers it important that the surveying officers should be

reminded, on the present occasion, that, whether the packet be bound for Boston

or New York, the Atlantic Company are bound, by their contract, to reach

St. John's, Newfoundland, within six days after leaving Galway; and every ves

sel employed under the contract ought, therefore, to be able to attain such a speed

as will secure a fulfilment of this stipulation " ?—Yes, on that letter I surveyed

the vessel, and made my report.

John Eruugh Palmer, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

J. B. Palmer, Esq. 1537- Chairman] I BELIEVE you are one of the firm of Messrs. Palmer

Brothers & Co., shipbuilders, at Newcastle-on-Tyne?—I am not one of thu firm,

but I take the general management of the yard and the engine works.

1538. Mr. IValpole] Which were the two ships which you contracted to

build ?—The " Connaught " and the " Hibernia."

1539. Chairman.] You have been made acquainted, I think, with the evidence

which has been given before the Committee upon the subject of these ships which

were built by you?—I have.

1540. It has been stated to this Committee by witnesses that the "Hibernia"

had been defective both as regards construction and as regards workmanship ;

have you any remarks to make upon the evidence which has been given upon

those points?—As regards construction, she was made strictly in accordance with

the specification supplied to us by the company, which specification was pre

pared in the first instance by Mr. Galloway, of the Board of Trade, and the

specification was submitted to us, to which I personally, on account of the firm,

made great objection, especially to the heavy framing of the ship, and the want

of longitudinal stringers ; and it was ultimately decided that we must follow the

specification. During the progress of the vessel, on our representation, longitu

dinal
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dinal strength was added to the ship ; and as a proof that we had no right to con- j. R. Palmer, Eiq.

sider this our business, it was paid for by the company. We wanted more addi

tions, which were declined by the company. The whole of the workmanship arid n July 1861.

material WHS subjected to very stringent .superintendence on the part of the com

pany by their surveyors, Mr. Henderson, Mr. MacLaren, and Mr. Glover.

Several of the directors also visited the yard, and saw the ships from time to time.

Mr. Galloway on one occasion also visited the yard. We had never had the

slightest fault found with the workmanship during the course of construction, and

it was with surprise and indignation that we found Mr. Jordan making the reports

which he did at Liverpool. I have read the evidence of Mr. Laird, and I attri

bute the remarks that he made to his being a rival shipbuilder ; and it is with

questionable taste, I think, that those remarks were made. In justification of Mr.

Galloway, I might state that vessels of this length, and so narrow in proportion

to their length, had never been tried on ocean steam navigation, and it is, there

fore, not surprising that Mr. Galloway and others should have designed them of

that strength, and, as we have heard, Mr. Lewcock and the Board of Trade sur

veyors passed them without remark. When I saw the <:Hibernia " at Liverpool,

after having sustained the straining in the hurricane on the Atlantic Ocean, I

believe that she was quite fit. for summer service, and that she might have been

made permanently fit lor her station within two months by the additions of strength

to be put in.

1541. Do you deny that the rivetting was defective?—We deny in toto that

the rivetting was defective.

1542. You consider that the rivetting was workmanlike and proper in every

respect?—We have had several surveyors, and their surveys are here, and they

have attributed the straining of the ship to the want of longitudinal strength ;

and as to the rivetting, we are prepared to show, if necessary, that the rivetting

was of good quality, and extremely well put in, and the holes as fair as they

could possibly be made in a practical point of view ; theoretically, perhaps,

it is a different thing, but practically, they were as fair as thev could be

made.

1543. Do you attribute any deficiency in point of strength in this vessel to the

specifications upon which you had to work ?—We think the specification as to

the longitudinal strength insufficient.

1544. I suppose those specifications were for the sake of obtaining great

speed?—The proportions of the ship were for the purpose of attaining great

speed ; the length and breadth and fineness of the lines.

1545. I suppose I may say that this was an almost novel experiment in building

ships to attain that great speed, and to encounter the Atlantic at the same time ?

—I think it was.

1546. Consequently, I presume, that if any fault is found with those ships, it

may have arisen from the fact of its having been, as it were, an experiment of a

novel description ?—To some extent it would be so ; we were stepping very little .

over the boundary that had been laid down by the Cunard Company in the

"Persia;" the ship was of the same length and the same power, and the only

difference was that " the Hibernia" is a little narrower. The " Persia," as the

Committee are aware, broke down on the first voyage, and she had to have

20,000 /. or 30,000 /. spent upon her, and now she is as good a ship as any

ship that is afloat.

1547. Sir John Trollope.] Is she your build?—No; she was built by Mr.

Napier.

1548. Chairman.'] So that it was perfectly possible, in your opinion, that a

vessel might be turned out by the builder weak, and in some respects deficient ;

but that when experience had pointed out where that deficiency has existed, it

might be remedied by some additional outlay upon the vessel, so as to make her

perfectly seaworthy and efficient in the performance of her duty ?—That is my

opinion.

1549. Do you consider that if those additions had been made to the vessel that

you recommended, they would have strengthened her sufficiently to have enabled

her to resist the gale which she encountered ?— I believe they would.

1550. In Mr. Laird's evidence he has mentioned that his practice generally is

to make additions to a vessel of his own accord, in order to render her sea

worthy and efficient ; have you any remark to make upon that?—We, in the first

place departed from the usual practice in allowing the company to force upon us

0.83. S " the
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J.B. Palmer,Es<±. the specification of this vessel. In such a case, no builder is held either legally

or morally responsible for any additions that need he made, and I am quiie sure

11 July 1861. that if Mr. Laird had built a vessel according to the detailed specification of a

company, he would not have strengthened the vessel at his own cost, had she

been found weak, and there is no justice in supposing that any builder ou<>-ht to

do so.

15,51. Did you mention that those specifications were furnished to you from

the Board of Trade ?—Mr. Galloway, as a private individual, not as an officer of

the Board of Trade, furnished the specifications to the company.

1552. Mr. Peel.'] Who is Mr. Galloway?—The engineer surveyor of the

Board of Trade for the port of London.

1 553- You say that in his private capacity he lent his services to the company ?

—Yes.

15.54. Was not it rather an incorrect statement of yours to say that those

specifications were prepared by an officer of the Board of Trade ?—Not inasmuch

as Mr. Galloway is an officer of the Board of Trade.

'.55> You say that he acted not in his official capacity under the instructions

of the office, but as a private person?—As a private person.

15.56. Without the knowledge of the department ?—I cannot say that.

1557. Chairman.] You merely mean to say that the person who did furnish

you with the specification had the position of being an officer of the Board of

Trade ?—That is all ; and therefore that implies that he was competent to furnish

such specifications.

1 558-9. Was your vessel examined by any officer of the Board of Trade during

the construction of the vessel?—Yes, frequently, but not officially.

1560. Sir John Trollope.] You stated that you departed somewhat out of the

usual practice of the shipbuilding trade in receiving specifications in this form;

is that so?— Yes.

1561. Are you not building the "Defence'' at this moment?—Yes.

1562. Did you not receive a specification strictly laid down by the Admiralty ?

—Yes.

'563. You are not the author of it ?—Xo.

1564. Then you depart again, in that instance, from your usual practice ?—

Yes.

1565. Is it not often in all contracts, whether it be building a ship or building

a house, that anyone may take specifications from parties who are competent to

give them ?—Not in building ships ; generally, the builder supplies his own

specification, and is responsible lor it.

1566. You would do that for the credit of your own firm, and you then hold

yourselves legally and morally responsible?—Yes.

1567. Mr. Walpole.~\ Are the Committee to consider that those specifications

were the requirements of the Government, or the requirements of the Company ?

—Of the company.

1568. Sir John Trol/ope.] You did not acknowledge in any way the inter

ference or authority of the Government in respect to building those two ships for

the Galway Company ?—We were bound to obtain what is usually termed an

Admiralty certificate for the postal service, and that iienerally is limited to the

question of speed, pumping power, and all that sort of tiling, on board ship,

boats, and so on ; they very seldom go into the actual strength of the

vessel.

1569. But if you take into consideration the fact of being required to build a

ship of an estimated speed, and you afterwards alter the trim by putting in longi

tudinal strengthening, would you not alter her speed by the additional weight ?—

In a vessel so large as that, no additional strength that we might put in would

alter the trim of the ship ; if we put 300 or 400 tons of iron in, it would not alter

the trim of the s>hip, and would not diminish her speed ; the' Hibernia' was tried

in Stoke's Bay, with 600 tons of coal in, and a quantity of pig iron was afterwards

put into her.

1570. What was the result ?—Fifteen knots was the spaed.

1571. Chairman.'] Was that equal to the speed under the contract entered into

with you on the part of the company?—There was 20 miles an hour under the

most favourable circumstances put into the contract, and I have no doubt that

the vessel might attain 20 miles an hour under the most favourable circumstances,

but it would be a difficulty.

1572. Mr.
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1572. M.v.Broyi'>i-Westliead.] You state that you suggested to the company that J.B. Palmer, E§q.

better means should be taken to strengthen the ship; did you furnish any estimate

for the suggested strengthening of the ship?—»No; we never even suggested 11 July 1861.

what it should be ; merely in general terms.

'573- Mr- Peel.} I observe that the clause in the contract to which you refer

is expressed thus: "That each of the said vessels when completed, upon a fair

and proper trial thereof, made to the satisfaction of the said company previous to

the delivery thereof to the company, accomplish a speed at the rate of 20 statute

miles per hour in smooth water, and consume not more than 8,800 pounds of

fuel per hour ;•" I do not see any mention there of " under the most favourable

circumstances ?"—It was understood to be in smooth water and all that sort of

thing.

1574. Mr. Walpole.] Do you mean that smooth water is equivalent to the

most favourable circumstances r—It was rather understood than put in the

contract; it was implied.

1575. Mr. Peel.] According to the contract there was no mention of the

most favourable circumstances :—-No.

1576. Chairman.] Had you been allowed every latitude yourself in the con

struction of the vessel to perform this postal service according to the contract

between the Admiralty and the Atlantic Steam Navigation Company, would you

have built the vessel according to the specifications that you had received :—We

submitted specifications in the first instance for the contract that was entered into

in November 1858 ; they were based upon Lloyd's rules, and were very different

indeed from the specifications that were afterwards given to us ; they were much

stronger ships.

1577. Mr. Peel.] And what was the price's1 -They were smaller ships, and

the price was smaller.

1578. Were they much smaller?—They were 30 feet shorter and the price

was 20,000 /. less.

1579. Chairman,] What was the price?—£. 75,000, I think it was.

1580. What was the tonnage of the vessels? —I cannot speak from recol

lection.

1581. Mr. Peel.] Were those vessels guaranteed to go 20 miles an hour ?—I

forget that ; it was a provisional contract.

1582. Could you recollect whether those vessels were guaranteed by the con

tract that you speak of, to go 20 miles an hour ?—I am under the impression

that they were, but I would not like to say so positively.

1583. Sir John Trollope.] Do you remember the length and breadth of the

" Hibernia ?"—It was 360 feet long and 40 feet beam. I do not exactly recollect

the depth, hut it was something like 32 feet.

1584. You olijected to the proportion of the beam, to the length, did you not?

—No; I did not.

i 585. What is the proportion that you do object to ; is it the depth ?—I object

to the way in which the material is put into the ship.

1586. You think that tjie proportions are good ; do you, as regards the beam

and the length ?—I think a little more beam would have been better. I have no

particular objection to urge against the proportions, but the Hues of the ship are

too fine. Our first model was not nearly so fine as this, but we were desired to

make her still finer than the first.

1587. Were both those vessels, the " Connaught " and the "Hibernia,"

built upon the same models ?—Precisely the same.

1588. Were the amended models, made by Mr. Galloway, the same as the

original ones ?—No ; he did not make the models of the ship.

1589. Who amended them, then?—We made the model of the ship, subject to

the alterations suggested by the company.

1590. Mr. WcUpole,] You were bound to deliver those two ships within 12

months, were you not ?—Yes.

1591. Can you tell me when they were delivered respectively?—One was de

livered within 1 2 months ; that was the " Connaught ;" the other one was ready

for delivery within 15 months, but she did not leave the Tyne until some time

after.

1592. May I ask what were the reasons why the second ship was not delivered

within the time contracted for ?—She was not ready in time.

1593. What was the cause of the delay ?—We had been disappointed in the

0.83. s 2 payments
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J. 13. Palmer, Esq. payments from the company, and we relaxed our efforts, to some extent, in com-

pleting the second vessel.

11 July 1861. 1594- The payments were to be made by instalments, were they not?—Yes;

they were.

1595- Was there any delay in the payment of the first instalments ?— There

•was.

1596. I mean, delay sufficient to prevent your going on building?—Hardly

that ; it made us lukewarm in the matter.

1597. When did it begin to make you lukewarm?—After the first instalment

was not paid.

1598. When was the first instalment paid ?—I cannot tell you that.

1599. Mr. Peel.] When was it due; take the "Connaught" first. When

was the first instalment due for the " Connaught ?"—In July ; but I did not come

prepared with that.

1 600. Sir John Trollope.] The " Connaught" was delivered at the time specified,

was she not?—Yes, at the time required.

1601. Then there was no delay on account of the payment of the instalments

with regard to her?—Yes, there was delay, but she was delivered within 12

months, but not in the time of the contract.

1602. Mr. Walpole.'] That was 10 months, was it not?—Yes.

1603. Sir John Trollope.] If the payments had been made at the time specified

would you have been able, by putting on extra force, to deliver the ship at the

proper time?—Not the second ship in the time specified in the contract, but we

would have been able to deliver them earlier than we did, decidedly.

1604. Mr. Peel.] But you could not have completed the second ship within

the time under the must favourable circumstances ?—We could not, on account

of some accident that we had with our large cylinders ; we made two bad

castings.

1605. Sir John Trollope.~] Were both parties, yourselves the builders and the

company, under mutual penalties with regard to the delivery of those ships?—

Not mutual ; we were under penalties in case of non-delivery.

1606. They did not become due in consequence of the instalments being

behind hand ?—No, the " Connaught" was delivered in lime for the company's

purpose.

1607. But not in time for their contract, was it ?—No ; they have never raised

the question of penalties, and we have never begged it, as a matter of course.

irjoS. There were good reasons on both sides, I suppose?— We suppose so.

1609. Mr. Walpole,] Did they ever assign to you any reasons for not being

able to pay the instalments at the time when they fell due?—That they had not

got their shares in, I suppose.

1610. They did not assign any particular reason to you?—They did not. My

brother attends to the financial department, therefore I cannot speak positively as

to any part of it.

1611. Chairman.] You are not aware that thev alleged that as the reason, that

they could not get their shares in ?—I know that, that was one reason alleged, but

I do not know what other reasons might have been alleged.

1612. Mr. Brown-Westhead.~] In what way did the company pay you; was

it in cash or bills?— Bills, I think; generally by three months' bills.

1613. Were those bills duly met?—Sometimes they were renewed.

1614. Chairman.'] Do you believe now that the "Hibernia," when strength

ened, and repaired, will be a thoroughly efficient vessel, and able to perform the

contract with the Government, and that she would have been able to perform it

had the contract, continued ?—I do not agree with the mode of strengthening the

ship; I have no doubt that she will be stronger than she was, but I would not

like to say that she would be amply strong; I think the manner of putting the

doubling on to the ship is not the correct way of doing it.

1615. Mr. Peel.] By this contract you were to take 10 per cent, in shares?—

£.10,000 in shares, I think.

1616. Have you done so?—We have, so far; but under another arrangement

they are to be taken up next April at par price, by the company.

1617. Have you a mortgage upon those ships?—We have, upon the " Hi

bernia."

1618. To what amount?—£.50,000.

1619. You have 50,000?. mortgage, and 10,000 /. in shares?—Yes.

1620. And
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1620. And what have you been paid in cash for the "Hibernia?"—! cannot J.B.Palnur,.

tell you.

1621. Are there any bills outstanding at the present time, in payment for this 11 July

ship?—I can hardly say; my brother attends to all that; I think there may be

bills.

1622. Mr. Walpole.~] You aave 50,000 /. on the two ships, have you not ? —

One is lost; I think there was another mortgage on the " Connaught," but I

cannot tell the amount.

1623. Mr. Peel.] But you have a mortgage of 50,000 /. on the "Hibernia,"

have you not ?—Yes.

1624. Sir John Trollope.] In the case of the "Connaught," when she was lost,

were you covered by the insurance ?—Yes.

i6->5. You have no longer any claim upon the company as regards the

"Connaught"?—No, that is entirely settled.

1626. Chairman.'] Have you anything else which you wish to state to the

Committee ?—There are just a few points in Mr. Jordan's evidence that I should

like to speak of. He speaks of the unsoundness of the rivetting; we have had

the rivetting examined, and I have examined it myself; I think the way that

they go to work to examine the rivetting is totally unfair ; they knock the heads

off with a sledge hammer, and then they say, now the rivet is slack in the hole,

after slacking it with a sledge hammer, which is preposterous.

1627. Sir John Trollope.] You mean that they enlarge the hole by the action

of the hammer?—Yes; and they make the rivet smaller by the action of the

hammer.

1628. But in the case of the " Hibernia," which had been under a very heavy

stress of weather, would not the strain of a weak ship enlarge the bolt holes as

well ?—Certainly it would, and it no doubt has done so. Mr. Jordan frequently

remarks in his evidence that the rivets are small in the neck ; now we always try

to make the rivets fit just where the two plates come together, so that when one

plate tries to draw itself the other rivet may fit just at the point where the plates

meet.

1629. If the Committee understand you aright, you make all the rivets with a

species of shoulder?—No, we always try to make them fit the junction plates.

1630. At the thickest part you rivet it, do you?—It is the smallest part of the

hole ; the rivets are parallel.

1631. Is the rivet of uniform thickness throughout ?—Yes.

1632. Are they of one exact size?—Yes; they are all of malleable iron, the

most ductile iron we can get, and the best iron ; it is in evidence that it is good.

1633. The evidence shows that the rivets were good?—Yes.

1634. Mr. Brown-Westhead.] How are the holes punched?—By a regular

punching machine.

1635. They would be uniform throughout, would they not?—Yes ; that is to

say, for the different sized holes that are used in the different parts of the ship.

1636. Chairman.] Have you seen it stated that the angle iron, that ran along

the stringer plate, was very badly punched and rivetted ?—I have read that.

1637. Do you deny it ?—We deny it.

1638. You also take issue with Mr. Jordan, do you not, in his opinion as to

the construction of the ship and the workmanship?—Yes.

1639. -^re there any other points which you wish to mention to the Com

mittee ?—There are several points on which we wish to contradict Mr. Jordan ;

he says, in answer to Question No. 1005, that the engine shaft was found too

small. There has never been any fault found with the engine shaft that we know

of; one of the auxiliary engine shafts has been said to be too small, but that is a

very different matter from the main engine shaft. In answer to Question

No. I on, he speaks of the diagonals under the deck as having worked; I exa

mined them very carefully, and I found that they did not work as he stated.

1640. When did you examine that?—With Mr. Jordan, the first day that she

was in dock ; so that we saw them at the same moment of time.

1641. You entirely deny this allegation, on the part of Mr. Jordan, in answer

to Question No. ion, that there is evidence of twisting and waving on the part

of the vessel, which had been proved by tlie fact of " the diagonals on the deck

having worked, and the rivets showing themselves, and the dirt in the seams ; so

that the vessel has bent backwards and forwards as she 1ms fallen over from side

0.83. s 3 to
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. to bide, and also gone up and down from the bottom, and drawn the plates"?—

I think that that is a gross exaggeration.

11 July 1861. 1642. Do you agree, then, with the answer given to Question No. 1013, that

the vessel does want vertical and longitudinal strength? — I agree that the vessel

wants longitudinal strength, but she has got all the strength required by the

specification. I have several reports from our surveyors on the state of the

ship.

1643. Are those reports subsequent to the vessel being in dock at Liverpool :

—Yes.

1644. "Who were the surveyors?—Mr. Ditchburn, who is now present in this

room ; hi: is no member of our firm, and is not employed by us, except as a

surveyor.

1645. Sir John Trollope.~\ He was employed on this occasion, was he nut?—

Yes ; also Mr. Rilherdon, the East India Council surveyor ; Mr. Ronald, the

Peninsular and Oriental Company's surveyor; and Messrs. Westwood, Baillie,

& Campbell, shipbuilders, on the Thames.

1646. Chairman.'] Have they examined the " Hibernia " since she has been in

the dock ?—Yes, they have, and they all agree that the workmanship is good, and

that the whole rause of the damage is the want of longitudinal strength. Those

are the report?—(delivering in the same • vide Appendix.") I may also state that

Mr. Morgan, the celebrated engineer, surveyed the ships during the course of

their construction.

1647. Sir John Trollope.~] At whose instance did he survey the vessel ?—We

believe that it was at the instance of Messrs. Overend, Gurney & Co.

1648. Mr. Peel.l Why was it at their instance; what interest had they in it ?

—I am not able to sav. *

Thomas Joseph Ditchburn, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

EM '649. Chairman.] HAVE you had long experience in shipbuilding?—I have' had very long experience ; ever since I was 14 years of age.

1650. You have been called upon, have you not, to examine the " Hibernia,"

since she has been in dock r—I have.

1651. By whom was you called upon to examine her?—Mr. Charles Palmer.

1652. And have you been down to Liverpool and examined her?—I have

seen her three times.

1653. Had you ever seen her before she was in dock ?—Never.

16.^4. What is your opinion of the construction and the workmanship of that

vessel ?—The construction of the vessel is unquestionably weak ; the workman

ship, in my opinion, is good, from a very minute examination, at three dis

tinct periods; first, before she was disturbed at all, on the 3d of June; another

very minute examination I went into on the :JOl!i of June ; and one recently on

the 3d of this monlh. I found her workmanship, generally, what I should term

good.

1655. Do you consider that whatever has occurred has been owing entirely to

the gale in which she was caught, and which has considerably weakened her ?—

Not entirely to the gale ; it was owing to original weakness in the construction of

the vessel. Had she been properly constructed with regard to longitudinal

strength the gale would certainly not have mischiefed her. There is plenty of

material in the ship, but it is badly arranged. She is very thick in the plates

and very substantial in her ribs, bin destitute of longitudinal strength.

1656. Von consider, I suppose, by her being altered and repaired, that she can

be made an efficient and seaworthy vessel?—She undoubtedly can be made a

substantial vessel by the introduction of sufficient longitudinal strength.

16,57. ^fe you perfectly prepared to state to the Committee that on a most

careful examination you consider that her workmanship was on the whole credit

able?—On the whole, it was; but as regards good workmanship, on the whole

there were a few defects which always occur in ships of that magnitude, and

in smaller ships. The great failure of the ship is deficiency of longitudinal

strength.

1658. Did you look at the rivetting of the vessel ?—Yes, I carefully knocked

out
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out several, and found tl» • iron of excellent quality, and the rivettingon the whole y. j. Ditchbum,

fairly done. Esq.

16.S9- Do you think that those rivets were properly put in?—The rivetting -—

was very fairly done, indeed. . n July 1861.

1660. Any fault that may be found with that vessel you attribute altogether to

the defect of construction and not to insufficient workmanship?—Certainly. Had

the vessel been well constructed the question of rivetting, and workmanship, and

leakage would never have occurred ; not for many years at all events. She

labours under the disadvantage of a bad bow for a sea-going ship. She ships an

immense quantity of water, and that has a tendency to strain her, hence the

necessity of great longitudinal strength in her more than in vessels which are

running in tranquil waters.

1661. That would necessitate bulwarks, I suppose, for the protection or' the

crew and passengers?—Bulwarks have proved dangerous to wet ships; the

sooner the sea that tumbles on board is got rid of the better. Substantial bul

warks do not facilitate this ; she had stanchions, rails and netting. It was obvious

that she was expected to prove a wet ship. There had been erected on the

weather-deck forward two very strong timber barricades, running obliquely from

the foremast and terminating at the forepart of the paddlebox sponsings. This

was to prevent the head seas going aft ; but all had been broken down and swept

away* together with the fore-companion, skylights, and other deck fittings, by the

force of the head seas.

1662. Sir John Trollope.~\ She would be a bad sea-going ship under those cir

cumstances?— In heavy weather, if they drive her hard, she must be wet; there

is something like 30 to 50 feet of bows before she receives any support from the

water.

1663. She would ship evrry sea that she met t—In heavy seas they would

necessarily come on board.

1664. Can that defect of construction be remedied?—No, not very well, with

out giving her a new bow.

1665. Do you say the protection lo her bows was cut to pieces in that gale ?—

No, not the protection; the arrangement that was placed on the deck to prevent

the sea running aft and deluging the whole deck.

1666. That was not strong enough, was it?—No ; it was something like six or

eight inches thick, hard wood, and it was broken to pieces by the force of the

sea, though it was placed oUiquely to the action of the sea. She went in up to

her foremast, I understand ; she had no buoyancy below the load water-line for 50

feet abaft the stem.

1667. Was that construction with a view of getting speed ?—Yes ; it was with

the idea of getting speed.

1668. Would not that fail in its object, if she went that depth into the seas ?—

Most assuredly, because the ship plunges into the water instead of going'

through it.

1669. In fact, it would not attain its object?—On the contrary, they wouh-

have to ease the engines, and retard her speed to prevent her being so

immensely wet in heavy weather ; it was inevitable with such a bow.

1670. ChairmanJ] Do you think that the alterations and the strengthening,

which are about to be applied to this vessel, are likely to retard her speed

ultimately ?—No : certainly not to retard her speed at all ; on the contrary, it

will be rather advantageous ; the ship being made so very fine, was rather tender

in her stability ; and it is a common error in getting a ship very fine, that you

make her very long, and lessen the stability, because the stability of a floating-

body depends mainly upon the area of the load water-line. The Queen's yacht,

the " Victoria and Albert," was spoiled in the same way; they made her sharp,

and in so doing cut away her .stability. The additional plating at the bottom of

this vessel will have a tendency to steady her so far as weight goes.

1671. It has bee.n stated that the work in the " Hibernia " was inferior to the

work that is generally turned out in the Clyde and at Liverpool ; so far as your

observation v.ent, do you consider that the workmanship of the" Hibernia" was

as good as the workmanship of the vessels that are being proceeded with at Liver

pool, and at other dockyards?—It Is average good work, quite equal, I consider,

_ 0.83. s 4 to
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T. J. Ditchbum, to the work in either of those localities. I have seen very inferior work at both

Esq. places, both Glasgow and Liverpool, but the work here is very creditable upon

the whole.

11 July 1861. ,672. Have you any other observation that you would wish to make upon the

subject of the " Hibernia"?—Nothing more than that which is now being done,

with reference to strengthening the ship longitudinally, seems to me to be prudent,

and will make her seaworthy ; it will also enable the additional weight of ballast

put on board to increase her stability, to be dispensed with, and some advantage

will be derived from the partial doubling of the bottom ; but the ship having

been built without a vertical main keel "and substantial keelsons was a great

omission.

1673. Mr. Walpole.] Do you agree with what the witnesses stated two days

ago, that it will take four months, or possibly five months, before she can be

ready for sea?—That depends mainly upon the facilities which the builder who

has her in hand possesses.

1674. The builder says that she cannot be ready for sea in four months ; do

you agree with that observation ?—No ; when I saw her the other week, I should

say that three months ought to be the outside time.

Harvey Lewis, Esq., a Member of The House ; Examined.

1675. Chairman.] AT what period did you become Chairman of the Atlantic

Steam Navigation Company ?—About the month of June 1859.

1676. And you continued to be chairman till what period ?—Up to July of last

M.P. year, 1860.

— '677. There \vasa letter written by ycu on the i8th of January 18.59 to the

Treasury, in which you mention that you had completed contracts for the building

of five steam-ships, and, from the evidence which the. Committee have received,

it appears that those contracts were not formally completed till the 3oth of June

1860 ; will you be good enough to explain to the Committee the reason of that ?

—I was not chairman of the company at the time, but I signed this letter as

chairman of the day : I think the letter is correct. This was intended to be

what the contract shows, a proposition on the part of the company to the

Government to enter into a postal contract with them; and it states that we

had completed the contracts for building certain steam-ships. The contracts had

been, so far as the company were concerned, completed, for the purpose of the

inspection of the Government ; they had bsen completed with the builders ;

that is the only act which the company had to do with ; the provisional contract

was to be turned into an absolute contract as soon as the subsidy was granted,

but it never was intended to say, and was never so understood by the late

Government, or ever suggested, that we had given absolute orders for the steam

ships, because that wholly depended upon the question of the subsidy.

1678. Mr. Peel.~\ Therefore, there was not at that time subsisting any contract,

either absolute or provisional ?—Yes, there was an honourable understanding and

an arrangement with Messrs. Samuelson, that, if the subsidy, was obtained, they

should have the order for the steam-ships upon the same terms as Messrs. Palmer,

with whom, I think, provisional contracts had been signed, so that the arrange

ments, so far as the company were concerned, were completed, because they were

honourable arrangements which could not be departed from by the company ;

and it is absurd to suppose that this in the slightest degree misled the Govern

ment, for it was perfectly well understood that the orders were not given until

the subsidy was granted.

1679. There was no mention in the contract about their depending upon the

grant of the subsidy ?—The late Government, as a matter of course, knew there

was not, but anybody that had the least particle of common sense would have

understood that the company could not give orders for steam ships for a

particular service unless they were assured of the means of carrying on that

service.

1680. Chairman.'] Is it not a fact that the specifications which were afterwards

entered into between the Government and the company proved distinctly that

the Government was perfectly aware that no contract could have been actually

completed ?—Undoubtedly ; the subject was never mooted before, and it comes to

me
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me by surprise that such a point should be raised; the specifications of Messrs. Harvey Leviii, E*q.

Palmer's ships were afterwards submitted to the Government before the com- M.P.

pletion of the contract. 7~ ~
1681. Therefore, the Government could not possibly have been misled by the n uy * 1-

company in that respect ?—No, they were not; and I am certain that if you ask

any member of the Government of that time, they will tell you that they were

not misled by it ; neither was it intended to mislead them.

1682. Then the word completed, merely referred to your having finished your

arrangement with the builders with regard to those ships, and there was a contract

to be subsequently confirmed after trie subsidy had been granted ?—Without

presuming to say that I knew what the thoughts of the Government were, 1 do not

believe that they entered into such a minute point at all ; I think that their object

was to deal largely and liberally with the company, and that they understood this,

as it was merely the basis ot an arrangement which was afterwards carried out.

1683. Mr. Peel.] Were not the arrangements so far incomplete that the

contracts of the company with the shipbuilders were dated two months after the

contract between the Government and the company had been signed :—I do not

know the dates, but undoubtedly the contracts were not settled until the Govern

ment contract was "ranted, because it was impossible to tell what the alterations

ami requirements might lie which the Government would insist upon, and, there

fore, the contracts were not finally settled until the whole of the preliminaries

were settled, and until the company thought trial they had no further need to

alter their plans and specifications, because those plans and specifications were

included in the contract.

1684. Mr. Walpole.~] I think Mr. Samuelson stated, if you will turn to Ques

tion 1181, " Wa-> there ^ any contract made for building those ships?" "No

positive contract, but an understanding"?—Precisely; it xvas an honourable

arrangement and agreement, that upon the contract being granted by the Govern

ment, Messrs. Samuelson should have the building of two ships; it was a distinct

and positive understanding.

1685. When we have heard, as we then heard, something said about the

arrangement being "a provisional arrangement," what was meant by that phrase

was, according to you, that it was provisional upon the Government granting the

subsidy ?—The whole of the thing wouUl have fallen to the ground as a matter of

course, and there would have been no contract at all, if the Government had not

granted the subsidy.

1686. Did the Government understand, when that letter was written, that the

contract which you there mentioned was a provisional arrangement, and that there

was to be no contract, unless the subsidy was granted, or what was exactly

meant by it?—That was exactly meant by it, and that was what was understood

by the builders; so far as the company was concerned, they had entirely com-

plelrd their arrangements.

1 687. What was understood by the Government ?—I do not know that ; the

Government will he best able to answer for themselves. I am quite satisfied

that they never misunderstood it, because the plans and specifications were after

wards submitted to them, and they could not be complete until those plans and

specifications were submitted, and had met with the approval of the Admiralty;

therefore, they could not by possibility have misunderstood it.

1688. Sir Morton Peto.] Was it the understanding thai those plans and

specifications should be so submitted before the ships were commenced ?—Un

doubtedly.

1689. Were they so submitted?—They were.

1690. We have had it in evidence, that in the first instance a smaller class of

vessel, at a cost of 75,oooZ., was meditated, and that afterwards a larger class of

vessel, exceeding 2,000 tons each, and at a cost of 90,000 /., was substituted for

the smaller class of vessel. I presume that that was done in accordance with

such submission to the Government?—I am not able to speak with accuracy upon

that point ; it occurred before I joined the company.

1691. Are you able to say distinctly to the Committee that the submission of

the plans and specifications to the Government was a matter precedent, and an

understood thing by them as well as yourselves?—-Yes.

1692. Therefore, there could have been no misunderstanding, with regard to

that point ?—Not the least ; there was no misunderstanding ut all.

1693. Chairman.^ It has been stated before this Committee, that circumstances

which occurred in Parliament had a very considerable effect upon the company;

0.83. T that
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Harvey Lmuu^Esq. that its position was materially affected by the uncertainty, as to whether the con-

M- r- tract would be ratified by Parliament ; that its operations were paralysed, and that

~ it was found almost impossible for the directors to call in their shares, and equally
i.i uyi i. difl5cu|t t0 place the capital of the company; can you, from your experience as

the chairman, during the period when this uncertainty prevailed, whether the

contract would be ratified or not, say whether you believe that the statements

which we have received on these points are true or not?—Perfectly true. If the

Committee will allow me I will make a very few observations, which so far as I

can do so, will put the Committee in complete possession of what the real facts

were. This contract was signed on the 2 1st of April 1859 ; almost immediately

after the contract was signed, at least very shortly after the dissolution of

Parliament became imminent, and the Board became, practically speaking,

dispersed. The various members went away. Mr. Roebuck, who was at that

time a leading member, went one way ; Lord Bury, another ; Sir Allan Mac Nab

went somewhere else ; and I went in another direction. The consequence was

that the Board was, practically speaking, dispersed. As soon as Parliament re

assembled, those parties who were very much interested in preventing the success

of this company, got up rumours that the contract would not be ratified by Par

liament, and shortly afterwards a change of Government having taken place, the

Postal Committee was appointed on the gth ot July. Meanwhile, every kind of

unfavourable rumour had been industriously circulated with regard to the inten

tions of the Government, and as soon as the Postal Committee was appointed, I,

individually, having a month previously accepted the office of chairman of the

company, thought it my duty to write a letter asking for information from the

Government.

1694. Did you address a letter to the Treasury on the 20th of July 1859 ?—

Yes.

1695. Was the substance of that letter to appeal to the Government to know

vheir intentions with regard to the matter?—Yes. Perhaps the Committee will

allow me to read this letter ; my reason for writing it was, that I became very

much embarrassed indeed to know what course I should pursue with regard to

the company ; and I felt that if the intentions of the Government were as hostile

as they were represented to be, it would be very much better for me to know

exactly how I stood, so that I might not, either directly or indirectly, sanction

any fmther addition to the subscription list. The date of the letter was 2oth

July 1859, immediately after the appointment of the Postal Committee.

1696. Mr. WalpoleJ] You mean by the Government, the Government which

succeeded that Government which contracted with you?—Her Majesty's present

Government. Accordingly, seeing that the Postal Contract Committee was

appointed, I naturally thought that that would at once decide the question ;

but when I found from rumours, and from facts, that it appeared to be the

intention not to take up this very pressing question of the Galway line imme

diately, but to take up other questions affecting contracts generally in the first

instance, I thought the best thing was to endeavour, as far as I could, to bring

the point to an issue and to understaud what really were the intentions of the

Government ; and accordingly I wrote the following letter to the Secretary to the

Treasury:—" Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company (Limited), 1O,

Cannon-street, E. C., London, 20th July 1859. Sir, The directors of this com

pany regret much to observe the numerous mis-statements which are made both

in Parliament and in the public journals with reference to the postal contract-

obtained by this company. In some quarters it is attempted to be shown, that in

appointing the Committee upon Postal Contracts, the Chancellor of the Exche

quer had in contemplation that such Committee should have power to reconsider

the question as to the grant of the contract to this company, and to put an end to

it. We are aware of the general statement made by the Chancellor of the Exche

quer in reference to such Committee, but statements prejudicial to this company

are industriously circulated by interested parties, and we t'eel called upon to

address you upon the subject. You are probably aware that a large proportion

of the commercial public view with considerable alarm the slightest intimation

that the solemn contracts of Her Majesty's Government are to be called in ques

tion by the House of Commons, and that private individuals or public companies

•who have acted upon the faith of such contracts and incurred serious respon

sibilities under them, are to have their interests affected by any such revision.

By such a course, public confidence in such transactions must necessarily be

seriously
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seriously affected. The Board of Directors of this company have received numerous HaneyLewis, Ks

applications, both by letter and verbally, from shareholders as well as from parties *• r

who would probably invest capital in this company, but who all desire to learn the ~~TT
precise position of the contract, and whether the subsidy can be affected by any n uy l *"

proceedings of this Committee. Whatever confidence the directors may have

that the contract will be upheld in its integrity, they feel that it is due to the

shareholders, and to the public, to ask you to make such a communication to them

as may enable them to allay all anxiety upon the subject by an assurance from

the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, that the proceedings are not

in any way intended to affect the validity of any contract entered into, or to break

faith with the contractors in withholding the subsidy when the time arrives for

the payment of it. The directors of this company are using their best exertions

to be prepared to carry out the contract in good faith w ith Her Majesty's Govern

ment, and are incurring largfi responsibility in reference to the steam vessels, arid

otherwise ; they trust, therefore, you will not consider the request they now make

intrusive."

1697. Chairman.^ Did you receive any reply to that letter?—Yes, five days

after the date of that letter, in these terms :—"Treasury Chambers, 25111 July

1859. Sir, I have laid before the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's

Treasury your letter of the 2Oth instant, praying for an assurance from their

Lordships, that no proceedings shall be taken calculated in any way to affect the

validity of the contract entered into with the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navi

gation Company ; and I am desired by my Lords to acquaint you, in reply, that

they have nothing at present to add to the statement already made by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer in Parliament, and I am to state that if the company

desire any further assurance, thev should apply to the Select Committee c4' the

House of Commons to deal with the case of the Galway contract as soon as

possible. I am, sir, your obedient servant, (signed) " Geo. A. Hamilton."—That

letter having been sent to us, my letter embodied, to a great extent, the opinions

of those parties who were anxious to invest money in the undertaking, but who

were deterred from so doing by the extreme uncertainty as to the course pursued ;

and I think when the Committee recollect that the Postal Committee were ap

pointed on the gth of July 1859, and that it took up various matters which were

not pressing, especially the Dover contract, which was one in futtiro, and not to

be affected for three years, and that they left this contract over for so long a

period, and did not report upon it until the month of August, I think, in 1860, it

will not be astonishing to the Committee that parties who were desirous to invest

in the concern were deterred from so doing. In fact, any statement which I can

make is riot too strong to assure the Committee that the whole of the dealings of

the company were paralysed by the course which was taken.

1698. Mr. Walpole .] What was the condition of the company before that

Committee was appointed with regard to shareholders?—As to the condition of

the company, naturally the whole success of the share list depended upon the con

tract with the Government.

1699. What was the actual condition, how many shares had been taken, and

what was the number of shares issued ?—I am not prepared to answer that ques

tion, but I believe a return has been handed in from which you will see exactly

what was the state of things.

1700. Chairman.] You have had, I think, considerable experience in com

mercial undertakings ?—Yes.

1701. Is it your opinion that if the public had been assured and satisfied that

the company was in possession of a contract for 78,000 /. a year and 1 3,000 /. a

year, you would have been enabled to have placed without any difficulty the

500,ooo/. capital which was required?—I can answer that most unreservedly, and

say without the shadow of a doubt that every shilling of itcou!d have been raised,

and much more if necessary. The feeling in Ireland was so great, and such was the

anxiety to establish this company, that if that contract had been lelt with u*

without the constant attacks which were made upon it, and the belief which un

questionably existed, that the Government wished to overthrow the subsidy, we

should have got any amount of money that was required for the purpose of car

rying it out.

1702. Did the feeling of uncertainty prevail among the directors of the com

pany, as much as among the public?—Undoubtedly individually ; it prevailed

amongst the directors ; and I may state as a fact, that if that contract had not

0.83. T 2 been
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y Levit, Esq. been interfered with, I myself, for one, would have invested very largely in the

M-p> concern, believing that it would have been one of the most successful speculations

• possible.

A i July 1861. 1703. It has been stated, in reference to the contracts with the shipbuilders,

that the gth of July 1859 was l'ie period when the first instalment should have

been paid upon those contracts ?—Yes, I believe so.

1704. Will you inform the Committee what was the number of shares allotted

up to that date?—I think you have got the return before you, and I believe it to

be an accurate return ; I will state the figures from it. The number of shares

allotted on the 9th of July 1859 was 17,369.

1705. Mr. Walpole.] What shares were they ?—They were loZ. shares. The

amount paid in cash at that time was 19,117 /., and the capital of the company

was .500,ooo /.

1706- Mr. Peel-] You say the shares were io/. each?—Yes.

1707. Then there were 50,000 shares?—Yes. The amount paid in vessels,

and in stores, and expenses, up to that date, was iii,ooo/. ; the payment of

that was taken, I may mention, in fully paid-up shares of the company, principally.

1708. What vessels were those which uere purchased for that sum?—The

"Prince Albert" was one, which has made several very successful vovages; the

" Pacific" was another ; and there were other vessels whose names I do not, at

the moment, recollect.

1709. At this time the company had contracts with the shipbuilders to provide

vessels to perform the service under the contract, had they not ?—They had.

1710. What was the object of expending so large a proportion of the capital

of the company in purchasing ships which were not intended to be employed

under this contract ?—As to those ships, I was not aware that I should be asked ;

I thought I was only to be asked a few questions upon the general points, other

wise I should have been more prepared ; particularly, because the whole of this was

entered into in the former inquiry, and I imagined that it was published in the

papers. But I may mention, that prior to my joining the company, for I did not

belong to it for some months after its formation, an arrangement had been made

with tlie original promoters of the company, that their ships should be taken at a

price to be ascertained and paid for in a great proportion in fully paid-up shares.

Those ships in pursuance of that arrangement had been taken.

1711. Were those ships to be employed by this company under this contract,

or in the Newfoundland separate service?—Those ships were to have been em

ployed as occasion might require ; and the " Prince Albert " has been very suc

cessfully employed in occasionally taking part in this contract ; and any ships

which were found unsuitable for the company would naturally have been sold.

17 1 a. As you had contracts to supply the requisite number of vessels capable

of performing ihis service properly, I do not see what advantage it was to the

company to spend so large a portion of their capital in purchasing ships which,

were to be employed under another service ?—Neither do I exactly ; but that

was the arrangement which was made, and power was reserved to the Board to

purchase those ships by the deed of settlement ; and it was set out in the deed

of settlement, as I recollect, that such should be the case, and they were paid

for not in caeh ; the Committee will understand, therefore, that that did not

virtually diminish the money power of the company, as they were paid for prin

cipally in paid-up shares of the company.

1713. But it reduced fhe capital of the company, did it not ?—It reduced the

amount of shares which could be allotted, as a matter of course.

1714. And also the available capital for this particular Atlantic service ?—No,

it would not diminish that, because those ships would have been sold as occasion

required, when they were no longer necessary.

1715. I thought in purchasing those ships you contracted the obligation of

performing the Newfoundland service with them?—The Newfoundland service,

as I always understood, was part of the service that was to be undertaken by the

company in addition to that contracted for with the Government, and for which a

substantive payment was to be made, pursuant to an arrangement under which

this special service was worked prior to the new grant, so that the united subsidies

amounted to 91,000 /. a year.

1716. But this was in the year 1859, when you were carrying on the New

foundland service, was it not?—In the year 1859, the Newfoundland service was

being carried on.

1717. And
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1717. And those ships which you purchased with the m,ooo/. were ships JJarr<ryZ.«»w,Etq.

employed in that service, were they not?—They were employed in that service, M>p-

certainly. ~~
1718. Therefore, the effect was to apply the capital of the Royal Atlantic " July l8Gl

Mail Company in the performance of the colonial service?—The effect was to

keep the line open and make the connexion, so as to be able to take the

whole advantage of it; and we always considered that it would be part of

the same contract when the other was tacked to it. Those ships performed, as I

understand, the colonial service, and kept the line open before the subsidy uas

obtained, and it did not diminish the capital at all, because, if the company had

not succeeded in obtaining their subsidy, the public would not have, in effect, suf

fered. The parties who had taken those full paid-up shares in payment for their

ships would have borne the whole brunt of the failure.

1719. Still it must have reduced your purchasing power very materially, if out

of the 17,369 shares 1 1,000 shares, representing a paid-up capital of ii»,ooo/.,

were applied for the purposes of a totally separate service?—We did not con-

•sider, at least I did not consider, that it was a totally separate service ; and

furthermore, it would not have been so, because those ships, when necessary,

would have been sold and turned into cash.

1720. Could those ships have been of any use to your company to perform

the Atlantic service for the Home Government ?—Yes, they could, as tenders

have been of very great use; we should have employed those ships in bringing

passengers from the different parts of England, and we were thinking at one

time of going from Havre to Galway for the purpose of carrying goods and

passengers thence to the ships which were to start from Galway.

1721. Sir John Trollope.] Were those shares taken at a discount or at the full

.price ?—At the full price.

1722. Chairman.] Was not that 11 1,000 /. laid out upon vessels which were

to be employed in the other contract ?—Yes, no doubt, they were to be employed

•for the purpose of feeders upon the line ; and it would be impossible to carry on

that line simply with those large vessels.

1723. This capital was laid out on vessels which were actually employed on

•the Newfoundland service?—Yes.

1724. Mr. Peel.] Still they were not vessels capable of performing the

Atlantic service under contract with the Home Government?—They were not

capable of performing the Atlantic service with the Home Government with

quick voyages, but they were capable of adding their quota to the performance

of that service.

1725. On the gth of July 1859, excluding the 11,000 shares, there were

6,369 shares, were there not, subscribed for, upon which 3?. per share had been

paid, realising about 19,000 /. ?—Yes ; at that time there was, as I stated, a large

arrear upon those shares of 2,562 L ; that was the whole arrear upon them, but

the company did not feel themselves at liberty ; they felt it would be actually

impossible to issue writs and proceed against the shareholders so lon^ as the

unfortunate state of things existed, which completely and utterly paralysed all

their exertions whichever way they turned ; it prevented them getting the capital,

because the Committee will see that if we had no difficulty about getting our

•capital we could have treated our shipbuilders in a very different way from what

we did ; we should not have been obliged to relax any penalty ; we should have

.had plenty of money to carry out the contract; our capital was 500,000?. A great

point has been made of this 1 11,000 /., whereas the balance would have given the

whole of the amount then, but n,ooo/. There was the 400,000 I. to pay for

those ships, and if any further money had been necessary, I need not tell any

•gentleman of experience how very easy it would have been to get it, particularly

as we had borrowing powers to the amount of one half of our capital.

1726. When you speak of exercising those borrowing powers, how many shares

•would require to be subscribed for, before you could exercise those powers?—I

am not aware, without looking at the deed of settlement, what those powers are,

but, as I said before, all those matters I fancy are in print, because they were very

fully gone into before the Committee, who sat so many weeks upon this contract ;

I have not come prepared to answer these questions. 1 have been out of the

•company more than 12 months, and I should have had some notice if it had been

0.83. T 3 necessary
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Harvey Lewis, Esq. necessary that I should be examined in this way. There are the books of the

M-p' company and the officers of the company, who can give every information upon

- details ; I can only go to them and get my information from them ; I fancy

iiJulyibbi. jfc jg a|j jn ^e evidence which was given before the Committee on a former

occasion.

1727. Chairman.] I suppose it would have been a great matter for you to have

been able to have got in more money between the Qth of July and September?

—Of course, it would have been all important to the company, because if they

had done so, they could have paid their builders at the very day that they were

required to do so by the contract, and could have acted in a very much more

stringent manner with them.

1728. How ruuch money had you «ot in between the gth of July and the 3oth

of September 1859 :—^ think there was altogether paid in cash, up to that time,

1729. Mr. Peel.'] What number of additional shares had been issued in the

interim ?—Very few; the discussions in Parliament and the sitting of the Com

mittee hud so completely paralysed operations, that you will find that there

were not more than about 460 shares issued in the meantime.

1730. How many shares had been issued up to that time?—Up to the 3Oth

of September, 17,829 ; that is including the fully paid-up shares. It appears

from this return that there were only 460 shares issued from July the gth to Sep

tember the 3Oth, which was altogether caused by the state of suspense in which

the contract was.

1/3 1. Chairman.] It was in August 1860, 1 think, that the Contract Committee

came to a decision ?—Yes.

1732. Mr. Peel.] When was it that the applications from the shipbuilders

were made for instalments on their quantities ?—They made applications according

as they deemed that the instalments were clue to them ; of course they could not

.get them when there was not money to pay them.

*733- Chairman:] Wene there applications made in July for instalments ?—I

do not recollect that ; I think you must have that from the officers of the

company.

1734. Your evidence goes to prove that you had not cash nor means to pay

those instalments ?—We had not, undoubtedly ; and the reason why we had not

cash was, becaiuse such grave doubts were thrown upon the contract, and parties

who were prudent would nut subscribe, and one cannot be surprised at that.

J735- 1° August 1860, the House of Commons sanctioned the contract?—

Yes.

1736. Was there any endeavour made in the following month, in September,

to place the shares in Ireland ?—A very considerable amount of shares \vas then

placed. I find that from the 3oth of September 1859 to the 30th of December

1 860, the amoant of shares altogether issued was 40,639, and 2 1 6,53 1 /. had been

received in cash, and then the arrears amounted to a very large sum, which, of course,

it was difficult to get at. I may mention, that the company was affected by this

state of uncertainty in a way wnich, of course, gentlemen will understand, was

very serious to them ; it was not only that they could not get the amount of their

capital placed, but in order to meet their engagements with the shipbuilders, they

were obliged to raise money, \\hich, of course, was a cominuing liability to the

company, and a continued drag upon its resources, no matter how they might

have turned out.

1737. Mr. Walpole.] Of those 40,639 shares which had been taken up, up to

the 30th December 1800, do you know what proportion was paid before the end

of the year 1859? —No, I ^° not » ^ have not got th,it before me here.

1738. Were your shares quoted in the market before the loth of July 1859?

—They were not actually quoted ; but they were, 1 believe, occasionally sold in the

market.

1739. Do you know whether any material variation in price took place?—

According as the doubts as to the contract were increased, they were gradually

diminishing in value.

1740. Can you state what, the quotations have been, so as to show the extent

to which the company was affected by the contract?— 1 «lo not exactly know.

1741. Mr. Brown- West li tad.} Were they ever above par?—Never. The

•whole capital would have been issued directly if they had been once above par,

and
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and I do not think that they ever were sold at par, except to those parties who, Harvey Lewis, F.tq

like myself, came in and paid their money down for their shares. M. p.

1742. Chairman.] I see by this return, that up to August the gth, 1860, when

the contract was ratified, a very large amount of arrears accrued?—Very large, TI July 1861.

and that occurred because the directors felt it impossible to enforce the calls in

the state in which the company was ; they rould not get them in.

1743. Can you state to the Committee the amount of those arrears?—The

amount of the arrears at that time, according to this return, was 88,02-2 I., on

the gth of August 1860, on the day when the House of Commons affirmed the

contract.

1 744. Mr. Peel.] Will the company have the power of carrying on the New

foundland service ?—I think they will.

5745. What cash they did receive I suppose was principally employed on that

service ?—What cash they did receive was employed in paying, as far as it went,

for vessels that were building.

1746. Chairman.] You state, that when the Irish Committee was in operation,

in September, the shares were then being placed, and that cash began to come in,

but that the preceding uncertainty of the contract operated still as a check upon

the efforts of the Irish committee to place the capital?—Undoubtedly ; and one

of the things which hindered their efforts arose probably from an Act of my

own. Everybody, in matters of uncertainty like this, naturally took different

views of the case ; one person thought that the Government was favourable,

and another thought that they were very hostile; and there were various

other matters which gave fair ground for a difference of opinion. The result

was, that everybody acted according to his own views. The Dublin Committee

were so sanguine, and so anxious to carry out the project, that they strained

every nerve to place the capital ; and several of my friends begged of me to

go over to Ireland, at some time or another, for the purpose of attending the

meetings and explaining the prospects and position of the company, believing

that if I had done so the whole amount of the capital would have been at once

secured. I thought it very likely that some result of the kind might, take place ;

but believing, as I did, that the course which was adopted towards the company

was so thoroughly and completely calculated to do one of two things, either to

deprive it of the subsidy altogether, or so to cripple its operations hereafter, that

I could not conscientiously recommend my friends to go into the company. ; and

therefore I declined to do that which I was requested to do by my friends, anxious

as I was for the success of the company ; and I gave that as the strongest proof

of my own impression as to the injury of the course that was pursued towards the

company.

1 747. Mr. Ker Seymer.] That was after Parliament had sanctioned the sub

sidy ?—That was even after Parliament had sanctioned the subsidy, but I felt that

we had been obliged to get money, and to make great sacrifices for it, as is na

turally the case, because if you have not the very best security to give, you must

p<iy proportionately for money if you get it at all, and I felt that it would not be

ri»ht in me to interfere in the matter, therefore I declined to do so; but my

observation principally applies to the time while the whole matter was in dis

cussion ; it does not apply to the time subsequently to the grant of the subsidy,

because then everybody could form their own opinion; but prior to the grant of

the subsidy, the matter was in transitu, and therefore 1 did not wish to commit

myself by giving any opinion publiclv> particularly when 1 really did not feel

conscientiously that I could do so.

1 748. Sir John Trollope.] Would not the grant of that subsidy enable you to

get up Your arrears?—Partly; the arrear was very large indeed, but I under

stand that it has been very considerably reduced.

1749. When did you retire from the company ?— I retired from the company

about this time last year.

1750. Before the contract was confirmed by Parliament ?—No; I waited until

the contract was confirmed, and then, thinking that I had done as much as I

could, I was glad to make way lor those gentlemen who had had more experience

in steam affairs than I had, and who, I thought, would be able then to carry

the thing to a successful issue ; although they were good enough to elect me

subsequently on the Board, as I was very much engaged, in other ways, I could

not give the time necessary to it, and I respectfully declined to join the Board

again.

0.83. T 4 1751. Did
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HarceyLeioit, Esq. ij."}!. Did you cea^e your connexion with the company?—Altogether; it so-

M-p- far ceased, that I sold all my shares which I had in the Company, and I have no

. . 17 connexion whatever with the company at present.

u^ l ' '752- Si'" Morton Peto.] I think I understood you that when you left the

company, you did it with the desire that the chairman succeeding you should be

a person who had more knowledge of the subject of steam navigation than your

self?— Precisely.

*753- Who did succeed you ?—Mr. Malcomson.

1 754- Is not Mr. Malcomson a large steam-ship owner ?—Yes, I believe he is one

of the greatest steam-ship owners, I may say, in the «orld ; and I thought, with

him at the head of the company, that it was about the best thing that could

happen ; I was most anxious that he should be the '-hairman.

1755- He still remains the chairman ?— Yes, I think; and Mr. Samuel

Gurney, M. p., succeeded Lord Bury as deputy chairman.

17.56. You wished that the Irish enthusiasm which occasioned the birth of

the company should give way to something more of practical skill and knowledge

in the conduct of affairs ?—I had nothing to do with the Irish enthusiasm ; I

never visited the country once during the progress of the matter; there had

been great excitement, but a good deal of it had evaporated before I joined the

company. I was abroad at the time the company was started, and it was some

months afterwards that I joined it, in the hope that they would really secure a

practicable thing for Ireland.

1757. Practically, in the earlier days of the company, I apprehend that those

who conducted the association were not men who were very much versed in.

business affairs ?— I do not know how they managed the affairs of the company

at that time.

1758. When you left the company, it was, in fact, to give place to a person-

who was well versed in business affairs ?—Wholely and solely ; my advice was,.

that the whole Board should resign, and the whole Board did resign ; and the

object of that was, to get fresh blood into the concern, and fresh capital if possi

ble ; and as we had been all exhausted by our previous efforts, I thought that the

best thing to do was to get fresh hands in ; and therefore I resigned, and all the

Board resigned. That new Board subsequently elected me on the direction, but

for the reason which I have given to the Committee, 1 thought it better not to

join them, and I did not.

1 759. Sir Morton Peto.] In your judgment, the Board, after you left, was

practically a good working Board ?—I think you could hardly get a better Board-

for any company.

1760. Are they men who could command and have the general confidence of

the public ?—I should say, undoubtedly, to any amount.

1761. Chairman.] You think that the company with Mr. Malcomson as the-

chairman, and the present Board of Directors, would secure the confidence of

the public?—Certainly; and I should say that the late Board would have done so-

likewise, if they had not had such tremendous difficulties to contend with ; I

believe we should have had every shilling of the capital subscribed, and I would

have undertaken to get it in a month.

1762. The result of your evidence is, that if the present Board had not been*

crippled by the proceedings to which you have referred, they would have been

enabled to conduct this enterprise with success?—Yes; and so would the late-

Board equally as well as the present Board.

1763. Mr. Walpole.] The present Board does not seem to have been so much

crippled by that, because 40,000 shares were taken out of the /;o,ooo by the end

of the year 1860?—Yes; but of course they were crippled by the amount of

engagements which had been left for them to contend with.

1764. But as to the difficulty of the shares, a great part of the shares had been.

taken by the end of 1860?—Yes, no doubt; but they had difficulties to contend

with to the same degree almost that we had with regard to getting up the arrears,

and one matter and another.

176,5. Chairman.] They had very heavy engagements to meet, had they not,

in consequence of the arrears not being paid ?—Yes ; there was a sum of 4O.OOO/..,.

as to which they were obliged to release the shipbuilders from taking in fully

paid-up shares instead of cash.

1766. Sir Morton Peto.] In fact, the shipbuilders took advantage of your cir

cumstances
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cumstances to avoid taking shares altogether?—I do not say that they took Harvey Lewis, Esq.

advantage of it. '

1767. I mean that as men of business they retired, as the company could not . . „..

meet their instalments ?— Yes, they naturally felt that it was better to get 10 /. * "

in money than shares that would only sell for 3 I.

1768. Mr. Peel.] Did they really get this lol. ?—I cannot answer that ques

tion, because I left more than 1 2 months since. Of course, large payments have

been received since, but I would respectfully beg to suggest that the present

chairman is the proper party to give any information as to the present position of

the company.

Martin Samuelson, Esq., called in ; and further Examined.

1769. Sir John Trollope.] WERE you in the room when Mr. Palmer was M.Samuehm,^^.

examined ?—I was.

1 770. Did you hear what he stated with regard to the specifications for his

vessels ?—Yes.

1771. That they were provided by Mr. Galloway, the engineer of the Board of

Trade, not in his public, but in his private capacity 1—Yes.

1772. Have you seen the conditions?—On referring to my answer to Question

No. 1 195, in my examination before the Committee, I should wish to qualify it.

I was asked by the Honourable Chairman, " I think you staled that there was an

alteration in the price of the vessels from what it was originally proposed to give

you ? " My answer is, " Yes ; the specification which we handed in was very

different from the one upon which the vessels were built ; we gave in our own

specification, and we gave our price upon that specification, and we were then

told that we must go through the specification with some people appointed by

the company. We did so ; I had one of our chief men up from Hull, and we

were two or three days going through the specification with them, and we

were made to alter our specification in conformity with one which I was told

had been supplied or drawn up by one of the engineers of the Board of

Trade, I believe by Mr. Galloway, and which had been submitted, \ was-

told, to the Admiralty, and passed by them." Mr. Galloway was present

when the specification was «one through with the surveyors of the company,

and there is no doubt at all that we were obliged to build according to the

specification which had been given to us by the company. If the Committee

will allow me to state, with regard to a remark made by Mr. Palmer, as to

what Mr. Laird had stated, and with regard to those questions which were asked

by the Committee as to builders generally building upon their own specifications,

we generally build on our own specification, if we can, and if we do so, we con

sider ourselves bound, morally, and of course legally also, to carry out the ves

sels to the best of our ability in every way strong enough ; but if a specification

is given to us to build by, we consider that those who deliver the specification to

us are liable for it. The same remark would refer exactly to a question which

was asked with regard to the Government. If the Government supply specifica

tions, as they have done in many instances lately, of course the Government take

the responsibility of that specification, and the builders for the Government would

have no responsibility further than to carry out the specification, in accordance

with what had been sent to them. We felt ourselves in exactly the same position

with regard to the company, for we protested, and we gave our opinion from

time to time as to the points upon which we considered that the vessels might be

considerably improved ; and to a great extent the improvements were adopted by

the company, and paid for. In other matters, Mr. Vallance, I am sure, will bear

me out that he has been told himself, over and over again, by us that we con-

sider* d that the vessels required considerable additional strengthening in the top.

1773. Sir Morton Pe/o.] If you accept a contract with a specification, with a,

clause in the contract which binds you to the maintenance of those vessels for

12 months?, does not that bind you to obey the specification ?—That is only so far

as regards the material and workmanship under any specification, but not as re

gards anything further. That is a difference in the reading and the construction

of the contract.

1774. Mr. Walpole.] A question was asked of Mr. Palmer, which I should like

you to confirm, if it is so, that those specifications furnished to you, though fur-

0.83. U nished
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M. Xaiuui'tMH, Esc.

_, nished by the officer of the Board of Trade, were the specifications of the com-

11 July 1861 Pany and not of the Government ?—The specification was the specification of the

company, as I understand, having been submitted to and approved of by the Ad

miralty. That was the impression under which I was labouring, certainly, and

I gave it in my evidence at the last meeting of the Committee.

1775. Mr. Palmer seemed to say that he thought that Mr. Galloway only gave

that specification in his private capacity ?—Mr. Vallance can probably explain

that ; certainly I was under the impression that the specification was submitted

to them, and certainly we were told that we could not alter the specification,

because it had been approved of by the Admiralty.

1776. By whom were you told that?—By the officers of the company; but I

know nothing at all as to the actual fact of the specifications having been sub

mitted ; and if I am not very much mistaken in the statements made by the com

pany to their shareholders, they state the same.

1777. You acted under the impression that this was a specification approved

of by the Government ?—Yes, it was so stated to us by the company ; in fact, it

has been repeated by the company, subsequently, to their shareholders.

1778. Sir Morton Peto.] In fact, the reason given to you for the non-adoption

of some of your suggestions, was that fact ?—No doubt ; the Right Honourable

Member for the County of Lincoln asked me whether, in my opinion, if, supposing

additional strength longitudinally were made to those vessels, they would be

efficient ; my opinion certainly is, that with proper additional strength longitudi

nally, the vessels could be made as good as any vessels in the kingdom.

1779. ^r- Brown-Westhead,^ Do you think that they would do the voyage to

St. John's in the time named in the contract ?—1 think they would.

1780. Would they do it within six days?—I think they would. Mr. Vallance

has just called my attention to the statement which I have made with regard to

the specification having been submitted to the Admiralty. He says that I was

quite correct; Messrs. Palmer's specification was submitted to them in May 1859,

and the specification on which we were instructed to build, was altered in con

formity with that specification. I recollect that it was stated so to us, as it has

subsequently been stated in the report by the company to their shareholders ; and

Mr. Vallance has just called my attention to the fact that that really was the case,

and that the letter accepting or approving of the specification submitted by the

company to the Admiralty, was sent from the Admiralty on the 3ist day of May

1859 *° tne company.
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Veneris, 12° die Julti, 1861.

Mr. Gregory.

Mr. Peel.

Sir Morton Peto.

Mr. Ker Seymer.

MEMBERS PRESENT.

Sir John Trollope.

Mr. Walpole.

Mr. Brown-Westhead.

WILLIAM GREGORY, Esq., in the CHAIR.

William Malcomsvn, Esq., called in; and Examined.

1781. Chairman.] YOU are Chairman of the Royal Atlantic Mail Steam

Navigation Company, are you not ?—I am.

1782. If you will take this evidence in your hand (handing the same to the

Witness), and look at Question 205, you will see that a question was asked of

the Postmaster General, whether, if any moderate indulgence had been shown to

this Company, there was any chance of their being able successfully to perform

the contract. I wish to ask you if that question had been put to you, what would

have been your reply ?—My reply would have been that it would depend upon

the nature of the indulgence.

1783. By that you mean, I presume, supposing a sufficient extent of time had

been granted you to put your fleet in order ?—Yes.

1784. I presume that at the time when the contract was put an end to, you

were not fully aware of the repairs and alterations which were necessary to make

your fleet efficient?—By reference to the date of Mr. Jordan's specification, you

will see that we were not.

1785. Those specifications are dated in the month of June, are they not?—

Yes.

1786. If, therefore, the House of Commons were disposed to extend indulgence

to the company, what is the least time that you would require to put your fleet

in a really efficient condition?—I should say from four to five months.

1787. Mr. JValpoleJ] When would that be from?—From the present time; but

I consider that the fairest way would be, to give us an extension of time until the

fine weather, when we could be able to test our boats before entering on the

service.

1788. Mr. Peel.~\ When would that be ?—Early in the spring.

1789. Of next year ?—Yes ; perhaps the 1st of February.

1790. Chairman.'} If this indulgence were extended to you, are you in a

position to inform the Committee that the company could carry on the service

efficiently ?—I am.

1791. Mr. Walpole.] That is to say, if the indulgence were given to you to

commence a contract on the 1st of February next of a similar purport to that

which was entered into before ?—Yes.

1792. Chairman.'] You are, I believe, one of the largest steam-ship pro

prietors in the United Kingdom, and therefore are competent to give that answer

with confidence ?—I am.

W. Malcomton,

Esq.

July 1861.

0.83. u 2 1793. When
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W. Malcomon, 1 793. When you say that you could carry on the service efficiently, do you

^' consider that the contract is of such a character that it cannot be performed

~~~i without occasional deviations from it ?—I consider that the contract should be

12 July 1861. modified as regards reaching St. John's in so limited a time ; it is a most dan

gerous port to reach at certain periods of the year, and a captain will drive his

ship at great risk so as not to endanger the loss of the contract, which we are

liable to at present- It ought to be sufficient to take the time between the two

termini, Galway and Boston, and Galway and New York, and that the company

should be bound to reach St. John's, when practicable, in regular time.

1794-5. Mr. Peel.] Do you know the coast of Newfoundland?—Except by

the information of nautical men, I do not ; not personally.

1796. Is Mr. Weir the general manager of this company?—He holds that

position.

1 797. He is well acquainted, I believe, with this Newfoundland coast ?—I

cannot say.

1798. In his evidence before the Packet and Telegraphic Committee of last

year, he stated, in answer to question 4611: "I have lived a long while in

America, and I know the southern coast of Newfoundland very well, as well as

the Nova Scotian coast." He was asked with regard to the character of the

dangers of the voyages to Newfoundland, and he gave it as his opinion, having

an intimate knowledge of the subject, after stating that it had been said " that

the voyage to Newfoundland was more dangerous than that out to Nova Scotia,

I think I can speak from experience, and from my own knowledge, that it is less

dangerous ; the fogs on the Nova Scotian coast are much more dense than they

are at Newfoundland, and there are also ledges lying off the harbours of Halifax

and Nova Scotia ; that is to say, on the southern and eastern coast. On the

Newfoundland coast, from Cape St. Francis to Cape Kace, there are no ledges at

all, and you can run your ship up close to land without touching the bottom. It

is quite bold all along the coast ; besides that, the fog on the Newfoundland coast,

when you get close in, gets quite thin compared to what it is on the banks which

most vessels have to cross in going out to America, and coming from there."

Therefore, the purport of that evidence given by Mr. Wier with regard to the

dangers of the voyage to Newfoundland was, that it was a much less dangerous

voyage from Galway to St. John's than the direct route from Galway to America?

—Our object is not to be bound at all times to go into St. John's ; we are willing

to do it at all times when it is practicable, but we would ask to be allowed to

deliver mails and telegrams at Halifax when it is not practicable to go into St.

John's.

1 799. But Mr. Wier having been asked with regard to the performance of the

service by the company who were to succeed to the Newfoundland separate ser

vice, " Have you ever found it impossible to land your mails at St. John's ( "

replied, " No ; we have never found any difficulty in doing it ? " and in answer

to another question that was put to him, " Is that anything peculiar to Newfound

land?" he answered, " No; we do not meet any more ice than other vessels

meet in crossing the Atlantic " ; but last year, therefore, it was the opinion of the

representative of the company, that there were no greater difficulties in reaching

Newfoundland than in reaching Nova Scotia, or in going direct to New York ?—

The Honourable Member will see that we do not decline to do anything that is

practicable, but we ask that the company shall not be bound to do impracticabi

lities. There are seasons at which it is impracticable without risk of life and of

property to go into St. John's in the winter and spring, and we would ask to be

allowed to land our telegrams and mails at Halifax at those times.

1800. Chairman.'] Though that may be Mr. Wier's opinion, is it corroborated

by the reports which you have received from the captains of your steam ships ?—

Not fully.

1801. Sir John TrollopeJ] Have there been cases in which you have been

obliged to tranship the mails off St. John's, without going into the harbour?

—There have been cases in which our vessels have been seriously damaged in

attempting to fulfil our present contract, by the captains almost forcing the vessels

to go into St. John's.

1802. How do you propose to do that service, supposing the vessel is not

compelled to go into the harbour?—We would propose at all times to do it when

practicable ;
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practicable ; but when we find it impracticable we wish to have liberty to land W. Malcowon,

them at Halifax. Esq.

1 803. And not to land them by a pilot boat, or other means, off St. John's ?

—We will engage to do everything you can properly desire, so that we shall 12 July 1861.

not be bound to damage our ships.

1804. Will you tell the Committee what extra time the delivery of the mail at

St. John's would take if you carried it on to Halifax, where they would have to

be re-shipped, and to come back to St. John's ?—The Right Honourable Member

is aware that the ice and fog will sometimes exist so much about the port of St.

John's, that we could not go in.

1 805. And Halifax is open at all seasons of the year, is it not ?—Yes.

1806. Mr. Pee/.] The service which you propose would be a service com

mencing at Galway and proceeding to Boston and New York, vid Halifax, so far

as any obligation was concerned ?—No, clearly vid St. John's.

1807. But you would be unwilling to subject yourselves to penalties ?—We

should be unwilling to be subject to penalties when we cannot enter the harbour.

1808. Who are to be the judges as to whether you can enter the harbour or

not r—The Post Office or the Admiralty has an agent on board, who is supposed

to be the judge of that.

1809. Chairman.] Are the Committee to understand that your object is merely

this, that you still would propose to run vid St. John's, and, to make use of the

expression in the Cunard contract, using all due diligence on the way to get

there ?—Yes, clearly.

1810. But that the contract should not be liable to be terminated in case, from

the nature of the weather or the ice, you should be unable to reach St. John's

within six days 1— It is the risk of terminating the contract, under the provisions

of our present contract, that makes me take this exception.

1811. Therefore you would not be prepared to alter the time tables as regards

New York and Boston ; you would continue those time tables; but your object is,

that the contract should not be liable to termination in case you should fail to

reach St. John's within six days, and that the Admiralty agent should be the

judge as to whether the captain of the vessel had used all due diligence or not?

—Yes.

1812. Mr. Peel.] If that be your object, is not effect fully given to it by your

existing contract ?—I think the present contract is too binding.

1813. I will read to yuu this clause of your present contract : " And the said

company doth hereby further agree that all the said vessels employed in the con

veyance of Her Majesty's mails shall, both on the outward and homeward voyages,

call at St. John's, Newfoundland, or in the event of any of the vessels being pre

vented making St. John's, to the satisfaction of the Admiralty agent or other

officer in charge of Her Majesty's mails, by stress of weather or other unavoidable

cause, then and in such case the vessels shall call at Halifax, Nova Scotia ; and

the said company shall convey in the said vessels to and from, and cause to be

delivered and received at each of the ports or places at which the said vessels are

to proceed, call, or touch in performance of this contract, all such of Her

Majesty's mails, passengers, and telegraphic messages," and so on ; is that which

you are proposing now something different from that?—No. Our company con

sider that we are liable to have the contract terminated by not going into St. John's,

when from fog or from ice it may endanger our vessels and the lives on board by

going in ; and the captain has this feeling, that he risks the termination of the

contract by forcing his vessel into St. John's. Our present reading of our agree

ment with the Government is, that we are bound, under all risks almost, to force

ourselves into St. John's, and that is what we do not want to have the company so

restricted in.

1814. Sir Morton Peto,] You have, no doubt, read this contract with great

care ?—Yes.

1815. Allow me just to read one clause to you from it: " If such delay be

proved to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners to have arisen from circum

stances over which the said company and their servants had not and could not

have had any control." Practically is not that, if a commercial interpretation be

given to it, everything that any company could desire ?—We have found our cap

tains forcing the vessels in at present at the risk of life and property.

1816. A captain may do a very imprudent thing, but, commercially, if you are

0.83. u 3 bound
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W. Mdconuon, bound to do an impossibility, of course you cannot achieve it ; but if in the per-

^' formance of your duty any obstacles are interposed beyond your control, and are

certified by the Admiralty agent to be so, does not that give you practically all
iaJnlyi86j. that you can desire ?—Yes.

1817. I have been myself repeatedly a passenger on that voyage by steam

packets, under the Government, of course. I have seen many instances of togs,

when the course has been as follows : a fosi has arisen, the ship's speed is slack

ened, the Admiralty agent has been called on deck, it has been entered into the

log, and he has certified it as being impracticable; is not that admitted as evi

dence, and if that is so, what more can you want under that clause ?—I do not

wish to press it in that case.

1818. Sir John Trollope.~\ Under those circumstances which have been stated

to you, have you not been subject to have a fine inflicted upon you for delay

caused by fogs ; for instance, was not the " Connaiight" kept 37 J hours longer

on her voyage on that account, and do you know the consequence?—I am not

prepared to answer that question.

1819. Mr. Peel.] The other indulgence which you proposed to be granted to

the company was with regard to the postponement of the resumption of the

service, and you suggested that although the company's vessels might be ready,

perhaps, to recommence the service in six months, it would not be fair that they

should do so in the winter months, but that the recommencement should be

deferred to fine weather, for instance, to the ist of February?—Yes.

1 820. Is not that the most dangerous time of the year ?—It is the most dangerous

time off the Newfoundland coast.

1 82 1 - Why do you select the most dangerous time to recommence the service ?

—Of course 1 wish the time to be as limited as possible consistently with the

fulfilling of the contract.

1822. The solicitor to the company was asked some questions on the subject.

He was asked, " Do you think, from the accounts we have heard of those ships,

that you would have been in a much better position on the 1st of June" (that is

this year), and he replies, " Yes, in this way : the ' Columbia' and the ' Adriatic'

would have taken their voyages at that period when there is most danger across

the Atlantic, and not, as stated by Lord Stanley, in the winter months, when the

ice is fast bound in the St. Lawrence, but in the spring months, when the ice gets

loosened, and frozen fields of ice come down across the course which the ships

have to take ; therefore the dangerous months are the spring months," which are

the very months which you have selected as the most favourable to the company?

—We may for one or two voyages run some risks, but we are beginning in a

season so approaching to summer that we are likely to have most favourable

voyages.

1823. Chairman.] To go back to Newfoundland, the passage of the contract

which was read to you by an Honourable Member, was to this effect, that " in

the event of any of the vessels being prevented making St. John's to the satisfac

tion of the Admiralty agent," " by stress of weather or other unavoidable cause,

then and in such case the vessels shall call at Halifax ;'* that merely refers, does it

not, to the vessels proceeding to Halifax ?—Yes.

1824. The Honourable Baronet asked you whether it was not also provided in

this contract, " that the said company shall not be liable to any penalties for delay in

proceeding to sea on the day and at the hour fixed, or for excess of time in per

forming any voyage, if such delay be proved to the satisfaction of the said Com

missioners, to have arisen from circumstances over which the said company and

their servants had not, and could not have had, any control"; does not the

word " penalties " there signify that no fine should be imposed ; and are you not

of opinion that, if on several occasions, owing to stress of weather, or owing tothe

existence of ice, your vessels had to proceed to the south in order to avoid the

ice, and a delay arose in consequence in reaching St. John's, you might be appre

hensive that the contract might thereby be terminated ?—Yes.

1 825. What I referred to is simply this, that it is not a question of fines for

overtime, but a question of the danger of the contract being terminated ?—It was

altogether on the question of the contract being terminated altogether, that I

wished more liberty to be granted ; we feel that the reading of it might be con

strued into a power of cancelling the contract altogether.

1826. Mr. Peel.] Do you believe that if the only deficiencies on the part of the

company had been over time on some of their voyages, this contract would have

been
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been put an end to?— It certainly has been used as a reason against us for

cancelling it.

1827. On what occasion was that?— I do not refer to the occasion more than . , I7~

that it was given as one of the reasons that we had not done it.

1828. Sir Morton Peto."] I think, as I understood the question put to you just

now, it was practically with reference to the future, and you were asked what

you would desire in the event of the contract being again commenced ; I under

stood you to say, purely as a man of business, that having respect to the entire

voyage to Boston or New York, you thought that the time taken for those two

places should be the time which should bind the company with regard to St.

John's, and that your not being able to reach St. John's on account of stress of

weather, should not vitiate your contract ?—That is so ; it is the risk of vitiating

the contract altogether which we object to.

1 829. After your having stated that, and if that clause which I read to you

was interpreted to me, as I understand it to mean, that if circumstances arose

over which the company had no control, you were not to be subject to penalties,

would not your objection fall to the ground ?—Yes, that is so.

1 830. Chairman.] You would engage, I presume, if there were a new contract,

ito deliver the mails at St. John's?—Yes, if the colonial subsidy is continued of

8,500 /. a year for doing so ; we should expect that.

1831. You would expect that the 8,500 I, a year should be continued to you ?

—Yes ; inasmuch as it is irrespective of the subsidy of 78,000 I. a year for which

we contracted originally to deliver mails in America.

1832. Sir John Trollope.~\ You do not assent to the proposition that it should

go to the Treasury in diminution of the amount they pay to you ?—Clearly not.

1833. Chairman.] You succeeded Mr. Harvey Lewis as chairman of the

company in September 1860, did you not?—I did.

1834. Did you find much difficulty in getting in your arrears and placing your

shares in consequence of the uncertainty that had prevailed up to August 1 860,

with regard to the ratification of the contract?—We found great difficulty.

1 835. Mr. Peel.] Were you connected with the company in the early part of

1860 ?—My connexion with the company commenced in September 1860.

1836. Chairman.] Will you turn to Question 204, in which I asked the Post

master General whether any communication had passed between you and him on

the subject of the transfer of the service from Galway to the port of Foynes ; have

you any explanation to make with regard to that communication 1—The commu

nication with the Postmaster General at that time was merely conversational ; it

had reference to negotiations, financial and otherwise, which the company were

carrying on at the time ; those negotiations have since ceased altogether.

i 837. Sir Morton Peto] With regard to the conduct of the affairs of the

company, you are largely interested in steam communication, and in lines of

steamers, are you not?—I am.

1838. And you have lines to various parts of Europe?—Yes.

1839. From various parts?—Mostly from London, but some from Liverpool.

1 840. I apprehend that the opinions that you have given to the Committee

with regard to the future are based upon your experience as a shipowner and a

man of high commercial standing ?—As a shipowner, and as connected with the

building of ships.

1841. And the Committee may accept those opinions, I presume, as the result

of your experience and of your conviction ?—Yes ; I wish to explain to the Com

mittee a little with regard to an answer which I made to the Honourable Member

for Bury. The acceptance or rejection of a ship under our present contracts is

based upon a six days' voyage to St. John's.

1842. Mr. Peel.j In point of fact you want, do you not, to be rid of the

obligation to go to St. John's in six days?—We want to be rid of the forcing

upon our captains that we are bound to go into St. John's in six days, otherwise

the contract will be null.

1843. You want to be free from that obligation ?—We wish the Government

to give us a little more liberty ; we do not wish to be free from any obligation that

is practicable for our vessels consistently with the safety of life and property.

1844. Sir John Trollope.] You do not urge it as being impracticable, but

simply that it throws great difficulties in the way ?—Not at all ; it is the risk of

terminating the contract which we wish to avoid.

0.83. u 4 1845. Is
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W. Malconuon, 1 845. Is there not also considerable risk to the mails and to the lives that are

B§q. entrusted to your captains ?—We fear so.

1846. Chairman.] Is there not greater danger in navigating a sea beset with

12 July 1861. jC6j wnere you are obliged by your contract to employ paddle vessels, than there

would be if you were permitted to employ screws?—Yes.

1847. Mr. ff^alpole.] Do you think that if there were a new contract entered

into, the modification which you should apply for with regard to St. John's is,

that you should not be bound to call at St. John's within six days ; is that the

main modification which I understand you to ask ?—Yes.

1848. Do you think it unreasonable that in all those contracts the lime should

be specified in the contract for the sake of the public whose mails you have to

carry; that the service should do it within a specified time or not?—No.

1 849. The Chairman asked you a question with regard to future contracts ;

let me call your attention to a statement which was made in the report of what is

called the Contract Packets Committee of 1853, and ask your opinion whether

you think that the conditions which the Committee there recommended to be

imposed upon contractors for the conveyance of mails are or are not reasonable

conditions : " We are accordingly of opinion that all future contracts should be

of as simple a character as possible, and should be confined to stipulations for the

performance of the service within a given time, in a satisfactory manner, for a sti

pulated price, and under prescribed penalties which should be rigidly enforced for

every breach ;" are those conditions reasonable, in your opinion, to impose upon

the contractors with the Government for the conveyance of mails ?—They are ;

and they are such as we are still satisfied to work the contract under.

Sir Rowland Hill, K.C.B., and William J. Page, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

Sir R. HOI, K.C.B., 1 850. Mr. Peel.] (To Sir Rowland Hill.) Yo0 are the Secretary to the Post

and ^ Office, are you not ?—I am.

W. J. Page, Esq. 1 851 . You have held that appointment for a very long time, I believe?—I was

first secretary to the Postmaster General, which is merely another name for the

same office ; I took that appointment in the year 1846, and in 1854 I became

the only Secretary to the Post Office.

1852. As Secretary to the Post Office, has the subject of postal and packet

contracts, and the manner of their performance, and the mode of enforcing their

performance, engaged your attention from time to time to a great extent ?—Cer

tainly it has.

1853. Were you consulted at different times as to the several steps taken

by the Post Office with regard to the Galway Contract?—To a certain extent I

was consulted by my brother, Mr. Frederick Hill; I was consulted upon the

more important steps taken with regard to this contract.

1854. I presume, that since so much attention has been directed to it lately,

you have made vourself acquainted not only with the more important features of

it, but with the question in detail ?—I have gone very fully into all the more im

portant features of the case since the termination of the contract, and, to a certain

extent, I have attended to the details.

185.5. Does the result of this investigation which you have made lead you to

a concurrence in the various proceedings on the part of the Government ?—

Entirely so ; 1 think that the termination of the contract was a proper and neces

sary step.

1 856. Referring to this contract, what do you consider to be the principal

feature of it?—The principal feature of the contract is, in my opinion, the pro

vision for the service between Galway and Newfoundland in six days, accompanied

by the provision for carrying telegrams to Newfoundland.

1857. Was not that put forward by the company itself as the principal advan

tage of the contract, and the principal ground why it would be for the advantage

of the Government that the contract should be accepted ?—It was, both in the-

tender and in the final letter of the company, justifying their proceedings.

1858. Will you read that passage?—The tender is dated the i8th of January

1859, and at Pare 5° °f Parliamentary Paper 230, of 1859, it says, " We will

also undertake to convey telegraphic messages from the United Kingdom to

British IS'orth America and the United States in six days, casualties excepted.

It is quite needless to expatiate on the great advantages thus obtained by both

the
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the Government and the public." Then, in the final letter of the company, dated Sir JR. HUI, tf.c.n./

the 29th of May 1861, the secretary says, "On commercial grounds, the im- „, ^

portance of having direct and speedy communication between Gaiway and St. ' ' "%*' ***'

John's cannot be overrated ; this line forms a link connecting Europe with

America, and reducing the communication to about six days." la y

1 859. It appears from those two passages, therefore, that from first to last the

company laid great stress upon the value to the Government and to the public

of a direct and speedy communication between Gaiway and St. John's ?—It

is so.

i 860. To enable the company to perform that portion of the service, was any

allowance made to them in the calculation of the time over what had been

originally proposed ?—Yes ; an additional day was given as between Gaiway and

New York or Boston.

1861. How was that done?—It would appear, on reference to the correspond

ence of the company, that they professed, before the contract was taken, to be

able to save four days in the double voyage ; that is to say, two days each way ;

but the time actually given is not two days less than the average time taken by

Sir Samuel Cunard, which was made the standard of comparison, but one day

less ; or rather, it professes to be one day less ; but is not quite so much as one

day less. The reasons assigned for this reduction were the difficulties of touching

at St. John's, Newfoundland.

i8f>2. That being so, has this important service been performed, and with

what regularity or otherwise, by the company ?—It has been performed, I am

sorry to say, with great irregularity; it appears that, out of 17 voyages, only

three were performed in accordance with the stipulations of the contract.

1863. Mr. Walpole.~\ Which were those three?—Two by the " Adriatic," and

one l>y the " Parana," the latter being the return voyage, which is always the

easier.

1864. Mr. Peel.] Did those occasions all fall within this year?—The voyage

of the " Parana " was last year.

1865. The company have told the Committee that they were only bound

by the provisions of the contract to go to St. John's when their vessels were

actually carrying telegrams ; do you concur in that view ?—No, I do not ; nor

can I see how the company could possibly know whether they were carrying

telegrams or not.

1866. Why not?—Because the telegrams would be, for the most part, I pre

sume, enclosed in letters, and they would consist of instructions sent from this

country to St. John's, Newfoundland, to telegraph to some town in the United

States.

1867. Chairman.'] Is not the expression in the contract, "when required by

the Commissioners to do so ;" that is, to deliver the telegrams ?—The expression

in the contract is slightly different; but those telegrams would consist of instruc

tions contained in letters, I presume.

i 868. I presume that the words " required by the Commissioners," imply

that a certain act is to be done by the Commissioners, namely, to make a

requirement to the company to convey those telegrams?—It appears to me that

the contract cannot be construed to mean that the Commissioners are to give

those instructions every voyage.

1869. Mr. Peel.] The use of this advantage was not restricted to the Govern

ment, was it?— Certainly not, as is stated even in the extract from the tender

which I read; that extract concluded thus: "It is quite needless to expa

tiate on the great advantages thus obtained by both the Government and the

public."

1 870. Moreover, the advantage was to be an advantage reaped both homeward

as well as outward, was it not ':—Equally ; and it is notorious that on the home

ward voyages the packets do bring telegraphic information, which always appears

immediately in the newspapers. '

1871. Was the "Parana" rejected by the Post Office because she was not

able to carry telegraphic messages in six days to Newfoundland?—1 am speak

ing from recollection, but I think that the ground of rejection was that she

was unable to perform the voyage from Gaiway to Newfoundland in six days,

and that she was, therefore, unable to carry telegraphic messages. I should

mention that the ability to reach St. John's in six days has always been taken by

0.83, " X the
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Sir R. HUl, K.C.B., the Post Office as the test of the speed of the vessels, as being the more dif-

and ficult part of the service.

W. J. Page, Esq. 1872. You have heard the evidence of Mr. Malcorason, the Chairman of the

, j 8g Company ; and arguing upon the assumption that the contract might be renewed,

he seemed to stipulate for the abandonment of this provision of the contract?—

Yes.

1873. In your opinion, would this contract be of any value to the public, sup

posing that essential condition was abandoned ?—Scarcely of any value.

i 874. Why ?—Partly because there are so many other packets plying regularly

between British ports and the ports of the United States, and partly because

the .service being fortnightly, cannot be worked in advantageously with the

weekly services, and is necessarily irregular. I do not mean irregular for want of

exactness in the performance of the service, but because of its being only once

& fortnight.

1875. You mean, that it does not fit in with the bi-weekly services?—It does

not fit in with the weekly services.

1876. The Company have disputed their obligation to carry the mails to this

port, have they not ?—They did at one time.

1877. Admitting, however, that they were obliged to call at the port?—Yes;

there can be no doubt as to the obligation to call, for it is stipulated in the con

tract, that the vessels shall call at St. John's, Newfoundland ; but the Company

hold that, though required to call at the port, they are not required, or, I should

say, were not required to deliver mails at that port.

1878. With your extensive knowledge of these postal packet contracts, do you

know of any instance where a packet is required to touch at a port and is not

required to convey mails to and from such port ?—No ; there certainly is no

sue!) instance.

1 879. As regards the intention, I presume the evidence is so clear that you could

hardly have a better proof than what the contract itself says ?—It appears to me

that a position such as that taken by the company can only be maintained by the

clearest evidence in the contract itself. Now, there is no evidence whatever

to maintain such a position in the contract; all the evidence of the contract,

which appears to us at the Post Office to be very clear, is against the position.

1880. Chairman.'} Does not the solicitor to the Post. Office, Mr. Peacock,

himself recommend that reference should he made to the Admiralty to know the

true meaning of that clause in the contract?—Mr. Peacock first expressed a

decided opinion as to the interpretation of the contract ; and then, I believe, with

a view to a confirmation of his opinion, he did suggest that a reference should

be made to the Admiralty.

1881. Mr. Peel.'] But practically if it is admitted on all sides that the com

pany are bound to call at this port, and are bound to land passengers (I believe

there is no dispute as to the intention with regard to that point) what disad

vantage would it be to them to be required to land the mails?—None whatever

that I can see. I observe by the evidence of Mr. Vallance that the mails are

described as exceedingly bulkv and weighty; and as filling, I think, 10 or 20 bags,

and weighing nearly a ton. Now, the fact is, that the average \veight of the

whole Newfoundland mail is about 56 Ibs., and that it might be put very easily

into a moderate sized portmanteau.

1882. Sir John Trollope.'] How do you pack the mails for Newfoundland ?—

They go in bags.

1883. Then, if the correspondence is PO small, is it necessary to be so

stringent in the condition of touching at St. John's?—The advantage, as I have

stated, of a speedy communication with St. John's consists mainly, in my opinion,

in a telegraphic communication through St. John's, and so continuously through

Halifax to other places in North America. The conveying of the mails with that

speed is not a matter of very great moment.

1884'- But for the telegrams it is of importance?—Yes, for the telegrams it is

important, as stated in the tender, in the contract itself, and in all the documents

which had reference lo the engagement.

1885. Does the number of telegrams that go out on the average with each,

packet come within your knowledge ?-—No, we have no means of ascertain

ing it.

1886. Mr. Peel.] Does not the use of a privilege of this sort depend very much

upon
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upon the regularity with which the promised service is performed ?—Undoubtedly Sir S. Hill, K.C.B..

it does ; there can be no doubt that the irregularity of this particular service would w . BJ*d _

tend greatly to reduce the number of telegrams despatched by it. ' ' ; '

1887. However, whatever may have been the interpretation of the original , , „,.

contract, I believe that by a subsequent agreement all doubts have been set at

rest; is not that so?—That is so. I believe this agreement has not been put in

in evidence, and perhaps it would be right that I should put in a copy now. This

is the agreement of the 24th of January of the present year (the same was deli- ^^e Appendix.

•oered in).

• 888. On turning to page 120 of the Lords' Paper, I find in the 3d paragraph

that it is said, " Out of 46 single voyages, which the company were bound by

their contract to perform in the period of its duration, viz., between the 26th

June 1860 and the l 5th May 1861, only 17 have been performed at all, and of

these only three within the strict terms of the contract." That appears to include

the period during which the question of suspending the contract was under con

sideration ?—Yes, that includes the whole period.

1889. But, setting aside that, the service has been a very irregular one, has it

not?—Exceedingly irregular.

1890. Is it ot any value to the Government or to the public?— It is scarcely

of any value, and that is shown by the exceeding sniallness of the correspondence.

I have a statement he-re, which has been prepared on the subject, which I will

put in with the permission of the Committee. It is a " Statement of the earnings

and cost of the Galway line of mail steamers. Sea postage of correspondence

(including newspapers and transit letters) from 26th June to 23d October 1860

inclusive, when the voyages were suspended (estimated), i ,400 7. ; trips out, 7 ;

home, 6 ; total, 13 ;" giving an average of earnings per trip of 108 7.

1891. Are those the earnings by the Government, for the postage on the

letters?—Yes; those are the earnings by the Post Office, the cost to the Post

Office in the same time is, "contract payment (less penalties) 14,7647 ; incidental

expenses 500 7. ; making a total of 15,2657.," or more than 10 times the earnings

of the same packets.

1892. The Government have paid to this company for the voyages they have

performed under this Atjantic contract in the year 1860, as much as 15,2647.,

after a deduction for the penalties, and they have only received the sum of 1,400 7,

for postage; is that so?—No; the payments to the company have been 14,7647.;

there is an addition of 500 7. for incidental expenses, chiefly express trains.

1893. Is that 14,7647. the sum less the penalties imposed upon the company ?

-Yes.

1894. Mr. Walpo/e.] What does that average per voyage ?—The average is

the one-thirteenth part of 15,2647., which would be nearly i,20o7.

1 895. That i.«, as against 1 08 7. ?—Yes. as against 1 08 7. ; then I may add, that the

earnings per trip of the Cunard packets which run with the most exact regu

larity, are about 1,0507., or nearly 10 times those of the Galway packets

per trip.

1896. Chairman.] Was not the original object of granting this, contract for the

purpose of obtaining the speediest information which you could obtain from

America, rather than a mere postal communication '.' —I have stated to the Com

mittee, that that was in my opinion the more important feature of the contract,

but I am asked what, supposing that part of the contract to be disregarded,

would then be the value 01 the packets.

1897. Sir John Trollope.~\ With regard to the debtor and creditor account of the

packet service, is it not the fact, that ail ocean communications for letters under

subsidies are a loss to the Post Office and to the country ?—Not all, without

exception, but nearly all, are a source of loss, more or less ; but the Committee

will be aware that I have brought the earnings of the Galway packets into com

parison with the earnings of the Cunard packets making similar voyages, and

having the same opportunities of conveying letters, and that, whereas the earnings

of the Galway packets amount on the average to only io87. per trip, the earnings

of the Cunard packets amount, per voyage, to 1,0507.

1898. Mr. Peel.] Each carries all the letters tiiat vou can send, I suppose, on

the occasion ?—Each carries all the letters that are in the office lor despatch at

the time the vessel leaves, unless they are marked to the contrary.

1899. Sir John Trollope.] In taking an estimate of the Galway earnings, do

you estimate simply the letters and packages that go from London and from

0.83. x 2 England,
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Sir Jf.HiU, X.C.B., England, or do you include those from Ireland as well ?—I include all that are

W J *Pa e Es SCnt 3t the time>

° ' ' 1900. With regard to the Cnnard line, you state their earnings, but can you

. j ]86] state on the other side the cost of conveyance ?—The cost, per voyage, is a little

) more than the cost per voyage of the Galway packets, and it is more in considera

tion of the greater mileage.

1901. The Cunard packets do not touch at Newfoundland; they go to the

south of it, do they not?—Yes, they do; the alternate packets touch at Halifax.

1902. In the absence of the Galway mail, transmitted from Galway, by what

way now are the Newfoundland letters transmitted ?—To Halifax, and from

Halifax, by steamer, to St. John's, Newfoundland.

1903. Is that a part of the Cunard contract?—Yes.

1904. And do they re-transmit them from Halifax?—Yes; the total payment

to Sir Samuel Cunard for the main service (exclusive of certain small branch

services which are not included in this item), is 173.340 /. for which he makes 104

trips in the year.

1905. Tvlr. Walpole.] To make your comparison perfectly accurate, and perfectly

parallel with the statement that you have given us for the Galway packets, you

would have, would you not, to give the actual earnin»s of the Cunard packets

from the month of June to September, with the actual expenses during those

months:—Perhaps to make it perfectly correct, we should, but I do not think that

there is much difference between the postage in the winter and the postage in the

summer.

1906. Sir Morton Peto.~\ You stated that Sir Samuel Cunard's packets, as we

all know, perform their service admirably ; have you instituted any comparison

between the time occupied by the Cunard packets, and the time occupied by the

Galway packets ; that is to say, between the time they ought tc have executed it

in, and" the time in which they did the service?— I can give it, with Mr. Page's

assistance.

1907. There was a return moved for by the Honourable Member for Montrose,

the other night, was there not?—Yes ; it was delivered yesterday. I believe the

real state of the case is this : that the time allowed to the Galway packets to

reach the United States' port is one day less, than the time which is actually

taken by Sir Samuel Cunard's packets to reach the same port, starting from

Liverpool ; and also debiting him with a rather serious loss ot time, which arises

from the necessity for the departure from Liverpool being made at certain states

of the tide.

1908. Chairman^] Is not this allowance of one day made in consequence

of the Galway ships being obliged to touch at Newfoundland? —T believe

that the comparative times of the two sets of packets niav be briefly ex

pressed thus : it is known to the Committee that the Cunurd packets touch

at Queenstown, and the time allowed between Queenstowu and, say, New

York, is almost exactly the same as the time allowed between Galvvay and New

York. I should correct myself when I say, tue time allowed in the case of

the Cunard packets ; for the fact is, that the time allowed under this contract is

much greater than the time taken under Sir Samuel Cunard's contract.

1909. Mr. WalpoleJ] Under the Cunard contract, are they liable to penalties

for overtime ?—No, they are not liable to penalties for overtime.

1910. Chairman.] Is there a time-table in the case of the Cunard contract?—

There is a table published every year by the company showing the times to be

taken by these packets.

1911. Is there any time-tuble imposed by the Government upon the Cuuard

Company ?—No, there does uot seem to be any.

1912. Mr. Walpole.~] Are there any penalties imposed by the Cunard contract

for a breach of the covenants or conditions of the contract?—If a vessel should

be late in leaving the port, then Cunard would be liable to penalties, but not

otherwise.

1913. Has he incurred any penalties during the last year?—I doubt if he ever

incurred any penalties ; certainly not in the last year.

1914. Sir John TrollopeJ] By his contract he is not bound by penalties?—

Yes, he is, as to starting at the appointed time.

1915. Mr. Walpole.~\ What is the date of that contract?—It has been renewed

from time to time ; the last renewal was on the 24th of June 1858.

1916, Chairman.]
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1916. Chairman^} He is going upon the old contract of the ipth of June Sir P.. Hill, K.C.B.,

1840, is he not ?—That is the date of the original contract. and

1917. Mr. If'alpole.'] It is stated in a clause of that contract, " It is hereby W- *• ?<*&>&*<{•

agreed that the hereinbefore recited contracts bearing date respectively the 1st "

day of April 1850 and the 1st day of January 1852, shall be deemed and be con- ia ^

sidered to be and are hereby terminated and annulled " ; are they going upon the

new contract now V—Yes.

1918. Chairman.] Is there any penalty whatever imposed upon Sir Samuel

Cunard, whatever may be the delay in his ships, provided he has a ship ready to

sail from Liverpool and New York and Boston at the appointed time? — No ; I

believe the contract provides no penalties at all. The contract gives the power of

determination. There is a general penalty clause which subjects him to an action

for damages. ,. , j , ., ,

1919. Mr. Walpole.] What are the conditions under which the contract might

be terminated?—I suppose neglect of duty; there ia the usual clause, but

-the truth is, that the work lias been done so well, that we never look at

the contract. The clause in question is as follows:—"It is hereby further

agreed and provided that the contractors, their executors, or administrators

shall not assign, underlet, or otherwise dispose of this contract, or any part

thereof, and that in case of the same or any part thereof being assigned,

underlet, or otherwise disposed of, or of any breach of this contract on the

part of the contractors, their executors, or administrators, it shall be lawful for

the Commissioners tor executing the office of Lord High Admiral for the time

being (if they think fit, and notwithstanding there may or may not have been

any former brqach of this contract), by writing under their hands or under the

hand of their secretary for the time being, to determine this contract without any

previous notice to the contractors, their executors or administrators, or their

agents, nor shall "the contractors, their executors or administrators, be entitled to

any compensation in consequence of such detentlination, but, even if this con

tract be so determined, the payment of the sum of money hereinafter agreed to be

made, shall be enforced, should the same be riot duly paid by the contractors.'

It is the same, inutatis mutandis, as the one in the GalWay contract. It appears

that jn Sir Samuel Canard's contract the only obligation is to perform the ser

vice " with all possible speed ; '* that is the expression, but 'there is a provision

to that effect, and therefore, perhaps the Committee will think that the difference

between the one and the other is not very great.

1920. Chairman.} In the Gal way contract, is there not a penal clause for 5 /.

for every hour's delay within 24 hours, and lo/. for every hour after 24 hours ?—

Yes, there are penalties for delay : I do not recollect the amount.

1921. Have not those penalties been always strictly enforced ?—I believe so.

19-22. Mr. Peel.'] Whatever may be the penalties in this Galway contract,

they u-ere inserted, I presume, with the full knowledge and concurrence of the

company ?—Yes, they form a part of the contract.

1923. The company cannot complain therefore of anything which is in their

own contract ?—They ought not to complain. i

1924. Chairman.'] You have charged the whole of those postal expenses as

against Newfoundland, have you not, or have you given credit to the company

for the mails carried to Boston and New York ?—What 1 have stated are the

expenses of the whole voyage on to Boston or New York, and the postage earned

by the whole voyage ; not the postage to Newfoundland, which is something

ludicrously small.

1925. Were not the notices of the sailing of the Galway vessels often not

issued till a day or two before their starting ?—There is no doubt that it was so ;

and that was one of the irregularities of which the Post Office complained.

1926. That arose from the inability of the company, I presume, to have their

vessels ready always upon the proper occasions ?—Yes, constantly, from the non-

fulfilment of the contract, I should say, in that respect.

1927. Mr. Peel.] It has been alleged by the company, that they have been

treated with undue severity by the infliction of penalties; what is your opinion

upon that point :—Of course the Post Office has no power to inflict penalties,

except such as is given by the contract itself; my own opinion is, that the

penalties provided by the contract have not been enforced with extreme rigour ;

but there is this difference between the Galway contract and many others,

viz., that the Galway contract provides penalties, and the other contracts

do not provide penalties ; and therefore it must be the case unless the Post

0.83, x 3 master
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Sir E. Hill, K.C.B., master General neglects his duty that more penalties are enforced under the

W J p"1 E Galway contract than under contracts generally. But it appears to me that the

9 ' company has really been treated with great indulgence by the Post Office.

12 July 1861. 1928. Chairman.'] You mean in this matter of penalties?—Perhaps not in the

matter of penalties ; I may say yes, in the matter of penalties, in one sense.

The company obtained a suspension of the contract, which in fact, exempted

them from the penalties during the period of the suspension. There was one

penalty inflicted in the first instance, I believe, as a condition of the suspension,

but after that, of course, no more penalties were inflicted so long as the suspen

sion continued ; this of itself WPS a very great indulgence, and an indulgence

which I have reason to believe never was granted to any other company whatever.

1929. Mr. Pee/.] There were penalties, were there not, for employing a ship

•which was not stric.tly admissible under the contract ?—There were.

1930. Do you know what that ship was :—I think the penalties were levied

for the "Parana" and the " Prince Albert."

1931. Mr. JValpolcJ] Was not the " Parana" the first ship which carried on

the contract on the 26th of June 1860?—Yes, it was.

1932. She left Galway on the 2jth of June?—I believe that was so.

1933- Was she a substituted ship or not?—She was.

1934. Was any penalty enforced then ?—No; not in respect of her departure.

1935. Mr. Peel.'] Not for being a substituted ship?—Not for being a sub

stituted ship.

1936. The other substituted ship was the " Prince Albert," was it not ?—Yes ;

the " Prince Albert" was the next substituted ship apparently.

1937. She appears to have been employed on three several occasions?—Yes;

it was so.

1038. And upon each of those three occasions a fine was imposed of 500 I. ?—

Yes."

1939. Why was that?—It was the price demanded, as it were, for permission

to substitute an inferior for a superior ship.

1940. Was it a ship which was known not to he able to perform the service, or

which there was good reason for believing could not perform the service within

the stipulated time ?—The vessel was surveved, and the report was that she might

be accepted for one voyage; she uas interior in tonnage and inferior in steam

power to the stipulations of the contract.

1941. Was the " Prince Albert" one of the ships which the Atlantic Company

had purchased from the Newfoundland Company?—They were the same com

pany, I understand.

1942. (To Mr. Page.) This ship the " Prince Albert" was a ship which had

been employed under the separate Newfoundland service, I believe?— I believe

so ; I have no record of the voyages performed by the company under the colonial

contract.

1943. I find in the Appendix to the Report of the Select Committee on Packet

and Telegraphic Contracts, a time-table ol the performances of the Newfoundland

Company's ships in the year 18.59 5 ^'H vou '°°k at l'iat ta°le, and tell me what

have been the performances of the " Prince Albert." under that contract ?—The

" Prince Albert " sailed first, according to this return, from Galway on the 5th of

February; the time taken to St. John's was 10 days 17 hours ; the total number

of days taken on the voyage from Galway to New York was 19 days 11 hours*

out ot which there was a detention at St. John's of two days and 23 hours, leaving

16 (lavs and i 2 hours as the time occupied in steaming from port to port.

1944. Docs it appear, from what you have just now read, that this vessel which

was tendered for the performance of the Atlantic service, to go from Galway to

St. John's in six days, had on that voyage in the year 1 859, occupied as many as

JO days, or more?—It appears by this return, that she had occupied 10 days and

17 hours.

1945. What was the date of that voyage,?—January 1859.

194.6. Chairman.] Are you aware that that vessel was subsequently repaired;

altered, and improved ?— I am not aware.

1 947. Mr. Peel.] Was she employed a second time ?—She was employed again

in December 1859.

1948. How long did she take on that occasion?—To go to St. John's she was

six ciays and 20 hours ; the total length of time occupied from Galway to New

York was 13 days and 13 hours; the detention at St. John's one day and

21 hours,
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121 hours, leaving 11 days and 16 hours for the time occupied in steaming from Sir R. Hill K.C.B.

port to port. and'

1949. Will you give us the homeward voyages?—The "Prince Albert" left W.J.Pa^e.'EK^

New York on the 4th of March, and did not call at St. John's at all; she ~~

occupied in steaming from port to port i 8 days and 22 hours before reaching 12 July 1861.

.Gal «ay.

1950. Chairman.} Is not there a reiurn of the voyages from New York pre-

,vious to the 4th of March ?—Not in this return. On the ret-irn voyage on the

second occasion she left Neiv York on the .<jth of January 1860. She v/ent to

St. John's in 4 days and 2 £ hours from New York ; went from New York to

Galway in 10 days and 20 J hours; detention at St. John's, i day 2 hours ;

steaming time from port to port 9 days and iS j hours.

1951. Mr. Peel (to Sir Rowland Hill.)} Having heird the report of the per

formances of this very same ship, the " Prince Albert," during the year i 850, are

you of opinion thai when that same ship was offered for the performance of the

accelerated service with the Home Government it was not right to impose a

penalty if she was to be accepted for the performance of this .service ?—i tliink

the Postmaster General would have neglected his duty to the public it" he had

not imposed the penalty, considering that the penalty was merely a deduction

from the payment for the voyage. It amounts to this, that instead of paying

3,OOO/. for the double voyage of a competent vessel, the Postmaster General

was willing to pay 2,500^. for the double voyage of an incompetent vessel. That

1 think is the correct statement of the case ; the alternative, if the- Postmaster

General had enforced the conditions of the contract, being, first that a penalty

.would have been inflicted of 500 I., in consequence of the company not having

provided a proper vessel ; and next, that the whole payment for the double voyage

of 3,000 I. would have been withheld.

, 1952. (To Mr. Page.} I believe that with the exception of those three fines for

the employment of the " Prince Albert," all the other penalties were penalties

for overtime on the voyages ?*—With the exception of the three p< nalties levied

for the employment of the ' Prince Albert," all the other penalties levied upon

the company, in the year 1860 were for overtime; but a little explanation is

necessary with regard to the sum of 291 1., which was previously spoken of before

the Committee. This was deducted for sea postage on letters sent by a Canadian

packet under peculiar circumstances, instead of by the " Connaught."

1953. With a view to indemnify the Government for money out of pocket?—

Yes.

1954. (To Sir Rowland Hill.) With regard 10 those fines for overtime in the

year 1860, a complaint has been made that one of them a penalty for the late

arrival at Galway of the " Connaught,'' it being stated on behalf of the company,

that her late arrival was caused by a fog off Newfoundland ; have you any

remark to make upon that point?— First, I must state that the late arrival at

Galway amounted to 2 days and 13 hours, and that the alleged detention by fog

amounted to i day and 13$ hours; consequently, if the whole time of such

alleged detention had been deducted, there would still have been a fine levied to

the extent of one day's lateness ; but we have much reason to believe that the

excuse of the fog is not a valid excuse.

19.55. Do you mean under the contract, or in the fact?—In fact; that there

was not such a fog as necessarily retarded the progress ot the vessel.

1956. Mr. WalpoleJ] Are you speaking of the fog in November iSGo ?—No, in

August 1860. In evidence of what I have stated I would read a paragraph from a

letter from the department to the company, at page 42 of the Lords' Paper, 132 ;

the letter is dated the 13th September 1860: " Sir,—The Postmaster General has

received through the Colonial Office, the copy of a despatch from the Governor

of Newfoundland, in which he complains that the steamship ' Connaught,' which

sailed from Boston on the jth August last, failed to call at St. John's on her way

to England. Tne only explanation on this point that has yet been furnished to

this cffice is contained in a memorandum addressed to the postmaster of Galway,

and signed by the purser of the ship, and which simply states that the ' Con-

naught ' arrived off St. John's at 8 A. M. on the nth August, and that owing to

the disabled state of the engines and a dense fog, the ship sailed for Galway at

9.30 P. M. on the 12th, without landing mails. As, however, the Governor states

in his despatch, that on reference to the shipping lists he finds, that on the loth,

Uth, i2th, and 1 3th August, no less than 32 sailing vessels entered the port

0.83. x 4 from.
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Sir R. Hill, K.C.B., from all parts of the world (several of them from' the United States), and also the

W J Pace Ee ma'^ steumer *rom Halifax, it appears to the Postmaster General that the explana-

0 ' l" tion »iven by the purser is by no means satisfactory, and I am to request, there-

is July 1861 *°re» l^at vou w1^ furnisn me» *°r tne information of his Lordship, with full

particulars of the circumstances under which the 'Connaught' failed to land

the mails for Newfoundland, and to embark the mails for England on the ilth

August last."

1957. Was she fined for that?—She was fined for lateness in coming to

Galway.

1958. Mr. Peel.] Is that the despatch of the Governor of Newfoundland'

(handing a paper to the Witness') :—Yes ; we have a copy of the despatch referred

to, from which I will also, with the permission of the Committee, read an

extract.

1959. Is that a despatch from the Governor of Newfoundland to the Colonial

Office?—Yes ; it is a copy of the despatch. "Government House, Newfoundland,

i.5th August 1860. Sir,—I have the honour to acquaint you that the mail bag

containing my despatches for the Colonial Office was sealed up and sent to the

Post Office on the loth instant, at two, p. m., in accordance with a public notice,

staling that the Newfoundland mails for England would be despatched by the

Galway Company's steam ship 'Connaught,' hourly expected from Boston, on

her passage home, via St. John's. The ' Connaught' has not yet made her

appearance, and I have little or no doubt that this steamer has gone direct home,

and I dare say it will be said that fog prevented her from communicating with

this port. I have looked over the shipping lists, and I find that on the loth,

nth, 12th, and 1 3th, there were no fewer than thirty-two sailing vessels (32)

entered this port from all parts of the world, several of them from the United

States, and also the mail steamer from Halifax."

1960. That was written, was it not, a few days after the ship had omitted to

call ?—Yes.

igfii. The Post Office, then, having had that despatch from the Governor of

Newfoundland to the Colonial Office communicated to them by the Colonial

Office, stating that there was no such fog as prevented ships from coming into

the harbour of St. John's, inasmuch as a great number of vessels had actually

entered on those very clays when the " Connaught" could have come in, and

having, on the other hand, the statement of the purser that there was a fog, and

asking, upun that account, that the exaction of the penalties might be waived, you

thought it right to insist upon the payment of the proper penalties ?—That

was so.

1962. Chairman.^ What is the usual evidence that the Admiralty has been

accustomed to receive in all cases where delays have occurred, where the con

tracting parties have pleaded that circumstances have arisen beyond their control,

in the case of steam vesssels ?—I cannot speak to the practice of the Admiralty

in those matters.

1963. You are aware, I presume, that the person to whom you would naturally

refer for an explanation of the causes of the delay would be the Admiralty agent

on board ?—There was no Admiralty agent on board on that occasion.

1964. In case there was no Admiralty anent on board, would not the log of the

captain be evidence-—Not to overset the statements of the Governor of New

foundland as to the actual arrival of a great number of vessels.

1965. Are you aware that the head of the Packet Department of the Admi

ralty has stated to this Committee, that the log of a captain would be received

under such circumstances as an evidence of the state of the weather?—It would

be received, I presume, by the Admiralty, but the question is as to the evidence

which would satisfy the Postmaster General.

1960'. Then you consider that the Postmaster General would require more

evidence than the Admiralty?—The Postmaster General must, of course, act

entirely according to his own views, and cannot be bound by a precedent set by

the Admiralty.

1967. Am I to gather from your answer that in case the contract service had

remained under the Admiralty instead of having been transferred to the Post

Office, the Admiralty would have dealt in a different manner with this company

for that default in time ?—I cannot possibly say how the Admiralty would have

dealt with the case.

You have stated that the Governor of Newfoundland has sent a despatch

stating
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stating that vessels had entered the port upon those clays upon -which the Sir Jt Biff, K.C.B.,

"Connaujfht" pleaded inability to do so in consequence of the fog; is not nr j p v
that so?—Yes. ' ' age> "!

1969. Are you aware that in August, positive information was forwarded from J2 Jul jgg^

St. John's to say that it was dangerous and unsafe for a steamer to approach the

land?—N.o ; I am not aware of anything of the sort; the Governor tells us

that a mail steamer did actually come into the harbour from Halifax.

1970. On what day?—On one or other of the four days which are named

in the despatch.

1071. Does it state that the steamer entered the port upon the day on which

the "Connaught" was unable to enter that port?—It does not state how many

vessels entered on each particular day, but it states that "on the loth, nth,

12th, and 1 3th there were no fewer than thirty-two sailing vessels entered this

port;" that is the information which we obtained.

1U72. Did you receive any answer from Mr. Boate in reply to this letter of the

13th of September 1860 ?— Yes, there was an answer.

1973. (To Mr. Page.} What does Mr. Boate say?—"Atlantic Royal Mail

Steam Navigation Company (Limited), 10 Cannon-street, E.G., London, 26th

September 1860. Sir,—With reference to your communication of the 13th

inst., 1018 L, on the subject of a despatch received at the Colonial Office from

the Governor of Newfoundland, complaining that the steam-ship ' Connaught,'

which sailed from Boston on the 7th August last, failed to call at St. John's on her

way to England, I have the honour, by desire of the directors, to transmit, for the in

formation of his Lordship the PostmasterGeneral, copies of the following documents,

namely: 1st. Telegram from light-keeper at Cape Race to Mr. Shea, the com

pany's agent at St. John's ; ad. Declaration as to the state of the weather on the

loth, nth, and 12th August, on the coast of Newfoundland, by Thomas Winter,

Esq., sub-collector of Her Majesty's Customs in that island ; 3d. Declaration of

James Cantwell, lighthouse-keeper, Cape Spear, near St. John's, as to the state

of the weather in that locality on loth, nth, and 12th August 1860. These

documents seem to afford ample evidence as to the prudence of the commander

of the 'Connaught' in proceeding to sea for the safely of the ship and the lives

of the passengers entrusted to his ,care, after waiting for 37^ hours off the coast of

Newfoundland in thick weather, and in the midst of dangerous currents. The

directors trust that his Lordship the Postmaster General will be of opinion that

these documents fully meet the allegations contained in the letter of his Excellency

the Governor of Newfoundland." This is signed " A. Boate," and addressed to

the Secretary of the General Post Office.

1974. (To "Sir Rowland Hill.) Is there not an affidavit on the l6th August

1860, taken before the Notary Public at St. John's, that James Cantwell, the

keeper of the lighthouse at Cape Spear, staled that he was on the look out, and

that "on Friday the loth, Saturday the nth, and Sunday the 1 2th instant, lie

kept a very strict watch for the steamer " Connaught," as he knew she was

expected to arrive at this port from Boston on the evening of the first-named day ;

that during the said three days the tog was as dense as he ever remembers to have

seen it, with the exception of a part of Saturday the nth, when between noon

and 6 o'clock P. M., the fog receded to the distance of about a mile from the shore,

but EOOII after 6 it again set in as dense as before ; that during the time in ques

tion it would have been vtry unsafe for any vessel to approach the coast, and

except during the short interval above named, no large vessel could venture near

enough to make out the land." Then there is also a telegram on the 14th

August 1860, from St. John's, from A. Shea, who, I presume, is the agent of the

company, wanting to know what the state of the weather was " at and about Cape

Race on Friday the loth, Saturday the i ith, and Sunday the 12th instant ? If

foggy, was the fog during those days very dense? Could a large steam ship

approach the land near Cape Race with safety, and was it possible to see the land

from seaward ? Please give me a particular answer to the above." That was

addressed, was it not, to William Halley, the lighthouse-keeper, at Cape Race?

—I see it is stated to have been so addressed.

1975. (To Mr. Page.} Will you read the reply from William Halley, Cape

Race Lighthouse, to A. Shea, 14th August 1860 ?—"Weather at Cape Race on

10th, I ith, and 12th instant, dense fog and mist; wind south-west, moderate;

impossible to see this land on those days ; unsafe for a steamer to make Cape

Race." (Signed) " William Halley."

0.83. ' Y 1976. Will
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Sir R.Hill,K.c.*., 1976. Will you be good enough also to read the affidavit of the 17th August

and from Mr. Winter, the sub-collector of Her Majesty's Customs at the port of

W. J. Page, Esq. Qaultois, in the Island of Newfoundland ?—" On this i;th day of August, in the

" ~ year of our Lord 1 860, before me, William Henry Mare, of the town of St. John's,
12 June i i. -n ^ js|ancj Qf Newfoundland, notary public by lawful authority duly admitted

and sworn, personally came and appeared Thomas Winter, Esq., sub-collector of

Her Majesty's Customs at the port of Gaultois, in this island, who solemnly

declared that on the morning of Friday, the loth instant, he left the harbour of

Lamaline, on the west side of Placentia Bay, about 15 miles from the island of

St. Pierre, in the coasting schooner " Charles," bound to this Port of St. John's,

and on Sunday, the 12th instant, arrived here. That during the whole passage

this coast was enveloped in dense fog, and he was thereby prevented from seeing

land any time during the voyage until within a few miles of this port, although

after doubling Cape Race the vessel was so near the land that he could distinctly

hear the sea beating against the shore, and continued to do so until arrival

here."

1977. (To Sir Rowland Hill.) Have you not here, two cases of persons upon

their oaths, alleging that it was a matter of danger to approach Newfoundland,

upon those days?—It would appear to be so.

1 978. The evidence which you had on the part of the Government of Newfound

land, was to the effect, that vessels did come into the port of St. John's ?<—Yes.

1979. Whereas here, you have positive evidence upon oath, that it was unsafe

for a steam vessel to do so 1—YeSi

1980. Mr. Peel.'] If it be a fact that vessels did a certain thing, does not that

fact appear to you to be of more weight, than the opinion of a lighthouse-keeper,

as to what they could not do?—It appears to be so, certainly.

1981. It is stated, is it not, as a matter of fact, that 32 sailing vessels, and a

mail packet from Halifax, entered the harbour in those four days ?—Yes.

1982. Does not that appear to you to be almost conclusive of the question, aa.

to vessels being able to enter that harbour?—The utmost that can be said, is, t

think, that there may be doubt as to the state of things; that certain vessels

did enter shows that it was possible to enter. But it is well known that fogs prevail

in the neighbourhood of Newfoundland, and therefore the company in under

taking such a service, must have been aware of it ; they must have taken it

or they ought to have taken it into account when they made their tender; therefore

I think, under the circumstances, it is necessary and proper that the Postmaster

General should enforce the penalties, except where the evidence is clear and

conclusive that they ought not to be enforced.

1983. Chairman.] Have you any evidence at all that any of those sailing

vessels did enter the port at the time when the "Connaught" was detained

outside?—The evidence which we had is that which has been read to the Com

mittee ; we had no other evidence upon the subject.

1984. Might not those 32 vessels have been small coasting vessels that ran in

from the north ?—Very possibly ; but under the contract there is nothing to pre

vent the Galway steamer landing the telegrams and messages, and so forth, by

another boat; provision is made under the contract for the use of a smaller boat

in the event of the larger vessel being unable to enter the port.

1985. Am I to gather from what you state that you consider the Postmaster

General ought to inflict the fine upon the captains of vessels under the postal

contracts for not driving their vessels through the fogs off Newfoundland ?—

I cannot answer a question of that kind. The infliction of a moderate

penalty like this does not necessarily drive the captain to have recourse to dan

gerous expedients.

1 986. On the whole, do you think that the inflicting of a penalty of this

description of 490 /., where you had such conflicting evidence as you have at

present as to the ability of the captain to enter St. John's, was- a case of great

indulgence on the part of the Post Office to the Galway Company ?—I have

not stated it as a case of indulgence ; it has not been so stated ; but I must add

that the whole of that penalty was not inflicted in consequence of the deten

tion from fog, even assuming the perfect accuracy of the statement on the part

of the company ; the penalty was calculated for a detention of two days and

13 hours, whereas the fog detained the vessel only one day and 13 hours.

1987. Mr. Peel.] I believe there was only one other penalty enforced by the

Post Office, and that was on the recommencement of the service in this year;

the
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the service should have recommenced according to the agreement on the 26th of Sir R. Hill, K.C.I-.,

March, and it appeared that when that lime arrived the company had no ship to _ 5J"1 E

offer for the conveyance of the mails ? —Yes, it was so. ' ' "***'

1988. It would have been open to the Post Office, I believe, under that agree- , j

meat, to have terminated that contract upon that occasion, but they waived that * "

right and allowed the service to be postponed, did they not, for a fortnight, and

they imposed a penalty of 3,000 /. ?—Yes.

1989. T will ask you some general questions upon the enforcement of contracts

t>y the Post Office ; would there not be great inconvenience, in many ways, if the

Post Office were to be lax in the enforcement of contracts?—Very great indeed.

1 990. Would it be unfair ?—I think it would be unfair, because when tenders

are invited competition takes place, no doubt upon the assumption that the con

ditions will be enforced ; therefore if a contractor having obtained the service is

irregular and penalties are not enforced, it becomes a sort of unfairness towards

the other competitors, who, probably, reckoned upon the stringent enforcement of

the conditions of the contract ; again, we have been very much guided at the

Post Office by the recommendations of Lord Canning's Committee of 1853, from

the report of which an extract, has been read this morning. That Committee, it

will be seen, advises that in future contracts Government, shall depend upon the

stringent enforcement of the penalties.

1991. Do you think that the Post Office could have passed over repeated irre

gularities without imposing penalties and not have neglected the public interests ?

—I think not ; I think the Post Office would have been fairly attacked by the

public if it had not enforced those penalties.

1992. You have a great many contracts running, have you not?—A great

many.

1993. I suppose that if it was found that the Post Office allowed the conditions

of those contracts to be infringed with impunity, there would be no real fairness

in the competition for the service, would there, and no real equality between the

competitors;-"—Certainly not; because some competitors would calculate upon

this leniency on the part of the department, and would underbid others in con

sequence.

1994. It appears from your evidence that the most part of those fines were fines

for over-time ; is it not the case that almost the only recommendation of this

contract was the quickness and the certainty of the voyages, according to the con

tract?—Certainly; and those advantages were prominently put forth as an

inducement to the Government to enter into the arrangement.

1995. It has been urged by the company that the Post Office were over-strict

'in their survey of the vessels which were offered from time to time ; what is your

opinion upon that point?—I think if the Post Office had not been strict in their

survey, it would grossly have neglected the public interests. We see the terrible

disaster that occurred in the loss of the " Connaught," providentially not attended

with a loss of life ; but the exposure of life was most serious ; and if the Post

Office had not taken warning from that circumstance, and had allowed, for in

stance, the " Hibernia " to proceed, I think that the responsibility we should have

incurred would have been fearful.

1996. One witness has stated that it was a fortunate thing that that ship was

damaged off Cape 'Clear, while another witness has stated that it was an unfor

tunate thing ; to which of those two opinions do you lean ?—I think that it was

exceedingly fortunate. I fear that if the same exposure to weather had occurred

after the departure of the vessel from Galway, the results might have been even

more fearful than they were, in the case of the " Connaught." In surveying ves

sels, we not only think of the safety and punctual delivery of the mails, but we

also have regard to the safety of the passengers, who, relying upon our survey,

frequently prefer the mail packets.

1997. The determination by the Post Office of this contract was no sudden or

precipitate measure, was it?—No, certainly not; penalties were levied repeatedly,

and the ordinary means to enforce punctuality wrere resorted to, but, as appeared

after a considerable lapse of time, without avail. It appears to me, therefore,

that the Postmaster General was bound, as the guardian of the public interests, to

terminate the contract.

1998. There have been repeated failures, and not a few fines, in consequence,

have there not?—Repeated; so frequent that failure was the rule and the correct

performance of the service was the rare exception.

0.83. Y 2 *999' I suppose
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Sir R. Hill, K.C B., 1 990. I suppose you do not agree with what has bsen contended for the com-

and Pany» that their shortcomings were condoned for by the fines? —Certainly not;

W. J. Page, Esq. tne cjaL!Se jn t]ie contract removes all possible doubt upon that subject. It is

part of clause 43, which, with the permission of the Committee, I will read : " In

12 July 1861. cage Of any breach of this contract on the part of the said company, their officers,

agents, or servants, in any respect, and whether there be or be not any penally

or sum of money hereby made payable by the said company lor any such breach,

it shall be lawful for the said Commissioners for executing the said office of Lord

High Admiral (if they think fit, and notwithstanding there may or may not have

been any former breach of this contract), by writing under the hand of one of their

secretaries for the time being, to determine this contract, without any previous

notice to the said company or their agents, nor shall the said company be entitled

to any compensation in consequence of such determination."

2000. Then, if the Post Office are bound to be so strict in seeing that these

steam packet contracts are properly carried out, how do you justify the many

indulgences and relaxations which were permitted by the Post Office during the

course of last year ?—We have never been challenged upon that point ; but

really it appears to me that that is the most difficult part of our conduct to jus

tify—that we allowed the irregularities to go on for so long a time.

2001. You took into account, did you not, on those several occasions, the

difficulties which the company had had to contend with, whether of their own

creating or not ? —I presume it was so. As I mentioned, I did not advise

in the early part of the arrangements ; indeed I was not at the office ; I was

absent on account of a long illness ; but it is scarcely necessary to point out that

the head of any public department would resort very reluctantly to so strong a

measure as that of terminating a contract.

2002. Mr. Walpole.~\ Between the time when the service commenced, and the

24th of January 1861, at the time when the service, by arrangement, was sus

pended, it has been stated before this Committee that there were eight home

ward, and eight outward voyages, which had subjected the company to penalties,

which penalties were not enforced ; is that an accurate representation of the case?

—Yes ; I have every reason to believe that it is ; there were penalties for not

having the vessels ready.

2003. Mr. Peel.'} But not at the period to which the question of the Right

Honourable Member refers?— I understood the Right Honourable gentleman, not

to say that the penalties had been enforced, but that they might have been

enforced.

2004. ^AtJtralpole.~\ They might have been enforced, but they were not?—They

might have been enforced if we had put a rigid interpretation upon the contract;

but we did not put a rigid interpretation on the contract, we allowed the suspen

sion of the service instead.

2005. Mr. PetL] But the suspension was not agreed to until after all those

voyages had been omitted by the company, and it was under discussion at the

time, was it not ?—Yes.

2006. Mr. Walpole,"} Allow me to call your attention to this letter at the top

of pasce 121, at the fourth paragraph, you will see this: " No penalty was im

posed for the employment of the " Parana" when she was permitted to take the

mails, and no penalties have befen levied for the many occasions upon which,

prior to the signing of the agreement for the suspension of the service, the com

pany failed to provide any packet for the conveyance of the mails on the ap

pointed days ;" is that correct ?—I have no doubt it is correct. The Right

Honourable gentleman will be aware no doubt thut the secretary signs many

letters for which he cannot be held responsible.

2007. (To Mr. Page.) Will the tabular statement which you have handed in

to-day, place before the Committee the fact as to whether that statement is cor

rect?— It will.

2008. Mr. Peel.] The contract was terminated in the month of May, was it

not ?—Yes, on the 7th of May.

2009. The time when the service recommenced, was the end of the month of

March, or the beginning of April, was it not ?—Yes, it was.

2010. (To Sir Rowland Hill.) Had it been suspended at the desire of the

company?—Certainly; and under an emphatic promise, I may say, on their part

to be quite ready to perform the service satisfactorily at the expiration of the

period of suspension.

2011. Had they expressed their full confidence that they would be able, on

the
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the resumption of the service in March, to perform it to the entire satisfaction of Sir R. Hill, K.C.B.,

the Post Office?—Yes ; they had. I will read an extract from a letter from the *nd

secretary of the Company, dated the 7th of November i 860. At page 64 of the "^ sq-

Lords Paper "The directors are fully confident that by the period named, they . . gg

will be in a position to carry out the service to the entire satisfaction of his Lord- *

ship the Postmaster General."

20 12. Without some assurance of that sort from the company against the re

currence of the irregularities when the service recommenced, would the Post

Office have agreed to the suspension of the service?— I feel sure that it would

not ; it would have scarcely been within the range of its duty to have con

sented to a suspension without such an assurance.

2013. It was upon the faith of that assurance, was it not, that the company

would be in a condition to perform the service regularly in the month of March

or April, that you consented to the suspension of the service in the previous year?

—Certainly.

2014. Was it an expressed condition of the agreement entered into between

the Post Office and the company that the Post Office should have the power to

terminate the contract on any renewal of this default?—It was. I will read,

with the permission of the Committee, an extract from the agreement in question,

which is dated the 24th of January 1861. "Provided always, and it is hereby further

agreed and declared, that in case the said company shall not, on and after the

said 26th day of March 1861, well and truly perform, or cause to be performed,

the services in the said hereinbefore recited contract particularly mentioned, at

the times and in the manner therein expressed, and thereby commit a breach ofsuch

contract and of this agreement, it shall be lawful for the Postmaster General for

the time being, by writing under the hand of either the secretary or one of the

assistant secretaries for the time being, of the Post Office, to determine the said

hereinbefore recited contract, without any previous notice to the said company,

or their agents, nor shall the said company be entitled to any compensation in

consequence of such determination."

2015. Are you clear that the interests of the public required that you should

bring ibis matter to a close ?—It appears to me to be so ; I think there can be

no doubt upon that point.

2016. Was there any reasonable hope, so far as you could judge, of a satis

factory performance of the contract by the company in the future, supposing you

bad allowed further indulgences?—There was apparently none. The company,

according to its own statement, would, in order to carry on the service, require

an enormous increase of capital, and it proposed to effect this by issuing 7 per

cent, preferential stock ; while it had, at the same time, but one ship fit for the

service, instead of four, as the least number that would suffice, or as stated in the

tender five. Then, again, in corroboration of this view, I may appeal to the

evidence which has this morning been given by the chairman of the company,

who, when asked when the company would be prepared to fulfil the contract,

in the event of its renewal, named the 1st of February next; and even that I

understood to be contingent upon certain concessions being made by the Post

Office.

2017. Chairman.] Will you be good enough to take this paper in your hand

(handing in a paper to the witness) ; you will see there " A return of each of the

different breaches of contract committed by the Cunard Peninsula and Oriental,

and West India Companies, during the first two years of their contracts ; the

amount of the penalties to which they were liable in each of those cases ; and a

statement as to whether any, and, if any, which of those penalties were enforced ;"

I see that in the case of the Cunard Company there was no penalty, but in the

next case, that of the Peninsula and Oriental Company, I see that an amount

was " abated from the subsidy as a penalty for four breaches of contract, in not

having a vessel ready to convey the mails between Malta and the Ionian Islands,"

and that the penalty levied upon them was 1,000 /. ; am I not right in saying

that the Postmaster General imposed upon the Galway Company a penalty of

3,000 /. for not commencing the service under the new agreement, upon the 26th

of March 1861?—I cannot admit that that would be a correct statement.

2018. Did not the Postmaster General impose upon the company that penalty

of 3,000 /. ?—No ; he did not ; what he really did was to allow a suspension of

the service at their earnest entreaty, upon condition of a deduction being made

of 3,000 /. ; it was not a penalty imposed by the Postmaster General, but it was

0.83. Y 3 an
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Sir JR. HM, K.C.B., an arrangement made at the request of the company; and the company were

W J P^ E Very tnuc'1 delighted when they found that they were let off so easily.
age' sq' 2019. Still they had to pay 3,000 I. for not having a ship ready on the 26th ?

12 J 1 1861 —^° ' ^ submit that that is not a correct statement of the case ; they had to

pay 3,000 /. for permission to suspend the service from the 26th of March to the

gth of April, and the alternative would have been no doubt to .have terminated

the contract.

2020. Under the West India Company's contract I see there were six cases of

penalties, and out of those six cases of penalties, four were for the hire of vessels

and for the expenses of Her Majesty's vessels in conveying the mails?—I am not

aware \\hat were the grounds of levying those fines. The Return seems to

terminate in 1842, and therefore we are speaking of events nearly 20 years back.

2021. Mr. Peel.] With regard to that Return, let me ask you whether those

cases were cases of penalty, or rather whether they do not appear to be abate

ments from the contract payments by the Government on account of the

Government having to perform services in the West Indies and between the

.smaller islands there, which according to their contract the company should have

performed ?—Some of them appear to be of the character of abatements.

20-22, They were not penalties. I presume the service was not performed by

the company, and the Government had to perform it instead, and the sums that

they had to pay were abated from the payments which they made to the com

pany ?—That is the case as regards three of the items apparently. The others

perhaps may be considered as penalties for delays.

2023. Chairman.] Will you refer to the penalty of 8,000 /., which was the

amount abated for deficiency in the number of vessels employed, under an

Admiralty order of the 2cl of January 1 843. Was not that a penalty of 8,000 Lr

—It was.

2024. Does it not seem afterwards that the penalty was remitted ?—It ap

pears so.

2025. Mr. Pee/.] In the case of a penalty for a deficiency of vessels, the com

pany were bound, were they not, by their contract to keep a sufficient number of

vessels to perform the entire Colonial and West Indian service r—I presume that

that was so, but I cannot recollect a contract 20 years old, nor does it appear to

.ine to be very important whether penalties were levied or not. The service at

that time was under the control of the Admiralty, and it is now under the control

of the Postmaster General. The proceedings of the Admiralty should be

explained, I presume, by an officer of that department.

2026. Sir John Trollope.] Were you correct in stating that it was all under

the Admiralty at that time ?—Yes.

2027. Had it not been formerly under the Post Office, then transferred to the

Admiralty, and now retransferred to the Post Office?—It is so, but the transfer

to the Admiralty was long anterior to the date of this return. Most of < the

packets were, I think, transferred to the Admiralty somewhere :about the year

1820, and the remainder as early as the year 183,7.

2028. Chairman.~\ Does it not appear that in the only case where a fine was

imposed in the two first years of the service of the West India Company, that

ithat fine of 8,000 /. was remitted to them r—It would appear to be so.

2029. Mr. Peel.] May it not be inferred, from the remission or return of that

penalty, that the question of what number of vessels was a sufficiency of vessels,

under the contract, was a matter upon which the company and the Government

•could not agrte ?—Very probably, 1 think.

2030. Cftairman.] Are you aware that the only penalty imposed upon the

Royal Mail Company, that i«, the West India Company, is, for not having vessels

to start Irom the ports at the proper time?—I cannot telL May I ask whether

the Honourable Chairman means that those were the only penalties provided for

in the contract, or the only penalties levied ?

2031. The only penalties provided for in the contract?—I presume it is so ;

the contracts are different in that respect, and therefore, as it appears to me, the

treatment of the companies must be different.

2032. Have you read the report of Lord 'Canning's 'Committee upon the con-

tract packets of 1853 ?—Yes, but not recently.

2033. Are you aware that it was stated there "that in the course of the last two

years the packets have only kept their stipulated time of arrival at Southampton

on three occasions ; that they have sometimes exceeded it by.as;inudi as 14. or

15
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15 days; and that, on the average of the two years, they have failed to keep gjr R, Hill, K.C.S.,

time by four days for each- voyage" ; and are you aware that it says, that in con- and

sequence of the losses that this company have sustained, the Post Office is " of ^- -^ Pa9e>

opinion that while it would not' be fair towards the company at the present

moment to determine the contract, or to inflict any penalty in respect of past ia

deviations from it, the public interest nevertheless demands that a stricter course

than has heretofore been followed with respect to such deviations, should now be

adopted. We consider that a careful watch should be kept upon the proceedings

of the company in future ?—I cannot call all this to recollection ; at that time the

contracts were not under the control of the Post Office, and therefore I think

there must be some mistake in the quotation from the Report of Lord Canning's

Committee.

2034. Mr. Peel.] May I call your attention to a statement from the Royal Mail

Steam Packet Company to the Postmaster General in the year 1 853, with regard

to the manner in which they had performed their service, where it is slated that

"The service commenced in January 1842, and during the whole time that has

since elapsed, amounting to 12 years and nearly 4 months, but one instance

had occurred in which the Packets have not been despatched from this country

precisely at the moment prescribed by the Government; or in other words, 323 steam

ships out of 324 have been started to time with the outward mails, not one of which

has been compelled to put back into a British port after taking its departure ;"

does that agree with your general knowledge of the manner in which the West

India Mail Packet Company have performed their contracts ?'—There is no in

stance that I am aware of, of anything like habitual irregularity on the part of

the contractors except the case which we are noa considering, namely, that of the

Galway Company.

2035. Chairman.] When you say that there are no other instances of habitual

irregularity, how do you account for this passage in the report of the Committee

on Contract Packets, which I read to you ?—There are different degrees of

irregularity. To arrive late at a place of destination is one degree of irregularity,

but not to start on the appointed day to commence the voyage is, I think, a

different and much higher degree of irregularity.

2036. Mr. Peel.] Is it not the fact, that under the West India Mail contract

there is no penalty for over time ?—There is- none, and, therefore as I say the

treatment of the two companies must be different. One company enters into a

contract to pay penalties if they are not in time ; and, of course, it follows from

that, that the penalties must be enforced. Then, again, perhaps the Committee

•will allow me to draw their attention to> this factj that about the time which we

are now speaking of, 1840 and 1842, the practicability of steam navigation

across the Atlantic was a problem not yet decided : whereas now, steamers

cross the Atlantic almost every day. The circumstances, therefore, are very

different.

2037. Chairman.] This report of Lord Canning was in 1853, was it not?

—Yes.

2038. Mr. Walpole.] Do not you think that the passages which have just been

read to you, pointing out certain deviations from the contracts, may have led to

that passage in the report which 1 referred to in the commencement of this day's

proceedings, which states that the Committee were of opinion that all further

contracts should not only be of as simple a character as possible, but should be

confined to stipulations for the performance of the service within a given time, in

a satisfactory manner, for a stipulated price, and under prescribed penalties,

which should be rigidly enforced for every breach ?:—I think that that is so pro

bable as almost to amount to a certainty.

2039. D° you not think that, after that report which was made by the com

mittee, and which, I believe, has never been impugned, the Post Office autho

rities may have considered, that, allowing for the reasonable indulgence, which I

hope they always would do, for any slight deviations from the contract, they were

bound to enforce penalties when there were no great excuses to be offered for the

violation of the contract?—That is my opinion, decidedly.

2040. Sir Morton Peto.] You stated just now, in regard to the Cunard Com

pany, that they had performed their service in a most satisfactory manner ?

—Yes.

2041. What time, in forming that judgment, do you give them for their

voyages?—As has been stated, the Cunard Company is not bound to any limited

0.83. Y 4 time,
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Sir R. Hill, K.C.B., time, but we find that, in point of fact, their voyages are performed with great

w T pnd _ rapidity; the vessels are swift, and certain as to the time of starting and nearly

. J. age, Esq. &Q ag to ^ tjme ofreturrii j think we almost always find that, on a Monday

12 Jul 1861 morr|ing, there is some notice in the papers of the arrival of Sir Samuel Cunard's

packets, either at Liverpool or at Queenstown.

2042. What is the time which, in your mind, you allow them for performing

the voyage in the winter, and what in the summer?—I do not recollect, but there

is a time table.

2043. There is no time table for Sir Samuel Cunard's packets, is there?—

They draw up one every year, and submit it to the Post Office.

2044. You stated that, with regard to the Galway Company, certain time was

allowed, as the difference between the Cunard Company and the Galway Com

pany ; I wish to ask you what was that time?—I believe that the result was

arrived at thus : the Treasury applied to us for a statement of the time occupied

in transmitting the mails from London, say to New York, and a similar statement

as regards Boston; the whole time occupied between London and New York by

Sir Samuel Cunard's packets for a considerable period was ascertained and

reduced to an average. The Treasury then deducted from that average six

hours as an estimate of the time required for conveying the mails from London

to Liverpool. Then they made a further deduction of one day from the

remainder in consequence, no doubt, of the distance from Liverpool being con

siderably greater than the distance from Galway ; and the remainder thus

arrived at was the time prescribed for the performance of the voyage from

Galway to New York. It underwent some further modification, inasmuch as

it was found that Sir Samuel Cunard, on the average, took more time in the

winter thiin in the summer, and therefore a certain number of days was allowed

for the Galway service in the summer and a certain larger number in the

winter.

2045. The time of six hours to Liverpool would be common to both companies,

would it not ?—No ; the mails for Galway do not go through Liverpool.

2046. You allow one day as the difference, taking it as between Liverpool

and Galway, as I understand you, and six hours in the transit by rail ?—Yes ; it

it was so arranged in the Treasury, but the time of leaving Liverpool was

assumed to be six hours later than the time of leaving London, whereas it

was, on the average, about 16 hours later. My opinion is, that taking the

distance into account, the allowance to the Galway Company is the larger

of the two. Not larger than the allowance to Sir [Samuel Cunard, for really

he has no allowance, but larger than the time actually occupied by the

Cunard Company. I believe that if the calculation were cleared this would be

the result, that the time from Galway to New York is really 16 hours less than

the time from Liverpool to New York.

2047. Assuming that it is 16 hours, just lei me call your attention to one or

two facts; your time for the winter period with the Galway packets is 13 days, is

it not?—Yes.

2048. I find the performance of Sir Samuel Cunard's vessels during this very

time in the comparison which is given in Mr. Baxter's return to be this: I find

a voyage of 16 days and 17 hours, making a difference of three days and 17

hours, that is to say, that the Cunard voyage occupied three days and 17 hours

more than the Galway time of 13 days; the next was 15 days igj hours, giving

a difference of two days igi hours ; the next 14 days i ig hours, giving a differ

ence of one day 1 1| hours ; the next 15 days 134 hours, being two days 13^ hours

more than the Galway time; the next 1 3 days T ai hours, being 1 2i hours in excess;

then the next is the voyage of the "Persia," 1 1 days eight hours, being practi

cally so much less than 13 days. Then I take the whole of ine summer service,

and I find that 11 days two hours is the contract time for the Galway Company.

The first Cunard voyage is i 2 days eight hours, occupying one day six hours

more than the Galway time ; the next, 1 2 days and seven hours, or one day and

five hours more than the Galway time; the next the "Persia," 10 days and 19

hours, being less ; she always did it in less time in every instance ; the next is

1 1 days 1 1 hours, being one day and nine hours more than the Galway time ;

the next is 11 days ni hours, being 94 hours over; the next, 11 days 4i hours,

being 2J hours more; the next, 12 days 143 hours, that is one day I2j hours

over; the next is 11 days 19! hours, being 17! hours more ; the next is the

"Persia" again; 10 days log hours, which is under the time; and the next,

12
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12 days 6i hours, being one day 4$ hours over the Galway time. In the cases Sir R. Hitt,

contemplated here in this Galway contract, where there are circumstances beyond ™d

their control in forming your opinion, as you have no Admiralty or Post Office "••* •?*&'>

agent on hoard, what is the criterion which you have to enable you to form a 12 jui» 1861

judgment as to the satisfactory performance of the voyage?—There is generally

an Admiralty agent on board; there was not one certainly in ihe case of the

"Connaught" which has lieen mentioned; but generally there is an Admiralty

agent on board, and his report is, no doubt, in most cases, the guide which the

Postmaster Genenil follows.

2049. But in looking at the time occupied l.y the Galway Company in their

voyages, where the excess is given of one, two and three days, and you rind in the

Cunard service corresponding excesses of even larger amount, is it not af-iir thing

to allow a certain amount of latitude in a case of that kind?—The standard of

comparison that you adopt is between the performance of the Cunard Company

and the time allowed to the Galway Company. But if Sir Samuel Cunard's

performance were compared with the time allowed to him as settled by the time

table which he presents, and which is approved of by the Postmaster General

every year, then I doubt if there would be any such difference.

2050. I want to call your attention to the fact that there were exceptional

voyages ?—There is no doubt of that, hut then Sir Samuel Cunard is not under

penalties, and the Galway Company is under penalties; and I submit that it is too

late now to consider whether it was right or wrong to put the Galway Company

under penalties; there they are, and all that we have to do is to carry out the

contract to the best of our ability.

2051. I most entirely agree with you, but in this contract which imposes the

penalties, there is also a clause, is there not, which excepts the infliction of those

penalties when the circumstances under which they are incurred are beyond the

control of the company?— Certainly.

2052. My simple point is this, that whereas the Cunard Company in the winter

season has several voyages in which there is a greater difference of time than

appears in the instance of the Galway Company, I merely put it to you whether

there might not have been circumstances beyond their control that hud occasioned

the difference of time as well as in the case of the Galway Company ?— Exactly.;

but I would submit that the clause is to be interpreted rather differently from

what I think is the Honourable Baronet's interpretation. I think that we are

not to consider whether it is or is not possible for the Galway Company to per

form the service in the prescribed time ; but if, in failing to perform the service

in the prescribed time, any circumstances occur which are not under their con

trol, then that we must take those circumstances into account. It would be very

wrong on our part, I conceive, to infer from the mere fact that the service was

not performed within the prescribed time, that therefore the delay was owing to

circumstances not under the control of the company ; we have nothing to do

with that ; it is the duty of the company, having engaged to perform the service

within a given time, to procure vessels which, under ordinary circumstances,

are capable of performing that service ; and if such vessels cannot be procured,

then I tliink it is the duly of that company to say, We have failed in performing

our engagement, am! we ask to be released from it.

2053. But, then, will you kin'lly state to the Committee what are those cir

cumstances which, in your judgment, would be touched by this clause as circum

stances beyond their control:—I do not like off-hand to answer a question of so

much difficulty.

2054. .Mr. Peel.] It would not he want of power on the part of the ship ?—

Certainly ; nor want of proper build.

205.5 ." Si r Morton Peto.] In the event of fog, would that be an exceptional

case?—I am net prepared to say that it would, taking into account that fogs

prevail not qu;te constantly, but 1 believe almost constantly on the Newfoundland

Bunk, and that, therefore, any company entering into an engagement to perform

a service which requires that they should cross that bank, should have taken that

circumstance into account ; and from the evidence which was laid before the

Committee it would almost appear that they had taken it into account..

2056. Mr. Walpole.] Take the case of the "Connaught;" supposing the evi

dence had been that no vessel could have gone into the port of St. John's during

the fog on the ilth, 12th, and 13th; in that case, if no vessel had been able to

go in, would you have enforced the penalties ?—May I ask whether you put that

to me individually, or to the department.

0.83. Z 2057. I put
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Sir R. gill, K.C.B., 2057. I put it to you as the adviser of the Post Office in this case r—If it were

and made quite clear I should not have advised the enforcement of the penalties ; but,

• J- *g'> Esq. j nee(j scarce]y saVj tnat jn 80 V}ist a department of course there is a great divi-

, . _fi sion of laboor, and it does not fall to my lot to advise upon such matters.

2058. I put the question to you in order to test your interpretation of the

contract. We have now supposed a case, in which no vessel could get in, and

the Post Office were satisfied that such was the case, and I understand you to

Say, not that the Post Office would not impose penalties, but that, so far as you

were concerned, you think that in that case you would advise them not to impose

the penalties }—Yes, it being made quite clear that no vessel could enter.

2O5Q. We will go one step further, and take exactly the case which has come

before the Committee to-day; on the one hand, it is represented by the Governor

that vessels could have got in, and 32 vessels did get in in the course of the three

days; whereas, on the other hand, it is represented by certain evidence which was

tendered to the Post Office, that the fog was of such duration and such density

that vessels could not with safety get in; if those circumstances had come out

neatly before you as the adviser of the Post Office, do not you think that that is

a case in which the penalties might have been reasonably relaxed ?—I think it-

would be a difficult question to decide. As I before said, 1 think it is the duty

of the Postmaster General to lean towards the infliction of penalties. I believe

myself, that if there were no exceptions whatever; if the rule were that if vessels

did not perform the voyage within the prescribed time, the penalty shall be

levied to a certainty, that would be the best arrangement of all. Then it would

work thus, that those risks would be taken into account, and the department

would have to pay something more in consideration of those risks, but we should

have no dispute upon those questions of fact which are always very difficult to deal

with.

2060. Chairman^] In the case of the new and the powerful steamers which are

constructed for the Dublin Company, is it. not the case that fogs are considered,

and the vessels are specially exempted from fines fur not keeping time when the

fogs occur ?—Yes-

2061. That is a passage of four hours ?—Yes j but fogs are specially mentioned

in the contract as a cause for the exemption.

2062. Sir Morton Peto.] Just take another case which has recently occurred ;

the son of an Honourable Member of this House has stated that on his return

from America they were two days enclosed with icebergs ; in such a case would

you consider, under this exemption clause of the contract with the Galway Com

pany, that that would be a fair ground for them to plead for exemption rom the

penalty ?—I should like to take a little more time to consider that question than

you allow me ; may I ask, with great submission, whether these questions come

within the reference to the Committee?

2063. I want simply to get your view as to the clause which is the guiding

clause with regard to the infliction of penalties ; I think I have that opinion of

yours that you think the duty of the Government is rigidly to enforce those

penalties, and to lean rather to enforcement than in the other direction ?—I am

of that opinion.

2064. Mr. Wo/pole."] Relaxation, in your opinion, should be the exception

and enforcement the rule?—Yes ; I think that the onus rests entirely with those

who claim exemption.

2065. Sir Morton Peto.~] In the case of the Dublin Company, you are aware

that in the new contract, because I believe that you were a party to it, fogs are

made a special cause of exemption ?—They are, and therefore they are fairly

claimed as a ground of exemption. Perhaps the Committee will allow me to put in

some other documents which, I think, are not before the Committee in evidence ;

namely, the letter from the Post Office terminating the contract of the i5th of

May 1861, and also the reply of the company and our rejoinder. (The same, were

Vide Appendix, delivered in.~)

2066. Chairman.] (To Mr. Page.) I think you mentioned, with regard to the

penalty inflicted upon the " Prince Albert," that her previous journeys had fully

sanctioned the imposition of that penalty? — ! read an extract from a Return laid

before the Committee on Packet Contracts last year.

2067. The voyages to which I think you referred were on the 5th of February

1859, and tne 4th of March?—There was one in December if I mistake not.

2068. I think it was for the voyage in March and February 1859 l^at you

imposed
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imposed the penalty. With regard to the first voyage of the 5th of February Sir R. Hill, K.C.B.,

1859 and the 4th of March, are you aware that the " Prince Albert" was then w j ^g E

performing the Colonial contract, and that it was not the Imperial contract ?— '.-'-. '

I understood that, and I alluded to the performances of the "Prince Albert" 18 juiy 1861.

under the Colonial contract.

2060. The " Prince Albert " was under no penalty, and under no engagement

to perform the contract with the Colony within a given time?—By the Colonial

contract the vessels were bound to go to St. John's, Newfoundland, in seven days

in summer and eight days in winter.

2070. Her journey on the 5th of January 1860 was, I think, at the time of the

suspension of the contract, was not it?—'The voyage which I referred to of

January 1860, I believe to have been the return voyage under the Colonial

contract.

2071. I see that she went from New York to Galwav in 10 diiysand 20 hours,

which is 10 hours under the time, and at that time she was not under contract :

—Yes, she was under contract to the Colony.

Ambrose Shea, Esq., called in ; and Examined.

2072. Chairman,] WERE you the Speaker of the House of Assembly of •<*• Shea, Esq.

Newfoundland for some years ?—Yes.

2073. Did you continue to hold that office until the dissolution of the late

House of Assembly in March last ?—Yes.

2074. How long were you Speaker in the House of Assembly previous to that

dissolution ?—About six years.

2075. There have been some circumstances alluded to with regard to the

" Connaught " beini: detained off Newfoundland by a fog oa the i-Jth of August

1860 ; were you at Newfoundland at that time?— Yes.

2076. Do you recollect the arrival of the " Connaught" off Newfoundland ?—

I do. Perhaps it would be as well for me to state that I am the agent for the

company in Newfoundland.

2077. Had you a steam-tug the whole of the day waiting outside the harbour,

cruising for the " Connaught," at that period ?—1 had.

2078. Did an unusually heavy fog occur at that period ? —I got information

that a steamer's guns were heard in the fog, and I despatched a tug-boat to

cruise off the harbour in quest of the vessel, and after about 1 2 hours she found

her.

2070. You communicated several times, I think, with the lighthouse station at

Cape Race on that subject ?—On a subsequent occasion I did, on the return

voyage.

2080. The reply was, that the fog was unusually heavy, and so dense, that no

ship dared approach the land, was it not ?—Yes.

12081. Was that on the i 2th of August?—I cannot speak to the day exactly,

but it was on the return voyage from Boston, on the nth or lath of August.

208^. Mr. Peel.] Was it on the outward voyage that you employed the tug ?

—Yes.

^2083. It was stated by the Governor of Newfoundland that a large number of

vessels entered the Harbour of St. John's on the loth, nth, and 12th of August :

what vessels were those ; were they coasting vessels, or w ere they vessels that

bad been lying off any time previously r—They were small vessels of perhaps 70

or 80 tons ; the largest might have been about 200 tons.

2084. Were they coasting vessels?—They were not all coasting vessels ; some

may have been so, and some of them were vessels from abroad.

2085. That is mentioned in the Despatch from the Governor, is it not?—Yes.

2086. Does not he say that they were vessels from all parts of the world? —

Yes ; I do not doubt the accuracy of the Despatch as to the arrival of the vessels.

2087. Chairman.] What mail steamer does he refer to ?—She was the Halifax

steamer, but she dki not arrive at St. John's till the Monday after the "Connaught,"

had passed, and she was a small steamer, about 300 tons.

2088. How iwaHy tons was the " Connaught" r—Nearly 3,000 tons, I should

fancy.

2089. Do you think it was a wise precaution on the part of the captain of the

vessel not to enter the harbour of St. John's in such weather as thai?—I think it

0.83. z 2 would
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A. Shea, Esq. would be very imprudent to have run for the land in such a ship. At that time

of course I, being agent for the company, it was my business to inform mvself

12 July 1861. Upon all matters connected with the state of the weather at the time when the

vessel did not arrive; and I obtained information in many cases that those vessels

had been on the coast, some of them, for seven or eight days together, Irving to

make out the land.

•2090. Have you resided in the Colony of Newfoundland the better portion of

your lite?—All my life.

2091. You are therefore well acquainted with the nature of the coast of New

foundland and the adjacent seas ?—I am.

2092. Is the southern coast of Newfoundland much subject to fogs :—At

certain seasons of the year ; July and August are about the worst months.

2093. Are you of opinion, from your experience of the ice, that it is much

more dangerous for paddle ships to endeavour to make their way through the ice,

than for screws?—Paddle ships cannot make their way through the ice without

injury or risk.

2094. Therefore you think it is u dangerous service to contract to reach

Newfoundland within six days at all periods of the year with paddle-wheel

steamers?—It cannot be done when the coast is blocked with ice.

2095. That is your opinion ?—It is beyond a matter of opinion ; 1 think it

is a matter of fact.

2096. Mr. Peel] Mr. Weir, who was examined before the Packet and Tele

graphic Committee of last year, stated that he hud lived a long while in America,

and he knew the southern coast of Newfoundland very well, as well as the Nova

Scotian coast : and when asked by Sir Edward Grogan, a Member of the Com

mittee, " Have you ever found it impossible to land your mails at St. John's ?"

he replied, " No, we never found any difficulty in doing it ;" do you agree in that

opinion ?—I do not understand what particular circumstance that would refer to.

2097. He referred to the execution of the colonial contract?—There is no

difficulty, but there may be occasional delay bv fog; but that a large steam

ship can run in upon the port, in any state of the weather, I think it cannot be

done with anything like safety for life or property.

2098. Chairman.] If a company enters into a contract to take the mails into

St. John's within six days, is it possible for them to execute their contract with

out very considei able deviations from it?—Certainly not; there should be an

allowance for delay by ice or fog.

2099. D° .V°u Believe that the Cunard Company, or any other company, could

conduct sucli a service with regularity?—No; we sometimes have the ice block

in our coast for a fortnight together, when no vessel of anv description could make

her way through. This, however, is a rare occurrence.

2100. Theivlore are you of opinion that in any contract there ought to be a

reasonable indulgence and extension of time given for reaching Newfoundland to

any company for a delay arising from circumstances over which they can have

no control ?—A contract in which those conditions are not embraced cannot be

carried out.

•2101. Mr. Pee/.] You do not think that the company could have known

beforehand, do you, that it would not be in their power to execute their own

contract. ?—I am not in a position to say what passed in the minds of those who

originated that matter.

210'-*. Chairman.'] You think that it was on the whole a rash agreement?—I

distinctly say that it is an agreement which cannot be carried out at all seasons

of the year. Vessels may go from here to St. John's, and take the mails there

within six days, but there are special cases in which that cannot be done, from the

presence of ice and fog.

2103. With regard to the contract ot the Galway Company, which was entered

into on the 22d October 1858, were you in the House of Assembly at the

time of the execution of that contract?—I was.

•2 1 04. Was that contract considered simply as a contract for one year, or as a

five \ears' contract at the time it was entered into ?—Certainly a five years' con

tract. It was not presumed that a contract for one year for a service of that sort

would be entered into. 1 know that it was the opinion of members of the Govern

ment, wilh whom I had communication upon the subject, that it was for five

years. I will not say that it was legally a contract for five years, but it was so

regarded.

2105. Mr.
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2105. Mr. Peel.] Was it an actual contract for one year?—An actual contract A. Shea, Esq

for five years, contingent upon certain things being done. —

2106. By the terms of the contract ?—Yes, by the terms of the contract. ia July

2107. Will you point to a passage which provided for the renewal of it con

ditionally ?—The i6th clause.

2108. Chairman.] It appears from the articles of agreement, which were made

on the 22d day of October, that in case the sanction of the Legislature should

be obtained, then both parties agree that the contract shall be continued in force

for a further period of four years certain ; and Sir Alexander Bannerman, 1

think, states that the House of Assembly for Newfoundland resolved to continue

the subsidy, provided it was sanctioned by the Imperial Government, who bore a

proportion of the payment to the company under the terms and provisions of

the contract. Are you of opinion that the contract solely depended upon the

condition that the English Treasury agreed to contribute 4,500 j. per annum, and

only upon that condition ?—Those are the terms of the contract ; the condition

which was necessary, in order to give validity to it, was the approval of the

Imperial Government.

2109. Mr. Peel] Did not the Imperial Government approve of this contract

for a year only ? —Yes.

21 10. And nothing more ?—They approved of it for one year only.

2111. Ami declined to approve of this part providing tor its conditional re

newal ?—They did not decline to do it ; on the contrary, they practically approved

of it by using the boats after one year ; they sent mails by the boats for the

greater part of the next year.

2112. Chairman.] Do you think that the company would have been willing

to have entered into a contract for one year only ?— Certainly not ; nobody

having any knowledge of those matters could have supposed so.

2113. When the Legislative Assembly assembled for the following Session,

did they immediately proceed to give legal validity to the contract, mid for con

tinuing it for the whole term of five years, as agreed upon under the provisional

agreement?—They did.

2114. Mr. Peel.] Mr. Stephenson, the principal clerk at the Treasury in

charge of the contract business, was examined before the Packet and Telegraphic

•Contracts Committee last year, and he stated this, in answer to a question put

to him, on the gth of March 1860 ; "We only accepted it'' (the contract) " for

12 months; the contract has expired, and the service is now going on provision

ally, to prevent inconvenience to the Colony.'1 The question was then asked

him, "Without any subsidy;"? and his answer was " If they do the service, we

pay them, but we are not bound to them; we may throw the contract up at any

moment;" what is your view of the case?—1 know that by the Government of

Newfoundland it was considered that the fact of the mails being sent by the

British Government, after the first year, as they were, was an implied approval

ot that contract for trie whole term of five years.

2115. Although the Imperial Government, when they accepted the contract,

• declined to accept it except for a year certain?— 1 have not the document before

me, and therefore I speak subject to correction ; but, if I remember rightly, the

approval was for one year; but they left the question of allowing a further time

open; and it was considered that by continuing to send the mails by the boats

after the first year, they had virtually approved of it, and that perhaps in the

hurry of business they had forgotten to notify the same to the Government to

that effect.

^ 2116. Chairman.] After the Imperial contract was entered into, did the

Executive Council of the Colony call attention to what the Legislature had done,

and did it request the Government to confirm the colonial contract to the extent

of their interest in it?—Yes, six months after.

2117. In short, the Colony has never taken any single step to repudiate their

liability, or their intention to contribute the 8, .500 /. per annum ?—No.

2118. Am I correct in saying that all the Colony care about is that the postal

service, so far ss the Colony is concerned, should not cost them more than 8,500 1.

per annum?—Precisely so ; that was the feeling entertained at the time. Of

course when the British Government interfered, the Colony, no doubt, were very

glad to get rid of the obligation, but they did not ask the Imperial Government

to interfere to withdraw that grant of 8,500 I. a year, and they would have

continued to pay it.

0.83. z 3 2119. They
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A. Shea, Esq. 21 1 9. They would have been glad to have had it for nothing, would they fiot?

—Certainly.

n July 1861. -2120. If they were willing to pay that sum for a mor.thly service, d fortiori,

they would be much more willing to pay it for a fortnightly service ?—-Yes, their

acts indicate that opinion clearlv ; they requested that the conti'act might be

con'.inued, and nothing was ever subsequently done to interfere with that

proceeding.

2121. There was no action on the part of the Government uf Newfoundland

in relation with the Imperial Government, to suggest any withdrawal of the

subsidy payable by the Colonial Government?—No.

2122. Were there any addresses presented to the Duke of Newcastle from the

Council of Newfoundland and the House of Assembly upon that subject?—Re

cently ; since the withdrawal of the contract there have been.

2 1 23. What uas the effect of those addresses ?—I have them here ; there is an

address from the House of Assembly, in which they pray that the case of the

company may be very favourably considered ; they speak of the advantages that

have been conferred by their proceedings, and the difficulties that they have had

to contend with, and they hope that the matter will be leniently dealt with

by the British Government. They speak also of the ships that were employed for

the temporary service as being very fine ships, and ships which had been very

favourably regarded there.

2124. Am I to presume that the Colony would be willing, in case they

obtained possession of a bi-monthly service, to contribute 8,500 /. per annum to

that service?—I do not think it is at all likely; they have been offered it for

nothing, and it is not likely that they would gratuitously pay for what they

would receive without payment.

2125. As the Galway contract is now at an end, the vessels do not sail either

monthly or fortnightly from Galway ; do you imagine, therefore, that rinding

themselves without u service, the Colonial Government would be willing to pay

for the accommodation ? —Of course, I know that the feeling in favour of the

service is a very strong one ; but as to what specific proceedings they might

feel disposed to adopt for the purpose of assisting in the re-establishment of it 1

am not in a position to say, as I have been out of the Colony for the last three or

four months. The Colony certainly never asked the withdrawal of that grant of

8,500 /.

2126. I understand from you that it was a matter of indifference to them

whether the Imperial Government paid the Galway Company 4,500 /. per annum

or not, provided they were not charged more than 8,5oo/. ?—Yes.

2127. Did you intend to convey to the Committee that there was a difficulty at

all times in goin^ to St. John's?—Certainly not; only in very particular states

of the weather, when ships may be delayed.

2128. Therefore, you merely mean to state to the Committee, that, in any ser

vice to St. John's, there must be considerable latitude allowed in consequence of

the ice, and of the peculiar character of the water in the neighbourhood of New

foundland ?—The coast is bold and safe, but in a contract for landing mails in

six days, allowance must be made for occasional delays by ice and fog.

2129. But I presume that as a general rule it ought?—Not in winter.

2130. May it not in summer?—In summer, if there be no difficulty in the

way, good ships would do it; but in the winter no ship could do it ; at least, not

to be counted on with any certainty.
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Appendix, No. 1.

1.—GALWAY, BOSTON, AND NEW YORK MAILS.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made this 21st day of April, in the year of our Lord 1859,

between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, for and on behalf of Her Majesty of

the one part, and the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company (Limited)

of the other part.

Company to convey

mails.

WITNESS that the said Company doth hereby covenant, promise, and agree with the said

Commissioners for, and on behall of Her Maje>ty, that the said Company, in considera

tion of the payments hereinafter stipulated to be maile, shall and will, at the sole cost and

charge of the said Company, at all times during the continuance of this contract, diligently,

faithfully, and t<> the satisfaction of the said Commissioners for the time being, provide,

maintain, keep seaworthy, and in complete repair and readiness, for the purpose of convey

ing, as hereinafter provided, all Her Majesty's mail-, in which all despatches and bags of

letters are agreed 10 be comprehended, which shall at any time i.r times, or from time to

lime by the said Commissioners, or Her Majesty's Postmaster General, or any of the officers

or agents of the said Commissioners or Postmaster General, be required to be conveyed

between Galway, in that part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, called

Ireland, and Boston, in the United Slates of America, and between Galway aforesaid, and

Fortnightly from Galway to Boston, and from Boston to Gal- ^ew ^'rk in the *aid United States> 'hat is to **?> 'ortnightly

way, and fortnightly from Galway to New York, and from from Galway to Boston and from Boston to Galway, and

New York to Galway, alternately, by a sufficient number of fortnightly from Galway to New York, and Iron) New York to

steam-vessels. Galway alternately; .and such mails shall be so conveyed by

means of a sufficient number of good, substantial, and efficient steam-vessels, each and

Tonnage of steam- every of such vessels to be of. not less lhan 2,QOO tons, builder's measurement, and always

vessels, &c. supplied with first-rate appropriate steam-engines of not less than 450-horse power; that

Vessels to be furnished all the vessels employed under this contract shall be always supplied and furnished, at the

with proper machinery, cost of the said Company, with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, apparel",

furniture, stores, tackle, boats, fuel, oil, tallow, provisions, anchors, cables, fire-pumps,

and all other proper and requisite means for extinguishing fire, lightninu conductors, on

Sir Snow Harris's or other approved principle, charts, chronometers, proper nautical instru

ments, medicines, medicaments, and whatsoever else r»ay be requisite and necessary for

equipping the said vessel*, and rendering them constantly efficient for the service hereby

contracted to be performed ; and also manned and provided wi'h competent officers, with

approptiate certificates, grained pursuant to the Act 17 & 18 Viet. c. 104, or to the Act

or Acts in force for the time being, relative to the granting certificates to officers in

the merchant-service; and also a medical officer, to be approved of by the said Commis

sioners, and who shall give medical attendance, medicines, and medicaments gratis to all

persons conveyed under or by virtue of this agreement, or whose passage-money may be

paid lor in whole or in part by the public ; and with a sufficient number of efficient engineers,

and a sufficient crew of able seamen and other men; to be in nil respects as to vessels,

engines, equipments, engineers, officers, and crew, subject in the first instance and from time

to time, and at all times afterwards, to the approval of the snid Commissioners, and of such

other persons ns shall at any time or times, or from time to time, hare authority under the

said Commissioners to inspect and examine the same ; and the said Company shall, pre

viously to any vessel being built for, or which is intended to be employed in the performance

of this contract, submit the entire designs, plnns, and sections of' each and every of such

ves>< Is, with proper specifications as'to engines and other fittings, to the said Commissioners,

and be bound to adopt such designs, plane, sections, and specifications; and such fittings,

scantling, and such dispositions of hatchways as the said Commissioners shall declare in

writing to be necessary ; and the said Commissioners shall be at liberty and have power to

have ull sucli vessels and engines tried in -whatever manner they may at any time or times

think fit, and to take whatever steps they may deem expedient to satisfy themselves of the

fitness of t ach vessel in every respect for the said service before the vessel commences the

same.

tackle, &c.,

And manned with

certificated officers,

&c., and a medical

officer.

Vessels and crew

subject to Admiralty

approval.

Designs, Sec. of vessels

to be submitted to

Admiralty.

Duration of winter and

cummer services-

And it is hereby agreed that the service hereby contracted to be performed shall be

divided into a winter and a summer service; and that the winter service shall include the

months of November, December, January, February, and March, and the remaining seven

months shall constitute the summer service.

And
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And the said Company hereby agree with the said Commissioners that the said Company Appendix, No. i.

shall and will, during the continuance of tliis contract, in every case, diligently, faiihiully, ——

and to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, and with all possible speed, convey Her Maili to be conveyed

Majesty's mails on board the said vessels respectively, as hereinafter mentioned. That "nne^edf '° '* "

such vessels so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid, and with Her Majesty's

mails on board, shall, on such days and at such hours as the said Commissioners may

at any time or times appoint, immediately after Her Majesty's mails are embarked,

from time to time, put to sea from the several ports, and at the limes mentioned in the

Time Table marked (A.) hereunto annexed, and shall perform the several voyages out and

home &s mentioned in the said table, and shall land the mails at or by the times therein set

forth.

That the said Company will, at all times during the continuance of this contract, deliver Telegraphic

such telesjrnphic messages as the said Commissioners may at any time or times direct, at '° ^>edel"'ered

o T i , -»f r ji i • T_- • j i- i x- p i i • .1 i •
St. Johns, Newfoundland, within six daysfiom the time of the vessel carrying them leaving

Galway aforesaid. Provided always, that whenever uny of the said vessels shiill not emer

the port of St. John's, it may be lawful for the said company to land all telegraphic

messages by a branch steamer, or other vessel or means to be provided by and at the expense

of tlie said company ; such steamer or other vessel or means being previously approved of

by the said Commissioners. But even when such branch vessel or means is inade use of,

the telegraphic messages shall nevertheless be delivered at that port within such six days

as aforesaid.

T ,
Johns, ^ewfoum^land.

Vessels to call at St.

John's, Newfoundland,

or if prevented by

stress of weather, &c.,

at Halifax, Nora

Scotia.

Where mails, &c., are

to be delivered and

received, and as to

penalties for non

delivery of mails, &c.

And the said company doth hereby further agree, that all the said vessels employed in the

conveyance of Her Majesty's mails, shall, both on the outward and homeward voyages, call

at St. John's, Newfoundland ; or in the event of any of the vessels being prevented making

St. John's to the satisfaction of the Admiralty agent, or other officer in charge of Her

Majesty's mails, by stress of weather or other unavoidable cause, then and in such case

the vessels shiill call at Halifax, Nova Scotia ; and the said Company shiill convey in the

said vessels to and from, and cause to be delivered and received at each of the ports or

places at which the said vessels are to proceed, call, or touch in performance of this con

tract, all such of Her Majesty's mails, passengers, and telegraphic messages as shall have to

be delivered or received at such places respectively, and as regards ihe places mentioned in

the Time Table (A.) hereunto annexed, within the times therein respectively specified; but

should the said Company fail, from whatever cause arising, to deliver the same at the said

places within the respective periods hereinbefore mentioned or referred to, then and in every

such case the said Company shall forfeit and pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors,

the sum ct'5/. for every hour's delay, beyond the stipulated periods, for the first 24 hours,

and a further sum of 10/. for every successive hour consumed on the respeciive voyages,

beyond the time mentioned in the Time Table (A.), after the expiration of the said first 24

hours; but the full amount of such penalties on any one vo\age shall in no single case

exceed the amount to be paid for such voyage.

That the said Commissioners, or any of their officers or agents, shall be at liberty and Vessels iball delay

have full power, at any time during the continuance of this contract, to direct that any one their d«p«lur« f°r

or more of such vessels so conveying Her Majesty's mails from any of the said ports or expedient b^ the" Ad-

places, shall delay her or their departure for any period not exceeding 24 hours, beyond the miralty or their agents,

period which may have been fixed for the departure of such vessel or vessels, and a letter

addressed to the commander or officer in charge of the vessel so to be delayed, shall be a

sufficient authority for such detention.

That if any vessel having Her Majesty's mails on board shall stop, linger, or deviate from Penalties for not

the direct course on her voyage, or shall delay starting at exact time, or shall put back into fo*F?* *° sc»?td*y

port after starting, without the sanciion, in each and every case, of the officer or other departure decayed6, &c!

person authorised to have the charge of the said mails, or when so sanctioned to put back

into port, shall not start again and proceed direct in performance of the service hereby

contracted for when and so soon as required by the said officer or other person authorised

to have the charge of the said mails, then and in each and every of such cases, and as often

as the same shiill happen, the said Company shall and will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs

and successors, the sum of 100 /. ; and that if a vessel which ought to leave Galway, Boston,

or New York in the performance of this contract, shall not pioceed on her voyage fur 12

hours after the proper and appointed time, the said Company shall and will, so often as any

such omission shall happen, pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of

500 /., and also the further sum of 500 1. for every successive period of 12 hours which shall

elapse until such vessel shall proceed on her voyage in performance of this contract.

That the said Company shall and will from time to time, and at all times during the Company to make im>

continuance of this contract, make such alterations or improvements in the construction, provements in the

equipments of machinery, of each and every of the s»id vessels which shall be used by them y^l|™cllon' c')0

in the performance of this contract, as the advanced state of science may suggest, and the

said Commissioners may direct.

Provided always, that the said Company shall not be liable to any penalties for delay in vyhen company not

proceeding to sea on the day and at the hour fixed, or for excess of time in performing any liable to certain

voyage, if such delay be proved, to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, to have arisen pen '

0.83. A A from
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Appendix, No. 1.
from circumstances over which the said company and their servants had not, and could not

have had any control.

And the said company do hereby further agree that the said company shall at all times

during the continuance of this contract, have in constant readiness, for the due execution of

Company always to

have vessels ready, &c.

in case of being dig- tj service hereby contracted to he performed, the number of vessels, equal in tonnage and

•bled, to replace same. _,. ,,11. -i_r ,• i * j i -ij j i i? -^ r
efficiency to those hereinbefore stipulated to be provided, and shall in every case of any

of ihe said vessels becoming disabled, immediately, »t th;jir own cost and charge, replace

the same by good and efficient vessels of similar tonnage, obtained by hire or otherwise.

Officer appointed by

Admiralty, and servant

to be received on

board, and former to

be considered as agent

of Admiralty, with

authuriiy to require

due execution of con

tract, and determine as

to proceeding to sea,

or putting into

harbour, or assisting

vessel in distress, &c.

Decision of officer to

be final, unless Ad

miralty, on appeal,

decide otherwise.

Admiralty may appoint

in addition to naval

tifficer, an officer of

Her Majesty's Post

master General, and

servant.

Accommodation for

sorting and making up

mails to be provided.

first-class cabin to be

provided for officer,

wi'.h place for deposit

of mails, and he is to

be victualled as a chief

cabin passenger.

Mails to be delivered

and received at all

places to which vessels

proceed, and officer to

!ie conveyed to and

from the shore, and

directions of officer

obc.ie'l as to mode, &c.

of receiving and

delivering mails.

When mester of vessel

10 have charge of und

receive and deliver

niails, &c.

That the said company shall receive and allow to remain on board each of the said

vessels so to be and while employed in the performance of this contract, and also while

remaining at each or either of ihe ports or places for return mails, and with or without

mails in charge, an officer in Hijr Majesty's Navy, or any other person to be appointed by

the said Commissioners to take charge of ihe said mails, and also a servant of the said officer,

or other person as aforesaid, if required, and that every surh officer or other person shall

be recognised, and considered by the said company and their officers, agents, and seamen,

as the agent of the said Commissioners in charge of Her Majesty's mails, and as having

full authority in all cases to require a due and strict execution of this contract on the part

of the said company, their officers, servants, and agenis, and to determine every question

whenever arising, relative to proceeding (o sea, or putting into harbour, or to the necessity

of stopping to assist any vessel in distress, or to save human life, and that the decision of

such officer or other person as aforesaid, shall in each and every such cases be final and

binding on the said company, unless the said Commissioners, on appeal by the said com

pany, shall think proper to decide otherwise; but it is understood the above expression,

" To determine eveiy question," shall not confer upon such officer or other person as afoie-

said the. power of compulsion in such cases.

That if the said Commissioners at any time or times think fit, they shall be at liberty,

in any case or cases, to appoint, in addition to the said naval officer, an officer in the service

of Her Majesty's Postmaster General, (o have charge of the said mails; and in such case

or cases any such last-mentioned officer, and also a servant of the said officer, if required,

shall be received and be allowed to remain on board each of the said vessels as is herein

provided, with respect to any such naval officer and his servant ; hut when any officer in

the service of Her Majesty's Post Office has the charge of the said mails, his duties shall be

confined to Post Office business.

That the said Company shall provide all necessary and suitable accommodation 10 the

satisfaction of the Postmaster General for the time being, for the use of the Government

officers, and for the purpose of sorting and making-tip sucli mails on board of such vessels,

with all necessary and suitable fittings-up for the performance of such duties.

That a suitable first-class cabin, with appropriate bedding and furniture, shall, at the cost

of the said company, be provided and appropriated by them, for and. to the exclusive use

and for the sole accommodation of every such officer or other persons, and also a proper

and convenient place o'f deposit on board, with secure lock and key for Her Majesty's mails,

and that each and every of the said officers or other persons shall be victualled by tiie said

company as a chief-cabin passenger, without any charge being madr, either for his passage

or victualling, and that should all or any of such officers or other persons require a servant,

such servant shall be also provided with a proper and suitable i'eith, and be duly victualled

by ;ind at the cost of the said company, without any charge being made for the same.

That Her Majesty's mails hereby agreed to be conveyed shall be delivered and received

at each of the places to which the said vessels are to proceed in the performance of this

contract, and that at each port or place where the said mails are to be delivered and received,

the said officer or other persons having charge of Her Majesty's mails shall, whenever, and

as often as by him deemed practicable or necessary be conveyed on shore, and also from

the shore to the vessel employed for the time being in the performance of this contract,

together with or (if such officer consider requisite for the purposes of this contract) without

Her Majesty's mails, in n suitable and seaworthy boat, of not less than four oars, to be

furnished with effectual covering for the mail bags, and properly provide;!, mnnned, ai:d ;

equipped by the said company, and that the directions of the said officer or other persons •

shall in all cases be obeyed as ta the mode, time, and place- of receiving and delivering Her

Majesty's mails.

That if the said Commissioners shall, during the continuance of this contract, or of any

part thereof, think fit to intrust the charge and custody of ihe mails to the masters of all

or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract; and in all cases

when the officer or other person appointed to have charge of Her Majesty's mails shall

be absent, the masters of all or any of such vessels shall, without any charge to the .public,

take due care of, and shall be responsible for the receipt, sale custody, and delivery of the

said niails; and each of such masters shall make the usual oath, or declaration or declara

tions required, or which may hereafter be required by Her Majesty's Postmaster Gener.il in

such and similar cases, and furnish such journals, returns, and information to, and perform

such services as the said Commissioners, or any of fheir agents, may require; and every

such master, having the charge of such mails, shall himself, immediately on ihe arrival at

any
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any of the said ports or places of any vessel so conveying the same, himself deliver all

Her Majesty's mails for such port <>r place into the liand-i of the postmaster of the port of

place where such mails are to be delivered, or into the hands of such other person as the

said Commissioners shall direct and authorise 10 receive the same, receiving iu like manner

all the return and other mails to he forwarded in due course.

Appendix,

Admiralty by agents

may surrey vessels,

&c., and if vessels un-

seaworthy, or altera

tion required, not to

be employed until

alteration, &c., made

to satisfaction of Ad

miralty, under penalty

of 500 /.

That the said company shall not, nor shall any of the masters of any of the vessels Company not to re-

employed or to he employed under this contract, receive, or permit to be received, on board ceive on boanl "7

any of the vessels employed under this contract, any letters for conveyance, other than tnose °hose iTM-har"1** d

duly i'i charge of the said naval officer of other person authorised to have charge of the said this contract.

mails, under or by virtue of this contract, or which are or may be privileged by law ; and

the said naval officer, or other person, shall report to the said Commissioners any default in

this respect ; and in case of any such d-fault, the said company shall, be liable to be pro

ceeded ag-iinst for a breach of this contract.

That every naval officer authorised to have the charge of the said mails, shall, either Naval officer in cha

alone or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full power and aulho- of mails may survey

rity, whenever and as often as he may deem it requisite, to examine and survey, in such y.es«els> &c., and defi-

manner and with the assistance o(' such persons as he may think proper, all and every or under' penalt"

any of the vessels employed, or to be employed in the performance of this contract, and the '''*

hulls, engines, machinery, equipments, and crews thereof, on his giving reasonable notice in

wrii.ing to the master or commander for the time being of the vessel about to be examined,

or to the perso > acting as such, of such his intention; and if any defect or deficiency be

ascertained, and notice thereof in writing be given to such master or person, and if the said

master or other pers:;n shall not immediately, or as soon as possible thereupon, remedy,

replace, or effectively repair, or make good every such defect or deficiency, the said com

pany shall in every such case forfeit and pay to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the

sum of 100 /.; hut the payment of such penalty shall not in anywise release or discharge

the said company from remedying, replacing, or effectively repairing, or making good

such deficiency or defect, or from being considered to have committed a breach of this

contract.

That the said Commissioners shrill also have full power, whenever and as often as they

may deem il requisite, to survey, by any of their officers cr agents, all and every or any of

the vessels employed and to be employed in the performance of this contract, and the hulls

thereof, and the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, stoivs, equipments, and the

officers, engineers, ami crew of every such vessel, the said vessels to be opened in their

hulls whenever the said officers may require; and if any .-uch vessels, or any part thereof,

or any engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, or equipments,

shall, on any such survey, be declared by any of such officers or agents unseaworthy,

or not. adapted to the service hereby contracted to be performed, or if the said Com-

missioneis shall deem it necessary or expedient that any alteration or improvement shall

he made therein, or any part thereof, in order to keep puce with the more advanced state

of science, every vessel which shall be disapproved of, or in which such deficiency,

defect, or want of improvement shall appear, shall be deemed inefficient for any se vice

hereby contracted to be performed, and shall not be employed again in the conveyance of

Her Majesty's malls, until such defect or deficiency shall have been repaired or supplied, or

the alterations or improvements, as the case may be, shall have been made to the satisfac

tion of the said Commissioners ; and if employed before such defector deficiency shall have

been supplied, or such alterations or improvements, as ihe case may be, shall have been

made, to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, the s >id Company shall forfeit and pay

to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the sum of 500 /.

That the said Company, and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to he Company and their

employed in the performance of this contract, and all agents, seamen, and servants of the agents, &c., to attend

said Company shall, at all times during the continuance of this contract, punctually attend „ offioOT^toUn'd-1

to the orders and directions of the said Commissioners, or of any of their officers or agents, ing, &c., mails.

as to the landing, delivering, and receiving Her Majesty's mails.

That the said Company shall and will, when, and as often as in writing, they or the

masters of their respective vessels, shall be required so to do by the said Commissioners, or

by any naval or other officers or agents acting under their authority (such willing to specify

ihe rank or description of the person or persons to be conveyed, und the accommodation to

he provided for him or them), receive, provide for, victual, and convey to and from, and

between the places to which any of the vessels are to proceed in the performance of this

contract, on board each and every or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance

of this contract (in addition to the naval or other officers authorised to have charge of the

said mails) any number of naval, military, and civil officers in the service of Her Majesty,

not exceeding four in any one ship, with or without their wives and children, as chiel cabin

passengers, and any number of non-commissioned and warrant officers or civilians in Her

Majesty's service, not exceeding four in any one ship, with or without their wives and

children, as fore cabin passengers, together with the servants of both chief and fore cabin

passengers, and any number of seamen, marines, soldiers, or artificers in Her Majesty's

service, not exceeding 10 in any one ship, with or without their wives and children, as

deck passengers, to be always provided with effectual protection from rain, sun, and bad

On requirement by

Admiralty, &c., a

limited number of

officers in the navy,

army, or civil service,

with wives, &c. , to be

received on board as

chief cabin passengers.

And of non-commis

sioned and warrant

officers and civilians,

in Her Majesty's ser

vice, with wives, tic.,

as fore cabin passen

gers, together with

servants.
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And of seamen,

marines, soldiers, or

artificers, &c., as deck

passengers, with effec

tual protection from

rain. &c.

What class of passen

gers they are to be

considered.

Space and weight of

ge.

Appendix, No. i. weather, ane. not exposed on deck without such competent shelter, as long notice na prac-

—— ticable being given to the said company, or to their agent at the port of embarkation ;

and all such passengers shall be permitted to ship the quantity of baggage hereinafter

specified, or, at the option of such passengers, the quantity of baggage allowed by the said

company to ordinary passengers of similar rank, free of all rharge for the convevyance of

the same.

That commissioned officers, their wives and children, shall bo considered as chief cabin

passengers; non-commissioned and warrant officers, their wives and children, as fore cabin

passengers ; and seamen, marines, private solders, artificers, and their wives and children,

as deck passengers; and the said servants (in respect of accommodation), as the servants

of chief cabin passengers.

That each field officer and every naval officer of equal or superior rank, shall be allowed

90 cubic ft-et of space in measurement, for baggage, provided (except in the case of the

Royal Engineers), such allowance shall not exceed 18 cwt. in weight, and all other officers

in Her Majesty's naval and military service, and officers in the <-ivil service, 60 cubic feet

each, and that (except in the case of the Royal Engineers) such allowance shall not exceed

12 cwt. in weight.

Baggage of Engine«n. That the Royal Engineers shall be allowed the same measurement, but to extend in

weight to 27 cwt. for field officers, and 18 cwt. for every other officer of the Royal

Engineeis.

Thai soldiers of the Royal Artillery and Sappers and Miners, and their wives, shall be

allowed six cubic feet each for baggage ; and all married officers, when accompanied by their

wives or families, a further allowance not exceeding one-half of that before mentioned,

according to their rank and corps.

That for every company of the Royal Artillery f mliarked, there shall be conveyed, free

of all charge, the proper proportion of light field pieces, if required ; and that any hammocks

and bedding which may be sent out for the use of the troops or other persons embarked

shall he placed in charge of the officer authorised to have charge of Her Majesty's mails,

and be brought back to Gahvay, if required, free of any charge for freight.

That the victualling of officers, their wives and children, conveyed as chief cabin passen

gers, shall be the same as is usually allowed by the said company to chief cabin passensrers,

their wives and children; the victualling of non-commissioned officers, their wives and chil

dren, conveyed as fore cabin passengers, shall he the same as is allowed to the. boatswain

and carpenter of the said company's steam ships; and the victualling of seamen, marines,

soldiers, and artificers, their wives and children, conveyed as deck passengers, shall be the

same as is allowed to the seamen of the said company's steam ships ; and the victualling

of the servants of officers, whether chief or fore cabin passengers, shall be the same as the

servants of other chief or fore cabin passengers.

'Ute of passage money That the passage money shall be paid in full of all charges for mess, including a pint of

for'mess, wineVscc P01' or E"0^ foreign white wine, and one bottle of malt liquor per day for each officer con-

and what the mess is to veyed as a chief cabin passenger, and one gill of spirits per day, or an equivalent if noi issued,

include. for each warrant officer, non-commissioned officer, seaman, marine, soldier, artificer, and

servant, conveyed as a fore cabin or a deck passenger, at and after the rates mentioned in

the table of rates of passage marked (B.) hereunto annexed.

Baggage of soldiers of

Koyal Artillery, and

Sapppers and Miners,

<vi.'.. and further allow

ance for married

officers.

Conveyance of field

pieces, &c., and of

hammocks.

As to victualling of

Admiralty passengers.

Certificate for passage

money.

Passage-money for

families and wives of

officers to be paid by

officers, and what the

rate is to be.

Passengers, exclusive

of men, under 17 & 18

Viet. c. 104.

That the payment for the passage ordered at the expense of the public for any person,

shall only be made on the production of the order for the passage, and of a certificate from

the person, in the following form ; namely,—

" I hereby certify that on the I embarked at as a

passenger on board the mail steam packet for passage to and lauded

at on the ."

To this certificate the following addition is to be made in every case of a male cabin pas

senger ; namely,—

" 1 further certifv that the fiist dinner meal taken on board was on the

and the last dinner meal on the

" Dated this clay of

And the correctness of the dates must be corroborated by the master of the packet, adding

underneath the passenger's signature,—

'•'The dates inserted in this certificate are correct.

"(Signature)

" Master of the Packet."

That the passage-money for the families and wives of officers shall be paid to the said

company by the officers themselves, at rates never exceeding those contained in the before-

mentioned table of rates.

That the passengers hereinbefore mentioned or referred to are to be exclusive of any men

to be sent home under the provisions of the Act 17 8t 18 Viet. c. 104, the rate of passage for

whom is to be and to be paid for in accordance with the provisions of that Act.

That
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That whenever the said company'shall convey any soldiers or deck passengers, other than Appendix, No. i.

those specially provided for by this contract, the said company shall provide them with ade- . -

quate protection from rain, sun, and bad weather, and they shall not be exposed on deck fenger™ to' b*ve ade-

wiihout such competent shelter. qaate protection from

rain, &c.

That the said company shall and will receive on board each and every of the said vessels Small packages to be

employed in the performance of this contract any number of small packages containing recei!ed onboard as

astronomical instruments, charts, wearing apparel, medicines, or other articles, and convey dir^'tralty' &c-' may

and deliver the same to, from, and between the said ports or places to or from which the

said mails are to be conveyed in the performance of this contract, when, and as often as

directed by the said Commissioners, or their agent, or by the British naval officer in com

mand of the station, or at any port where the vessel may touch, to the extent of 20 cubic

feet in any one ship, fiee from all costs and charges, and also shall and will receive on board Limited quantity of

each and every of the said vessels, and convey and deliver to, from, and between all or any of 8to,r^ *? be conveyed

the said ports or places, any naval or other stores not exceeding ten tons in weight or measure- " forVrivate goods63

ment at any one time in any one vessel, at the rate of freight charged by the said company (but at never more

for private goods, but which rate shall never be more than after the rate of 5 I. per ton, on than,5 '-.P" *on) on.

'
receiving from the said Commissioners, or any of their officers or agents, two days' previous company ^b

noticeofits being their intention to have such stores so conveyed, and that the said com- sible for the same

pany shall, in all cases, be strictly responsible for the due custody and safe delivery of the

said packages, articles and stores.

And it is hereby agreed, that if, at any time or times during the continuance of this Admiralty at liberty to

contract, the said Commissioners shall deem it requisite to alter the particular days, times, alter time> °.f dePar~

and hours of depaiture from and arrival at any of the ports or places to or from which Her vessels.

Majesty's mails are lo be conveyed, under or by virtue of this contract, they shall be at

•liberty, at any time or times, or from time to time, to alter the days and hours of departure

and arrival, on giving one calendar month's notice, in writing, of such their intention to the

said company, and the days, limes, and hours of departure from and arrival at any of such

ports or places which m.iy be appointed by any such alteration in force, for the time being,

shall be deemed to be the days, times and hours of departure and arrival of Her Majesty's

mails, under this contract, and shall be observed and kept by the said company accord

ingly, and the several penalties mentioned in this contract shall he applicable thereto.

And in consideration of the due and faithful performance by the s.iid company of all the Paymenu to company

services hereby contracted to be by them performed, the said Commissioners do hereby for ae"icet-

agree that the.e shall be paid to the said company out of monies to be provided by Parlia

ment, so long as they perform the whole of the said service, by bills payable by Her .Ma

jesty's Paymaster General in seven days from and after the respective dates thereof, a sum

after the rate of 1,500 /. for each entire voyage, such voyage b'jing the passage out or the

passage home, upon the production to the Accountant General of Her Majesty's Navy of

certificates in such form as may be directed by the said Commissioners that the con

tract has been strictly and punctually performed in respect to every voyage out or home for

which payment is claimed, subject, however to the deduction of any sum or sums of

money due by the said Company to Her Majesty, and of the amount of any fines or

penalties to which the said Company may have become liable.

And it is hereby agreed that in the event of this contract being terminated or of any other in what event Admi-

discontinuance of the service hereby agreed to be performed, the said Commissioners shall ralty may stop payment

have power to stop or suspend all payments which may be payable to the said Company paya

until evidence be adduced by the said certificates and otherwise, as to whether there be or

be not any balance due to the said Company at the termination of this contract; and if

there be not any balance due to the said Company, to withhold such payments alto

gether.

And it is hereby agreed, that the said Commissioners for executing the office of Lord Admiralty may pur-

High Admiral shall at any time during the continuance of this contract, if they shall con- chase or charter vessels

sider it necessary for the public interest, have power and be at liberty to purchase all or byarbltrattm^casc

any of the said vessels at a valuation, or to charter the same exclusively for Her Majesty's of difference.

service, at a rate of hire to be mutually fixed and agreed on by them and the said Company ;

but if any difference should at any time or times arise as to the amount of valuetion or hire

so to be paid, such difference shall be referred to two arbitrators, one to be chosen from

time to time by the said Commissioners, and the other by the said Company ; and if such

arbitrators should at any time or times not agiee in the matter or question referred to them,

then su< h question in difference shall be referred by them to an umpire to be chosen by

such arbitrators before they proceed with the reference to them, and the joint and concur

rent award of the said arbitrators, or the separate award of the said umpire when the said

arbitrators cannot agree, shall be binding and conclusive upon all parties ; and that the

said Commissioners, in the case of hiring any such vessel, shall return the same to the said

Company in the same state and condition as she was in at the time of any such hiring,

reasonable wear and tear excepted : and if any difference should arise upon that point, the

same shall be settled in the same manner as the amount for the hiring is to be settled in

case of difference.

And it is further agreed, that in case of such purchase or hire, the service hereby con- In case of purchase 01

traded to be performed shall be performed by other vessels of the said Company, of a h'™ company to per-

. o- ' • -i f°rm 'he service by

0.03. A A 3 similar
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Appendix, No. i. similar description to the vessel or vessels purchased or hired, if they can in due and proper

time furnish them such other vessels, as to construction, machinery, equipment, and crew, to

be subject to the same approval as other vessels employed under this contract.

And it is hereby agreed, that any submission which may be made to arbitration, in pur

suance of this contract, shall be made a rule of Her Majesty's Court of Exchequer, pursuant

to the statute in that case made and provided, and that any witnesses examined upon any

reference may be examined upon oath.

All postage at the dis- And it is hereby agreed that the whole postage of all mails, despatches, and letters of

every description conveyed in the vessels employed under this contract, whether carried from

or out of Her Majesty's dominions, or otherwise, shall belong to Her Majesty, and shall be

at the disposal of Her Majesty's Postmaster General.

And it is hereby agreed and declared that this contract shall commence not later than the

month of June which shall be in the year of our Lord 1860, or earlier if the Company, to

the satifaction of the said Commissioners, be prepared before that date, and shall continue

in force for seven years from the day that the first vessel shall start, in accordance with

the provisions of this contract, and then determine, if the s;iid Commissioners shall, by

writing, under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty for the time being, have given to

the said Company, or the said Company shall have given to the said Commissioners, twelve

calendar months' notice, in writing, that this contract shall so determine ; but if neither the

sajd Commissioners nor the said Company shall give any such notice, this contract shall

continue in force even after the said term of seven years, until the expiration of a twelve

calendar months' notice, in writinsr, as aforesaid, shall be given at any period of the year by

either of the parlies hereto to the other of them, ;md which notice may expire at any period

of the year, but not so as to prevent either of the said parties hereto availing themselves of

this contract for recovering any sum of money or damages, should there have been any breach

of this contract previously to the determination of the same.

Quarantine arrange- And it is hereby distinctly agreed, that the said Company shall undertake for themselves

inents to be undertaken ajj arrangements relative to quarantine as connected with the due and regular performance

of the conditions of this contract

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that without the consent of the said Com

missioners, signified in writing, under the hand of one of their secretaries, neither this contract

nor any part thereof shall be assigned, underlet, ordisp-sed of; and that in case of the

same, or any part thereof being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of, without such

consent signified as aforesaid, or in case of any breach of this contract on the part of the

said Company, their officers, agents, or servants in ;my respect, and whether there be or be

not any penalty or sum of money hereby made payable by the said Company for any such

breach, it shall be lawful for the said Commissioners for executing the said office of Lord

High Admiral (if they think fit, and notwithstanding there may or may not have been any

former breach of this contract), by writing, under the baud of one of their secretaries for

the time bein<r, to dett nv.ine this contract without any previous notice to the said Company,

rr their agents ; nor shall the said Compr.ny he entitled to any compensation, in conse

quence of'such determination ; but even if this contract, be so determined, the payment

of the sum cf money hereinafter agreed to be made shall be enforced, should the same be not

duly paid by the snid Company, and the said Company shall continue liable for any liability

which they may have incurred previous to any such determination.

And it is also agreed that the notices or directions which the said Commissioners, or their

secretaiy, officers, or other persons, are hereby authorised and empowered to give to the said

Company, their officers, servants or agents, may, jit the option of such Commissioners, or

their secretary, ofliceis, or other persons, be either delivered to the master of any of the said

vessels, or other officer or agent of the said Company in the charge or management of any

vessel employed in the performance of this contract, or may bo left for the said Company at

their office or place of business in England or Ireland, and any notices or directions so given

or left shall be binding on the said Company.

And it is hereby agreed that, if when this contract or any patt thireof terminates, any

vessel or vessels should have started, or should start with the mails, in conformity with this

contract, such voyage or voyages shall be continued and performed, and the mails he

delivered and received during the same as if this contract remained in f>rce with regard

to any such vessels and services, but the said Company shall not be entitled to any payment

or compensation for the same.

That all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be forfeited and paid, or which

may be otherwise payable by the said Company unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors,

shall be considered as stipulated or ascertained damages, and shall and m.iy be deducted

and retained by the said Commissioners, out of any monies payable or which may thereafter

be payable to the said Company, or the payment may be enforced as a debt due to Her

Majesty, with full costs of suit, at ihe discretion of the said Commissioners.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, which, on the

part and behalf of the said Company, are or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled, and

kept, the said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sovereign

Lady

' company.
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Lady the Queen in the sum of 20,000 /. of lawful money of the United Kingdom, to be paid Appendix, X<> i .

to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained

damages, hereby agreed upon between the said Commissioners and the said Company, in

case of the failure on ihe part of the said Company in the due execution of this contract,

or any part thereof. In witness whereof the said Commissioners have hereunto set their

hands and seals, and the seal of the said Company hath also been affixed, the day and ye >r

first above written.

The Seal of the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation!

Company (Limited) was affixed hereto, HI the prc-> (L. s.)

sence of J

J. A. jRoebuck.fTwo of ihe Directors of the

T. O. Stock, \ said Company.

A. Hoate - - Secretary.

Antonio Brady, Admiralty.

B. S. Dundas. (L. s.)

Aleif Milne. (L. s.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered, by the saidj A ^ Bfad A(lmirak

Commissioners, in the presence -el- J J

TIME TABLE.- (A.)

GALWAY TO AMERICA.

Summer Service— Outward Voyages.

From Galway to New York, during the months of April, May, June,

July, August, September, and October ----- H davs 2 hours.

From Galway to Boston, during the like months - - - - 11 „ 16 „

Summer Service—Homeward Voyages.

From New York to Galway, during the like months - - - 10 days.

From Boston to Galway, during the like months - - - - 10 „ 4 hour*.

Winter Set vice—Outward Voyages.

From Galway to New York, during- the months of November, Decem

ber, January, February, and March ------ 13 days.

From Galway to Boston, during the like months - - - - 13 „ 12 hour?.

Winter Service —Homeward Voyages.

From New York to Galway, during the _liko months - - - 10 days 10 hours.

From Boston to Galway, during the like months - - - -11,2

0.83.
A A 4
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Appendix, NJ. 1.

2.-LIVERPOOL, HALIFAX, AND BOSTON.—LIVERPOOL AND

NEW YORK.

(No. 7.—Appendix B.)

THIS service is performed under two contracts between the Lords Commissioners of the Datn of contracts.

Admiralty and Messrs. Cunard &, Co.,—the first and principal one, dated 1st April 1850,

the other, 1st January 1852; the object of the latter being to provide a weekly communi

cation throughout the winter, instead of a fortnight! v one, as had been contemplated in the

first instrument.

By thf two contracts it is provided that vessels of not less than 400 horse power, and Theirterau.

capable of carrying guns of the largest calibre, shall be employed. The vessels are to

leave Liverpool on Saturday in each week, alternately for New York and for Boston, the

latter touching at Halifax, and the former doing so if required by the Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty. The day of departure on the return voyages from New York and Boston

is Wednesday in each week.

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty may alter the days «if departure at three

months' notice ; they may require mails to be received or landed at Holyhead ; they may

place an agent on board, to be victualled by the contractors, or may entrust the mails to

the commanders of the vessels, who, in such case, shall make the usual declarations required

by the Postmaster General.

Penalties are prescribed for lingering or deviatincr from the course; or in case of a

vessel not leaving Liverpool for 12 hours after the appointed time. In the hitter case the

amount is 500 /., and the same for each succeeding 12 hours. The vessels may be surveyed

by officers of the Admiralty, and any defects required to be made good, under a penalty of

100 /. for each default.

There sire stipulations as to the conveyance of officers (civil and military), troops, stores,

and small packages, at certain rates.

The payments for the whole service under the two contracts amount to 173,340 /. per Subsidy, 173,3407.

annum for 304,870 miles tiavelled, giving a rate of 11 s. 4j d. per mile. Mileage rate, 11*. 4 J<f.

Both contracts are to continue in force until 1st January 1862, and thenceforward until

after 12 months' notice of termination shall have been given. But the contractors may

determine that of 1850 ai any time, on 12 months' notice, and on payment of 20,000 /. ;

in which case the Admiralty may purchase their vessels, subject to arbitration. The con»

tract of 1852 is also terminable at 12 months' notice, subject to the same condition as to the

purchase of the vessels, and such notice may be given by the Lords Commissioners of ihe

Admiralty as well as by the contractors.

An additional allowance, within certain limits, is to be made to the contractors in the

event of an increase in the rate ofinsurar.ee on steam vessels, or in the freight of insurance

of coals, as compared with the rates payable at the date of the contract, if proved to the

satisfaction of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty.

The general penalty for non-performance of the contract is 80,000 /., to be paid " by way

of stipulated or ascertained damages agreed upon" between the contracting parties.

This line of packets has of late years had to contend against serious foreign competition. Character of ternce.

We find that the vessels employed on the line a>e much more powerful, and, of course,

more costly than is required by the terms of the contract; and that as regards their fitness

for war pmposes, they are reported by the committee of naval and artillery officers as being

capable of being made more efficient substitutes for men-of-war than any of the other

vessels under contract for the packet service.

The service ha« been performed with great regularity, speed, and certainty. In 54

voyages between Liverpool and New York, from December 1851 to January 1853, the

average length of passage has been 12 days, 1 hour, 14 minutes, and the average speed

10 jj miles per hour.

In the same number of voyages between Liverpool and Boston, the average lenoth of

passage was 12 clays 30 minutes, the stay at Halifax being 1 hour 50 minutes, and the

time occupied between that port and Boston being 1 day, 10 hours, 25 minutes; the

average speed rather more than 1 0 miles per hour.

That the contractors have incurred an outlay over -and above that required by the con

tract, appears from the fact that whereas vessels of 400 horse power (as therein specified)

would cost about 50,000 /. each, and consume 30 or 40 tons of coal a-day, those by which

the service is actually performed, and of which the power ranges from 700 to 1,000 horse

power, cost from 90,000 /. to 100,000 £ each, and consume twice and three times the amount

of coal.

The competition witli this line is shared by two American companies; one (that of American competition.

Collins & Co.) despatching a vessel every alternate Wednesday from Liverpool to New

York ; the other sending a vessel also on alternate Wednesdays, from Southampton to

New York.

It has been represented to us that, but for the subsidy which the English Government

pays to Messrs. Cunard J&Co., the Government of the United States would not have given

*o largely 858,000 dollars, as we are informed, for 26 double voyages) in support of

0.83. * B B Collins'
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Collins' line, and yet that the service might, by force of competition, have been equally

well performed.

We are unable to say what, course might have been taken by the Government of the

United States in such case. It appears, indeed, from a Report of the Committee on Naval

Affairs, submitted to the House of Representatives in 1851, that the undertaking of Messrs.

Collins was commenced mainly for the purpose of establishing " in the United States a

rival to England in the ocean steam navigation of the world, and in the great contest for

the supremacy of the seas ;" and that it was this consideration which induced the Govern

ment of the United Stales to contribute so freely to their support. But assuming that there

had been no subsidy on either side, we are of opinion that the speed and regularity with

which the service is now performed, although eventually they might have been arrived at

by the unaided enterprise of the companies, would have been much longer of attainment.

We do not fully a»ree with Mr. Cunard that contracts for a long term of years are

essentially necessary for the development of such a service; but we believe that such con

tracts, when, owing to the presence of powerful rivals in the same field, they do not pre

clude or check competition, may serve to assist and hasten improvements which private

companies, dependent upon their own funds alone, would be more slow to undertake.

It has been represented that the subsidy which Government pays for this line is more

than compensated by the postage which it bring* in. This is BJI error, as will be seen by

the estimate at the close of our Report. The amount paid to the contractors for tiie whole

service performed (including that to Ne« foundland, Halifax, Bermuda, and St. Thomas), is

greater than the amount of postage received by 61,6421.

In considering this line, our attention has been drawn to the possibility that before the

expiration of the contract, a communication by railway may be opened from Halifax to

Quebec and Montreal, and also from Halifax to Boston ; and that in such case it might be

possible to reduce the extent and expense of the packet service, by making Halifax the

sole point to be reached on the American side ; this would save alternately on each

voyage the passage between Halifax and Boston—the distance between the two ports being

about 350 miles; and the excess of the route from Liverpool direct to New York, as coin-

pared with that to Halifax—this excess mtiv be reckoned at 500 miles.

Of course such an arrangement, and any reduction of payment consequent upon it, can

only be made with the consent of the contractor, who are fairly and equitably, as well as

in strict law, entitled to demand an adherence to the contract for its full term, and we find

that they refuse to entertain the proposal upon any conditions.

The evidence of Mr. Cunard is conclusive upon this point.

He states that he would not consent to make Halifax the terminus of thn voyage, even if

the present subsidy from Government were doubled, because such a measure would be

ruinous to the line, both as regards passengers and freight

As regards passengers, those who land at Boston and New York compared with those

who land at Halifax, are as thirty to one. Of this number it may be assumed that, in the

event of such a change, those whose destination is in the Unittd States (a large majority)

would at once transfer themselves to the American or any other line which sailed for New

York direct. And it may be doubted whether many of those who are bound for

Canada would not prefer the route by New York or Boston, even alter the railway from

Halifax were co'npleted.

The time occupied in the journey by railway from Bostoti to Montreal is now 13 hours:

from New York somewhat more. The distance from Halifax by railway to Montreal will

be upwards of 700 miles, and probably will not in the most favourable circumstances be

travelled in less than 30 hours. Therefore, taking into account, on the one hand, the expense

of the longer railway journey, and the discomfort of it in severe weather, and, on the other,

the fact that even at present a passenger pays no more for being carried to Boston than

for being landed at Halifax, and that the passage between the two ports adds only 30 hours

to the voyage on which he is embarked, we think it probable that many persons going to

Canada (certainly those bound for the Upper Province) would prefer a vessel which

would land them at Boston to one which carried them to Halifax.

As regards freight, the present charge made by the owners of the mail packets is 3/. per

ton, and no distinction is made between the freight to Halifax and that to Boston. We

are informed that the amount of cargo for Halifax is insignificant compared with that for

the United States, each steamer taking no more than from five to ten tons to the former

port; and although this is no doubt partlv owing to the fact that the owners discourage

the shipment of cargo for Halifax on account of the inconvenience and delay caused by the

landing of it during the short stoppage of their vessels in that port, yet it is to be observed

that the general character of the merchandize sent from England to the North American

Colonies is not such as to be remunerative to large steam vessels, under any circumstances;

the great bulk being coarse goods, which can be conveyed equally well, and at a lower

rate, by sailing vessels going out for timber freight, or for other purposes.

We are not surprised that, in consideration of the above (acts, the contractors refuse to

entertain any proposal for a reduction of their subsidy, in return for such a limitation of

their service as should leave them at liberty to land all mails at Halifax. But had they

consented to do so, it would be necessary to bear in mind that such a change would

seriously affect the postal revenue at present derived from the line.

It will be seen by the estimate appended to our Report, that at present the annual pro

ceeds of the line may be reckoned at 120,398 /. ; and assuming that, as a consequence of

the change, letters addressed to the United States and to California, whether written from

this
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this country or passing through it in transit, would by preference be forwarded by packets Appendix No. 1.

running to New York and Boston, we have no doubt that the above sum would be dimin-

ished by more than two-thirds ; and that, in the first instance at least, if not permanently,

the postal service between Europe and the United States would be transferred to the

American line of packets, which is already in active competition with the existing British

line.

We are of opinion that no reduction of subsidy which could reasonably have been pro

posed to the contractors (had they been willing to entertain tlie question), would have been

a satisfactory compensaiion for the loss thus incurred.

Under these circumstances, we are unable to point out any mode by which the opening

of a railway from Halifax to Quebec and Montreal can be made available for relieving the

revenue from any part of the annual payment, which by contract is charged upon it until

January 1862.

We are of opinion that the practice of sending a naval officer in charge of the mails Admiralty agent may-

might, without inconvenience, be dispensed with on this line. It appears that the mails >>e dispensed with.

have frequently been carried without the presence of an officer on board, and that no dis

advantage has resulted ; and where there are no branch lines to be served, no complicated

number of bags or cross-mails to receive and deal out ; where there are no stoppages, and

the temptation to delay on the part of the contractors is small, we think that the services

of an agent may safely be dispensed with.

Should this course be adopted, it will be right to take security from the contractors for

the general safe custody of every mail, in addition to the declaration which the contract

empowers the Postmaster General to require from the commanders <>f the vessels. The

contractors are willing to allow 500 /. a year, in consideration of being relieved from carry

ing an agent

Bevond this, we are unable to recommend any change to which the contractors could be

expected to assent.

They attach great importance to a long and undisturbed term of contract, as alone ena

bling them to incur the expenses necessary for a successful competition with their rivals ;

and the manner in which they have fulfilled its stipulations is such as fairly to entitle them

to all the benefit which may attach to a strict adherence to the present agreement for its

full term.

In the course of our inquiry into this line, we have learnt that it is in the contemplation P'°po«ed line from

of the contractors to establish a line in continuation of it, to run from New York toChagres °r hasres-

once a fortnight. They propose this wiih a view of supporting their existing line by making

it a link in the communication with the Pacific, and in the full confidence that the route by

Panama will prove the quickest to Australia.

The scheme does not appear to be matured; but Mr. Cunard reckons that the passage

to Chagres by New York will be made in 20 days, and he assumes that 33 or 34 more will

suffice to reach Australia. He does not expect that the line could be maintained without

help from Government, and names 1,000 /. for the double voyage, as the rate at which his

Company would carry the mails to and from Chagres; adding, though with some hesitation,

that he would be willing to make the remuneration dependent to a certain extent upon the

postage received, if the present rates be maintained.

The merits of this line will hereafter be considered in connection with the existing lines

to Australia.

0.83. B B 2
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3.—AUSTRALIAN POSTAL SERVICE.

COPY of CONTRACT entered into with the European and Columbian Steam Company,

or the European ami Australian Royal Mail Company, in pursuance of a Tender

bearing date the llth day of June 1856, and signed John Orr Ewing, for conveying

the AUSTRALIAN MAILS from England to Melbourne via Suuthamploii, Alexandria,

find Suez.

AUSTRALIAN MAILS.

Company to convey

mails monthly each

way between South

ampton and Alexan

dria, and between Suez

and Sydney by full

power steam vessels

(not less than 6), fitted

with first-rate engines.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made the fourteenth day of October, in the year of our

Lord One thousand eight hundred and fifty-six, between John Orr Ewing, of Ratho,

Mid Lothian, gentleman ; Walter Buchanan, of Shandon, merchant ; Allan Gilmour,

of Eaglesham, Renfrewshire, gentleman; John Stirling, of Kippendarie, gentleman:

John Dunbnr, of Holme, merchant; James Galbraitb, of Glasgow, merchant; Niel

Black, of Dunoon, merchant; John Houldsworth, of Glasgow, merchant; TVilliam

Connal, of Glasgow, mt reliant; all in that part of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland called Scotland ; and Thomas Augustus Gibb, of London,

merchant; and Robert Smith and John Fender, both of Manchester, in the county

palatine of Lancaster, merchants, directors of The European and Australian Royal

Mail Company (Limited), of the one part, and the Commissioners for executing the

office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland

(for and on behalf of Her Majesty), of the other part.

WITNESS, that the said John Orr Ewin<r, Walter Buchanan, Allan Gilmour, John

Stirling, John Dunbar, James Galbraith, Niel Black, John Houklsworth, William Connal,

Thomas Augustus Gibb, Kobert Smith, and John Pender (hereinafter designated as the

said Company), in consideration of the payments hiveinafter stipulated to be made, do, for

and on behalf of the said Company, and separately for themselves, their heirs, executors,

aud administrators, and each and every of them, dotli for himself, his heirs, executors, and

administrators, hereby covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said Commissioners,

that they, the said Company, shall and will, at their own cost and charge, at all times

during the continuance of this contract, diligently, faithfully, and to the satisfaction of the

said Commissioners for the time being, convey Her Majesty's mails which shall at any time

or times, and from lime 10 time, by the said Commissioners, or Her Majesty's Postmaster

General, or any of the officers or agents of the said Commissioners, or Her Majesty's Post

master Genera!, be required to be conveyed monthly ei>ch way between Southampton, in

England, and Alexandria, in Egypt; and between Suez, in Egypt, and Sydney, in Australia,

by means of full power steam vessels (not less than six), supplied with first-rate appropriate

steam engines.

Vessels emplojedbe- That the vessels to be employed in conveying the said mails between Southampton and

tween Southampton Alexandria shall be of not less than one thousand six hundred tons register, N. A]., each,

and Alexandria to be iind tach be furnished with engines of not less than four hundred horse power, Admiralty
of not lees than 1,600 , , , . , 6 , , , , • • L i i u < J

tons, N. M., each, with measurement; and that the vessels to be employed in conveying the said mails bt tween

engines of not less than Suez and Sydney shall be of not less than two thousand two hundred tons register, N. M.,

400 horse power; and each, and shall each be furnished with engines of not less ihan five hundred and thirty horse

vessels employed be- A i • ii

tween Sue* and Sydney Power> Admiralty measurement.

of not less than 2,200 tons, N. M., each, with engines of 530 horsepower.

That the said Company shall also provide, during the continuance of this contract, a

substantial and efficient steam vessel or vessels, on board of which the said Company shall

and will convey Her Majesty's mails between Marseilles, in France, and the Island ot Malta,

in the Mediterranean ; and that the said vessel or vessels to be so employed shall be of not

less than five hundred tons burthen register, N. M., and to be supplied with first-rate appro

priate steam engines, of not less than two hundred horse power, Admiralty measurement.

That all the vessels employed under this contract shall be always supplied and furnished

with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, apparel, furniture, stores, tackle, boats,

fuel, oil, tallow, provisions, anchors, cables, fire-pumps, and other proper means for extin

guishing fire, lightning conductors on Sir Snow Harris's or other approved principle,

charts, chronometers, proper nautical instruments, medicines, medicaments, and \vhatsoever

else may be requisite and necessary for equipping the said vessels, and rendering them con

stantly efficient for the service hereby contracted 10 be performed, and also manned and

provided with competent officers, with appropriate certificates granted pursuant to the Act

17 St 18 Viet. c. 104, or to the Act or Acts in force for the time being, relative to the

granting certificates to officers in the merchant service; and also a medical officer, to be

approved of by the said Commissioners, and who shall give medical attendance, medicines,

and medicaments gratis to all persons conveyed under or by virtue of this agreement, or

whose passage-money may be paid for in whole or in part by the public; and with a suffi

cient number of efficient engineers, and a sufficient crew of able seamen and other men ;

to

Company to provide

efficient steam vessels

for the mails between

Marseilles and Malta

of not less than 500

tons, N. M., with first-

rate engines, not less

than 200 horse power.

All vessels to be fur

nished with necessary

and proper machinery,

&c., with pumps for

extinguishing fire,

lightning conductors,

&c., &c. ; manned with

competent officers, with

appropriate certificates

granted pursuant to

Act 17 & 18 Viet.

c. 104, and a medical

officer, to be approved

by said Commissioners,

and with a sufficient

number of efficient

engineers and a suffi

cient crew of able
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to be in all respects, as to vessels, engines, equipments, officers, engineers, and crew, subject Appendix, No. l.

in the first instance and from time to lime, and at all times afterwards, to the approval of — ••

the said Commissioners, and of such oiher persons as shall at any time or times, or from able seamen, &c., to be

time to time have authority under the said Commissioners to inspect and examine the same; ^pj^T0c(!lrsl>y sa'd °m"

and the said Company shall, if required by the snid Commissioners, submit the designs,

plans, and sections of all and every vessel building or to be built, and intended to be ^TuEdLTTs'"*1'

employed in the performance of this contract to the said Commissioners, and be bound plan., and section's of

to adopt such fittings, scantling, and such dispositions of hatchways as the said Commit- vessels to said Com-

sioners shall declare in writing to be necessary for carrying such armament as the said miss'oners-

Commissioners shall consider suitable and requisite.

That the vessels proceeding from and to Southampton in the performance of this contract Vessels from and to

shall touch at Malta; and the vessels from and 10 Suez shall touch at Point de Galle, in Southampton shall

Ceylon, and Melbourne, in Australia, on their outward voyages, and at Melbourne, King vessds'fro^'ind"!!?

George's Sound, and Point de Galle, on their homeward voyages ; and the vessels may Suez shall touch at

touch at Aden on the outward and homeward voyages, and tit King George's Sound on Point de Galle and

the outward voyage, to coal, if necessary; and the said Company shall convey in the said ^r^vov"^™ and at

vessels to and from, and cause to be delivered and received at each of the ports or places Melbourne, king

to or at which the said vessels are to or may proceed or touch, in performance of this George's Sound, and

contract, all such of Her Majesty's mails as shall or are to be delivered or received home'wtrd^o^ages

thereat. and at Aden on out

ward and humeward voyages, and at King George's Sound on outward voyage, to

coal, if necessary, when mails are to be delivered and received.

That one of such vessels of not less than two thousand two hundred tons register, N. M., One vessel shall, on

so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall, on ihe eighteenth day of tlie Jfs'uc'j'o^her'dV'of

month of January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, or on such other day of that thai month as said

month as the said Commissioners may determine, for the first time, and once in every Commissioners may

succeeding calendar month, on such day of each month, and at such hour us shall at any ja^vTr'^ucc'etdin0'5

time or times, or from time to time, be appointed by the said Commissioners, and irume- calendar month, on

diately after Her Majesty's mails are embarked, put to sea from Sydney aforesaid, and such day and hour as

proceed without loss of time to Suez, touching at, but only at, the intermediate ports or and imnicd?a°t'"|leCa'fte

places hereinbefore mentioned or referred to, at which Her Majesty's mails are to be mniis are embarked,

delivered and received, and that one other of such vessels of not less than tw>) thousand Put to *** fr°n> Syd-

two hundred tons register, N. M., so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid. jjey a°d Proceeii '?

i 11 ir- r i it »«• i i i • ii 11 i i*r ouez, touching at in.

shall, on the nrst day ot the month or March, one thousand eight hundred and ntly-seven, termediate ports before

or 0:1 sucli other day of that month as tlie said Commissioners may determine, for the first referred to, at winch

time, and once in every succeeding calendar month, and at such hour as shall at any time ^j *J^j rece1vd.d'1"

or times, or from- time to time, be appointed by the said Commissioners, and immediately

after Her Majesty's mails are embarked, put to sea from Suez aforesaid, and proceed Another of such ves-

without loss of time to Sydney, touching at, but.only at the intermediate ports or places as sels shall, on the 1st

hereinbefore mentioned or referred to, at which Her Maie.aty's mails are to be delivered and of Mar=h ™a7>or
, J J on such other day as

received . aforesaid, put to sea

from Suez and proceed to Sydney, touching at intermediate ports.

That on the arrival of every mail at Alexandria from Sydney, the said Company shall and On the arrival of mail

will, without loss of time, cause the same to be embarked on board one of the said vessels at Alexandria from

of not less than one thousand six hundred tons register, N. M., and which vessel shall fhail'cau^Mnie"^ be

proceed forthwith to Southampton, and there deliver the said mails, touching only at Malta, embarked on board

as hereinbefore mentioned. one of said vessels for

Southampton, touch

ing only at Malta.

That one other of such vessels, of not less than one thousand six hundred tons register, One vessel shall, on

N. M., so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall, on the fouiteenth day tl18 14th February

of the month of February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, or on such other 18j7' or °.tller day>

j Cxi. i T. ii_ * "j n • • i • p i <• • i • and once m every suc-

day ot that month as the said Commissioners may determine, for the first time, and once in ceeding calendar

every succeeding calendar month, on such day of each month, and at such hour as shall at n>»»th, after mails

any time or times, or from time to time, be appointed by the said Commissioners, and imaie- «lubilrked' Put |° sea

t- i r wi »» • » -i ill * r n i 'rom Southampton,

diately alter Her Majesty s mails are embarked, put to sea from Southampton, and proceed and proceed to Alex-

to Alexandria, touching only at Malta, as hereinbefore mentioned. andriu, touching only

at Malta.

That on the arrival of every mail at Suez from the United Kingdom, the said Company On arrival of mail at

shall and will, without loss of time, cause the same to be embarked on board one of the Suei from United

said vessels of not less than two thousand two hundred ions register, N. M., and which s^ift^aZTbe

vessel shall proceed forthwith to Sydney, calling at Poini de Galle, and Melbourne, as embarked on board

hereinbefore mentioned. one of said vessels,

which shall proceed

forthwith to Sydney, calling at Point de Galle and Melbourne.

That the said Company shall deliver the homeward mail at Southampton in one thousand Wiihin what time

two hundred and twenty-four hours from the hour of its departure from Sydney, exclusive homeward mails are

of the time taken for conveying the mails from the shore at Suez to the shore at Alexan- to ** dellvered-

dria, when the mails can and shall be conveyed between the said vessels and the said shores

by the said Company, or from their steam vessels at Suez to their steam vessels at Alex

andria, where the regulations of the Egyptian Government prohibit the use of the boats of

the said Company from conveying the mails between their vessels and the said shores, and

exclusive of any time which the said vessels are hereby authorised to remain at Melbourne,

and so that the said mails shall be conveyed from Sydney to Melbourne in sixty hours, from

0-83. B B 3 Melbourne
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Appendix, No. 1. Melbourne to Suez in ei<*ht hundred and sixty-four hours, and from Alexandria to South

ampton in three hundred hours ; the said Company, however, on the homeward voyage from

Sydney to Suez being allowed an additional twenty-four hours for touching at King George's

Sound, until such time as lights for the guidance of vessels approaching and navigatinglights for the guidance

King George's Sound shall be fixed and exhibited.

navigating

Within what time

outwnrd mails are to

be delivered.

When not prevented

by regulation of Pasha,

Company to carry

mails between their

vessels at Aleiandria

and Suez and the

shore.

As to stay of vessels

at Melbourne.

Penalties for not de

livering of mails with

in specified times,

which are in no case

to be relinquished.

When premium to be

paid to Company.

As to mails at Gee-

long.

As to conveyance of

mails between Mar

seilles and Malta.

Penalties for not pro

viding efficient vessel

ready to put to sea.

Efficient vessels to be

kept in readiness, and

Company to replace

same when disabled.

Admiralty officer in

charge of mails to be

received and conveyed

on board vessels.

That the said Company shall deliver the outward mail at Sydney in one thousand two

hundred and ninety-six hours from the hour of its departure from Southampton, exclusive

of the time taken for conveying the mails from the shore at Alexandria to the shore at Suez,

or from tlteir steam vessels at Alexandria to their steam vessels at Suez, as the case maybe,

as hereinbefore specified, and exclusive of any time which the said vessels are hereby

authorised to remain at Melbourne, and so that the said mails shall be conveyed from

Southampton to Alexandria in three hundred hours, from Suez to Melbourne in nine hun

dred and thirty-six hours, and from Melbourne to Sydney in sixty hours.

That whenever there shall not be any regulation of the Pasha of Egypt to prevent the

said Company from conveying the mails between their vessels at Alexandria and Suez

respectively, and the shore, the said Company shall convey the mails between such vessels

and the shore as at other places where the mails are to be landed and received under this

contract.

That the snid vessels between Sydney and Suez, on the outward and homeward voyages,

shall stay at Melbourne the authorised time, and in addition thereto, any Sunday, Christmas-

day, or Good Friday ; should any of the said vessels, whilst employed in the performance

of this contract, be at Melbourne en each or any of those days. And it is hereby agreed,

that if the s;iid Company fail, from whatever cause arising, to deliver the mails at South-

ampion or Sydney, in the respective periods hereinbefore agreed, then and in such case, the

said Company shall forfeit and pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs, and successors, the sum of

fifty pounds for the first twenty-lour hours, a further sum of one hundred pounds for the

second twenty-four hours, a further sum of one hundred and fifty pounds for the third

twenty-four hours, and n further sum for every succeeding twenty-four hours, increasing

the amount each twenty-four hours fifty pounds ; and so on for every twenty-four hours for

any time consumed on the respective voyages beyond the number of hours as hereinbefore

respectively iigieed : provided always, that the full amount of such penalties, on anyone

voyage, shall never exceed the sum of seven thousand seven hundred and eight pounds, six

shillings and eightpence; and such penalties shall, in no case whatever, be relinquished;

provided further, and the said Commissioners for and on behalf of Her Maje'sty, do hereby

covenant and agree to pay to the said Company a premium of thirty pounds for each and

every twenty-four hours within which the said mails shall be delivered, less the number of

hours hereby covenanted for the delivery of the same respectively at Sydney and South

ampton. And it is hereby agreed that, weather permitting, the mails from Geelong are to

be brought on deck before reaching Port Philip Heads, and on the mail boat cominf

alongside, the mails shall be lowered into it; but in the event of the mail-boat not coining

alongside before the health officer has left the ship, the vessel is not to be required to

wait.

And the said Company do hereby further agree with the said Commissioners, that on the

arrival of every vessel employed under this contract at Malta from Alexandria, the said

Company shall and will, with all possible dispatch, convey Her Majesty's mails from Malta

to Marseilles aforesaid, snd there deliver the same, to whom and as the said Commissioners

may direct. And further, that the said Company shall and will convey Her Majesty's

mails from Marseilles aforesaid to Malta, from time to time, so as there to meet every steam

vessel leaving the Uniied Kingdom under this contract for Alexandria, and shall deliver the

said mails at Malta accordingly.

That if they the said Company fail to provide an efficient vessel in accordance with the

terms of this contract, ready to put to sea on the appointed day, and at the appointed hour,

«t each of the appointed places, then and in such case, and as often as the same shall happen,

the said Company shall forfeit and pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the

sum of one liumired pounds, and also the further sum of one hundred pounds for every

successive twenty-four hours which *hall elapse until such vessel shall actually proceed to

sea on her voyage in the performance of this contract.

That the said Company shall at all times during the continuance of this contract, have

in constant readiness for the due execution of the service hereby contracted to be performed,

vessels equal in tonnage and efficiency to those hereinbefore stipulated to be provided, and

shall, in every case of any of the said vessels becoming disabled, immediately, at their own

cost and charge, replace the same by good and efficient vessels of similar tonnage, obtained

by hire or otherwise.

That the said Company shall receive and allow to remain on board each of the said vessels

so to be and while employed in the performance of this contract, and also while remaining

at each or either of the ports or places for return mails, and with or without mails in charge,

an officer in Her Majesty's Navy, to be appointed by the said Commissioners to take charge

of the said mails, and that every such officer shall be recognised and considered by the

said Company and their officers, agents, and seamen as the agent of the said Commissioners

in charge of Her Majesty's mails, and as having full authority in all cases to require a due

and
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and strict execution of this contract on the part of the said Company, their officers, servants, Appendix, Vo, I.-

and agents, and 10 determine every question whenever arising, relative to proceeding to

sea, or putting into harbour, or to the necessity of siopning to assist any vessel in distress, Such officer i<> decide

or to save human life, and lhat ihe decision of such officer as aforesaid, shall in each and *" d'scre'ionary ques-

i i f i i i • • • -i • tioiis, subject lu re-

every such case be final and binding on the said Company, unless the said Commissioners, versal on appeal t<>

on appeal by the said Company shall think proper to decide otherwise ; but it is under- Commissioners.

stood the above expression " to determine every question," shall not confer upon such

officer the power of compulsion in such cases.

That if the said Commissioners at any time or times think 6t, they shall be at liberty, in Commissioners may

any case or cases, to substitute for the said naval officer, an officer in the service of Her p~bstQ^e °fc" frofa

Majesty's Postmaster General to have charge of the said mails ; and in such case or cases, officer in charge of

any such last-mentioned officer shall be received and be allowed to remain on board each mails, but duly to be

of the said vessels as is hereinbefore provided w'nh respect to any such naval officer; but Confined to Post Office .

when any officer in ihe service of Her Majesty's Post Office has the charge of the said

mails, his duties shall be confined to Post Office business.

That a suitable first-class cabin, with appropriate bed, bedding, and furniture, shall, at Officer to be provided

the cost of the said Company, be provided and appropriated by them for, and to ihe exclu- with first-cla»s cabin,

, /. , i i • .• v i i IT- 11 o'C.. and chief cabin

sive use, and tor the sole accommodation of every such nav.il or other omcer, and also a fare, and place of

proper and convenient place of deposit on board, with secure lock and key, for Her Majesty's deposit for mails to be

mails; and that each and every of the said officers shall be victualled by the said Com- Provided-

pany as a chief-cabin passenger, without any charge being made either for his passage or

victualling.

That Her Majesty's mails shall be delivered and received at each of the places to which Where maili are to be

the said vessels are to proceed in the performance of this contract, and that at each port or delivered aud received,

place where the said mails are to be delivered and received, the said officer having charge *|^ miUto be°co"r

of Her Majesty's mails shall, whenever and as often as by him deemed practicable or neces- veyed between vessels

sary, be conveyed on shore, and also from the shore to the vessel employed for the time "Ashore,

being in the performance of this contract, together with or (if such officer consider requisite

for the purposes of this contract) without Her Majesty's mails, in a suitable and seaworthy

boat of not less than four oars, to be furnished with effectual covering for the mail bags,

and properly provided, manned, and equipped hy the said Company, and that the direc

tions of the said officer shall in all cases be obeyed as to the mode, time, and place of

receiving and delivering Her Majesty's mails.

That if the said Commissioners shall, during the continuance of this contract, or of any Admiralty may entrust

part thereof, think fit to entrust the charge and custody of the mails to the masters of all m*il.s to r*s,ters of ves"

oj any of the vessels 10 be employed in the performance of this contract, and in all cases hasch'arge^he'is'to'1"

when the officer or other person appointed by the said Commissioners to have charge of deliver and receive the

Her Majesty's mails shall be absent, ihe masteis of all or any of such vessels shall, without mails toan(? fronltlie

any charge to the public, take due care of, and the said Company shall be responsible pr°I>er Parties>

for the receipt, safe custody, and delivery of the said mails ; and each of such masters shall

make the usual oath or declaration or declarations required, or which may hereafter be

required by Her Majesty's Postmaster General, in such and similar cases, and furnish such

journals, returns, and information to and as, and perform such services as the said Com

missioners or any of their agents may require ; and every such master having the charge

 

or into the hands of such other person as the said Commissioners shall direct, and authorise

to receive the same, receiving in like manner all the return or other mails to be forwarded

in due course.

That the said Company shall not, nor shall any of the masters of any of the vessels Only certain letters to

employed or to be employed under this contract, receive or permit to be received on board be conveyed.

any of the vessels employed under this contract, any letters for conveyance oiher than

those duly in charge of the said naval officer or other person authorised to have charge of

the said mails, under or by virtue of this contract, or which are or may be privileged by

law ; and the said naval officer or other person shall report to the said Commissioners any

dei;mlt in this respect; and in case of any sucli default, the said Company shall be liable

to be proceeded against for a breach of this contract.

• That every naval officer authorised to have the charge of the said mails shall, either alone Admiralty officer may

or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full power and authority, as survey vessels> and

/.. , a it • •, f • i • i i-ii Admiralty may survey

often as he may deem it requisite, to examine and survey, in such manner and with the vessels by other

assistance of such persons as he may think proper, any of the vessels employed or to he officers.

employed in the performance of this contract, and the hulls, machinery, equipments, and

crew thereof, on his giving reasonable notice in writing to the master for the time being of

the vessel about to be examined, or to the person acting as such, of such his intention ;

and if any defect or deficiency be ascertained, and notice thereof in writing be given to

such master or person ; and if the said master shall not immediately, or as soon as possible,

thereupon remedy, replace, or effectually repair or make good every such defect or defici

ency, the said Company shall in every such case, forfeit and pny to Her Majesty, Her heirs,

and successors, the sum of two hundred pounds ; but the payment of such penalty shall not

0.83. a B 4 in
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Company and their

officers to attend to

Appendix, No. i. in anywise release or discharge the said Company from remedying, replacing, or effectively

•~"~~ repairing or making good such deficiency or defect, or from being considered to have com

mitted a breach of this contract. And that the said Commissioners shall also have full

power, whenever and as often as they may deem it requisite tc survey, by any of their

officers or agents, all or every the vessels employed and to be employed in the performance

of this contract, anil the hulls thereof, and the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel,

stores, equipments, and the officers, engineers, and crew of every such vtssel; and ih said

vessels shall be opened in their hulls whenever the said officers may require, and if any

such vessels or any part thereof, or any engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats,

stores, or equipments shall on any such survey be declared, by any of such officers or agents,

unseaworthy, or not adapted to the service hereby contracted to be performed, or if the

said Conimis>ioners shall deem it necessary or expedient that any alteration or improve

ment shall be made therein, or any part thereof; in order to keep pace with the more

a^vanced state of science, every vessel which shall be disapproved of, or in which such

deficiency, defect, or want of improvement shall appear, sh;i II be deemed inefficient for

any service hereby contracted to be performed, and shall not be employed again in the

conveyance of Her Majesty's mails until such defect or deficiency shall have been repaired

or supplied, or the alterations or improvements, as the case may be, shall have been made

to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, and if employed before such defect or

deficiency shall have been supplied, or such alterations or improvements, as the case may

be, shall have been made to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, the said Com

pany shall forfeit and pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of five

hundred pounds.

Thai tlie said Company, and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to be em-

ployed in the performance of this contract, and all agents, seamen, and servants of the

said ComPany sna" at !l11 times, during the continuance of this contract, punctually attend

to the orders and directions of the said Commissioners, or of any of their officers or agents,

as to tne landing, deliverinsr, and receiving Her Majesty's mails.

That the said Company shall and will, when and as often as in writing they or the

masters of their respective vessels shall be required so to do by the said Commissioners, or

by such naval or other officers or agents acting under their authority (such writing to specify

the rank or description of the person or persons to be conveyed, and the accommodation

to be provided for him or them), receive, provide for, victual, and convey to and from and

between the places to which any of the vessels are to proceed in the performance of this

contract, on board each and every or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance

of this contract (in addition to the naval or other officer authorised to have charge of the

said mails), any number of naval, military, and civil officers in the service of Her Majesty,

not exceeding four in any one ship, with or without their wives and children, as chief cabin

passengers; and any number of non-commissioned and warrant officers or civilians in Her

Majesty's service not exceeding two in any one ship, with or without their wives and

children, as fore cabin passengers, together with the servants of both chief and fore cabin

passengers, and any number of seamen, marines, soldiers, or artificers in Her Majesty's

service, not exceeding ten in any one ship, with or without their wives and children, Jis deck

passengers, to be alwavs provided with effectual protection from rain, sun, and bad weather,

and not exposed on deck without such competent shelter, a fortnight's notice being given,

if practicable, to the said Company or to their agent at the port of embarkation, and all

such passengers shall be permitted to ship the quantity of baggage allowed by the said

Company to ordinary passengers of similar rank, free of all charge for the conveyance of the

same.

That commissioned officers, their wives and children, shall be considered as chief cabin

passengers; non-commissioned officers and warrant officers, their wives and children, as

fore cabin passeni^ers; and seamen, marines, private soldiers, artificers, and their wives and

children, as deck passengers ; and the said servants (in respect of accommodation), as the

servants of chief cabin passengers.

As to their victualling. That the victualling of officers, their wives and children, conveyed as chief cabin passen

gers, shall be the same as is usually allowed by the said company to chief cabin passengers,

their wives and children ; the victualling of non-commissioned officers, their wives and

children, conveyed as fore cabin passengers, shall be the same as is allowed to the boatswain

and carpenter of the said Company's steam ships; and the victualling of seamen, marines,

soldiers, and artificers, their wives and children, conveyed as deck passengers, shall be the

same as is allowed to the seamen of the said company's steam ships ; and the victualling of

the servants of officers, whether chief or fore cabin passengers, shall be the same as the ser

vants of other chief or fore cabin passengers.

That the passage money shall be paid in full of all charge for mess, including a pint of

port or good foreign white wine, and one bottle of malt liquor per day for each officer

conveyed as a chief cabin passenger, and half a gill of spirits, per day, or an equivalent, if

not issued for each warrant officer, non-commissioned officer, seaman, marine, soldier,

artificer, and servant, conveyed as a fore cabin or a deck passenger, at and after the rates

charged by the said Company for ordinary passengers of a similar description, the said

Company

the landing, &c., of

the mails.

Certain number of

officers, and others in

the service of Her

Majesty, to be con

veyed, with or with

out their wives and

children, and servants,

and those who are deck

passengers to be effec

tually protected from

the weather.

As to their baggage.

As to what class of

passengers such

officers, &c., are to be
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As to their passage

money, and what the

same is to include.
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Company carrying children under three years of age free, and charging for male servants Appendix, No. il

one-half, and lor female servants two-thirds of the rates charged for their employers.

That the payment for the passage ordered at the expense of the public for any person, Certificate to be pro-

shall only be made on (he production of the order for the passage, and of a certificate from duced-

the person in the following form, namely:—

" I hereby certify, that on the embarked at as a

passenger on board the mail steam packet for a passage to

and landed at on the ."

To this certificate the following addition is to be made in every case of a male cabin

passenger ; namely,

" I further certify, that the first dinner meal taken on board was on the

and the last dinner meal on the

" Dated this day of

And the correctness of the dates must be corroborated by the master of the packet, and

by the signature of the passenger underneath.

" The dates inserted in this certificate are correct.

" (Signature)

" Master of the Packet.

" (Signature)

" Passenger."

That the passage money for the families and wives of officers shall be paid to the Officer* to pay passage

said Company by the officers themselves, at the rates charged for ordinary passengers money for their fami-

of a similar description, their children under three years of age being conveyed free of Ues and Wlvet'

charge.

That the passengers hereinbefore mentioned or referred to are to be exclusive of any Such passengers to be

men to be sent home under the provisions of the Act 17 & 18 Viet. c. 104, the rate «*oliiaively ofdi»-

of passage for whom is to be, and to be paid for, in accordance with the provisions of tressed »e(Unen, &c.

that Act

That whenever the said Company shall convey any soldiers or deck passengers other When soldiers or deck

than those specially provided for by this contract, the said Company shall provide them pa»engerB are con-

with adequate protection from rain, sun and bad weather ; and they shall not be exposed brfore'proTided'for10"*

on deck without such competent shelter. they are to be pro-'

tected from bad

weather.

That all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be forfeited and paid by the Stipulated damage*.

snid Company unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, shall be considered as stipulated

or ascertained damages, and shall and may be deducted and retained bv the said Commis

sioners out of any monies payable, or which may thereafter be payable, to the said Com

pany ; or the payment may be enforced as a debt due to Her Majesty, with full costs of

suit, at the discretion of the said Commissioners.

That the said Company shall and will receive on board each and every of the said vessels Certain packages are

employed in the performance of this contract, any number of small packages containing to be conveyed by

astronomical instruments, charts, wearing apparel, medicines, or other articles, and convey 0°^?Ind" othCTstore*

and deliver the same to, from, and between all or any of the said ports or places to or from not exceeding'ten'ton'a

which the said mails are to be conveyed in the performance of this contract, when and as in weight,

often as directed by the said Commissioners or their agents, or by the British naval officer

in command of the station, or at any port where the vessel may touch, free from all costs

and charges ; and also shall and will receive on board each and -every of the said vessels,

and convey and deliver to, from, and between all or any of the said ports or places any

naval or other stores not exceeding ten tons in weisht at any one time in any one vessel, at

the rate of freight charged by the said Company for private goods, on receiving from the

said Commissioners, or any of their oftic ers or agents, two days' previous notice of its being

their intention to have such stores so conveyed ; and that the said Company shall in all

cases be sirictly responsible for the due custody and safe delivery of the said packages,

articles, smd stores: Provided always, and it is hereby agreed, that notwiihstanding any- As to the employment

thin? herein contained, it shall be lawful for the said Company to convey the mails between of exceptional Teasels.

Southampton and Alexandria in vessels chartered by the said Company, and approved of

by the said Commissioners, until the said steam vessels of the said Company of not less

than one thousand six hundred tons are ready ; which last-mentioned vessels the said

0.83. C c Company
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Appendix, No. i. Company hereby agrees shall be ready, and shall perform the said service as soon as practi-

cable. And it shall also be lawful for the said Company to convey the mails from Suez to

Sydney three times in the year one thousand eijlit hundred and fifty-seven, and from Sydney

to Suez three times in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, but on no other

occasions, in vessels of not less than one thousand eight hundred ions new measurement,,

and being full-power steamers, touching on each of the voyages at Point de Galle and

Melbourne on the dutwnrd passage, and at Melbourne, King George's Sound, and Point de

Galle on the homeward passiige; and with regard to such six exceptional voyages, if the

same shall have been performed to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, such allow

ance shall be made for extra lime for the same as the said Commissioners shall in their dis

cretion think fit. And it is hereby agreed, that all clauses, penalties, stipulations, and

conditions contained in this agreement shall, as far as practicable, be made applicable to

and shall apply to such last-mentioned vessels, and also to any such chartered vessels as

aforesaid, and to the voyages performed by them respectively, and to the said Cdmpany in

respect thereof. Audit is hereby agreed, that in the event of an entire stoppage of Her

Majesty's mails through Egypt, the circumstances shall be investigated by the said Com

missioners, in order that the said Commissioners may come to such determination as in

their opinion the circumstances of the case may require.

If stoppage of mail

transit through Egypt.

As to alteration of

times of departure and

arrival of mails by

Admiralty.

That if at any time or times during the continuance of this contract, the said Commis

sioners shall deem it requisite to alter the particular days, times, and hours of departure

from, and arrival at, any of the ports or places to or from which Her Majesty's mails are to

be conveyed under or by virtue of this contract, they shall be at liberty at any time or

times, or from time to time, to alter the days and hours of departure and arrival, on giving

notice in writing of such their intention to the said Company, but so that such alteration

be so arranged as not to involve the necessity of employing a greater number of vessels

than were or ought to have been employed under this contract, previously to any such

alteration, and any such notice if applicable to vessels employed on the western side of the-

Isthmus of Suez, to be a three calendar months' notice, and if applicable to vessels pro

ceeding from Sydney or other ports on the eastern side of such Isthmus, such notice to be

a six calendar months' notice, and the particular days, times, and hours of departure from

and arrival at such ports or places which may be appointed by any such alteration in force

for the time being, shall be deemed to be the days, times, and hours of departure and arrival

of Her Majesty's mails under this contract, and shall be observed and kept by the said-

Company accordingly.

And in consideration of the due and faithful performance by the said Company of all the

services hereby contracted to be by them performed, the said Commissioners do hereby

Payment to Company, agree that there shall be paid to the said Company, so long as they perform the whole of the.

said services in the manner and with such vessels as herein provided, by bills payable seven

days from and after the respective dates thereof, by Her Majesty's Paymaster-general, a

sum after the rate of One hundred and Eighty-five thousand pounds per annum, a propor

tionate part of such sum to be paid on the completion of each entire voyage, each

performance of ihe postal service hereinbefore covenanted to be performed between Sydney

and the United Kingdom, and between Malta and Marseilles, or between the United King

dom and Sydney, and between Marseilles and Malta, being deemed an entire voyage; and

on the production by the said Company from time to time to the Accountant-general of the

Navy of three certificates, that the service has been duly performed, that is, one certificate

from each of the three officers severally having charge of the said mails, in the following;

form, payment is to be made accordingly, subject to any abatement on account of penalties

or other sums which may be payable oy the said Company, and with the proper addition,

if any premium has been acquired.

Form of the said Certificate.

" I hereby certify to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, that H. M. mails were

embarked and received into my charge, on board on the

day of

and were landed at

at

A< to deduction there

from when no accom

modation for officer

in charge of mails.

Admiralty may pur-

cha»e or charter

vessels.

at A.M. or P.M., at

on the day of

A.M. or P.M.

Provided always, that a deduction, after the rate of One thousand Five hundred pounds

per annum, shall be made from the said annual payment of One hundred and Eighty-

five thousand pounds, in case and so long as or while no accommodation shall be required

by the said Commissioners, for a naval or other officer of Her Majesty in charge of the

mails: And it is hereby agreed that the said Commissioners for executing the Office of

Lord High Admiral shall at any time during the continuance of this contract, if they shall

consider it necessary for the public interest, have power and be at liberty to purchase all or

any of the said vessels of the said Company at a valuation, or to charter the same exclu

sively for Her Majesty's service, at a rate of hire to be mutually fixed and agreed on by

them
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them and the said Company ; but if any difference should at any time or times arise as to Appendix, No. i.

the amount of valuation or hire so to be paid, such difference shall he refeired to two

arbitrators, one to be chosen Irom time 10 time by the said Commissioners, and the other

by the said Company, and if such arbitrators shall at any time or times not Jijiree in the

matter or question referred to them, then such question in difference shall be referred by

them to an umpire, to be chosen by such arbitrators before they proceed with the reference to

'them, and the joint and concurrent award of the said arbitrators, or the separate award of the

said umpire, when the said arbitrators cannot agree, slia1! be binding and conclusive upon all

parties, and that the said Commissioners, in the case of hiring any such vessel, shall return the

same to the said Company in the same state and condition as she was in at the time of any such

hiring, reasonable wear and tear excepted, and if any difference should arise upon that point, the

same shall be settled in the same manner us the amount for the hiring is to be settled in

case of difference. And it is further agreed that in case of such purchase or hire, the service

hereby contracted to be performed shall be performed by other vessels of the Com

pany of a similar description to the vessels or vessel purchased or hired, if they can

in due and proper time furnish them such other vessels as to construction, machinery,

equipment, and crew, to be subject to the same approval as other vessels employed under

this contract. And it is agreed that any submission uhich may be made to arbitration, in

.pursuance of this contract, shall be made a rule uf Her Majesty's Court of Exchequer,

pursuant to the statute in that case made and provided, and that any witnesses examined

upon reference may be examined upon oath. And it is hereby agreed, that the whole

postage of all mails, despatches, and letters of every description conveyed in the vessels

employed under this contract, whether carried from or out of Her Majesty's dominions or

otherwise, shall belong to Her Majesty and shall be at the disposal of Her Majesty's

Postmaster General. And it is hereby agreed and declared, that this contract shall com- Commencement and

mence on the day of the date hereof, and shall continue in force for five years from the day duration of contract.

on which the first vessel shall commence her voyage from Sydney, in the performance of this

contract, and at the expiration of such five years this contract shall determine accordingly,

but not so as to prevent either of the said parties hereto availing themselves of this contract

for recovering any sum of money or damages, should there have been any breach of this

contract previously to the determination of the same. And it is hereby distinctly understood, Company to make

that the said Company shall undertake for themselves all arrangements relative to quaran- «"»'1ge'nent» »» to

tine, as connected with the due and regular performance of the conditions of this contract.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that without the consent of the said Com- Contract not to be

missioners, signified in writing, under the hand of one of their secretaries, neither this con- assigned, &c., without
tract, nor any pait thereof, shall be assigned, underlet, or disposed of, and that in case of •*-dmuia"7 c°n«ent.

the same or any part thereof being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of, without

such consent, signified as aforesaid, or in case of breach of this contract on the part of the in case of breach,

said Company, either by habitual negligence or wilful default, it shall be lawlul for the Admiralty may deter-

said Commissioners for executing the said Office of Lord High Admiral (if they think fit, "^"bdAerfro'In

and notwithstanding there may or may not have been any former breach of this contract) habitual negligence OP

by writing under the hand of one of their secretaries for the time being, to determine this wilful default,

contract, without any previous notice to the said Company or their agents, nor shall the

said Company be entitled t> any compensation in consequence of such determination ;

but if even this contract be so determined, the payment of the sum of money hereinafter

agreed to be made shall be enforced should the same be not duly paid by the said

Company, and the said Company shall continue liable for any liability which they may

•have incurred previous to any such determination. And it is also agreed that the notices Ai to serriee of notices,

or directions which the same Commissioners or their secretary, officers, or other persons

are hereby authorised and empowered to give to the said Company, their officers, ser

vants, or agents may, at the option of such Commissioners or their secretary, officers, or

other persons, be either delivered to the master of any of the said vessels, or other officer or

agent of the said Company in charge or management of any vessel employed in the per

formance of this contract, or may be left for the said Company at their office or house of

business in Glasgow, or at their or any of their last known places of business or abode, and

any notices or directions so given or left shall be binding on the said Company. And in

pursuance of the directions contained in a certain Act of Parliament made and passed

in the 22d year of the' reign of King George the Third, entitled "An Act for restraining No Member of Parlia-

any person concerned in any contract, commission, or agreement made for the public service ment to *"*** "* con"

from being elected, or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of Commons," it is

hereby expressly declared and agreed, and these presents are upon this express condition,

that no Member of the House of Commons is or shall be admitted to any share or part of

this agreement, or to any benefit to arise therefrom. And it is hereby agreed, that if, when AS to vessels which

this contract terminates, any vessels or vessel should have started or should start with the have started, or might

mails, in conformity or in intended conformity with this contract, such voyage or voyages I1"!' when contract

1111. *• jj e i, j .it. n L j i- j j • i J • t * has terminated,

shall be continued and performed, and the mails be delivered and received during ihe same,

as if this contract remained in force with regard to any such vessels and services, but the

said Company shall not be entitled to any payment or compensation for the same. And,

lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, conditions, Company to pay

provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, which on the part and twenty-fire thousand

behalf of the said Company are or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled, and kept, breach! "* C*"e °f

the said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sovereign

Lady the Queen, in the sum of Twenty-five thousand pounds of lawful money of the United

0.83. c c 2 Kingdom,
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Appendix, No. i. Kingdom, to be paid to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of

siipulaied or ascertained damages hereby agreed upon between the same Commissioners

and the said Company in case of the failure on the part of the said Company in the due

execution of this contract, or any part thereof.

In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands

and seals the day and year first above written.

Signed, sealed, and delivered (being first

duly stamped) by the said Walter Buchanan,

Allan Gilmour, John Stirling, and William

Connal, in the presence of

Frederick Trevor,

Collector of Customs at Glasgow.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said

John Dunbar, in the presence of

Sarah A. Falconer,

Postmistress, Croy-Ardersier.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said

John Orr Ewinir, James Galbraith, John

Houldsvvorth, Thomas Augustus Gibb,

Robert Smith, and John Pender, in the

presence of

Antonio Brady.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said

Niel Black, and the said Commissioners, in

the presence of

John Doutty.

John Orr Ewing (L. s.)

Walter Buchanan (L.S.)

Allan Gilmour (L. s.)

John Stirling (L. s.)

John Dunbar (L. s.)

James Galbraith (us.)

Niel Black (L. e.)

John Hrndthworth (L. s.)

William Connal (L. s.)

T. A. Gibb (L. s.)

R. Smith (L. s.)

John Pender (L. B.)

Peter Richards (L. s.)

. Milne (L. &.)
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4.—DOVER, CALAIS, AND OSTEND MAIL SERVICE.

Contract \yjth Mr.

Henry Jenkings and

Mr. Joseph George

Churchward.

TO convey mails at not

i.-- limn 13 knots an

hour.

Between Dover and

Calais, and Dover and

Qstend.

I:-.- not less than six

•team-vessel 8, each

being of not less than

|00 tons register, new

measurement.

! ' 1 1 r 1 1 i - 1 1 ' 'i 1 with engines

pf sufficient home

power.

Andmanned with com

petent officers with

fertiBcates, under 13

& 14 Viet. c. 93, or

Other Acts as to cer

tificates.

Vessels, &c. to be sub

ject to the approval of

Admiralty.

Qne vessel to be kept

as a spare vessel, to be

Died in casi> of acci

dent.

And anotherfor special

service between Dover

and Calais, or Dover

and Ostend.

As to payments for

special services.

One vessel to leave

Dover every week-day

for Calais, and another

Calais for Dover.

One vessel to leave

Dover every alternate

week-day for Ostend,

und another Ostend

once every alternate

week-day for Dover.

Admiralty may alter

time of departure on

one calendar month's

notice.

If contractor fail to

provide vessel,

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT, made this 1st day of April, in the year of our Lord 1854,

between the Commissioners for executing the Office of Lord High Admiral of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty), of

the one part, and Henry Jenkins, of Dover, in the county of Kent, master mariner, and

Joseph George Churchward, of Gloucester-road, Brompton, in the county of Middlesex,

gentleman, hereinafter designated "the contractors," of the other part,

WITNESS, that in consideration of the payments hereinafter stipulated to be made to the

contractors, the contractors do for themselves, their heirs, executors and administrators, and

each of them for himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, doth hereby covenant, pro

mise, and agree to and with the said Commissioners, that they, the contractors, their executors,

and administrators, Khali and will during the continuance of this contract diligently, faithfully,

and to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners for the time being, and at a speed which on

the average of the voyages of each vessel during e;ich month shall be not less than 13 knots

an hour, convey Her Majesty's mails (in which designation all despatches and bags of letters

are agreed to be comprehended) which shall at any time or times, and from time to time, by

the said Commissioners or Her Majesty's Postmaster-General, or any of the officers or agents

of the said Commissioners or Her Majesty's Postmaster-General, he required to be conveyed

from Dover, in the county of Kent, to Calais in France, and from Calais aforesaid to Dover

aforesaid, and from Dover aforesaid to Ostend in Belgium, and from Ostend aforesaid to

Dover aforesaid, as hereinafter mentioned, by means of a sufficient number (not less than

six) of good, substantial, and efficient steam vessels, each of such vessels being of not less

than 100 tons register, new measurement, and being supplied and furnished with engines of

sufficient horse power, and with all other necessary equipments, apparel and appurtenances,

and also manned with competent officers with appropriate certificates, granted pursuant to

the Act. 13 &, 14 Viet. c. 93, or to the Aci or Acts in force fur the time being relative to the

granting certificates to officeis in the merchant service, and with engineers and a sufficient

crew of able seamen and other men, to be in all respects as to vessels, engines, machinery,

equipments, engineers, officers and crew, subject in the first instance and from time to time

«nd at all times afterwards to the approval of the said Commissioners, and of such persons

as shall at any time or from time to time have authority under this contract, or under the

said Commissioners, to inspect and examine the same.

That one of such vessels, so equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall be kept as a spare

vessel to be used in case, of accidents occurring to the others, and one other of such six

vessels shall be at all times at the disposal of and be navigated by the contractors for Her

Majesty's Government for the conveyance of despatches, or for other special services

between Dover and Calais or Dover and Ostend, and shall convey such despatches and

perform such special services between those ports or any of them for which they are

intended, and shall for that purpose be stationed at such one of the before-mentioned ports

as the said Commissioners may from time to time, or at 'any time direct ; and for each of

such voyages for the conveyance of despatches, and for such special services, not exceeding1

in any one ye;ir the number of 24 such voyages from port to port, the contractors shall be

paid the following sums, in addition to the consideration hereinafter mentioned ; that is to

say, 6/. for a voyage between Dover and Calais, and the like sum in addition for the return

voyage if such return voyage be ordered by the said Commissioners, or be necessary for the

public service, and 11 /. for the voyage between Dover and Ostend, and the like sum for the

return voyage, if such return voyage be ordered by the said Commissioners or be necessary

for the public service ; but for such voyages the contractors shall not be entitled to demand

any passenger fares from the passengers ordered by the said Commissioners to be conveyed ;

and if such voyages shall exceed the said number of 24, the contractors shall be paid for

each of the voyages exceeding the number of 24 such expenses as they shall show to the

satisfaction of the said Commissioners to have been incurred by them for the performance

of such voyages.

That one of such vessels so equipped and manned ns aforesaid shall leave Dover once

every week-day for Calais, and one other of such vessels shall leave Calais once every week

day for Dover, and that one other of such vessels, so equipped and manned as aforesaid,

shnll leave Dover once every alternate week-day for Ostend, and one other of such vessels

shall leave Ostend once every alternate week-day for Dover immediately after the arrival of

the mail trains at the said ports respectively, and when the mail bags shall have been put

on board, the said Commissioners having the power 10 alter the time of departure from the

said ports respectively, as often as they may consider the exigencies of the public service

require them to do so, upon giving to the contractors one calendar month's notice thereof;

and in every such case of alteration the said vessels shall start according thereto; and that

if the conti actors shall at any time during the continuance of this contract fail to provide

such steam vessel or any vessel whatsoever which they are hereby bound to provide, so

equipped and manned as aforesaid, ready to put to sea from Dover, Calais or Ostend, or

such
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such vessel should not proceed on her voyage at the time at which the same should leave

Dover, Calais or Ostend in performance of this contract, or shall put back into port after

starting (except from stress of weather), then and so often as there shall be any one of such

•defaults the contractors shall and will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the

sura of 30l, and also a sum of 10 1. for every successive period of one hour which shall

elapse (but not beyond a period of eight days from such appointed hour) until one such

steam vessel so equipped and manned shall actually proceed to sea and continue her voyage

with the said mails and despatches, or such despatches, or on any such special service as

aforesaid from Dover, Calais or Ostend, as the case or default may be ; but the payment of

such sum or sums shall not be enforced should it be proved to the satisfaction of the said

Commissioners that such default arose from circumstances over which the contractors and

their servants had not and could not have had any control ; but the payment of or liability

to pay the sum or sums last hereinbefore mentioned, shall not exonerate the contractors

from any damages which may accrue <>r have accrued, or from any expenses which may

arise or have arisen by the said Commissioners transmitting the said mails and despatches

or such despatches, or having any such special services performed as aforesaid by other

means.
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That whenever the Indian mail shall arrive at Calais too late for the ordinary packet, the Contractors to providl

contractors shall provide for the immediate conveyance of the same to Dover in one of the conveyance^ Indian

steam vessels to be employed under this contract, or by some other means satisfactory to Dover,

the said Commissioners, their officers or agents.

Admiralty may dedufi

15 1. in every case

where mails are not

landed in time for

Admiralty may survpr

vessels, &c.
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That in every case where the contractors shall not have landed the said mails and

despatches in time to be forwarded by the mail railway train appointed to carry them, the

said Commissioners shall be at liberty, if they shall think fit, in addition and without refer

ence to any proceedings they may take thereon as a breach of the contract, to deduct from

the payment hereby agreed to be made to the contractors the sum of IS /., unless it can be

shown to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners that the delay has arisen from weather

or other accidental causes over which the contractors or their servants had no control, and

for which they are not responsible, and has not been produced by deficiency of speed in the BMiTrrilwaj^train.

vessel.

That the said Commissioners shall be allowed and have full power to make a survey by

any of their officers or agents, of all and every the said vessels and of the hulls thereof, and

of the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, equipments, and the

officers, engineers and crew of every such vessel ; and if any such vessel or any part thereof,

or any engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores or equipments shall on

any such survey be declared by the same officers or agents unseawonhy, or not fit and

proper or adapted for the service hereby contracted to be performed, any vessel or boat in

which such deficiency or unfitness shall appear to the same officers or agents shall be

deemed inefficient for the said service, and shall not be employed or used in the perform

ance of the said service until such defect or deficiency be made good to the satisfaction of

the said Commissioneis; and if any such vessel be so employed or used before such defect

or deficiency be made good to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, the contractors

shall and will pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 100 I. for every

voyage of such vessel under this contract.

That all the vessels employed in the performance of this contract shall, after having put

to sea lor their respective voya»es with the said mails and despatches on board, make the

best of their way to the port or place for which ihey may be bound, and shall not stop or

linger on ihe voyage or deviate from the direct course thereof except for ihe purpose of

saving human life; and that if any such vessel shall stop, linger or so deviate (except as If vessels stop, Ungar.

aforesaid) on her voyage, then and in every and in each of such cases, and as often as the or deviate, contractor*

same shall happen, the said contractors shall and will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and -"-e^°h case to pay

successors, the sum of 100 /.

That the contractors shall cause to be received and allowed to remain on board each of

the said vessels employed in the performance of this contract, an officer or officers to be

appointed by the said Commissioners or by Her Majesty's Postmaster General, to have the

custody of the said mails and despatches, without any charge being made for his or their

accommodation ; and should the said Commissioners deem it expedient to place the said

mails and despatches in charge of the masters or commanders of the snid vessels, or any of

them respectively, the said masters or commanders shall, without any charge to the public,

take due care of, and the said contractors shall be rtsponsible for the receipt, safe custody

and due delivery, according to their destination, of the said mails and despatches ; and the

said masters shall and will take the usual Post Office declaration, and furnish such journal

returns and information, and perform such services as the said Commissioners may at any

time or times require.

That the contractors will, when and so soon as required by Her Majesty's Postmaster

General, enter into a joint und several bond to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, in

such amount of penal sum as the said Postmaster General shall appoint, for the due and

punctual conveyance and delivery of the said mails and despatches by the said contractors

in accordance with the terms of this contract, and for the due and faithful performance of

all the other stipulations and agreements contained in this contract which on the part of the

contractors are or ought to be observed and performed, and such bond shall be in addition
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Appendix, No. I. to the other bond bearing even date herewith which the said contractors and their sureties

are to execute.

Proper place ofdeposit That the contractors shall and will provide on board each of the said vessels a convenient,
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their safe embarkation and disembarkation.

That the contractors shall and will at all times during the continuance of this contract,

at their own cost, provide and keep, seaworthy and in comple repair, a sufficient number

of good, substantial and efficient steam-vessels (not less than six), with engines of sufficient

horse-power to each vessel for the service hereby contracted to be performed, and at the like

cost adequately provide and furnish each and every of the same vessels with all tackle,

stores, oil, tallow, fuel, provisions, machinery, engine-:, anchors, cables, two efficient boats,

fire-pumps and other proper means for extinguishing fire, and all other furniture and apparel

and whatsoever else may be 'requisite and necessary for equipping the said vessels, and

rendering iliem at all times fully efficient for the said service.

And it is hereby agreed between the parties hereto and especially by the contractors, that

all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be paid by the contractors unto Her

Majesty, Her heirs and successors, shall be considered as stipulated or ascertained damages,

and should the same or any of them become payable and not discharged forthwith, each

and every of such sum and sums of money so becoming payable and not discharged forth

with may be deducted and retained by the said Commissioners out of the monies payable

at any time by them, or by their direction, to ihe contractors, or the payment thereof

enforced as a debt or debts due to Her Majesty, with full costs of suit as the said Com-

mUsioners in their discretion may think fit.

And the said Commissioners, in consideration of the premises and of the contractors,

their officers, servants, and agents, at all times strictly and punctually performing the

covenants and agreements hereby entered into by the contractors, do, for and on belialf of

Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, agree with the contractors that they ihe said

Commissioners, on behalf of Her Majesty, will pay or cause to be paid to the contractors,

by bills at sight, payable by Her Majesty's Paymaster General, a sum after the rate of

15,600 /. per annum, by quarterly payments, and with a proportionate part thereof, should

this contract lerminate on any other day than a day of payment, ihe first of such quarterly

payments to be made at the expiration of three calendar months from the commencement

of the service under this contract.

And it is hereby agreed that this contract shall commence on the day of the date hereof,

and shall continue in force until the first day of October 1858, (tnd shall then determine if

either of the parties shall have given to the other of them 12 calendar months' previous

notice, in writing, of its being their intention that the same should so determine ; but if any

such noiice should not be given, this contract is to continue in force after the said first day

of October 1858 until the expiration of a 12 calendar months' notice, in writing, shall be

given by either of the said parties to the other of them that the same shall determine, and

which last-mentioned notice may be given at any time after the first day of October 1857 ;

and at the expiration of such notice this contract shall determine accordingly, but not so as

to prevent either of the said parlies availing themselves thereof for recovering any sum of

money or dumagts, should there have beeu any breach of ihe contract previously to the

determination of the same.

And it is hereby further agieed and provided that the contractors shall .not assign,

underlet, or otherwise dispose of this contract, or any part thereof, and that in case of the

san-.e, or any part thereof being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of, or i.f any

breach whatever of this contract on the part of the contraciors, it shall be lawful for the

said Commissioners (if they think fit), by writing under their hands, or under the hand of

their secretary, to iletermine this contract, without any previous notice to the contractors,

or their agents, nor shall the contractors be entitled to any compensation in consequence of

such determination.

And il is also agreed that the notices or directions which the said Commissioners, their

secretaiy or officers, are heieby authorised and empowered to give to the contractors, their

officers, servants, or agents, may, at the option of the said Commissioners, their secretary,

or officers, be either delivered 10 the master, commander, or any other officer, agent, or

servant in the charge or management of any one of the said vessels to be, or while employed

in the performance of I his contract, or left fjr the contractors at their office iu London, or

at their, or one of their last known places of business or abode, and any notices or directions

so given or left shall be binding on the contractors.

And in pursuance of the directions contained in a certain Act of Parliament made and

passed in the 22d year of the reign of King George the Third, intituled, " An Act for

restraining any Person concen»ed in any Contract, Commission or Agreement made for

the Public Service from being elected or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of

Commons," it is hereby expressly declared and agreed, and these presents are upon this

express condition, that no Member of the House of Commons is or shall be admitted to any

share or part of this agreement, or to any benefit to arise therefrom.

And
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And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con- Appendix, No. i.

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore conrained, which, on the

part and behalf of the contractors are, or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled, or kept, contractors bound in

the contractors do hereby bind themselves, their heirs and executors, and administrators, 4,000 1. for perform-

and each and every of them do hereby bind himself, his heirs, executors and adminis- ance of contract,

trators, unto our Sovereign Lady the Queen in the sum of 4,000 /., ot'lawful British money,

to be paid to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or

ascertained damages agreed upon between the said Commissioners and the contractors, in

case of the failure of the contractors in the due execuiion of this agreement, ur any part

thereof. In witness whereof the said parlies to these presents have hereunto set their

hands and seals the day and year first above written.

Alexr. Milne, (L. s.)

W. Cowper,(L.s.)

Hy. Jetikings, (L. s.)

J. G. Churchward, (L.S.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of,

Jno. Doulty.

5.—DOVER, CALAIS, AND OSTEND.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made this UOth day of June, in the year of our Lord 1855

between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord Higli Admiral of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty) of

the first part, and Joseph Geor»e Churchward, of Lombard-street, in the City of

London, Gentleman, hereinafter designated "the Contractor," of the second part, and

the said Joseph George Churchward, and Henry Jenkings, of Dover, in the County

of Kent, Master Mariner of the third part,

WITNESS, that in consideration of the payments hereinafter stipulated to be made to

the contractor, the contractor doth for himself, his heirs, executors and administrators

hereby covenant, promise, and agree to and with said Commissioners, that he the con

tractor, his executors and administrators shall and will during the continuance of this con

tract, diligently, faithfully, and to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners for the time

being, and at a speed which on the average of the voyages of each vessel during each

month shall be not less than 13 knots an hour, convey Her Maje.-ty's mails (in which

designation all despatches and bags of letters are Hgreecl to be comprehended), which shall

at any time or times, and from time to time by the said Commissioners or Her Majesty's

Postmaster General, or any of the officers or agents of the said Commissioners, or Her

Majesty's Postmaster General be required to be conveyed from Dover, in the county of

Kent, to Calais in France, and from Calais aforesaid to Dover aforesaid, and from Dover

aforesaid to Ostend, in Belgium, and from Ostend aforesaid to Dover aforesaid, as herein

after mentioned, by means of a sufficient number (not less than six) of good, substantial and

efficient steam-vessels, each of such vessels being of not less than 100 tons register, new

measurement, and being supplied and furnished with engines of sufficient horse-power, and

with all other necessary equipments, apparel, and appurtenances, and also manned with

competent officers, with appropriate certificates granted pursuant to ihe Act 17 &. 18 Viet,

c. 104, or to the Act or Acts in force for the time being, relative to the granting certificates

to officers in the merchant service, and with engineers and a sufficient crew of able seamen

and other men, to be in all respects as to vessels, engines, machinery, equipments, engineers,

officers and crew, subject in the first instance, mid from time to time, and at all times after

wards to the approval of the said Commissioners, and of such persons as shall at any time,

or from time to time have authority under this contract, or under the said Commissioners,

to inspect and examine the same.

That one of such vessels so equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall be kept as a spare

vessel to be used in case of accidents occurring to the others, and one other of such six

vessels shall be lit all limes at the disposal of and be navigated by the contractor for Her

Majesty's Government for the conveyance of despatches, or for other special services, be

tween Dover and Calais, or Dover and Ostend ; and shall convey such despatches, and per

form such special services between those ports, or any of them for which they are intended,

and shall for that purpose be stationed at such one of the before-mentioned ports as the

said Commissioners may from time to time, or at any time direct, and for each of such

voyages for the conveyance of despatches, and for such special services not exceeding in

any one year the number of 24 such voyages from port to port; the contractor shall be

paid the following sums in addition to the consideration hereinafter mentioned ; that is to

Buy, 6 I. for a voyage between Dover and Calais, and the like sum in addition for the return

voyage, if such return voyage be ordered by the said Commissioners, or be necessary for the

public service j and 11 I. for the voyage between Dover nnd Ostend, and the like sum for

the return voyage, if such return voyage be ordered by the said Commissioners, or be neces

sary for the public service; but for such voyages tlie conli actor shall not be entitled to

demand any passenger fares from the passengers ordered by the said Commissioners to b'e

0.83. D D conveyed,
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Appendix, No. 1. conveyed, and if such voyages shall exceed the said number of 24, the contractor shall be

— paid for each of the voyages exceeding the number of 24, such expenses as he shall show

to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners to have been incurred by him for the perform

ance of such voyages.

That one of such vessels, so equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall leave Dover once

every week-day for Calais, and one other of such vessels shall leave Calais once every week

day for Dover; and that one other of such vessels, so equipped and manned as aforesaid,

shall leave Dover once every alternate week-day for Ottend, and one other of such vessels

shall leave Ostend once every alternate week-day lor Dover immediately after the arrival of

the mail trains at the said ports respectively; and \vhen the mail bags shall have been put

on board, the said Commissioners having the powir to alter the time of departure from the

said ports respectively as often as they may consider the exigencies of the public service

require them to do so, upon giving to the contractor one calendar month's notice thereof, and

in every such case of aJteiation, the said vessels shall start according thereto; and that if

the contractor shall at any time during the continuance of this contract, fail to provide such

steam-vessel or any vessel whatsoever, which he is hereby bound to provide so equipped

and manned as aforesaid, ready to put to sea from Dover, Calais, or Ostend, or such vessel

should not proceed on her voyage at the time at which the same should leave Dover, Calais,

or Ostend, in performance of this contract, or shall put back into pert after starting (except

from stress of \\eather), then and so often as there shall be any one of such defaulis, the

contractor shall and will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs, and successors, the sum of 30 /.,

and also a sum of 10 /. for every successive period of one hour which shall elapse (but not

beyond a period of eight days from such appointed hour), until one such steam vessel so

equipped and manned shall actually proceed to sea, and continue her voyage with the said

mails and despatches, or such despatches, or on any such special service as aforesaid, from

Dover, Calais, or Ostend, as the case or default may be ; but the payment of such sum or

sums shall not be enforced, should it be proved to the satisfaction of the said Commis

sioners that such default arose from circumstances -over which the contractor and his

servants had not and could not have had any control ; but the payment of, or liability to

pay the sum or sums last hereinbefore mentioned, shall not exonerate the contractor from

any damages which may accrue or have accrued, or from any expenses which may arise or

have arisen by the said Commissioners transmitting the said mails and despatches or

such despatches, or having any such special services performed as aforesaid by other

means.

That whenever the Indian mail shall arrive at Calais too late for the ordinary packet, the

contractor shall provide for the immediate conveyance of the same to Dover in one of the

steam vessels to be employed under this contract, or by some other means satisfactory to

the said Commissioners, their officers or agents.

That in every case where the contractor shall not have landed the said mails and

despatches in time to be forwarded by the mail railway train appointed to carry them, the

said Commissioners shall be at liberty, if they shall think fit, in addition and without refer

ence to any proceedings they may take thereon as a breach of contract, to deduct from the

payments hereby agreed to be made to the contractor the sum of 15/., unless it can be

shown to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners that the delay has arisen from weather

or other accidental causes over which the contractor or his servants had no control, and for

which they are not responsible, and has not been produced by deficiency of speed in the

vessel.

That the said Commissioners shall be allowed and have full power to make a survey by

any of their officers or agents of all and every the said vessels, and of the hulls thereof,

and of the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, equipments, and

the officers, engineer.-, and crew of every such vessel ; and if any such vessel or any part

thereof, or any engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, or equipments,

shall on such survey be declared by the same officers or agents unseaworthy, or not fit and

proper, or adapted for the service hereby contracted to be performed, any vessel or boat in

which such deficiency or unfitness shall appear to the same officers or agents shall be

deem1 d inefficient for the said service, and shall not be employed or used in the performance

of the said service until such defect or deficiency be made good to the satisfaction of the

said Commissioners; and if any such vessel be so employed or used before such delect or

deficiency be made good to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, the contractor shall

and will pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 100 /. for every voyage

of such vessel under this contract.

That all the vessels employed in the performance of this coniract shall, after having put

to sea for their respective voyages with the said mails and despatches on board, make the

best of their way to the port or place for which they may be bound, and shall not stop or

linger on the voyage, or deviate from the direct course thereof, except lor the purpose of

saving human life; and that if any such vessel shall stop, linger, or so deviate (except as

aforesaid) on her voyage, then and in every and in each of such cases, and as often as the

same sh;ill happen, the said contractor shall and will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and

successors, the sum of 100 /.

That the contractor shall cause to be received and allowed to remain on board each of

the said vessels employed in the performance of this contract an officer or officers to be

appointed
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appointed by the said Commissioners, or by Her Majesty's Postmaster General, to have Appendix, No. i.

the custody of the said mails and despatches, without any charge being made for his or -

their accommodation ; and should the Slid Commissioners deem it expedient to place the

said mails and despatches in charge of the masters or commanders of the said vessels, or

any of them respectively, the said masters or commanders shall, without any charge to the

public, take due care of, and the said contractor shall be responsible for the receipt, safe

custody, and due delivery, according; to their destination, of the said mails and despatches ;

and the said masters shall and will take the usual Post Office declaration, and furnish such

journal, returns, and information, and perform such services as the said Commissioners may

at any time or times require.

That the contractor will when and so soon as required by Her Majesty's Postmaster

General enter into a joint and several bond to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, in

such amount of penal sum as the said Postmaster General shall appoint for the due and

punctual conveyance and delivery of the said mails and despatches by the said contractor

in accordance with the terms of this contract, and for the due and faithful performance of

all the other stipulations and agreements contained in this contract, which on the part of

the contractor is or ought to be observed and performed ; and such bond, shall be in addi

tion to the other bond, bearing even date herewith, which the said contractor and his

sureties are to execute.

. That the contractor shall and will provide on board each of the said vessels a con

venient, secure, and proper place of deposit, under lock and key, for the said mails and

despatches, and suitable boats properly manned and equipped, and whatever else may

be necessary for their safe embarkation and disembarkation.

That the contractor shall and will at all times during the continuance of this contract,

at his own cost, provide and keep seaworthy, and in complete repair, a sufficient number of

good, substantial, and efficient steam vessels (not less than six) with engines of sufficient

horse power to each vessel, for the service hereby conti acted to be performed, and at the

like cost adequately provide and furnish each and every of the same vessels with all tackle,

stores, oil, tallow, fuel, provisions, machinery, engines, anchors, cables, two efficient boats,

fire-pumps, and other proper means for extinguishing fire, and all other furniture and

appnrel, and whatsoever else may be requisite and necessary for equipping the said vessels,

and rendering them at all times fully efficient for the said service.

And it is hereby agreed between the parties hereto and especially by the contractor, that

all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be paid by the contractor unto Her

Majesty, Her heirs, and successors, shall be considered as stipulated or ascertained damages;

and should the same or anv of them become payable, and not discharged forthwith, each

and every of such sum and sums of money so becoming payable, and not discharged forth

with, may be deducted and retained by the said Commissioners out of the moneys payable

at any time by them or by their direction to the contractor, or the payment thereof enforced

as a debt or debts due to Her Majesty, with full costs of suit, as the said Commissioners

in their discretion may think fit.

And the said Commissioners, in consideration of the premises, and of the contractor, his

officers, servants, and agents, at all times strictly and punctually performing the covenants

and agreements hereby entered into by the contractor, do for and on behalf of Her Majesty,

Her heirs and successors, agree with the contractor that they the said Commissioners, on

behalf of Her Majesty, will pay or cause to be paid to the contractor, by bills payable by

Her Majesty's Paymaster General, in seven days from and ufler the respective dates

thereof, a sum after the rate of 1 5,500 1. per annum, by quarterly payments, and with n

proportionate part thereof, should this contract terminate on any other day than a day of

payment ; the first of such quarterly payments to be made at the expiration of three

calendar months from the commencement of the service under this contract.

And it is hereby agreed that this contract shall commence on the day of the date hereof,

and shall continue in force until the 20th day of June 1803, and shall then determine if

either of the parties shall have given to the other of them twelve calendar months' previous

notice in writing of its being their intention that the same should so deteimine; but if any

such n»tice should not be given, this contract is to continue in force alter the said 20th day

of June 18B3, until the expiration of a twelve calendar months' notice in urit.ng shall be

given by either of the said parties to the other of them that the same shall determine, and

which last-mentioned notice may be given at any time after the 20th day of June 1862;

and at the expiration of such notice this contract shall de ermine accordingly, but not so as

to prevent either of the said parties availing themselves thereof for recovering any sum of

money or damages, should there have been any breach of the contract previously to the

determination of the same.

And it is hereby agreed that the contract bearing date on or about the 1st day of April

1854, and made between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord Hi^h Admiral

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, for and on behalf of Her Majesty, of

the one part, and the said Henry Jenkings and Joseph George Churchward, of the other

part, for conveying Her Majesty's mails from Dov< r, in the county of Kent, to Calais in

Fiance, and from Calais aforesaid to Dover aforesaid, and from Dover aforesaid to Ootend

/
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Appendix, No. i. in Belgium, and from Ostend aforesaid to Dover aforesaid, shall be deemed and be con-

— idered to be and is hereby terminated and annulled.

And the said Joseph George Churchward doth hereby for himself, his heirs, executors

and administrators, covenant and agree to and with the said Commissioners, their successors

in office and assigns, that the said Joseph George Churchward, his executors and adminis

trators, shall and will, during the continuance of this contract, pay all harbour passing

tonnage, and other tolls and dues which may during such period be legallj' charged, or

payable and recoverable at Dover or other ports of the United Kingdom upon the packets

employed by or on behalf of the French and Belgium Governments, or either of them, in

conveying: mails and despatches to and from England, am! shall and will, at the costs of the

said Joseph George Churchward, his executors or administrators, land and embark such

mails and despatches at Dover when intended to be landed at or shipped from that port.

Ard further, that he, the said Joseph George Churchward, shall and will indemnity Her

Majesty, Her heirs and successors, and the said Commissioners, from und against all such

tolls and dues, and all other payments heretofore made by or on behalf of Her Majesty,

in respect of the mail packets plying to and from Dover, and from and against the payment

thereof, and nil costs, charges, damages, and expenses in respect thereof, or relating; thereto,

Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, holding the said contractor harmless and indemnified

against all harbour passing tonnage, and other tolls and dues which during such period

as aforesaid shall be legally charged or paid at Calais and Ostend, or either of those ports,

or any other ports of France and Belgium, or either of them, upon packets employed by or

on behalf of the English Government in conveying mails and despatches to and from

Calais and Ostend, or either of those ports, and fiom all costs in landing or embarking

such mails und despatches at such last-mentioned ports, or either of them. And it is

hereby further agreed and provided, that the contmctor shall not assign, underlet, or other

wise dispose of this contract, or any part thereof; and that in case of tlie same, or any

part thereof, being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of, or of nny breach whatever

of this contract on the part of the contractor, it shall be lawful for the said Commissioners,

(if they think fit) by writing under their hands or under the hands of their Secretary, to

determine this contract without any previous notice to the contractor or his agents, nor

shall the contractor be entitled to any conpensation in consequence of such determination.

And it is also agreed, that the notices or directions which the said Commissioners, their

Secretary or officers are hereby authorised and empowered to give to the contractor, his

officers, servants, or agents, may at the option of the said Commissioners, their Secretary

or officers, be either delivered to the master, commander, or any other officer, or agent, or

servant, in the charge or management of any one of the said vessels, to be or while

employed in the performance of this contract, or left I'or the contractor at his office in

London, or at his or one of his last known places of business or abode, and any notices

or directions so given or left shall be binding on the contractor.

And in pursuance of the directions contained in a certain Act of Parliament made and

passed in the 22d year of the reign of King George the Third, intituled, " An Act for

restraining any Person concerned in any Contract, Commission or Agreement made for

the Public Service from being elected, or sitting and voting MS a Member of the House of

Commons," it is hereby expressly declared and agreed, and these presents are upon this

express condition, that no Member of the House of Commons is or shall be. admitted to

any share or p;m of this agreement, or to any benefit to arise therefrom.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants,

conditions, provisoes, clauses, articles and agreements hereinbefore contained, which on the

part and behalf of the contractor are, or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled or

kept, the contractor doth hereby bind himself, his heirs, and executors, and administrators,

unto our Sovereign Lady the Queen, in the sum of 4,000 £. of lawful British money, to be

paid to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascer

tained damages agreed upon between the said Commissioners and the contractor in case of

the failure of the contractor in the due execution of this agreement, or any part thereof.

In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and

seals the day and year first above written.

Peter Richards. (L.S.)

Robert Peel. (L.S.)

J. G. Churchward. (L.S.)

////- Jenhings. (L.S.)

Signed, sealed anil delivered in the presence of,

Jno. Doutty.
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6.—DOVER, CALAIS, AND OSTEND MAILS.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made this 26th day of April, in the year of our Lord 1859,

between the Commissioners for executing tiie Office or' Lord High Admiral of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty), of

the first part, and Joseph George Churchward, of Lombard-street, in the city of

London, gentleman, hereinafter designated " the contractor," of the second part ;

WITNESS that in consideration of the payments hereinafter stipulated to be made to the

contractor, the contractor doth for himself, his heirs, executors and administrators, hereby

•covenant, promise, and agree to and uitli the said Commissioners, that he the contractor,

his executors and administrators, shall and will, during the continuance of this contract,

diligently, faithfully, and to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners for the time being,

and at a speed which on the averaje of any trial of each vessel shall not be less than

13 knots an hour, convey Her Majesty's mails (in which designation all despatches and Contractor to convey

bans of letters are agreed to be comprehended), which shall at any time or times, and mails

from time to time by the said Commissioners, or Her Majesty's Postmaster General, or any

of the officers or agents of the said Commissioners, or Her Majesty's Postmaster General,

be required to be conveyed from Dover, in the county of Kent, to Calais, in France, and Between Dover and

from Calais aforesaid, to Dover aforesaid, and from Dover aforesaid, to Ostentl in Belgium, Calais, and Dover and

and from Ostend aforesaid, to Dover aforesaid, as hereinafter mentioned, by means of a thanlli steam* vewl*.

sufficient number (not less than six) of good, substantial, aiul efficient steam vessels, each

•of such vessels being of not less than 280 tons builders' measurement, and being supplied Tonnage of steam-

and furnished with engines of sufficient horse power, and with all other necessary equip- vessels.

ments, apparel and appurtenances, and also manned with competent officers with appro- TO be manned with

priate certificates granted pursuant to the Act 17 8c 18 Viet. c. 104, or to ihe Act or Acts certificated officers, &c.

in force for the time being, relative to the granting certificates to officers in the merchant

service, and with engineers, and a sufficient crew of able seamen and other men, to be in

all respects as to vessels, engines, machinery, equipments, engineers, officer* and crew,

subject in the first instance, and from time to time, and at all times afterwards to the Vessels and crew sub-

approval of the said Commissioners, and of such persons as shall at any time, or from ject to Admiralty

time to time have authority under this contract, or under the said Commissioners, to inspect approval,

and examine the same.

That one or more of such vessels so equipped and manned .is aforesaid, shall be at all Special vessels for'

times at the disposal of and be navigated bv the contractor for Her Majesty's Government special services be-

... ' , P_ . ,s i i i- /~.i • n/T •*• •* i % i. tween Dover and

as special boats for the conveyance of the Bombay, India, China, Mauritius, and Australian Calais.

mails, or of any despatches or for other special services between Dover and Calais, and shall

convey such mails, despatches, and perform such special services between those ports, and

shall for that purpose be stationed at such one of the before-mentioned ports as the said

Commissioners may from time to time, or at any time direct, and without any charge fir

the same beyond the subsidy of 18,000 /. a year hereinafter provided to be paid to the said

contractor for the due and faithful performance of this contract: Provided always, and it is vessels for distin-

hereby agreed, that in addition to the services herein contracted to be performed, it shall gashed persons.

be lawful for the said Commissioners to require the said contractor to provide vessels to be

navigated at the expense of said contractor for the purpose of conveying distinguished

persons, not exceeding 12 voyages from port to port, including in each of such 12 voyages

any return voyage thereby made necessary (free of all charge for the same bevond the said

subsidy hereinafter provided) in any one year ; but should the said Commissioners require

vessels to be provided for the conveyance of distinguished persons for a greater number than

12 voyages in any one year, then and in such case the voyages in excess of 12 shall be paid

for by the said Commissioners to the said contractor in manner following, that is to say ;

23 /. fora voyage between Dover and Calais, including the return voyage thereby made

necessary : And further, that one or more of such vessels shall be at all times at the disposal gpecia] vesseis for

of, and be navigated by the contractor for Her Majesty's Government as special boats lor special services be-

the conveyance of despatches or other special services between Dover and Ostend, and tween Dover and

shall for that purpose be stationed at such one of the before-mentioned ports, as the said s en

Commissioners may from time to time, or at any time direct. And the said Commissioners

shall pay to the said contractor for every such voyage between Dover and Ostend, including

the return voyage thereby made necessary, the sum of 58 1., but for such 12 voyages passenzer fares notto-

between Dover and Calais, or other additional voyages between Dover and Calais, and be demanded.

Dover and Ostend, the contractor shall not be entitled to demand any passenger fares

from the passengers ordered by the said Commissioners to be conveyed.

And the contractor doth hereby agree that he will at all tiroes, and at his sole cost and Contractor to provide

charge, provide, maintain, keep sea-worthy, in complete repair, efficiency, and readiness *tsc1*iai3^0\lnjmba!rk-

at Calais, a small steam-vessel, to be approved of by the said Commissioners, and such jng mails, &c., there,

vessel shall cost not less than 2,000 /., and be of such light draft of water as will enable

her at all times of tide to land and embark mails and passengers. And that all the mails,

and Government, or official passengers which are or have to be embarked at Calais by

virtue ot this contract, shall be landed or embarked by aid of the said small steamer free of

all charge for the same.
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When vessels are to

leave Dover for Calais

and Ostend, and rice

verfsfi.

Admiralty may alter

timns of departure.

Penalties for uot

putting to sea, &c., at

time appointed.

When contractor not

liable to penalties.

That one of such vessels so equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall leave Dover once

everv week-day for Calais, and one of such vessels shall leave Calais once every week-day

for Dover, and that one of such vessels so equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall leave

Dover once every iilternate week-day for Ostend, and one of such vessels shall leave

Ostend once every alternate week-day for Dover, immediately after the arrival of the mail

•trains ai the said ports respectively ; and when the mail bags shall have been put on board,

the said Commissioners having the power to appoint the original times of departure, and

to alter the time of departure from the said ports respectively, as often as tliey may con

sider the exigencies of the public service require them to do so, upon giving to the con

tractor one calendar month's notice thereof, and in every such case of alteration the said

vessels shall start according thereto.

That if the contractor shall at any time during the continuance of this contract fail to

provide such stearn vessel or any vessel whatsoover which he is hereby bound to provide,

so equipped and manned as afoiesaid, ready lo put to sea from Dover, Calais, or Ostend, or

such vessel should not proceed on her voyage at the time at which the same should leave

Dover, Calais, or Ostend in performance of this contract, or shall put back into port after

stai ting (except from stress of weather), then and so often as there shall be any one of such

delimits the contractor shall and will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs aud successors, the

sum of :JO/., and also a sum of 10 /. for every successive period of one hour which shall

elapse (but not beyond a period of eight days fmm such appointed hour), until one such

ste.iin vessel so equipped and manned shall actually procied to sea, and continue her voyage

will) the said mails and despatches, or such despatches or on any such special service as

aforesaid from Dover, Calais, or Ostend, as the case or the default may be, but the payment

of such sum or sums shall not be enforced shoul.l it be proved to the satisfaction of the said

Commissioners that such default arose from circumstances over which the contractor and

his servants had not and could not have had any control, but the payment of or liability

to pay the sum or sums last hereinbefore mentioned shall not exonerate the contractor

from any damages which may accrue or have accrued, or from any expenses which may

arise or have ari-en by the said Commissioners transmitting the suid mails and despatches,

or such despatches, or having any such special services performed as aforesaid by other

means.

As to conveyance of

not landed in time for

mail train.

Admiralty or agents

inny delay departure

of vessels not exceed

ing 24 hours.

That whenever the Bombay, Indian, China, Mauritius, or Australian mails shall arrive at

India, China, and Aus- Calais too late for the ordinary packet, the contractor shall provide for the immediate convey-

tr n inalls- ance ol the same to Dover in one of the steam vessels to be employed under this contract, or

by some other means satisfaciory to the said Commissioners, their officers or agents, free of

all charge for the same beyond the subsidy hereinafter provided for the due and faithful

perfo:mance of this contract.

When Admiralty may That in every case where the contractor shall not have landed the said mails and des-

make deductions from patches in time to be forwarded by the mail railway train appointed to carry them, the said

payments, i mm s Commissioners shall be at liberty, if ihey shall think fit, in addiiion and without reference

to any proceedings they may take thereon as a breach of the contract, lo deduct from the

payments hereby a^iced to be made to the contractor the sum of 1 5 /., unless it can be shown

to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners that the delay has arisen from weather, or

other accidental causes, over which the contractor or his servants had no control, and for

which they are not responsible, and has not been produced by deficiency of speed in the

vessel.

That should it be deemed by the said Commissioners, or by any of their authorized

agents, requisite for the public service that any vessel employed under this contract should

at any time or times delay her departure from any of the places herein mentioned beyond

the period appointed for her departure, the said Commissioners or such authorized agents,

shall have power or be at liberty to order such delay, not, however, exceeding 24 hours, by

letter addressed by iheir secretary, or other officer or agent of the said Commissioners, to

the master of any such vessel, or person acting as such, and which shall be deemed a suffi

cient authority for such detention, anything herein contained to the contrary thereof

notwithstanding.

That the said Commissioners shall be allowed and have full power to make a survey by

any of their officers or agents of all and every the said vessels, and of the hulls thereof, and

of the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, equipments, and the

officers, engineers, and crew of every such vessel, .-md if any such vessel, or any part

thereof, or any engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores or equipments,

shail on any such survey be declared by tlie same officers or agents unseaworthy, or not

fit and proper, or adapted for the s-ervice heieby contracted to be performed, any vessel

or boat in winch such deficiency or nnfitness shall appear t> the same officers or agents

shall be deemed inefficient for the said service, and shall not be employed or used in the

performance of the said seivice until such defect or deficiency be made good to the satis

faction of the said Commissioners, and if any such vessel be so employed or used before

such defect or deficiency be made good t> the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, the

contractor shall and will p;iy to Her Majesty. Her heirs, and successors, the sum of lOOi

for every voyage of such vessel under this contract.

That all the vessels employed in t'ue performance of tin's contract shall, after having put

to sea for their respective voyages, mnke the best of their way to thi; port or place for which

they may be bound, and shall not stop or lurger on the voyage, or deviate from t!ie direct

course

Admiralty by agents

may survey vessels,

kc., and if vessel, &c.,

unseaworthy, not to be

employed until defects

made good to the

satisfaction of Admi-

rulty, under penally of

1001. for each voyage.

Penalty on deviating,

&c., on voyage.
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course thereof, except for the purpose of saving human life, and that if any such vessel shall Appendu No. i.

stop, linger, or so deviate (except as aforesaid) on her voyage, then and in every, and in

each of such cases, and as often as the same shall happen, the said contractor shall and

will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 100 /.

That the contractor shall cause to be received and allowed to remain on board each of ??c*r,1fjf>I>t0nbe*1 b>

the suid vessels employed in the performance of this contract, an officer or officers to be received on board,

appointed by the said Commissioners or by Her Majesty's Postmaster General, to have the

custody of the said mails and despatches, without any charge being made for his or their

accommodation ; and should the said Commissioners deem it expedient to place the said

mail-; and despatches in charge of the masters or commanders of the said vessels, or of Admiralty may en-

any of them respectively, the said masters or commanders shall without any charge to the ^^"1^ Jho"^ to

public, take due care of, and the said coniractor shall be responsible for, the receipt, sale make usual declara-

custody, and due delivery, according; to their destination, of the said mails and despatches, ti<">> &c.

and the said masters shall and will take the usual Post-office declaration, and furnish such

journal, returns, and information, and perform such services, as the said Commissioners may

at any time or times requiie.

That the contractor will, when and so soon as required by Her Majesty's Postmaster Bond to be entered

General, enter into a joint and several bond to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, in i?to,£^!!?"1!red by

1 1*1 T"» f^ 1 I. I ( " C 1_ J I*"* *• UBlIHttalt.1

such amount of penal sum as the said Postmaster (jreneral shall appoint tor the due ana General.

punctual conveyance and delivery of the said mails and despatches by the said contractor,

in accordance with the terms of this contract, and for the due and taithful performance of

all the other stipulations and agreements contained in this contract, which on the part of

the contractor is or ought to be observed and performed ; and such bond shall be in addition

to the other bond bearing even date herewith which the said contractor and his sureties are

to execute.

That the contractor shall and will provide on board each of the said vessels a convenient, Place for deposit of

secure, and proper place, of deposit, under lock and key, for the said mails and despatches, mail??^d boate to ^

and suitable boats properly manned and equipped, and" whatever else may be necessary for p '

.heir safe embarkation and disembarkation.

That the contractor shall and will at all times during the continuance of this contract, at Not less than six

his own cost, provide and keep seaworthy, and in complete repair, a sufficient number of 8t^(a™T*S8el9to be

good, substantial, and efficient steam vessels (not less than six), with engines of sufficient

horse power to each vessel for the service hereby contracted to be performed ; and at

the like cost adequately provide and furnish each and every of the same vessels wilh all Vessels to be fur-

tackle, stores, oil, tallow, fuel, provisions, machinery, engines, anchors, cables, two efficient {^jg fl^.1 mac mery'

boats, fire pumps, and other proper means for extinguishing fire, and all other furniture and

apparel, and whatsoever else may be requisite and necessary for equipping the said vessels,

and rendering ihem at all times fully efficient for thu said service.

And it is hereby agreed between the parties hereto, and especially by the contractor, that Sums to be paid by

all and every the sums of monev hereby stipulated to be paid by the contractor unto Her c?»tr«?t0''. to ** con-

liff • TT i- i " 1111 -ii -ii -i sidered stipulated
Majesty, Her heirs and successors, shall be considered as stipulated or ascertained damages.

damages; and should the same, or any of them, become payable and not discharged forth

with, each and every of sucli sum and sums of money so becoming payable and not

discharged forthwith, may be deducted and retained by the said Commissioners out of the

moneys payable at any time by them, or by their direction, to the contractor, or the pay

ment thereof enforced as a debt or debts due to Her Majesty, with full costs of suit, as the

said Commissioners in their discretion may think fit.

And the said Commissioners, in consideration of the premises, and of the contractor, his Payments to contrac-

officers, servants, and agents, at all times strictly and punctually performing the covenants tor for services.

and agreements hereby entered into by the contractor, do, for and on behalfof Her M;ijesty,

Her heirs and successors, agree with the contractor that they the said Commissioners on

behalf of Her Majesty, will pav or cause to be paid to the contractor by bills payable by

Her Majesty's Paymaster General, in seven days from and after the respective dates

thereof, a sum out of moneys to be provided by Parliament alter the rate of 18,000/. per

annum by quarterly payments, and with a proportionate part thereof, should this contract

terminate on any other day than a day of payment, the first of such quarterly payments to be

made at the expiration of three calendar months from the commencementot the service under

this contract.

And it is hereby agreed that this contract shall commence on the day of the date hereof. Duration of this

and shall continue in force until the 26th day of April 1870, and shall then determine if contract,

either of the parties shall have given to the other of them 12 calendar months' previous

notice in writing of its being their intention that the same should so determine; but if

any such notice should not be given, this contract is to continue in force after the said

26th day of April 1870, until the expiration of a 12 calendar months' notice, in writing,

shall be given by either of the said parties to the other of them, that the same shall

determine, and which last-mentioned notice may be given at anv lime after the '20th day of

April 1869, and at the expiration of such notice this contract shall determine accordingly,

but not so as to prevent either of the said parties availing themselves thereof for reco

vering any sum of money or damages, should there have been any breach of the contract

previously to the determination of the same.
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Contract of 20th June

Itiiij, aunuiled.

Contractor to pay tolls

and due* ;

And land mails, dec,,

and pay boat-hire.

As to contractor em

ploying vessel* to bis

own advantage.

Contract not to be ai-

t-igned, &c. In case

of assignment, &c., or

breach, Admiralty

may determine con

tract without previous

notice or compensa

tion.

As to services of

notices.

No JI. P. to be entitled

to any share of con

tract."

Contractor bound in

4,000 /. for due per

formance of contract.

And it is hereby agreed that the contract, bearing date on or about the 20th day of June

1855, and made between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord H igh Admiral

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, for and on behalf of Her Majesty

of the first pait, the contractor of the second part, and Henry Jenkings and the contractor

of the third part, for conveying Her Majesty's mails from Dover in the county of Kent

to Calais in France, and from Calais aforesaid to Dover aforesaid, and from Dover afore

said 10 Ostend in Belgium, and from Ostend aforesaid to Dover aforesaid, shall be deemed

and be considered to be, and is hereby terminated and annulled, as on and from the 25th

day of April 1859.

And the contractor doth hereby for himselfthis heirs, executors and administrator!-, cove

nant and agree to and with the said Commissioners that he the contractor, his executors and

administrators, shall and will during the continuance of this contract pay all harbour,

passing tonnage, and other tolls and dues whatsoever which may during such period be

legally charged or payable and recoverable at Dover, Calids or any ports of the United

Kingdom upon the packets employed by the contractor in the performance of this contract,

or the said mails or passengers hereby contracted to be conveyed, or in consequence of the

extra voyages herein provided for the conveyance of distinguished personages to and

from England ; and shall and will, at the costs of the contractor, his executors, or admi

nistrators, land and embark such mails and despatches, and distinguished personages and

their suites and servants, at Dover, Calais, or Ostend, when intended to be landed at or

shipped from those ports respectively, and pay ail boat-hire for the same. And further, that

he the said contractor shall and will indemnify Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, and

the said Commissioners from and against all such tolls, dues, and boat-hire, and all other

payments whatsoever heretofore made by or on behalf of Her Majesty in respect of the

minis and the mail packets plying to and from Dover or Calais, and from and against ihe'

payment thereof, anil all costs, charges, damages, and expenses in respect thereof or relating

thereto now payable.

Subject always to the penalties hereby agreed upon for the non-fulfilment of the pro

visions of this contract, and to the other consequences of any breach of this contract,

nothing herein contained shall deprive the contractor of the liberty of employing his steam-

vessels to his own advantage and at his own discretion, when it is not necessary to employ

the said vessels for the mail service or for special services, according to ihe terms of this

contract; but the contractor employing any such steam-vessel to his own advantage, and

at his own discretion, shall not be any excuse for the non-fulfilment of this contact on his

part, although from accidents or otherwise any vessel while so employed shall become dis

abled or be lost.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that the contractor shall not assign, under

let, or otherwise dispose of this contract or any part thereof, and that in case of the same

or any part thereof being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of, or of any breach

whatever of this contract on the part of the contractor, it shall be lawful for the said Com

missioners (if they think fii) by writing, under their bunds, or under the hands of their

secretary, to determine this contract without any previous notice to the contractor or his

agents, nor shall the contractor be entitled to any compensation in consequence of such

determination.

And it is also agreed that the notices or directions which the said Commissioner?,

their secretary, or officers, are hen by authorised and empowered to give to the contractor,

his officers, servants, or agents, may at the option of the said Commissioners, their secre

tary, or officers, be either delivered to the master, commander, or any other officer or

agent or servant in the charge or management of any one of the said vessels, to be or

while employed in the performance of this contract, or left for the contractor at his om'ce

in London, or at his or one of his last known places of business or abode, and any notices

or directions so given or left shall be binding on the contractor.

And in pursuance of the directions contained in a certain Act of Parliament, made and

passed in the 22d year of the reign of King George the Third, intituled, " An Act for re

straining any Person concerned in any Contract, Commission, or Agreement made for the

Public Service from being elected, or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of'

Commons," it is hereby expressly declared and agreed, and these presents are upon this

express condition, that no Member of the House of Commons is or shall be admitted to

any share or part of this agreement, or to any benefit lo arise therefrom.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, which, on the

part and behalf of the contractor, are or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled, or

kept, the contractor doth hereby bind himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, unto

our Sovereign Lady ihe Queen in the sum of 4,000 /. of lawful British money, to be paid

to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained

damages agreed upon between the said Commissioners and the contractor, in case of the

failure of the contractor in the due execution of this agreement, or any part thereof. In

witness whereof the said pat ties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals

the day and year first above written.

J. G. Churchward, (i-.s.)

John S. Pakirigton. (L.S.)

Frederick Lygon. (L.S.)

Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of

Antonio Brady, Admiralty.
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7.—WEST COAST OF AFRICA MAILS. -

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made this 29th day of January, in the year of our Lord 1852, Contract with MI-

between Macgregor Laird, of Fenchurch-street, in the city of London, merchant, herein- Mac5rcSor Lal«l.

after designaied "the contractor," of the one part, and the Commissioners for executing

the office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland

(for and on behalf of Her Majesty, Her heirs, and successors), of the other part,

WITNESS, that in consideration of the payments hereinafter stipulated to be made to the

contractor, the contractor doih for himself, his heirs, executors, nnd administrator?, hereby

covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said Commissioners, that he, the contractor, his

executors, and administrators, shall, and will, at his or their own cost and charge, at all times

during the continuance of this contract, diligently, faithfully, and at a speed which, on the

average voyages of each vessel, shall not be less than eight knots an hour, convey Her To convey mails at not

Majesty's mails, which expression of Her Majesty's mails, where used in this Contract, is |^Llhan elght k"ot*

agreed to include all bags or parcels of letters and despatches which shall iit any time or

times, or from time to time, be or have been required bv the said Commissioners, their officers

or agents, or by Her Mnjesty's Postmaster General, his officers or agents, to be conveyed Once each way every

once each way every calendar month, between England and Fernando Po, on the west calendar month

coast of Africa", by means of a sufficient number (not less than three) of good, substantial, ^and0Epo!Bnd "^

and efficient steam vessels, each of such vessels to be of not less than 700 register ions By not less than three

burthen, old measurement, and fitted with a screw propeller, and supplied with first-rate ap- steam vessels, with

propriate steam engines of not less than 220 effective home-power, and to be of such construe- »crew propeller and

tion and strength, and her equipments so arranged as to be fit and able to carry and fire such 020' bore "-"ower 'fUw

an armament us the said Commissioners shall decide to be suitable and requisite. AH the carry and tire such

vessels employed under ihe contract to be always supplied and furnished with all necessary armament as Admiral-

and proper machinery, engines, apparel, furniture, stores, tackle, boat?, fuel, oil, tallow, ^ <je"d< rel"19"e-

provisions, anchors, cables, fire-pumps, and other means for extinguishing fire; charts, proper™*ehine'rv,h

chronometers, proper nautical instruments, and whatsoever else may be requisite and neces- tackle, boats, fire-'

sary for equipping the said vessels and rendering them constantly efficient for the service PumPs>*c-

hereby contracted to be performed, and also manned with competent officers, with appro- And manned with com-

priate ceitificates, granted pursuant to the Act 13 &, 14 Viet. c. 93, or to the Act or po'ent officer* wuiicer-

Acts in force for the time being relative to the granting certificates to officers in the mer- vic"'".''^"^^*/4

chant service and with engineers, and a sufficient crew of able seamen and other men, to be A«'« »» to 'certificates.

in all respects, as to vessels, screw propellers, engines, equipments, engineers, officers, and Vessel?, officer*, and

crew, subject, in the first instance, and from time to time and at all times afterwards, to the «">w> »«i>ject to Adml'

approval of the said Commissioner?, and of such persons as shall at any lime, or, from time ™ ty appro>

to time, have authority under the said Commissioners to inspect and examine the same.

That all the vessels employed in the performance of this contract shall touch at Madeira, Places at which vosseii

Teneriffe, Goree, Bathurst, Sierra Leone, Monrovia, Cape Coast Castle, Accra, Whydah, are to touch. outward

Badagiy, La«os, Bonny, Old Calabar, and Cameroons, on their outward voyages, and at *nd horaeward >

Lagos, Badagry, Whydah, Accra, Cape Coast Castle, Monrovia, Sierra Leone, Bathurst, And at which mails

Goree, Tcneriffe, and Madeira, on their homeward voyages; and the contractor shall are to he delivered

convey in the s;iid vessels to and from, and cause to be delivered and received at each of the and received.

ports or places at which the said vessels are to proceed or touch in performance of this con

tract, all such of Her Majesty's mails as shall or are to be delivered or received thereat.

That one of such vessels so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall, One ves"cl once every

once in every calendar month, from and after the 31st day of August 1852, on such day auV^ugu™"^^"

and at such hour as shall at any time or times, or from time to time, be appointed by the time appointed by

said Commissioners, and immediately after Her Majesty's mails are embarked, put to sea Admiraltv to Put to

from Plymouth, or such other port as shall be determined by the said Commissioners, and otLra^pointedp'ori0'

proceed without loss of time to Fernando Po, touching at, but only at, the intermediate ports with mails;

or places as hereinbefore mentioned or referred to «t which Her Majesty's mails are to be And Proceed to f*1"

delivered and received, and that one other of such vessels so approved of, and equipped, appointed interm^att

and manned as aforesaid, shall, once in every calendar month, from and after the 30th day ports.

of September 1852, on such day and at. such hour as shall at anytime or limes, or from A"d another vessel

time to time, be appointed by the said Commissioners, and immediately after Her Majesty's nift.*
•I II I f T^ I T\ * ' 1 1 f AIIUHUIj HIT! T O\f OGI)*'

mails are embarked, put to sea from rernando ro, and proceed without loss of time to tember 1^52, at time

Plymouth, or such other port as shall hereafter be determined by the said Commissioners, appointed by Admi*

touching at, but only at, the intermediate ports or places as "hereinbefore mentioned or from' Fernando Vo foi

referred to, at which Her Majesty's mails are to be delivered and rect-ived. Plymouth, touching »V

intermediate port*.

That the said Commissioners for the time being shall be at liberty and have full power Admiralty may alter

to alter the port of embarkation of mails, and the day and hour of departure and arrival of P°rt °f embttl'kation'

i • < r i r i ii i r ..i ir- i , att" "">' nndhonr of

the said vessels, from and at all and every or any ot the ports or places from whence the departure and arrival

said mails are to be conveyed, on givinsj three calendar months' notice in writing, under °f vessels at all the

their hands or the hand of their secretary, to the contractor. Place?> °n three

* months notice.

That the said Commissioners shall be at liberty, with the consent of the contractor, but ,en™o™contrTctori'maj'

not otherwise, to order the said vessels to stop and deliver mails at oilier ports besides those order vessels to slop

above mentioned. at °ther P0?8 and

deliver mails.

That at each of the places and ports at which any of the said vessels are or may be ap- Vrs.'els to "main at

i i • xi r r L- i L i. n • i i L ii various ports onlv s(7

pointed to touch in the performance ot this contract, they shall remain so long only as shall ]„„,, as required for

0.83. E E be landing .-,i'l embark

ing mails.
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Admiralty may alter

time of »tay of vessels

by three calendar

mouths' iiotice.

If vessel disabled, con

tractor to replace same

bv another vessel.

Officer or other person

appointed by Admiralty

to be received on board.

Officer or other person

to be considered as

agent of Admiralty,

with uuihority to re

quire due execution of

contract ;

And to determine as to

proceeding to sea, or

putting into harbour,

Or necessity ofstopping

to assist vessel in

distress, &c.

Decision of officer or

other person to be

final, unless Admiralty

on appeal from con

tractor otherwise

decide.

First-rate cabin and

bed.&c. to be provided

by contractor for me

of naval officer or

other person on board.

And proper place for

deposit oT mails.

Officer or other person

to be victualled by con

tractor as chief cabin

passenger free ofcharge

Admiralty may entrust

charge of mails to

master of vessel, who

is to muke usual

declaration and deliver

and receive mails.

Agent in charge of

mails to be conveyed

on and from thp shore

with or without mails.

In a boat of not less

than fonr oars, with

covering for mail bags,

and properly manned,

ic.

Directions of officer to

te obeyed as to receipt

and delivery of mails.

Contractor not to

receive on board any

other letters.

For any default in such

resptct,iigentin charge

to rqwrt to Admiralty,

and contractor liable

for breach of contract.

Penally for inefficient

vcs-si1!. or for vessel

stopping, lingering, or

deviating, or delay in

starting, or put back

into ]>ort without sanc

tion of officer in charge

of ma: Is, 100 1.

be required for lamlinsr and embarking the mails, unless the said Commissioners shall

otherwise direct, in whicli case the precise stay of the said vessels at such places shall be

determined by the said Commissioners, with power to the said Commissioners also, when so

determined, to alter the sume from time to time, in such manner as in their judgment will

afford the greatest accommodation to tlie different places and ports, and the said vessels

shall stay accordingly, provided any such determination be signified to the contractor by a

tlnee calendar months' notice in wiiting under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty.

That the contractor shall, in every case of any of the said vessels becoming disabled,

immediaiely, at his own cost and charge, replace the same by good and efficient vessels of

similar tonnage and horse power, obtained by hire or otherwise.

That the contractor, his executors or administrators, shall if required, receive and allow to

remain on board all and each of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this con-

trart while they are so employed, and also while remaining at any of the said ports or places

for mails, an officer in Her Majesty's Navy, or any other person to be appointed by the

said Commissioners; und that every such officer or other person shall be recognised and

considered by the contractor, his executors and administrators, and his officers, agents and

seamen, as the agent of the said Commissioners in charge of Her Majesty's mails ; and as

having full authority in all ca^es to require a ;lue and strict execution of the conditions of

this contract on the part of the contractor, his executors, and administrators, his officers,

servants and agenis ; and to determine every question, whenever arising, relative to pro

ceeding to sea, or putting into harbour, or to the necessity of stopping to assist any vessel

in distress, or to save human life ; and that the decision of such officer or other person as

aforesaid shall in each and every of such cases be final and binding on the contractor, his

executors and administrators, unless the said Commissioners, on appeal from the contractor,

his executors or administrators, shall think proper to decide otherwise.

That a suitable first-rate cabin, with appropriate bed, bedding, and furniture, shall, at the

cost of the contractor, his executors, and administrators, be provided and appropriated by

the contractor for and to the exclusive use and for the sole accommodation of each and

every of such naval officers or ether persons authorised as aforesaid; and also a proper and

convenient place of deposit on board, under lock and key, for IIT Majesty's mails ; and

that eacli and every of the said officers, or other persons, as aforesaid, shall be victualled

by the contractor, his executors and administraiors, as a chief cabin passenger, is to be

victualled without any charge being made either for his passage or victualling.

And that if the said Commissioners shall, during the continuance of this contract, or of

any part thereof, think fit to entrust the charge and custody of the mails to the masters of

all or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract, each of them

shall, without any charge to the public, take due care of and be responsible for the receipt,

safe custody, and delivery of the said mails ; and shall make the usual declaration or decla

rations required, or which mav hereafter be required by Her Majesty's Postmaster General

in such and similar cases; and every such master, having the charge of such mails, shall

himself immediately, on the airival at any of the said ports or places of any vessel so con

veying the same, deliver the said mails into the hands ot the postmaster of the port or place

where such mails are to be delivered, or into the hands of such other person as the said

Commissioners shall direct and authorise to receive the same, receiving in like manner all

the return or other mails to be forwarded in due course.

That at each and every of the said ports or places, where any of the said vessels are to pro

ceed, the said naval officer, or such other person, having or authorised to have the charge ofthe

said mails, shall, whenever and as often as deemed by him practicable or necessary, be con

veyed on shore, and also from the shore to the steam vessel employed for the time being in

the performance of this contract, together with or (if the duty of such officer or person

renders it necessary) without Her Majesty's mails in a suitable and sea-worthy boat of not

less than four oars, to be furnished with effectual covering for the mail bags, and properly

provided, manned and equipped, by the contractor; and who is also to provide whatever else

may be necessarv for the safe embarkation and disembarkation of the said mails ; and that

the directions of the said naval officer, or of such other person, having or authorised to have

the charge of the said mails, shall in all cases be obeyed as to the mode, time, and place of

receipt aud delivery of the said mails.

That the contractor shall not receive or permit to be received on board any of the vessels

employed under tfiis contract ;.ny letters for conveyance other than those duly in charge of

the said naval officer or other person authorised to have charge of the said mails, under

or by virtue of this com met, or which are or may be privileged by law; and the said

naval officer or other person shall report to the said Commissioners any default in this

respect, and in case of any such default the contractor shall be liable to be proceeded

against for a breach of this contract.

That if the contractor fails to provide an efficient vessel in accordance with the terms of

this contract, or if any vessel employed in the performance of this contract, having Her

Majesty's mails on board, shall stop, linger, or deviate from the direct course on her voyage

(except from stress or' weather, accivlents, or when authorised as aforesaid), or shall delay

starting at the proper time, or shall put back into port alter starting without the sanction

in each and everv case of the officer authorised to have the charge of the said mails, then and

in each and every of such cases, and as often as the same shall happen, the contractor shall

forfeit
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circumstances

which be or bin setv«nt«

had DO control.

Alterations ami im

provements to Ite msdc

in v. — i-l.s as Admiralty

Office;, &c., to In at

liberty to survey vi- -

Mb.

Defects or deficiency in

M'--ijls on nntice U> be

irinriliril under penalty

of 200 /.

forfeit and pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 100 /., but, never- Contractor not liable to

theless, so that the contractor shall not in any case be liable to any penalties under tins S™}"^^'0^.;

contract, if the default be proved to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners to have ratty, default mi«

arisen from circumstances over which the contractor and his servants had not and could not

have had any control.

That the contractor, his executors and administraiors, shall and will, from time to time,

and at all times during the continuance of this contract, make such alterations or improve

ments in the construction, equipments, or machinery of each and every of tue said vesse's may direct,

which shall be used by him, or them, in the performance of this contract, as the advanced

state of science may suggest, and the said Commissioners may direct.

That any naval officer, or other person authorised to have the charge of Her Majesty's

mails, shall either alone, or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full

power and authority whenever and as often as he may deem it requisite to examine and

survey in such manner as he may think proper all and every, or any, of the vessels

employed, or to be employed, in the performance of this contract, and the hulls and

machinery and equipments thereof, on his giving notice in writing to the commander for the

time being of the vessel about to be examined of such his intention, and if any defect or

deficiency be ascertained, and notice theieof in writing be given to the master or cum-

mander of the vessel in which such deficiency or defect may be found, and if the said master

or commander shall not immediately, or as soon as possible, thereupon remedy, replace, cr

effectively repair the same, he the contractor, his executors or adminisnators shall in every

such case pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 200 /., but the payment

of such penalty shall not in anywise release or discharge the contractor, his ex ecutors or ad

ministrators, from remedying, replacing, or effectively repairing such deficiency or defect.

And the said Commissioners shall also have full power, and be at liberty whenever and

as often as they may deem it requisite to survey by any other of their officers or agents, all

and every the vessels employed and to be en. ployed in the performance of this contract,

and of the hulls thereof, and of the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, stores,

and equipments of every such vessel, the hulls of which vessels shall be opened by the con

tractor, his executors, or administrators, whenever required by the said olficers or agents ;

and if any such vessel or any part thereof, or any engines, machinery, furniture, tackle,

apparel, boats, stores, or equipments shall, on any such survey, be declared by any of such

officers or agents unseaworthy, or not adapted to the service of this contact, or if such

officers or agents shall deem it necessary or expedient that any alteration or improvement

shall be made therein, or any part thereof, in order to keep p;ice with the more advanced

state of science, the vessel which shall be disapproved of, or in which such deficiency,

defect, or want of improvement shall appear, shall be deemed inefficient for any service

hereby contracted to be performed, and shall not be employed again in the conveyance of

Her Majesty's mails until such defect or deficiency shall have been repaired or supplied, or

the alterations or improvements, as the case may be, shall have been made to the .valisfuc-

tion of the said Commissioners, and if so employed before such defect or deficiency shall Under penalty of soo J.

have been repaired or supplied, as the case may be, to the satisfaction of the said Commis

sioners, the contractor, his executors, or administrators shall, in every such case, pay to Her

Majesty, Her heirs, and successors, the sum of 200 /.

That the contractor and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to be employed

in the performance of this contract, and all agents, seamen, and servants of the contractor

shall at all times, during the continuance of this contract, punctually attend to the orders

and directions of the said Commissioners, or of any of their officers or agents, as to the r>K>xn

landing, delivering, and receiving Her Majesty's mails.

That all and every the sums of money hereby siipulated to be paid by the contractor,

his executors, or administraiors unto Her Majesty, Her heirs, and successors, shall be con

sidered as stipulated or ascertained damages, whether any damage shall or shall not have

been incurred, and should the same or any or them become payable, and not be discharged deducted from uunie*

forthwith on the application of the said Commissioners or their agents, each and every of P«)»ul« <° contractor,
such sums of money may be deducted and retained by the said Commissioners out of the °r l'°>inient ™°lct •

monies then or at any time thereafter payable to the contractor, his executors, or admi-

..nistrators under this contract, or the payment thereof enforced, with full costs of suit, at the

discretion of the said Commissioners.

That the contractor shall and will, when, and ns often as in writing he or the masters of

his respective vessels shall be required so to do by the said Commissioners, or by such

naval or other officers or agents acting under iheir authority (such writing to specify the

rank or description of the person or persons to be conveyed and the accommodation to be

provided for him or them), receive, provide for, victual, and convey on board each and

every, or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of ihis contract for tlie

whole or any portion of the voyages of the said vessels (in addition to the nnval officer or eabin

other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails), all such officers in the navy, Ansl such penom m

army, or civil service of Her Majesty as chief cabin passengers, with their wives and foit>«bjn na»»gws,

families, and all such persons as fore-cabin passengers, with their wives and families, toge- famjih./'^'se^vajnta

ther with the servants of both chief and fore-cabin passengers, and all such seamen, marines, of chief cabiu, and fore-

soldiers, or artificers, with their wives and families, as deck passengers, as the »aid Com- rabm passengers, and all

missioners, their officers or agents, shall at any time or times require such deck passengers "wSe"""^^*^'

Admiralty at liberty to

surrey vessels, fee., by

any other officer.

If vewel, &c., declared

unae»orihy, &c., not

adapted u> acrvicc or

alterations required, not
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tatitfaction of Admi

ralty.
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'" H" s|»j«»*y «">-
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As ]nnR notice as poni- to De always provided with adequate protection from rain, sun, and bad weather, nnrl not

i>ie tn he civen when oc- exposed on deck without such competent sheltei', as lon^ notice as practicable being

tum required <rjven to the contractor, when accommodation shall be required for the wives or children of

suc|) officers ^ ^^ per80ng-

Commissioned officers, That commissioned officprs, tlieir wives and families, be considered as chief cabin pas-

wives and famiii«m.-hief sengers, non-commissioned officers, their wives and families, as f.ire-cabin passengers, and

cumrawsiuued'offiter*,' seamen, marines, private soldiers, sirtificers, and their wives and families, as deck pnssen-

wivesand families, fore- gers, and the said servants (in respect of accommodation) as the servants of chief cabin

cabin pawengers, tea- passengers.

irmn.&c. deck passengers. r

That each field officer end every naval officer of equal or superior rank shall be allowed

90 cubic feet of space in measurement for baggage provided (except in the case of the Koyal

Engineers), such allowance shall not exceed 18 cwt. in weight ; and all other officers in

Her Majesty's naval and military service, and officers in the civil service, 60 cubic I'eeteach,

and that (except in the case of the Royal Engineers) such allowance shall not exceed

12 cwt. in weight.

That the Royal Engineers shall be allowed the snme measurement, but to extend in

Each field officer and

very naval officer

DOt exceeding 18 cwt.

All other officers 60

cubic feet, but not ex

ceeding 12 cwt.

me meaftiire-

- *"?** Ij"^ to weight to 27 cwt. fur field officers, and 18 cwt. for every other officer of the Royal
27 cwt. for held officers ; ,-, ^ J «

)? cwt. lor every other -Engineers.

pfficer- . That soldiers of the Royal Artillery and Sappers and Miners and their wives, shall be

Sappers ami Miner*' and allowed s'x cubic feet each for baggage, and nil married officers, when accompanied by their

wives, b cubic feet each wives or families, a forth er allowance, not exceeding one-half of that before mentioned,

for baggage. according to their rank and corps.

Married officer*, when accompanied with wives or families, further

allowance, nut exceeding half that before mentioned.

Field-piece* for Artillery That for every company of the Royal Artillery embarked there shall be conveyed, free of

if rwuireJVCd °n ***** a^ charge, the proper proportion of light field-pieces and ammunition, if required ; and that

Hammocks and bedding anv hammocks and bedding which may be sent out for the use of the troops or other per-

to itr placed in charge sons embarked, shall be placed in charge of the officer authorised to have charge of

of om.vr having charge Her Majesty's mails, and be brought back to England, if required, free of any charge for
pf mails, and brought lo ,. . . . J J ft > 1 i J b

freight.

That the victualling of officers, their wives and families, conveyed as chief cabin passen-

cers, shall be ihe same as is usually allowed by the contractor to chief cabin passengers,

their wives and families; the victualling of non-commissioned officers, their wives and fami

lies, conveyed as fore-cabin passengers, shall be the same as is allowed to the boatswain and

carpenter of the contractor's steam ships; and the victualling of seamen, marines, soldiers,

and artificers, their wives and families, conveyed as deck passengers, shall be the same as is

allowed to tiie seamen of the contractor's steam ships ; and the victualling of the servants

of officers, whether chief or fore-cabin passengers, shall be the same as the servants of

other chief and fore-cabin passengers.

Cpnfractor not to charge

England free.

As to the victualling of

Admiralty passengers.

That the contractor, his executors or administrators, shall not charge nor receive for the

for passengers, conveyed fares of passengers conveyed under this contract by direction of the said Commissioners, or

pjoth^r 'office™, more'' tne 81l'd naval or other officers or agents acting under the authority of the said Commis-

thau rates charged sioners, more than the ordinary rates charged by the said contractor for private passengers,

private passengers when w|,en guch ordinary rates are equal to or less than the rates in the following table ; but even

j "» tiian'rates^n'taWe!' if and when such ordinary rates exceed those in the saul table, no more than the rates in

such table shall be charged for the said passengers so conveyed under this contract.

That all officers in the civil, naval, and military services of Her Majesty who may not be

entitled to a passage at the public expense under ibis contract, shall nevertheless, in all

cases when requiring a passage on board any of the said vessels, be provided with passages

on board sucli vessels, in preference to private passengers, and shall never be charged more

than would have been chargeable for passengers entitled to a passage at the public expense.

Even when not Ad

miralty pii'Kengers,

office™ of Her Majesty,

in :ill ca«es, to be pro

vided with passages in

preference to private

'•IK;I'I ••:. and not

chut Red more than those entitled to n passage

ijt public expense.

TABLE OF RATES OF PASSAGE.

To AND PROM

Chief Cabin Passengers.

Child Child

Fore-Cabin Passengers.

Child Child

Deck Passengers.

Child Child

ENoLAND.
Officer. Lady.

between

Sand 12

between

Sand 3
Man. Woman.

between

8 and 12

between

3 and 8
Man. Woman.

between

8 and 12

between

3 and 9

Years. Years. Years. Years. Years. Years.

£. I. £. £. *. £. t. £. .. £. *. £. .. £. ,. £. t. d. £ . i. d. £. .1. d. £. .. d.

i^Tjidoini ~ • 19 - 15 10 - 7 - 10 - 7 10 5 - 4 - 5 16 6 476 2 18 3 1 9 -

Teneriffe 20 - 16 10 10 7 10 10 10 7 10 5 5 4 - 6 17 6 529 389 1 14 S

Gorue - - 26 10 83 14 - 10 - 14 - 11 - 7 - 6 - 10 - - 7 10 - 5 - - 2 10 -

Baihunt 28 10 25 15 - 10 - 15 - IS - 7 10 6 10 10 7 6 7 15 6 539 2 12 -

Sierra Leone 31 - 28 16 10 10 10 16 10 12 10 8 5 7 5 12 1 6 9 - - 6 - - 3 - -

", ; ' ' ' ii 'H'l.l -1 ™ 33 - 30 17 10 12 - 17 10 13 10 8 10 7 10 13 3 6 9 18 - 6 12 3 36-

Cuue Coast Castle - 37 10 35 20 - 14 - 20 - 15 - 10 - 9 - 15 18 6 11 17 - 7 18 - 3 19 -

Ac1(ti'a- 38 10 36 20 10 16 - 20 10 15 - 10 - 9 - 16 4 - 12 - - 8 - - 4 - -

Whyilah 39 10 37 21 - 16 - 21 - 15 - 10 10 9 9 17 7 6 13 - - 8 13 6 466

BMagry 40 10

40 10

38

38

21 10

21 10

16 -

16 -

21 10

21 10

16 -

16 -

10 10

10 10

9 9

9 9

17 11 -

17 18 6

13 3 - 8 15 6

9 - -

48-

4 10 -
X.<t£(>8 - •

13 in -

9 10 - 4 1ft -
ijininv - - 42 - 40 22 10 17 - 22 10 17 - 11 5 10 - 19 - - 14;,-

Old Calabar 43 - 41 23 - 17 - 23 - 17 - 11 10 10 10 19 12 - 14 14 - 9 16 - 4 lei -

Cameroon* - 44 - 42 23 10 17 - 23 10 17 - 11 10 10 10 20 5 - 15 3 9 10 2 6 513

Ftr.lnuclo Po 44 10 43 24 - 17 - 24 - 18 - 12 - 11 - 20 10 - 15 6 9 10 5 - 526
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The rates for officers as chief cabin passengers are exclusive of wine and beer. Those Rates for chief cabin

for fore cabin and deck passengers include for each male passenger half a gill of spirits pa«»engers, exclusive of

per day, or an equivalent if not issued. «bta Md deck p«**.

T» /•• i • i i i .1 j i_ AT.' i Kers. for each male half

Rates for inter-colonial passages to be regulated by this scale. gili of ipiritt p,.ra.yt

Children under three years of age to be carried free, male servants charged one-half, and °' "l """ '"'."'

,.•;., ° , i /- i • i Inter-colonial rates of

female servants two-thirds of the rates charged for their employers. passage.

£:That the payment for ilie passage ordered at the expense of the public, for any person' Children under three

shall only be made on the production of the order for the passage, and of a certificate from J^£ oneJwjfVfcmab

the person, in the following form, viz:— servants, two-third rate*

" I hereby certify, that on the I embarked at orempojen.

J • iii •! . i Form of certificate for

as a passenger, on board the mail steam packet payment of /M«s»ge.

for passage to and landed at on the ."

To this certificate the following addition is to be made in every case of a male cabin

passenger, viz.:

" I further certify, that the first dinner meal taken on board, was on the

and the last dinner meal, on the . Dated this day of ."

And the correctness of the dates must be corroborated by the master of the pack e*

adding underneath the passenger's signature.

"The dates inserted in this certificate are correct."

(Signature) Magter of the Pftcket

That the passage-money, for the families and wives of officers, shall be paid to the con- Passage for families and!

tractor by the officers themselves, at rates nevtr exceeding those contained in the before- wive* of office™ to be

mentioned table. *•" * of&cen-

That the passengers hereinbefore mentioned, or referred to, are to be exclusive of any Passengers exclusive of

men to be sent home under the provisions of' the Act 11 Geo. 4, c. 20, the rate of passage men imder ll Geu- <•

for whom is to be and to be paid for in accordance with the provisions of that Act. "• 20>

That whenever the contractor shall convey any soldiers, as deck passengers, other than AU soldier* u deck p*»-

those specially provided for by this contract, the contractor shall provide them with adequate •*"««« to have adequate

protection from the rain, sun, and bad weather, and they shall not be exposed on deck without P"""0"0"-

such competent shelter.

That the contractor, his executors or administrators, shall and will receive on board each small packages to be

and every of the said vessels employed in the performance of this contract, any number of received ,.» board <a

small packages, containing astronomical instruments, charts, medicines, wearing apparel, llire*'ed by Admiralty

. i " , . 1 , °, ,,. ji u /• i • T or omcers. and conveyed

or other articles, and convey the sfime to and from and between all or any or the said ports free of charge.

or places to or from which Her Majesty's mails are to be conveyed in the performance of

this contract, when and as often as directed bv ihe said Commissioners, or their secretary

•or British naval officer in command of the station, or agents duly authorised, free from all

costs and charges.

And also shall and will receive on board each and every of the said vessels, and convey stores to be conveyed

and deliver 10, and from, and between, all or any of the same ports or places, any naval or »">d delivered at rau»

other stores at nny time or times at the usual rate of freight charged by the contractor for for Pnvate &°ods> •'
i /i i • i i n i i /• . /• ~ i J * • • never more than 3 1. per

private goods (but which shall never be more than after the rate of 3/. per ton) on receiving per ton on » long notice

from the said Commissioners, or their secretary for the time being, or any of their officers «» practicable.

or agents, as long notice as practicable of its being their intention to have such stores so

•conveyed, and the contractor shall in all cases be strictly responsible for the due custody

and safe delivery of the said packages, articles, and stores.

And in consideration of the due and faithful' performance by ihe contractor of all the Payments to contractor

services hereby contracted to be by him performed, the said Commissioners do hereby agree wi'h <mnual deductloas-

that there shall be p;n'd to the contractor, so long as he performs the whole of the said

services, in the manner and with such vessels as herein provided by bills at sight, payable

by Her Majesty's Paymaster General, sums of money after the following rates, in equal

quarterly payments that is to say,—

£.

For the first year, from the commencement of this contract - - 23,250

For the second year, from the commencement of this contract - - 22,750

For the third year, from the commencement of this contract - - 22,250

For the fourth year, from the commencement of this contract - - 21,750

For the fifth year, from the commencement of this contract - - 21,250

For the sixth year, from the commencement of this contract - - 20,760

For the seventh year, from the commencement of this contract - - 20,250

For the eighth year, from the commencement of this contract - - 19,750

For the ninth year, from the commencement of this contract - - 19,250

For the tenth year, from the commencement of this contract - - 18,750

And for every subsequent year of the continuance of this contract, there shall be an annual After loth mnml

reduction of 600/, from the rate of the year immediately preceding the first of such deduction of soo /. nom

0.83. EE3 quarterly »te of preceding year.
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——• quarterly payments, to become due at the termination of three calendar months, from the

Service to commence 1st commencement of the said services, and which it is hereby agreed shall be on the 1st day of

September 1852.

September 1P52.

Admiralty may purchase

vessels) at a valuation, or

charter them far Her

.M:iji>U '* service.

In case of difference,

valuation, or hire, to be

•ettled by arbitration.

And it is hereby agreed that the said Commissioners for executing the office of Lord

High Admiral shall at any time during the continuance of this contract, if they shall con

sider it necessary for the public interest, have power and be at liberty to purchase all or any

of the said vessels at a valuation, or to charter the same exclusively for Her Majesty's

service, at a rate of hire, to be mutually fixed and agreed on by them and the contracior;

but if any difference should at any time or times arise as to the amount of valuation or hire

so to be paid, such difference shall be relerredto two arbitrators, one to bechosen from time

to time by the said Commissioners, and the other by the contractor ; and if such arbitrators

should at any time or times not agree in the matter or question referred to them, then such

question in difference shall be referred by them to an umpire, to be chosen by such arbitra

tors before they proceed with the reference to them ; and the joint and concurrent award of

the said arbitrators, or the separate award of the said umpire, when the said arbitrators

cannot agree, shall be binding and conclusive upon all parties, and that the said Commis

sioners in the case of hiring any sucli vessel shall reiurn the same to the contracior in the

same state and condition as she was in at the time of any such luring, reasonable wear and

tear excepted, and if any difference should arise upon that point, the same shall be settled

in the same manner as the amount for the hiring is to be settled in case of difference.

In case of purchase or And it is further agreed that in case of such purchase or hire, the service hereby con-

hire, «emce to be pet- tracled to be performed shall be performed either by Her Majesty's vessels, or by other
formed hy Her Majesty's . ,. , f . I . J J J ' J .

" vessels or the contractor of a similar description to me vessel or vessels purchased or hired,

if he can in due and proper time furnish them such other vessels as to construction, machi

nery, equipment, and crew, to be subject, to the same approval as other vessels employed

under this contiact.

if part of service be And in the event of the contractor being allowed by the said Commissioners to continue

allowed to be performed, to perform only a portion of the service, there shall he paid to the contractor such annual

contractor to j* paid 8urn of money as shall be agreed upon by the said Commissioners and the contractor, and

such sum as shall be . />.i • i-.f • i .L j'O- i x.i j i i •,

named by arbitrators in )n case ot their differing as to the amount, the difference to be settled by two arbitrators or

case of difference. an umpire, to be chosen respectively as aforesaid.

And it is agreed that any submission which may be made to arbitration in pursuance of

this contract shall be made a rule of Her Majesty's Court of Exchequer pursuant to the

If hired vessel, to be

returned in same state,

except reasonable wear,

&c. Any difference to

be settled by arbitration.

vessels, or by vessels of

contractor if he can

furnish them.

Submission to arbitra

tion may be made rule

e*amined°on oath""6" statute in that case made and provided, and that any witnesses examined upon any reference

may be examined upon oath.

All postage to be at

disposal nf Postmaster

General.

Contract to commence

1st September 1852, and

continue for 1 0 yean,

and then determine if

] 2 calendar month*'

notice by either partj ;

but if no notice, contract

toe outinue after 10 years

until 12 months' notice.

Contractor to nalu

arrangements relative

to quarantine.

Contract not to be

assigned, &c.

In case of breach or

assignment, Admiralty

may determine contract

without previous notice.

Contractor not entitled

to compensation on

termination, but shall

remain liable for breach.

As to service of aoticM.

And it is hereby agreed that the whole postage of all mails, despatches, and letters of

every description conveyed in the vessels employed under this contract, whether carried

from or out of Her Majesty's dominions, or otherwise, shall be at the disposal of Her

Majesty's Postmaster General.

And it is hereby agreed and declarer!, that this contract shall commence on the 1st day

of September now next ensuing the date hereof, and shall continue in force for 10 years,

and then determine if the said Commissioners shall by writing under the hand of the

Secretary of ihe Admiralty for the lime being have given to the contractor, his executors, or

administrators, or the contractor, his executors, or administrator* shall have given to the

said Commissioners 12 calendar months' notice in writing that this contract shall so deter

mine ; but if neither the said Commissioners, nor the contractor, his executors, or adminis

trators shall ^ive any such notice, this contract shall continue in force even after the said

term of 10 years until the expiration of a 12 calendar months' notice in writing, as aforesaid,

shall be given at any period of the year by either of the parties hereto to the other of them, ,

which last- mentioned notice may be given at any time after the expiration of the first nine

years of this contract.

And it is hereby distinctly understood that the contractor, his executois, and adminis

trators shall undertake for himself and themselves all arrangements relative to quarantine

its connected with the due and regular performance of the conditions of this contract.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided that the contractor, his executors, or

administrators shall not assign, underlet, or otherwise dispose of this contract, or any part

thereof, and that in case of the same, or any part thereof, being assigned, underlet, or other

wise disposed of, or of any breach of this contract on the part of the contractor, his

executors, or administrators, it shall be lawful for the Commissioners for executing the

office of Lord High Admir.nl for the time being (if they think fit, and notwithstanding there

may or may not have been any former breach of this contract) by writing under their hands

or under the hand of their secretary for the time being, to determine this contract without

any previous notice 10 ihe contractor, his executors, or administrators, or their agents, nor

shall the contractor, his executors, or administrators, be entitled to any compensation in

consequence of such determination; but even if this contract be so determined, ihe payment

of the sum of money hereinafter agreed to be made shall be enforced should the same be

not duly paid by the contractor.

And it is also agreed that the notices or directions which the Commissioners for executing

the office of Lord High Admiral or their secretary, officers, or other persons are hereby

authorised
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servants, or agents, may at the option of the same Commissioners, or their secretary, officers, .

agents, or other persons, be either delivered to the master or commander, or other officer,

agent, or servant of the contractor, his executors or administrators, in the charge or manage

ment of any vessel to be, or while employed in the performance of this contract, or be left

at the last known place of business or abode of the said Macgregor Laird, his executors, or

administrators in England, and any such notices or directions so given or left shall be as

binding on the said Macgregor Lairtl, his executors, or administrators, as if duly served upon

or left with him or them.

And in pursuance of the directions contained in a certain Act of Parliament made and No M. P. to Am in

passed in the 22d year of the reign of King George the Third, intituled " An Act for c00'™*-

restraining any Person concerned in any Contract, Commission, or Agreement, made for the

Public Service, from being elected, or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of

Commons," it is hereby expressly declared and a«reed, and these presents are upon this

express condiiion, and the contractor doth covenant for himself, his heirs, executors, and

administrators, that no Member of the House of Commons shall be admitted to any share

or part of this contract or agreement, or to any benefit to arise there! rom.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con- Contractor bound in

dilions, provisions, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, which on ihe 2:000 '• '°r ferfotaaan

part and behalf of the contractor, his heirs, executors, and administrator*, are, or ought

to be, observed, performed, fulfilled, or kept, the said Macgregor Laird doth hereby bind

himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, unto our Sovereign Lridv the Queen in

the sum of 2,000 /. of lawful British money, to be paid to our said Lady the Queen, Her

heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained damages agreed upon between

the same Commissioners and the said Macgregor Laird, in case of the failure of the said

Macgregor Laird, his heirs, executors, or administrators, in the clue execution of this con

tract, or any part thereof.

In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and

seals the day and year first above written.

Macgregor Laird. (L. a.)

Alexander Milne. (L. s.)

W. Cooper. (L. s.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of

Jno. James.

8.—WEST COAST OF AFRICA MAILS.

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT, made this 3d day of March, in the year of our Lord 1852, Contract with.

between Macgregor Laiid, of Ftnchurch-street, in the City of London, merchant, of ***• M"*"*" Lairf.

the first part, John Forster, of New City Chambers, London, merchant, and Wil

liam Law Ogilby, of Ingram-court, London, ship broker, of the second part, and the

Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom

ofGreat Britain and Ireland (lor and on behalf ot Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors),

of the third part.

WHEREAS by articles of agreement, made or dated the 29th day of January 1852, between Reciting England md

the said Macgregor Laird of the one part, and the said Commissioners for and on behalf of Ferniu>do Po mail

Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, of the other part, the said Macgregor Laird did agree 29BJ»iiii»ry*i852

to convey Her Majesty's mails between England and Fernando Po, and other places therein

mentioned, by means of such steam vessels as therein expressed; and whereas, previously

to and at the time of the execution of the said articles of agreement, it was agreed, by and

between the parties hereto, that the service hereby contracted to be performed should be

executed by the said Macgregor Laird, in addition to and exclusive of the service contracted and that additional

to be performed by him under or by virtue of the hereinbefore recited articles of l°d "elusive service
. J * should be performed.
.

agreement.

Now these presents witness, that in consideration of the premises, and of the sum or sums

of money hereinafter agreed to be paid to the said Macgregor Laird, his executors or admi

nistrators, he the said Macgregor Laird doth heieby, for himself, his heirs, executors, and

administrators, covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said Commissioners, that he

the said Macgregor Laird, his executors or administrators, shall and will, upon the expiration After 12 month.' notice

of any 12 calendar mouths' notice which may be given by the said Commissioners to the said bv Admiralty, and

Macgregor Laird, his executorsor administrators, for that purpose from time to time, and at all felted c^tract"^ "*

times during the continuance of the contract entered into by the hereinbefore recited articles provide such additional

of agreement, provide and furnish, in addition to the vessels employed for the performance of 8tea"1 v<fsel "directed

the service under the hereinbefore recited articles of agreement, an efficient and appropriate y miraUv>

steam vessel, with engines of such horse-power, and equipped, manned, and armed, as the said

Commissioners may at any time or times, or from time to time, direct, and such steam vessel, which once yearly snail

so equipped and manned, shall once every year proceed from such place or places in Great K^tom"™ meT*

Britain or Ireland as the said Commissioners may at any time or times, or from time to tiaie more navisibfe'rivers on

appoint, up such one or more of the navigable rivers on the western coast of Africa, and so Western Coast of Africa.

0.83. E E 4 far
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Sach vettel to atop and

return as directed by

Admiralty.

Passengers with bag

gage to be conveyed ai

Admiralty or their

•gents direct.

Passengers to be pro

vided for name as

Admiralty passengers

under contract of

January 1852.

No charge to be made

for passengers.

Covenant, by sureties,

for due performance of

contract.

Contractor to be paid

4 «. a mile for every

mile vessel may proceed,

as required l;y Admiralty.

Penalty, 1,0001 far

due performance of

coatract.

far up such river or rivers, nnd shall stop at such place or places, and for such period or

periods of time, and shall ivturn down the said river or rivers to her place of departure, as-

the said Commissioners shall ai any time or times, or from time to time, direct and appoint ;

and that he, the said Macgregor Laird, shall and will convey and victu il oti board the said

vessel every voyage sucii persons, with their baggage, and who shall be of such class of

passengers as the said Commissioners, their officers or agents, shall at any time or times, or

from time to time direct; and all such passengers shall be provided for according to their

class, in the same manner as Admiralty passengers are to be provided for under the herein

before recited articles of agreement, and no charge whatever shall ba made by the said

Macgregor Laird, his executors or administrators, for any such passengers.

And these presents further witness, that in consideration of the premises, the said John

Fors er and William Law Ogilby do hereby, for themselves, their heirs, executors, and

administrator?, and each of them doth, for himself, hi-, heirs, executors, and administrators,

covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said Commissioners, that the said Macgregor

Laird, iiis executors and administrator*, shall and will, from time to time, and at all times

during tt:e continuance of this contract, duly and faithfully perform and keep all and singular

the covenants and agreements herein contained, which are or ought to be by or on the part

of the said Macgregor Laird, his executors or administrators, performed, fulfilled, or kept.

And these presents further witness, that, in consideration of the due and faithful perform

ance by the said Macgregor Laird, his heirs, executors, or administrators, of all the services

hereby contracted to be by him or them performed, the said Commissioners do hereby

ngree that there shMl be paid to him or them, if the said services shall be required by the-

said Commissioners, and duly performed by him, by bills at sight, payable by Her Majesty's

Paymaster General, a sum ai the rate of 4s. per mile, for every mile which the said vessel

may be directed to proceed, and may proceed, as required by the said Commissioners, their

officers or agents.

And, lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore conioinecl, which, on the

part and behalf of the said Macgregor Laird, his heirs, executors, or administrators, are or

ought to be observed, performi-d, fulfilled, or kept, the said Macgregor Laird and John

Foister and William Law Ogilby do hereby bind themselves, their heirs, executors, and

administrators, and each of them doth hereby bind himself, his heirs, executors, and admi

nistrators, unto our Sovereign Lady the Queen, in the sum of 1,000 /. of lawful British

money, to be paid to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated

or ascertained damages, agreed upon between the said Commissioners for executing the said

office of Lord High Admiral and the said Macgregor Lainl and John Forster and William

Law Ogilby, in case of the failure of the said Macgregor Laird, his heirs, executors, or

administrators, in the due execution of this contract, or any part thereof.

In witness whereof, the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and

seals the day and year first above written.

(1-8.)

(L.S.)

(£».)

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Macgiegor

Laird, John Forster, and the said Commissioners,

in the presence of

JHO. James.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said William

Law Ogilby, in the presence of

Jno. Doutty.

M. Laird.

J. Forster.

Wm. Law Ogilby.

T. Herbert.

A. Milne. (L.S.)

Recital of contract of

S9th January 1852.

Recital of bond of the

s,imi; date.

9.—WEST COAST OF AFRICA MAILS.

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT made the 7th day of July, in the year of our Lord 1858,

between the "African Steam Ship Company" of the one part, and the Commissioners

for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors), of the other

part.

WHEREAS by articles of agreement, bearing date on or about the 29th day of January

1852, between Macgrrgor Laird, of Fenchurch-street, in the city of London, merchant, of

the one part, and the said Commissioners, for and on behalf of Her Majesty, Her heirs and

successors, of the other part, the said Macgregor Laird did, for the consideration therein

mentioned, contract and agree with the said Commissioners to convey Her Majesty's mails

between England and Fernando Po, on the west coast of Africa, as in the said articles of

agreement mentioned.

And whereas by a bond, also bearing date on or about the 29th day of January 1852,

under the hande and seals of John Forster, of New City Chambers, in the city of London,

merchant,
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merchant, nnd William Law Ogilby, of Ingram Court, London, shipbroker, the said John

Forster and William Law O.uilby became jointly and severally hound to Her Majesty in

the penal sum of 2.000/. for the due performance by or on the part of the said Macgregor

Laird, of the said hereinbefore recited contract of the 29th day of January 1852.

And whereas, by Indenture, bearing date on or about the llth day of March 1853, and n«itai of alignment

made or expressed to be made between ihe said Macgregor Laird of the first part, the of the >aid contract.

African Steam Ship Company of the second part, the said Commissioners for and on behalf

of Her Majesty, of the third part, and the said John Forster and William Law Ogilby of

the fourth part, the said Agreement or Contract, dated the 29th day of January 1852, was,

with the sanction of the said Commissioners, and with the privily i<f the said John Forster

and William Law Ogilby, assigned, transferred, and set over by the said Macgregor Laird

to Ihe African Steam Ship Company.

And whereas ihe said Commissioners, on the part of Her Majesty, have determined to

enter into this further agreement with the said Company.

Now, these presents witness, that, in consideration of the payment hereinafter stipulated

to be made to the said Company, the said Company do hereby, for themselves and

their successors, covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said Commissioners that

they the said Company shall and will, at their own cost, and charge, at all times during

the continuance of this contract, diligently, faithfully, and at a speed which on the average

voyages of each vessel shall not be less than eightknots an hour, convey Her Majesty's mails,

which expression of Her Majesty's mails, where used in this contract, is agreed to include all

bags or parcels of letters and despatches, which shall at any time or times, or from time to

time, be or have been required by the said Commissioners, their officers or agents, or by Her

Majesty's Postmaster General, his officers or agents, to be conveyed once each wny every

calendar month, between England and the West Coast of Africa, by means of a sufficient

number (not less ihan seven) ofgood, substantial, and efficient steam-vessels, each fitted with a

screw propeller, fourofsuch vessels to be of not less than 978 register tons burthen, old measure

ment, each, and each supplied with first-rate appropriate steam-engines, of not less than 250

horse-power, two other of such vessels to be of not less than 650 register tons burthen, old

measuiemrnt, each, and each supplied with first-rate appropriate steam-engines of not less

than 150 horse-power, and the remaining vessel (to be employe;! intercoloniclly only) to be

not less than 440 register tons burthen, old measurement, and supplied with first-rate appro

priate steam-engines of not Itss than 100 horse-power, and all the said vessels to be of such

construction and strength, and their equipment so arranged, a,s to be fit and able to carry

and fire such an armament as the said Commissioners shall decide to be suitab'e and requi

site. All the vessels employed under the contract to be always supplied and furnished

with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, apparel, furniture, stores, tackle, boats,

fuel, oil, tallow, provisions, anchors, rabies, fire-pumps, and other means for extinguishing

fire, charts, chtonometers, proper nautical instruments, and whatsoever else may be requi

site and necessary for equipping the said vessels, and rendering them constantly efficient for

the service hereby contracted tube performed, and also manned with competent officers,

with appropriate certificates, granted pursuant to the Act 17 8t 18 Viet. c. 104, or to the

Act or Acts in force for the time being, relative to the granting certificates to officers in the

merchant service, and with engineers, and a sufficient crew of able seamen, and other men,

to be in all respects as to vessels, screw-propellers, engines, equipments, engineers, officers,

and crew, subject in the first instance, and from time to time, and at all times afterwards

to the approval of the said Commissioners, and of such persons as shall at any time, or from

time to time, have authority under the said Commissioners to inspect and examine the

same. The said Company shall and will, during the continuance of this contract, in every

case, diligently, faithfully, and to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, and with all

possible speed convey the said mads on board ihe said vessels respectively, as mentioned

in the Tables of Routes, numbered 1 and 2, hereunto annexed.

That one of such vessels, of not less than 150 horse-power, so approved of, and equipped Departure of vessels

and manned as aforesaid, shall once in every calendar month, from and after the 24th day from Ensland-

of September 1858, on such day and at such hour as shall at any time or times or from

time 10 time be appointed by the said Commissioners, and immediately after Her Majesty's

mails are embarked, put to sea from Liverpool, or such other port as shall be determined

by the said Commissioners, and proceed in the performance of this contract in accordance

with the Table of Route No. 1 hereinbefore mentioned ; and that the vessel of not less than

100 horse-power to be employed intercolonially, only so approved of, and equipped and Departure of eofcmii!

manned as aforesaid, shall once in every calendar month, from and after the 20th day of ve>K'

October 1858, on such day and at such hour as shall at any time or times or from time to

time be appointed by the said Commissioners, and immediately after Her Majesty's mails

are embarked, put to sea from Bonny, or such other port as shall be determined by the said

Commissioner?, and proceed in the performance of this contract in accordance with the

Table ol Route No. 2 hereinbefore mentioned ; and all the stipulations and all the matters Tablet to form part of

and things mentioned and contained in the said tables shall form part of this contract, and contract

be observed, kept, and performed by the said Company accordingly ; and, subject to such

stipulations, matters, and things, and to the other stipulations of this contract, the said

vessels shall depart from and arrive at the several places, as mentioned in such tables, on

ihe days therein respectively mentioned or specified.

Company lo convey

mails.

Once ouch nny every

calendar month, between

England and the «e»t

rout of Africa, by net

leu than «even ttcam-

veaul*.

Tonnage of stearo-

vesseli, &c.

Vewels to be constrwcte 1

so as to carry an arma

ment.

Veueli lo be furnished

with machinery, tackle,

&c.

anil manned with certi

ficated officer', &<•.

Vessels and crew subject

to Admiralty approval.

Mails to be conveyed

according to tablet

annexed.
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River service steamer*

Admiralty at liberty to

change the port of

embarkation.

\dmiralty, with con-

^ent of Company, may

order vessels to deliver

malls at other ports.

That the said Company shall, at all times during the continuance of this contract, keep

o'l the African coast at least one of the said steam-vessels as a branch steamer to carry on

the river service.

That the said Commissioners for the time being shall be at liberty and have full power to

alter the port of embarkation of the mails, And the day and hour of departure and arrival of

the said vessels from and at all and every or any of the ports or places from whence ihe said

mails are to be conveyed, on giving three calendar months' notice in writino- under iheir

hands or the ha ml of their secretary tu the said Company.

That the said Commissioners shall be at liberty, with the consent of the said Company,

but not oiherwise, to order the sail! vessels to stop and deliver mails at other ports besides

those above-mentioned.

stay of vessels at ports. That at each of the places and ports at which any one of the said vessels are or may be

appointed to touch in the performance of this contract, they shall remain so long only as

shall be required for landing and embarking the mails, unless the said Commissioners shall

otherwise direct, in which case the precise stay of the said vessels at such places shall be

determined by the said Commissioners, with power to the said Commissioners also, when

so determined, to alter the same from time to time in such manner as in their judgment

will afford the greatest accommodation to the different places and ports ; and -ihu said

vessel shall stay accordingly, provided any such determination be signified to the said

Company by a three calendar months' notice in writing under the hand of the Secretary

of the Admiralty.

Company to replace

disabled vessels.

Officer appointed by

Admiralty to be re

ceived on board, and

considered as agent of

Admiralty, with autho

rity to require due

execution of contract,

and to determine u to

proceeding to tea or

putting into harbour,

or .- i t KIJ vessel in

distress, &c.

Decision of officer to

be final, unless Ad

miralty, on appeal,

decide otherwise.

First-rate cabin. Sec.,

to lie provided for

officer, with place for

deposit of mails.

Officer to be victualled

by Company.

Admiralty may intrust

nails to masters of

vessels, who are to

make usual declaration,

and deliver and receive

mails, See.

At all places to which

vessel proceeds, officer

to be conveyed to and

from the shore, and

directions of officer

obeyed as to mode of

receiving and deliver

ing mails.

That the said Company shall in every case of any of the said vessels becoming disabled,

immediately, at their own cost and charge, teplace the same by good and efficient vessels of

similar tonnage and horse-power, obtained by hire or otherwise.

That the said Company shall, if required, receive and allow to remain on board all and

each of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract while they are so

employed, and also while lemaining at any of the said ports or places for mails, an officer

in Her Majesty's navy or any other person to be appointed by the said Commissioners, and

that every such officer or other person shall be recognised and considered by the said Com

pany and their officers, agents, and seamen as the agent of the said Commissioners in charge

of Her Majesty's mails, and as having full authority in all cases to require a due and strict

execution of the conditions of this contract on the part of ihe said Company, their officers,

servants, and agents, and to determine every question whenever arising relative 10 proceeding

to sea or putting into harbour, or to the necessity of stopping to assist any vessel in distress,

or to save human life ; and that the decision of such officer or other person as aforesaid

shall in each and every of such cases be final and binding on the said Company, unless the

said Commissioners, on appeal from the said Company, shall think proper to decide

otherwise.

That a suitable first-rate cabin, with appropriate bed, bedding, and furniture, shall at the

cost of the said Company be provided and appropriated by the said Company for and to

the exclusive use and for the sole accommodation of each and every of such naval officers,

or other persons authorised as aforesaid, and also a proper and convenient place of deposit

on board, under lock and key, for Her Majesty's mails ; and that each and every of the

said officers or other persons as aforesaid shall be victualled by the said Company as a chief

cabin passenger is to be victualled, without any charge being made either for his passage or

victualling.

And that if the said Commissioners shall, during the continuance of this contract, or of

any part thereof, think fit to entrust the charge and custody or the mails to the masters of

all or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract, each of them

shall, without any charge to the public, take due care of, and be responsible for, the receipt,

safe custody, and delivery of the said mails, and shall make the usual declaration or decla

rations required, or which may hereafter be required by Her Majesty's Postmaster General,

in such and similar cases ; and every such master having the charge of such mails shall

himself, immediately on the arrival at any of the said ports or places of any vessel so con

veying the same, deliver the said mails into the hands of the postmaster of the port or place

where such mails are to be delivered, or into the hands of such other person as the said

Commissioners shall direci and authorise to receive the same, receiving in like manner all

the return or other mails to be forwarded in due course.

That at each and every of the said ports or places where any of the said vessels are to

proceed, the said naval officer or such other person having, or authorised to have, the charge

of the said mails, shall, whenever and as often as deemed by him practicable or necessary,

be conveyed on shore, and also from the shore to the steam-vessel employed for the time

being in the performance of this contract, together with, or (if the duty of such officer or

person renders it necessary) without Her Majesty's mails, in a suitable and seaworthy boat,

of not less than four oars, to be furnished with effectual covering for the mail bags, and

properly provided, manned and equipped by the said Company, and who are also to provide

whatever else may be necessary for the safe embarkation and disembarkation of the said

mails,
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Appendix, No. J.

Company not *o rereive

on board any other let

ters eicept those in

charge under this con

tract.

Penalties for not put

ting to eea at day and

hour appouted, or de

parture delayed, &c.

When Company not

liable to penalties.

con

ven

mail* may survey

vessels, &c., and defi

ciency to be remedied

under Penalty of 200 /.

mail.-, and that the directions of ihe said naval officer, or of such other person having, or

authorised to have the charge of the. said mails, shall in all cases be obeyed, as to the

mode, time, a.nd place of rec.e.ipt and delivery of the said mails.

That the said Company shall not receive, or permit to be received, on board any of the

vessels employed under this contract, any letters for conveyance, other than those duly in

charge of the said naval officer, or other person authorised to have charge of the said mails,

under or by virtue of this contract, or which are or may be privileged by law ; and the said

naval officer or other person shall report to the said Commissioners any default in this:

res.pect, apt! in case of such defau t, the said Company shall be liable to be proceeded

against for a breach of this contract.

That if ihe said Company fail to provide an efficient vessel, in accordance with the terms

of this contract, or if any vessel employed in the performance of this contract, having- Her

Majesty's mails on board, shall stop, lingtr, >>r deviate from the direct course on her voyage

(except from stress of weather, accidents, or when authorised as aforesaid), or shall delay

starting at the proper time, or shall put bnck into port after storting, without the sanction,

in each and every case, of the officer authorised to have the charge of the said mails, then

and in each and every of such cases, and as often as the same shall happen, the said Com

pany shall forfeit and pay unto Her Majesty, Her, heirs and successors, the sum of loo/. ;

but nevertheless so that the said Company shall not in any case be liable to any penalties

undei this contract, if the default be proved, to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners,

to have arisen from circumstances over wliich the said Company and their servants had not

and could not have had any control.

That the said Company shall and will, from time to time, and at all times during the con- Company to make im

tinuance of this contract, make such alterations or improvements in the construction, equip- Provement* m tne "

i • /• i i <• ,1 -i i i • i i ii i i i ^i r struction, «c.,of

ments, or machinery ot each and every ot the said vessels which shall be used by them MU).

in the performance of this contract, as the advanced state of science may suggest, and the

said Commissioners may direct.

Tiiat any naval officer or other person authorised to have the charge of Her Majesty's Naval officer in'.charge

mails, shall, either alone or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full

power and -authority, whenever and as often as he may deem it requisite, to examine and

survey, in such manner as he may think proper, all and every or any of the vessels em

ployed, or t<> be employed, in the performance of this contract, and the hulls and machi

nery and equipments thereof, on his giving notice in writing to the commander for the time

being of the vessel about to be examined of such his intention, and if any defect or defi

ciency be ascertained, and notice thereof, in writing, be given to the master or commander

of the vessel in which such deficiency or defect may he found, and if the said master or

commander, shall not immediately, or as soon as possible thereupon remedy, replace, or

effectively repair the same, they, the said Company, shall, in every such case, pay to Her

Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 200 Z. ; but the payment of such penalty

shall not in anywise release or discharge the said Company from remedying, replacing, or

effectively repairing such deficiency or defect.

That the said Commissioners shall also have full power, and be at liberty, \\ht-never, and

as often as they may deem it requisite, to survey, by any other of their officers or aaents,

all and every the vessels employed, and to be employed, in the performance of this contract,

and of the hulls thereof, and of the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, stores

and equipments of every such vessel, the hulls of which vessels shall be opened by the said

Company whenever required by the said officers or agents ; and if any such vessel, or any

part thereof, or any engines, machinery, lurniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, or equip

ments shall, on any such survey, be declared by any of such officers or agents unseaworthy,

or not adapted to the service of this contract, or if such officers or aguits shall deem it

nectssaiy or expedient that any alteration 01 improvement shall be made therein, or any

part tliereof, in order to keep pace with the more advanced state of science, the vessel

which shall be disapproved of, or in which such deficiency, defect, or want of improvement

shall appear, shall he deemed inefficient for any service hereby contracted to be performed,

and shall not be employed again in the conveyance of Her Majesty's, mails until such

defect or deficiency shall have been repaired or supplied, or the alterations or improvements,

as the case may be, shall have been made to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners ; and

if so employed before such defect ov deficiency shall have been repaired or supplied, as the

case may be, to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, the said Company shall, in

every such case, pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 200/.

That the said Company, and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to be

employed in the performance of th s contracr, and ail agents, seamen, and servants of the

said Company, shall at all times during the continuance of this contract, punctually attend

to the orders and directions of the said Commissioners, or of any of their officers or agents,

as to the landing, delivering, and receiving Her Majesty's mails.

That all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be paid by the said Companv

unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, shall be considered as stipulated or ascertained

damages, whether any damage shall or shall not have been incurred ; and should the same,

or any of them, become payable, and not be discharged forthwith on the application of the

Admiralty by agents

may survey vessels, &c.,

and if vessel, ttc.

unseaworthy, or

alterations require*',

not to b* employed

until alterations, &c.

made to satisfaction of

Admiralty, under

penalty of 200 !.

Company and their

agents, &c. to attend

to orders of Admiralty

or officers as to land-

in;;, be. mails.

Sums to.be paid '

Company to be

considered slijuilatiu
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On requirement by

Admiralty, &c.

officers in the navy,

army, or civil Knriee,

with wives, &c. to be

received on board as

chief-cabin passenger ;

and as fore-cabin

passengers with wives,

&c. and servants ;

and seamen,

marines, soldiers, or

arti6cers, Sec. as deck

passengers, with effec

tual protection from

nin, &c.

As to class of passen

ger..

Space and weight of

baggage.

Baggage of Royal

Engineers.

diers of

Royal Artillery, and

Sappers and Miners,

&c. and further allow

ance for mirried

officers.

Conveyance of field

pieces, is..-, and of ham-

ftiocks.

As to victualling of

Admiralty passengers.

Rates of passage-

money never to exceed

rates in Tables.

Rates of passage-

money for officers in

uavy, army, or civil

services, who are not

entitled to a passage at

the public expense, and

they « re to be preferred

to private passengers.

said Commissioners or their agents, each and every of such sums of money may be deducted

and retained by the said Commissioners out of the monies then, or at any time thereafter,

payable to the said Company under this contract, or the payment thereof enforced with full

costs of suit, at the discretion of the said Commissioners.

That the said Company shall and will, when, and as often as in writing they or the

masters of their respective vessels shall be requiied so to do by the said Commissioners, or

by such naval or other officers or agents acting under their authority (such writing to

specify the rank or description of the person or persons to be conveyed, and the accommo

dation to be provided for him or them), receive, provide for, vitual and convey on board

eacli and every, or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract,

for the whole or any portion of the voyages of the said vessels (in addition to the naval

officer or other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails), all such officers in

the navy, army, or civil service of Her Majesty, as chief c;ibin passengers, with their wives

and families ; and all such persons as fore-cabin |mssengprs, with their wives and families,

together with the servants of both chief and fore-cabin passengers ; and all such seamen,

marines, soldiers or artificers, with their wives and families, as deck passengers, as the said

Commissioners, their officers or agents, shall at any time or times require; such deck pas

sengers to be always provided with adequate protection from rain, sun, and bad weather,

and not exposed on deck without such competent shelter, as long notice as piacticable being

given to the said Company when accommodation shall be required for the wives or children

of such officers or other persons.

That commissioned officers, their wives and families, be considered as chief-cabin pas

sengers ; non-coiumissi'jned officers, their wives and families, as fore-cabin passengers ;

and seamen, marines, private soldiers, artificers, and thtir wives and families, as deck

passengers; and the said servants, in respect of accommodation, as the servants of chief-

cabin passengers.

That each field officer, and every naval officer of equal or superior rank, shall be allowed

90 cubic feet of space in measurement for baggage, provided (except in the case of the

Royal Engineers) such allowance shall not exceed 18 cwt. in weight, and all other officers

in Her Majesty's naval and military service, and officers in the civil service, 60 cubic feet

each, and that (except in the case of the Royal Engineers) such allowance shall not exceed

12 cwt. in weight.

That the Royal Engineers shall be allowed the same measurement, but to extend in

weight to 27 cwt. for field officers, and 18 cwt. for every other officer of the Royal

Engineers.

That soldiers of the Royal Artillery, and Sappers and Miners, and their wives, shall be

allowed six cubic feet each for baggage ; and all married officers, when accompanied by

their wives or families, a further allowance, not exceeding one-half of that before mentioned,

according to their rank and corps.

That for every company of the Royal Artillery embarked there shall be conveyed, free of

all charge, the proper propoition of light field-pieces and ammunition, if required, and that

any hammocks and bedding which may be sent out for the use of the troops or other per

sons embarked, shall be placed in charge of the officer authorised to have charge of Her

Majesty's mails, and be brought back to England, if required, free of any charge for

freight.

That the victualling of officers, their wives and families, conveyed as chief-cabin passen

gers, shall be the same as is usually allowed by the said Company to chief-cabin passen

gers, their wives and families; the victualling of non-commissioned officers, their wives and

families, conveyed as fore-cabin passengers, shall be the same as is allowed to the boat

swain and carpenter of the Company's steam-ships; and the victualling of seamen,

marines, soldiers, and artificers, their wives and families, conveyed as deck passengers,

shall be the same ns is allowed to the seamen of the said Company's steam-ships ; and the

victualling of the servants of officers, whether chief or fore-cabin passengers, shall be the

same as the servants of other chief and fore-cabin passengers.

That the said Company shall not charge nor receive for the fares of passengers conveyed

under this contract, by direction of the said Commissioners, or the said naval or other offi

cers or agents, acting under the authority of the said Commissioners, more than the ordi

nary rates charged by the said Company for private passengers, when such ordinary rates

are equal to or less than the rates in the following Tables ; but even if and when such ordi

nary rates exceed those in the said Tables, no more than the rates in such Tables shall be

charged for the said passengers so conveyed under this contract.

That all officers in the civil, naval, and military services of Her Majesty, who may not

be entitled to a passage at the public expense, under this contract, shall, nevertheless, m

all cases, when requiring a passage on board any of the said vessels, be provided with pas

sages on board such vessels in preference to private passengers, and shall never be charged

more than would have been chargeable for passengers entitled to a passage at the public

expense.
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MAIN LINE.

TABLE OF RATES OF PASSAGE.

TO AND FROM

LIVERPOOL.

CHIEF CABIN PASSENGERS.

Child

between

Sand 12

Years

of Age.

Child

between

3 and 8

Years

of Age.

SECOND CABIN PASSENGERS.

Child

between

Sand 12

Years

of Age.

Child

between

3 and 8

Yean

of Age.

DECK PASSENGERS.

Child

between

Sand 12

Years

of Age.

Child

between

Sand 8

Years

of Age.

Officer. Lady. Man. Woman. Man. Woman.

.€. i.

19 -

£. «. £. >. d.

10 - -

£. t. d. £. •. d.

14 - -

£. s. d.

10 - -

£. I. d. £. I. d. £. j. d.

8 10 -

£. ,. <*.' £. i. d.

6 10 - 4 - -

£. s. d.

3 10 -
Madeira 15 - 8 - - 5 - - 4 - -

Teneriffe 21 - 17 - 11 - - 8 10 - 16 10 - 11 10 - 5 10 - 476 95- 75'- 5 17 6 3 15 -

Btthunt 28 10 25 - 15 - - 11 10 - 20 10 - 17 - - 7 - - 5 12 6 12 5 - 9 15 - 65- 4 15 -

Sierra Leone 31 - 28 - 16 - - IS 10 - 22 - - 19 - - 7 10 - 5 17 6 13 - - 10 5 - 6 15 - 520

Cape Palmas 35 - 32 - 18 - - 13 10 - 24 10 - 21 10 - S III - 6 12 6 15 - - 11 10 - 7 12 6 5 17 6

Cape Coast Castle 37 10 36 - 20 - - 14 10 - 26 - - 23 10 - 10 - - 7 15 - 16 - - 12 5 - 8 - - 6 2 0

Accra 38 10 36 - 20 10 - 14 17 6 26 10 - 24 - - 10 7 6 8 - - 16 10 - 12 12 6 8 10 - 6 10 -

Lagos 40 10 38 - 21 10 - 15 5 - 27 10 - 25 - - 10 17 6 876 18 5 - 13 17 « 8 17 6 6 15 -

Benin 41 - 38 10 21 17 6 15 10 - 27 16 - 25 6 - 11 5 - 8 10 - 18 10 - 14 - - 9 - - 6 17 G

Nun - 41 10 39 - 22 3 - 15 15 - 28 - - 25 10 - 116- 8 10 - 18 15 - 14 - - 9 - - 6 17 6

Brass - 41 10 39 - 22 3 - 15 15 - 28 - - 25 10 - 11 5 - 8 10 - 18 15 ,f 14 - .,. 9 - - 6 17 G

Bonny 42 - 40 - 22 10 - 16 - - 28 16 - 26 6 - 11 10 - 9 - - 19 - - 14 6 - 11 in - 7 5 -

INTERCOLONIAL LINE.

TABLE OF RATES OF PASSAGE.

TO AND FROM

BONNY.

CHIEF CABIN PASSENGERS.

Child

between

8 and 12

Years

of Age.

Child

between

3 and 8

Years

of Age.

SECOND CABIN PASSENGERS.

Child

between

8 and 12

Years

of Age.

Child

between

Sand 8

Years

of Age.

DECK PASSENGERS.

Child

between

8 and 12

Years

of Age.

CUM

between

3 and S

Years

of Age.

Officer. Lady. Man. Woman. Man. Woman.

£. i. d. £. i. £. s. d. £. I. d. £. t. d. £. i. d. £. t. d. £. «. d. £. ,. d. £. i. d. £. .. i. £. *. <!.

Fernando Po 25- 2 - 1 10 - 1 - - 1 15 - I 10 - 1 - - - 15 - 1 - - - 15 - - 10 - -70

Cameroons - 3 7 6 3 - 25- I 10 - 2 10 - 2 - - 1 7 6 1 - - 1 10 - 1 2 6 - 15 - - 10 0

Old Calabar 4 10 - 4 - 3 - - a - - 35- 2 10 - 1 15 - 1 6 - 2 - - 1 10 - 1 - - - 13 -

Brass - 5 10 - 5 - 3 15 - 2 10 - 4 - - 3 - - 226 1 10 - 2 10 - 1 17 6 1 5 - - Id -

Nun - 5 10 - 5 5 476 3 - - 45- 35- 25- 1 10 - 2 12 6 2 - - 1 5 - - 10 -

Bonny 6 - - 5 10 4 10 - 326 4 10 - 37625- 1 12 6 2 15 - 226 1 7 fi - 17 G

.83. TheF P 3
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Kates for office™, ex

clusive of wine and

beer. Spirits for fore-

cabin and deck male

passengers.

Children under three

carried free ; male ser

vants half, female ser

vants two-thirds of

rates for employers.

Certificate for passage-

money.

Passage-money for

families and wives of

officers to be paid by

officers, and what the

rate is not to exceed.

Passengers, exclusive

of men, under 17 & 18

Viet. c. 104.

Soldiers, as deck pas-

sengeia, to have ade

quate protection from

rain, &c.

Small packages to be

received on boaid as

.Admiralty, &c.( may

direct.

Stores TO be conveyed

and delivered at rates

as for private goods

(but at never more

tlmn 3 /. per ton) on

notice, and Company

to be responsible foi

same.

Payments to Company

for services.

Admiralty may pur

chase or charter vessels

at a rate to be settled

by arbitration iri case

of difference.

The rates for officers as chief-cabin passengers are exclusive of wine and beer. Those

for fore-cabin and deck passengers include lor each male passenger half a gill of spirits

p. r clay, or an equivalent if not issued.

Children under three years of age to be carried free. Male servants charged one-halt',

and female servants two-thirds of the rates charged for their employers.

That the payment for the passage ordered at the expense of the public for any person

shall only be made on the production of the order for the paasage> and of a certificate from

the person in the following form, namely,

" I hereby certify that on the I embarked at as a

passenger on board the mail steam packet for passage to and

landed at on the

To this certificate the following addition is to be made in every case of a male cabin

passenger, namely,

" I further certify that the first dinner meal taken on board was on the

and the last dinner meal on the

"Dated this day of

And the correctness of the dates must be corroborated by the master t>f the packet adding

underneath the passenger's signature,

" The dates inserted in this certificate are correct.

" (Signature)

"Master of the Packet."

That the passage-money for the families and wives of officers shall be paid to the said

Company by the officers themselves, at rates never exceeding those contained in the before-

metitioned Tables.

That the passengers hereinbefore mentioned or referred to are to be exclusive of any

men to be sent home, under the provisions of the Act 17 & 18 Viet. c. 104, the rate of

passage for whom is to be, and to be paid for, in accordance with the provisions of ihat Act.

That whenever the said Company shall convey any soldiers as deck passengers, other

than those specially provided fur by this contract, the said Company shall provide them

with adequate protection from rain, sun, and bad weather, and they shall not be exposed on

deck without such competent shelter.

Th;it the said Company shall and will receive on board each and every of the said vessels

employed in the performance of this contract any number of small packages, containing

astronomical instruments, charts, medicines, wearing apparel, or other articles, and convey

the same to and from, nnd between all or any of the said ports or places to or from

which Her Majesty's mails are to be conveyed in the performance of this contract, when

and as often as directed by the said Commissioners, or their secretary, or British naval

officer in command of the station, or agents duly authorised, free from all costs and charges.

And also shall and will receive on board each and every of the said vessels, and convey

and deliver to and from, and between all or any of the same ports or places, any naval or

other stores, at any time or times, at the usual rate of freight charged by the said Company

for private goods (but which shall never be more than alter the rate of 3/. per ton), on

receiving from the said Commissioners, or their secretary for the time being, or any of their

officers or agents, as long notice as practicable of its being their intention to have such stores

so conveyed, and the said Company shall in all cases be strictly responsible for the due

custody and safe delivery of the said packages, articles and stores.

And in consideration of the due and faithful performance by the said Company of all

the services hereby contracted to be by them performed, the said Commissioners do hereby

agree that there shall be paid to the said Company, so long as they perform the whole of

the said services in the manner and with such vessels as herein provided, by bills, payable

by Her Majesty's Paymaster General, in seven days from and after the respective dates

thereof, a sum after the rate of 30,000/. per annuin, by equal quarterly payments, and

with a proportionate part thereof should this contract terminate on any other day than a day

of quarterly payment, the first of such quarterly payments to be made at the expiration of

three calendar months from the commencement of the service under this contract.

And it is hereby agreed that the said Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High

Admiral shall at any time during the continuance of this contract, if they shall consider it

necessary for the public interest, have power and be at liberty to purchase all or any of the

said vessels at a valuation, or to charter the same exclusively for Her Majesty's service, at

a rate of hire to be mutually fixed and agreed on by them and the said Company; but if

any difference should at any time or times arise as to the amount of valuation or hire so to

be paid, such difference shall be referred to two arbitrators, one to be chosen from time to

time by the said Commissioners, and the other by the said Company; and if such arbitrators

should at any time or times not agree in the matter or question referred to them, then such

question in difference shall be referred by them to an umpire, to be chosen by such arbitra

tors before they proceed with the reference to them, and the joint and concurrent award of

the said arbitators, or the separate award of the said umpire, when the said arbitrators

cannot agree, shall be binding and conclusive upon all parties; and that the said Commis

sioners, in the case of hiring any such vessel, shall return the same to the said Company

in the same state and condition as she was in at the time of any such hiring, reasonable

wear and tear excepted ; and if any difference should arise upon that point, the same

shall be settled in the same manner as, the amount for the hiring is to be settled in case

of difference.

And
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And it is further agreed that, in case of such purchase or hire, the service hereby con- in caie of purchase or

tracted to be performed, shall be -performed either by Her Majesty's vessels, or by other hire, Company to per-

vessels of the said Company, of a similar description to the vessel or vessels purchased or 0°™/yk j,8e|7 s^ect to

hired, if they can in due and proper time furnish them, such other vessels as to construe- Admiralty approval,

tion, machinery, equipment and crew, to be subject to the same approval as other vessels

employed under this contract.

And in the event of the said Company being- allowed by the said Commiasioners to con- Payment to Company

tinue to perform only a portion of the service, there shall be paid to the said Comphny such if on'y a p°rti°n of the

aamuil sum of money as -shall be agreed upon by the said Commissioners and the said Com- *e"lce be Perfoi'<ned.

pany, and in case of their differing as to the amount, the difference to be settled by two

arbitrators, or an umpire, to be chosen respectively as aforesaid.

And it is agreed that -any submission which may be made to arbitration, in pursuance of Submission to arbitra-

this contract, shall be made a rule of Her Majesty's Couit of Exchequer, pursuant to the tion may be made a

statute in that case made and provided, and that any witnesses examined upon any reference ^chequer C°Ur' °f

may be examined upon oath.

And it is hereby agreed that the whole postage of all mails, despatches and letters of All postage at the di»-

every description, conveyed in the vessels employed under tliis contract, whether carried P°s»J °f the Postma»-

from or out of Her Majesty's dominions, or otherwise, »bnll be at the disposal ot Her ter enera-

Majesty's Postmaster General.

And it is hereby agreed and declared that this contract shall commence on the day of Duration of this con-

the date heredf, fftfd shall continue in force for 'seven years, from the 24th day of Sep- tract-

•teiuber 1858, and then determine, if the said Commissioners *hall by -writing, under

the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty for the time being, have given to the said

'Company, or the said Company shall have given to the said Commissioners, 12 calendar

months' notice in writing, that this contract shall so determine; but if neither the said Com

missioners nor the said Company shall give any such notice, this contract shall continue in

force even after the said term of seven years, until the expiration of a 12 calendar months'

notice in writing as aforesaid shall be given at any period of the year by either of the

parties hereto to the other of them, which last-mentioned notice may be, given at any time

after the expiration of the said term of seven years from the 24th day of September 1858.

And it is he'reby agreed, that the hereinbefore recited contract, bearing date the 29th day Recited contract

of January 1852, s'hall bu deemed and be considered to be, and is hereby terminated and annulled,

annulled, save and except that for any breach or breaches thereof, up to the day of the date

of this contract, proceedings may be taken, as if such contract of the 29th day of January

1852 were in force.

And it is hereby distinctly understood, that the said Company shall undertake for them- Quarantine arrant-

selves all arrangements relative to quarantine, as connected with the due and regular per- menu to be undertaken

fornmnce of the conditions of this contract. " by Company.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that the said Company shall not assign, Contract not to be

underlet, or otherwise dispose of this contract, or any part thereof, and tint in case of the "signed, &c.

same or any part thereof being assigned, underlet or otherwise disposed of, or of any breach &°"™r breachfAdmi-'

of this contract on the part of the said Company, it shall be lawful for the Commissioners ralty may determine

for executing the office of Lord High Admiral for the time being (if they think fit, and not- contract without pre-

withstanding there may or may not have been any former breach of this contract) by ne^ticm'* "* C°m"

writing under their hands, or under the band of their Secretary for the time being, to deter

mine this contract without any previous notice to the said Company or their agents, nor

shall the said Company be entitled to any compensation in consequence of such determina

tion ; but even if this contract be so determined, the payment of the sum of money herein

after agreed to be made, shall be enforced, should the same be not duly paid by the said

Company.

And it is also agreed that the notices or directions which the Commissioners for execut- Astosemcesof

ing the office of Lord High Admiral, or their secretary, officers or other persons, are hereby '">t'ces-

authorised and empowered to give to the said Company, their officers, servants or agents

may, at the option of the same Commissioners, or their secretary, officers, agents or other

persons, be either delivered to the master or commander, or other officer, agent or servant

of the said Company, in the charge or management of any vessel to be, or while employed

in ti»e performance of this contract, or be left at the last known place of business or abode

of the said Company in England; and any such notices or directions so given or left,

shall be as binding on the said Company as if duly served upon or left with them.

• And it is hereby agreed, that if. when this contract terminates, any vessel or vessels if when this contract

•should ;have started, or should start with 'the mails in conformity with this contract, such terminates, any ressel

'vovasre or voyages shall be continued and performed, and the mails be delivered and received 8j>ou]^ have started, or

J.o Jo ._,. .1,./, ., , , |, . snoula start, voyage

durmg'the same, as if tins contract remained in force with regard to any such vessels and to be continued free of

services, but the said Company shall not be entitled to any payment or compensation for charge, as if contract

the same. " ' remained in force.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, company bound in

^conditions, provisions, clauses, articles and agreements hereinbefore contained, which on 2,000 /. for due per-

the part and behalf of the said Company are, or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled f°™ance of contract,

or kept, the said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sove

reign Lady the Queen in the sum of 2,000 /. of lawful British money, to be paid to our said

Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or «scertained damages

agreed upon between the same Commissioners and the 'said-Company, in case of the failure

of the said Company in the due execution of this contract, or any part thereof.

0.83. F F 4 In
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Appendix No. i. ^n w'tness whereof, two of the said Commissioners for executing the office of Lord HighL Admiral, hflve hereunto set their hands and seals, and the said African Steam Ship Com

pany have hereunto set their corporate seal the day and year first above written.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said

Commissioners in the presence of

Jno. Doutty.

Alexander Milne. (L. s.)

Lovaine. (L.S.)

The corporate seal of the above-named " African Steam Ship

Company," was hereunto affixed, by order of the Court of

Directors, in the presence of

Duncan Campbell, Secretary.

Jno. Doutty.

(L.8.)

TABLE No. 1.

PRO FORMA TIME TABLE FOR MAIN LINE, AFRICAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

DATES.
Distance

in

Wiles.

Steaming. Stoppages.

Course

of Port

from

England.

PORTS.

Arrivals. Departures. Days. Hours. Days. Hours.

Coals.

Liverpool - . 24th, 3 P. M. — — — — — —
'

Madeira 1st, 10 A. M. - 1st, 10P.M. - 1,537 7 19 - 12 Coals

Teneriffe • 3d, 6 A. M. 3d, noon 260 1 8 - 6 -

Bathurst - 8th, noon Oth, noon 050 5 - 1 - -

Sierra Leone llth, midnight - 13th, midnight - 480 2 12 2 - Coals

Cape Palmas 16th, 1 p. M. - Kill), 6 P.M. 400 2 13 - 5 -

Cape Coast Castle 18tb, 8 P. M. 10th, 8 P.M. 300 2 2 1
- -

Accra 20th, 5 A. M. - 20th, 5 P. M. 70 - 0
- 12 -

Lagos 21st, 11 P.M. - 23d, 8 P. M. 240 1 9 I 21 -

Benin (River) - 24th, 4 A. M. - 24th, 2 P. M. - 100 - 8
- 10 -

Nun (River) 25th, 8 A.M. 25th, 1 p. M. - 143 - 18
- 6

-

Brass (River)

Bonny (River) -

26th, 2 P. M.

26th, 4 A. M. -

25th, 6 P. M.

5th, 2 P. M.

7

70

" " 1

10

4

10

78

Days.

9 Coals

Lagos 6th, 1 1 P. M. - 8th, 6 P. M. 280 1 0 1 19 -

Accra Oth, midnight - 10th, OP. M. 240 1 6
- 18 -

Cape Coast Castle llth, SA.M. - 12th, 10 A. M. - 70 - 9 1 7 -

Cape Palmaa 14th, noon 14th, 6 P. M. - 300 2 2 - 6 -

Sierra Leone 17th, 7 A. M. - 1 Oth, midnight - 490 2 13 2 17 Coals

Bathurst • 22d, noon 23d, noon 480 2 12 1 - -

Teneriffe - 28th, noon 28tb, midnight - 950 6
- - 12 Coals

Madeira 30th, A. M. 30th, 8 P. M. 260 1 8 - 12
-

Liverpool - 9th, noon 1,537 8 16

).'-•.,

• ' • ,'

• > • \ " 9,434 Nautical Miles.

22 Ports visited by Main Line, including Port of Arrival and Departure in England.

Mileage, Main Line - 9>434

Intercolonial Line 590

10,024 Nautical Miles.
(L.S.)
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TABLE, No. 2.

PRO FORMA TIME TABLE, INTERCOLONIAL LINE.

DATES. Distance

in

Steaming. Stoppages.

Arrivals. Departures.
Miles.

Days. Hours. Days. Hours.

Bonny - 2Gth, 4 P.M.

Fernando Po - - 27tll, 5 A.M. 27th, midnight 100 _ 13 , 13

Cameroons - 28th, 9 A.M. 29th, 4 P.M. 70 . 9 1 7

Old Calabar 30th, 0 A.M. - 31st, 9 A.M. - 120 . 14 1 3

Brass .... 1st, 1 P.M. - 2d, 9 A.M. - 223 1 4 _ 20

Nun - 2d, 10 A.M. 2d, 0 P.M. - 7 _ 1 w „ 8

Bonny - 3d, 4 A.M. - _ 70 - 10 — —

690 Nautical Miles.

Six Ports Intercolonial Line.

(L. s.)

10.—PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

ARTICLES OF AGREKMENT made the 23d day of September, in the year of our Lord 1850, Contract with "The

between "The Pacific Steam Navigation Company" of ihe one part, and the Commis- jj''^^'"™ »av'8

sioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the' United Kingdom of Great "'" > "i

Britain and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty) of the other part.

iga-

WITNESS, that the said Company, in consideration of the payment hereinafter stipulated

to be made, do for themselves and their successors hereby agree with the said Commissioners

that they the said Company shall and will, during the continuance of this contract, provide,

maintain, keep seaworthy and in complete repair and readiness, for the purpose of convey

ing a< hereinafter provided, Her Majesty's mails (which term of Her Majesty's mails is Company to keep not

intended and understood by the parties hereto to mean such of Her Majesty's mails, und less *jian 81X sea"

all despatches and hags of letters as shall at any time and from time 10 time by the said "'"

Commissioners or Her Majesty's Postmaster General, or any of the officers or agents of the

said Commissioners or Postmaster General, be required to be conveyed, and whether such

mails, despatches, and bags of letters be intended for any of the ports or places mentioned

in this contract, or any other ports or places) a sufficient numbrr, not less than six, of good

substantial and efficient steam vessels to be employed between Panama Steam vegsels to be d between Panama and

and Callao and l^allao and Valparaiso, in couth America, and such Caiiao and CalUo and Valparaiso, and other inter-

other intermediate ports only as s^iall be approved of or directed by mediate ports, approved or directed by Admiralty.

the said Commissioners, eacli and every of such vessels to be

always supplied with first-rate appropriate steam-engines, of not less than 170 collective Vessels to be supplied

horse-power, and that all the said vessels shall be also always supplied and furnished with *0'J iej,"^""fohowe-

all necessary and proper machinery, engines, apparel, furniture, stores, tackle, boats, fuel, power;

oil, tallow, provisions, fresh water, anchors, cables, fire pumps, and other proper means for and furnished with

extinguishing fire, and whatsoever else may be requisite and necessary for equipping the proper machinery, &c.,

said vessels, and rendering them constantly efficient for the service hereby contracted ; to ™c_ oats> re PumP*'

be performed and also manned and provided with duly qualified and competent officers and ve,^, t0 be manned

engineers, and a sufficient crew of able seamen and oilier men, and to be in ail respects as to wth competent officers,

vessels, engines, equipments, engineers, officers, and crew, subject in the fir-t instance, and engineers, and crew :

from time to'time, and at all times afterwards, to the approval ot the said Commissioners, and *°^^J^"^'^

of such other persons as shall at any time, or from time to time, have authority under the

said Commissioners to inspect and examine the same.

That the said Company shall and will, during the continuance of ihis contract, in every Company to convey

case diligently, f.iihfully, and 10 the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, and with all Adm8ira°lty?isfaCti

due speed convey Her Majesty's mails on board the said vessels respectively as hereinafter

mentioned.

That one of such vessels so approved of and equipped and manned as aforesaid, shall within One vessel within 24

24 hours after the mails from England have been put on board, twice in every calendar mon h *LOU™ after mailf from

_, _o_^ • ..' .. y , , . England are on board,

put to sea from Panama, and proceed to Callao, where the said vessel is to arrive underorclmary to proceed twice every

circumstances, and after calling at the intermediate ports, within 300 hours after the time of de- calendar month from

0.83. Go parture Panama to Callao, and

« " to arrive at latter place

within 300 hour*.
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- parture from Panama; but should the mails from England not have arrived at Panama at

Vessel m remain at the tjme appointed or hereafter to be appointed for their arrival, the said vessel is to remain

ma'irfrcm'EilglanVnot lllere 12° "°"18 fr°m tne ^me **> appointed before proceeding to sea. That one of such

arrived. vessels so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid, and with Her Majesty's

One vmel with mail*, twice every calendar month to Iliails Ol) board, shall, twice in every calendar monlh, and within 440

proceed lYam Caiiao to Valparaiso within 444 hours hours from tlie time (if the departure of the said vessel from Panama,

after departure from Panama, and to arive at Val- put to iea from Callao, and proceed to Valparaiso, where the said

parauovmhm 300 hours of departure from Callao. ^ jg to arrive undcr ^fo^y circumstances, and afier calling at

the intermediate ports, \vithin 300 hours after the time of departure froiii Callao.

One vessel within 800 That one of such vessels so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid, and with

hours from time for Her Majesty's mails on b.>ard, shall w,thin 800 hours from the time arranged for the de-

vets-el leaving Panama, r i • i if, • • , , , , , c

to proceed twice every paiture ot the said vessel from Pamima twice in every calendar montli, put to sea irom

calendar month from Valparaiso, and proceed to Callao, where the said vessel is to arrive under ordinary circusn-

Valpanwe to Callao, stances, and after callinsr at the intermediate ports, witliin 276 hours after the time of de-

where the is lo arrive /. ir , " '

within 2;fl hours. parture from Valparaiso.

One vessel within 1,100 That one of such vessels so approved of, and equipped and manned as aforesaid, and with

hours from time for Her Majesty's mails on board, shall, within 1,100 hours from the time anans;rd for the de-

leavni:.- Panama to pro- pvllture tlf t|le ha;ci vessel from Panama twice in everv calendar month, put to sea from

ceed twice every calen- J-. . . ,, . .. . . J . IT

dar month from Callao Callao, and proceed to Panama, where the said vessel is to arrive, under ordinary circum-

to Panama, where she stances, and after calling at the intermediate ports, within 276 hours after the time of de-

iv. within 276 pal.ture from Callao.

Admiralty or Naval That should it be deemed by the said Commissioners, or by any of their authorised agents,

Commander in Chief requisite for the public service, that any ve.-sel employed under this contract should delay

in the Pacific, have Jjei- departure from any of the places herein mentioned beyond the periods hereinbefore

of "c^tis'n'ot exceed* agreed upon, the said Commissioners or the naval Commander in Chief for the time being

ing 24 hours. in ihe Pacific, shall have power and be at liberty to order such delay, not, however, exceeding

24 hours, by letter addressed to the mas!er of any such vessel or person acting as such, and

which shall be deemed a sufficient authority for such detention. Provided always, never

theless, that the power so delegated to the said naval Commander in Chief shall only be

i xercised by him under circumstances of extreme urgency or necessity, and the nature of

which circumstances shall in every case be forthwith specially reported by him to the said

Commissioners.

Alteration! or improve- That ihe said Companysliall and will, from time to time, and at all times during the con-

ve'.tis leT as&Adml- linuance of this coiitr.ict, make such alterations or improvements in the construction,

ralty ulay direct. equipments, and machinery of the vessels which shall be used in the performance of this

contract as the advanced state of science uuiy suggest and the said Commissioners may

direct.

Officer or other person That the said Company shall, if required, receive and allow to remain on board each of

rflty'and' a servant'"to *'le sa'c' vcsse's so to be and while employed in the performance of this contnict, an officer

he received on board, of Her Majesty's navy, or any other person, to be severally appointed by the said Comrais-

Such officer or person sioners to take charge of the said mails, and also a servant of the said officer or person if

to be considered as required ; and lhat every such officer or person shall be recognised and considered by the

v^ih^uthodT'To''™- ffuc' Company and their officers, agents, and seamen, as the ngent of the said Commissioners

quire due execution of 'n charge of Hc-r Majesty's mails; and as having full authority in all cases to require a due

contract; and strict execution of this contract on the part of the said Company, their officers, servants,

and to determine as to and agents, and to determine every question, whenever arising, relative to proceeding to sea

proceeding to sea or or putting into harbour, or to the necessity of stopping to assist any vessel in distress, or to

putting into harbour, v IT < L i • • r in- r • i i_ n • ,
&c., or necessity for save human life ; and that ihe decision ot such officer or person as aforesaid shall in each

stopping io assist ves- and every such case be final and binding on the said Company, unless the said Conimis-

selm distress, &c. sioners, on appeal by the said Company, shall think proper to decide otherwise ; but it is

His decision to be final, understood that the above expression "to determine every question" shall not confer upon

except Admiralty, on \ a? >i r i • • n

appeal by Company, sllcn officer or person the power ot compulsion in such cuses.

thull otherwise decide.

Suitable berth, bed, That a suitable berth, with appropriate bed, bedding, and furniture, shall, at the cost of the

&c.,tobe provided by gaid Company, be provided and appropriated by them for and to the ixclusive use and for

Company fi.rAdmiralty t|ie goie accommodation of such a«ent of the said Commissioners, and also a proper and

agent, and in oner place . . /•-. . i,-i IT 11 /• n •»*• , •«

for deposit of mails. convenient place ot deposit on board, with secure lock and key, lor Her Majesty s mails ;

Admiralty agent to be victualled as chief cabin pas- and that each and every of ihe said agents shall be victualled by the

senger free of charge. said Company as a chief cabin passenger, without any charge being

Servant of Admiralty agent to have proper berth, made for the same, and that should all or any of such agents require

and victualled by Company. a servailt) sucn servant shall also be provided with a proper and

suitable berth, and be duly victualled whilst on board by and at the cost of the said Com-

panv, without any charge being made for the same; and .should the said Commissioners

B'aiis"^ iTc'haree'of deem it expedient to place the said mails and despatches in charge of the master or corn-

master 1.1 vessel, who niander of the steam vessel, ihe said master or commander shall and will make the usual

is then to make u»ual post Office declaration, and furnish such geneial returns and information, and perform such

declaration, &c. services as the said Commissioners or iheir agent may require.

Admiralty agent to be That Her Majesty's mails shall be conveyed in the said vessels, and be delivered and

conveyed by Company received at each of the places to Yiliich the said vessels are to proceed in the performance of

tm and iioin the shore, , ; cor,traci, and that at each port or place where the said mails are to be delivered and

with oi without mails. , , , ' ,,TT '«,•,, -i > M i i r

in a suitable boat. received, ttie agent having charge ofHer IMajesty B mails shall, w henever, and as often as by

him
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him deemed practicable or necessary, be conveyed on shore, and also from the shore to the Appendix, Xo i.

vessel employed for the time being in the performance of this contract, together with or (if

such agent consider requisite for the purposes of this contract) without Her Majesty's mails, Directions of agent in

in a suitable boat to be provided and properly manned and equipped by the said Company, a11 cas" as t» »u»ie,

and that the directions of such a<rent shall in all cases be obeyed as to the mode, time, and Diving m^is'to"^

place of receiving and delivering Her Majesty's mails. obeyed.

That if any vessel employed in the performance of this contract, having Her Majesty's I'enalty for vessel stop-

mails on board, shall stop, linger, or deviate from the direct course on her voyage, except ^"cot^o^d!-'"™

from stress of weather, accidents, or when authorised as aforesaid, or shall delay starting at ing, starting/or putting

the proper time, or shall put back into port after starting without the sanction in each and back into port, without

every case of the ngent auihorised to have the charge of the said mails, or when so sane- charge 0°™^"' '"

tioned to put back into port, shall not again start and proceed direct in the performance of 500 £, and 5»o/. for

the service hereby contracted for when and so soon as required by the said agent, then every successive 12

and in every of such cases, and as often as the same shall happen, the said Company shall oura elay>

and will forfeit and pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 500 /., and

also the further sum of 500 I. for every successive period of 12 hours which shall elapse until

such vesstl shall proceed direct on her voyage in the performance of this contract; but the

said Company are not to be liable to any penalties under this contract from any matters

arising from circumstances over which they and their servants had not »nd o.uuld not have

had any control, and which shall be so proved to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners.

That every agent authorised to have the charge of the said mails shall, either alone or with Admir.ilty agent at li-

such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full power and authority, as often as berty to survey vessels,

he may deem it requisite, to examine and survey in such manner, and with the assistance of [JJ80^","/' &c' ou&*~

such persons as he may think proper, any of the vessels employed or to be employed in the ™g j^

performance of this contract, and the hulls, machinery, equipments, and crews thereof, on notice give'n in writing,

his giving reasonable notice in writing to the master for the lime being of the vessel about to same to be replaced or

be examined, or to the person acting as such, of such his intention ; and if any defect or repaired, &c.

deficiency be ascertained, and notice thereof in writing be given to such master or person,

the said master shall immediately, or as soon as possible thereupon, remedy, replace, or

effectively repair or make good every such defect or deficiency.

And that the said Commissioners shall also have full power, whenever and as often as Admiralty at liberty to

they may deem it requisite, to survey by any other of their officers or agents all anil every surtey vessels, &c. by

the vessels employed and to bo employed in the perf>r. nance of this contract, and the hulls a"5r otlier officer-

thereof, and the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, "stores, and equipment-! of

every such ves.-el, the said vessels to be opened in their hulls whenever the said officers

may require ; and if any such vessel, or any p irt thereof, or any engines, machinery, fumi- if vessel, &c. declared

ture, tackle, apparel, boais, stores, or equipments shall, on any such survey, be decl-ired by unseaworthy or altera-

anv of such officers or agents unseaworihy, or not adapted to the service hereby contracted '**"' re(imrfj> vessel

. i r , Til -J /i • • i 11 i •» iii disapproved of not to

to be performed, or it the said Commissioners shall .deem it necessary or expedient that any bi- employed again

alteration or improvement shall be made therein, or any pait thereof, in order to keep pace until alterations to

with the more advanced state of science, every vessel which shall be disapproved of, or in ta|13(a<:tion of .-\dmi-

which such defect or deficiency or want of improvement shall appear, shall be deemed r" >-

inefficient for any service hereby contracted io be performed, and shall not be employed

again in the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails until sueh defect or deficiency shall have

been repaired or supplied, or the alterations or improvements, as the case may be, shall have

been made to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners.

That the sai'l Company, and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to be Company and corn-

employed in the performance of this contract, and all agents, (seamen, and servams of the manding and other

said Company, shall at all times during the continuance of this contract punctually atten I office™ of vessels to

, j j- i- c ii -j^-i • t c xi • re attend to orders of

to the orders and directions or the said Commissioners, or or any of their oincers or agents, Admiralty or tbeir offi-

as to the landing, delivering, and receiving Her Majesty's mails. cers, as to landing and

receiving mails.

That the said Company shall and will, when and as often as in writing they or the On requirement by

masters of their respective vessels shall be required so to do by the said Commissioners, Admiralty, or naval or

or by any naval or other officer or agent acting under their authority (such writing to to^rovWe''^?^^7

specify the rank or description of the ptison or persons to be conveyed, and ihe accommo- naval, military, or civil

dation to be provided for him or them), receive, provide for, victual, and convey on board officer in Her Majesty's

each and every of or any the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract, fo^^u^th^ir'wtvef

for the whole or any portion of the voyages of the said vessels (in addition to the naval &c. as chief-cabin pas-

officer or other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails) any naval, military, sengers;

and civil officers in the service of Her Majesty, not exceeding four, with their wives and and seamen, marines

families, as chief cabin passengers, and any number of seamen, marines, and soldiers in Her "edj^e'SSt wlthttielr

Majesty's service, not exceeding eight, with their wives and families, as deck passengers, wives, Sfc. as'deck pas-

to be effectually protected from sun, rain, and bad weather, charging for *uch chief cabin wagers, with adequate

and deck passengers two-thirds only of the fares or rates charged by the said Company, Protecuon-

for ordinary passengers of a similar description, not less than 48 hours' notice being given To charge for such pag-

to the agent of the said Company at the port of embarkation. 0™^"^'not UM

than 48 boon' notice being given to agent of Company.

And that all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be forfeited and paid by Sums stipulated to ba

the said Company unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, shall be considered as sti- paidaretobe consi-

pulated or ascertained damages, and shall and may be deducted and retained by the said damages "ar^may^e

0.83. OO2 Commissioners deducted by Admiralty
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Small packages con

taining astronomical

instruments, charts,

&c., to be received on

-board, and conveyed

free of charge;

also naval or other

stores, not exceeding

five tons, to be received

and conveyed in any

one vessel at rate

charged for private

goods.

Company responsible

for packages, articles,

and stores.

Obligation to receive

passengers and stores

not to be binding when

same would endanger

privileges exclusively

granted to Company

by any of South Ame

rican States.

Admiralty at liberty to

alter days, &c., of de

parture of vessels, on

six calendar months'

notice.

Contract to commence

1st April 1852, or any

earlier day to be agreed

on, and to continue

for seven years, and

then determine on 12

calendar months' notice

by either party.

cot of moneys payable Commissioners out of any moneys payable or which may thereafter be payable to the said

r be re- Company, or the payment may be enforced as a debt due to Her Majesty, with full costs of

suit, at the discretion of the said Commissioners.

Th;,t the said Company shall and will icceive on board each and every of the vessels

employed in the performance of this contract any number of small packages containing

astronomical instruments, charts, medicines, wearing apparel, or other articles addressed to

persons in Her Majesty's service, and convey and deliver the same to, from, and between

all or any of the said ports or places to or from which the said mails are to be conveyed in

the performance of this contract, when and as ofien as directed by the British naval officer

in command at any port where the vessels may touch, or by Her Majesty's charge" d'affaires

or consuls in the countries to which such ports belong, free from all oosts and charges; and

also shall and will receive on board each and every of the said vessels, and convev and

deliver to, from, and between all or any of the said ports or places any naval or other stores,

not exceeding five tons in weight, at any one time, in any one vessel, at the rate of freight

charged by the said Company for private goods.

And that the said Company shall in all cases be strictly responsible for the due custody

and safe delivery of the said packages, articles, and stores; provided always, that the said

obligation to receive such passengers and sioies shall not be binding on the said Company

under any circumstances which would endanger or render liable the confiscation or forfeiture

of any privileges exclusively granted to the said Company by any of the South American

States.

That if at any time during the continuance of this contract the said Commissioners shall

deem it requisite to alter the particular days and hours of departure appointed for the

departure of the said vessels from any of the places which the said vessels are to leave, they

shall be at liberty at any lime or times, or from time to time, to alter the days and hours of

departure, on giving a notice in writing of not less than six calendar months of such their

intention to the said Company, provided that any such alteration in the time of departure

shall not be such as to prevent the service from being performed by six vessels.

And it is hereby agreed and declared, that this contract shall commence on the 1st day of

April 1852, or on such earlier day as may be mutually agreed on, and shall continue in force

for seven years, and then del ermine if the said Commissioners shall, by writing under the

hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty for the time being, have given to the s;;id Company,

or the said Company shall have given to the said Commissioners, 12 calendar months' notice

in writing that this contract shall so determine ; but if neither the said Commissioners nor

the said Company shall give any such notice, this Contract shall continue in force even after

the said term of seven years, until the expiration of a 12 calendar months' notice in writing

as aforesaid shall be given at any period of the year by either of the parties hereto to the

other of them.

And in co> sideration of the due and faithful performance by the said Company of all the

services hereby contracted by them to be performed, the said Commissioners do hereby

agree that there shall be paid to the said Company, so long as they perform the whole of

the said service?, by bills at sight, payable by Her Majesty's Paymaster General, a sum after

the rate of25,000/. \>cr annum, in equal quarterly payments, the fiistof such quarterly pay

ments to become due, and be made on the first day of July 1852, or at the expiration of three

calendar months from such other day as may be appointed for the commencement of this

contract.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that without the consent of the said Com

missioners signified in writing, under the hand of one of their secretaries, neither this con

tract, nor any part thereof, shall be assigned, underlet, or disposed of, and that in ease of

the same, or any part thereof, being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of without

such consent signified as aforesaid, or of any breach of this contract on ihe part of the said

Company, iheir officers, agents or servants, it shall lie lawful for the said Commissioners

for executing the taid office of Lord High Admiral (if they think fit, and notwithstanding

there mayor may not have been any former breach of this contract) by writing under the

hand of one of their secretaries for the liuie being to determine this contract, without any

previous notice to the >aid Company or their agents, nor shall the said Company be entitled

to any compensation in consequence of such determination; but even if this contract be so

determined, the payment of the sum of money hereinafter agreed to be made shall- be

enforced should the same be not duly paid by the said Company.

As to serriceofnotices. And it is also agreed, that the notices or directions which the said Commissioners or their

secretary, officers, or other persons are hereby authorised and empowered to give to the said

Company, or to their or any of their officers, agents, or servants, may, at the option of such

Commissioners, or their secretary, officers, or oilier persons, be either delivered to the

secretary of the said Company, or to the master of any of the said vessels, or other officer,

agent, or servant of the said Company, in the charge or management of any vessel employed

in the performance of this contract, or may be left at the last known office or house of

business of the said Company in England.

Contract, dated 29th And it is hereby agreed, that the contract bearing date on or about the 29th day of

August 1845 to remain Au<nist 1845, and made between the said Company of the one part, and the Commissioners
in force until l«tApnl "° ' ' J /•

Company to be paid

25,000 /. per annum.

First quarterly pay

ment on 1st July U52,

or expiration of three

calendar months from

other day appointed.

Contract not to be as

signed, &c., without

consent of Admiralty.

In case of breach or

assignment of contract,

Admiralty may deter

mine contract without

previous notice, and in

that case Company not

entitled to compensa

tion.
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for executing the office of Lord High Admiral on behalf of Her Majesty of the other part,

shall be deemed and b/ considered to remain in force until die said 1st day of April 1852,

or until such earlier day only as may be mutually agreed on for die commencement of the

services hereby contracted to be performed, from and after which d;iy the same is hereby

terminated and annulled.

And histly, fur the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, condi

tions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, which on the part

and behalf of the said Company are or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled and kept,

the said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sovereign Lady

the Queen, in the sum of 3,500 I. of lawful money of the United Kingdom, to be paid to

our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained

damages hereby agreed upon between the same Commissioners and the said Company, in

case of the failure on the part of the said Company in the due execution of this contract,

or any pnrt thereof.

In witness whereof, the said Company have hereunto set their corporate seal, and two of

the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral have hereunto set their

hands and seals, the day and year first above written.

1852, or such earlier

day as may be agreed

upon for commence

ment of the services

contracted to be per.

formed.

Contractors bound in

3,500 /. for perform

ance of contract.

The corporate seal of the above-named " Pacific

Steam Navigation Company," was hereunto affixed

by order of the Court of Directors in the presence of

(L.S.)

Thomas Bevls, Comr.

William Taggart, Secretary.

Houston Stewart. (L.S.)

William Cowper. (L. s.)

Signi d, sealed, and delivered by the said

Commissioners in the presence of

Jno. Duutty.

11.— PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made the 13th day of November 1850, between "The Pacific

Steam Navigation Company " of the one part, and the Commissioners for executing the

office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (for

and on behalf of Her Majesty) of the other part.

WHEREAS by articles of agreement, bearing dale on or about the 23d day of Sep

tember 1850, and made or expressed to be made between the said Company of the

one part, and the said Commissioners (for and en behalf of Her Majesty) of the

other part, the said Company did, for and in consideration of certain payments to be

made to the said Company, contract and agree to convey Her Majesty's mails as

therein mentioned. And it was thereby agreed and declared, that such contract should

commence on the 1st day of April 1852, or on such earlier day as might be mutually

agreed on, and should continue in force for seven years, and then determine if the said Com

missioners should by writing, under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty for the

lime being, have giver, to the said Company, or the said Company shall have given to the

said Commissioners 12 calendar months' notice in writing, that the said contract should so

determine; but if neither the said Commissioners nor the said Company should give any

such notice, the said contract should continue in force even after the said term of seven

years, until the expiration of a 12 calendar months' notice in writing as aforesaid should be

given at any period of the year by either of the parties thereto to the other of them. And

whereas the said parties hereto have agreed that the said contract shall not be determinable

by either of them by any notice at the expiration of seven years from the commencement

thereof, but that such contract shall continue as hereinafter mentioned : Now these presents

witness, and it is hereby agreed by and between the parties hereto that the hereinbefore

recited contract of the 23d day of September 1850 shall commence on the 1st day of April

1852, or on such earlier day as may be mutually agreed on, and shall continue in force for

seven ye;>rs, and thenceforward until the expiration of a 12 calendar months' written notice,

to be given at the expiration of the said term of seven years, or at any time afterwards, to

the said Company by the said Commissioners, by writing under ihe hand of the Secretary

of the Admiralty for the time being, or to the said Commissioners by the said Company,

and at the expiration of any sucli notice, which may terminate at any period of the year, the

said contract shall cease : Provided always, and it is hereby agreed that nothing herein

contained shall prejudice or affect the power of the said Commissioners, given or reserved

to them in and by the said articles of agreement, to determine the said contract at any time,

without any previous notice to the said Company or their agents, in case of the said contract,

or any part thereof, being without the consent of the said Commissioners assigned, underlet,

or otherwise disposed of by the said Company, or in case of any breach of the said contract

on the part of the said Company, their officers, agents, or servants.

Recital of agreement

of23d September 1850.

Which is to commence

on 1st April 1852, or

earlier day, if agreed on

and continue in force

for seven years, and

thenceforward until the

expiration of 1 2 calen

dar months' notice ;

but nothing herein con

tained to effect power

of Admiralty to deter

mine contract, if it be

assigned, &c., without

their consent, or in case

of any breach thereof

by the Company.

0.83. 003 In
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Appendix, No. 1. In witness whereof, the said Company have hereunto set their corporate seal, ;md two of

the said Coiiimissioneis for executing the office of Lord High Admiral have hereunto set

their hands and seals, the day and year first above written.

The corporate seal of the above-named " Pacific

Steam Navigation Company " w;is hereunto

affixed by order of the Court of Directors, in

the presence of

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said

Commissioneis, in the presence of

Jim. James.

(L S.)

Thomas Bevis, Com.

William Taggart, Sec.

Alex. Milne. (L.S.)

William Cowper. (L. s.)

TABLE showing the SAILINGS of the PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY'S CONTRACT PACKETS.

TWICE A MONTH.

[Approved 4th February 1852. See Letter from Company, 21st January, and Post Office, 3d February 1852.]

PLACES.

DATES. DATES.
Distancesin

SpeedperHour.

Steaming. Stoppages.

Arrival. Departure. Arrival. Departure.

Miles.

Days. Hours. Days. Hours.

Panama 9, noon 24, noon 9

Buenaventura 11, 3 a.m. 11, 4 a. m. 26, 3 a. m. 26, 4 a. m. 352 _ 1 15 1

Paita - U, 4 „ 14, 4 p.m. 29, 4 „ 29, 4 p. m. 635 -. 3 _ — 12

Callao 16, midnight 19, 4 a. m. 1, midnight 4, 4 a. m. 508 - 2 8 2 4

Pisco - 19, 5p-m. 19, 6 p.m. 4, 5 p. m. 4, 6 p. m. 116 — — 13 - 1

Islay ... 21, 8a.m. 21, 11 a.m. 6, 8 a. m. 6, 11 a. m. 339 _ 1 14 _ 3

Arica ... 21, 2 „ 22, 7 „ 6, 2 „ 7, 7 „ 136 _ _ 15 5

Iquique 22, 7 p. m. 22, 8 p. m. 7, 7 p. m. 7, 8 p.m. 100 — - 12 _ 1

Cobija ... 23 noon 23, 2 „ 8, noon 8, 2 „ 144 - — 16 _ 2

Caldera 24, Op.m. 25, 0a. m. 9, 9 p. m. 10, 9 a. m. 278 _ 1 7 _ 12

Huasco 25, 7 „ 25, 8 p. m. 10, 7 „ 10, 8 p.m. 94 _ _ 10 _ 1

Coquimbo - 26, 7 a. m. 26, 9 a. m. 11, 7 a.m. 11, 9a.m. 98 _ _ 11 _ 2

Valparaiso - O7 7

~ ' ' ' J>
1, 1 p.m. 12, 7 „ 16, 1 p. m. 195 _ _ 22 4 6

Coquimbo - 2, 11 „ 2, 2 „ 17, 11 „ 17, 2 „ 195 _ — 22 _ 3

Huasco 3. 1 „ 3, 2 a. m. 1 8, 1 „ 18, 2 a. m. 98 _ _ 11 „ 1

Caldera 3, noon 3, C p. m. 18, noon 18, 6 p. m. 94 _ ._ 10 _ 6

Cobija - 5, 1 a. m. 5, 2 a. m. 20, 1 a. m. 20, 2 a. m. 278 _ 1 7 _ 1

Iquique 5, 6 p. m. 5, 7 p.m. 20, 6 p. m. 20, 7 p. m. 144 - - 10 -
1

Arica - 6, 7 a. m. 6, 10 a.m. 21, 7 a. m. 21, 10 a. m. 106 _ _ 12 _ 3

Islay - 7, 1 „ 7, 3 „ 22, 1 „ 22, 3 „ 136 _ _ 15 - 2

Pisco - 8, 5p.m. 8, 7 p. m. 23, 5 p.m. 23, 7 p. m. 339 _ 1 14 -
2

Callao - 9, 8 a. m. 1 1, noon 24, 8 a. m. 20, noon 116 _ _ 13 o
4

Paita - 13, 8 p.m. 14, 8 p.m. 28, 8 p. in. 29, 8 p. m. 508 _ 2 8 1 _

Buenaventura 17, 8 „ 17, 9 „ 2, 8 „ 2, 9 „ 635 _ 3 _ _ 1

Panama 19, noon 4, noon 362 1 15 — —

WORKING of the LINE with FOUR STEAMERS

 
Leaves Panama. Arrives at Valparaiso. Leaves Valparaiso. Arrives at Paniraa.

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 1.

9 April -

24 April -

9 May -

24 May -

27 April -

12 May -

27 May -

12 June -

1 May -

16 May -

1 June -

16 June -

19 May.

4 June.

19 June.

4 July.

No. 4. Spare Vessel. — — —
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12—PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made the 6!h day of April, in the year of our Lord 1868,

between "The Pacific Steam Navigation Company" of the first part, George Malcolm,

of Liverpool, in the County Palatine of Lancaster, Merchant, and William Bates, of

Liverpool aforesaid, Merchant, of the second part, and the Commissioners for executing

the Office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland

(for and on behalf of Her Majesty) of the third pnrt.

WHEREAS by certain articles of agreement, bearing date on or about the 23d day of Sep- Recital of contract of

tember 1850, and ma<!e or expressed to be made, between the said Company of the one part, 23d ^^ 1850>

and the said Commissioners on behalf of Her Majesty of the other part, the said Company

did, for the consideration therein mentioned, contract and agree with the said Commis

sioners to convey Her Majesty's mails between Panama and Callao and Callao and Val

paraiso, in South America, and such other intermediate ports only as shall be approved of

or directed by the said Commissioners, by means of a sufficient number, not less than six,

of good, substantial and efficient steam-vessels, as in the said articles of agreement men

tioned.

And whereas by a bond also bearing date on or about the 23d day of September 1850, Also bond of same

under the corporate seal of the said Company, and under the hands and seals of the said date-

George Malcolm and William Bates, the said Company and the said George Malcolm and

William Bates became jointly and severally bound to Her Majesty in the penal sura of

3,500 /. for the due performance by or on the part of the said Company of the said herein

before recited contract of the 23d day of September 1850.

And whereas by other articles of agreement bearing date on or about the 13th day of Recital of contract of

November 1850, and made between the said Company of the one part and the said Comnais- 13thNoT< 8 •

aioners for and on behalf of Her Majesty of the other part, the duration of the said herein

before recited contract of the 23d day of September 1850 was altered, as in such articles of

agreement of the 13th day of November 1850 is mentioned.

And whereas by a bond also beaiing date on or about the 13tl> day of November 1850, Also bond of same

under the corporate seal of the said Company, and under the hands and seals of the said to'

George Malcolm and William Bates, the said Company, George Malcolm and William

Bates became bound to Her Majesty in the penal sum of 3,500 /.for the due performance

by or on the part of the said Company of the last hereinbefore recited contract, bearing date

the 13th day of November 1850.

And whereas the said Commissioners on the part of Her Majesty have, with the privity

of the parties hereto of the second part, determined to enter into this further contract with

the said Company. .

Now these presents witness, that the said Company doth hereby covenant, promise and Number and descrip-

agree with the said Commissioners for and on behalf of Her Majesty as follows; (that is to tio" of vessels, &c. to

say), that the said Company shall and will provide for the conveyance of Her Majesty's e pr°T1 e '

mails under this contract, and under the hereinbefore recited contract of the 23d day of

September 1850, two new, good, substantial and efficient steam-vessels, each of such vessels

to be supplied with new and first-rate appropriate steam-engines of not less than 260 horse

power ; and the said Company do also covenant and agree that all other the steam-vessels

to be employed under this contract, and also under the said contract of the 23d day ofSep

tember 1850, shall be supplied with first-rate appropriate steam-engines of a like power

(except one of the said vessels, which shall be supplied with first-rate appropriate steam-

engines of not less than 220 hor.-e power), instead of steam-engines of not less than 170

collective horse power, as required by the said contract; and which vessels shall be em

ployed in the conveyance between/ the ports hereinbefore mentioned and referred to of Her

Majesty's mails (in which designation all despatches and bags of letters are agreed to be

comprehended which shall at any time or times or from time to time by the said Commis

sioners, or Her Majesty's Postmaster General, or any of the officers or agents of the said

Commissioners or Postmaster General be required to be so conveyed), so that such mails

shall be conveyed as aforesaid by means of a sufficient number (not less than six) of such

good, substantial and efficient steam- vessels.

That all the vessels employed under this contract, and also their engines, equipments, Vessels, &c. to be ap-

cngineers, officers and crews, shall be subject in the first instance, and from time to time, Pr°ved °f by Admi-

and at all times afterwards, to the approval of the said Commissioners, and of such other "' }"

persons as shall at any time, or from time to time, have authority from the said Commis

sioners to inspect and examine the same.

That the said Company shall and will, during the continuance of this contract, convey the Company to convey

said mails on board the said vessels respectively, as mentioned in the Tables of Routes here- ^le* annexed!8 *°

unto annexed, and all the stipulations, and all the matters and things mentioned and con

tained in the said Table, shall form part of this contract, and be observed, kept and performed

by the said Company accordingly, and subject to such stipulations, matters and things, and to

the other stipulations of this contract, the said vessels shall depart from and arrive ;it the

0.83. 004 several
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of Admiralty, &c. un

der former contracts

to be applicable to thU

contract.

Contract of 23d Sept.

1850 to remain in force

(save as aforesaid) until

1st April 1 HC, I , and

afterwards determi-

nable by a 12 calendar

months' notice.

Appendix, No. i. several places as mentioned in such Table, on the days therein respectively mentioned or• specified.

Liabilities incurred by And it is hereby agreed that all the liabilities and obligations incurred by the said Corn-

Company ; and powera p;iny by the hereinbefore recited articles of agreement of the 23d day of September and

13tb day of November 1850 respectively, shall, so far as the same can be made applicable

to this contract, and the services hereby agreed for, and the vessels employed and to be

employed in the performance of such services (save and except so far as the same may not

be consistent with this contract), be applicable to the said Company in respect of this con

tract, and to the services hereby contracted for, and to the vessels employed or to be

employed in the execution of such services, and all the powers and privileges given or

reserved by such articles of agreement, and each of them, to the t-aid Commissioners, their

officers, servants and agents, and to Her Majesty's Postmaster General, and his servants

and agents, shall apply to this contract and to the said Company in respect thereof, and to

the said services and vessels.

cP.n.tract of 2.3d. s?Pt And it is hereby agreed that all the provisions of the hereinbefore recited articles of agree

ment of the 23d day of September 1850, shall, during the continuance of this contract

remain in full force, save and except so far as the same may be altered by these presents.

And in consideration of the due and faithful performance by the said Company of all the

said services, the said Commissioners do hereby agree with the said Company, and the

said Company do hereby agree with the said Commissioners, that the hereinbefore recited con

tract, bearing date on or about the 23d day of September 1850, save and except so far as the

same may be altered by these presents, shall be and is hereby extended, and shall remain

in force until the 1st day of April 1864, and thenceforward until the expiration of a twelve

calendar months' written notice, to be given at any time after the said 1st day of April 1864

to the said Company, by writing under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty for the

lime being, or to the said Commissioners by the said Company ; and at the expiration of

any such notice, which may terminate at any period of the year, the said contract shall

cease, and the annual payment by or on the part of Her Majesty to the snid Company

shall, during the continuance of this contract, be in every respect, having reference to these

presents, the same as to amount, time, and conditions of payment, as under such contract of

23d day of September 1850, excepting that such payments shall be made by bills on Her

Majesty's Paymaster General, payable in seven days from and after the respective dates

thereof, instead of at sight.

And it is hereby agreed and provided, that without the consent of the said Commissioners,

signified in writing under the hand of one of their secretaries, neither this contract nor any

part thereof, shall be assigned, underlet or disposed of; and that in case of any part thereof

being assigned, underlet or otherwise disposed of, without such consent signified as afore-

snid, or in case of any breach of this contract, 01 of the said contact of Ihe 23d day of

September 1850, on the part of the said Company, their officers, agents or servants in any

respect, and whether there be or be not any penalty or sum of money hereby or otherwise

made payable by the said Company for any such breach, it shall be lawful for the said Com

missioners for executing the said office of Lord High Admiral (if they think fit, and not

withstanding there may or may not have been any former breach thereof), by writing under

the hand of one of their secretaries for the time being, to determine such contracts without

any previous notice to the said Company or their agents, nor shall the said Company be

entitled to any compensation in consequence of such determination ; but even if such con

tracts be so determined, the payment of any sum of money agreed lo be made shall be

enforced, should the same be not duly paid by the said Company, and the said Co:npany

shall continue liable for any liability which they may have incurred previous to any such

determination.

, And it is also agreed, that the notices or directions which, ike saane-.Couu)issioners, or

their secretary, officers or other persons, are hereby authorized and empowered to give to

the said Company, their officers, servants or agents, may, at the option of such Commis

sioners, or their secretary, officers or other persons, be either delivered to the master of any

of the said vessels, or other officer or agent of the said Company, in the charge or manage

ment of any vessel employed in the performance of this contract, or may be left for the said

Company at their office or house of business in Liverpool, or at their or any of their last

known places of business or abode, and any notices or directions so given or left shall be

binding on the said Company.

And it is hereby agreed, that if when such contracts terminate any vessel or vessels

should have started, or should start, with the mails, in conformity therewith, such voyage or

voyages shall be continued and performed, and the mails be delivered and received during

the same, as if such contracts remained in force with regard to any such vessels and services ;

but the said Company shall not be entitled to any payment or compensation for the same.

And it is hereby agreed and declared, that this contract shall commence from the day of

the date hereof, and continue in force until the 1st day of April 1864, and thenceforward

until the expiration of a twelve calendar months' written notice, to be given at any time

after the said 1st day of April 1864, to the said Company, by writing, under the hand of the

Secretary of the Admiralty for the time being, or to the said Commissioners, by the said

Company ; and at the expiration of any such notice, which may terminate at any period of

the year, this contract shall cease and determine; but, notwithstanding any such deter

mination
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ruination, the Company shall be liable for all breach of this contract on their part which Appendix, No. i.

may then have been committed, if any, as if this contract were in force.

Ai;d it is hereby agreed, that the said bonds, severally bearing d.ite the 23d clay of Sep- Bonds to continue as a

tember 1850 and the 13th day of November 1850, shall remain as a security for the due "rce^forLercontract

fulfilment of all the provisions of such respective articles of agreement by and on behalf and of this contract,

of the said Company, and shall also be a security for the due performance by the said Com

pany of the services which the said Company will, during the continuance of this contract,

have to perform in pursuance thereof.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con- Company bound in

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles and agreements hereinbefore contained, which, on the part °

and behalf of the said Company, are or ought to be observed, fulfilled, performed, and kept,

the said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sovereign Lady

the Queen in the sum of 4,000 /. of lawful money of the United Kingdom, to be paid to

our said L;idy the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained

damages, hereby agreed upon between the said Commissioners and the said Company, in

case of the failure on the part of the said Company in the due execution of this contract,

or any part thereof.

In witness whereof the said Company have hereto set their coiporate sea), and the said

George Malcolm and William Bates have sot their hands and seals, and two of the Com

missioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral have hereto set their hands and

seals the clay and year first above written.

The corporate seal of the above-named " Pacific Steam-Navigation

Company " was hereunto affixed, by order of the Court of Directors, (L. S.)

in the presence of

Geo. Goldfinch, Commander, K.N.

Francis D. Lowndes, Notary Public, Liverpool.

William Taggarl, Secretary of said Company.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said George Malcclm, in the presence of

Geo. Goldfinch, Commander, R.N.

Francis D. Lowndes, Notary Public, Liverpool.

William Tuggart.

Signed, sealed, and deliveied by the said William Bates, and

bv the said Commissioners, in the presence of

Jno. Doutty.

Geo. Malcolm (L. s.)

Win. Bates (L.S.)

Alexr Millie (L. s.)

Locaine (L. s.)

TABLE of MAIL SERVICE between the Ports of Panama, Callao and Valparaiso, in the

Pacific, which shall be conducted Semi-Monthly, as follows ; namely,—

ONE OF THE Six MAIL PACKETS TO

Depart from Panama

on the

Arrive at Callao

on the

Depart from Callao

on the

Arrive at Valparaiso

on the

13th of each month

28th „ „

23d of each month I 28th of each month

8th „ „ ; 13th

7th of each month

23d

RETURNING:

Depart from Valpa

raiso on the

Arrive at Callao

on the

Depart from Callao

on the

Arrive at Panama

on the

16th of each month

1st „ „

25th of each month

10th

27th of each month

12th

6th of each month

2lst

Subject to such alterations as the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty may from time

to time order and direct (including the addition of other intermediate ports of call).

Witness,

Geo. Goldfinch, Commander, R.N.

Francis JJ. Lowndes. (L. S.)

William Taggart, Secretary of said Company.

0.83. HH
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13.—ROYAL MAIL STEAM PACKET COMPANY.

A sufficient number of

wooden steam vessels

(not less than 15) to be

in readiness.

Ten of them with

engines of 400 horse

power.

Four with engines of

250, to be employed

intercolooially, and one

with engines of 60

horse power.

Also a sailing vessel of

100 tons burthen at

'east.

As to the officers and

crews thereof.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made this 5th day of July, in the year of our Lord 1850,

between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty) of

the one pan, and " The Royal Mail Steam Packet Company " of the other part,

WITNESS, that the said Company hereby covenant, promise and agree with the said

Commissioners for and on behalf of Her Majesty, thin the said Company shall and will at

all times during the continuance of this contract, or so long as the whole or any part of the

service hereby agreed to be performed ought to be performed in pursuance thereof,

provide, maintain, keep seaworthy and in complete repair ;mtl readiness, for the purpose

of conveying as hereinafter provided, all Her Majesty's mails (in which all despatches and

bags of letters are agreed to be comprehended), which shall at any time and from time to

time by the said Commissioners, or Her Majesty's Postmaster General, or any of the officers

or agents of the said Commissioners or Postmaster General, be required to be conveyed,

a sufficient number (not less than 15) of good, substantial anil efficient steam vessels, 10 of

such vessels to be built of wood, and to he of such construction and strength as to be fit

and able to carry guns of the largest calibre now used on board of Her Majesty's steam

vessels of war ; and each of such vessels to he always supplied with first-rate appropriate

steam engines of not less than 400 collective horse power ; four other of such vessels to be

employe;! iutercolonially, only each of which is to be always supplied with first-rate

appropriate steam engines of not less than 250 collective horse power ; and the remaining

vessel to have a steam engine or engines of not less than 60 horse power ; the said vessels

to be of such construction and strength as to be fit and able to carry guns of the same

calibre as steam vessels of similar power in Her Majesty's service. And also, a good

substantial and efficient sailing vessel to be built of wood, of at least 100 tons burthen.

All such steam an:l sailing vessels always to be supplied and furnished with all necessary

and proper .-ipparel, furniture, lightning conductors on Snow Harris's principle, stores,

charts, chronometers, proper nautical instruments, tackle-boats, fuel, oil, tallow, provisions,

anchois, cables, fire-pumps, and other proper means for extinguishing fire, and whatsoever

else may be requisite and necessary for equipping the said ve.-sels, and rendering them

constantly efficient for the service hereby contracted to be performed, and also manned

with competent officers ; of whom all commanders and first and second officers, if not

officers of Her Majesty's navy, shall have undergone or on arriving in England shall undergo

an examination, and produce certificates of fitness for their respective situations, from the

Board of Examiners appointed, or which may be appointed by Act (if Parliament or Order

in Council, for the examination of masters and in.-ites in the merchant service ; and a sufficient

crew of able seamen and other men, and all the said steam vessels to be likewise manned

and supplied with competent and efficient engineers, machinery and engines, and to be in

all respects ns to vessels, engines, equipments, engineers, officers and crew, subject in the

first instance, and from time to time, and at all times afterwards, to the approval of the sfiid

Commissioners, and of such persons as shall at any time, or from time to time, have autho

rity under the said Commissioners to inspect and examine the same. And no vessels with

engines of less than 400 horse power, shall, under any circumstance whatsoever, except by

special permission of the said Commissioners, be employed in any voyage under this contract

on the Atlantic service either out or home; and that whenever necessary, or whenever

required by the said Commissioners, one or more of the said 10 vessels with engines of not

Itssthan 400 hor^e power, shall be employed intercolonially in addition to the said four

vessels, with engines of not less than 250 horse power. And that the said Company shall

in every case of the said steam vessels or sailing vessels, or any of them becoming disabled,

immediately, at their own cost and charge, replace the same by good and efficient vessels of

similar tonnage or dorse power obtained by hire or otherwise. •

Mails to be conveyed That the said Company shall and will, during the continuance of this contract, in every

with all possible speed, case diligently, faithfully, and to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners, and with all

according to Tables of pOSS;ijie Speed, convey the said mails on board the said vessels respectively, as mentioned

iii the Tables of Routes (numbered 1 to 8 inclusive) hereunto annexed.

As the intervals of time in which the different vessels will perform die passages stated in

the Plan of Routes, as also the stoppages made at each of the mentioned places from

unforeseen causes, may differ from those respectively assigned to them by estimation, yet the

intervals mentioned therein, both of passages and stoppages, shall he considered as those to

be adhered to under ordinary circumstances.

Although no alteration can be made in the routes without permission of Her Majesty's

Government, still the Company's superintendents abroad are authorized to change the

vessels where required.

If on arrival of the outward mails at the appointed rendezvous abroad, there should be

no branch vessel in attendance to receive them, the company's superintendents for the time

being shall engage any vessel that can be conveniently hired to carry forw ard the branch

mails on those occasions, provided that by such means t!ie mails would reach their

destination sooner than if retained for conveyance by the Company's branch vessels next

to arrive.

That
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That notwithstanding anything which may be herein stated, the said vessels which shall Vessels leaving United

leive this kingdom in performance of this contract, shall, if the said Commissioners at any Kingdom to leave at

time or times think fit, leave any port or place whatever in Great Britain or Ireland on such And™°a7t"s\ml!a

days of the month at equal 'intervals of days, and at such hour with the mails on board as by truing." '"

the said Commissioners shall at any time, or from time to time, appoint by writing under

the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty, and in every case the vessels shall put to sea as Vessels to puttosea

soon as the said mails are on board, and the home mails shall be delivered at the same port when mails on board,

in Great Britain or Ireland, as the vessel is for the time being to leave Gre.-it Britain or »"d mails to be deli-

Ireland in performance of this contract, and in case of Southampton not being the port of dom at^or" of de-'"6

depariure, the place of departure for the time being shall be considered as the plate sub- parture.

stituted lor Southampton in the tables hereinbefore mentioned or referred to.

That at each of the places and ports at which any of the said vessels, whether steam or Vessels to remain at

sailin»- vessels, are or may be appointed to call or proceed in the performance of this con- porta where notice is
• ' .-.._»-.. specifically fixed, so 

the said Commissioners also, when so determined, to alter the same from time to time in such ""bie<:tto Admiralty

manner as in their judgment will afford the greatest accommodation to the different places

and ports consistently with ensuring the clue arrival and departure of the said several vessels

with the mails at and from the ultimate places of iheir destination at the proper times.

And the said Company shall and will, at the expiration of three calendar months' notice At three months'

in writing under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty, alter, and from time to time notice, Company to

vary, the periods of the stay of the saH vessels at all or any of the respective places in the alter tlmes of st?y of

..-;'..' L • iJ r .• i r j A i i • L AI i . vessel at places in

tables of routes hereinbefore mentioned or referred to, or to winch they may have to proceed table of routes, and also

in the performance of this contract, and the times of their arrival and departure, according arrival and departure

to the directions which the said Company may at any time, or from time to time, receive of ves!ds-

from the said Commissioners as aforesaid.

That the said Company also shall, and will, at the expiration of three calendar months' After three months'

notice in writing under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty, alter, and from time to notice> Company to

time vary, the route of all, or of any, of the steam and sailing vessels employed in the ^satHne^rsseUiii

performance of this contract in the North and South Atlantic Oceans, between the latitudes North and South At-

of 27" N. and 37° S., and 20° and 07° 52' west longitude, according to such directions as 'antic between certain

they shall so receive by any such notice, but the steam vessels of the said Company shall lo^Ju^de' bnt'stoim''1

not be required to travel annually a greater distance in the aggregate than 547,29(! nautical vessels not required to

miles, travel more than

547,296 nautical miles.

That the steam vessels of the said Company shall and will travel in the Atlantic Ocean steam vessels to travel

between the latitudes of 27° N. and 37° S., and 20° and 97° 52' west lono-imde, any number in Atlantic between

of nautical miles annually which may be required under notice as afoiesaid, in addition to f»ld degrees »ny num-

the 547,-29(J nautical miles, and the said Company shall be paid by the said Commissioners in addiUon,8 Company

for such increased amount of mileage at the rate of 9s. lOd. per nautical mile, in addition to being paid for same

the payment of 270,000 /. per annum hereafter stipulated to h^ made to the said Company 9f';.'?rf-,a mlle
, "i i- '.. r e ,, • ' ' J additional.

for the ordinary performance of tins contract

That if at any time, or times, ov. ing to stress of weather or any other unavoidable circum- In case of gtress of

stance, any vessel employed in the performance of this contract, shall not be able in the weather, officer in

opinion of the ollicer or person having charge of Her Majesty's said mails, to roach in charge of mails may

due course aoy of the places to which she ought to proceed, the same officer or person may, s'uchdire^'uonTto^ff

and shall give such directions, and make suth alterations for the particular case as shall obeyed by master of

seem most expedient to him for the performance of the service, and any directions or orders wwel, «nd no extra

which he may give in such cases shall be strictly obeyed by the master of every such an'lesuchdterPTd ^

vessel, who shall insert s-ueh alterations, and the reason thereof, in his logbook, whicli

shall, whenever required, be produced to the said Commissioners, or to the governor of any

British colony, or to Her Majesty's consul at any foreign port or place, and no extra mileage

shall be paid tor any such alteration in the routes.

That the said Company shall and will, from time to time and at all times during the con- Company to make

tinuance of this contract, make such alterations or improvements in the construction, alterations in vessels

equipments, and machinery of the vcsseis which shall be used in the performance of this andTdm'iral'y require

contract as the advanced state of science may suggest, and the said Commissioners muy

direct.

That the said Company shall receive, and allow to remain on board, each of the said steam officer or person in

vessels so to be employed in the performance of this contract, an officer in Her Majesty's charge of mails to be

navy, or any other person to be appointed by the said Commissioners, to take charge of y^'van" if

the said mails, and also a servant of the said officer, or other person as aforesaid if required,

and that every such officer or other person shall be recognised and considered by the

said'Company and their officers, agent?, and seamen, as the agent of the said Commissioners

in charge of the said mails, and as having full authority in all cases to require a due and

strk-t execution of this contract on the part of the said Company, their officers, servants, and

agents, and to determine every question, whenever arising, relative to proceeding to sea, or

putting into harbour, or to the necessity of stopping to assist any vessel in disms?, or tr>

save human life, and lhat the decision of such officer or other person as aforesaid shall, in

each and every of such cases, be final and binding on the said Company, unless the. said

Commissioners, on appeal by the said Company, shall think proper to decide otherwise.

0.83. H H 2 That
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Cabin, fte. to be pro

vided for such officer

or person, also proper
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and deliver and receive

mails ; and such master

is to do the duty of

person in charge of

mails, if incapacitated,

and no other sent as a

substitute.

That a suitable first-rate cabin, with appropriate bed. bedding and furniture, shall, at the

cost of the said Company, be provided and appropriated by them for and to the exclusive

use, and for the sole accommodation of every such naval officer or other person, authorized

as aforesaid ; and also a proper and convenient place of deposit on board, with secure lock

and key for the mails ; and that each and every of the said officers <>r other persons as

aforesaid shall bo victualled by the said Company, as every other officer to be conveyed

under this contract as a chief cabin passenger is to be victualled without any charge, being

made either for his passage or victualling. And that should all or any of such officers or

other persons require a servant, such servant, and also any person appointed to take charge

of the mails on board the said sailing vessel, shall be also provided with a proper and suitable

berth, and be duly victualled by and at the cost of the ssiid Company, without any charge

being made for the same. And that if the said Commissioners shall, at any time during the

continuance of this contract, think fit to entrust the charge and custody of the mails 10 the

master of any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract, or if the

officer or other person appointed to have charge of the mails shall, from illness or any

unforeseen accident, be unable to proceed on the voyage, and no other officer or person be

sent on board by the said Commissioners or any of their agents in his stead, in any of such

cases the master shall, without any charge to the public, take due care of and be respon

sible for the receipt, safe custody and delivery of the said mails, and shall make the usual

declaration or declarations required, or which may be required by Her Majesty's Postmaster

General in such and similar cases ; and every such master having the charge of such mails

shall himself, immediately on the arrival at any of the said ports or places of any vessel so

conveying the same, deliver the said mails into the hands of the Postmaster of the port or

place where such mails are to be delivered, or into the hands of such other person as the

said Commissioners shall direct and authorize to receive the same, receiving in like manner

all the return mails to be forwarded in due course.

Boat for landing, &c. That at each port or place where the said mails are to be delivered and received, the

*r ^'lions''ofofficer in naval officer or such other person to be appointed as aforesaid, shall, whenever and as often

charge to be obeyed as as by him deemed practicable or necessary, be conveyed on shore, and also from the sliore

to receiving and deli- to the vessel employed for the time being in the performance of this contract, together with

vering mails. or ^f SUch officer or person considers requisite) without the said mails, in a suitable boat,

with not less than four oars, to be provided and properly manned and equipped by the said

Company; and that the directions of the naval officer or other person as aforesaid shall in

all cases be obeyed, as to the mode, time and place of receiving an I delivering the said

mails.

Veualty for delay, 100 1 That if any vessel employed in the performance of this contract, having the mails on

board, Bh;ill stop, linger or deviate from the direct course on her voyage (except from stress

of weather or other unavoidable circumstances, or when authorised as aforesaid), or shall

delay starling at the appointed time, or shall put back into port afier starting, without the

sanction in each and every case of the officer or other person authorised to have the charge

of the said mails, or when so sanctioned to put back into port, shall not again start and

proceed direct in performance of the service hereby contracted for, when and so soon as

required by the said officer or other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails,

then and in each and every of such cases, and as often as the same shall happen, the said

Company shall and will forfeit and pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum

of 100 /. And that if any vessel which ought to leave the place which may be appointed

for her departure from England, in the performance of this contract, shall not. proceed direct

on her voyage for 12 hours after the proper and appointed time (except as aforesaid), the

said Company shall and will, so often as any such omission shall happen, forfeit and pay

unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 500 /. ; and also the further sum of

500 /. for every successive period of 12 hours which shall elapse until such vessel shall

proceed direct on her voyage in the performance of this contract.

For delay of every 12

hours by vessels from

England, 500 /.

Penalty for delay at

any other port for

every 1 2 hours, 200 1.

Officer in charge of

mails to survey vessels,

and give notice of

defects, which are to be

immediately repaired.

Admiralty at liberty to

appoint other officers

to survey vessels, and

And that if any vessel which ought to leave any other port or place, in performance of

this contract, shall not proceed direct on her voyage for 12 hours alter the proper and

appointed time (except as aforesaid), the said Company shall and will, so often as any such

omission may occur, forfeit and pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of

'200 /., and also the further sum of 200 /. for every successive period of 12 hours which

shall elapse, until such vessel shall proceed direct on her voyage in the performance

of this contract.

That every naval officer or other person authorised to have the ch irge of the said mails

shall, either alone or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full power

and authority, as often as he may deem it requisite, to examine and survey in such manner,

and with the assistance of such persons as he may think proper, any of the vess' Is employed

or to be employed in the performance of this contract, and the hulls, machinery and equip

ments thereof, on his giving notice to the master for the time being of the vessel about to

be examined of such his intention; and if any defect or deficiency he ascertained, and

notice thereof be given to such muster, the said master shall immediately, or as soon as

possible, thereupon remedy, replace or effectively repair or make good, or cause to be

remedied, replaced or effectively repaired and made good, every such defect or deficiency.

And that the said Commissioners shall also have full power, whenever, and as often as

they may deem it requisite, to survey by any other of their officers or agents, all and every

the
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the vessels employed and to be employed in the performance of this contract, and the hulls "

thereof, and the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, stores and equipment of ployed Untarepai™d,

every such vessel ; and if any such vessel, or any part thereof, or any engines, machinery, &c.

furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores or equipments, shall on any such survey be declared

hy any such officers or agents unseaworthy, or not adapted to the service hereby contracted

to be performed, or if such officers or agents shall deem it necessary or exped;ent that any

alteration or improvement shall be made therein, or any part thereof, in order to keep pace

with the more advanced state of science, every vessel which shall be disapproved of, or in

which such deficiency, defect or want of improvement shall appear, shall be deemed ineffi

cient for any service hereby contracted to be performed, and shall not be employed again

in the conveyance of the mails from England until such defect or deficiency shall have

been repaired or supplied, or the alterations or improvements, as the case may be, shall

have been made to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners.

That the said Company and all commanding and oiher officers of the vessels to be employed Oriars of Admiralty,

in the performance of this contract, and all agents, seamen and servants of the said com- fn°d' k^g^"'™5

pany, shall at ail times durinir the continuance of this contract, punctually attend to the be obeyed.

orders and directions of the said Commissioners, or of any of their officers or agents, as to

the landing, delivering and receiving the mails. And it iri hereby agreed by and between the Penalties to be con-

parties hereto, that all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be forfeited and d'ad^" " °"pu'a"

paid by the said Company unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, shall be considered

as stipulated or ascertained damages, and shall and may be deducted and retained by the

said Commissioners out of any monies payable, or wlrch may thereafter be payable to the

said Company, or the payment may be enforced with full costs of suit at the discretion of

the said Commissioners.

That the said Company shall and will, when and as often as, in writing, they or the

masters of their respective vessels shall be required so to do by the said Commissioners, or by

such naval or other officers or agents acting under their authority (such writing to specify the

ranker description of the person or persons to be conveyed, and the accommodation to be

provided for him or them), receive, provide for, victual and convey on board each and eveiy

or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract (in addition to the Officers in Navy, &c.,

naval officer, or other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails), any officers "t'ldhJ^t*Qt^aTuT

in the navy, army or i ivil service of Her Majesty, not exceeding four in any one ship, as seamen, &c.,' to be

chief cabin passengers, with their wives and families, and any persons, not exceeding four icceived on board.

in any one ship, as fore-cabin passengers, with their wives and families, together with the

servants of both chief and fore-cabin passengers, and any number of seamen, marines,

soldiers, or artificers, not exceeding 10 in any one ship, with their wives and families, as

deck passengers, to be always provided with adequate protection from rain, sun, and bad

weather, and not exposed on deck without such competent shelter, and to be exclusive of

any men to be sent home under the provisions of the Act 11 Geo. 4, c. 20.

That commissioned officers, their wives and families, be considered as chief cabin pas- AS to description of

sengers, non-commissioned officers, their wives and families, as fore-cabin passengers, and J™*0nb^n*dered &C"

seamen, marines, private soldiers, artificers, and their wives and families, as deck passengers,

and the said servants (in respect of accommodation), as the servants of chief cabin passengers.

That each field officer and every naval officer of equal or superior rank shall be allowed Allowance for baggage.

90 cubic feet of space in measurement for baggage, provided (except in the case of the

Royal Engineers) such allowance shall not exceed 1,800 weight in weight, and all other

officers in Her Majesty's naval and military service, and officers in the civil service, 60

cubic feet each, provided (except in the case of the Royal Engineers) such Allowance shall

not exceed 1,200 weight in weight.

That the Royal Engineers shall be allowed the same measurement, but to extend in weight Allowance for Royal

to 2,700 weight for a field officer, and 1,800 weight for every other officer of the Royal En&meerl>

Engineers.

That soldiers of the Royal Artillery and Sappers and Miners and their wives, shall be Allowance for soldiers

allowed six cubit feet each for baggage, and all married officers, when accompanied by their of Artillery, and Sap-

wives or families, a further allowance not exceeding one-half of that before mentioned, j^™,"^ offi'^"'^^

according to their rank and corps. wives and families.

That for every company of the Royal Artillery embarked, there shall be conveyed, free of Light field pieces to be

all charge, the proper proportion of light field pieces, if required; and that any hammocks taken if required, and

and bedding which may be sent out for the use of the troops or other persons embarked j^^T^Th^"5

shall be placed in charge of the officer authorised to have charge of Her Majesty's mails, free of charge.

and be brought back to England, if required, free of any charge for freight.

That the victualling of officers, their wives and families, conveyed as chiefcabin passengers, A, to victualling

shall be the same as is usually allowed by the said Company to chief cabin passengers, their officers, non-commis-

wives and families ; the victualling of non-commissioned officers, their wives and families, «wned officers, seamen,

conveyed as fore-cabin passengers, shall be the same as is allowed to the boatswain and

carpenter of the said Company's steam ships; and the victualling of seamen, marines,

soldiers and artificers, their wives and families, conveyed as deck passengers, shall be the

same as is allowed to the seamen of the said Company's steam ships ; and the victualling of

the servants of officers, whether chief or fore-cabin passengers, shall be the same as the

servants of other chief and fore-cabin passengers.
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Passage-money for

officers, ice. according

to tfibles of rate?.

Passage for men sent

home under ) 1 Geo. 4,

c. 20, to be paid for in

arcoi dance with that

Act.

Passage-money for

officers' families aud

wives to be paid by

officers.

Other soldiers to be

provided with adequate

protection from rain,

Ste.

Small packages to be

conveyed free of

charge ;

also stores not exceed

ing five tons, to be

paid for at usual rate,

but not exceeding 5 /.

per ton, two days'

notice.

That the passage-money shall be paid (in full of all charges for mess, including a pint

of port or good foreign white wine and one bottle of malt liquor per day), for each officer

conveyed as a chief cabin passenger, and one gill of spirits for each non-commissioned officer,

seaman, marine, soldier, artificer and servant conveyed as a fore-ca.bin or deck passenger,

at and after the rates of passage mentioned in the tables of rates of passage (numbered

1 to 4 inclusive) hereunto annexed, at the rate of passage for the men who may be sent home

by virtue of the 11 Geo. 4, c. 20, being paid for in accordance with the provisions of that

Act, and that the passage-money for the families and wives of such officers shall be paid

to the said company's captains by the officers themselves, at rates never exceeding those

contained in the said tables hereunto annexed.

That whenever the said company shall convey any soldiers as deck passengers, other than

those specifically provided for by this contract, the said company shall provide them with

adequate protection from rain, snn and bad weather, and they shall not be exposed on deck

without such competent shelter.

And that the said company shall and will receive on boaid each and every of the said

vessels employed in the performance of this contract any number of small packages contain

ing astronomical instruments, charts, wearing apparel, medicines or other articles, and convey

and deliver the same to, from and between all or any of the said ports or places, to or from

which the said mails are to be conveyed in the performance of this contract, when and as

often as directed by the said Commissioners, or their secretary or agents duly authorised,

free from all costs and charges, and also shall and will receive on board each and every

of the said vessels, and convey and deliver to, from and between all or any of the same

ports or places, any naval or other stores, not exceeding five tons in weight at any one

time, in any one vessel, at the rate of freight charged for the time being by the said Com

pany for private goods, but the rate payable by Her Majesty shall never exceed five

pounds per ton, on receiving from the said Commissioners, or any of their officers or

agenis, two days' previous notice of its being their intention to have such stores so con

veyed.

Annual payment for And the said Commissioners, in consideration of the premises, and of the said Company,

firsV™»rter?v°0a meat ^'le'r officers, servants and asients strictly and punctually performing the whole of the said

to be made on sist service hereby contracted to be performed, and observing and keeping the covenants and

March 1851. agreements hereby entered into by them, do, for and on behalf of Her Majesty, Her heirs

and successors, promise and agive that they, the said Commissioners on behalf of Her

Majesty, will, for the time the whole of the said service shall have been strictly performed,

pay, or cause to be paid to the said Company, by bills at sight, payable by Her Majesty's

Paymaster Geneial, a sum after the rate of 270,000 /. per annum by equal quarterly pay

ments, and with a proportionate part thereof should this contract terminate on any other

day than the liny of quarterly payment, such payments to ba subject, however, to the

abatement of any deductions or forfeitures which the said Company may have incurred as

herein provider), and the first of such ptyments to be made on the 31st day of March 1851.

Compensation to be

paid to Company if

vessels oidered by

Admiralty to leave any

other port than South

ampton, to be settled

by arbitration in case

of difference.

Ar.d it is hereby agreed, that in the event of the said vessels being ordered by the

said Commissioners to leave any port or place in Great Britain or Ireland, instead of

Southampton, in performance of this contract, the said Company shall be enti'.led to

receive compensation for the additional expense which they shall necessarily be compelled

by such order to incur, and for the diminution of receipts which shall be occasioned

thereby ; and in cas .• the said Commissioners and the said Company shall not agree as to

the amount of compensation that is due to the latter, the matter shall be referred to two

arbitrators, one to be chosen by the said Commissioners, and tb.3 other by the said Com

pany, and in case of a difference of opinion between such arbitrators, to an umpire to be

chostn by such arbitrators before they proceed in their reference, and the joint and concur

rent award of the said arbitrators, or the separate award of ihe said umpire wh.'n the said

arbitrators cannot agree, shall be final aud conclusive.

Further payment in

the event of increase

of rate of insurance

and of the freight of

coals, by reason of war,

fcc. with a limit as to

Mu-h additional pay

ment.

And it is hereby agreed, that if at any time, and so long as the said Company shall make

it appear to the satisfaction of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury for the time

beins (but not otherwise), that from any change in the relations between this kingdom and

any foreign countries, or from war or other causes distinctly of a public and national cha

racter, to be judged of by the same Commissioners, the rate of insurance for steam vessels,

and the freight payable by the said Company for coals which may be sent out from the

United Kingdom, to be used in the performance of this contract, and the rate of insurance

on such coals shall have been raised above the averages hereinafter mentioned, that is to

say, 0 /. Os. per cent, per annum on such steam vessels as aforesaid, 1 /. 2s. 6 d. per ton

for the freight of coals, and 2 /. 2s. per cent, for the insurance thereon, the said Company

shall be paid an additional yearly sum of money, according to the increase above the said

specified averages, but the said additional sum of money for freight shall be paid in re

spect of 75,000 tons per annum and no more, and the yearly amount of any additional sum

of tmney to be paid as aforesaid, in any case or under any circumstances, either for insur

ance and freight or otherwise, sh ill not exceed 75,000 /. per annum.

And
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And it is hereby further agreed, that if, after the said Commissioners of the Treasury in case of difference as

shall have decided that some additional sum of money should be paid to the said Com- to amount, same to be

pany, in consequence of any such increase in the suid rates of insurance and freight, any r '

difference should arise as to the amount so to be paid, such difference shall be referred to

two arbitrators, one to be chosen from time to time by the saifJ Commissioners of the

Treasury, and the other by the said Company; and if such arbitrators should at any time or

times not a^ree in the matter or question referred to them, then such question in difference

shall be referred by them to an umpire to be chosen by such arbitrators, before they

proceed with the reference to them, and the joint and concurrent award of the said

arbitrators, or the separate award of the said umpire, when the said arbitrators cannot

agree, shall be binding and conclusive upon all parties.

And it is hereby further agreed, that if an entire stoppage of any part of the service Provision in case of

anyhereby contracted to be performed, shall occur by reason of any change in the relations e°rtrof"thePservice l?3

between this kingdom and foreign countries, or by reason of war or other causes distinctly reason of war, &c.

of a public and national character, the said Commissioners of the Treasury shall have power

to make such alterations in the course and services of all or any of the vessels employed in

the performance of this contract, even beyond the limits of the several ports or places to

which the said mails are hereby agreed to be conveyed, as they the same Commissioners

may deem most advantageous to the public.

Provided that for the effecting any such alterations, it shall not be necessary for the said

Company to employ any greater number of such steam or sailing vessels as aforesaid, than

they are hereby bound to employ in duly performing the whole of the said service hereby

specifically contracted to be performed, and that the steam vessels of the said Company

shall not be required to travel annually a greater distance in the aggregate than 547,206

nautical miles, unless specially required so to do by the said Commissioners, and in which

case payment is to be made for any additional amount of miles as extra mileage, at the

rate of 9s. lOd. per nautical mile; and in case the same Commissioners shall consider that

any such alterations cannot be satisfactorily made, and the said Company can perform

the remainder of the said service wiih a less number of vessels than is required to be

employed by them while performing the whole of the said service, then and so long as such

may be the case, there shall be a reasonable annual deduction made from the money hereby

agreed to be paid to theai, or such other arrangement made by the same Commissioners as

they the same Commissioners may consider fair and just between the Company and the

public.

Admiralty at liberty to

purchase or charter

vessels of the Company

at rates to be agreed

upon, but in case of

difference as to such

rates or damages con

sequent upon such

purchase or hiring,

same to be settled by

arbitration.

And it is hereby agreed, that the said Commissioners for executing the office of Lord

High Admiral shall, at any time during the continuance of this contract, have power and be

at liberty to purchase all or any of the said vessels at a valuation, or to charter the same

exclusively for Her Majesty's service, at a rate of hire to be mutually fixed and agreed on

hy them and the Company ; but if any difference should at any time or times arise as to the

amount of valuation or hire so to be paid, or as to the amount of damages consequent upon

such purchase or hiring, such difference shall be referred to two arbitrators, one to be

chosen from time to time by the said Commissioners, and the oilier by the Company ; and

if such arbitrators should at any time or times not agree in the matter or question referred

to them, then such question in difference shall be referred by them to an umpire to be

chosen by such arbitrators, before they proceed with the reference to them, and the joint

and concurrent award of the said arbitrators, or the separate award of the said umpire, when

the said arbiirators cannot agree, shall be binding and conclusive upon all parties; and that

the same Commissioners, in the case of hiring any such vessel, shall return the same to the

Company in the same state and condition as she was in at the time of any such hiring,

reasonable wear and tear excepted ; and if any difference should ari»e upon that point, the

same shall be settled in the same manner as the amount for the hiring is to l>e settled in

case of difference.

And it is further agreed, that in case of such purchase or hire, the service hereby con- If vessels purchased

tracted to be performed shall be performed by other vessels of the Company of a similar °r hired, service to be

description to the vessel or vessels purchased or hired, if they can, in due and proper time, 8>imUarnvesseL0oVer

furnish them such other vessels as to construction, machinery, equipment and crew, to be Company,

subject to the same approval as other vessels employed under this contract.

And in the event of the Company being allowed by the said Commissioners to continue to And if Company pur-

perform only a portion of the service, there shall be paid to the Company such annual sum form onl''Part of tlic

of money as shall be agreed upon by the said Commissioners and the Company ; and in amount to^pald to

case of their differing as to the amount, the difference to be settled by two arbitrators or an Company to be settled

umpire, to be chosen respectively as aforesaid. bv arbitration in case
11 J of difference.

And it is agreed that any submission which may be made to arbitration in pursuance of Any submission to

this contract, shall be made a rule of Her Majesty's Court of Exchequer, pursuant to the arbitration to be made

statute in that case made and provided, and that any witnesses examined upon any refer- Exchequer0"* °f

ence may be examined upon oath.
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Contract not to be as

signed, and if assigned,

&c., or if there be any

breach of contract,

Admiralty may deter

mine same without

notice.

As to delivery of

notice.

And it is hereby agreed and declared, that this contract shall commence on the 1st day of

January 1851, and shall continue in force for 11 years, and then determine if the said

Commissioners shall, by writing under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty for the

time being, have given to the said Company, or the said Company shall have given to the

said Commissioners 12 calendar months' notice in writing that this contract shall so deter

mine ; but if neither the said Commissioners nor the said Company shall give any such

notice, this contract shall continue in force, even after the said term of 11 years, until the

expiration of a 12 calendar months' notice in writing as aforesaid shall be given at any

period of the year by either of the parties hereto to the other of them.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that the said Company shall not assign,

underlet, or dispose of this contract, or any part thereof, and that in case of the same, or

any part thereof, being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of, or of any breach of this

contract on the part of the said Company, their officers, agents, or servants, it shall be liixvful

for the said Commissioners for executing the said office of Lord High Admiral (if they think

fit, and notwithstanding there may or may not have been any former breach of this con

tract), by writing under the hand of their secretary for the time being, to determine this

contract without any previous notice to the said Company or their agents, nor shall the said

Company be entitled to any compensation in consequence of such determination ; but even

if this contract be so determined, the payment of the sum of money hereinafter agreid to

be made shall be enforced should the same be not duly paid by the said Company.

And it is also agreed that the notices or directions which the Commissioners for executing

the office of Lord High Admiral, or their secretary, officers, or other persons, are hereby

authorised and empowered to give to the said Company, their officers, servants, or agents

may, at the option of such Commissioners, or of their secretary, officers, or other persons,

be either delivered to the master of the vessel, or other officer, agent, or servant of the said

Company in the charge or management of any vessel employed in the performance of this

contract, or may be left for the said Company at their office or house of business in

London.

Former contract to

continue in force until

Penalty for due per

formance of contract,

50,000 /.

And it is hereby agreed that the contract bearing date on or about the 1st day of July

1846, and made between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral

on behalf of Her Majesty of the one part, and the said Company of the other part, shall be

deemed and be considered to remain in force until the said 1st day of January 1851, from

and after which day the same is hereby terminated and annulled.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, which, on the

part and behalf of the said Company are or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled, and

kept, the said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sovereign

Lady the Queen in the sum of 50,000 /. of lawful money of the United Kingdom, to be paid

to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained

damages hereby agreed upon between the same Commissioners and the said Company, in

case of the failure on the part of the said Company in the due execution of this contract,

or any part thereof.

In witness whereof, two of the said Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High

Admiral have hereunto set their hands and seals, and the said "Royal Mail Steam Packet

Company" have hereunto set their corporate seal the day and year first above written.

Alexander Milne (L.S.)

William Cowper (L.S.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Commissioners in the presence of

John James.

The corporate seal of the above-named " Royal Mail Steam Packet

Company" was hereunto affixed by order of the Court of Directors in (L.S.)

the presence of

E. Chappell, Secretary.

John James, Admiralty.

TABLES
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TABLES of ROUTES for the Packets of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company,

commencing from Southampton, January 1851.

Mentioned and referred to in the Cuntract hereunto annexed, and numbered I. tu VIII. inclusive.

Appendix, No. i.

OBSERVATIONS.

THE periods fixed for departing from the several termini, as stated in the Tables and Remarks,

must be rigidly adhered to ; and if, on the return voyages, the steamers should fail to accomplish

the speed estimated, the time so lost must be retrieved, if possible, by curtailing subsequent

stoppages.

To compensate, in some measure, for the irregularities occasioned by the short month of

February, the vessels which are to meet at St. Thomas, the out ship of the 2d March, will, upon

that occasion in each year, leave the respective termini one day earlier than specified in the Tables.

This remark will apply also to the No. V. steamer.

When the several steamers assembled at St. Thomas shall have coaled, exchanged mails, and

completed all the necessary transfers, &c., they are to proceed to their respective destinations,

without further delay, although the time of stoppage stated in the tables should, not have expired,

it being most important that the delivery of Her Majesty's mails should be expedited as much as

possible.

Although no alterations can be made in the routes without permission of Her Majesty's Govern

ment (except in urgent cases of accident to any of the ships), still the Company's superintendents

abroad are authorised to change the vessels when they deem it necessary.

TABLE, No. I.

THE ATLANTIC AND CHAGRES ROUTE.

TWICE A MONTH.

 

c
From

DATES. o Steaming. Stoppages. South
a w

ampton.
•

*
D

fj

p.
•

1
1 !Arrifal. Departure. 05 :3

T3
•
•

•

•
0

•
>»

(3s P

O

•CO s o P

2 & 17, 6 p.m. From Southampton
_

Coal

19 & 4, noon 21 & 0, 5a.m. To St. Thomas - 3,622 9 16 18 ] 17 Coal 10 18

24 & 9, 10a.m. 24 & 9, 4p.m. „ Santa Martha 690 9 3 ;3 _ 6 _ 21 10

25 & 10, 4a.m. 25 & 10, 10a.m. „ Carthagena - 105 9 - 12 _ 6 _ 22 10

26 & 11, 5p.m. 28 & 13, Ga.m. „ Clwgres 280 9 1 7 1 13 _ 23 23

29 & 14, 9a.m. 3 & 18, noon - „ Grey Town - 240 9 1 3 4 3 — 26 15

4 & 19, 3p.m. 11 & 26, 1 a.m. „ Chagres 240 9 1
o

6 10 _ 31 21

12 & 27, 8a.m. 12 & 27, 4 p.m. „ Carthagena - 280 9 1 7 _ 8 _ 39 14

16 & 1, 8a.m. 18 & 3, 6a.m. „ St. Tliomas 795 9 3 16 1 22 Coal 43 14

4 & 19, midnight - „ Southampton - 3,622 9 16 18 - - Coal 62 6

9,874 - 45 17 16 13 - - -

Time out to Chagres

Ditto home from ditto

Course of Post

Days. Hours.

23 23

23 23

62 6

REMARKS on TABLE No. 1.

Tins route will be performed by a steamer leaving Southampton on the 2d and 17th of each month.

On arrival at St. Thomas the out-ship will transfer mails, &c. to the several vessels appointed

to receive them.

After effecting these transfers, receiving the mails, &c. for places to be visited, and havincr

sufficiently coaled, this steamer will proceed without loss of time to Santa Martha, &c. (according

to the Table), taking care on the return voyage to leave Grey Town at noon on the 31st day, anS

Chngres at 1 a.m. on the 39th day, after he'r departure from Southampton.

To accelerate the home mails, the ship, on her return, will omit calling at Santa Martha.

On reaching St. Thomas the requisite exchanges of mails will again take place, and the steamer,

after coaling complete, will immediately proceed to Southampton.

In the event of either of the steamers on routes 2, 3 and 4 not reaching St. Thomas within the

estimated ti.«.e, the homeward No. 1 steamer is to await the arrival of the missing vessel, seven

clear days, if necessary, after the appointed hour for her departure on the homeward voyage.

The mails for Tortola are to be delivered to the Company's superintendent at St. Thomas,

will be held responsible for their immediate transmission, and for the due embarkation of the return

mails.

who
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TABLE, No. II.

THE JAMAICA AND MEXICAN ROUTE.

OKCE A MONTH.

 

i

3 f From

DATES.
H

a
o

Steaming. Stoppages. South

£
X ampton.

PLACES. « I Coals.
8

1 I Pi

e

i. I
*

C
Arrival. Departure. .w a

a
o = 3

9

Q m O B 5 S Q

o

 
20th, 6 a.m. From St. Thomas .  __ . _ . Coal 17 12

20th, 1 p.m. 20th, 3 p.m. To Porto Rico - 05 g - 7 - 2 - 17 19

23d, 3 p.m. 24th, 6 a.m. „ Jamaica 643 9 3 - - 15 Coal 20 21

29th, 10 a.m. 29th, 6 p.m. „ Vera Cruz - 1,118 9 0 4 -
8 - 26 16

30th, 5 p.m. 4th, 7 a.m. „ Tampico 205 9 - 23 3 14 - 27 23

6th, 6 p.m. 8th, 6 a.m. „ Vera Cruz - 205 9 - 23 3 - - 32 12

13th, 10 a.m. 13th, 4 p.m. ., Jamaica 1,118 9 5 4 - 6 Coal 40 16

16th, 4 p.m. 16th, 6 p.m. „ Porto Rico - 643 9 3 - - 2 - 43 22

17th, 1 a.m. - „ St. Thomas - 65 9 7 3 5 Coal 44 7

4,052 - 18
•JO

11 4 - - -

Time out to Vera Cruz -

Ditto home from ditto

Course of Post -

Days. Hours.

- 26 16

- 26 16

- 62 6

REMARKS on TABLE, No. II.

THIS No. II. steamer having received at St. Thomas from the Out, Home and Intercolonial

vessels, all mails, &c. for places enumerated in the Table, will proceed to deliver them as therein

laid down, taking care on the return voyage to leave Tampico at 7 a.m. on the 32d day after the

out-mails were despatched from Southampton.

Should the weather, however, at any time prevent the shipment of mails, &c. within the time of

stoppage allowed, the vessel may be detained off Tampico an additional 24 or even 36 hours ; but

in such cases the stay at Vera Cruz must be curtailed in proportion, that the ship may leave that

place precisely at the hour specified in the Table.

On returning to St. Thomas the steamer will deliver the Home and Intercolonial mails, &c. to

tlie vessels appointed to receive them, and prepare, as e.tpeditiously as possible, to resume the service

on this route as before.
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TABLE, No. III.

Append!*, No. i.

THE JAMAICA AND HAVANA ROUTE.

ONCE A Moirrn.

 

|
From

DATES. i
A

Steaming. Stoppages. Southa

a
o

93
ampton.

PLACES.

I
8.

Coals.

1
I

P
o

t>

I

L
i-

s
Arrival. Departure.

5 03 p H P 1

„ 6, 6 a. m. From St. Thomas —. _ _ _ _ _ Coal 17 12

5, 1 p. m. 5, 3 p. m. To Porto Rico - 66 9 - 7 - 2 - 17 19

7, 10-a. m. 7, noon „ Jacmcl 388 9 1 19 - 2 - 19 16

8, 5 p. m. 9, 6 a. m. „ Jamaica 255 9 1 5 - 13 Coal 20 23

12, 4p.m. 13, 8 a. m. „ Havana 740 9 3 10 - 16 - 24 22

15, 4 p. m. 20, 4 p. m. „ Honduras - 500 9 2 8 5 - - 27 22

23, 4 a. m. 24, 8 a. m. „ Havana 600 8 2 12 1 4 - 36 10

27, 6p.m. 28, 1 p. m. „ Jamaica 740 9 3 10 - 19 Coal 40 -

29, 6 p. m. 29 8 p.m. „ Jacmel 255 9 1 5 - 2 - 42 -

1, Sp.m. 1, 5 p.m. „ Porto Rico - 3H8 9 1 19 - 2 - 43 21

1, midnight . „ St. Thomas - 65 9 - 7 3 6 Coal 44 6

3,896 - 18 6 11 18 - - -

Time Out to Havana

Ditto Home from ditto -

Course of Post •

Days. Hoars.

- 24 22

- 25 16

- 62 6

REMARKS on TABLE, No. III.

THIS No. III. steamer having received at St Thomas from the Out, Home and Intercolonial

vessels, all mails, &c. for places enumerated in the Table, will proceed to deliver them as therein

laid down, taking care, on the return -voyage, to leave Honduras at 4 p. m. on the 33d day after

the out-mails were despatched from Southampton.

On returning to St. Thomas (which the steamer must be careful to do by the time appointed),

she will deliver to the proper vessels the home and intercolonial mails, &c., and prepare^ as

expeditiously as possible, to resume the service on this route as before.

0.83. II 2
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TABLE, No. IV.

BARBADOES AND DEMERARA ROUTE.

TWICE A MONTH.

 

DATES.
V

IM Steaming. Stoppages.

From

Souths

e
o

ampton.

PLACES.

1
o

p«

Coala.

Arrival. Departure. 1 i £
g

S.
1.2

o o

I
a BO" Q S3 q « Q

20 & 5, 11 a.m.

19 & 4, 6 p.m. From St. Thomas oa 17

17

20 & 5, 2 p.m.

20 & 5, 1 p.m. To St. Kitts 151 9
_ 17 _ 2 17

20 & 5, 7 p.m.

20 & 5, 3 p.m. ,, Nevis - 11 9 _ 1 _
1 17 20

20 & 5, 11 p.m.

21 & 6, 9 a.m.

20 & 5, 8 p.m. „ Montserrat - 33 9 -
4 _

1 _
18 1

21 & 6, 1 a.m.

21 & 6, 10 a.m.

„ Antigua

„ Guadeloupe -

32 9

9 :
3 - 2 - 18 5

1570 8 18

21 & 6, 3 p.m. 21 & 6, 4 p.m. „ Dominique - 45 9 - 5 _ 1 _ 18 21

21 & 6, 8 p.m. 21 & 6, 10 p.m. „ Martinique - 40 9 ~
4 _

2
 

19 2

22 & 7, 3 a.m. 22 & 7, 4 a.m. „ St. Lucia 45 9 _
0 _

1 19 9

22 & 7, 3 p.m. 22 & 7, 7 p.m. „ Barbadoes 100 9 _ 11 _
4 _ 19 21

24 & 9, 3 p.m. 27 & 12, 6 p.m. „ Demerara 392 9 i 20 3 3 _ 81 21

29 & 14, 2 p.m. 29 & 14, 6 p.m. „ Barbadoes 392 9 i 20 —
4 _ 26 20

30 & 15, 5 a.m. 30 & 15, 6 a.m. „ St. Lucia 100 9 _ 11 — 1 _
27 11

30 & 15, 11 a.m. 30 & 15, 1 p.m. „ Martinique - 45 9 _ 5 -
2 _ 27 17

30 & 15, 6 p.m. 30 & 15, 6 p.m. „ Dominique - 40 9 - 4 _
1 _ 27 23

30 & 15, 11 p.m. 30 & 15, midnight „ Guadaloupe - 45 9 _ 5 -
1 _ 28 5

1 & 16, 8 a.m. 1 & 16, 10 a.m. ,, Antigua 70 9 - 8 _
2 _

28 14

1 & 16, 1 p.m. 1 & 16, 2 p.m. „ Montserrat - 32 9 _ 3 _ 1 _ 28 19

1 & 16, 6 p.m. 1 & 16, 7 p.m. „ Nevis - 33 9 _ 4 _ 1  
29

1 & 16, 8 p.m. 1 & 16, 10 p.m. „ St. Kitts 11 9 _ 1 _ 2  
29 2

2 & 17, 3 p.m. - - - „ St. Thomas - 151 9 - 17 -
3 Coal 29 21

1,838 - 8 12 6 12 - - -

Time out to Demerara -

Ditto Home from ditto -

Course of Post

Days. Hours.

21 21

22 6

47 6

REMARKS on TABLE, No. IV.

THIS No. IV. steamer having received at St. Thomas from the Out, Home and Intercolonial

vessels all mails, &c. for places enumerated in Tables IV. and V., will proceed to deliver them

according to Table, No. IV., transferring at Barbadoes to the No. V. steamer, the mails, &c. for

the route on which that vessel is employed.

The steamer will leave Demerara on the return voyage, at 6 p. m. on the 25th day after the

out mails were despatched from Southampton. She will exchange mails again with the No. V.

steamer at Barbadoes, and proceed through the islands to St. Thomas, where, having delivered

the home and intercolonial mails, she will prepare, as expeditiously as possible, to resume the

service as before.

In case the No. V. steamer should not reach Barbadoes within the estimated time, the No. IV.

steamer will endeavour to meet her by approaching St. Vincent, and, if necessary, will sight the

anchorage at that island, but will make no stop there unless the No. IV. steamer should be seen,

in which case she will stay long enough only to receive the mails, &c. destined for places on her

route.

Should circumstances at any time occur to occasion the withdrawal of either the No. IV. or

No. V. steamers, the remaining steamer must perform the two routes combined; namely, by

proceeding from St. Thomas to Barbadoes, according to Table IV., from Barbadoes to Tobago as

indicated by Table, No. V., and thence to Demerara, and vice vend, abridging stoppages at all

places, so as to ensure the ship's return to St. Thomas by the appointed time.
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TABLE, No. V.

Appendix, No. I.

TRINIDAD ROUTE.

TWICE A MONTH.

q)
From

DATES. i a
o Steaming. Stoppages. South

_a X ampton.

PLACES.
fe Coals.

u 3L

i
Arrival. Departure. 1 i 1

e

1 1X §
1

o

P tn* Q S3 Q P

^_ 22 & 7, 7 p. m. From Barbadoes _ _ _ _ _ —  
20 1

23 & 8, 5 a. m. 23 & 8, 7 a. m. To St. Vincent - 90 9 - 10 - 2 - 20 11

23 & 8, 1 p.m. 23 & 8, 1 p. m. „ Carriacou - 50 9 - 6 - - - 20 19

23 & 8, 6 p. m. 24 & 9, 1 a. m. „ Grenada 32 9 - 4 - 8 Coal 20 23

24 & 9, 11 a.m. 24 & 9, 5 p. m. „ Trinidad 94 9 - 10 - 6 - 21 17

25 & 10, 2 a. m. 27 & 12, 3 a. m. „ Tobago 85 9 - 9 2 .1 - 22 8

27 & 12, noon 27 & 12, 6 p.m. „ Trinidad 85 9 - 9 - 6 - 24 18

28 & 13, 4 a. m. 28 & 13, 8 a. m. „ Grenada 94 9 - 10 - 4 Coal 25 10

28 & 13, noon 28 & 13, noon „ Carriacou - 32 9 - 4 - - - -25 18

28&13, 6p.m. 28 & 13, 8p.m. „ St. Vincent - 50 9 - 6 - 2 - 26 -

29 & 14, 6 a. m. - „ Barbadoes - 90 9 - 10 8 13 - 26 12

702 - 3 6 11 18 - - -

Time Out to Trinidad

Ditto Home from ditto

Course of Post

Days. Hoars.

21 17

22 6

47 6

REMARKS on TABLE, No. V.

ON the arrival at Barbadoet of the No. IV. ship, this No. V. steamer -will receive all mails, &c.

for places enumerated in the Table, and proceed to deliver them accordingly.

On the return voyage this vessel will leave Tobago precisely at 3 a.m. on the 25th day after

the out-mails were despatched from Southampton.

Returning to Barbadoes, she will deliver to the No. IV. steamer going to St. Thomas the

homeward and other mails for places in that direction, and having received any mails for Table V.,

will hold herself in readiness to resume the service as before.

When necessary, this steamer will be governed by the remarks on Table, No. IV., so far as they

may apply to her.

The Carriacou mails are to be received from, or dropped into, a boat which will be despatched

by the inhabitants to meet this steamer on her voyage between St. Vincent and Grenada, and

also on her return voyage between Grenada and St. Vincent

Should such boat, however, not be in attendance to exchange mails when the steamer is passing

Carriacou, or should stress of weather prevent the exchange taking place, the mails are in such

cases to be taken on and landed at the next place marked in the route, whether it be at Grenada

or St. Vincent.

0.83. 113
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TABLE, No. VI.

NASSAU ROUTE.

ONCE A MONTH. 

From

DATES. O

u

X

Time. Stoppages. South,

ampton.m
O

PLACES
a E^

E
fi a

Arrival. Departure.
•

1
dS

to
C

i
|

• 1- •

1

§
f. S"

3

O

O OD Q a S O

— 4, 6 p.m. St. Thomas - - - - - - - 17 -

11, 6 p.m. 17, 6 a.m. Nassau 860 5 7 - 6 12 - 24 -

St. Thomas 860 24 14 8 3 4 - 43 20

1,720 - 21 8 8 1C - - -

Days. Hours.

Time Out to Nassau - 24 -

Ditto Home from ditto - 32 18

Course of Post - - 62 6

REMARKS on TABLE, No. VI.

THIS No. VI. vessel having received at. St. Thomas from the Out, Home, and Intercolonial

vessels all mails, &c., for Nassau, will proceed to deliver them forthwith, taking care on the return

voyage to leave Nassau precisely at 6 a.m. on the 30th day after the out-mails were despatched

from Southampton.

On returninsr to St. Thomas, this vessel will deliver home and intercolonial mails, &c., and hold

herself in readiness to resume the service on this route as before.
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TABLE, No. VII.

 

Appendix, No. 1.

BRAZIL ROUTE.

ONCE A MONTH.

[This Table transmitted by Company in Letter of 17th April 1851, approved of on ISth May 1851.

Sec Letterfrom Company, \2th May.]

i From

DATES.
s

c Steaming. Stoppages. South
9

O i
i

ampton.
a

ffi

.

FT \ C F SJ-i .1 V • I . • .

1 5 «

. rt i_
OUtUft

t
Arrival. Departure. ~ S •

o 1

i

B

O

1

E

3

O

.
9, 6 p.m. From Southampton

3
0.

a 0 a

Coal

•

H

14, 6 a.m. 15, 6 a.m. To Lisbon 866 8 4 12 1 - Coal 4 12

18, 1 a.m. 18, 7 a.m. „ Madeira 535 8 2 19 -
6 Coal 8 7

19, noon - 19, 4 p.m. „ Teneriffe 260 9 1 5 - 4 - 9 18

23, 2 p.m. 24, 2 p.m. „ St. Vincent - 850 9 3 22 1 - Coal 13 20

1, midnight 2, 6 p.m. „ Pernambuco 1,600 9 7 10 - 18 - 22 6

4, 3 p.m. 5, 3 p.m. „ Bahia - 410 9 1 21 1 - Coal 24 21

8, 11 p.m. 15, 8 a.m. „ Rio de Janeiro 720 9 3 8 6 9 Coal 29 5

19, 2 a.m. 19, 6 p.m. „ Bahia - 720 8 3 18 - 16 Coal 39 8

21, 9 p.m. 22, 6 p.m. „ Pernambuco 410 8 2 3 - 21 — 42 3

1, 2 a.m. 2, 2 a.m. „ St. Vincent - 1,600 8 8 8 1 - Coal 51 8

6, noon - 6, 6 p.m. „ Teneriffe 850 8 4 10 - 6 — 56 18

8, 3 a.m. 8, 9 a.m. „ Madeira 260 8 1 9 — 6 Coal 58 9

11, 4 a.m. 12, 4 a.m. „ Lisbon 535 8 2 19 1 - Coal 61 10

16, 4 p.m. . „ Southampton 866 8 4 12 - - Coal 66 22

10,482 - 52 8 14 14 - - -

Time out to Rio de Janeiro

Ditto Home from ditto

Course of Post

Days. Hours.

- 29 5

- 31 8

- 66 22

REMARKS on TABLE, No. VII.

THE steamer employed on this route will perform the service as prescribed by the Table,

exchanging at Rio de Janeiro mails, &c. with the vessel on route No. VIII.

On the return voyage this steamer will coal complete at Rio de Janeiro, and leave there at

8 a.m. on the 36th day after her departure from Southampton. In case the No. VIII. vessel

should not reach Rio de Janeiro before the time above mentioned, this No. VII. steamer will await

her arrival eight clear days (if necessary) beyond the appointed time for starting, after which period

she will take her departure, whether the No. VIII. vessel has arrived or not. The stoppages at

Pernambuco and Bahia are regulated with a view to afford 1 2 hours' daylight at each place, both

on the outward and homeward voyages ; and whatever may be the time of arrival, the steamers are

not to depart until 12 hours daylight have elapsed, except in cases where the vessel may anchor

by 8 a.m. ; then they are to proceed the same evening, provided the weather has not prevented the

landing and embarking of mails, passengers, &c.

0.83.
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TABLE, No. VIII.

RIVER PLATE ROUTE.

ONCE A MONTH.

[Approved of 13th December 1851. See Letter from Company 4th December.]

 

I

i
From

DATES. i Steaming. Stoppages. South

a

I

ampton.

PLACES.

I
Coals.

Arrival. Departure. 3 i •I

&

E •
C, 2j i

E

o- 3 • 0

iQ GO Q H « B H

— 13,4 p.m. From Rio de Janeiro — - _ — — _ Coal 33 2-2

18, noon 19, 4 p.m. To Monte Video - 1,040 9 4 20 i 4 - 38 18

20, 6 a.m. 3,4 p.m. „ Buenos Ayres - 130 9 - 14 13 10 - 40 12

4, 6 a.m. 6, noon - „ Monte Video - 130 9 - 14 2 6 - 54 12

11, 8 p.m. - - „ Rio de Janeiro 1,040 9 4 20 2 8 Coal 61 14

2,340 - 10 20 19 6 - - -

Time Out to Buenos Ayres -

Ditto Home from ditto

Course of Post -

Days. Hours,

40 12

96 22

REMARKS on TABLE, No. VIII.

THIS No. VIII. vessel having received at Rio Janeiro the out and other mails, &c., will deliver

them according to the Table, either by proceeding with them to Buenos Ayres, or by transhipping

them to a smaller steamer stationed at Monte Video for the purpose ; in either case taking care to

leave Buenos Ayres on the return voyage precisely at 4 p.m. on the 54th day after the out mails

were despatched from Southampton.

On returning to Rio de Janeiro, the homeward mails, &c., will be delivered to the No. VII.

steamer, from which out mails will be received in exchange. This No. VIII. vessel will then

coal, &c., as expeditiously as possible, and proceed to perform the service as before.
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a6o APPENDIX TO REPORT FROM SELECT COMMITTEE

No. 1.

TABLE, No. IV.

RATES FOR, GOVERNMENT PASSENGERS.

Intercolonial Voyages,

BRAZIL, &c.

(Mentioned and referred to in the Contract hereunto annexed.)

Fares in Silver Dollars, at 4 s. 2 d. each.

Chief Cabin Passengers conveyed between any of the under-mentioned places bv Govern

ment order, to be charged two-thirds of the rates which may be charged to ordinary pas

sengers for the time being. Fore-Cabin Passengers one-half, and Deck Passengers one-fifth

of the said rates. Children between eight and twelve years of age, one-half of the amount

charged for their parents, and between three and eight years, one-fourth of ditto. Under

three years of age to be carried free. An additional charge of 2s. 6d. per diem to be made

for Officers, on account of the established allowance of Wine and Beer. Male Servants to be

conveyed intercolonially for one-half, and female servanls for two-thirds of the rate charged

for their employers, exclusive of the charge of 2 .$. 6 d. per diem for Wine and Beer.

PLACES. Lisbon. Madeira. Teneriffe.
St.

Vincent.

Pernam-

boco.
Bahia.

Riode

Janeiro.

Monte

Video.

Buenos

Ayres.

Lisbon -

Madeira -

Teneriffe -

St. Vincent

Pernanibuco

Bahia -

Rio de Janeiro - • -

Monte Video

Buenos Ayres -

The payment for the passage ordered at the expense of the public for any person, will

only be made on the production of the order for the passage, and of a certificate from the

person in the following form ; viz. :—

" I hereby certify, that on the I embarked at as a {here insert

chief orfore cabin, or deck, as the case may be] passenger on board the Royal Mail Steam

Packet Company's vessel , for passage to , and landed at

on the ."

To this certificate, the following addition to be made in every case of a male cabin

passenger; viz.:—

" I further certify, that the first dinner meal taken on board, was on the

and the last dinner meal on the . Dated this day of ."

And the correctness of the dates must be corroborated by the master of the packet,

adding underneath the passenger's signature :—

" The dates inserted in this certificate are correct."

(Signature)

" Master of the Packet."
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Appendix, No. i.

14.—WEST INDIA AND BRAZIL MAILS, &c.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made the 25th day of February, in the year of our Lord 1858,

between the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company of the first part ; Russell Ellice, of

Lombard-street, in the city of London, banker, and Thomas Robert Tufnell, of North-

fleet, in the county of Kent, esquire, of the second part ; and the Commissioners for

executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty) of the third part.

WHEREAS by certain articles of agreement bearing date on or about the 5th day of July Recital of contract of

1850, and made or expressed to be made between the said Commissioner* on behalf of Her 5th July 1850.

Majesty of the one part, and the said Company of the other part, the said Company did,

for the consideration therein mentioned, contract and agree with the said Commissioners to

convey Her Majesty's mails, as mentioned in the tables of routes (numbered 1 to 8 inclusive),

as in the said articles of agreement mentioned :

And whereas by a bond bearing date on or about the 4th day of December 1856 under Also bond of 4th of

the corporate seal of the said Company, and under the hands and seals of the said Russell December 1856.

Ellice and Thomas Robert Tufnell, the said Company and the said Russell Ellice and

Thomas Robert Tufnell became bound to Her Majesty in the penal sum of 50,000 /. for

the due performance by or on the part of the said Company of the said hereinbefore recited

contract of the 5th day of July 1850 :

And whereas the said Commissioners on the part of Her Majesty have, with the priviiy

of the parties hereto of the second part, determined to enter into this further contract with

the said Company, but without any further pecuniary consideration being paid to the said

Company :

Now these presents witness, that the said Company doth hereby covenant, promise, and

agree with the said Commissioners for and on behalf of Her Majesty as follows, that is to

say, that the said Company shall and will, on the 9th day of May 1858, and from time to

time thereafter, and at all times during the continuance of this contract, in substitution on

and after that day of the Brazil route, contained in Tables No. 7 ami 8, annexed to the said

articles of agreement of the 5th day of July 1850, diligently, faithfully, and to the satisfac

tion of the said Commissioners, convey Her Majesty's mails on the Brazil route in accord

ance with the Tables No. 8 and No. 9 hereto annexed. And also shall and will, not later

than the 14th day of September 1859, accelerate on the West India line generally in

accordance with the time tables to be hereafter fixed by the said Commissioners, all Her

Majesty's West India mails, in which designation all despatches and bags of letters «re

agreed to be comprehended which shall at any time or times, and from time to time, by

the said Commissioners, or Her Majesty's Postmaster General, or any of the officers or

agents of the said Commissioners or Postmaster General, be required to be so conveyed by

means of a sufficient number of steam vessels.

Company to convey

mails on Brazil route

according to Tables

annexed.

West Ifldia mails to be

accelerated not later

than 14th September

1859.

That the said Company shall and will provide for the transatlantic portion of the West Number of vessel* and

India service three new, good, substantial, and efficient iron steam-ships of not less than tonnage, &c.

3,000 tons burthen each, builder's measurement ; each of such vessels to be supplied with

new and first-rate appropriate steam-engines of not less than 800 horse power, and which

ships shall be in every respect complete and ready for sea in 20 calendar months from the ^^^ vesseis to ^

14th day of January 1858. completed.

That the said Company shall and will provide one other new, good, substantial, and Another vessel to be

efficient iron steam-vessel, with paddle-wheels, of not less than 1,000 tons burthen, builder's provided for conveying

measurement, to be supplied with new and first-rate appropriate steam-engines of not less ?all1 betw*e° R'° de
,, , w i. ik ML- rr I e Janeiro and the River

than 250 horse power, which vessel shall be in every respect complete and ready for sea

within 15 calendar months from the first day of March 1858, and shall be employed in the

conveyance of Her Majesty's mails between Rio de Janeiro and the River Plate ; but should

the said vessel be unavoidably under repair, the said Company shall be <it liberty to employ

on the same service the " Camilla" steam vessel belonging to the said Company, or some

other steamer of not less tonnage and horse power.

That the said Company shall and will provide on board each of the vessels to be em

ployed under this contract, and also under the hereinbefore recited contract of the 5th day

of July 1850, a proper room for sorting letters, to be constructed and fitted in all respects

to the satisfaction of Her Majesty's Postmaster General, at a cost not exceeding 100 /. for

each vessel, and which cost shall in each case be defrayed by Her Majesty's Postmaster

General ; and also shall and will, when required so to do by the said Commissioners, receive,

victual and convey and allow to remain on board each of the said vessels in lieu of the

Admiralty agent and his servant, a clerk, and letter sorter, or two letter sorters, as the case

may be, without any extra charge whatsoever, which said clerk shall be treated as a first-

class passenger, and be provided for, accommodated, and victualled in ihe same manner as

.if he were the naval officer in charge of the mails on board the vessels employed under the

Room for sorting

letters to be provided

on board vessels.

Clerk and letter sorters

to be received on

board.

Clerk to be treated a»

a first-class passenger.
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Sorters to be treated

as the servant of uaval

officer.

Admiralty may alter

route of vesiels.

Company not bound

to employ a vessel

constructed of wood

only.

Liabilities incurred

and powers of Admi

ralty, &c., under

former contract to be

applicable to this

contract.

Former contract and

bond to remain in

force.

Mails to be conveyed

as mentioned in

annexed Tables.

said contract of the 5th July 1850, and each of the said sorters shall be provided for,

accommodated, and victualled in the same manner as the servant of the said naval officer

ur.dei1 the said hereinbefore recited contract. That the said Company also shall and will,

at the expiration of three calendar months' notice in writin'j; under the hand of the Secretary

of the Admiralty, alter and from time to time vary the route of all or of any of the vessels

employed in carrying the said mail* in the North and South Atlantic Ocean*, between the

latitudes of 27° north and 37° south, and 20° and 97° 52' west longitude, according to such

directions as they shall so receive by any such notice, but the steam vessels of the said

Company shall not be required to travel annually a greater distance in the aggregate than

547,296 "nautical miles. And it is hereby agreed that, notwithstanding anything in the

belcre-reciti-d agreement contained, the said Company shall not be bound to employ any

vessel constructed ol wood only. And it is hereby agreed that all the liabilities and obliga

tions incurred by the said Company by the hereinbefore recited articles of agreement of

the oth. day of July 1850, shall, so far as the same can be made applicable to this contract

and the services hereby agreed for, and the vessels employed and to be employed in the

performance of such services, save and except so far as the same may not be consistent with

this contract, shall be applicable to the said Company in respect of this contract and to

the services hereby contracted for, and to the vessels employed or to be employed in the

execution of such services, and all the powers and privileges given or reserveil by such

articles of agreement to the said Commissioners, their officers, servants, and agents, and to

Her Majesty's Postmaster General, and his servants and agents, shall apply to this contract

and to the said Company in respect thereof, and to the said service and vessels.

And it is hereby agreed that all the provisions of the hereinbefore recited articles of

agreement of the 6th day of July 1850 shall, during the continuance of this contract, remain

in full force, save and except so far as the same may be altered by these presents ; and the

said bond, bearing date the 4th day of December 1856, shall, during tne continuance of this

contract, remain as a security lor the due fulfilment of all the provisions of such articles of

agreement by and on behalf of the said Company (save and except as aforesaid), and of this

contract.

That the said Company shall and will, during the continuance of this contract, convey

the said trails on board the said vessels respectively, as mentioned in the Tables of Routes

hereunto annexed, and all the stipulations, clauses, matters, and things, mentioned or con

tained in the said tables shall form part of this contract, and be observed, kept, and per

formed by the said Company accordingly, and subject to such stipulations, clauses, matters,

and thin»s, and to the other stipulations of this contract, the said vessels shall depart from

and airive at the several places as mentioned in such tables, on the days and at the hours

or times of the day or night therein respectively mentioned or specified.

And in consideration of ihe due and faithful performance by the said Company of all the

said services, ihe said Commissioners do hereby agree with the said Company, and the said

Company do hereby agree with the said Commissioners, that the hereinbefore recited con-

tiact, bearino; date on or about the 5th day of July 1850, save and except so far as the same

mav be altered by these presents, shall be and is hereby extended, and shall remain in force

until the l--t dny of January 1864, and then terminate, if the said Commissioners shall, by

writing, under the hand of the Secretary of tiie Admiralty for the time being, have given to

the said Company, or the said Company shall have given to the said Commissioners, twelve

calendar months' notice in writing, that the same shall so determine; but. if neither the said

Commissioners nor the said Company shall give any such notice, then the said contract shall

continue in force even after the said 1st day of January 1864, until the expiration of a

twelve calendar months' notice in writing as aforesaid, which may be given, and expire at

any period of the year, by either of the parties hereto to the other of them, and the annual

payment by or on the part of Her Majesty to the said Company shall, during the con-

Payments to company, tinuance of this contract, be in every respect, having reference to these presents, the same as

to amount, time, and conditions of payrment, as under such contract of 6th day of July

1850, excepting that such payments shall be made by bill upon Her Majesty's Paymaster

General, payable in seven days from and after the respective dates thereof, instead of at

sight.

And it is hereby agreed and provided that, without the consent of the said Commissioners

signified in writing, under the hand of one of their secretaries, neither this contract nor any

part thereof shall be assigned, underlet, or disposed of. And that in case of any part thereof

being assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of without such consent, signified as afore

said, or in case of any breach of this contract, or of the said contract of the 5th day of July

1850, prior to the determination thereof, on the part of the said Company, their officers,

agents, or servants, in any respect, and whether there be or be not any penalty or sum of

money hereby or otherwise made payable by the said Company for any such breach, it

shall be lawful for the said Commissioners for executing the said office of Lord High

Admiral (if they think fit), and notwithstanding there may or may not have been any

former breach thereof, by writing, under the hand of one of their secretaries for the time

being, to determine such contracts without any prevkms notice to the said Company or

their agents, nor shall the said Company be entitled to any compensation in consequence

of such determination ; but even if such contracts be so determined, the payment of any

sum of money agreed to be made shall be enforced should the same be not duly paid by

the

Former contract to

remain in force until

1st January 18G4, ;u

then or afterwards

determinablc by

notice.

Contract not to be

assigned, &c., without

consent.

In case of assignment,

&c., or breach of this

or former contract,

Admiralty may deter

mine contracts without

previous notice or

compensation.
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the said Company, and the said Company shall continue liable for any liability which they Appendix, No. i.

may have incurred previous to any such determination. And it is also agreed that the

notices or directions which the same Commissioners, or their secretary, officers, or other •*• .to >errice> of

persons are hereby authorised and empowered to give to the said Company, their officers, no <x*'

servants or agents, may at the option of such Commissioners, or their secretary, officers, or

other persons, be either delivered to the master of any of the said vessels, or other officer

or agent of the said Company in the charge or management of any vessel employed in the

performance of this contract, or may be left for the said Company at their office or house

of business in London. And it is hereby agreed, that if, when such contracts terminate, If when this contract

any vessel or vessels should have started with mails in conformity therewith, such voyage terminates any vessel

or voyages shall be continued and performed, and the mails be delivered and received "oyage'to bTcontinned

during the same as if such contracts remained in force with regard to any such vessels and at mileage rate only,

services, and the said Company shall be paid at the rate of 9s. 10 d. per nautical mile for "^ contract remained

such portion or portions of any voyage or voyages as may be incomplete when such con- m roe°

tracts terminate as aforesaid.

f

And it is hereby agreed and declared, that this contract shall commence from the day of Continuance of this

the date hereof, and continue in force until the 1st day of January 1864, and then deter- contract,

mine, if the said Commissioners shall by writing under the hand of the Secretary of the

Admiralty for the time being have given to the said Company, or the said Company shall

have given to the said Commissioners, 12 calendar months' notice in writing that this con

tract shall so determine ; but if neither the said Commissioners nor the said Company shall

give any such notice, this contract shall continue in force even after the said 1st day of

January 1864, until the expiration of a 12 calendar months' notice in writing as aforesaid,

which may be given and expire at any period of the year, by either of the parties hereto to

the other of them ; hut, notwithstanding any such determination, the Company shall be

liable for all breach of this contract on their part which may then have been committed, if

any, as if this contract were in force.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con- Company bound in

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements of this contract, which, on the part and 50,000 1, for dne per-

behalf of the said Company are or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled, and kept, the forn"1Ilce

said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sovereign Lady the

Queen in the sum of 50,OOO/. of lawful money of tlie United Kingdom, to be paid to our

said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained damages

hereby agreed upon between the said Commissioners and the said Company, in case of the

ftjlure on the part of the said Company in the due execution of this contract, or any part

thereof.

In witness whereof, two of the said Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High

Admiral and the said Russell Ellice and Thomas Robert Tufnell have hereunto set their

hands and seals, and the said " Royal Mail Steam Packet Company " have hereunto set

their corporate seal, the day and year first above written.

Signed, sealed and delivered by the said Com- Alex. Milne (L. s.)

missioners, and by the said Russell Ellice and Lovaine (L. s.)

Thomas Robert Tufnell, in the presence of, Russell Ellice (L. s.)

JoknDoutty. T. R. Tufnell (L. s.)

The corporation seal of the above-named " Royal Mail

Steam Packet Company " was hereunto affixed, by

order of the Court of Directors, in the presence of

Ed. T. Keep, Secretary. (L. B.)

John Doulty.

0-83- K K 4 TABLE,
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TABLE, No. VIII.

BRAZIL ROUTE—ONCE A MONTH.

DATES.

Dis

Speed

Steaming. Stoppages.
From

Southampton.

Arrival. Departure.

PLACES.

tances

per Coal.

Day Day

in

Hour. Days. Hours. Days. Hours. Days. Hours.

of Hoar. of Hour. Miles.

Month. Month.

9 6 p.m. From Southampton

13 1 p. in. 14 8 a* m. 866 9 ' 3 in 19 fnnT 3 10v a if VWI iO

81 4 a. m. 22 4 p. m. „ St. Vincent (Cape de Verd) 1,560 94 6 20 1 12 Coal 11 10

29 4p.m. 30 8a.m. „ Pernambuco .... 1,600 9J 7 - - 16 - 19 22

2 3 a. m. 2 8 p. m. 410 91 1 19 - 17 Coal 88 9

6 midnight 9 8 a. m. „ Rio de Janeiro - 720 91 3 4 3 8 Coal 26 6

12 noon 13 noon 720 9J 3 4 1 - Coal 32 18

15 7 :i. in. 15 6 p. m. „ Pernambnco .... 410 91 1 19 - 11 - 35 13

22 6 p. m. 24 6a.m. „ St. Vincent (Cape de Verd) 1,600 91 7 - 1 12 Coal 43 -

1 2 a.m. 1 6 p. m. 1,560 91 6 20 - 16 Coal 51 8

5 1 p. m. - - „ Southampton .... 866 91 3 19 - - - 55 10

10,312 - 45 4 10 15 - - -

Time Out to Rio de Janeiro

Ditto Home from ditto

Course of Post

Days. Hours.

26 6

26 5

55 19

REMARKS on TABLE No. VIII.

THE steamers employed on this route will perform the service as prescribed by the table,

exchanging, at Rio de Janeiro, mails, &c., with the vessel on route No. IX.

On the return voyage, this steamer will coal complete at Rio de Janeiro, and leave there

at 8 a.m. on the 30th day after her departure from Southampton, unless that day falls on a

Monday, when the departure is not to take place until the following day, Tuesday.

In case the No. IX vessel should not reach Rio de Janeiro before the time above-men

tioned, and thereby a breach of contract be committed, this No. VIII steamer will await

her arrival eight clear days (if necessary), beyond the appointed time for starting, after

which period she will take her departure whether the No. IX vessel has arrived or not.

Whatever may be the time at which the steamers may arrive at Pernambuco and Bahia,

on the outward and homeward voyages, the stoppages are to be so regulated that

12 hours daylight may be allowed to elapse before the steamers depart from those places,

except in cases where the vessels may anchor by 8 a. m. ; then they are to proceed the

same evening, provided the weather has not prevented the landing and embarking of mails,

passenger?, &c.
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TABLE, No. IX.

RIVER PLATE ROUTE—ONCE A MONTH.

DATES.

Dis-

Unce

in

Mild.

Steaming. Stoppages.

From

Soothampton.

Speed

per

Hour.

An
•iral.

Hour.

Departure.

PLACES.
Coal.

*'
Day

of

Month.

Honr.

Days. Houn. Day*. Honn. Dayi. Hour*.

Month.

8

14

28

1

4 p.m.

4 p.m.

4 p.m.

noon

Rio de Janeiro - - - - • Coal

Coal

28

33

35

49

56

22

18

12

13

13

15

29

noon

6 a.m.

6 a.m.

8 a.m.

1,040

130

130

1,010

9

9

9

9

4 20

14

14

1

13

2

4

10

6 Coal

Coal

a • • 4 20 2 8 U

2,340 - 10 20 19 4
- - -

Time Out l<> Buenos Ayres

Ditto Home from ditto

Course of Post

Dayi. Houra.

- 35 12

- 36 21

- 85 19

REMARKS on TABLE No. IX.

THIS No. IX. vessel, having received at Rio de Janeiio the out and other mails, &c., will

deliver them according to the table, either by proceeding with them to Buenos Ayres, or by

transhipping them to a smaller steamer, stationed at Monte Video for the purpose, in either

case taking care to leave Buenos Ayres on the return voyage precisely at 4 p. m., on the

49th day after the out mails were dispatched from Southampton. On returning to Rio de

Janeiro, the homeward mails, &e., will be delivered to the No. VIII. steamer, from which

out mails will be received in exchange. 'I his No. IX. vessel will then coal, Sac., as expe-

ditiously as possible, and proceed to perform the service us hefore after an interval ot at

least 43 hours from the time of her arrival at Rio de Janeiro from the River Plate.

15.—NORTH AMERICAN MAILS.

AKTICLES OF AGREEMENT made this 1st day of January, in the year of our Lord 1852,

between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord Hiijh Admiral of tlie

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty) of

the one part, and Samuel Cunard, of Halifax, in Nova Scotia, merchant, George Burns,

of Glasgow, in that part of Great Britain called Scotland, merchant, and Charles

M'lver, of Liverpool, in the county palatine of Lancaster, merchant, hereinafter

designated " the contractors," of the other part.

WHEREAS by articles of agreement bearing date on or about ihe l*t day of April 1850,

between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the one part,

and the said Samuel Cunnrd, and George Burns, and Charles M'lver, of the other part, for

the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails between England and North America, the said

Samuel Cunard, George Burns, and Charles M'lver, did covenant and agree with the said

Commissioners that they would convey the said mails weekly during eight months in each

year, and once a fortnight during the remaining four months in each year, to and from the

places and ports of embarkation therein prescribed :

And whereas it has be&n considered expedient by and between the parties hereto to enter »nd *h« expediency of

into further arrangements for conveying the said mails between the said United Kingdom [rrangen^tsln'

and North America, under the conditions hereinafter contained, in addition to those agreed thereto, ai follow,

upon by the hereinbefore recited articles of agreement :

Now these presents witness, that, in consideration of the payment hereinafter stipulated to

be made to the contractors, the contractors do, for themselves, their hi' i is, executors and

administrators, and each and eveiy of them, for himself, his heirs, executors and adminis

trators, doth hereby covenant, promise and :igree to and with the said Commissioners that

they, the contractors, their executors and administrators, shall and will, during the conti

nuance of this contract, diligently, faithfully, and to the satisfaction of the said Commis-

Contract dated lit

January 1852, betwMd

the Lorda Commission*/f

of the Admiralty and

.Mr-si s. Samuel ( 'imanj.

George Burns, and

Charles .M'lver (the

contractors).

Recitinj the pre

existing contract

between the partie* o(

the 1st of April 186ft

fnr the conveyance of

Her Majesty's maila

between England an<f

Nur.li America,

For the conveyance \ff

the contractors of H.-'

Majesty's mails betvrrtrt

England and North

America by a MH!I. --,"

number of steam renef*

of not leu than 40CN

0.83. L L sioners
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horse power each, made

to carry guo> of the

largest calibre ;

to be kept at their

own cxpenK thoroughly

equipped ;

Appendix, No. i. sioners for the time being, and with all possible speed, convey Her Majesty's mails (in

which designation all despatches and bags of letters are agreed to be comprehended) which

shall at any time or times and from time to time by the said Commissioners or Her Ma

jesty's Postmaster General, or any of the officers or agents of the said Commissioners or

Postmaster General, be required to be conveyed between England and North America as

hereinafter mentioned, by means of a sufficient number of good, substantial and efficient

steam-vessels, each of such vessels being supplied and furnished with engines of not less

than 400 horse power.

That the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall and will at all times, at their

own cost, provide and keep sea-worthy and in complete repair from the day of the date

hereof, and during the coniinuance of this contract, a sufficient number of good, substantial

and efficient steam-vessels, of not less than 400 horse power each, and of such construction

and strength as to be fit and able to carry guns of the largest calibre now used on board

Her Majesty's steam vessels of war, and at the like cost adequately provide and furnish all

and every of the vessels to be and while employed in the performance of this contract, with

all necessary and proper tackle, stores, oil, tallow, fuel, provisions, machinery, engines,

anchors, cables, two efficient boat*, fire-pumps, and all other proper and requisite means

for extinguishing fire, lightning conductors on Snow Harris's principle, charts, chronometers,

proper nautical instruments, aud all other furniture and apparel, and whatsoever else may be

requisite and necessary for equipping the said vessels, and rendering them constantly

efficient for the said service.

And that each and every of the said vessels shall also at the like cost be manned with

competent officers, with appropriate certificates granted pursuant to the Act 13 and 14 Viet,

cap. 93, or to the Act or Acts in force for the time being relative to the granting certificates

to officers in the merchant service, and also with a competent surgeon and engineers and a

sufficient crew of able seamen and other men, to be in all respects, as to vessels, engines,

equipments, and crew, subject at all times and from time to time to the approval of the

said Commissioners, or such other person or persons as they shall from time to time appoint

for that purpose, and the surgeons to be also subject to the approval of the Director General

of the Medical Department of the Navy.

And that from and after the date of this contract, one of such vessels so equipped and

manned, and with Her Majesty's mails on board, shall on every alternate Saturday during

each and every of the four following months in every year, namely, December, January,

February, and March, at such hour as the said Commissioners shull at any time or from

time to time appoint, proceed from Liverpool aforesaid without loss of time direct to Halifax

aforesaid, and thence direct to Boston, in the United States of America. And one of such

vessels shall also on every alternate Wednesday during each and every of the four following

months in every year, namely, January, February, March, and April, at such hour as the

said Commissioners shall at any time or from time to time appoint, proceed without loss of

time direct from Boston to Halifax, and thence without loss of time direct to Liverpool

aforesaid, with Her Majesty's mails on board.

That from and after the date of this contract, one other of such vessels so equipped and

manned, with Her Majesty's mails on board, shall on every Sniurday alternate with the

Sriturday on which the vessel is to leave Liverpool for Halifax and Boston in the perform

ance of this contract, during each and every of the four following months in eveiy year,

namely, December, January, February, and March, at such hour as the said Commissioners

shall appoint, proceed from Liverpool aforesaid without loss of time to New York, in the

said United States, either direct or by way of Halifax, as the said Commissioners or Post

master General shall at any time or from time to time determine. And another of such

vessels, with Her Majesty's mails on board, shall also, on every other alternate Wednesday

during each and every of the four following months in every year, namely, January, Feb

ruary, March, and April, at such hour as the said Commissioners shall at any time or from

time to time appoint, proceed direct from New York aforesaid, or (if so required at anytime

or from time to time by the said Commissioners) from New York by way of Halifax to

Liverpool aforesaid, so that the periods of departure of the vessels from Liverpool to Halifax

and Boston, and from Liverpool to New York, shall be at equal intervals, and not on the

same Saturday.

That the departures of the vessels under this contract from Liverpool and Boston and

New York respectively on the Saturdays and Wednesdays herein mentioned, shall take

place on the Saturdays and Wednesdays alternate with the Saturdays and Wednesdays on

which vessels are to depart from these ports respectively under the hereinbefore mentioned

contract between the parties hereto bearing dale on or about the 1st day of April 1850.

That each of the said vessels proceeding from or returning to Liverpool shall call and

receive and deliver mails at Holy-head, in the Irish Channel, if required by the said Com

missioners in writing under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty.

That the said Commissioners for the time being shall be at liberty, and have full power

from time to time to substitute for Liverpool, its the port of embarkation and disembarka

tion of the mails, any other port in the United Kingdom of Great Britain or Ireland,

manned with compe

tent officer* (qualified

punuant to 13 & 14

Viet. c. 93), surgeon,

engineers, and crew,

to the approval of the

Commissioners or

their agent*.

One of such vessels to

proceed with the mails

from Liverpool to

Halifax and Boston, and

another from Liverpool

to New York, either

direct or (at the option

of the Commiasioners

or the Postmaster

Geneial) by way of

Halifax, on every

alternate Saturday in

December, January,

February, and March,

at linm - to be fixed by

the Commiwionen ;

am! one of such vesaela

to proceed with the

mails from Bo>ton to

Halifax anil Liverpool ;

and another from New

York direct, or by way

of Halifax to Liverpool,

on every alternate

Wednesday in January,

Fcbruaiy, March, and

April, such Saturdays

anil Wednesdays being

also alternate with the

corresponding days of

departure under the

pre-existing contract.

The Teasel* to call »t

Holyhead if required.

The Commissioners

being at liberty to

substitute any other

port of Great Britain wjtnout niakingr any compensation to the contractors, and also to alter the day and hoar

<*r Ireland lor Liveipooi, ~,.-r,i , /• , • , i r i *i_ • j >•

it-.-! waiter th* for the said vessels leaving all and every or any of the said places from whence the snid mails

are
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r«flrn contract vessel

to carry an offic-er.

appointed by the

Cotnmitsioners, with

his servant, as their

agent in charge of

the mails, and as their

representative gene

rally,

by whom all discre

tionary questions are

to be decided, subject

to appeal to the Cora-

misaionera,

are to be conveyed, on giving three months' notice in writing, under their hands or the hand

of their secretary, to the contractors, their executors or administrators. It being, neverthe

less, expressly understood that the said Commissioners, or any of their officers or agents, days of departure, and

shall be tit liberty, and have full power at any time during the continuance of this contract, (a«al» their agents)

to direct that any one or more of such vessels so conveying Her Majesty's mails from any fo/g^ours"*11"8

of the said ports or places shall delay her or their departure for any period not exceeding

24 hours beyond the period which may have been previously fixed for the departure of

such vessel or vessels, and a letter addressed to the commander of the vessel so to be

delayed shall be a sufficient authority for such detention.

That if at anytime, from stress of weather or other unavoidable circumstances, the The mails m«y be

vessel conveying the said mails from Halifax to New York aforesaid shall not, in the |^°^ "pKnioutn^"

opinion of the naval officer or other person duly authorised by the said Commissioners to Southampton, Dover,

have the charge of the mails onboard, be able to fetch the River Mersey at Liverpool or Deal, if they cannot

aforesaid without considerable loss of time, then and in every such case Her Majesty's belanllt<lat Liverpool,

mails, with the officer or person having the charge thereof, shall be landed at any of the

undermentioned places at the discretion of such naval officer or other person so authorised

as aforesaid, namely, Bristol, Falmouth, Plymouth, Southampton, Portsmouth, Dover, or

Deal.

That the contractors, their executors, or administrators shall receive and allow to

remain on board all and each of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this con

tract, while they are so employed, and also while remaining at any of the said ports or

places for return mails, an officer in Her Majesty's navy, or any other person to be

appointed by the said Commissioners, and also a servant of the said officer or other person

as aforesaid, if required ; and that every such officer or other person shall be recognised

and considered by the contractors, their executors and administrators, and their officers,

agents, and seamen, as the agent of the said Commissioners in charge of Her Majestv's

mails, and as having full authority in all cases to require a due and strict execution of the

conditions of this contract on the part of the contractors, their executors and adminis

trators, their officers, servants, and agents, and to determine every question, whenever arising,

relative to proceeding to sea, or putting into harbour, or to the necessity of stopping to

assist any vessel in distress, or to save human life, and that the decision of such officer or

other person as aforesaid, shall, in each and every of such cases, be final and binding on

the contractors, their executors and administrators, unless the said Commissioners, on

appeal from the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall think proper to decide

otherwise.

That a suitable first-rate cabin, with appropriate bed, bedding, and furniture, shall, at

the cost of the contractors, their executors and administrators, be provided and appro

priated by the contractors for and to the exclusive use and for the sole accommodation of

each and every of such naval officers, or other persons authorised as aforesaid ; and also

a proper and convenient place of deposit on board, under lock and key, for Her Majesty's

mails, and that each and every of the said officers or other persons as aforesaid shall be

victualled by the contractor?, their executors and administrators, as a chief-cabin passenger

is to be victualled, without any charge being made either for his passage or victualling;

and that should all or any of such officers or other persons require a servant, such servant

shall be also provided with a proper and suitable berth, and be victualled by and at the

cost of the contractors, their executors and administrators, without any charge being made

for the same.

And that if the said Commissioners shall at any time during the continuance of this con- But if the

tract think fit to entrust the charge and custody of Her Majesty's mails to ihe commandtr "«•»«« require it, the

or commanders of all or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract, v^sds°«e7o°takee

that such commander or commanders shall take due care thereof, and shall make the usual chargeof the mails,

declarations required, or which may hereafter from time to fimeor at any time be required, by

Her Majesty's Postmaster General in such or similar cases; and such commander or com

manders having the charge of such mails shall immediately, on the arrival at ,-my of the said

ports and places of any vessel so conveying the said mails, himself deliver Her Majesty's

mails into the hands of the postmaster of the port or place where such mails are to be

delivered, or into the hands of such other person as the said Commissioners shall direct and

authorise to receive the same-

That at each and every of the said ports or places where any of the said vessels are to Boats to i>e provided

procee-l the said naval officer, or such other person having or authorised to have the charge by 'te contractor,

of the said mails, shall, whenever and as often as deemed by him procurable or necessary, and officm in\hwe

be conveyed on shore, and also from the shore to the steam vessel employed for the lime

being- in the performance of this contract, together with or (if the duty ot ssuch officer or

person renders it necessary) without Her Majesty's mails, in a suitable boat of not L'ss than

four ours, to be provided and properly manned and equipped by the contractors; anil that

the directions of the said naval officer or of such other person having or authorised to have

the charge of the said mails, shall in all cases be obeyed as to the mode of receipt aud

delivery of the said mails.

That if any vessel having Her Majesty's mails on board shall stop, linger, or deviate from The contractois to

the direct course on her voyage, or shall delay starting at exact time, or shall put back into |wy * P"1*1'/ °s '«><•

port after starting without the sanction in each and every case of such officer or other 0°r^

and who a to be pro

vided with a first-rat*

cabin, place of deposit

for the mails, and

chief-cabin fare, free

of charge, and his ser

vant to be provided

with a proper berth,

and victualled, also

free of charge.

0.83. L L 3 person
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tinned by tlic officer

to charge ;

and further penaltiea

of 500 /. fur thefiist,

and 500 /. for every

mccet'ding 12 houn'

,1,'lay in starting from

Liverpool.

AH modern improve-

paents to be supplied

to the vcasels.

The officer* in charge

ff the mails to have

power lo survey the

1 1 .«•!:- on notice to

the commander*,

nod all defects to be

made gucd liy the

enntrai-tui K under a

penalty of 1(10 /. tor

«ach default.

And the CommiMionen

may also have the

ten-els surveyed by any

other of their agent* :

and any vessel declared

J)V such agents to be

jjnteani'i i !:\ , or to

require alteration or

improvement, to be dis

qualified for further

• •i VUT until repaired or

Altered.

The coutractorB and

their wervatita are to

i>bey the orders of the

Commissioner* or their

jtyepts as to the mails.

AH penalties to be a*

stipulated damages, and

.it Jin-tell out of the

t monie*.

Four officer* in Her

JlajeetyV military or

naval service (exclusive

nf the officer in chaige),

•itii their wives and

families, to be laken

(if required) in each

.- : 1 as chief ; four

persons, with their

wives and families, and

(lie servants of both

i'lnntes, as fore-cabin

fiwengers, and 10

• .111 it'll, &C.,

No. 1. person authorised to have the charge of the said mails as aforesaid, or when so sanctioned to

put back into port shall not p. train start and proceed direct in performance of the service

hereby contracted for when and so soon as required by the said officer or other person au

thorised to have the charge of the said mails, then and in each and every of such cases, and

us often as the same shall happen, the contractors, their executors and administrators, shall

and ivill pay unto Her Mnjesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 100 /. And that if a

vessel which ought to leave Liverpool for Halifax, Boston, or New York in the perform

ance of this contract, shall not proceed on her voyage for 12 hours after the proper and

appointed time, the contractors, their executors and administrators, shall ;md will, so often

as any such omission shall happen, pay unto Her Majesty, Her ht-irs and successors, the

sum of 500 /., and also the further sum of 500 I. for every successive period of 12 hours

which shall elapse until such vessel shall proceed on her voyage in the performance of this

contract.

That the contractors, their executors and administrator, shall and will from time to time,

and at all times during the continuance of this contract, make such alterations or improve

ments in the construction, equipments, or machinery of each and every of the said vessels

which shall be used by them in the performance of this contract as the advanced state of

science may suggest and the said Commissioners may direct.

That any naval officer, or other person authorised to have the charge of Her Mnjf sty's

mails, shall, either alone or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full

power and authority whenever, and as ofttn us he may deem it requisite, to examine and

survey, in such manner as he may think proper, all and every or any of the vessels employed

or to be employed in the performance of this contract, and the hulls and machinery and

equipments thereof, on his giving notice in writing to the commander for the time being of

the vessel about to be examined of such his intention ; and if any defect or deficiency be

ascertaimd and notice thereof in writing be given to the master or commander of the vessel

in which such deficiency or defect may be found, and if the said master or commander shall

not immediately, or us soon as possible, thereupon remedy, replace, or effectively repair the

same, they, the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall in every such case pay

to Her Majesty, H<r heirs and successors, the sum of 100 /. ; but the payment of such penalty

shall not in anywise release or discharge the contractors, their executors or administrators,

from remedying, replacing, or effectively repairing such deficiency or defect.

And the said Commissioners shall also have full power, and be at liberty, whenever and

as often as they may deem it requisite, to survey, by any other of their officers or agents, all

and every the vessels employed and to be employed in the performance of this contract, and

of the hulls thereof, and of the engines, machinery, furniture, taikle, apparel, stores, and

equipments of every such vessel ; and if any such vessel, or any part thereof, or any engines,

machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, or equipments, shall on any such survev

be declared by any of such officers or agents unseawoi thy, or not adapted to the service of

this contract, or if such officers or agents shall deem it necessary or expedient that any

alteration or improvement shall be made therein, or any pan thereof, in order to keep pace

with the more advanced state of science, the vessel which shall be disapproved of, or in

which such deficiency, defect, or want of improvement shall appear, shall be deemed in

efficient for any service hereby contracted to be performed, and shall not be employed again

in the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails until such defect or deficiency shall have been

repaired or supplied, or the alterations or improvements, as the case may be, shull have

been made to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners.

That the contractors and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to be employed

in the performance of this contract, and all agents, seamen, and servants of the contractors,

shall, at all times during the continuance of this contract, punctually attend to the orders

and directions of the said Commissioners or of any of their officers or agents, as to the

binding, delivering, and receiving Her Majesty's mails.

That all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be paid by the contractors,

their executors or administrators, unto Her Majesty, Her heiis and successors, shall be con

sidered as st pulated or ascertained damages ; and should the s;>me or any of them become

payable and not be discharged forthwith on the application of the said Commissioners or

their agents, each and every of such sums of money may be deducted and retained by the

said Commissioners out of the monies payable to the contractors, their executors or admi

nistrators, under this contract, or the payment thereof enforced, with full costs of suit, at

the discretion of the said Commissioners.

That the contractors shall and will, when and as often as in writing they or the masters

of their respective vessels shall be required so to do, by the said Commissioners or by such

navnl or other officers or agents acting under their authority (such writing to specify the

rank or description of the peison or persons to be conveyed and the accommodation to be

provided for him or them), receive, provide for, victual, and convey on board each and every

or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract (in addition to the

naval officer or other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails) any officers in

the navy, army, or civil service of Her Majesty, not exceeding four in any one ship, as

chiet-cabin passengers, with their wives and families, and any persons not exceeding four

in any one ship as fore-cabin passengers, with their wives and families, together with the

servants of both chief and fore-cabin passengersj and any number of seamen, marines,

soldiers.
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Commissioned officers,

Sec., as chief, non

commissioned, fore,

and -v:i»>' n, &c., u

deck passengers.

Allowance for their

baggage.

soldiers, or artificers, not exceeding 10 in any one ship, with their wives and families, ns Appendix, No. l

deck-passengers, to be always provided with adequate protection from rain, sun, and bad 1_

weather, and not exposed on deck without such competent shelter, as long notice as prac- with thei' wives and

ticable being given to the contractors when accommodation shall be required for the wives families, as dwk-

or children of such officers or other persons. passenger..

That commissioned officers, their wives and families, be considered as chief-cabin pas

sengers, noncommissioned officers, their wives and families, as fore-cabin passengers, and

seamen, marines, private soldiers, artificers, and their wives and families, as deck-pns-

senfers, and the said servants (in respect of accommodation), ns the servants of chief-cabin

passengers.

That each field officer and every naval officer of equal or superior rank shall be allowed

90 cubic feet of space in measurement for baccate, provided (except in the case of the

Roval Engineers) such allowance shall not exceed 18 cwt. in weight, and all other officers in

Her Majesty's naval and military service, and officers in the civil service, 60 cubic feet each,

and that (except in the ca-eof the Koyal Engineers) such allowance shall notexceed 12 cwt.

in weight.

That the Hoyal Engineers shall be allowed the same measurement, but to extend in

weight to 27 cwt. for field officers, and 18 cwt. for every other officer of the Royal

Engineers.

That soldiers of the Royal Artillery and Sappers and Miners, and their wives, shall be

allowed six cubic feet each for baggage, and all married officers when accompanied by their

wives or families, a further allowance, not exceeding one-half of that before-mentioned,

according to their rank and corps.

That for every company of the Royal Artillery embarked, there shall be conveyed, free

of all charge, the proper proportion of light field pieces, if required, and that any hammocks

and bedding which may be sent out for the use of the troops or other persons embarked,

shall be placed in charge of the officer authorised to have charge of Her Majesty's mails,

and be brought back to England, if required, free of any charge for freight.

That the victuallins of officers, their wives and families, conveyed as chief-cabin pas-

senwers, shall be the same as is usually allowed by the contractors to chief-cabin passengers,

their wives and families ; the victualling of noncommissioned officers, their wives and

families, conveyed as fore-cabin passengers, shall be the same as is allowed to the boatswain

and carpenter "of the contractors' steam ships ; and the victualling of seamen, marines,

soliliers, and artificers, their wives and families, conveyed as deck-passengers, shall be the

same as is allowed to the seamen of the contractors' steam ships ; and the victualling of the

servants of officers, whether chief or fore-cabin passengers, shall be the same as the servants

of other chief and fore-cabin passengers.

That the passage-money shall be paid in full of all charges for mess, including a pint of Rates of passage

port or good foreign white wine, and one bottle of malt liquor per day for each officer con- tobePaid ""them,

veyed as a chief-cabin passenger, and one gill of spirits for each noncommissioned officer,

seaman, marine, soldier, artificer and servant, conveyed as a fore-cabin or a deck-passenger,

at and after the rates mentioned in the following table.

Guns, hammocks, ant

bedding for troops to

be conveyed free of

freight.

Victualling of the

different classes of

passengers.

TABLE OF RATES OF PASSAGE.

CHIEF CABIN PASSENGERS.

Children Children

FORE-CABIN PASSENGERS.

Children Children

DECK-PASSENGERS.

Children Children

Officer. Lady.

between

8 & 12

between

3 & 8
Mao. Woman.

between

8 & 12

between

3 & 8
Man. Woman.

between

8 & 12

between

3 «t 8

Years. Years. Veaia. Years. Years. Years.

£. *. £. *. £. i. £. * £. •. £. I. £• *. £. i. £. ». £, >. £. I. £. t.

each. each. each. each. each. each.

Liverpool to Halifax, or 30 - 25 - 12 10 6 6 15 - 15 - 7 10 3 15 4 - 4 2 - 1 -

Halifax to Liverpool.

Halifax to Boston, or 4 - 2 - 1 - - 10 3 - 2 - 1 - - 10 2 1 - - 10 - 6

Halifax to New York,

or New York or Boston

to Halifax.

Liverpool to New York 34 - 27 - 13 10 6 15 18 - 17 - 8 10 4 5 6 - 5 - 2 10 1 &

direct or by the way of

Halifax, or New York

to Liverpool direct or

by the way of Halifax.

Mem.—Children under three year* of age to be carried free, and male servants to be charged one.half, and female servants two-thirds of the rates charged

"for their employers.

0.83. That
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Appendix, No. 1. That the payment for the passage ordered at the public expense for any person shall

only be made on the production of the order for the passage, and of a certificate from the

person in the following form, viz. :

" I hereby certify, that on the , I embarked at

as a passenger on board the mail steam packet

passage to , and landed at on the

, for

To this certificate the following addition is to be made in every case of a male cabin-

passenger, viz. :

" I further certify, that the first dinner meal taken on board was on the

and the last dinner meal on the . Dated this day of ."

And the correctness of the dates must be corroborated by the master of the packet

adding underneath the passenger's signature,

" The dates inserted in this certificate are correct."

(Signature)

Master of the Packet"

Officers to pay for

their wives and families

at those rate*.

Provisions of 1 1 Gao.

4, c. 20, not to be

affected.

Accommodation to be

provided for soldiers

conveyed as extra

deck-uassengeis ;

and small packages

to be conveyed free ;

and stores, not ex«

ceeding five tons at one

time, according to the

usual freight.

The contractors to be

paid for the whole

serrices contracted

for at the me of

28,340 /. per annum,

by quarterly payments.

That the passage-money for the families and wives of officers shall be paid to the con

tractors by the officers themselves, at rates never exceeding those contained in the before-

mentioned table.

That the passengers hereinbefore-mentioned or referred to are to be exclusive of any

men to be sent home under the provisions of the Act 11 Geo. 4, c. 20, the rate of passage

for whom is to be and to be paid for in accordance with the provisions of that Act.

That whenever the contractors shall convey any soldiers as deck-passengers other than

those specially provided for by this contract, the contractors shall provide them with ade

quate protection from rain, sun, and bad weather, and they shall not be exposed on deck

without such competent shelter.

That the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall and will receive on board

each and every of the said vessels employed in the performance of this contract, any

number of small packages, containing astronomical instruments, charts, medicines, wearing

apparel, or other articles, and convey the same to and from and between all or any of the

said ports OE places to or from which Her Majesty's mails are to be conveyed in the per

formance of this contract, when and as often as directed by the said Commissioners or

their secrciary for the time being, or agents duly authorised, free from all costs and

charges.

The contract to com

mence on dnte and

continue till the 1st of

January 1862, and

thenceforward till

determined by one or

other of the parties by

a twelve months' written

notice ;

And also shall and will receive on board each and every of the said vessels, and convey

to and from and between all or any of the same ports or places, any naval or other stores

not exceeding five tons in weight, at any time, at the usual rate of freight charged bv the

contractors for private goods (but which shall never be more than after the rate of 6Z. per

ton), on receiving from the paid Commissioners or their secretary for the time being, or any

of their officers or agents, two days' previous notice of its being their intention to have

such stores so conveyed.

And the said Commissioners, in consideration of the premises, and of the contractors,

their executors and administrators, and their officers, servants, and agents, at all times

during the continuance of this contract, strictly and punctually performing the services

hereinbefore contracted to be performed, and the covenants and agreements hereby entered

into by them, the contractors, do, far and on behalf of Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors,

agree with the contractors, their executors and administrators, that the said Commissioners,

on behalf of Her Majesty, will pay or cause to be paid to the contractors, tlieir executors

and administrators, by bills at sight, payable by Her Majesty's Paymaster General, a sum

after the rate of 28,340 /. per annum for the performance of the whole of the services

hereby contracted to be performed, by quarterly payments, and with a proportionate part

of that sum should this contract terminate on any other day than a day of quarterly pay

ment, the first quarterly payment to become due on the 1st day of April 1852.

And it is hereby agreed and declared that this contract shall commence ou the day of

the date hereof, and "shall continue in force until the 1st day of January 1802, and thence

forward until 12 calendar months' notice in writing shall be given by either of the said

parties tc the other of them, that the same shall determine; and at the expiration of such

notice, which may expire at any period of the year, this contract shall determine accord

ingly, hut not so as to prevent either of the said parties availing themselves of this con

tract for recovering any sum of money or damnges, should there have been any breach of

this contract, previously to the determination of the same.

Provided
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Provided always nevertheless, that this contract may be determined at any period of the Appendix, No. !

year, and at any time even before the said 1st day of January 1862, upon a 12 calendar

months' notice in writing being given by either of the said parties to the other of them unlei» «>ther P"*/

that this contract shall deterrninej and at the expiration of any such notice this contract e^ieTpTrioV'by'the

shall also determine accordingly, but not so as to prevent either of ihe said parties availing like notice; in which

themselves of this contract for recovering any sum of money or damages, should there have a"* the CommiMion-

been any breach of this contract, previously to the determination of the same; and that "p^o™rf purchasing

the said Commissioners shall then have the option of purchasing from the contractors, the contract Teasels

their executors and administrators, all or any of the vessels employed in the performance at » Tal.u«tion uy

of this contract at the time of the determination thereof, at such valuation as shall be put ai""a1""

thereon by two arbitrators, one to be chosen by the said Commissioners, and the other by

the contractors, their executors or administrators, or, in case of the arbitrators differing,

by an umpire, 10 be chosen by such two arbitrators before they proceed with the reference,

it being expressly understood and ngreed that the payment of such valuation shall not be

made until the said Commissioners shall have obtained the money by means of a Parlia

mentary grant or otherwise, and that the joint and concurrent award of the said arbitrators,

or the separate award of the said umpire, if and when the said arbitrators cannot agree,

shall be binding and conclusive upon all parties.

And it is agreed that any submission which may be made to arbitration in pursuance of Submissions to such.

this contract, shall be made a rule of Her Majesty's Court of Exchequer, pursuant to the

statute in that case made and provided, and that any witnesses examined upon any

reference may be examined upon oath.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that the contractors, their executors or and the contract is

administrators, shall not assign, underlet, or otherwise dispose of this contract, or any part hTt^e routract^l °

thereof; and that in case of the same, or any part thereof, being assigned, underlet, or and if so disposed of,

otherwise disposed of, or of any breach of this contract on the p;ut of the contractors, or otherwise brokm,

their executors or administrators, it shall be lawful for the Commissioners for executing mhmted'by'the Com-

the office of Lord High Admiral for the time being (if they think fit, and notwithstanding miwioners.

there may or may not have been any former breach of this contract), t>y writing under their

hands, or under the hand of their Secretary for the time being, to determine this contract

without any previous notice to the contractors, their executors or administrators, or their

agents, nor shall the contractors, their executors or administrators, be entitled to any

•compensation in consequence of such determination; but even if this contract be so deter

mined, the payment of the sum of money hereinafter agreed to be made shall be enforced

should the. same be not duly paid by the contractors.

And it is also agreed that the notices or directions which the Commissioners for exe- Notices to the con-

cuting the office of Lord High Admiral, or their secretary, officers, or other persons are tractors to be served

hereby authorised and empowered to give to the contractors, their executors or adminis- dence^rfan''^^^*'

trators, officers, servants, or agents, may, at the option of the same Commissioners, or their them in England or

secretary, officers, agents, or other persons, be either delivered to the master or com- Scotland, or upon

mander, or other officer, agent, or servant of the contractors, their executors or adminis- *" TofTn* of tb»
trators, in the charge or management, of any vessel, to be, or while employed in the per- veueU. T

formance of this contract, or be left at the last known place of business or abode in

England or Scotland either of the said Samuel Cunard, or George Burns, or Charles

M'lver, their executors or administrators ; and any notices or directions so given or left

shall be as binding on the said Samuel Cunard, George Burns, and Charles M'lver, their

executors or administrators, as if duly served upon or left with them.

And in pursuance of the directions contained in a certain Act of Parliament made and NO Member of th»

passed in the 22d year of the reign of King George the Third, intituled, " An Act for Home of Comment to

restraining any Person concerned in any Contract, Commission, or Agreement made for the J!*,^^ 8h"e m tt*

Public Service, from being elected or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of

Commons," it is hereby expressly declared and agreed, and ihese presenis are upon this

express condition, and the contractors do covenant for themselves, their heir--, executors,

and administrators, that no Member of the House of Commons shall lie admitted to any

share or part of this contract or agreement, or to any benefit to arise therefrom.

And lastly, for the clue and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, General penalty of

conditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, which on 6,000;. on the con-

the part and belialf of the contractors, their heirs, executors, and administrators, are or tr»cto™°n breach :c

ouu-ht to be observed, performed, fulfilled, or kept, the said Samuel Cunard, George Burns, B"::"!> r""I"™cl

and Charles M'lver do hereby bind themselves, their heirs, executors, and administrators,

and each of them doth hereby bind himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, unto

our Sovereign Lady the Queen in the sum of 6,000 /. of lawful British money, to be paid

to our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained

damages agreed upon between the said Commissioners for executing the said office of Lord

High Admiral and the said Samuel Cunard, George Burns, and Charles M'lver (over and

above any other sum or sums, if any, which may be payable), in case of the failure of the

said Samuel Cunard, George Burns, and Charles M'lver, their heirs, executors, or adminis

trators, in the due execution of this contract, or any part thereof.

0.83. L L 4 In
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Appendix, No. i. I" witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set tbeir hands andseals the day and year fiist above written.

Alexander Milne (L. 3.)

' W. Cowper (L. s.)

•S. Canard (L. s.)

G. Burns (L. s.)

Chas. M'lver (L. s.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Commissioners and

the said Samuel Cunard, in the presence of

Jno. James.

Signed, senlei), and delivered by the said George Burns,

in the prt since of F. W. Vanderkiste,

Collr of Customs, Glasgow.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Charles M'lver,

in the presence of

Thomas Bevis, Cumr.

Recital of contract of

liit April I860.

Recital of contract of

lit January IK,l'.

Contractor! to convey

mail*.

Not less than eight

steam vessels between

Ei gland and North

.America of not less

than 400 hntje power

each, anil one steam

vessel hetween New

xi i k and Nnsxau of

not less than 5U-hiirw

power.

Vessels to he furnished

with machinery,

tackle, &c.

16.—NORTH AMERICA AND BAHAMA MAILS.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT, made ihe 24th day of June, in the year of our Lord 1858,,

between the Commissioners for executing the office of Lonl High Admiral of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (for and on behalf of Her Majesty) of

the one part, and Samuel Cunard, of Bush Hill, Edmonton, in the couniy of Mid

dlesex, merchant, George Burn-, of Glasgow, in thi:i part of Great Britain called

Scotland, merchant, and Charles M'lver, of Liverpool, in the county palatine of"

Lancaster, merchant, (hereinafter designated " the contractors"), of the other part.

WHEREAS by articles of agreement, bearing date on or -.ibout the 1st day of April 1850

between ihe said Commissioners, for and on behalf of Her Majesty, of the one part, and

the said Samuel Cunnrd and George Burns and Charles M'lver of the. other part, for the

conveyance of Her Majesty's mails between England and North America, the said Samuel

Cunard, George Burns, and Charles M'lver did covenant and agree with the said Commis

sioners that they would convey the said mails as therein mentioned : And whereas bv other

articles of agreement, bearing date on or about the 1st day of January 1852, and made

between the said Commissioners, for and on behalf of Her Majesty, of the one part, and the

said Samuel Cunard, George Bums, and Charles M'lver of the other part, the said con

tractors did, for the confederation i herein mentioned, enter into further :>rrangements for

conveying the said mails between England and North America, as in such last-mentioned

ai tides of agreement is mentioned :

And whereas the said Commissioners, on the part of Her Majesty, have determined to

enter into ihis further contract with the said contractors : Now these presents witness that,,

in consideration of the payments hereinafter stipulated to he made to the commciors, the

contractors do, for themselves, their heirs, executors, and administrators, and each and every

of them, for himself, his lieirs, execuiors, and administiators, doth hereby covenant, pro

mise, and agree, to and with the said Commissioners that they (the contractors), their exe

cutors and administrators, shall and will, during the continuance of this contract, diligently,

faithfully, and to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners for the time being, mid with all

possible speed, convey Her Majesty's mails (in which designation all despatches and bags

of letters are agreed to be comprehended) which shall at any time or times, and from time

to time, by the said Commissioners, or Her Majesiy's Postmaster General, or any of the

officers or agents of the said Commissioners or Postmaster General, be required to be con

veyed between England and North America, and between New York, in the United States

of America, and Nassau, in the island of New Providence, Bahamas, as hereinafter men

tioned, by means of a sufficient number of good, substantial, and etficient steam-vessels.

That the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall and will, for the perform

ance of the services between England and North America, at all times, at their own cost,

provide and keep seaworthy, and in complete repair, from the day of the date hereof, and

during the continuance of this contract, a sufficient number (not less than eight) of good,

substantial, and efficient steam-vessels, of not less than 400 hoise power each; and for the

service between New York and Nassau aforesaid, a good, substantial, and efficient steain-

vessd, o! not less than 400 tons measurement and 50 horse power; and at the like cost

adequately provide and furnish all and every the vessels to be, and while employed in the

performance of this contract, with all necessary and proper tackle, stores, oil, tallow, fuel,

provisions, machinery, engines, anchors, cables, two efficient boats, fire-pumps, and all other

proper and requisite means for extinguishing fire, lightning conductors (on Sir Snow Harris's

principle),
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principle), charts, chronometers, proper nautical instruments, and all other furniture and Appendix, No. i.

apparel, and whatsoever else may be requisite and necessary for equipping the said vessels,

and rendering tliem constantly efficient for the said services.

And that each and every of the said vessels shall also, at the like cos!, be manned with And manned with

competent officers, with appropriate certificates, granted pursuant to the Act 17th & 18th certifi<;atctl «*«•«• &c-

Viet. cap. 104, or to the Act or Acts in foice ibr the time being, relative to the grant ing

certificates to officers in the merchant service, and also with a competent surgeon and And u medU-ui officer,

engineeis, and a sufficient crew of able seamen an i other men, to be in ail respects as to *"'

vessels, engines, equipments, and crew subject at all times and from time to time to the Venseisaud crew

approval of the said Commissioners, or sucli other person or persons as they shall from bubJect to Admiiaity

time to time appoint for that purpose, and the surgeons to be also subject to the approval apl"°'' '

of the Director General of the Medical Department of the Navy.

And ihiit from and after the date of this contract, one of such vessels, of not less than 400 When vessel to i^ve

home-power, so equipped and manned, and with Her Majesty's mails on board, shall on ^"jerpooi for Halifax

every alternate Saturday, during each and every month in every year, at such hour as the

said Commissioners shall at any time ov from time to time appoint, siroceed from Liverpool

aforesaid, without loss of time, direct to Halifax, in Nova Scotia, and thence direct tu

Boston, in the United States of America; and one of such vessels shall also, oi>. every alter- when vessel to leave

nate Wednesday, during each and every month in every year, at such hour as the said Boston for Halifax

Commissioners shall at any time or from time to time appoint, proceed, without loss of and LlTerP°o1-

time, direct from Boston to Halifax, and thence, without loss of time, direct to Liverpool

aforesaid, with Her Majesty's mails on board.

That from and afier the date of this contract, one other of such vessels so equipped and When vessel to leave

manned, with Her Majesty's mails on board, shall, on every Saturday, alternate with the Liverpool for New

Saturday on which the vessel is to leave Liverpool for Halifax and Boston in the perform- °r '

ance of this contract, during each arid every mourn in every year, at such hour as the said

Commissioners shall appoint, proceed from Liverpool aforesaid, without loss of time, to New-

York in the said United States, either direct or by way of Halifax, as the said Commissioners

or Postmaster General shall at any time, or from time 10 time determine; and another of when vessel to leave

such vessel?, with Her Majesty's mails on board, shall also on every other alternate Ne» York for Liver-

Wednesday, during each and every month in every year, at such hour as the said Com- fotA"

missioned shall, at any time or from time to time appoint, proceed direct from New York

aforesaid, or if so required at any time, or from time to time, by the said Commissioners

from New York byway of Halifax to Liverpool aforesaid.

That each of the said vessels proceeding from, or returning to Liverpool, shall call and Veuei* to call at

receive and deliver mails at Holyhead, in the Irish Channel, if required by the said Com- Hoiyheml if required

missioners in writing under the hand of the Secretary of the Admiralty. y Admiralty.

That if at any time, from stress of weather or other unavoidable circumstances, the vessel Where mails maybe

conveying the said mails from Halifax or New York aforesaid, shall not, in the opinion fc^^^evrCMe! &"""'

of the naval officer or other person duly authorised by the said Commissioners, to have the

charge of the mails on board, be able to fetch the River Mersey at Liverpool aforesaid,

or the port or place in the United Kingdom where the mails have to be disembarked with

out considerable loss of time, then and in every such case Her Majesty's mails, with

the officer or person having the charge thereof, shall be landed at any of the undermen

tioned places, at the discretion of such naval officer or oiher person so authorised as

aforesaid, namely, Bristol, Fahnouth, Plymouth, Southampton, Portsmouth, Dover or

Deal.

That the vessel of not less than 50-horse power to be employed in the conveyance of Vessel once eaph way

Her Majesty's mails once each way every calendar month between New York and Nassau every calendar month

aforesaid, shall commence the said service at the earliest possible period, but not later than ^"y" New York

the 1st day of April 1859 ; and in case the said vessel shall, during the continuance of this *° "7,

contract, be lost or destroyed by fire, tempest, or any other casualty, or shall require repair, contractor, torepiace

then and in every such case the contractors shall, without any unnecessary and unavoid- same.

able delay, and within such reasonable time as may be required by the naval commander

in chief or senior naval officer on the North American station, have the said vessel replaced

by another of similar power and description, and in the meantime the said mails shall be And in the meantime

carried and conveyed in good and sufficient sailing vessels, to be provided by and at the cost mails to be conveyed

of the contractors, of not less than 120 tons burthen each (old measurement), and in such in MUiDS vessels,

way and manner as shall be approved of by the naval commander in chief or senior

naval officer on the North American Station. ,

That the said Commissioners for the time being shall be at liberty, and have full power Admiralty at liberty

from time to time to substitute for Liverpool, as the port of embarkation and disembarkation tofha"Be. the port of

/• .1 ., • ., TT • i T/-- i i TT • i ir- i f /~, embarkation and dis-

of the mails in the United Kingdom, any other port in the United Kingdom or Great embarkation in the

Britain or Ireland, without making any compensation to the contractors, and also to alter United Kingdom,

the day and hour for the said vessels leaving all and every or any of the said places from and to alter times of

whence the said mails are to be conveyed, on giving three month*' notice in writing under deParture.

their hands or the hand of their secretary to the contractors, their executors or adminis

trators; it being, nevertheless!, expressly understood that the said Commissioners, or any andtoll(,ia departare

of their officers or agents, shall be at liberty, and have full power at any time during the of vessel from port for

continuance of this contract, to direct that any one or more of such vessels so conveying any period notoxceed-

Her Majesty's mails from any of the said ports or places, shall delay her or their departure ing 24hours-

0.83. M M for
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Appendix, No. i. for any period not exceeding 24 hours beyond the period which may have been previously

fixed lor the departure of such vessel or vessels, and a letter iiddressed to the commander

of the ves-el so to be delayed, shall be a sufficient authority for such detention.

That the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall receive and allow lo remain

on board all and each of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract

while they are so employed, and also while remaining at any of the said ports or places

for return mails, an officer in Her Majesty's navy, or any other person 10 be appointed by

the said Commissioners, and also a servant of the said officer or other person as aforesaid,

if required, and that every such officer or other person shall be recognised and considered

by the contractors, their executors and administrators, and their officers, agents and sea

men, as the agent of the said Commissioners in charge of Her Majesty's mails, and as

having full authority in all cases lo require a due and strict execution of the conditions of

this contract on the part of the contractors, tlieir executors and administrators, their

officers, servants and agents, and to determine every question whenever arising relative to

proceeding to sea, or putting into harbour, or to the necessity of stopping to assist any

vessel in distress, or to save human life, and that the decision of such officer or other

person as aforesaid shall, in each and every of such cases, be final and binding on the con

tractors, their executors and administrators, unless the said Commissioners, on appeal

from the contractors, their executors or administrators, sh.ill think proper to decide

otherwise.

That a suitable first-rate cabin, with appropriate bed, bedding, and furniture, shall, at the

cost of the contractors, their executors and administrators, be provided and appropriated by

the contractors for. and to the exclusive use, and for the sole accommodation of each and

every of such naval officers or other persons authorised as aforesaid, and also a proper

and convenient place of deposit on board under lock and key for Her Majesty's mails; and

that each and every of the said officers or other persons as aforesaid shall be victualled by

the contractors, their executors, and administrators, as a chief cabin passenger, is to be

victualled without any charge being made either for his passage or victualling, and that

sliould all or any of such officers or other persons require a servant, such servant shall

be also provided with a proper and suitable berth, and be victualled by and at the cost

of the contractors, their executors and administrators, without any charge being made for

the same.

And that if the said Commissioners shall at any time durhg the continuance of this

contract, think fit to inirust the charge and custody of Her Majesty's m-iils to the com

mander or commanders of all or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance

of tin's contract, that such commander or commanders shall take due care thereof, and

shall make the usual declarations required, or which may hereafter from time to time, or at

any time be required by Her Majesty's Postmaster General in such or similar cases, and

such commander or commanders having the charge of such mails shall immediately on the

arrival at any of the said ports and places of any vesst-1 so conveying the said mails,

himself deliver Her Majesty's mails into the hands of the postmaster of tiie port or

place where such mails are to be delivered, or into the hands of such other person as the

said Commissioners shall authorise and direct to receive the same.

That at each and every of the said ports or places where any of the said vessels are to

proceed the said naval officer or such other person having, or authorised to have, the charge

of the said mails shall, whenever and as often as deemed by him practicable or necessary,

be conveyed on shore, and also from the shore to the sieum-vessel employed for the time

being in the performance of this contract, together with or (if the duty of such officer or

person renders it necessary) without Her Majesty's mails in a suitable boat of not less than

four oars, to be provided and properly manned and equipped by the contractors, and that

the directions of the said naval officer, or of such other person having or authorised

to have the charge of the said mails, shall in all cases be obeyed as to the mode of receipt

and delivery of the said mails.

That if any vessel having Her Majesty's mails on board, shall slop, linger, or deviate

from the direct course on her voyage, or shall delay starting at exact time, or shall put

hack into port after starting without the sanction in each and every case of such officer

or other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails as aforesaid, or when

so sanctioned to put back into port, shall not again start and proceed direct in perform

ance of the service hereby contracted for, when and so soon as required by the said officer

or other person -authorised to have the charge of the t-aid mails, then and in each and

every of such cases, and as often as the same shall happen, the contractors, their executors

and administrators, shall and will pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, thesu.ii

of 100 /.; and that if a vessel which ought to leave Liverpool for Halifax, Boston, or New

York, in the performance of this contract, shall not proceed on her voyage for 12 hours

after the proper and appointed time, the contractors, their executors and administrators,

shall and will, so often as any such omission shall happen, pay unlo Her Majesty, Her heirs

and successors, the sum of 500 /. ; and also the further sum of 500 /. for every successive

period of 12 hours which shall elapse until such vessel shall proceed on her voyage in the

performance of this contract.

That the contractors, their executors and administrators, shall and will from time to

time, and at all times during the conliuuance of this contract, make such alterations or

improvements
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improvements in the construction, equipments, or machinery of each and every of the said Appendix No.

vessels which shall be used by them in the performance of this contract as the advanced

rate of science may suggest, and the said Commissioners may direct.

Naval officer in charge

of mails may survey

vessels, &c. , and deft •

cienny to be remedied,

under penalty of 100 /.

Admiralty, by agents,

may survey vessels,

&c.; and if vessel, &c. ,

be uuseaworthy, or

alterations required,

not to be employed

until alterations, kc.;

made to satisfaction of

Admiralty.

That any naval officer or other person authorised to have the charge of Her Majesty's

mails shall, either alone or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, h;»ve full

power and authority, whenever and as often as he may deem it requisite, to examine and

survey in such manner as he may think proper, all and every or any of the vessels employed

or to be employed in the performance of this contract, and the hulls and machinery, and

equipments thereof, on his giving notice in writing to the commander for the time being of

the vessel about to be examined of such his intention ; and if any defect or deficiency be

ascertained, and notice thereof in writing be given to the master or commander of the

vessel in which such deficiency or defect may be found, and if the said master or com

mander shall not immediately, or as soon as possible thereupon, remedy, replace, or

effectively repair the same, they, the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall, in

every such case, pay to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of 100 /., but the

payment of such penalty shall not in anywise release or discharge the contractors, their

executors or administrators, from remedying, replacing, or effectively repairing such

deficiency or defect.

And the said Commissioners shall also have full power, and be at liberty whenever and

as often as they may deem it requisite to survey, by any other of their officers or agents, all

and every the vessels employed, and to be employed in the peiformance of this contract,

and of the hulls thereof, and of the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, stores,

and equipments of every such vessel; and if any sucli vessel, or any part thereof, or any

engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, boats, stores, or equipments, shall on any

such survey, be declared by any of such officers or agents unseaworthy, or not adapted to

the service of this contract, or if such officers or agents shall deem it necessary or expedient

that any alteration or improvement shall be made therein, or any part thereof, in order to

keep pace with the more advanced state of science, the vessel which shall be disapproved

of, or in which such deficiency, defect, or want of improvement shall appear, shall

be deemed inefficient for any service hereby contracted to be performed, and shall not

be employed again in the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails until such defect or deficiency

shall have been repaired or supplied, or the alterations or improvements, as the case may be,

shall have been made to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners.

That the contractors, and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to be employed

in the performance of this contract, and all agents, seamen, and servants of the contractors,

shall at all times during the continuance of this contract punctually attend to the orders

and directions of the said Commissioners, or of any of their officers or agents, as to the

landing, delivering, and receiving Her Majesty's mails.

That all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be paid by the contractors,

their executors, or administrators, unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, shall be

considered as stipulated or ascertained damages, and should the same or any of them

become payable, and not be discharged forthwiih on the application of the said Commis

sioners or their agents, each and every of such sums of money may be deducted and

retained by the said Commissioners out of the monies payable to the contractors, their

executors or administiators, under this contract, or the payment thereof enforced with full

costs of suit at the discretion of the said Commissioners.

That the contractors shall and will, when and as often as in writing they, or the masters

of their respective vessels, shall be required so to do by the said Commissioners or by such

naval or other officers or agents, acting under their authority (such writing to specify the

rank or description of the person or persons to be conveyed, and the accommodation to be

providt d for him or them) receive, provide for, victual, and convey on board each and every

or any of the vessels to be employed in the performance of this contract (in addition to the

naval officer or other person authorised to have the charge of the said mails) any officers in

the navy, army, or civil service of Her Majesty, not exceeding four in any one ship as

chief-cabin passengers, with their wi^es and families, and any persons, not exceeding four in

any one ship as fore-cabin passengers, wi'ih their wives and families, together with servants

of both chief and fore-cabin passengers, and any number of seamen, marines, soldiers, or

artificers, not exceeding ten in any one ship, with their wives and families, as deck passengers,

to be always provided with adequate protection from rain, sun, and bad weather, and not

exposed on deck without such competent shelter, as long notice as practicable being given

to the contractors when accommodation shall be required lor the wives or children of such

officers or other persons.

That commi-sioned officers, their wives and f.imiles, be considered as chief cabin passen- What class of pas-

gers, non-commissioned officers, their wives and fumilies as fore-cabin psssen^ers, and seamen, j£n*^si^!dare to

marines, private soldiers, artificers, and their wives and families as deck passengers, and the

said servants (in respect of accommodation) as the servants of chief cabin passengers.

That each field officer, and every naval officer of equal or superior rank, shall be allowed Baggage space for

90 cubit feet of space in measurement for b-.iggagp, provided (except in the case of the ™(ept Royal

Royal lingineers) such allowance shall not exceed 18 cwt. in weight, and all other officers in
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Appendix, No. l.

Baggage space for

Royal Engineer!!.

Baggage space for

Royal Artillery, &c.,

and married officers.

Conveyance of field

pieces and hammocks.

Her Majesty's naval and military service, and officers in the civil service, 60 cubic feet each,

and that (except in the case of the Koyal Engineers) such allowance shall not exceed

12 cwt. in weight.

That the Royal Engineers shall be allowed the same measurement, but to extend in weight

to 27 cwt. for field officers and 18 cwt. for every other officer of the Royal Engineers.

The soldiers of the Royal Artillery, and Sappers and Miners, and iheir wives, shall be

allowed six cubic feet each for baggage, and all married officers when accompanied bv their

wives or families, a further allowance not exceeding one-haU' of that before mentioned,

according to their rank and corps.

That for every company of the Royal Artillery embarked, there shall be conveyed free of

all charge the proper proportion of light field-pieces, if required, and that any hammocks

• and bedding which may be sent out for the use of the troops or other persons embarked

shall be placed in charge of the officer authorised to have charge of Her Majesty's mails,

and be brought back to England, if required, free of any charge for freight.

As to victualling of

Admiralty passengers.

Rates of passage-

money which is to be

in full for mess, vines,

&c., and what the

mess is to include.

That the victualling of officers, their wives and families, conveyed as chief-cabin passen

gers, shall be the same as is usually allowed by the contractors to chief-cabin passengers,

their wives and families ; the victualling of non-commissioned officers, their wives and

families, conveyed as fore-cabin passengers, shall be the san/e as is allowed to the boatswain

and carpenter of the contractors' steam-ships ; and the victualling of seamen, marines,

soldiers, and artificers, iheir wives and families, conveyed as deck passengers, shall be the

same as is allowed to the seamen of the contractors' steam-ships ; and the victualling of

the servants of officers, whether chief or fore-cabin passenger*, shall bfe the same as the

servants of other chief and fore-cabin passengers.

That the passage-money shall be paid (in full of all charges for mess, including a pint of

port, or good foreign white wine, and one bottle of malt liquor per day) for each officer con

veyed as a chief-cabin passenger, and one gill of spirits for each non-commissioned officer,

seaman, marine, soldier, artificer, and servant conveyed as aTore-cabin or a deck passenger,

at and after the rates mentioned in the following Table :

TABLE OF RATES OF PASSAGE.

Chief-cabin Passengers.

Children Children

Fore-cabin Passengers.

Children Children

Deck Passengers.

Children Children

Officer. Lady.
between

8 and 1 2

between

3 and 8
Man. Woman.

between

Sand 12

between

3 and 8
Man. Woman.

between

8 and 12

between

3 and 8

years. years.

j

£. *. £. j.

years. yean. years. yean.

£. t. £. ,. £. s. £. s. £. t. £. «. £. i. £. t. £ ». £. *.

Rate from Liverpool to")

Halifax - - -/
30 - 25 - 12 10 6 5 15 - 15 - 7 10 3 15 4 - 4 - 2 - 1 -

Kate from Halifax to Li-\

verpool - - -j
24 - 24 - 12 - 6 - 12 - 12 - 6 - 3 - 4 - 4 - 2 - 1 -

Rate betuccn Halifax and")

Boston or New York -/
4 - 2 - 1 - - 10 3 -

o _
1 - - 10 2 ~ 1 - - 10 - 5

Kate from Liverpool to~j

New Yo;k or BoRton J

direct, or tiS Halifax -J

30 - 25 - 12 10 6 5 16 - 15 - 7 10 3 15 5 - 5 - 2 10 I 5

Rate from New York or'(

Boston to Liverpool - 1
24 - 24 - 12 - 6 - 12 - 12 - 6 - 3 - 5 - 5 - 2 10 1 5

New York to Nassau, or |

Nassau to New York - /
7 10 7 10 4 - 2 - 5 - 5 - 3 - 2 - 4 - 4 - 2 _ 2 _-

Mem Children under 3 years of age to Le carried free, and male servants to be charged one-half, and female servants two-thirds of the rates

chargtd for their employers.

Certificate for passage

money.

That the payment of the passaee, ordered at the expense of the public for any person,

shall only be made on the production of the order for the passage, and of a certificate from

the person, in tlie following form, namely :

" I hereby certify, that on the I embarked at as a

passenger on board the mail steam-packet for a passage

to and landed at on the

To
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To this certificate ihe following addition is to be made in every case of a male cabin Appendix, No. i.

passenger, namely :

" I further certify, that the first dinner meal taken on board was on the ,

and the last dinner meal on the i

" Dated this day of .

And the correctness of the dates must be corroborated by the master of the packet,

adding underneath the passenger's signature.

" The dates inserted in this certificate are correct."

(Signature)

" Master of the Packet."

Passage money for

families and wives of

officers to be paid by

officers, and what the

rate is to be.

Passengers, exclusive

ofmen under 11 Geo. 4,

c. 20.

That the passage-money for the families and wives of officers shall be paid to the con

tractors by the officers themselves, at rates never exceeding those contained in the before-

mentiontd Table.

That the passengers hereinbefore mentioned or referred to are to be exclusive of any men

to be sent home under the provisions of the Act 11 Geo. 4, c. 20, the rate of passage for

whom is to be and to be paid for in accordance with the provisions of'that Act.

That whenever the contractors shall convey any soldiers as deck p;issengcjrs, other than Soldiers, as deck pas-

those specially provided for by this contract, the contractors shall provide them with ade- ^equate'protection

quate protection from rain, sun, and bad weather, and they shall not be exposed on dt-ck from rain, &c.

without such competent shelter.

That the contractors, their executors or administrators, shall and will receive on board

each and every of ihe said vessels employed in the performance of this contract, any num

ber of small packages containing astronomical instruments, charts, medicines, wearing

apparel, or oiher articles, and convey the same to and from and between all or any of the

said ports or places to or from which Her Majesty's mails are to be conveyed in the per

formance of this contract, when and as often as directed by the said Commissioners or their

secretary or agents, duly authorised, free from all costs and charges. And also shall and

will receive on board each and every of the said vessels, and convey to and from and between

all or any of the same ports or pluces any naval or oilier stores, not exceeding five tons in

weight, at any time, at the usual rate of freight charged by the contractors for private goods

(but which shall never be more than after the rate of 5/. per ton), on receiving from the

said Commissioners, or their secretary for the time being, or any of their officers or agents,

two days' previous notice of its being their intention to have such stores so conveyed.

And the said Commissioners, in consideration of the premises, and of the contractors,

their executors and administrators, and their officers, servants, and agents, ai all times

during the continuance of this contract, strictly and punctually performing the services

hereinbefore contracted to be performed, and the covenants and agreements hereby entered

into by them, the contractors do, for and on behalf of Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors,

agree with the contractors, their executors and administrators, that the said Commissioners,

on behalf of Her Majesty, will pay or cause to be paid to the contractors, their executors

and administrators, by bills payable by Her Majesty's Paymaster General, in seven days

from and after the respective dates thereof, a sum, after the rate of 173,340 /. per annum,

for the performance of ihe .services between Liverpool and Halifax, and between Halifax and

Boston ; and for the performance of the services between Liverpool and New York (cither

direct or by the way of Halifax, as may be required as aforesaid), and a sum, after the rate

of 3,000 I. per annum, for the performance of the service between New York and Nassau

aforesaid, by quarterly payments, and with a proportionate part of those respective sums,

should such respective services terminate on any other day than a day of quarterly pay

ment, the first quarterly payment for and as respects the performance of the services

between England and North America to become due on the 1st day of October 1858, and

tlie first quarterly payment for and as respects the performance of the service, between New

York and Nassau aforesaid, on the termination of three calendar months from the day on

which the said vessel for such service shall commence her first voyage from New York or

Nassau, as the case may- be, in the performance of this contract.

Small packages to be

received on board as

Admiralty, &c., may

direct.

Limited quantity of

stores to be conveyed

and delivered at rates

as for private goods

on two days' notice.

Payments to con

tractors for services.

And it is hereby agreed and declared that this contract shall commence on the day of

the date hereof, and shall continue in force until the 1st day of January 1867, and thence

forward until 12 calendar months' notice, in writing, shall be given by either of the said

parties to the other ol them, that such services shall determine ; and at the expiration of

such notice, which may expire at any peiiod of the year, this contract shall determine

accordingly, but not so as to prevent either of the said parties availing themselves of this

contract for recovering any sum or sums of money or damages, should there have been any

breach of this contract previously to such determination.

And it is hereby agreed that any submission which may be made to arbitration in pur

suance of this contract shall be made a rule of Her Majesty's Court of Exchequer, pursuant

This contract to com

mence on 24th Jane

1858.

Submission to arbitra

tion may be made a

rule of the Court of

0.83. M M 3 to
Exchequer.
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freight.

Contract not to be

assigned, &c.

In case of assignment,

&c., or breach.

Admiralty may

determine contract

without previous no

tice or compensation.

Appendix, No. i. to the statute in that case m;ide and provided, and that any witnesses examined upon anyreference may be examined upon oath.

When additional sum And '* 's hereby agreed, that if at any time, and so long as the contractors shall make it

of money is to be paid appear to the satisfaction of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury for the time being

for insurance and (but not otherwise), that from any change in the relations between this kingdom and any

foreign state, or from war or other causes distinctly of a public and national character, to be

judged of by the same Commissioners, the rate of insurance for steam vessels, and the

freight payable by the contractors for coals which may be used in the performance of this

contract, and the rate of insurance on such coals, shall have been raised above the rates

actually payable for the same at the date of this contract, the contractors shall be paid an

additional sum of money according to the increase of the said rates ; but the said additional

sum of money for freight shall be paid in respect of 40,000 tons of coal per annum, and no

more, and the amount of any additional sum of money to be paid in any case, or under any

circumstances, either for insurance and freight, or otherwise, shall not exceed the rate of

40,000 /. per annum ; but in no case whatever shall any additional sum be paid unless it

shall have been proved to the satisfaction of the said Commissioners that such additional

expenses, equal to the amount claimed, have been actually and bonafide incurred and paid

by the contractors.

And it is hereby further agreed and provided, that the contractors, their executors or

administrators shall not assign, underlet, or otherwise dispose of this contract, or any part

thereof, and that in case of ihe same or any part thereof being assigned, underlet, or other

wise disposed of, or of any breach of this contract on the part of the contractors, their

executors or administrators, it shall be lawful for the Commissioners for executing the office

of Lord High Admiial for the time being, if they think fit, and notwithstanding there may

or may not have been any former breach of this contract, by writing under their hands, or

under the hand of their secretary lor the time being, to determine this contract without any

previous notice to the contractors, their executors or administrators, or their agents, nor

shall the contractors, their executors or administrators, be entitled to any compensation in

consequence of such determination; but even if this contract be so determined, the payment

of the sum of money hereinafter agreed to be made shall be enforced should the same be

not duly paid by the contractors.

And it is also agreed that the notices or directions which the Commissioners for executing

the office of Lcrd High Admiral, or their secretary, officers, or other persons, are hereby

authorised and empowered to give to the contractors, their executors or administrators,

officers, servants, or agents', may, at the option of the same Commissioners or their secretary,

officers, agents, or other persons, be either delivered to the master or commander, or other

officer, agent, or servant of the contractors, their executors or administrators, in the charge

or management of any vessel to be or while employed in the performance of this contract, or

be left at the last-known place of business or abode in England or Scotland either of the

said Samuel Cunard or George Burns or Charles M'lver, their executors or administrators;

and ;my notices or directions so given or left shall be as binding on the said Samuel Cunard,

George Burns, and(Charles M'lver, their executors or administrators, as if duly served upon

or left with them.

And it is hereby agreed th;it if, when this contract or any part thereof terminates, any

vessel or vessels should have >t.utrd or should start with the mails in conformity with this

contract, such voyage or voyages shall be continued and performed, and the mails be deli

vered and received during the same, as if this contract remained in force wilh regard to any

such vessels and seivices, but the contractors shall not be entitled to any payment or com

pensation for the same.

And it is hereby agreed that the hereinbefore recited contracts, bearing date respectively

the 1st day of April i860 and the 1st day of January 1852, shall be deemed and be con

sidered to be and are hereby terminated and annulled.

And in pursuance of the directions contained in a certain Act of Parliament made and

pnssed in the 22d year of the reign of King George the Third, intituled, "An Act for

restraining <my Person concerned in any Contract, Commission or Agreement made for the

Public Service from being elected or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of Com-" ii i.s hereby expressly declared and agreed, and these presents are upon this express

As to services of

notices.

If when this contract

terminates, any vessel

shall have started, or

should start, voyage

to be continued free of

charge as if contract

remained in force.

Recited contract*

annulled.

No Member of Parlia

ment entitled to any

share of contract.

mons,

Contractors bound in

36,000 /. for due per

formance of contract.

condition, and the contractors do covenant for themselves, their heirs, executors and admi

nistrators, ih;it no Member of the House of Commons shall be admitted to any share or

part of this contract or agreement, or 10 any benefit to arise therefrom.

And lastly, for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, con

ditions, provisoes, clauses, articles, and agieements hereinbefore contained, which on the

part and behalf of the contractors, their heirs, executors and administrators, are or ought to

be obseived, performed, fulfilled, or kept, the said Samuel Cunard, George Burns and

Charles M'lver c'o hereby bind ihem-elves, their heirs, executors and administrators, and

each of them doth hereby bind himself, his heirs, executors and administrators, unto our

Sovereign Lady the Queen, in ihe sum of 36,000 /. of lawful British money, to be paid to

our said Lady the Queen, Her heirs and successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained

damages, agreed upon between the said Commissioners for executing the said office of Lord

High
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High Admiral, and the said Samuel Cunard, George Burns and Charles M'lver (over and Appendix, No. i.

above any other sum or sums, if any, which may be payable), in case of the failure of the

said Samuel Cunaid, George Burns and Charles M'lver, their heirs, executors or adminis

trators, in the due execution of this contract, or any part thereof.

In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and

seals the day and year first above written.

Alex. Milne. (L.S.)

Lovaine. (L.S.)

S. Cunard. (L.S.)

G. Burns. (L.S.)

Chat. Maciver. (L.S.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence of

Jno. Doutty.

Packet Department, Admiralty,!

23 July 1859. J

17.—COPY of CONTRACT between the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company

and Messrs. Palmer Brother* §• Co.

THIS INDENTURE, made the 10th day of June, 1859, between the Atlantic Royal Mail

Steam Navigation Company, limited, hereinafter for shortness called " Tlie Company" of

the one part, and Charles Mark Palmer, Esq., and James Joseph Allport, Esq., carrying

on business at Newcastle-on-Tyne, under the name, style, and firm of Palmer, Brothers

and Co., hereinafter fur shortness called '' The Builders," of the other part, witnesseth :

That the builders, in consideration of the sum of 95,000 /. to be paid by the Company for

each vessel as hereinafter mentioned, do for themselves, their heirs, executors, and adminis

trators, covenant and agree with the Company, that they, the builders, will build for the

Company two iron paddle steamers, each of the dimensions, and with the engines, accom

modation, and otherwise, in accordance with the specification hereinafter written, and the

plans marked by the said parties hereto, respectively, and the said vessel shall be equal lo

nine years Class A 1 at Lloyds.

The vessels and engines shall be built of the best materials, in a substantial and work

manlike manner, and finished in superior style, and the whole of the work shall be done

under the inspection and subject to the approval of the Company or their surveyor for the

time being, by whom all materials shall be approved ; and the Company or their surveyor,

and also the Inspectors of the Admiralty, and of Lloyds, shall have access at all reasonable

times during the progress of the works, to examine the same, and the whole of the work

shall be properly and substantially fastened, to the satisfaction of the Company or their

surveyor for the time being.

Each of the said steamers shall be finished complete in every respect, except plate and

glass, linen and cutlery, beds and bedding, in accordance with the terms of this contract

and with the specification and plans, to the satisfaction of the Company or their surveyor,

and delivered by the builders free of all charges, except the said sum of 95,000 /., in the

river Tyne, to the agent appointed by the Company to receive the same, at the following

dates, that is to say, within ten calendar months as regards the first of the said vessels, and

eleven calendar mouths as regards the second of the said vessels ; and should either of the

said vessels not be so completed and delivered by the builders on or before the times before-

mentioned, the builders shall pay to the Company a sum equal in amount to SO/, for

each working day that shall elapse between the day appointed for such delivery and

the day on which such delivery shall be made, force majeure excepted, such sum to

be considered in the nature of damages, ascertained and agreed upon between the

parties hereto, and not as a penalty only, and may be set off against, or deducted

from, any balance or sum of money due from the Company to the builders, and the

builders shall, whenever required by the Company, and the builders can legally rlo so,

also deliver to the agent of the Company the usual and proper builders' certificate of own

ership of the said vessels respectively, Slating therein that the said Company are the sole

owners thereof, and do all necessary acts to enable the Company to obtain certificate of

registry in the usual manner. And it is hereby expressly agreed between the said parties

hereto, that in case it should so happen that there should be some parts of the said vessels,

or of their fittings, or of the said machinery, and the appurtenences thereto, and be supplied

therewith, not shown or described in the drawings or specification, but which are nece*sary

to make first rate paddle-wheel steam vessels, and all their machinery, and the appurte

nances thereto, and the tools usually supplied therewith, fitted complete in every icspect

ready for sia according to the true intent and meaning of this agreement, or of the said

drawings and specification, still that all such parts and things are included or considered as

includtd in this agreement, and their value comprised in the said sum of 95,000 /., to all

intents and purposes as if the same had been mentioned herein, or in the said specification,

or shown in the said drawings. And that in case it should hereafter be found necessary to

alter or vary any of the works described in the said specification, as sho\vn in the said

0-83. M M 4 drawings
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Appendix, No. i. drawings to the extent of 5,000 J. in each such vessel, it shall by no means invalidate this

, contract, but that a proportionate addition or subtraction shall be made to or fiom the said

sum of 95,000 /. at a fair and reasonable rate, and in proportion so far a* can be to the

amount herein agreed to be paid for the work herein agreed to be done, a reasonable time

being allowed and agreed upon for the delay (if any) occasioned by such alteration. And

the Company for themselves and their successors hereby covenant and agree with the

builders that the builders well and truly performing their part of this contract and agree

ment, the Company shall and will well and truly pay unto the builders, or the survivor of

them, their executors, administrators, or assigns, the sum of 95,000 /. in respect of each of

the said vessels in the manner following (that is to say), 19,000 /. when the keel is laid;

19,000 /. when the vessel is in frame; 19,000 /. when the vessel is plated; 19,000 /. when

the vessel is ready for launching and retained on the stocks for nn other purpose than that.

of fixing the engines, and the remaining 19,000 /. when the vessel shall have been tried,

approved, and delivered to the Company, or their agent, witli thd certificates hereby agreed

to be delivered. Provided always, and it is hereby mutually agreed, that a p.irt of eich of

the s;iid sum*, that is to say, a part equal to ten per cent, thereof may be paid by the Com

pany in fully paid up shares of the Company, estimating the value of such shares ai par,

which shall be enti'led to dividend as fully p iid up shares. Provided always, th:it each,

of the said sums of money shall be payable only upon the Company being s;iti>fied that

such progress in the building of the vessel in each case has been made as is hereby required

to be made in order to entitle the buildeis to payment of the sums of money in such case

alleged to be due, and that the work and materials done and used thereon are saiisfaciory

to them, or their surveyor. And it is hereby agreed by and bntween the said parties

hereio, that upon payment in the case of each vessel of the first sum of 19,000 /., the

said keel so to be laid shall thenceforth be and become the absolute property of

the Company, and that thenceforth as the building of each vessel proceeds the

vessel, and every part thereof, including the engine, and all machinery thereof,

shall become the propeity of the Company, and vest in them absolutely, subject

only to the lien of the builders, for the payment of the said sums of money as the same

shall become due; and in case the builders shall, at any time before the completion <;f the

said vessels become bankrupt, or apply for discharge or protection under any Bankrupt or

Insolvent Act, or from any cause become incapable of proceeding with the building of the

said vessels, or shall, for the space of ten days after notice from the Company, omit to

proceed with the building of the said vessels or either of them, the Company shall be

at liberty to proceed with and complete the same, and shall be released and discharged

fiom making any fuither payments to the buildeis or their representatives, on account of

any of the said sums of money then due, or to become due, or otherwise, in respect of the

said vessels, without prejudice nevertheless to any right of action or other remedy, for breach

of the contract herein contained. And the builders further for themselves, their heirs, exe

cutors, and administrators, covenant with tl,e Company, that they the builders will, upon

the said delivery of the said vessels respectively, deliver to the Company the certificate

of the Board ot Trade, that such vessel is in accordance with the requisitions of the said

Board ; and al>o, that each of the said vessels, when delivered by them to the Company,

shall be in such a state and condition as to satisfy the Board of Admiralty, and to enable

the Company to obtain from the Board of Admiralty a certificate of such satisfaction, and

that ea'jh of the said vessels when delivered shall be equal to nine years A. 1 Class at

Lloyd's. And further, that each of the said vessels when completed, upon a fair and

proper trial thereof, made to the satisfaction of the s.iid Company previous to the delivery

thereof to the Company, accomplish a speed at the rate of 20 statute miles per hour in

smooth water, and consume not more than 8,800 pounds of fuel per hour. And also, that

they the builders shall and will, at their own costs and charges, amend and replace, in a

good and sufficient and workmanlike manner, any defect in the said steam vessels and the

engines that may be supplied to the said steam vessels, or any of them, arising from error

of construction, imperfect workmanship, or insufficient or unsound materials, so as such

defects be pointed out in writing within 12 calendar months from the delivery of the said

steam vessels respectively, but not further or otherwise. Provided also, and it is hereby

agreed and declaied, that in case any dispute or difference shall arise between the builders,

their executors, or administrators, or any of them on the one hand, and the Company on

the other hand, touching or concerning these presents or specification hereafter written, or

any clause, matter, or thing herein contained, or as to any alterations therein, or departure

or deviation therefrom, or any such additional expenses as aforesaid, or any other matter or

thing in anywise relating to the premises, the same shall be referred to the arbitration of

two competent and indifferent persons, one of them to be appointed in writing by, and on

behalf of each party in dispute, or their umpire, to be by the said arbitrators in like manner

appointed, before they shall enter upon the consideration of the matter referred to them,

and the award of such arbitrators, if made in writing under their hands, and delivered to

the parties in diffeience, or such of them as shall require the same, within the space of 30

days after the appointment of the last of such arbitrators, or in default thereof the award

of their umpire, in writing under his hand, and delivered as aforesaid within two calendar

mouths after his appointment, or within such further period not exceeding one calendar

month from the expiration of the said two calendar months, as he shall from time t > time

by writing, under his hand appoint, shall be conclusive and binding on all parties, and that

in case either of the parties in difference shall neglect or refuse to appoint an arbitrator by

the space of one calendar month alter notice in writing from the other party for that purpose,

it shuli be lawful for the arbitrator appointed by the party giving such notice, to make an

award
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award, which shall be binding in like manner as if the party so neglecting or refusing had Appendix, No.

appointed an arbitrator who had actually joined therein; and that for the better enforcing •--—

the performance and observance of every such award as aforesaid, the reference or sub

mission in respect of the same shall, upon the application of either of the parties in differ

ence be made a rule of one of Her Majesty's superior courts of record at U'estminster,

according to the direction of the statute in that behalf provided, and that the matters in

difference, or any of them, may, by the said couit, or any judge thereof, be from time to time

referred back to the arbitrators or umpire as aforesaid, and that notwithstanding the time

for making their or his award shall have expired'. In witness whereof the said Charles

Mark Palmer and James Joseph Allport have hereunto set their respective hands and seals,

and the said Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, Limited, have hereunto

affixed their common seal, the day and year first above written.

SCHEDULE.

SPECIFICATION of an IKON PADDLE STEAM VKSSEL for the ATLANTIC ROYAL MAIL

STEAM COMPANY.

Dimensions. r
reet.

Length between perpendiculars - - - - - •- i!6<)

Breadth of beam -------- 40

Depth moulded ---------30

Burthen in tons, 2,859.

Draught of water when loaded ------ 16

Displacement at J 6 feet, about 3,620 tons.

Area of midship section ------- 550 square feet.

Schooner rigged.

Keel of plate iron 1 J and 24 inches wide, and in as long lengths as can be got.

Stem of hammered iron, 14 inches ;md 2 j at bottom, and reduced to 12 by 2 at top.

Stern post of hammered iron, to be not less than 16 by 2|, a heel left on the after

£ide, to bear the rudder, with eye for pintles, and turned so as to form a knee forward on

the keel.

Breast hooks of sufficient strength to resist any ordinary outward pressure of ice.

Frames to be of angle iron, 6 by 4 J and f, and spaced 18 inches in way of engine and

boiler space, and 30 feet on either side beyond that space at end of ship, to be spaced 20

inches, to be double in the bottom, and a reverse angle iron on every frame from floor to

gunwale, 4 by 3 J and -^ inches forward and aft, 4 by 3 J in every second frame for fasten

ing the ceilings to, as per sketch. The double frames in engine and boiler spaces and 30

feet on either side to be carried up to lower deck.

Floors.—Deep at the centre, 24 inches to 26 by % thick, length about 33 feet in midships,

diminishing forward and aft, according to the line of the ship, as per sketch.

The floor plate is to be inserted between every frame, and rivetted to the same ; to have

two angle irons rivetted on the top edge of the floors 4 hy 3 \ by \. The length of the

engine room, and 30 feet beyond at either end, as per sketch, forward and aft ; a single

angle iron 4 by 3 ^ by J inch, as per sketch.

Plates.—Garboard, or first strake, one inch thick, butted at centre of keel plate.

Bottom plates, up to turn of the bilge, to be 3 inch thick.

Bilge, up to the underside of the wall, to be j inch thick.

Wale.*, I inch thick, 2 plates deep, 2 feet 2 inches each.

Tqpsides, f of an inch thick above main deck for 100 feet at paddles, and tapeiing to

| inch plates lieyond.

Sheer strake, one inch.

The whole of the plates to be double rivetted from the keel to the sheer strake. All the

butts to be flush and double-rivetted ; the holts to be well counter-sunk.

All the plates to diminish in thickness J of an inch forward and aft, except in the way of

hawse holes.

^ Keelsons, or Boiler Bearers.—Three in number ; one on the middle line, and one on each

side of the middle line, extending forward and aft as far as the form of the ship will
11 f

allow.

Each keelson to be composed of plates j inch thick, let down between the floors, and

rivetted to them, and the angle irons rivetted back to back, running the whole length.

Longitudinal Stringers.—Three. One over upper-deck beams composed of plate iron 30

inches wide, J inch thick, extending from stem to stern, and secured to the sides with au

angle iron 4 by 4 J, and uniting all the beams at the knees, as per sketch.

Another stringer ;it the. main deck, composed of plate iron, 2 feet 6 inches wide, by |

thick, uniting all the beams.

Another plate, 2 feet wide, I inch thick, rivetted against the reverse angle irons with an

angle iron, 5 by 4 by J, rivetted to the reverse angle irons and plates, as per sketch.

A third stringer on the lower-deck beams, the same as the main-deck.

Beam ties to be of plate iron, 14 by £, worked diagonally under the decks, as per

sketcl).

0.83. N N Engine
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Appendix, No. i. Engine beams and bearers box beams to be carried through ship's side, and bearers, as

'_ may be required for the engines and boilers.

Iron stanchions under beams, under every beam as required, not less than 3 inches in

diameter under main deck ; the remainder 2j.

Bulkheads.—Five water-tight bulkheads, in accordance with the Board of Trade regu

lations, and any acldition;il number as required, to be of plate iron, J an inch thick, and

stiffened with angle iron, 4J by 3j by 9-16ths.

Rudder.—Main spindle, 7 inches diameter, bung by 4 pindles; the head to be fitted with

a yoke or tiller, and to have two handsome mahogany steering wheels, with large binding

stanchions blocks complete, consisting of the most improved steering apparatus.

.Beams.—Upper deck beams of bulb iron, 8j, with double angle iron on top edge, 2j by

2j, by jj, as per sketch.

Mam and lower deck beams of iron, 10J thick, with angle irons, 3 J by 3, by J, on the

top edge, as per sketch.

WOODWORK AND GENERAL OUTFIT.

Upper deck to be of selected, well seasoned American pine, 3j inch thick, fastened to

the deck beams with galvanised or plaiu iron nuts and screw bolts, as may be agreed

upon, to be reasonably free from knots, shakes, nnd sap.

Main and lower decks to be of well-seasoned American pine, 4 inches thick, fastened to

the deck beams wiih galvanised or pl.iin iron nuis and screvvbolts, as may be agreed upon,

to be reasonably free from knots, shakes, and sap.

Comings of iron, and headledges, English or African oak, as approved, and fitted with

hatches, scuttles, gratings, complete, where required.

Cap>tan, Brown and Harfield's Patent ; other capstan for transporting ship as required.

Phinks-hear cf main deck to be 12 by 7, best pitch pine, and on upper deck of teak, 13

by 9.

Catheads of iron, two of suitable dimensions, with brass sheaves, two fish davits. Rough

tree rails to be 5 inches thick, by about 12 or 14 inches broad, of American elm.

Side and Cabin Ports and Scuttles.—The ports and scuttles to be of the best description,

and according to the plan to be hereafter settled by the overseer.

Deck lights where required, and as approved.

Deck skylight of teak, and to be glazed with stout ornamental glass ; the whole fitted

wiih strong guards of brass.

Pumps —To have a pump 6 inches diameter, copper chamber, brass buckets, and lead

suction pipes in each compartment. Five force pump, and two small force pumps, to be

placed where required, with fittings complete, nnd approved by Company s surveyor.

Carved and ornamental head and stern, to be submitted for Board s approval, carved and

gilded, as per drawing to be furnished.

Boat Davits.—Iron, 8 pairs of suitable dimensions, with brass sheaves.

Gangways and side ladders as required, and fitted as may be required, capable of being

let down with strong iron hinges, with cranes and chains complete.

Cairns—The whole of the cabin accommodation to be finished and fitted agreeably to

appioved plans.

Bath*.—Long and shower baths, fitted as required, and as shown in cabin plans, with

pumps complete.

Hawse Pipes.—One at each bow, and for mooring fore and aft where required.

Ceiling in the lower hold to be close from the keelson to the lower deck, to be 2J mctt

English "or American elm, caulked air spaces, as required.

Sail Rooms.—Store rooms, mail rooms of iron, pantries to be fitted as required.

Cook-houses and ranges for passengers, officers, and crew, fitted as requ.red, and steam

apparatus for crew, complete. , ,
Sky lights and companions to be fitted as per drawing, and approved by the overseer.

£ells.—T\vo brass bells and belfries, 16 inches diameter, with ship's name.

Chain Lockers.— In the hold of iron or wood.

Two Masts.-Lwer mast and lower yard to be of iron the

red imn, with all iron work and fittings as required, and of the best

manship.

JZfegi.Vf.-To be schooner-rigged, standing rigging of best

wire and hemp rope, chain and hemp rope as may be required, with

and blocks; all blocks fitted with iron binding* or rope straps a

running rigging of approved materials, all dead eyes to be of lignum vitffij

be patent with inside galvanised iion binding-.

S«i/s.-Two suits of best canvas, with covers, tarpaulins, windsails, and sails for all ofthe

boats and awning to cover the whole of the after-deck. Tarpaulint
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Tarpaulins.—One pair for each hatch and scuttle. Appendix, No. I.

Boats to be carvel built; ihe requisite number of boats as required by Board of Trade .

regulations, with iron davits, blocks, tackles, falls, masts, sails, and other fittings com

plete. Four of the boats to be fitted as life-boats, and fitted with Gladstone's patent lower-

jng apparatus.

Water-closets to be fitted as per approved plan.

Tanks for 18,000 gallons of water; in addition a distilling apparatus, to to be fitted as

approved.

Anchors and chain cable as required by Lloyd's rules

Cooperage, flags, signals, lamps, compasses, and binnacles, according to the requirements

of a fiist-class steamer, and to the satisfaction of the Company's inspector.

An iron-pipe of suitable dimensions to be carried each side of the ship, to receive

scuppers' pipes, •waterclnset pipes, &c. &c. ; the discharge to be at ship's side in engine-

room, with pumps fitted to each pipe for clearing the same.

Painting all the woodwork ; to have three coats of the best oil colours ; the inside of

tile iron hull to have two coats of the best red lead ; the outside to have two coats red

lead and two coats of paint, of a colour to be agreed upon ; last coat on the bottom of the

vessel to be a patent coat, approved by the Company's surveyor. The whole of the mate

rials and workmanship to be of the best quality, subject to the approval of the overseer, or,

in case of dispute, to arbitration.

Wheel-house to be planned and erected to the satisfaction of the Company's sur

veyor.

Coal bunkers to contain not less than 1,200 tons of coal ; plates not less than 5-16ths

thick, with angle irons 2f, to be strongly stayed, and built entirely clear of the sides of

the ship.

Stani-hions, wrought-iron on the spar-deck, with netting of galvanised iron, to be hand

somely finished.

Lower deck, waterway of pitch pine, 12 inches by 7 inches.

Distilling apparatus, capable of producing 1,800 gallons of water per diem, to he con

nected to main and donkey boilers; also to tanks in the hold.

Boats to be all carvel built, and essentially copper-fastened throughout. Four of these

boats to be Francis's patent corrugated galvanised iron, fitted complete.

Sails to be made of Edinburgh and Leith Ropery Company's canvas. Tarpaulins, awn

ings, boats' sails, windsails, 8cc., to be fitted to the satisfaction of the Company's inspector.

Steam Wiiicttes.—One of Taylor's double patent, with donkey boilers separate, but to

connect at the main and donkey boilers below.

A two-inch wrought iron pipe, to be carried round the whole length of the ship, with

cocks and connexions either for water or steam, as may be required, to be used for healing

cabins, or as a fire extinguisher connexion to pumps, &c. In the saloon this pipe to be

covered with perforated brass, polished, of sufficient thickness. All to be approved by the

Company's inspector,

SPECIFICATION OF ENGINES, &c., FOR THE FOREoeiNG.

The engines to be with three oscillating cylinders. Feathering paddles, &c. more parti

cularly described hereinafter. The whole of the workmanship, materials, and design to be

of the very best description and character. Should any bad workmanship or material be

discovered within one year of the date of the delivery, the same to be made good by the

engine-makers, free of expense to the Company.

Cylinders of cast-iron, oscillating, three in number; each 80 inches diameter, and being

long'enoiigh to give a clear stroke of the piston of seven feet ; the cylinders to be accurately

bored, and to have two steam chests on each of the trunnions ; to be of sufficient length,

and extra strong ; steamways to be double ported ; the covers to be double, with extra

long glands and stuffing boxes ; the whole to be fitted with top and bottom scape valves,

drain cocks, &c. ; slides to be of cast-iron, propeily faced and fitted with back relief rings;

cylinders to be properly coated with felt and mahogany.

Pistons to be of cast iron, with wrought-iron junk rings and bolts, with brass nuts ;

the packing to be of cast-iron rings, properly ground, and fitted with springs, guard

rings, &c.

Piston rods to be of the best hammered scrap iron, and fagotted, and properly

turned up.

Piston rod caps to be of wrought iron, fitted with gun metal, lined with strips of patent

metal.

Bottom frame of cast iron, with sockets, brackets, &c., properly bored out to receive the

vertical and diagonal framing.

Top frames of cast iron on the box girder principle, with recesses planned to receive the

crank shaft brasses ; these frames to be in separate pieces, the ends properly fitted into

plates running athwart ships to bind altogether, properly and substantially fastened, to the

satisfaction of the Company's inspector.

Diagonals and uprights of wrought iron between bottom frame and top frames, to be

properly fitted with nuts and collars, and so constructed that any cylinder may be removed

without disturbing the framework.

Crank shaft brasses to be of gun metal, lined with patent metal strips ; adjusting pieces

to be fitted between each set of brasses.

0.83. N N 2 Crank
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Appendix No i Crank and paddle shafts, cranks, &c., to be of the very best kind hammered scrap iron,

- " perfectly sound, and free from any imperfection ; cranks to be fitted in the shafts, and con

tracted on crank pins of steel fast in one ciarik, and resting in gun metal busk in the

opposite paddle bearings; to be as long as possible, of cast iron, lined with patent

metal.

Paddles to liave feathering floats of elm, or iron if required, plated and bolted together;

the float spindles of forged iron to be coaled at the working parts with brass, and the spindle

eyes to be lined with brass bushes. Turning gear to be fitted to each wheel.

The whole of the arms to be hammered scrap iron, properly fitted in cast iron centrepiece

and bolted ; the diameter of the paddles over the floats to be 33 feet diameter; slides to be

worked by eccentric?, with cast-iron sheaves, and straps either of solid brass, or of iron lined

with brass.

• Eccentric rods, segments, levers, link motion reversing gear, to be of best hammered scrap

iron, properly case-hardened at the working parts; link blocks of gun metal. The slides

to be set so as to work as expansively as possible.

Air-pumps, two in number, to be of solid brass, with brass brackets, bracket rods, foot

and delivery valves, and guard, with vulcanized India rubber flaps. The buckets to be

worked l>v a separate steam cylinder, with wrought-iron crank, shaft, 8tc. 8tc.

Two feed and two biljje pumps to be attached to the air-pump. Engine to be fitted with

brass rains, valve-seats, and guards, with vulcanized India rubber flaps; to be lined with

copper.

Pipes and Cochs.—Steam-pipe J inch, feed and blow-off pipe 3-1 6th inch, waste-water

pipe 3-16th inch, waste steam pipe l-8th inch, injection pipe 3-16ih inch. All pipes to be

of copper, of the usual thickness, according to diameter. All cocks to be of brass ; those

1J inch in diameter, and above, to be close bottomed ai;d packed. Kingston's valves to

be fitted to boilers, blow-offs, and injection-pipe.

Telegraph to engine loom; steam and vacuum gauges where required ; counier and clock.

Closet pump to be woiked by engines, or a separate donkey to be supplied.

Eiglit boilers to be tubular, will; a totnl heating surface of not less than 17,500 square

feet ; fire-grate surface not less than 700 square feet.

Furnaces, flame boxes, tube plates of Farnley iron, the remainder of best Yorkshire;

small tubes, not less than 3^ diameter, to be of iron, patent best lap welded, and about

6 feet 9 inches long. The usual working pressure to be 25 Ibs. the square inch, proved

to be 50 Ibs. with cold water, to the satisfaction of the Company's' surveyor.

Fittings to be of the very best description, including shut-off valves, with brass valves

and spindles, and two safety valves to each boiler; waste steam pipes.

Chimnies scum, blow-off gauge and other cocks. Feed valves, salmometors, Sac. &c. Don

key feed engine and boiler, complete, with fire hose, to be provided and fitted with separate

boiler. All requisite tuols, lamps, &c., for engine room ; ladders, flooring, &c., to be

supplied; spanners; purchase blocks, one pair, nine tons, and two pairs, three tons; screw

jack ; all to be to the satisfaction of the Company's surveyor, or in case of dispute, to be

settled by arbitiation.

Super heating apparatus complete, to work independent of main boilers, when required,

but to be paid for as an extra. Two spare crank pins.
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18.—COPY of CONTRACT between the Atlantic, Royal Mail Stean Navigation Company

and Messrs. Samuelson & Co.

THIS Indenture, made the 15th day of June 1859, between the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Appendix No.

Navigation Company, limited; hereinafter, for shortness, called "The Company," of ihe * ,,_!_

one part, and Martin Samuelson, William Henry Moss, and Alexander Samnelson, carrying

on business at the borough of Kinaston-upon-Hull, under the name, style, and firm of

" Martin Samuelson Sc Co.," as shipbuilders (and hereinafter, for shortness, called "The

Builders"), of the other part, witnesseth, that the builders, in consideration of the sum of

98,500 /•, to be paid by the Company for each vessel, as hereinafter mentioned, do, for

themselves, their heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant and agree with the Com

pany that they, the builders, will build for the Company two iron paddle steamers, e;tch of

them of the dimensions and with the engines' accommodation and otherwise, in accordance

with the specification hereinafter written, and the plans marked by the said parlies hereto

respectively, and ihe said vessels shall be equal or superior to nine years Class A. 1. at

Lloyd's.

The vessels and engines shall be built of the best materials, in a substantial and work

manlike manner, ar.d finished in superior s'yle, and ihe whole of the work shall be clone

under the inspection, and subject to the approval of, the Company or their surveyor for the

time being, by whom all mateiials shall be approved ; and the Company or their surveyor,

and also the Inspectors of the Admiralty, and of Lloyd's, shall have access at all reasonable

times during the progress of the works, to examine the same, and the whole of the work

shall be properly and substantially fastened, to the satisfaction of the Company or their

surveyor for the time being.

Each of the said steamers shall be finished complete in everv respect (except plate and

glass, linen, and cutlery, beiis, bedding), in accordance with the terms of this contract, and

with the specification and plans, to the satisfaction of the Company or their surveyor, and

delivered by the builders free of all charges, except the said sum of 98,500 /., in the port of

Kingston-upon-Hull, to the agent appointed by the Company to receive the name, within

11 calendar months, as regards both of the said vessels, from the date of signing this con

tract. And should either of the said vessels not be to completed und delivered by the

builders on or before the times before mentioned, the builders shall pay to the Company a

sum equal in amount to 50 /. for each working day that shall elapse between the day

appointed for the delivery and the clay on which such delivery shall be made (force majeur

excepted), such sum to be considered in the nature of damages ascertained and agreed

upon between the parties hereto, and not as a penalty only, and may be set-off against or

deducted from any balance or sum of money due from the Company to the builders; pro

vided that, in calculating the number of days during which such penally shall be imposed,

the builders shall be allowed to deduct from such number of days during which such penalty

would otherwise accrue, any number of days during which the Company may make default

in payment of any instalment or instalments of the contract price after the same shall have

become due respectively under this contract; and the builders shall, subject to their lien for

any unpaid instalment, whenever required by the Company, and the builders can legally do

so, also deliver to the agent of the Company the usual and proper builders' certificate of

ownership of the said vessels respectively, stating therein that the said Company are ihe

sole owners thereof, and do all necessary acts to enable the Company to obtain a certificate

of registry in the usual manner, subject to such lien as aloresaid. And it is hereby expressly

agreed between the said parlies hereto, that in case it should so happen that there should

be some parts of the said vessels, or of their fittings, or of the said machinery and ihe appur

tenances thereto, and to be supplied therewith, not shown and described in the drawings or

specification, but which are necessary to make first-rate paddle-wheel steam vessels, with

all their machinery and the appurtenances thereto, and the tools usually supplied

therewith, fitted complete, in every respect ready for sea, according to the true intent

and meaning of this agreement or of the said drawings and specification, still

that all such parts and things are included or considered as included in this agree

ment, and their value comprised in the said sum of 98,500 /., to all intents and

purposes as if the same had been mentioned herein or in the said specification, as shown

in the said drawings; and that in case it should hereafter be found necessary to alter or

vary any of the works described in the said specification, or shown in the said drawings

to the extent of 6,000 /. in each such vessel, it shall by no means invalidate the contract,

but that proportionate addition or subtraction shall be made to or from the said sum of

98,500 i. at a fair and reasonable rate, and in proportion, so far as can he, to the amount

herein agreed to be paid for the work herein agreed to be done, a reasonable time being

allowed and agreed upon for the delay (if any) occasioned by such alteration, and due regard

being had to the cost of any alteration of any work then already wholly or partially executed.

And the Company, for themselves and their successors hereby covenant and agree with the

builders, that the builders well and truly performing their part of this contract and agree

. 0.83. N N 3 ment,
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Appendix, No. i. ment, the Company shall and will well and truly pay into the builders, or survivor of them,

their executors, administrators, or assigns, the sum of 98,500 I. in respect of each of the

said vessels, in the manner following (that is to say): 19,700 7. when the keel of each vessel

is laid ; 19,700 /. when each vessel is in frame ; 19,700 I. when each vessel is plated ; 19,700 /.

when each vessel is ready for launching, and retained on the stocks for no other purpose than

that of fixing the engines; and the remaining 19,700 I., when each vessel shall have been tried,

approved, and delivered to the Company or their agent, with the certificates hereby agreed

to be delivered. Provided always, and it is hereby mutually agreed, that a part of each of

the said instalments or sums (that is 10 sny), a part equal to 10 per cent, thereof, may be

paid l>y the Company in fully paid-up shares of the Company, estimating the value of such

shares at par, which shall be entitled to dividend as fully paid-up shares. Provided, also,

that each of the said instalments or sums of money shall be payable only upon the Com-

pai.y being satisfied that such progress in the building of the vessel in each case has been

made, as is hereby required to be made, in order to entitle the builders to payment of the

sums of money in such case alleged to be due, and that the work and materials done and

used thereon are satisfactory to them or their surveyor. And it is hereby agreed by and

between tlie parties hereto, that upon payment in the case of each vessel of the first sum

of 19,700 /., the said keel so to be laid shall thenceforth be and become the absolute pro

perty of the Company, and that thenceforth, as the building of each vessel proceeds, the

vessel and every part thereof, including the engines and all machinery thereof, shall become

the propeity of the Company, and vest in them absolutely, subject only to the lien of the

builders for the payment of the said instalments or sums of money as the same shall become

due; and in case the builders shall at any time before the completion of the said vessels

become bankrupt, or apply for discharge or protection under any Bankrupt or Insolvent

Act, or from any cause become incapable of proceeding with the building of ihe said vessels,

or shall for the space of 21 days after notice in writing from the Company omit to

proceed with the building of the said vessels or enher of them, the Company

shall be at liberty to enter the building-yard of the said builders, and sell the said

vessel, in respect of which such default shall arise, so far as then built, and all the

materials then brought to the shipyard of the said builders and intended to be used

in the building of the said vessel in respect of which such default shall arise, or at

the option of the said Company to employ any number of workmen, and use and employ all

the machinery, engines, and tools of the said builders, and proceed in the finishing of the

said vessel in respect of which such default shall arise, and use und employ all the materials

brought into the said shipyard for the purpose of the said ship, and to purchase and

provide any other materials proper to be employed therein, and to pay for such mate

rials and the wages of the workmen out of the balance remaining unpaid of the before-

mentioned instalments; and in case the same shall be insufficient for the purpose,

then the said bui'ders shall on demand pay and make good to the said Company

the deficiency, but without prejudice, nevertheless, to any right of action or other remedy

for breach of the contract herein contained. And the builders further, for themselves, their

beirs, executors, and administrators covenant with the Company, that they, the builders,

will, upon the said delivery of the said vessels respectively, deliver to the Company the cer

tificate of the Board of Trade that such vessel is in accordance with the requisitions of the

said Board ; and also that each of the said vessels, when delivered by them to the Com

pany, shall be in such a state ar;d condition as to satisfy the Board of Admiralty, and to

enable the Company to obtain from the Board of Admiialty a certificate of such satisfac

tion ; and that each of the said vessels, when delivered, shall be equal or superior to nine

years A I class at Lloyd's. And further, that each of the said vessels, when completed, shall,

upon a fair and proper trial thereof made to the satisfaction of the said Company, previous

to the delivery thereof to the Company, accomplish a speed at the rate of 20 statute mites per

hour in smooth water. And also, that they, the builders, shall and will, at their own cost and

charges, amend and replace, in a good and sufficient and workmanlike manner, any defect in

the said steam vessels and the engines that may be supplied to the said *team vessels, or any

of them, uiising from error of construction, impertVct workmanship, or insufficient or unsound

materials, so as such defects be pointed out in writing within 12 calendar months of the

dt livery of the said ste;irn vessels respectively, but not further or otherwise. Provided, also,

and it is hereby also lastly agreed and declared, that in case any dispute or difference shall

ari^e between the builder.", iheir executors or administrators, or any of them, on the one

hand, and the Company on the other hand, touching or concerning these presents, or the

specification hereafter written, or nny clause, matter or thing herein contained, or as to any

alierutions therein, or departure or deviation therefrom, or any such additional expense as

aforesaid, or any other matter or thing in anywise relating to the premises, the same shall

be referred to the arbitiaiion of t\\o competent and indifferent persons, one of them to be

appointed in writing by and on behalf of each party in dispute, or their umpire, to be by the

said arbitrators in like manner appointed, before they shall enter upon the consideration of

the matter referred to; and the award of such arbitiators, if made in writing under their

hands, and delivered to the parties in difference, or such of them as shall require the same,

within the space of 30 days after the appointment of the last of such arbitrators; or in default

thereof, the award of their umpire in writing, under his hand, and delivered as aforesaid,

within two calendar months after his appointment, or within such further period (not

exceeding one calendar month from the expiration of the said two calendar months), as he

shall, from time to time, by writing under his hand, appoint, shall be conclusive and binding

on all parties; and that, in case either of the parties in difference shall neglect or refuse to

appoint an arbitrator by the space of one calendar month after notice in writing from the

v other
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other party for that purpose, it shall be lawful for the arbitrator appointed by the party Appendix, No. 1.

giving such notice to make »n aw;ird which shall he binding in like manner as if the party ——

so neglecting or refusing had appointed an arbitrator who had actually joined therein; and

that for the better enforcing the performance and observance of every such award as afore

said, the reference or submission in respect of the same shall, upon the application of either

of the parties in difference be made a rule of one of Her Majesty's Superior Courts of

Record at Westminster, according to the direction of the Statute in that behalf provided,

and that the matters in difference, or any of them, may, by the said Court, or any judge

thereof, be from time to time referred back to the arbitrators or umpire as aforesaid, and

that notwithstanding the time for making tiieir or his award shall have expired. In wimess

whereof the said Martin Samuelson, William Henry Moss, and Alexander Samuelson have

hereunto set their respective hands and seals, and the said Atlantic Royal Mail Steam

Navigation Company (limited) have hereunto affixed their common seal the day and year

first DL-fore written.

The specification before referred to of an iron paddle steamer, about 2,860 tons, buildi-rs'

measurement, to be fitted out as a transatlantic mail boat, with first-class accommodation for

passengers ; also the captain, officers, and crew, and the remaining space for emigrants.

To be propelled by two condensing steam-engines of 800 Admiralty rule horses power,

having tubular boilers, &c., all complete.

Length between perpendiculars ------ 300 feet. Dimensions.

Beam moulded ___----- 40 feet.

Depth 30 feet.

To have a spar deck for the accommodation of passengers included in the 30 feet depth.

Draft of water when loaded.

Displacement at 16 feet.

Area of midship section to be, as per sketch annexed, ] J inches by 24 inches wide. Keel plate.

Stem.

in one entire piece, properly secured to the keel, formed of the best

iron, 14 by 2f at the bottom, and gradually diminishing from the load

To be

scrap

line to the upper end, to 12 by "2, being securely fastened at both ends by a double

row of rivets.

 

To be a solid bar, of the best scrap iron, 16 by 2|, to have an overlap or projecting Stern post.

piece for the rudder to step on, also the rudder bands or eyes to be forged solid with the

post, and not welded on afterwards or rivetted.

The keel stern and stern post to have two rows of rivets in each.

To have an iron rudder, the framing of which is to be of hammered scrap iron, the main Rudder,

stalk to be 7 inches at the head, gradually diminishing to 4 at the heel. The frame for

the back piece to be 6 by 1^-, and connected with the main stalk by three cross bars of

corresponding thickness to the fore ai.d aft upright bars. The whole to be plated with 7-16

plates, properly rivetted, and made watertight. The bands to be forged solid with the post

or stalk (and not rivetted or welded on afterwards). The pintles to be 4 inches diameter,

and four in number. A stuffing box is to be provided for the head ; also the whole to be

fitted with the most improved steering gear complete, with two wheels ; a wheel house to

be erected and fitted to the satisfaction of Company's surveyor.

To be made of angle iron, 6 by 4^ by 5-8, and to extend from the spar deck to keel ; Frames,

the same to be double framed to lower deck, the length of engine and boiler house, and for

30 feet on e.ich side, and spaced 18 inches apait centres ; the remainder to be single frames

spaced 20 apart centres, secured to the shell by 7-8 rivets.

Floors.

T/
A flooring plate to be securely rivetted by 7-8th rivets to each frame, 26 inches deep

amidships, and to extend from keel to bilge, all 12-16ths thick, and when the double frames

are iu midships, to be placed between them and the double reverse angle iron on top,

4 by 3£ by 7-16.

To be of angle iron, 4 by 3j by 7-16, along the upper edge of every floor, and to erery Reveiee.

side frame throughout the slip, extending up as high as the main deck beam stringer, and

alternately up to spar deck and in the way of engine and boiler room, and 30 feet on each

side to be double up to lower deck, same as the frames, and secured with 7-8ths rivets.

These angle irons are to be punched on the upper edges, for securing the floors and

ceiling to.

Three in number, and what are termed intercostal keelsons. The centre keelson of

plate iron, same depth of floors, and 7-8ths thick, having angle irons 6 by 4£ by

10-16ths; back to back on the top side, well secured to the reverse angle irons on

top of floors, and to the rabbit on the keel plates, fore and aft ; two sist< r keelsons,

one on each side of the centre keelson, formed of £ plates between every floor, ex

tending 6 inches above, so as to join in between the two angle irons, which are to

be 6 by 4£ by 10-Jti, back to back, and secured to the reverse angle iron on top of

Keelsons.
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Appendix, No. I.

Bulkheads.

Spar deck beams.

i

Set • beams"

Lower deck beams.

Hold beam

stanchions.

floors, also to vertical pieces of angle iron on each side of floor plates, so as to form a solid

keelson from top to bottom.

To be five in number, or as Board of Trade may require, and placed as may be found

most convenient; the plates to be ^ inch ihick, the angle irons for stiffening the same to

be 4 by 3£ by 8-16, and placed vertically 2 ft. 6 in. apart, the frames to be double where

the bulkheads are fixed, and the outside plating to be made flush with the frames, by

having double plating to all the outside strakes, and to extend fore and aft, so as to take

one frame on each s;de of the bulkheads.

To be placed on each alternate frame, formed of patent bulb iron 8 by J, having knee

plates 20 in. angle, and an angle iron, 2J bv 2j by g on the upper edge on each side, back to

back, rivetted to the same, and punched on the upper edge, for securing the deck planks and

stringers to the beams to be placed upon each alternate frame.

To be of patent bulb iron, 10 by J, with knee plates 24 angle, and two angle irons, back to

back, on the upper edge, 3J by 3 by J, punched to receive the deck bolts, stringers, &c.,

spaced every three feet or upon-every alternate frame.

To be of the same thickness and depth, and to have the same size of angle, iron knees, &c.

and in every way the same as main-deck beams. ,

Lower hold to be formed of iron 3 in. diameter, and the main deck and spar deck 2J, one

under every alternate beam or more if required, properly secured to the centre keelson and

hold beams.

• Spar deck gunwale To be 30 inches wide throughout the whole length of the ship, J in. thick; these plates to

stringer. be jointed one to another by strips, 10 in. broad and f thick, and secured to the deck beams

by | in. rivets, also to the sheer strake with angle iron, 4 by 4j by j, from end to end.

Main deck stringer.

Spar UecA.

To be 30 inches wide throughout the whole length of the ship, 5-8ths thick ;

these plates to bejointed also by strips 10 in. broad and 10-l6ths thick, and securely

rivetted to the deck beams, also a longitudinal plate stringer, 24 by £, secured to

the reverse on frames, anil an angle iron, 4 by 4J by £, from end to end.

 

To be 30 inches wide and 5-8ths thick, and jointed same as gunwale stringer,

lobe securely rivetted to the deck beams, and to the reverse ;mgle irons on the side

frames by an angle iron stringer, 6 by 4 j by J, fore and ;ift the ship.

Deck ties.

Breast hooks and

crutches.

Plating, all to be

double rivetted.

Strips for plating.

To be placed diagonally upon all the three decks, 14 by \, as may be most convenient,

and securely rivetted to the beams.

To be of plate, g thick, and angle iron, 4 by 4£ by 8-16, placed from the bottom of the

vessel up above the load line, in the very best position for fortifying the ship, and strength

ening her, so as to be enabled to take the ice, to be approved of by the Company's

inspector.

The garboard strakes to be 1-in. thick ; bottom and bilge, f in. thick ; two wale strakes,

22 in. broad by £ thick, sheer strake 1 in. thick, sides £ thick. This to continue in all the

strakes for 160 feet amidships, and at each end the plates to diminish Jth inch in thickness,

except where the hawse pipes come; the lap of the plates to be sufficiently broad to allow

for double rivetting throughout the outside skin; the vertical joints to be flush, and the

horizontal joints lapped; all the outside rivet holes to be well countersunk, and the rivets

made flush and fair with the plating ; the utmost care to be taken in having all the plate

ends well jointed throughout the ship, and the fore and aft seams fair and in proper sheer

with the draft.

To be of the same thickness as the plates they cover throughout the vessel, and in breadth

sufficient to carry out Lloyd's rules for double rivetting, all well fitted to the joinings of the

plates.

To
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To have solid liners between the plating and the frames throughout the hull of the vessel, Appendix. No. l.

of the same thickness as the inside strakes, so as to make ihe outside strake plates solid with

the frames. Liners.

The keel, stem, stern post, rudder, outside plating, butt stripes for outside plating, and Riveting,

stringer plates also for keelsons, and all longitudinal ties to be double riveted, the beams

and knee plates for same, also bulkheads, to have cupheads on both sides; ihe rivets to be

made of the best rivet iron and proportionate in size, being in accordance with Lloyd's

regulations.

To be made of angle iron and plates, and what are usually termed box shape, being of Engine and paddle

sufficient strength, and proportionate to the ship and machinery, secured in every way to beams,

the best advantage, to be carried through both sides of the ship.

To be made suitable for the machinery, of angle iron and plates, as usual ; and to the Engine foundation,

satisfaction of the Company's inspector.

To be made suitable for the ship, and the trade she is intended for; to contain, say Bunkers.

1,200 tons of coal, and made of angle iron and plates 5-16ths size and shape, to be hereafter

agreed upon, and the sides of the ship where the coals come to be lined also with 5-16th

plates, to prevent the coals goinji between the frames. The bunkers must be constructed

so as to be entirely clear of side of.ship.

All the longitudinal joints to be carefully caulked outside from end to end, and the seams Caulking,

chipped fur and workmanlike, the verticsd joints to be carefully fitted, arid caulked solid,

and the plating throughout to be perfectly watertight.

To have in number and dimensions as may be hereafter determined. Ballast, coal, and
J gun ports.

To have sufficient in size and number for properly ventilating the different compartments, Ventilators,

stokehole included, and in the best manner possible for the health of the passengers and

crew, to be approved of by the Company's inspector.

To be fitted in the sides of the vessel, as large as may be found necessary, and according Sidelights.

to the plan of state rooms and cabins, hereafter to be furnished for approval of the Com

pany's inspector.

As may be required. Deck lights.

To have as many as may be required, being properly secured, so that the water will run Scuppers,

clear oft' the decks in 10 an iron pipe made to receive same, and discharge into the waste

water from the engines.

All the angle iron and plates used in the construction of the vessel to be of the best Quality of iron.

Staffordshire of Yorkshire, or other first class iron, to be approved of bv Company's

inspector.

To be made of ^ plates, to hold 18,000 gallons, and fitted with pumps and connexions, Watertanks.

as may be found necessaiy, and to the satisfaction of the Company's surveyor.

To be supplied, and fixed where most convenient, fitted to the tanks, to condense at least Distilling apparatus.

1,800 gallons per day, of approved quality and construction, and connected to main and

donkey boiler.

To be made of iron, fitied on each side of the ship, of sufficient size (and with pumps Receiving pipe,

to supply same), to receive all the waste water and deposits from water-closets, wash-basins,

scuppers, 8cc., and to discharge along with the waste water from the engines.

Lightning conductors upon each mast. Lightning conduc-

A two-inch wrought iron pipe to be carried round the whole length of the ship, with cocks Heating apparatus,

and connexions, either for water or steam, as may be required to be used For heating cabins,

or a fire exiinguishei, with connexions to pump. In the saloon the pipe to be covered

with perforated brass, of sufficient thickness, to the approval of the Company's surveyor.

Specification of Wood Work.

For spar-deck, to be of teak, 13 by 9. The main-deck of pitch pine, 12 by 7, secured Waterways,

by bolts in the usual way, having felt between the iron and wood in both cases ; galvanised

bolts and nuts.

To be of selected Quebec yellow pine, welj seasoned, and reasonably free from knots, Main deck,

shakes and sap; the planks to be 6 by 4, and secured to the deck beams with | bolts and

nuts, galvanized if required.

To be aUo of selected yellow pine, 6 by 4, and reasonably free from knois, sap and 'Tween deck,

shakes ; the hatchways and hatches being of hard wood, oak, or teak.

To be also of selected yellow pine, 5 by 3 J, entirely free from knot', sap or shakes ; and Spar deck,

all the decks to be properly caulked, and paved with pitch and oakum, or resin and cement

Lower hold ceiling to be of 2J English or American elm, fitted with screws, to take up Ceiling,

for cleaning and painting, and caulked throughout in a good and workmanlike manner.
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Appendix, No. i. For spar-deck, to be of teak, all the others of iron ; size and number to be shown in the

deck plan, and to have hatchings or gratings, as best suited to the situation, and adapted foe

the different purposes and requirements of the ship.

The stanchions upon the spar-deck to be very neat, of wrought iron, engine turned, the

rail of teak or mahogany being securely fastened, and finished equal to a classification of

nine years, and to the trade intended. Gratings 10 fit in between stanchions to he of

galvanized iron, to be fitted to the satisfaction of the Company's surveyor.

To have a gangway on each side for the accommodation of passengers, fitted with

platform am! ladders ; also brass stanchions and iron cranes to hoist up the ladders, with

the tackling complete, plan of which to be submitted for approval of Company's sur

veyor.

Capstan for anchors. To be of Brown & Harfield's patent, or any other approved sufficient purchase to take

in the anchors, and fitted with the usual stoppers, chain, pipes, Sac.

Hatchways and

coamings.

Bulwark.

Gangways.

Catheads.

Fish davits.

Winches.

Chain lockers.

Capstans.

Pumps.

Fire-engine pump.

Carved work.

Bill boards.

Painting, &c.

Bitts for stays.

Moorings.

Hawse pipes.

Anchors and cables.

Boats.

Cookhouses and

fittings.

Bells.

Armoury.

"Water closets.

Optician's stores.

To be of iron, with brass sheaves, and fitted as may be found most convenient.

Two to be of iron, fitted to swing in board, with all the necessary blocks, swivels, guys,

See. complete. Blocks to be patent.

•To have two steam winches and boiler, with the necessary loading gear for same; and

filled complete to the satisfaction of the Company's surveyor.

Of iron and of suitable dimensions for the cubits, with the necessary mooring pipes and

proper fastenings at the bottom of the lockers (or the chains, and provision made for

securing them to main beams for futuie arrangement and approval by surveyor.

To have four suitable for the ship, fixed where most convenient, and as may hereafter

be determined by the surveyor.

All pumps to be of the best description, and approved by the Company's surveyor.

To be of the best description, fitted with swan-neck couplings, leather hose and direction

pipe; also two small force pumps, patent or otherwise, as may be approved by Com

pany's surveyor.

To have a handsome figure head with stern, quarter and trail boards, to be designed in

character, with the name of the ship, and approved of by the board.

To have bill boards of iron plutes or thicker plates put in the bow to take the chafe off

the anchors on each side, say not less than 6 feet long, the rail being also protected with an

iron plate for the same purpose.

Three coats on all iron work inside and out, and one coat extra on the Bottom up to the

light water line, of Approved patent, and the wood work all pioperly painted in colours as

may be hereafter decided by the Company, and if preferred asphalte varnish may be used

in the bottom and bilge in lieu of the paint.

Iron.

To be of cast-iron forward and aft, and as may be necessary both in size and number;

also at the paddle boxes for securing the springs, ;ilso cleets where necessary.

Of iron, one in each bow properly secured.

To be according to Lloyd's regulations, the cables being Admiralty proof.

To be, according to the Board of Trade regulations, all carvel-built ;md copper fastened

throughout, fitted with rudder, tiller, and yokes, galvanised iron rowlocks, hook shafts for

each boat, eight pair of daviis with brass sheaves as may be required, with blocks and falls

complete, also a»h oars for each boat, four to be fitted as life-boats, with Gladstone's, or

other approved patent lowering apparatus ; also masts and fittings, sails and gratings com

plete. Boats to be of,' Francis's corrugated galvanised iron, hereafter to be approved by the

Company's surveyor.

The houses to be formed of iron filled vviih cooking apparatus suitable for the passengers

and crew, and steam apparatus for same, all to be approved by the Company's surveyor.

To be of brass; one large one fitted in a brass belfry forwards, and one small one in A

brass belfry on the quarter-deck.

Four iron guns, say 12-pounders, with leak or mahogany carriages, and the necessary

implements for loading and firing the same, also two large copper powder magazines.

To be fitted as per plan, to be hereafter approved.

To have three binnacles of brass, having floating compasses and lamps complete, also

one pole compass complete, two spare compass cards (storm), all to be adjusted for local

attraction ; one barometer, with sympesometer, one best telescope, six log glasses, one

double log slate, one inkstand complete, two of Massey's patent logs, all to be subject t6

the approval of Company's surveyor and in keeping with the requirements of a first-class

North Atlantic steam ship. ...

To
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' To have 36 10-gallon water-casks and galvanised hoops ; four harness casks, brass hoops Appendix, No. i.

and hinges and mahogany tops; 24 wash-deck bucket?, brass. hoops; 24 fire buckets, brass

hoops, two water funnels and copper pipes, galvanised hoops, one wash-deck tub, iron gal

vanised hoops; two kecige buoys, iron galvanised ; 36 mess kids and galvanised hoops, and Cooper's stores,

'six tar buckets; 24 leather fire buckets. This outfit to be in every respect equal to a first-

class Atlantic steam ship.

,-. Twelve paint cans for painting vessels, six tanks for oil, &c., three each, 20 aod 30 Painter's stores,

gallons; two cans to hold three gallons each ; one tar tank, 3.0 gallons ; four paint cans,

to hold 2 cwt. each.

- One ensign, ojie union jack ; one burgee, with name ; one private signal, and Marryat's Flags,

code or the Admiralty signals, as Company may determine.

To be of the best description, with two good mahogany wheels, brass mounted, with two Steering purchase,

brass rings and caps, and all other necessary apparatus complete.—See VVheelhouse,

2d page.

The ship to be rigged as a two-masted schooner; the i wo lower masts and lower yard Masts and spars.

of iron ; foretopmast, topsail, gafls and booms, to be of best red or pitch pine; the small

spars to be of American black spruce, and complete with all necessary iron work ; all the

deadeyes to be of lignum vitae ; and the blocks of the best English elm ; all patent, fitted

•with iron or rope straps, as may be found necessary; also iron blocks where required; and

all hanks, grummets, trucks, &c. found suitable for a first-class passenger steamer. The

blocks to have inside galvanized iron bindings.

The standing rigging and stays to be of galvanized iron wire, of such sizes as may here- Rigging and cordage,

after be determined, and to be served with houseline; the running gear and warps to be

of the best Manilla or Europe hemp ; and warps to be supplied according to Lloyd's regu

lations, and approved by Company's surveyor.

As are usually found for a first-class Transatlantic passenger steamer. Carpenter's stores.

To be made of the be^t Edinburgh and Leith Ropery Company's canons, and as Sails,

follows:—Two foresails or siaysails; two square sails, two topsails; two topgallant sails;

four fore and aft trysails; two gaff topsails; eight winclsails ; boat sails complete; two

covers for each hatch; one cover for each bell, binnacle, boat, capstan, skylight, &c. &c. ;

awning for quarter deck and stanchions complete, or any other sails that may be required

to complete this outfit.

To be fitted up to accommodate about 200 first-class passengers; decorated, painted, Main saloon aft.

and polished in an elegant style, and completed suitable for a steamer of her class, exclu

sive only of bedding, plate, glass, linen, cutlery, and steward's stores ; plans of which to

be hereafter approved by the Company or their surveyor.

To be of teak or mahogany, glazed with stout glass or ornamental if required, having Skylight and compa-

brass guards, &c. complete. Designs to be submitted and approved by Company's nions.

surveyor.

The remaining space to be fitted up for emigrants, except what will be required for the Emigrants,

crew.

To have accommodation suitable for each class, and as may be required by the Company. Captain, officers, en-

gineen, and crevr.

To have six long and six shower baths where most convenient, fitted with pumps and Baths.

tanks complete.

To be in the after-run, of iron, also the sail and store rooms to be of iron, as may be Mail room, sail, and

hereafter decided upon. store rooms.

To be fitted up in accordance with plans, to be approved of by the Company's inspector. Pantries, linen

lockers, bars, &c.

Specification of two pair of Oscillating Steam Engines, with tubular boilers andfeathering

paddles, of 800 horse power Admiralty rule.

To be two in number, of casi-iron, upon the oscillating principle, 98 inches diameter, and Cylinders,

of sufficient length to gain a clear stroke of eight feet.

The cylinders to be carefully bored, and the steamways double ported, to have steam-

valve casing fitted on the cylinders. The trunnions to be not less than four inches diameter

inside, and of sufficient length to give a strong bearing. The covers to be double, havin^

long glands and stuffing boxes. To have escape valves lop and bottom ; also pet taps, to

take away the condense;! water, slides to be cast-iron, carefully faced and fitted with

metallic packing rings, to relieve the pressure from the valve face.

The cylinders to be coated with hair felt and lagged with mahogany, and brass band to

secure same.

To be of brass, fitted with meiallic packing, brass junk rings, and bolts with brass nuts. Pistons.
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Appendix, No. l.

Piston rods.

Air pumps.

To be of the best Lowmoor iron twisted,

piston and crank pin brasses.

diameter, fitted with nuts for securing the

Foundation plate.

Entablature.

Cranks and paddle

shafts.

Feed and bilge

pumps.

Pipes and cocks.

Telegraph.

Gauges.

Valve gearing.

Condenser.

Paddles.

Donkey pump.

Boilers.

Boiler fittings.

Kingston valves.

To have two 40 inches diameter, and 4 feet stroke, single acting, to be of solid brass.

The foot delivery and discharge valve seatings to be of gun-metal and India rubber valves,

the trunks to be 20 inches diameter ; the buckets to be of gun-metal fitted with metallic

packing rings and India rubber valves, also guards of pun-metal, the whole to be very care

fully fitted together, and to be driven by a separate steam cylinder of 48 inches diameter,

and 4 feet stroke as per drawing, subject to the approval of the Company's inspector.

To be of cast-iron, having trunnion bearings lined with gun-metal, bored and fitted.

To be of cast-iron, formed on the girder principle, having recesses to receive the crank

shaft brasses, which are to be lined with white metal, the diagonals and uprights to be of

wrought iron, properly fitted with nuts and collars complete.

To be of the best hammered scrap iron inches diameter in the journals, the cranks to

be of wrought iron, bored and keyed on the shafts ; the crank pins to be of iron and covered

with steel, and fitted with disengaging gear.

Two feed and two bilge pumps, lined with brass, worked by crossheads, fixed on the

trunks of the air pumps, with gun-metal plungers, glands, valves, and seals.

All the steam, feed, sea and bilge, injection, scum, blow ofi, and donkey piping, to be of

copper, witli brass flanges. The pipes to be of proper diameter, and the thickness as per

Admiralty rule. All the cocks to be of gun-metal.

To have one to communicate with the engine-room.

Steam and vacuum gauges fitted complete.

To have cast iron eccenirics, and wrought iron rods, segments, levers, links, and reversing

gear, case hardened and fitted complete ; the slides to be worked expansively. A 'separate

expansion valve to each engine, to cut off at £, J, g, J of stroke.

To have the two midship trunnion bearings and bosses for midship columns all in one

casting.

The wheels to be feet diameter, fitted with feathering floats, which are to be of

rock elm or iron, and rims to be of hammered iron, the centre boss of cast iron, fitted with

turning gear, the whole to be carefully and substantially fitted together to the satisfaction

of the Company's surveyor.

To feed the boilers ; and fitted so that it can be used as a fire-engine, with boiler complete.

To have eight tubular, five furnaces in each ; the tubes to be of the very best charcoal

iron, made by the first makers, diameter outside. To have 700 square feet grate

surface, 17,600 square feet heating surface, and to be capable of maintaining a pressure of

25 Ibs. per square inch, and proved to 50 Ibs. with cold water, to the satisfaction of Com

pany's inspector. The furnaces, tube, plates:, and take-up to be of Bowling iron ; the

remainder of the plates to he of the best Yorkshire bottoms, J-inch thick double riveted.

All man-hole doors to be in>ide, to be covered with hair felt, and lagged with wood and

lead where required.

To be such as are generally used, and of the very best quality, including stop-valves

safety-valves, waste steam-pipes, whistle, feed-valves, scum and water gauge taps, lamps,

funnels, and stays for same, salmometer, tallow puni|>, and all necessary lubricators for the

engines ; also firing tools, brushes and scrapers, ladders, flooring, &c. ; engine-room, work

shop, with forge, anvil, two vices, set of stocks and dies, hammers, chisels, one pair nine

ton blocks, and two pair three ton blocks; storeroom, iron waste locker, iron oil tanks,

tools for cleansing boilers, ai.d all other necessary tools suitable for a first class Transatlantic

steam ship.

Fitted to all outlets in bottom of ship.

Two spare cranks to be supplied. Every detailed drawing to be submitted to the Com

pany's inspector, and approved of by him before the work is put in hand.
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19.—GALWAY, BOSTON, AND HEW YOBK MAILS.

ARTICLES of AGREEMENT made this 24th day of January, in the year of our Lord 1861, Appendix, No. i.

between the Might Honourable Edward John Lord Stanley of Alderley, Her Majesty's

Postmaster General for the time being, of the one part, and the Atlantic Royal Mail

Steam Navigation Company (Limited), of ihe other part.,

WHEREAS by articles of agreement dated the 21st day of April 1859, and made between

the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, for and on behalf of Her Majesty, of the one part, and the said

Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company (Limited), of the other part, the said Com

pany, for the considerations therein mentioned, contracted and agreed to convey Her Majesty's

mails between Galway, in that part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland called

Ireland, and Boston in the United States nf America, and between Galway aforesaid, and

New York,' in the said United States, at the tinns, in the m.mner, and for the term of years

(which is at present unexpired) in the said contract respectively mentioned or referred to :

And whereas, under or by virtue of an Act of Parliament passed" in the 23d and 24th years

of the reign of H<jr present Majesty, intituled, " An Act to transfer to the Postmaster

General Securities entered into with the Commissioners of the Admiralty, in relation to the

Packet Service," all the estate, right, title, and interest of the said Commissioners of, in, to,

and out of the said herein before recited contract, have become transferred to, and vested in

the said Postmaster General : And whereas it has been agreed between the said Post

master General and the said Company, that the said hereinbefore recited contract and the

operation thereof shall be suspended, and the services thereby contracted to be performed

discontinued until the 26th day of March 1861 : Now these presents witness, that it is

hereby agreed and declared between anil by the said parties hereto, that the said herein

before recited contract of the -21st day of April 1859, and the operation thereof, shall be

suspended, and shall continue to he suspended until and up to the said 26th day of March

1861, and that until and up to the said 26th day of March 1861, the services by such

contract contracted to be pei formed shall riot be performed, and that the consideration

thereby agreed to be paid shall not be pair!, anything in the said hereinbefore recited contract

contained to the contrary thereof notwithstanding: Provided always, and it is hereby

further agreed and declared, and thu said Company do hereby, for themselves, their suc

cessors and assigns, covenant and agree with and to the said Postmaster General, his

successors and assigns, that they the said Company, -their successors or assigns, shrill and

will, on and after the said 26th clay of March 1861, well and truly perform, or cause to be

performed, all and singular-the services in the said hereinbefore recited contract particularly

mentioned, at the times, in the manner, and for the lemuinder of the term of years then

unexpireil in such contract respectively mentioned or refenvd to, and generally during the

remainder of the said term, in such or the like manner as if this agreement had not been

made and entered into : Provided always, and it is hereby further agreed and declared, that

in case the said Company shall not, on and after the said 26th day of March 1861, well and

truly perform, or cause to be performed, the services in the said hereinbefore recited

contract particularly mentioned at the times and in the manner therein expressed, and

thereby commit a breach of such contract and of this agreement, it shall be lawful for the

Postmaster General for the time being, by writing under the hand of either the Secretary

or one of the A-sistant Secretaries for the time beiivj; of the Post Olfice, to determine the

said hereinbefore recited contract, without any previous notice to the said Company or their

agents, nor shall the said Company be entitled to any compensation in consequence of such

determination: And whereas, by the said hereinbefore recited contract of the said 21si day

of April 1859, the said Company agreed that all the said vessels employed in the convey

ance of Her Majesty's mails should, Both on the outward and homeward voyages, call at

St. John's, Newfoundland; or in the event of any of the vessels being prevented making

St. John's to the satisfaction ofthe Admiralty ageni or other officer in charge of Her Majesty's

mails, by stress of weather or other unavoidable cause, then and in such case the vessels

should call at Halifax, Nova Scotia ; and the said Company should convey in the said

vessels to and from, and cause to be delivered and received at each of the ports or places

at which the said vessels were to proceed, call or touch, in the performance of the now

reciting contract, all such of Her 'Majesty's mails, passengers, and telegraphic messages, as

should have to be delivered or received at such places respectively, and as regards the

places mentioned in the Time Table A, thereunto annexed,, within the times therein

respectively specified : And whereas a question has arisen between the said Company and

the Postmaster General as to the construction of the lastly hereinbefore recited clause of

the said hereinbefore recited contract, and to the nature and extent, of the services to be

performed by the said Company thereunder ; and for the purpose of settling such question,

it has been agreed between and by the said parties hereto, that each of them, the said Com*

0.83. O03 pany
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Appendix, No. i. pany, for themselves, their successors and assigns, and the said Postmaster General, for

, himself, his successors and assigns, should, and each of them accordingly do hereby agree

and declare to and with the other of them, that on and after the said 26th day of March

1861 (being the day on which the said hereinbefore recited contract shall be revived, and

the services thereby agreed to be performed, recommenced, and performed), the said Com

pany shall and will, at their own costs and charges, and without receiving nny further or

other considerations therefor than that covenanted to be paid to the said Company for

the general services in the said hereinbefore recited contract mentioned, convey, or cause to

be conveyed, as well mails as passengers and telegraphic messages on the- outward voyage

from Galway to St. John's or Halifax, and from St. John's or Halifax to Boston and New

York, and on the homeward voyage from New York or Boston to St. John's, and from

St. John's to Galway, and that the said Company shall and will deliver and receive, or

cause to be delivered and received at each of the ports or places at which the said vessels

shall proceed, call, or touch in the performance of such contract, as well all such of Her

Majesty's mails as passengers and telegraphic me^sa^es, as shall have to be delivered or

received at such ports or places, and generally in snch or the like manner, and subject to

such penalties, provisoes, clauses, matters, and things, as if the intent, meaning, and con

struction, as by these presents defined and expressed, of the lastly hereinbefore recited

clause of the said hereinbefore recited contract had been in such contract similarly defined

and expressed. In witness whereof, the said Edward John Lord Stanley of Alderley hath

hereunto set his hand and seal, and the said Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Com

pany have caused their common seal to be hereunto affixed, the day and year first above

written.

Stanley of Alderley. (L.S.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered, by the above-named Edward John

Lord Stanley of Alderley, in the presence of

E. B. Osborn, General Post Office-

Jas. Stirling, .• .

E. W. Edward*, (^>s-)

Two of the Directors.

The seal of the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company

was affixed hereto, in the presence of

E. B. Osborn, General Post Office.

A. .fioate, 'Secretary.
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Appendix, No. 2.

» Appendix No. 2.

PAPERS delivered in by Mr. John Brough Palmer, 11 July 1861.

23 April 1861.

THE undersigned have at the request of C. M. Palmer, Esq., carefully inspected the hull

of the steam-ship " Hibernia," (lying in Messrs, Laird's Dry Dock, Birkenhead), and after

due consideration are of opinion, that the straining, and consequent leakage therefrom, are

due to defective construction, as set forth in the builder's specification.

The ship is greatly deficient in longitudinal strength internally, and to this original defect,

her unseaworthiness can be clearly traced. She has no vertical longitudinal stiffness which

would have been given by a well proportioned main-keel, no middle-keelson worthy of the

name, and the side-keelsons, together with the vertical stringers, are very inefficient.

We find the materials good, and after witnessing most severe tests as to the soundness of

workmanship, tests, in several instances unfair, we agree that the workmanship is of average

good quality.

Thomas J. Dltchbum, N.A.

John Ranald, N.A.,

and Shipwright Surveyors.

No. 109, Fenchurch-street,

Gentlemen, London, 8 July 1861.

IN accordance with your request, that I should hold a survey on the paddle steamer

"Hibernia," with a view to ascertain the cause of her having strained and made water, I

proceeded to the ship, lying in Messrs. Laird and Son's Dry Dock, BirkenheacI, and having

carefulfy and minutely inspected the vessel, am of opinion that the cause of her having

strained herself, and of her leakage,- is to be attributed to her deficiency in longitudinal

strength. Had the vessel been adequately strengthened in a tore and aft direction, I am of

opinion that the leakage and straining would never have occurred.

I remain, &c.

(signed) Edward Ritherdon,

Surveyor of Shipping.

Messrs. Palmer Brothers, Shipbuilders,

Newcastle, Tyne.

London Yard, Isle of Dogs, near the Poplar

Station, Blackwall Railway, E.,

Gentlemen, 10 July 1861.

OUR Mr. Baillie surveyed the strained parts of the ship "Hibernia" on the 4th instant, at

the Dry Dock in Birkenhead. He found that a great number of rivets had been cut out,

some of which had been replaced ; he also examined the parts that had not been touched,

and considered the workmanship to be of a fair average quality; but he was of opinion that

the longitudinal strength in the keelsons was far too weak for a vessel of that size, and

would consequently cause her to strain in a gale.

Your, ice.

(signed) Westwood, Baillie, Campbell & Co.

Messrs. Palmer & Co.

0.83. O O
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Appendix, No. 3.

Appendix, No. 3. LETTER from Mr. George Bayley to Messrs. M. Samuelson §• Co.

2, Cowper's-court, Cornhill, London, E. C.,

Gentlemen, 29 June 1861.

IN compliance with your request, I made a careful examination of the iron paddle-wheel

steamship " Columbia," in Messrs. Clover & Royle's dry dock at Birkenhead on Thursday

last, 27th instant, for the purpose of ascertaining her present condition, after having struck

an iceberg and been ashore on Boston Bar during her late voyage to and from the United

States, and since fallen over in dry dock at Birkenhead.

Commencing forward, and going round by the starboard side of the ship, I found the

rivets in the stem more or less started from the keel, up to about the 14-feet mark ; and in

two plates of the garboard strake, and at 45 feet from forward, the rivets are started five

strakes up, and the after end of a plate indented.

Abaft this the cement over the butts was not broken, nor any appearance of move

ment about the rivets. Before this point the cement is broken off the butts for about 12

strakes, from the keel up.

From 45 feet aft to the paddle-box, none of the butts above the bilge were moved.

At 100 feet the garboard strake is indented with the three next strakes, and several

rivets started, to a point 120 feet from forward, and all along the flat more or less

indented, and the rivets started for five or six strakes out. The butts show rust to the

seventh strake, which is on the turn of the bilge, probably from striking and rubbing upon

the Bar, which is reported by the engineer to have nearly brought her to a complete stop.

Under the fore part of the paddle-box a plate in the fifth strake from the keel is broken

inwards by the head of a shore, when she fell over in the dry dock.

Under the main shaft, all the butts from the keel to the seventh strake are started and

rusted, and the cement broken to the after part of the sponson, or to within 150 feet of

the stern-post, whilst along the seams no crack or straining can be seen, excepting where

the plates are broken or indented,

At 60 feet from aft the garboard and next strake are rubbed and chafed for about 20

feet. None of the butts above the bilge are moved for 150 feet from aft.

The rudder is bent and twisted to starboard, and the plating damaged. Must be

unshipped for repair.

On the larboard side, for 150 feet from aft, the appearances are substantially the same

as the other side, excepting that the plates at the 15 or 16 feet water-mark are severely

chafed for a length of 60 or 70 feet, apparently by the ice.

One butt in the second strake, at the third plate from aft, started. The plate keel, gar-

board strake and next, more or less chafed and damaged for about 20 feet in length. The

butts are all firm from the bilge up, and down to the keel for the first 150 feet from aft,

with the exceptions just noticed.

The butts of the flat amidships, so far as could be seen for the crushed blocks and shores

still remaining under the ship, are in the same state as those on the starboard side.

One plate in the seventh strake amidships holed, and upper edge of sixth strake in

dented, next plate forward in seventh strake indented.

Four plates in eighth, six plates in seventh, and six plates in sixth strake damaged and

indented from falling over in dock, several frames (12 or 14) bent and distorted, and one

of them broken about the after part of the paddle-box.

The flat below the damaged plates at the bilge, from fore to after sponson, much chafed

and damaged from grinding and striking on the ground, as on the starboard side ; and the

butts, more or le?s, started up to the 10th strake, probably first from grounding, and then

increased when she fell over.

At about 130 feet from forward two plates in third and three plates in fifth strake

indented from collision; three butts in 13th strake, about 100 feet from forward, have the

cement broken off, and the edges of the fracture remain quite fresh and sharp, and some of

the cement still adhering although started from the iron plate.

Butts in first, second, and third strakes from the keel cracked, more or less, for about

50 feet from forward, with distinct marks of severe chafing and collision.

Between this point and the midship flat the butts are all firm and uninjured.

Aloft.—The larboard paddle-box damaged and crushed at after part, against the

dock-side.

On deck, two of the midships scarphs of the waterway on each side drawn and open

three-sixteenths of an inch, those before and abaft are much less strained ; all of them very .

recent, as the broken edges of the pitch are quite fresh and sharp, apparently done when

she fell over.

The butts of the deck and seams round the engine and skylight coamings show very

slight indications of movement ; and I am of opinion from the fact that no appearance of

movement can be found along the seams of the plating in any part, excepting where the

marks of violence are evident, that the movements and indications of straining described

above,
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above, are the results of one or other of the tliree accidents occurring to the ship, during Appendix, No. g.

and since her arrival from the American voyage ; and not from any original weakness or

insufficiency of construction.

On the contrary, had she not been strong and substantially built, the falling over in

dock would have resulted in much more serious and extensive damage than that now

sustained.

I am, &c.

Messrs. M. Samuelson & Co., (signed) George Bayley.

Hull.

Appendix, No. 4.

LETTERS from Mr. E. Ritherdon, Surveyor of Shipping, to Messrs. M. Samuelson §• Co. Appendix, ^°

No. 109, Fenchurch-street, London,

Gentlemen, 9 July 1861.

IN accordance with your request that I should survey the iron steamer " Columbia,"

and to state to you my opinion of the vessel as she now lies, I proceeded to Birkenhead,

and carefully examined the vessel in dry dock there.

I will preface my remarks by stating that I find the " Columbia," constructed generally

the same as the " Anglia," my report on which vessel accompanies this, and will render it

unnecessary for me to repeat the remarks thereon, which equally apply to this ship.

I found the " Columbia " had suffered injury, and was informed that it arose from three

causes ; first, by having been ashore ; secondly, from having been in collision with an ice

berg ; and thirdly, by having been upset in dry dock. The nature of the injury the vessel

has received consists as follows :—Her plates forward and riveting are buckled and

started ; many plates in the bottom onboth sides indented to an extent to render it necessary

they should be removed, and replaced with new ; where one of the bottom plates had been

removed the double frame was broken, and the butts of the plating throughout the ship

are generally strained, and the rivets started in places.

I am of opinion that the straining and injury to the ship arises from no deficiency in her

construction, but 'solely in consequence of the accidents that have befallen her.

I am, &c.

(signed) Edioard Ritherdon,

Messrs. M. Samuelson 85 Co., Surveyor of Shipping.

Shipbuilders and Engineers, Hull.

No. 109, Fenchurch Street, London,

Gentlemen, 9 July 1861.

IN accordance with your request that I should survey the new iron steamer " Anglia,"

built by your firm, with a view to ascertain whether she has been built in conformity with

the specification, and also to state my opinion on the quality of the workmanship, and of the

vessel generally, I proceeded to Hull, and carefully examined her, so far as practicable, the

vessel li)eing afloat ; and have to report that I consider the hull of the ship is much stronger

than she would have been, had the requirements of the specification been literally carried

out. I find she has additional longitudinal stringers, not contemplated in the specification,

which have added much to the stability of the structure.

With regard to the workmanship, so far as I had an opportunity of judging, I am bound

to say the riveting was not so satisfactory as to regularity as I could have wished ; but in

justice I must admit that the peculiar combination of double frames, stipulated for in the

specification, rendered it almost impossible to carry out any other system of riveting than

that adopted. Apart from this, I found the work generally executed in a satisfactory

manner.

I am, &c.

(signed) Edward Ritherdon,

Messrs. M. Samuelson & Co., Surveyor of Shipping.

Shipbuilders and Engineers, Hull.

0.83. p P
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Appendix, No. 5.

ATLANTIC ROYAL MAIL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY (LIMITED).

STATEMENT showing the Position of the CAPITAL ACCOUNT at the undermentioned Dates, viz. :

Amount paid

Number Amount paid in Total Amout

Vessels, Stores,

DATE. PARTICULARS. of in and Arrears. of

Expenses,

Share* allotted. Cash. exefosire of Shares allotted.

New Steamers.

1859: £. £. £. £.

15 April Amount, as per statement, furnished to")

this date -J
17,249 18,447 111,000 2,872 172,490

For cash - - 6,140

„ ships - - 11,100

17,249

Note.—The 4,000 shares reserved for

builders, are, included in subsequent

allotments.

9 July - Shares allotted to this date
120 670 - 2,662 1,200

TOTAL at 9th of July 1859 - - 17,369 19,117 111,000 2,562 173,690

30 September - Shares allotted to this date 17,829 39,030 7,600 14,739 178,290

TOTAL at 30th September 1859 - 35,198 58,147 118,600 14,739 351,980

Memo.—In September the Irish Com

mittee were in active operation.

Shares were being placed, and cash

I860-:

began to come in.

9 August
Shares allotted to this date 9,871 143,155 8,610 88,022 98,710

TOTAL at 9th August 1860 - - 45,069 201,302 127,210 88,022 460,690

30 December - Shares allotted to this date 350 20,441 3,500 99,149 3,500

TOTAL - - - 45,419 221,743 130,710 99,149 464,190

Deduct sundry shares transferred and~l

cancelled since 15th April 1859 -J
4,780 5,212 40,000 - 47,800

TOTAL at 31st December 1860 - 40,639 216,531 90,710 99,149 406,390

£.

Deposit £. 2, and allotment £.1 - 3 payable on allotment.

1st call made 2d November 1859 - 3 payable 6th December 1859.

2d call made 4th April 1860 - - 3 payable 5th May 1860.

3d call made 12th September 1860 - 1 payable 10th October 1860.

Fully paid up - - - £. 10

A. Boats, Secretary.
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Appendix, No. 6. Appendix, No. G.

PAPER delivered in by Sir Rowland Hill, K.C.B., 12 July 1861.

STATEMENT of the EARNINGS and COST of the Galway Line of Mail Steamers.

Sea postage of correspondence (including newspapers and transit £.

letters) from 26th June to 23d October 1860, inclusive, when the

voyages were suspended (estimated) __---- 1,400

Trips : Out, 7 ; home, 0 - - Total, 13.

Earnings, 108 /. per trip.

Cost to Post Office in same time :

£.

Contract payment (less penalties) ------- 14,764

Incidental payments --------- 500

£. 15,264

(signed) Frank James Scudamore,

.12 July 1861. Receiver and Accountant General.

Appendix, No. 7. Appendix, No. 7.

PAPER furnished by Mr. Ambrose Shea, 12 July 1861.

ADDRESSES of the Newfoundland Legislature on the Subject of Ocean Steam Com

munication, passed June 1861.

^To his Grace the Duke of Newcastle, &c. &c. &c.

May it please your Grace,

^WE, the Legislative Council of Newfoundland, in Session convened, beg leave to solicit

tlie attention of Her Majesty's Government to the great importance to this Colony and to

the general interests of British North America, of direct communication by steam with Great

Britain and the American States.

We are prompted to this step at the present moment by intelligence which has just

reached us through the press, to the effect that Her Majesty's Government propose to dis

continue their subsidy to the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, and our

fear that the result of this proceeding would be to terminate the only means of direct con

nexion by steam with both countries which we have recently enjoyed.

In a commercial view, we feel that the advantages conferred upon the Colony by the visits

of the steamers of this line have been laroe and manifold. From the facilities they have

afforded of intercourse with the countries of both continents, the various operations of trade

have been materially assisted, and benefits have hence arisen which we should never have

known in the former disconnected position of tlie island. Our whole system of trade has

become adjusted to the influences of this new agency to such a degree that we cannot con

template the possibility of its withdrawal without serious apprehension of the results to our

commercial and general interests.

To secure this acquisition, the people of Newfoundland have deemed no expenditure or

sacrifice on their part too great. This was the paramount consideration which induced our

Legislature to grant a charter involving large concessions and responsibility to the New York,

Newfoundland and London Telegraph Company for the establishment of their line of tele

graph hence to New York, with the hope of obtaining for St. John's the status of a port of

call for steamers bound east and west, this port being the most advantageous link of

union between Europe and America. Her Majesty's Government have already experienced

the value of this line as the most rapid medium for the transmission of intelligence from

both sides of the Atlantic. The national importance of conserving it must therefore be

manifest, but perhaps could not be more forcibly exemplified than in the character of the in

formation it conveys during the present crisis in the United States.
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Appendix, No. 7. We are not unmindful of causes of dissatisfaction in the failures of the Atlantic Royal

-_— Mail Steam Navigation Company to fulfil the terms of their contract, nor of the indulgence

extended towards them by Her Majesty's Government. But in view of the vast interests

involved in their enterprise, and of the many difficulties which seem to have encompassed it

from its inception, we would respectfully pray Her Majesty's Government to grant to this

Company the further time needful to enable them to furnish such steamships as their con

tract requires, and to allow the Government service to be- performed meanwhile by the

boats at present on the line. The " Prince Albert," " Adriatic," and " Parana" have given

great satisfaction to the travelling and commercial public; and we would, in conclusion,

respectfully assure Her Majesty's Government that their acquiescence in the prayer of this

address will be hailed with abiding gratitude by the people of this Colony.

Laurence O'Brien,

President.

To his Grace the Duke of Newcastle, &c. &c.

The Memorial of the House of Assembly of Newfoundland,

Humbly sheweth,

THAT your memorialists have learned with great regret that the Imperial Government is

about to withdraw its subsidy from the North Atlantic Hoyal Mail Steam Navigation Com

pany, on ihe ground of n: n-fulfilment of contract by that Company.

That this Colony has a deep interest in the continuance of this aid, inasmuch as its

cessation would probably terminate that direct intercourse by steam with the parent country

and the United Slates which we have recently enjoyed.

That Newfoundland has made considerable sacrifices to establish this national boon..

Chiefly with a view to this object, our Legislature, a few years ago. conferred upon the

New York, Newfoundland, and London Telegraph Company valuable rights of property in

ihe soil of the island, and a guarantee of interest on their investments in the line of telegraph

between this Colony and the United States. We have since contributed amounts commonly

considered beyond our limited means to encourage the calls ol steamers at our capital pon;

and there is much reason to believe, that had it not been for the efforts of this country,

establishing the unrivalled advantages of St. John's as a port of call, the speediest mode for

the dispatch of intelligence between the Old and New Worlds would have been practically

unknown.

That the results which have flown to the trade and general interests of this country from

its connexion by steam with Great Britain and America, have been of a highly beneficial

character, notwithstanding the occasional interruptions that have taken place; and it is now

universally felt that were this connexion .severed, and the Colony thus thrown back into its

former isolation, its commercial and industrial interests would sustain serious injury and

depression, consequences which we feel assured the parent Government -would anxiously

desire to avert from this old and loyal but struggling dependency.

That in a national point of view, memorialists consider it superfluous, and perhaps not

their province, to point out the manifold advantages insured to British interests by the

continuance of the shortest line of communication between the eastern and western hemi

spheres, more especially at the present critical juncture of affairs in the United States.

These considerations must infallibly suggest themselves to Her Majesty's Government.

Tii: i in the opinion of your memorialists the Atlantic Royal Mail Strain Navigation

Company have peculiar claims to the further indulgence of Her Majesty's Government.

They were the pioneers of this highway of the ocean, the first and only parties who endea

voured to give to the undertaking a character of stability. From its commencement they

have had weighty difficulties to contend with, in addition to those which usually beset the

infancy of a great enierprise. To these alone it appears to be owing that they are not yet

prepared strictly to fulfil their contract. Meanwhile, however, they provide four first-class

ships for the service, and we can confidently state that the. performances of these vessels

have given satisfaction to the people of this Colony.

That for these reasons, and under the circumstances just referred to, yonr memorialists

would most earnestly pray Her Majesty's Government not to withhold its support from the

enterprise of this company, to add to the wise and liberal consideration already accorded to

therri, by an extension ol time to enable them to place their new ships on the line, and in

the meantime to accept the services of those fine steamers which are now employed as sub

stitutes.

And as in duty bound, &c.

F. B. Carter,

Speaker.
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INDEX.

[iV. n.—In this Index the Figures following the Names of the Witnesses refer to the Questions in

the Evidence ; those following App. to the Paging of the Appendix ; and the Numeral* following

Rep. to the Paging of the Report.]

A.

ACCIDENTS TO VESSELS. Misfortunes which have befallen the Company's new

fleet, adverted to by the Committee, Rep. xiii.

See also " Columbia," The, 2. " Conaauyht," The. " Hibernia," The, 4.

" Adriatic," The. The " Adriatic" is the only vessel that has gone from Galway to St.

John's in six days, Lord Stanley of Alderley 166, 167.

Statement as to the Post Office having refused to accept the " Adriatic" in lieu of the

"Hibernia"; grounds for complaint on this point, Vallance 429-438 Excellent pas

sage of the "Adriatic" since her refusal in lieu of the " Hibernia," ib. 446 She has

performed the voyage from St. John's within five days, ib.

Return showing the date of departure of the " Adriatic" on the voyage outwards and

homewards, and the amount of under-time on each occasion, App. 298, 299.

Admiralty, The. Stipulation as to there being a final survey and trial of the Company's

vessels by the Admiralty before acceptance for the service, Vallance 223. 225 Sub

mission of the lines, plans, and specifications to the Admiralty for their approval, ih. 223,

224 Doubt as to the Admiralty having inspected the ships where they were being

built, ih. 238 Cluuse in the builders' contract, that the vessels should be satisfactory

to the Admiralty, ib. 239. \

Statement as to the object of submitting the designs of mail vessels to the Admiralty,

Luke 1407-1409. 1425 Additional requirements of the Adminilty survey, as com

pared with the survey of the Board of Tr»de, ib. 1413. 1419 Survey by the Admi

ralty of mail packets, without, however, becoming responsible for any defects, Hi. 1426-

1429.

With regard to the specification under which witness was required to act in construct

ing the " Columbia " and " Anglia," he clearly understood that it had been submitted

to and approved by the Admiralty, and therefore could not be altered, Samuelson 1769-

1778. 1780.

Clauses empowering an officer, &c. appointed by the Admiralty to be received on board

the Galway vessels, with authority to require the due execution of contract, &c., App.

186.

Agreement of 24lh January 1861. Protest undtT which the Company may be said to have

agreed on the 24th of January to accept the new arrangements proposed by witness, and

to recommence the service in March ; alternative of a cancel of the contract if they had

not accepted these arrangements, Lord Stanley of Alderley 124. 129-139.

Intention expressed by the Company in consenting (of necessity) to sign the agreement

of the 24th January, to lay before the Treasury their claim to the colonial subsidy, Val-

lance 793. 813 Onerous clauses proposed by the Post Office for the agreement of

241)1 January, and exceptions taken by the Company thereto, ib. 822-826 Leniency

suggested by the Treasury to the Post Office in the event of the Company failing to sign

the January agreement within the appointed tisr.e, ib. 827 Peremptory requirement by

Lord Stanley of Alderley, on the 1 91 h January, that the agreement be signed by the

Company within seven days, ib, 828 Reference to the protest, under which the Com

pany consented to sign tin- agreement ; weight to be attached to this protest considered,

ib. 829-841.

Copy of the contract or agreement of the 24th January 1861, by which the time for

recommencing the service is extended to 26th March 1861, App. 293, 294.
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Report, 1 86 1 —continued.

" Anglia," The. The " Angiia " is completed and ready for d< livery, Vallance 290-293

-Difficulty in obtaining cylinders for the " Anglia " in proper time; this might have

been overcome but for the delay in payment, Sumuelson 1218. 1248-1250 --The

"Anglia" was finished on the 1st June ; she might have been completed sooner, ib.

1253. 1261-The "Anglia" is still at Hull, there being more than 20,ooo/. still

claimed upon her from the Company, ib. 1257-1260.

Letter from Mr. Ritherdon to Messrs. Samuelson & Co., dated 9 July 1861, stating

the results of a survey of the " Auglia," App. 297.—See also Vessels of the Company.

Assignment of Contract. Conditions of the contract that it shall not be assigned without

consent, App. 190.

Australian Mail Service. Stringent conditions in the former Australian contract, as well

as in that under consideration, Lord Stanley of Alderley, 177-179.

Copy of contract entered into with the European or Columbian Steam Company, or

the European and Australian Royal Mail Company, in pursuance of a lender, dated

nth June 1856, for conveying the Australian mails from England to Melbourne vid

Souihampton, Alexandra, and Suez, App. 196-204-Time table attached to the con-

iract, showing the days fixed for departures and arrivals for the mails, outwards and

homewards in 1857, M. 205.

B.

Bayley, George. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Considerable experience of witness as a

surveyor 'of shipping, 1319-Recent examination and report by witness upon the

"Columbia," now in dock ;it B'ukenhead ; conclusion that the rivetting was not, gene

rally, bud, and that the repairs required art- owing entirely to the accidents she hns met

with, 1320-1323. 1338-1347. 1351, 1352-Result of an examination of the " Colum

bia" by witness for the Atlantic Mail Company, when she was being constructed; sug

gestion then made by him for additional longitudinal strengthening, 1324-1338.

Propriety of the limitation by the Post Office that the " Columbia" should, in the

first instance, he accepted for only two round voyages, 1348, 1349-Responsibility of

the Board c.f Trade surveyors in regard to the efficiency of all passenger vessels, 1349.

1353-1361-Room for improvement, in many points, in the hull of the " Columbia,"

Data by which a surveyor* to the Board of Trade is to be guided in reporting

upon a ship which he has not inspected during construction, 1356-1362-Weight to

be attaclud to the certificate of the Board of Trade surveyor, that a ship is efficient,

1362-1365-Practice, generally, for companies, &c. to have surveyors resident wheu

ships are being built for them, 1366.

Bi- Monthly Service.— See also Monthly Service. Suspension or Postponement of Ser-

, vice.

"Board nf Directors. Desire of witness on re;irin<r from ihe Board to see a new and more

experienced Board established, and to be succeeded as chairman by such a man as Mr.

Malcolinson, who is one of the largest steam shipowners i:i the world, Lewis 1750-1758

'-A betier Board than the present could hardly be obtained, ib. 1759-1761-Suc

cess of the late Board but for the tremendous difficulties it had to encounter, 26. 1761,

1762-Engagements left by the former Board by which the present Board have been

crippled, ib. 1763-1768.

Bondfur Performance of Contract. Condition as to a bond for 20,000 1. being given by the

Company for due performance of the contract. App. 190.

Boston. Mistaken calculation in more time being given to convey the mails to Boston than

to New Yoik ; the Company, however, entirely assented to the tables, Vallance 455, 456.

461-465.

Return showing the days upon which the packets should have sailed for and from

Boston, ituj days upon which they actually sailed, and the time occupied on each

voyage, whether outward or homeward, with the penalties or fines incurred, App. 298,

•Breach of Contract. Clauses in the contract that, in case of -breach or assignment, the

Admiralty iu«y determine the contract, without notice, App. 190.

; c.

Capital of the Company. Examination as to ihe number of shares allotted and the amount

paid up at different peri"ds ; witness is not prepared with details hereon, but there was

preat difficulty in placing the shares, and large arrears accrued U|> to the tiin* of the

ratification of the contract, Lewis 1703-1707. 17-25-1748 The capital of the Company

was 500,000 /., ib. 1705-1707.

Statement
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Report, 1861—continued.

Capital of the Company—continued.

Statement furnished by the Company, showing the position of the capital account at

different dates, App. 300.

Very prejudicial results attributed to the uncertainty about the ratification of llie

contract, that is in regard to placing the capital of the Company, Rep. xii.

See also Financial Difficulties.

Charter of Vessels by Admiralty. Clauses in the contract empowering the Admiralty to

purchase or charter vessels, at a rate to be settled by arbitration, in case of difference,

App. 189.

Clifton, Waller. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Was at the head of the Admiralty Packet

Department, 913 When the Galway contract was being discussed by the Treasury

and Admiraliy, it was understood that t.he Company should not be required to deliver

mails at Si. John's, 914-916 Is not aware of any instance of a penalty having been

inflicted by the Admiralty for delay arising from fogs, 917, 918 Considers that under

the terms of the Gahvay contract no penalty should be imposed for detentions through

fogs or icebergs, 919-932 The report ot the Admiralty agent on board, or the lo<r of

the vessel, must be taken as evidence upon the question of fogs, &c., 933-940 The

Cunard packeis generally keep a long way south of Cape Race; they have occasionally

been two or three days behind, through stress of weather, 941-943.

Colchester, Lord. Circumstance of Lord Colchester, when Postmaster General, having

recommended to the Treasury that, as wHl as fines for overtime, there should be premiums

for undertime ; this was not granted, Vallance 912.

Colonial Service. See Newfoundland Service. St. John's, Newfoundland. Subsidies,

2,3.

« COLUMBIA," The.

1. Delay in the Completion of this Vessel.

2. Accident on herjirsc Voyage.

8. Over-time on the Foyage out and home.

4. faulty Construction originally ; Survey before she was passed.

5. Defective Condition at present ; contradictory Evidence as to the Cause

of this.

6. Repairs being carried out ; efficient Result expected.

7. Rate of Speed.

1. Delay in the Completion of this Vessel:

First survey of the " Columbia" on the 1st April 1861, she not having been out of the

builders' hands till a yi-ar after the stipulated time, Vallance 269—273 The " Co

lumbia" was not completed till about the 12th March last, being about eight or nine

months behind the contract time, Samuelson 1251, 1252.

2. Accident on her first Voyage:

Reference to an accident to the " Columbia," in her having encountered icebergs on

her first voyage from Gulway, on the gth April last, Vallance 275, «/6.

3. Over-time on the Voyage out and home :

Length of time which the " Columbia" was behindhand on her first voyage out and

home, Vallance 278-285.

Return showing the date of departure of the " Columbia" on her outward and home

ward voyage, and the amount of over-time on each occasion, App. 298, 299.

4. Faulty Construction originally ; Survey before she was passed :

Doubt as to the " Columbia" having been properly constructed or really fit for the

service ; explanation by the Admiralty surveyor in passing her, Lord Stanley of Alderhy

186-189 Defects pointed out in the " Columbia " by the Admiralty surveyor, and

remedies suggested, Vallance 274 Alteration and improvement in the specifications at

witness's suggestion, Samuelson 1268. 1278, 1279 Means of the company'* surveyors

for seeing and having remedied any defects during construction, Hi. 1270.

Result of an examination of the vessel by witness for the Atlantic Mail Company,

when she was being constructed ; suggestion then made by him for additional longitudinal

stiengtliening, Bayley 1324-1328 Propriety of the limitation by the Post Office

that she should, in the fiisi instance, be Accepted for only two round voyages, ib. 1348;

1'349 Room for improvement in many points in the hull, ib. iSfiO Concurrence

in flie opinion that with the same mateiials a more efficient ship might have been

constructed, ib.

Witness, as surveyor to the Admiralty, inspected the "Columbia "at Southampton,

during the beginning of April last, she was then nearly complete, Luke 1369-1372

Enumerates the objections made by him to ihe vessel in Apiil, and furnished by him to
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Report, 1861—continued.

" COLUMBIA," THE—continued.

4. Faulty Construction originally; Survey before she was passed—continued.

the company at the same time, Luke 1373-1380 Refers more especially 10 a deficiency

of longitudinal strength at the keel, and at the bottom ; alterations made by his suggestion

for remedying tl>is, ib. 1375-1377 Adheres to the view expressed in his report, that

the vessel might be used for two or three summer voyages, and would then require

longitudinal strengthening, ib. 1377-138-2 Difficulty of a detailed inspection or the

vessel by witness, she having been afloat, ib. 1386.

Statement relative to the cutting of the keelson of the vessel, and the weakness pro

duced thereby; concurrence in the opinion of the Board of Trade surveyor, on this point,

Luke 1386-1391. 1397-1405. 1410-1414 Witness did not read the specification, but

surveyed from the facts before him, ib. 1388. 1395, 1396 Time taken on the survey;

necessity of getting the ship away on ihe gth April, ib. 1395. 1415-1418 Explanation

as to witness having reported en the vessel, without seeing her in dry dock, ib. 1420.

5. Defective Condition at present : contradictory Evidence as to the Cause of this.

Witness has examined the " Columbia," now lying at Messrs. Laird's at Birkenhead,

and explains thenaiure of her defects, Jordan 1042-1064 Considerable damage through

having encountered icebergs, ib. 1045-1048 Great signs of straining or parting at

different places, ib. 1050 Very defective character of the rivetting, ib. 1054, 1055. 1062-

1064 Propriety of the limitation by the Post Office in accepting ihe "Columbia " for

two round voyages only, ib. 1056-1061 Some of the detects in the "Columbia,"

could not be detected in any ordinary survey, ib. 1077-1080.

Confirmation of Mr. Jordan's views as to the imperfect rivetting of the "Columbia,"

Laird 1152-1156. t

Evidence in denial or explanation of statements by Mr. Jordan and Mr. Laird as to the

defective workmanship of the " Columbia"; report by two efficient surveyors, Mr. Bayley

and Mr. Ritherdon, adverted to hereon, Samuelson 1241-1246. 1261-1282. 1316-1317

Entire mistake in saying the vessel shows incipient symptoms of parting in the

middle, ib. 1262 Difficulty as to the rivetting, in consequence of the internal arrange

ment of the frames, ti. ll6G-lz6Q. 1277 It is only quite recently that witness has

heard anything about defects, ib. 1281, 1282 Proof thai the material or workmanship

could not have been bad, ib. 1316.

Recent examination and report by witness upon the " Columbia," now in dock at

Birkenliead ; conclusion that the rivetting was not generally bad, and that the repairs

required are owing entirely to the accidents she had met with, Bayley 13-20-1323. 1338-

1347- 135L !352-

Opinion that neither the workmanship nor the rivetting of the " Columbia" were of the

best description, Luke 1383. 1392-1394.

Letter from Mr. Bayley to Messrs. Samuelson & Co., dated 29 June 1861, stating the

results of nn inspection of the " Columbia;" her defective state attributed to the acci

dents she has met with and not to any defect of construction or workmanship, App. 296,

297 Letter from Mr. Ritherdon, dated 9 July 1861, also attributing the strained and

inj ured state of the vessel to the accidents that had befallen her and not to any deficiency

in her construction, ib. 297.

6. Repairs being carried out ; efficient Result expected:

The "Columbia" is now being repaired at an estimated cost of 15,000 /., Vallance 276,

277 The " Columbia," can be made quite efficient for the Galway service in about

five months, and at a cost of about 17,000 /., Jordan 1064-1072. 1074-1076.

Work to be done by witness to the " Columbia" Laird 1161, 1162. 1170 She will

then be perfectly strong for the service, ib. 1163 She should go from 11 to 12 knots

an hour, ib. 1164 The repairs will cost about 20,000 /., ib. 1 168 She will take from

four to five months to repair, ib. 1 168.

Practicability of rendering the vessel sufficiently strong; doubt as to the effect of this

upon her speed, Luke 1384, 1385.

7. Rate of Speed :

Explanation as to the high rate of speed contracted for, that is, first twenty miles, and

subsequently eighteen miles an hour, and as to the " Columbia," not, having realised

this rate, Samuelson 1283-1289. 1297-1304. 1314-1316.

See also Vessels of the Company.

" Connaught" The. Loss of the " Connaught " adverted to, and consequent application

by the Company in November, for a complete suspension of the service for four months,

Lord Stanley of Alderley 125-128 Circumstance of a penalty having been inflicted

for delay in the case of the "Connaught," owing to a fog off Newfoundland; witness

was not aware that the Admiralty, when in charge of the postal contracts, made allow

ance for such delays, ib. 156-164. 180-182 The "Connaught" was in a very unsatis

factory condition before she started, ib. 210.

Result
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" Connaught" The—continued.

Result of the survey of the " Connaught," by the officers of the Board of Trade in

June 1860, that she was accepted for the postal contract ; some defects were however

pointed out, and she was not capable of going 20 statute miles per hour, Vallance 243-

247 Explanation as lo the Admiralty Officers not having surveyed the " Connaught,"

ib. 248-250 Evidence relative lo the infliction of a penalty in the cuse of the " Con-

naught," when detained for thirty-seven and a half hours oft' St. John's by a fog ; griev

ance thereby, ib. 478-503.

Opinion that the "Connausht" most likely had similar defects to the " Hibemia, ,

Jordan loob', 1007. 1024 Necessity of the Company accepiing the "Connaught,'

if the surveys were favourable, ib. 102.5, 1028 Better for the Company if the

"Connaught," and "Hibernia" had not been accepted by the Government, Laird

1142-1149. 1151 Delivery of the "Connaught " within twelve months, the contract

having been ten months, Palmer 1590, 1591. 1600-1612 There is DO claim outstanding

for the " Connaught," ib. 1624, 1625.

Explanation as regards the over time in the ca?e of the " Connaught," that she was

one day late over and above the alleged detention through a fog, Sir R. Hill, 1954-

1986 Belief that the excuse of the fog is not a valid excuse, ib. 1954, 1955

Examination upon the foregoing point with reference more especially to evidence received

by Government that vessels could enter St. John's at the time in question, as contrasted

with evidence on the part of the Company to a contrary purport, ib. 1956-1986

Difficulty in deciding whether the penalty should be inflicted in the case of certain con

tradictory evidence about detention by a fog, ib. 2059.

Evidence showing that on the nth or 12th August 1860, the " Connaught " was

detained off the c«ast of Newfoundland by an unusually heavy fog. Shea 2075-2089

With regard to the vessels which entered St. John's at the date in question, they

were small vessels, and some of them had been off the coast for several days, ib. 2083-

2087.2089 Large size of the "Connaught;" danger if she had attempted to enter

St. John's, ib. 2088, 2089.

Return showing the date of departure of the " Connaught," and the time occupied on

the voyage, App. 298 Over time of one day und twenty hours and a half on the re

turn voyage to St. John's previously to her loss, ib.

The Committee consider that the rule as regards the infliction of fines for over time

should not be applied in a doubtful case like that of the " Connaught ;" recommended

remission of portion of the fine in this case, Rep. viii, ix.

See also Vessels of tlie Company.

-Contract (Galway, Boston, and New York Mails). Copy of articles of agreement made

on the 2 1st April 1859, between the Admiralty of the one part, and the Atlantic Royal Mail

Company of the other part, for the conveyance of the Galway, Boston, and New York

Mails, App. 184-192.

Copy of further articles of agreement between the Postmaster General and the Com

pany, dated 241(1 January 186 1, by which it is provided that the service shall be resumed

on the 26th March 1861, App. 293, 294.

See also the Principal Headings throughout the Index.

Contracts for Steam Packets. See Vessels of the Company.

Cost of the Service. Statement showing that the cost of the Galway service to the Govern

ment has been more than ten times as much as the amount earned by the postage con

veyed, Sir R. Hill 1890-1899. 1924 ; and App. 301.

Ten times as great earnings of the Cnnard line as of the Galway line ; comparative

cost of the two services adverted to hereon, Sir R. Hill 1 895. 1897-1 905.

Paper furnished by the Post Office showing the earnings and cost of the Galway line,

up to 23d October 1860, so far as relates to the Post Office; total postal earnings of

J ,400 /., and total cost of 15,264 /., App. 301.

See also Subsidies.

Canard Contracts. Exemption of the Cunanl vessels from penalty for over time, though

they have often bet-n behindhand. Vallance 457. 460 Statement showing the extreme

leniency of the Cunard contract as compared with the Galway contract, ib. 897-909

Size and power respectively of the Galway packets and the Canard packets, ib. Q0f>,

906. 910-912 Non-imposition of any penalties under the contract, ib. 909.

The Cunard packets generally keep a long way south of Cape Race ; they have occa

sionally been two or three days behind, through strtss of weather, Clifton 94 1-943

Regularity of the Canard" packets; time allowed them as compared with the Galway

packets, Sir R. Hill 1895. 1906-1908 Ten times as great earnings of the Cunard

line as of the Galway line ; comparative cost of the two services adverted to hereon, ib.

1895. 1897-1905.

Circumstance of there being no penalties under the contract, except for lateness of

0.83. Q Q 3 departure
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Cvnard Contracts—continued.

departure, Sir R. Hill 1909-1919 Satisfactory performances of the Cona id packets

further adverted to, ib. 20^0, 52041 Explanation as to the less time calculated for the

Galway packets than the average time of the Cunard packets; actual time occupied in

different Cunard voyages adverted to hereon, ib. 2042-2052.

Paper relative to the service between Liverpool, Halifax and Boston, and Liverpool

and New York, as performed under two contract between the Admiralty and Messrs.

Cunard & Co., dated respectively 1st April 1850 and 1st January 1852, App. 93-195

Total of 1 73,340 /., as the payments per annum for the whole service, or at the rate

of 1 1 s. 4 i d. per mile, ib. 193 Penalty of 30,000 /. for the non-performance of the

contract, ib. 93 Serious American competition to which the line lias been subjected, ib.

193, 194 Great regularity, speed, and certainty in the performance of the service, ib.

193 Advantages of routes by Halifax and New York respectively adverted to with

reference to the question of a. reduction of the subsidy if tlie former route were adopted,

ib. 194> 195-

Copy of contract dated 1st January 1852. between the Admiralty and Messrs. Samuel

Cuuard, George Burns, and Charles M'lver for the conveyance of the North American

mails, App. 265-272 Provisions in this contract for the infliction of penalties upon

the contractors under certain circumstances, ib. 267, 268. 271.

Copy of contract with Mr. Cunard and others, for the conveyance of the North

American and Bahama MaiU, dated 24ih June 1858, App. 272-279 Nature of the

provisions in tUis contract, for the infliction of penalties, ib. 274, 275. 278.

D.

Delays. See Overtime.

"Delivery of Mails. Conditions of the contract as to the mails being delivered and received

at all places to which the vessels proceed, App. 186 Provisions as to when masters

of vessels are to have charge of, and receive and deliver mails, &.C., ib.

Departures of Packets. Provisions in the contract for delay of departure of vessels, if

deemed expedient by the Admiralty, App. 185 Clauses in the contract as- regards

penalties for not putting to sea at day arid hour appointed, ib. Clauses as to alteration

by the Admiralty, of the times of departure, and arrival of vessels, ib. 189.

Return of the different dates on which the Galway Packets should have sailed accord

ing to the contract, and of the dates on which they actually sailed, on the outward and

homeward voyages respectively, App. 298. 299.

Ditchbvrn, Thomas Joseph. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Long experience of witness in

ship-building, 1649 He lias upon three occasions examined the " Hibernia" for Mr.

Ch.irles Palmer, since stoe has been in dock at Birkenhead, 1650-1653 The construc

tion of the vessel is unquestionably weak, and she is wanting in longitudinal strength,

1654, 1655 Considers that the workmanship was, on the whole, very creditable;

the rivttting was very fairly done, 1654. 1657-1660. 1671.

Improvement as regards strength and speed >by the alterations now being made in the

vessel, 1656. 1670. 1672 ( )iiji'ctit.i!ijl)le character of the bow; large quantities of

water shipped in consequence, 1660-1669 Apprehended failure in longitudinal

strength through there being no main keelson, 1672 Opinion that in .three months

she ought lo be completed for service, 1673, 1674.

Dover, Calais, and Ostend Mails. Copy of 'contract made on the 1st April 1854, between

the Ad'i.ir.ilty and Henry Jenkins and Joseph George Churchward for the performance

of ihe Dover, Calais, and Ostend Mail Service, App. 206-209 Further contract

between the same parties for the performance of this service, dated 2oth June 1855, ib.

209-212 Further cmitracr. between the Admiralty and Joseph George Churchward,

for the performance of the service, dated 26 April 1859, *&• 213-216.

Thiblin and Holyhead Steam Packets. Exemption from penalty on the score of fogs, in the

case of the new contract with the Dublin Steam Packet Company, Lord Stanley of

Aldeiley 182 ; Sir R. Hiil 2060, 2061. 2065.

Dvration of Contract. Conditions of the Galivay contract in regard to its duration, App.

190.

E.

Earning* of Company (Government Payments'). Total of 14,764^. received by the Corn-

puny from Government up to the suspension of the contract, that is 19,499 /. less the

fines, Vallance 418-424 The amount earned before the suspension of the service was

ig,5oo/., but. the penalties and fines enforced were 4,736 /., 16.444 The amount

earned nf'ier tiie re-commencement was 6,000 /., ib.

Total of 15,694 /. as the earnings of the Company, after deducting fines, Rep. T.

European^
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European and Australian Royal Mail Company. Copy of the contract entered into with

the European Columbian Steam Company, or the European and Australian Koyal Mail

Company, in pursuance of a tender dated i itli June 1856, for conveying the Australian

mails from England to Melbourne, via Southampton, Alexandria, and Suex, App. 196-

204.

Exemption from Penalties. Conditions in the Galway contract, providing exemption from

penalties under certain circumstances, App. 185.

Extension of Time. See .Suspension or Postponement of Service.

F. ,

FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES:

Injurious effect produced by the provision in the contract thai the subsidy was to

be paM out of monies to be voted by Parliament, Vallance 300. 325-331. 358, 359.

366-386 Evidence showing the prejudice and injury to which the Company were

subjected owing to the uncertainty about the validity or ratification of the contract

previously to August 1860, ib. 301 et seq. Great difficulty in placing the capital of

the Company, in consequence of the proceedings in Parliament and the doubt thrown

upon the public mind about the validity of the contract, ib. 302, 303. 333-344. 378-386.

Serious and injurious interference with the construction of the ships, owing to the

difficulty experienced by the Company in raising capital through the proceedings in Par

liament, Vallance 333-338 Inability of the Company to inflict penalties upon the

ship-builders for delay, in consequence of their not having been able ivgularly to pay

the instalments for the ships, ib. 335. 354. 375, 376. 380 There is no doubt whatever

hut the financial difficulties embarrassed and paralysed the Cump my, such difficulties

having been owing to the proceedings in Parliament, and the apprehension that the

money ought not to be TOted, ib. 366-386.

Conditions in witness's contract for two of the vessels, that for delays in payment,

delays should be allowed in completion; arrangement on this score so that penalties

have not been enforced, Samndson 1212-1215. 1227, 1-228. 1290-129.1. 1308 Exami

nation upon the subject of the delay in ihe completion and delivery of ilia vessels, and

explanation that the same was mainly O'vin^ 10 the default in the Company in not pay

ing fhe instalments in due course, ib. 1-247-1261. 1305-1308 Amount of mortgage

held by witness upon the two ships; about 70,000 /. has been piud upon each, ib. 1309-

1313-

^Circumstance of penalties not having been inflicted upon Messrs. Palmer & Co. for

non-delivery of the. vessels, Palmer 160.5-1608 Doubt as to the actu il reasons why

the instalments were not forthcoming, >'/;. 1609-161 1 Part payment of the builders in

shares, they baring also a mortgage on the ''Hibernia" for 50,000 /., ib. 1612, 1613.

1615-1623.

Evidence showing that, in consequence of proceedings in Parliament, and of the Postal

Contract Committee, the company were completely paralysed as regards their financial

condition and their operations generally, Lewis 1693 et seq. Facility for raising any

amount of money that could be required but for the constant attacks upon the validity of

the contract, ib. 1701, 1702. 1725 There was great difficulty in placinu the shares,

and large arrcats accrued up to the time of the ratification of the contract, ib. 1702-1707.

1 725- 17.18.

Statement as to the " Prince Albert," and other vessels not intended for the Boston

and New York service, having been purchased out of the portion of capital first called

up, Lewis 1707-1724 Prejudice to the company in their dealings with the ship

builders, through the want of money to keep up the instalments, ib. 1727-1734

Objection of witness to recommending the scheme to his friends on account of the doubt

thiown upon the contract, ib. 1746, 1747 Engagement-! left by the former Board, by

which the present Board have been crippled, ib. 1763-1768.

Difficulty experienced by the company in placing their shares, and getting in their

capital, owing to the uncertainty previously to August 1860, about the ratificaiion of the

contract, Malcomsun 1833-1835.

Statement showing the state of the capital account on the l.^th April, gth July, and

3Oth September 1859; and on the gth August aud 3oth December 1860, App. 300.

Reference fjy the Co nmittee to the results attributed by the company to the uncer

tainty which prevailed about the validity of the contract, namely, that the financial con-

• dition of the company was thereby seriously affected, that the directors were unwilling to

invest their own capital, or to recommend their friends to do so, that public confidence

in the undertaking was shaken, Sic., Rep. xii.

Fines. See Penalties and Fines.

Fogs. See Penalties and Fines, 3.

0.83. Q Q 4 Foynes.
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Foynes. Reference 10 a question raised by the present chairman of the company, whether

Foynes miglit not be advantageously substituted for Galway as the port of departure,

Lord Stanley uf Alderley 204.

Explanation HS to a conversation between witness and the Postmaster General relative

to a transfer of the port of departure to Foynes, Malcomsan 1836.

G.

Galway Contract or Service. See the Principal Headings throughout the Index.

H.

Halifax. Wlien impracticable to go to St. John's, the Company wish to have liberty to

land the mails and telegrams at Halifax, the latter being open at all seasons of the year,

Mulcomson, 1798-1805.

Conditions of the Gelway contract in regard to the vessels calling at St. John's, or if

prevented by stress of weather, &c., at Halifax, App. 185.

Comparison of postal routes to America, by Halifax and New York ; advantages of the-

hitter to the contractors (Messrs. CunarJ &, Co.), App. 194, 195.

Hamilton, George Alexander. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Is assistant secretary to the

Treasury, 618 As political secretary to thu Treasury had tod< al with the Newfoundland

contract of the Galway Company, and was also cognizant of the intention* of the Treasury

in drawing out the clauses of the Galway, Boston, and New York contract, 619, 620

Explains that it was not intended by the Treasury that tlie Company should be obliged

to deliver the Newfoundland mails at St. John's, pending the Colonial yearly contract

then existing, but that the American m;iils, as well as the telegrams, were contemplated

to be delivered there when convenient, 621-631.

With regard to the Colonial subsidy of 8.500 /. a yeai-, it was contemplated by witness

fully 10 consider the question of payment for the Newfoundland service when the Colonial

contract had expired, and the services were merged; letter from witness on the 29th

August adverted to hereon, 629-633.

"HlBERNIA" THE:

1. Mode of Construction of this Vessel, and condition when she passed the

Admiralty Survey.

2. Cost.

3. Delay in Completion.

4. Accident to the Vessel.

5. Cancel of Board of Trade Certificate.

6. Results of Examinations of the Vessel since the Accident.

7. Repairs now being executed.

8. Speed.

1. Mode of Construction of this Vessel, and condition when she passed the

Admiralty Survey.

Doubt as to the " Hibernia " being properly constructed ; notwithstanding her approval

by the Admiralty surveyor, Lord Stanley of Aiderley, 186-188. 190 Very good mate

rials used in the " Hibernia," Jordan 970. 1004 Duty of Messrs. Palmer, the con

tractors, to have remedied the defective workmanship if pointed out to tliem, ib. 973-976

Unfit state of the vessel when delivered to the Company, ib. 988 Onus upon the

builders of the vessel to have made her efficient, ib. 1001. 1008-1010—••—The post office

would have been quite justified in rejecting the " Hibernia" for the Atlantic service, ib..

1016-1018.

Witness cannot understand how the Admiralty surveyor could have reporied favouiably

of the vessel ; means for discovering some of the defects when the vessel was afloat, Jor

dan 1019-1023. 1027. 1031-1037 Sundry favourable surveys upon the vessel adverted

to, ib. 1027 Exceptions taken to the favourable character of the report on the vessel

by Mr. Lewcock, the Admiralty surveyor, Laird 1133-1137 Conclusion as regards

the " Hibernia," that she was deficient in strength in her original construction, Luke

142-2, 1423.

Witness saw the " Hibernia" from time to time when under construction at. Messrs.

Palmer's, Ltiocock. 1480, 1481 Was called upon to report upon the vessel to the

.Admiralty in March last, when she was afloat, and repotted favourably of her, ib. 1482-

1488 So far as witness could judge, the workmanship and construction of the vessel

were not inferior, and the rivetting was very good; grounds for this conclusion, ib. 1485—

151 1 Dissent from the opinion that she had no keelsons, worthy of the name, ib. 1506,

1507.

Construction of the " Hibernia" in strict accordance with the specifications, Palmer,.

1540 Obligation upon the thai to obtain an Admiralty certificate for the vessel, ib.

1568.

The
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"HiHERNIA" THE—continued.

1 . Mode of Construction of this Vessel, fyc.—continued.

The construction of the vessel is unquestionably weak, and she is wanting in longi

tudinal strength, Ditchburn 1654, l655 Objectionable character of the bow ; Imge

quantities of water shipped in consequence, ib. 1660-1669 Apprehended failure in

longitudinal strength through there being no main keelson, ib. 1673.

2. Cost:

The price of the vessel was 95,000 /., which was scarcely sufficient, Jordan 977-982.

3. Delay in Completion :

Delay in the completion of the " Leinster" (now the w Hibernia") beyond the time

named by the Company to the Post Office for placing her on the line ; assurance given

to the Company by the builder as to the time of her completion, VaUance 669-684

Tlif delay in (lie delivery of the vessel might have been partly obviated if the payments

had been regularly made, Palmer 1591-1598. 1603, 1604.

4. Occident to the Vessel: *

As regards the accident to the " Hibernia," it was lucky it did not happen out in rhe

Atlantic, Lord Stanley of Alderley 209 Opportunity for properly strengthening

the " Hibernia " if the service had not commenced till June ; avoidance of accident

thereby, VaUance 888, 889 Opinion given by witness to the Company that the

" Hibernia" could not cross ihe Atlantic without the risk of foundering, Jordan 983

The gale she encountered found out the weak places, ib. 989 Opinion that ihe accident

to the " Hibernia " was a lucky circumstance, and that it was fonunate she did not

attempt to cross the Atlantic, Laird* 1127, 1128 Concurrence in the opinion that it

was au exceedingly fortunate thing that the vessel was damaged off' Cape Clear, Sir

R. Hill 1996.

5. Cancel of Board, of Trade Certificate :

Certificate of the Board of Trade, dated 4 March 1861, that the" Hibernia" (built by

Messrs Palmer), was fit to be employed under the postal contract; subsequent surveys

of this vessel after the accident to her, and cancelling eventually of the previous certifi

cate, VaUance 251-266.

6. Result of Examinations of the Vessel since the Accident:

Witness, on the part of the Atlantic Mail Company, has frequently examined the

"Hibernia" since she has been placed in dock at Birkenhead Jordan 94^-951

Position, character and extent of the several defects which he found in her, ib. 95;:,

et seq. Her defective condition is owing very much to imperfect riveiting, and to

want of longitudinal strength, ib. 954-959. 965-967. 970-972. 985. 999-1003. 1031

The defects arose both from errors of construction and errors of workmanship,

16.954. 970. 999-1003.

Confirmation of the evidence of Mr. Jordan as to the imperfect rivetting and defective

workmanship generally of the " Hibernia" and " Columbia," Laird 1087-1093.

Denial in toto that the rivetting of the " Hibernia " was defective ; evidence adduced

in proof of the contrary, Palmer 1541, 1542. 1626-1641 Straining of the ship attri

buted to the want of longitudinal strength; evidence of sundry surveyors on this point,

ib. 1542-1544. 164-2-1648 Exceptions taken to several portions of Mr. Jordan's

evidence relative to the *' Hibernia," ib. 1626-1641.

Witness has upon three occasions examined the " Hibernia," for Mr. Charles Palmer,

since she has been in dock at Birkenhead, Ditchburn 1650-1653 Considers that the

workmanship was, on the whole, very creditable; the rivetting was very fairly done,

16.1654.1657-1660.1671.

Copy of Report on the " Hibernia," dated 23 April 1861, by Messrs. Ditchburn and

Tlunald ; testimony therein to the goodness of the materials and the fairness of the work,

App. 295 Report by Mr. Ritherdon, dated 8 July 1861, tJ. Report by Mr.

Baillie, dated 10 July 1861 : statement therein as to the fair average quality of the woik,

ib. Uniform statement in these Reports as to the deficiency of the vessel in longi

tudinal strength, ib.

7. Repairs now being Executed;

Steps now being taken at an estimated cost of from 25,000 /., to 30,000 /., to render

the "Hibernia" perfectly fit for the service, VaUance 264. 267, 26tf Extent and

character of the work recommended by witness to be done to the vessel in order to

render her efficient to the service from Galway ; this has already been commenced, will

be competed in about three months, and will cost from 22,1100 /. to 26,000, Jordan 984-

998, 1013, 1073.

Orders received by witness to repair the " Hibernia," in accordance with the Report of

0.83. R H Mr.
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"HlBERKlA " THE—continued.

7. Repairs now being Executed—continued.

Mr. Jordan, and to make her as strong as possible, Laird 1 129. 1 150. 1 170 Efficiency

of the vessel for the service from Galway when strengthened by witness, ib. 1129, 1130,

1150 She will take about four months to repair, ib. 1165-1169 The cost of the

rep >irs are estimated at from 30,000 /. to 35,000 L, ib. 1 169 Latitude given to witness

as to the amount of repairs to be done, ib. 1170 Facility for strengthening the

" Hibernia" sufficiently in about two months after slie was placed in dock at Birkenhead,

Palmer 1540 Adequate strength of the vessel without prejudice to her speed, if

strengthened as recommended by witness during her construction, ib. 1548, 1549

Question whether she is being strengthened in the most advisable manner, ib. 1614.

Improvement as regards strength and speed by the alterations now being made in the

vessel, Ditchburn 1656. 1670. 1672 Opinion that in three months she ought to be

completed for service, ib. 1673, 1674.

8. Speed:

Data for concluding that t!ie " Hibernia" should, when repaired, be able to maintain

an average speed of from 1 1 to 12 knots an hour, Laird HRl, 1132 Doubt as to ihe

effect of the alterations upon the rate of speed, Luke 1424 -Speed of 15 knots an hour

attained by the " Hibernia" on her trial; increased speed contemplated in the contract,

that is, under the most favourable circumstances, Palmer 1569-1571. 1573-1575.

See also Vessels of the Company,

Hill, Sir Rowland, K.C.B., and William J. Page. (Analysis of their Evidence.)—(Sir R.

Hill.) Has for many years been Secretary to the Post Office, 1850, 1851 Was

consulted upon the more important steps taken by the Post Office with reference to the

Galway contract, 1852, 1853 Considers that the termination of the contract was a

proper and necessary step, 1854, 1855 Looks upon the service between Galway and

St. John's, in six days, as the principal feature in the contract, on account of the tele

graphic communication ; it was so put forward by the Company themselves, 1856-1859.

1883-1886. 1896 Additional day allowed beyond what was proposed by the Company,

in order to admit of the proper performance of the Newfoundland service, 1860, 1861.

Circumstance of the service to or from St. John's having been performed only three

times out of^ seventeen, within the prescribed period, 1862-1864 Grounds for con

cluding that the Company were bound by the contract to deliver letters as well as

telegrams at St. John's, 1865-1870. 1876-1881 Rejection of the " Parana," adverted

to with reference to the difficulty of the Newfoundland service, 1871 Slight value of

the contract, but for the Newfoundland portion of it, 1872-1874. 1890-1896 Small.

weight and bulk of the mails to Newfoundland, 1881, 1882. 1924 Removal of all

doubt about calling at St. John's, by the agreement of the 24th January last; copy of this

agreement handed in, 1887.

Statement showing that the cost of the Galway service to the Government has been

more than ten times as much as the amount earned by the postage conveyed, 1890-1899.

1924 Ten limes as great earnings of the Cunard line as of the Galway line; com

parative cost of the two services adverted to hereon, 1895. 1897-1905 Regularity of the

Cunard packets; time allowed them as compared with the Galway packets, 1895. 1906-

1908 Circumstance of there being no penalties under the contract, except for lateness

of departure, 1909-1919 Penalties for del iy or overtime in the case of the Galway

contract; strict enforcement of these, 1920-1923.

Inconvenience through the Company not having been able to give notice of the sailing

of their vessels until some few days beforehand, 1925, 1926 Opinion that the Com

pany has been treated with great indulgence in regard to the infliction of penalties,

1927, 1928 Indulgence in penalties not having been inflicted during the suspension

of the service, 1928 Non-infliction of a penalty in the case of the "Parana," as a

substituted ship, on the 27th June, 1929-1935.

Fine of 500 Z. upon three several occasions of substituting the " Prince Albert," she

being inferior in tonnage and steam power to the stipulations of the contract ; propriety of

this 6116,1936-1941.1951. (Mr. Page.) Statement showing the extent of overtime

upon different occasions of the employment of the " Prince Albert," 1942-1950 With

the exception of the penalties for the " Prince Albert," all the penalties in 1860 were for

overtime, 1952 Reference to the deduction of 291 L as indemnity for sending some

letters by the Canadian packet, 1952, 1953-

(Sir R. Hill.) Explanation as regards the overtime in the ca«e of the " Connaughr,"

that she was one day late over and above the alleged detention through a fog, 1954.

1981? Belief that the excuse of a fog in the case of the " Connaught" is not a valid

excuse, 1954, 1955 Examination upon the foregoing point with reference more

especially to evidence received by Government that vessels could enter St. John's at the

time in question, as contrasted with evidence adduced on the part of the Company to a

contrary
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Hill, Sir R., K.C.B. and W. J. Page. (Analysis of their Evidence)—continued.

contrary purport, 1956-1986 Circumstance of the Post Office not following the pre

cedent of the Admiraliy in regard 'to relying upon the log of the captain as evidence of

the state of the weather, 1962-1967.

Reference to the infliction of a penalty of 3,000 /. for delay in the recommencement of

the service this year ; the Post Office might instead have teiminaied the contracted, 1987,

1988 Neglect of the public interest and unfairness to competing contractors if the

Post Office were lax in the enforcement of the conditions, 1989-1993. 2038, 2039

Reference to the promised quickness and certainty of the voyages as almost the only re

commendation of the contract, 1994.

Culpable neglect of the public interest if the Post Office had not been strict in their

survey of the vessels, 1995, 1996 Concurrence in the opinion that it was an ex

ceedingly fortunate thing that the "Hibernia" was damaged off Cape Clear, 1996 •

Repeated failures and repeated infliction of fines before the Post Office determined the

contract, 1997, 1998 Fallacy of the assumption that the shortcomings of the com

pany have been condoned for, 1 999.

The great indulgence shown by the Post Office is the most difficult p;irt of their con

duct t;i justify, 2000 Reluctance shown by the Post Office to terminate the contract,

2001 Belief as to there having been eight outward and eight homeward voyages

omitted, prior to the agreement of the 24th January, for whit-h no penalties were inflicted,

2002-2006 Emphatic promise that the service should be re-commenced in March,

but for whicli the Post Office would not have agreed to its su-pension, 2010-2013.

Express condition of the agreement, of '24th January that the Post Office should have

power to terminate the contract on any renewal of default, 2014 Opinion that the interests

of the public clearly required that the matter should be brought to a close, 2015

Absence of reasonable hope of a satisfactory performance of the service even if further

indulgence had been granted, 2016.

Statement that the 3,000 L paid by the Company for the postponement of the service

from the 26th March till the gth April cannot be looked upon as a penalty inflicted by

the Post Office, 2017-2019 Examination relative to the manner in which the Royal

Mail Company performed the West India service, during tiie first few years of tlieir

contract, with reference more especially to the non-infliction of penalties for overtime;

absence of any parallel between this case and that of the Galway Company, 2020-2037

There an- no instances of such habitual irregularity as that of the Galway Company,

2035, 2036.

Satisfactory performances of the Cunard packets further adverted to, 2040, 2041

Explanation as to the less time calculated for the Galway packets than the average time

of the Cunard packet* : actual time occupied in different Canard vovages adverted to

hereon, 2042-2052 Consideration of the question of exemption from penalties when

incurred under circumstances beyond the control of the Company; doubt as to detention

through fugs or icebergs being one of the^e exceptional circumstances contemplated by

the contract, 2048-2064.

Witness individually would not advise the enforcement of penalties if it were made

quite cleiir that fog was the cause of any overtime, 2056-2059 Duty of the Postmas

ter General to lean towards the iufliction of penalties, 2059.2063, 2064 Circumstance

of fogs being a c;mse of exemption from penalty in the case of the new contract with the

Dublin S earn Packet Company, 2060, 2061.2065.

Witness delivers in the letter of the Post Office terminating the contract ; also the reply

of the Company and the rejoinder of the Post Office, 2065.

(Mr. Page.) Length of ceriain voyages of the "Prince Albert" further adverted to ;

she was under contract to the Colony on these occasions, 2066-2071.

Hire of Vessels. Inability of the Company, in cases of accidents to their own ships, to

procure s-hips capable of going to St. John's with the mails in eight days, und otherwise

performing the seivice punctually ; no expense has been spared for this purpose, Vattauce

467. 474-477 Impracticability of procuring in tiiis country vessels capable of per

forming ihe service according to the contract, ib- 718. „

Conditions of the contract in regard to the hire or purchase of other vesseb for the

service, subject to approval of the Admiralty, App, 189, 190.

Homeward Voi/nge*. Return showing the days upon which the packets should have sailed

on the homeward voyages from the commencement of the service to the date of its

suspension, and from the date fixed for the. re-commencement of ihe service to the day on

which the contract was terminated ; also of the days on which the packets did sail,

whether from Boston or New York, and of 'the time occupied on each voyage, with the

amount of overtime upon each voyage, and the fines or penalties incurred, App. 299.
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I.

Indulgent Treatment of Company. Witness knows no instance of a similar suspension

having been allowed as in the case of the Galway Contract, Lord Stanley of A Iderley,

142. 149 Peculiar consideration shown to the Company in consequence of their mis

fortunes, ib. 185, 186.

Denial of the accuracy of the statement that the Company has been treated with

peculiar indulgence, Vallance 829 Absence of any great concession by Government if

they had postponed the service till June, inasmuch as they were not paying for it during

suspension, ib. 837 Extreme leniency of the Cunard Contract as compared with the

Galway Contract, 897-909.

Opinion that the Company has been treated with great indulgence in regard to the

infliction of penalties, Sir R. Hill 1927, 1928 Indulgence in penalties not being

inflicted during the suspension of the contract, ib. 1928 The great indulgence shown

by the Post Office is the most difficult part of their conduct to justify, ib. 2000 Re

luctance shown by the Post Office to terminate the contract, ib. 2001.

See also Penalties and Fines. Post Office. Suspension or Postponement of

Service. Termination of Contract. Treasury, The.

Inspection of Vessels. See Survey or Inspection of Vessels.

Irregularity of Service. Reference to a statement by the Post Office that out of forty-six

single voyages which the Company were bound to perform, only seventeen had been

performed at all, and of these only three within the strict terms of the contract ^circum

stance of some of the forty-six voyages referred to having been waived with the consent

of the Government, Lord Stanley of Alderley 24-32 For postal purposes an irregular

service is as bad if not worse than no service at all, ib. 208.

Repeated failures and repeated infliction of fines, before the Post Office determined

the contract, Sir JR. Hill 1997, 1998 Fallacy of the assumption that the short

comings of the company have been condoned for, ib. 1999 There are no instances of

iuch habitual irregularity as that of the Galway Company, ib. 2035, 2036.

Return of the different dates on which the Galway packets should have sailed accord

ing to the contract, from the commencement of the service to the day on which the

agreement for suspending it was signed, showing those voyages which were performed,

and those which were omitted ; also similar particulars since the date fixed for the

resumption of the service to the dny on which the contract was terminated, App. 298,

299.

Reference to the complaints by the Post Office of the irregularity with which the

service had from the first been conducted, Rep. iv.

See also " Columbia," The, 3. " Connaught," The. Omitted Voyages. Over

time. Penalties and Fines. " Prince Albert" The. St. John's, Newfound

land, 6.

J.

Jordan, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Is surveyor of iron ships for the Liverpool

Underwriter's Association ; has had twenty-three years' practical experience, 944,

945 On the part of the Atlantic Mail Company, has frequently examined the

" Hibernia " since she hns been placed in Messrs. Laird & Sons graving dock at

Birkenhead, 946-951 Explain? the position, character, and extent of the several

defects which he has found in this vessel, 952 et seq. Her defective condition is

owing very much to imperfect rivetting, and to want of longitudinal strength, 954-959-

965-967. 970-972. 985. 999-1003. 1031 The defects arose both from errors of con

struction and errors of workmanship, 954. 970. 999-1003.

Very good materials used in the " Hibernia," 970. 1004 Duty of Messrs. Palmer,

the contractors for the ship, to have remedied the defective workmanship if pointed out

to them, 973-976—"—The price of the vessel was 95,000 /., which was scarcely sufficient,

977-982 Opinion given by witness to the Company, that the " Hibernia" could not

cross the Atlantic without the risk of foundering, 983.

Extent and character of the work recommended by witness to be done to the vessel,

in order to render her efficient for the service from Galway ; this has already been com

menced, will be completed in about three months, and will cost from 22,000 I. to 26,000 /.,

984-998. 1013. 1073 Unfit state of the vessel when delivered to the Company, 988

The gale she encountered found out the weak places, 989 Onus upon the

builders ot the vessel to have made her efficient, 1001. 1008-1010 Opinion that the

"Connaught" most likeiy had similar defects to the "Hibernia," 1006, 1007.

1024.

The Post Office would have been quite justified in rejecting the " Hibernia " for the

Atlantic
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Jordan, John. (Analysis of his Evidence—continued.

Atlantic service, 1016-1018 Witness cannot understand how the Admiralty surveyor

could have reported favourably of the vessel ; means for discovering some of the defects

when the vessel was afloat, 1019-1023. 1031-1037 Necessity of the company

accepting the "Connaught," if the surveys were favourable, 1025, 1026 Favourable

surveys upon the "Hibernia" adverted lo, 1027.

Witness has also examined the " Columbia," lying at Messrs. Laird's, and explains

the nature of her defects, 1038-1055. 1062-1064 Propriety of the limitation by the

Post Office, in accepting the "Columbia" for two round voyages only, 1056-1061

The "Columbia" can be made quite efficient for the Galway service in about five

months, and at a cost of about 1 7,000 /., 1064-1072. 1074-1076 Some of the defects

in the "Columbia" could not be detected in an ordinary survey, 1077-1080- Check

through Lloyd's surveyors, and surveyors appointed by the owners upon the proper con

struction of vessels generally, 1081-1084.

L.

Laird, John. (Analysis of liis Evidence.)—Is a shipbuilder at Birkenhead, 1085 The

" Hiberni;i/' and "Columbia" are now in witness's hands for repairs, 1086 Confirma

tion of the evidence ofMr. Jordan as to the imperfect rivetting and defective workmanship

generally iu these vessels, 1087-1093 Conclusion, that even if the specifications in

the contracts for these vessels were not sufficiently full, the builders were yet bound to

make the vessels perfectly efficient for the service required of them, 1094-1103. 1106-

1108 For 100,000 /. witness would undertake to build a vessel efficient in every way

for the service, 1 104, 1 105.

Precautions taken by the Atlantic Mail Company that the vessels when delivered to

them by the contractors should be in a perfectly satisfactory state ; question hereon,

whether tiie company should not have provided a closer inspeciion during construction,

1109-1126. 1139-1141 Rare instances of special surveyors being employed in

witness's yard for parties having ships built by him, 1118-1126. 1140, 1141 Opinion

that the accident to the " Hibemia " was a lucky circumstance, and that it was fortunate

she did not attempt to cross the Atlantic, 1 127, 1 128 Orders received by witness to

repair the " Hibernia" in accordance with the report of Mr. Jordan, and to make her as

strong as possible, 1129.1150. 1170.

Efficiency of the " Hibernia " for the service from Galway when strengthened by

witness, 1129,1130. 1150 Data for concluding that this vessel should be able to

.maintain an average speed of from eleven to twelve knots an hour, 1131, 1132

Exceptions taken to the favourable character of the report on the vessel by Mr. Lewcock,

the Admiralty surveyor, 1 133-1 137 Better for the company if the " Connsiuglit" and

" Hibernia " had not been accepted by the Government, 1 142-1 149. 1151.

Confirmation of Mr. Jordan's views as to the imperfect rivetting of the "Columbia,"

"1152-1156 Sufficiency of twelve months for tiie construction of the vessels, 1157-

1160 Work to be done by witness to the " Columbia,0 1 161, 1162. 1 170 She will

then be perfectly strong for the service, 1163 She should go from eleven to twelve

knots an hour, 1 164 The " Hibernia" will take about four months to repair, 1165-

1169 And the "Columbia" from four to five months, 1168 The repairs to ihe

" Hibernia" are estimated at from 30,000 1. to 35,000 /., 1 169 The " Columbia " repairs

will cost about 20,000 /., ib. Latitude given to witness as to lite amount of repairs, See.,

to be done, 1170.

" Leinster," The. See " Hibernia," The.

Lewcock, Jeremiah. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Is inspecting officer of the building of

Her Majesty's ship " Defence," now being built at Messrs. Palmers Brothers, & Co's., on

the Tyne, 1478, 1479 Saw the " Hibernia" from time to time when under construc

tion at Messrs. Palmer's, 1480, 1481——Was called upon to report upon the " Hibernia"

to the Admiralty in March last, when she was afloat, and reported favourably of her,

1482-1488 So far as witness could judge, the workmanship and construction of the

vessel were not inferior, and the rivetting was very good ; grounds for this conclusion,

1485-1511 Dissent from the opinion that she had no keelsons worthy of the name,

1506, 1507.

Lewis, Harvey. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Was chairman of the Atlantic Mail Company

from iibout June 1 859 to July 1860 ; 1675, 1676 Explanatory statement as to a letter

from the company to the Treasury, on the i8th January 1860, having represented that the

company had completed contracts for building five steamboats, whereas, strictly, no

contracts were completed till the following June; this led to no misunderstanding what

ever on the part of Government, 1677-1692.

Evidence showing that in consequence of proceedings in Parliament, and of the Postal

Contract Committee, the company were completely paralysed as regards their financial

condition, and their operations generally, 1693 at seq. Correspondence with the Trea
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Lewis, Harvey. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued,

sury in July 1859, relative lo the validity of the contract, 1693-1697 Facility for

raising any amount of money that could be required, but for the constant attacks upon

the validity of the contract, 1701, 1702. 1725.

Examination as to the number of shares allotted and the amount paid up at different

periods; witness is not prepared with deiails hereon, but there was great difficulty in

placing the shares, and large arrears accrued up to the time of the ratification of the con

tract, 1703-1707. 1725-1748 The capital of ihe.Company was 500,000 I., 170/5-1707

Statement as to the " Prince Albert " and other vessels not intended for the Boston

and New York service having been purchased out of the portion of capitil first called up,

1707-1724.

Prejudice to the Company in tlieir dealings with the ship-builders, through the want of

money to keep up the instalments, 1727-1734 Objection of witness to recommending

the scheme to his friends on account of their doubts thrown upon the contract, 1746,

1747-

Witness retired from the Company last year after the contract was confirmed, and has

now no interest in it, 1749-17,51 Desire of witness in retiring to see a new and more

experienced Board established, and to be succeeded as chairman by such a man as Mr.

' Malcomson, who is one of the largest steam-ship owners in the world, 1750-1758—•—A

bemr Board than the present could hardly be obtained, 1759-1761 Success of the

late Board but for the tremendous difficulties it had to encounter, 1761, 1762 En

gagements left by the former Board by which the present Board have been crippled,

1763-1768.

Luke, Jamrs. (Analysis of his Evidence).—Surveyor or Inspecting Officer of llie Admiralty,

!3^7> '368 Inspected the "Columbia" at Southampton during the beginning of

April; she was then n< arly complete, 1369-1372 Enumerates the objections made

by witness to the vessel in April, and forwarded by him to the Company at the time,

1373-1380 Refers more especially to a deficiency of longitudinal strength at the keel

and at the bottom; alterations made by his suggestion for remedying this, 1375-1377

Adheres to the views expressed in his report that the vessel might be used for

t\vo or three summer voyages, and would then require longitudinal strengthening, 1377-

1382.

Opinion that neither the workmanship nor the rivetiitig of the " Columbia" were of

the best description, 1383. 1392-1394 Possibility of rendering the vessel sufficiently

strong; doubt as to the effect of this upon her speed, 1384, 1385 DiffiVulty of a

detailed inspection of the vessel by witness, she having been afloat, 1386——-Statement

relative to the cutting of the keelson of the vessel, and the weakness produced thereby;

concurrence in the opinion of the Bo;ird of Trade Surveyor on this point, 1386-1391.

i397-'4°5- M'o-MM-

Witness did not read the specification, but surveyed from the faets before him, 1388.

1395, 1396 Time taken in the survey; necessity of getting the ship away on the

gth April, 1395. 1415-1418 Witness inspected the " Hibernia " at Birkenhead after

she hud broken down, 1406. 1421 Statement as to the object of submitting the designs

of mail vessels to the Admiralty, 1407-1409. 1425 Additional requirements of the

Admiralty survey as compared with the Board ot'Trade survey, 1413. 14'9 Explana

tion as to witness having reported on the " Columbia " without seeing her in dry dock,

1420.

Conclusion as regards the " Hibsrnia " that she was deficient in strength in her original

construction, 1422, 1423 Doubt as to the effect of altering the " Hibernia" upon her

rate of speed, 1424 Survey by the Admiralty of mail packets, wi. limit, however, be

coming responsible for any defects, 1426-1429 Statement as to witness having, in

August 1860, reported that the " Parana " was fit for temporary service in conveying the

mails between Galvvay and Boston, but not for peimanent service, 1430-1437.

Question as to the" Parana" having been found insufficient in speed for our West

India service ; speed required for the Galway and New York service adverted to hereon,

1438-1447 Explanation as to witness having report d to ihe Post Office in April last

that the " Parana " could not, as regards speed, perform the service under contract with

the Galway Company ; she might have performed the voyage to Boston in the appointed

time, 1448-1473. 1477 Reference to the circumstance of the " Persia," after she had

been surveyed, having had some considerable alterations matle in her, 1474-1476.

[Second Examination.]—Average speed required to perform the service from Galway

to New York, further adverted to, 1512, 1513 Further examination relative to wit

ness's report that the " Parana " could not perform the voyage to St. John's in six days,

nor fulfil the stipulation* of ihe contract from Gjlway to New York, taking the average,

1514-1536 Under favourable circumstances she might have done the distance to

Boston in the prescribed time, .1521-1524. 1529-1532.
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Mail Packets (Galway Line) See Vessels of the Company.

Malcomson William. (Analysis of his Evidence.)— Is Chairman of the Royal Atlantic Mail

Steam Navigation Company, 1781 Considers that if the time for re-commencing the

service to New York, were extended for four or five months, or rather till about the

1st February next, the company would then be in a position to carry on the service

efficiently, 178-2-1792. 1837-1841 Suggests the propriety of not binding the company,

upon the lisk of terminating ihe contract, to enter St. John's within six days from Galway ;

impracticability at times of entering St. John's without danger to life and to the vessels

and mails, 1793-1811, 1823-1829. 1841-1847.

The company do not seek to alter the time between Galway aud New York, 1793.

1811 When impracticable to go to St. John's the company wish to have liberty to

land the mails and telegrams at Halifax, the latter being open at all seasons of the year,

1798-1805 Question whether, under the existing contract, the company's vessels are

really required to enter St. John's when the weather renders it dangerous to do so, 1 81 1—

1818 Circumstance of the beginning of February being a dangerous time off the New

foundland coast, 1819-1822.

Expectation that the company are to receive the Colonial subsidy of 8,500 I. a year for

delivering ihe mails at St. John's, 1830-1832 Difficulty experienced by the company

in placing their shares and getting in their capital owing to the uncertainty previously to

August 1860, about the ratification of the contract, 1833-1835 Explanation as to a

conversation between witness and the Postmaster General relative to a transfer of the port

of depaiture to Foynes, 1836 Willingness of the company to work under a reasonable

system of penalties for non-performance of the service within the specified time, 1848,

1849.

Management of the Company. Opinion as to the success of the late Board, but for the

tremendous difficulties it had to encounter, Lewis 1761, 1762.

See also hoard of Directors. Financial Difficulties.

Misfortunes of the Company. Great consideration to which the company are entiiled, and

which they have received, owing to the misfortunes they have met with, Lord Stanley of

Alderley 185, 186.

Sundry and great misfortunes of the company, adverted to by the Committee ; consider

ation to be extended to them on this score, Rep. xi-xiii.

See also •< Columbia," The, 2. " Connaught," The. Financial Difficulties.

" Hibernia" The, 4. Penalties and Fines.

Monthly Service. Application made by the company in September 1860, that the service

should be monthly instead of bi-monthly ; grant of this concession by the Government,

Lord Stanley of Alderley 25-30 Siipnlations under which the company requested

that the service should be monthly instead of bi-monl.hly up to the 12th March 1861;

conditions under which the Postmaster General was prepared to assent to this anange-

ment, ib. 106-1 1 1.

Letter from witness's firm to the Post Office, on the 3d September 1860, proposing

that the service shall be a monthly one for not more than six months, Vatlance, 661-664Contemplated use of the " Prince Albert" in proposing to perform a monthly ser

vice till March ; question hereon as to this having been an indispensable condition, ib.

665-667. 674-682. 754-762 Date prior to November ;it which the first application to

the Treasury for a monthly service was made, ib. 685-687 Several conditions upon

whicJi the Company offered on the 25th October 1860, to carry on a monthly service till

March, ib. 690, 691'. 751-753-

N.

New York. Remarks upon the circumstance of less time being allowed to convey the

mails to New York than to Boston, Vallance, 455, 456. 461-465.

Statement of the days upon which the Galway packets should have sailed for and from

New York, the days upon which they actually did sail, the time occupied on oach voyage,

with the penalties and fines incurred, App. 298, 299.

NEWFOUNDLAND SERVICE:

Examination upon a statement that by the end of 1859 the contract of the Galway

Company for the conveyance of the Newfoundland mails, which had only been f.)F one

year, had terminated, and that the Colonial Government would only be willing to con

tinue the contract provided the Imperial Government would continue to pay 4,500^.

towards the subsidy, Lord Stanley of Alderley, 31 et seq. Belief that it was never
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NEWFOUNDLAND SERVICE—continued.

contemplated by the Treasury to continue the subsidy of 4,500 /. a year for the New

foundland service, after the new company had come into operation, Lord Stanlty of

Alderley ib. 38-46 Views expiessed by the Treasury as to the Newfoundland Go

vernment continuing the payment of 8,500 1. a year, ID. 47, 48. 61-64. 69 Under

standing of the company that they should receive the subsidy of 8,500 /. a year from the

Newfoundland Government in addiiion to the Imperial subsidy of 78,000 /. ; delay before

the company consented to the conditions under which they were to receive the payment,

ib. 48-53. 65, 6(5.

Contemplated continuance by the company of the service under the colonial contract,

its renewal for four years having been expected; examination on this point, Vallance

589-615- Further evidence upon the question of tiie renewal of the Newfoundland

contract; termination, strictly speaking, of this contract by the end of 1859; desire of

the Coloninl Legislature to renew it for four years, subject to the sanction of the Home

Government, ib. 699-725. 746-748 Explanation as to the company not having at

once closed with the offer of the Post Office in September and October 1860, that they

should continue to receive the colonial subsidy of 8,500 I. in addition to the Imperial

subsidy of 78,000 1., and that the two contracts should merge into one, ib. 701-703. 726-

753 Complaints as to Lord Stanley of Alderley having (on the part of the Post

Office) compelled the company to sign the agreement of the 24th January 1861, and

bound them to deliver mails at St. John's, without any claim to the colonial payment of

8,500 1, ib., 781-813.

Expectation that the company are to receive the subsidy of 8,500 /. a year for deliver

ing the mails at St. John's, Malcomson 1830-1832.

Grounds for the statement that the contract for the Newfoundland service was

regarded by the colony as a five years' contract, although in the first instance made for

only one year certain, Shea 2104-2115 Reference to some recent addresses from the

House ot Assembly, praying that the Home Government will deal leniently with the

Galway Company, ib. 2122, 2123.

Copies of addresses of the Newfoundland Legislature to the Secretary of State for the

Colonies, on the subject of ocean steam communication, passed in June 1861, App.

30|i 3°2-

Performance of the Newfoundland service previously to the date of signing the Im

perial contract, and subsequently until June 1860, Rep. iii Review by the Committee

of the evidence adduced on either side upon the question of the company being deprived

of the colonial subsidy of 8,500?., ib. ix, x Opinion of the Committee on this point,

that it was not part of the original contract that mails should be delivered at St. John's,

and that as a service was imposed on the company for which they had not contracted, it

is fair they should be remunerated for it, ib. x.

See also St. John's, Newfoundland. Subsidies, 2, 3.

Non-performance of Service. See Irregularity of Service. Omitted Voyages. Overtime.

Penalties and Fines.

North American Mails (Cunurd Contracts). Copy of contract, dated 1st Jnnuary 1852,

between the Admiralty and Messrs. Samuel Canard, George Burns, and Charles M'lvor,

for the conveyance of the North American mails, App. 265-272 Copy of contract

with Mr. Cunard and others for the conveyance of the North America and Bahama

mails, dated 24th June 1858, ib. 272-278. See also Cunard Contracts.

"North Briton" The. Circumstance under which 291 /.was deducted as sea postage,

through the transfer of some mails to the "North Briton," Vallance 417, 418

Reference to the deduction of 291 /. as indemnity for sending some letters by the

Canadian packet, Page 195-2, 1953.

Notice of Sailing. Inconvenience through the Company not having been able to give

notice of the sailing of their vessels until some few days beforehand, Sir R. Hill 1925,

1926.

O.

Omitted Voyages. Out of forty-six single voyages which the Company were bound to'

perform, only seventeen had been performed at all, and of these only three within the

strict terms of the contract ; circumstance of some of the forty-six voyages referred to

having been waived with the .consent of the Government, Lord Stanley of A Iderley 24-32

« Proportionate deduction from the subsidy during the non-performance of the service,

ib. 141 Statement that upon the many occasions of not performing the voyage at all

there was no penalty imposed upon the Company, ib. 143-145. 170-174 Prior to any

proposal to suspend ihe contract, the Company had failed to periform eight outward and

eight homeward voyages, ib. 170-173.

Belief
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Omitted Voyages—continued.

Belief as to their having been eight outward and eij>ht homeward voyages omitted prior

to the agreement of the 241!! January, for which no penalties were inflicted, Sir R. Hill

2002-2006.

Return showing the voyages which have been performed by the Galway packets, and

the voyages which have been omitted, outwards and homewards, App. 298, 299.

One-sided Character of Contract. Res.ponsibiliiy of the Company to the Governrmnt,

whereas ihe latter were not responsible, exiept conditionally, for the payment of the

subsidy, Vallance 325—329.

Outward Voyages. Return of the days upon which the packets should have sailed on the

outward voyages, from the commencement of the service to the day on which the agree

ment for suspending it was signed, and from the date fixed for the resumption of the

service to the dny <;n which the contract was end< d ; also of the days on which the

packets did sail, and the time taken in going to St. John's, Boston, or New York, with

the penalty or fine incurred upon each voyage, App. 298.

Over Time. Non-infliction of penalty for not reaching St. John's within the prescribed

time, Lord Stanley of Alderley 165-169 Exemption of the Cunard vessels from

penalty for over time, though they have often been behindhand, Vallance 457. 460

Exemption generally from penalties for over time on long sea voyages, ib. 457-460

Penalty, undelr the Galway contract, of 5/. per hour tor the first twenty-four hours over

time, and of io/. per hour subsequently, ib. 8gg, 900.

Circumstance of the service to or from St. John's having been performed only three

times out of seventeen within the prescribed period, Sir R. Hill 1862-1864 Penalties

for delay or over time in the case of the Galway contract; strict enforcement of these,

ib. 1920-1973-— With the exception of the penalties for the " Prince Albert," all the

penalties in 1860 were for overtime, Page 1952.

Condition of the contract as to penalties for non-performance or over time, App. 185.

Return showing the amount of over time on each voyage to and from St. John's and

Boston respectively, App. 298, 299.

Taking outward and homeward voyages separately, in 12 instances the company's vessels

were beyond their time, and in five instances under time, Rep. iv. Exemption from

penalty on the score of over time in the case of Atlantic contracts generally, ib. xii.

See also " Columbia," The. " Connaught" The. " Prince Albert," The.

P.

Pacific Mail Service. Copy of articles of agreement made on the 23d September 1850

between the Pacific Steam Navigation Company and the Admiralty, App. 233-237.

Further contract for the performance of the Pacific mail service, dated 15th November

1850, continuing the previous contract for seven years, and thenceforward until the

expiration of one year's notice, App. 237, 238.

Further contract with the Pacific Steam Navigation Company for the conveyance of

the Pacific mails, dated 6th April 1858, App. 239-241.

Page, William J. See Hill, Sir Rowland, K.C.B., Sfc.

Palmer, John Brough. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Has the general management of the

yard and engine-works of Messrs. Palmer &. Co. on the Tyne, 1537 The "Con-

naught" and " Hibernia" were the two vessels contracted for by Messrs. Palmer, 1538

Constiuction of the "Hibernia" in strict accordance with the specifications, 1540

The specifications were furnished by Mr. Galloway, of the Board of Trade, in his

private capacity, 1540. 1551-1557 Objections made by the builders to the specifica

tion as wanting in regard to longitudinal strength ; suggestions made by them on this

point, 1540. 1543, 1544. 1572.

Stringent inspection to which the workmanship and material were subject, 1540

The vessels were very narrow and of great length, and were indeed a novel experiment,

1540. 1545, 1546. 1583 Facility for strengthening the "Hibernia" sufficiently in

about two months after she was placed in dock nt Birkenhead, 1540 Denial in toto

- lhat the rivetting of the " Hibernia " was defective ; evidence adduced in proof of the

contrary, 1541, 1542. 1626-1641 Straining of the ship attributed to the want of

longitudinal strength ; evidence of sundry surveyors on this point, 1542-1544.1642-

1648 Circumstance of the "Persia" having required a large outlay upon her after

her first voyage, 1546, 1547.

Adequate strength of the " Hibernia," without prejudice to her speed, if strength-

•ened as recommended by witness during construction, 1548, 1549 Departure from the

usual practice of the firm in accepting the specifications of the Company, 1550. 1560-

1567 Obligation upon the firm to obtain an Admiralty certificate for the " Hibernia,"

0.83. S s 1568
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Palmer, John Brough. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.

1568 Speed of fifteen knots an hour attained by the "Hibernia" on her trial;

increased speed contemplated in the contract, ihat is under the most favourable circum

stances, 1569-1571. 1573-1575 Different size, character, and price of the vessels for

which in the first instance Messrs. Palmer submitted specifications, as compared with

the vessels contracted for, 1576-1589.

Delivery of the " Connaught" within twelve months, the contract time having been

ten months, 1590, 1591. 1600-1602 Delay in the delivery of the " Hibernia," which

might have been partly obviated if the payments had been regularly made, 1591-1598.

1603, 1604 Circumstance of penalties not having been inflicted for non-delivery,

1605-1608 Doubt as to the actual reasons why the instalments were not forthcoming,

1609-1611.

Part payment of the builders in shares, they having also a mortgage of 50,000 1. on

the "Hibernia," 1612, 1613. 1615-1623 Question whether the *' Hibernia" is being

strengthened in the most advisable manner, 1614- There is no claim outstanding for

the "Connaught," 1624, 1625 Exceptions taken to several portions of Mr. Jordan's

evidence relative to the " Hibernia," 1626-1641.

Palmer, Brothers $f Co. Copy of contract, dated loth June 1859, between the Atlantic

Mail Company and Messrs. Palmer, Brothers 8c Co., for the construction ol two iron

paddle-steamers, App. 279-281 Schedule of specifications attached to the foregoing

contract, ib. 281-284.

"Parana," The. Statement in explanation of witness's refusal to accept the services of

the " Parana " in lieu of the ships previously approved of for the service ; conclusion as

to her inability to perform the voyage to Si. John's, within the stipulated time of six days,

Lord Stanley of Alderley 191-203. 206, 207 The Admiralty surveyors were of

opinion that the vessel could not perform the Newfoundland service in the stipulated

time, ib. 194, 195. 206, 207 She had not upon any occasion performed the service

between Gulway and St. John's within six days, which is a very important consideration,

aft. 195. 199.

Circumstances under which a penalty was not inflicted for the substitution of the

" Parana " for the " Connaught " in June 1860, Vallance 388-392 Doubt whether a

penalty was enforced when the "Parana" was employed in August 1860, ib. 393-396.

Complaint as to the Post Office bavins; refused to nrcept in lieu of the " Hibernia,"

either the " Adiiatic," " Parana," or " Magdalene," for the resumption of the service on

the 26th March last, and having imposed a penalty of 3,000 /., Vallance 425-440

Good passage made by the " Parana" since the recent refusal, in lieu of the '' Hibernia,"

ib. 445, 446 Notice was given to the Postmaster General that the Company would

take the mails in the " Parana" on the 7th May, without any subsidy, ib. 445.

Explanation that witii regard to the voyage of the " Parana" on the 7th May, a letter

was not sent to the Post Office offering to take a mail without charge ; such offer was,

however, made on the 20th May, with reference to the " Prince Albert," Vallance 634,

635 The Company contend that the " Parana" was in every way a proper vessel for

the service, within the terms of the contract, ib, 846 Witne>s contends that the rejec

tion of the " Parana" was an unreasonable rejection upon an immaterial point, and that

therefore the termination of the contract was not a le^al termination, ib. 866-£~

Statement as to the refusal of the " Parana " having been based upon a certificate by

the surveyor to the Board of Admiralty, that she was unable to go to St. John's in six

days, ib. 866.

vStatementas to witness having in August 1860 reported that the " Parana " was fit for

temporary service in conveying the mails between Galway and Boston, but not for per

manent service, Luke 1430-1437 Question as to the " Parana " having been found

insufficient in speed for the West Indian service ; spetd required for the Galway and New

York service advened to hereon, ib. 1438—1447 Explanation as to witness having re

ported to the Post Office in April last that the " Parana" could not, as regards speed,

perform the service under contract with the Galway Company ; she might have per

formed the service to Boston in the appointed time, ib. 1448-1473. 1477 Reference

to ihe circumstance of the " Parana," after she had been surveyed, having had some con

siderable alterations made in her, ib. 1474-1476.

Further examination relative to witness's report that the " Parana" could not perform

the voyage to St. John's in six days, nor fulfil the stipulations of the contract from

Gnlwiiy ti> New York, taking the average, Luke 1514-1536 Under favourable circum

stances she might have done the distance to Boston in the prescribed time, ib. 1521-1524.

1529-1532.

Rejection of the " Parana " adverted to with reference to the difficulty of the Newfound

land service, Sir R. Hill 1871 Non-infliction of a penalty in the case of the" Parana"

as a substituted ship on the 27th June, ib. 1929-1935.

Return
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" Parana" The—continued.

Return showing the dates of departure and arrival of the " Parana," with the amount

of over time or under time on each voyage, App. 298, 299.

Reference to the circumstances under which the Post Office declined to accept the

" Parana" for the resumed service, Rep. iv Reference to the argument of the Com

pany that at all events the " Parana " should have been accepted as a substituted vessel,

a penalty of 500 /. to be imposed in such case, ib. x Grounds put forward by the

Company for considering the objection to the " Parana " illegal and untenable, ib. x, xi

Argument on the part of the Post Office in purification of the rejection of the

" Parana," inasmuch as they had reason for concluding that she could not reach St.

John's in six days, ib. xi.

The Committee, while declining to give any opinion on the legal points raised by

the company, are of opinion, that as the "Parana" was reported by the Admiralty to be

unequal to the requirements of the service, the Postmaster General was justified in

refusing her, Rep. ri.

Parliamentary Proceedings. Summary of the proceedings taken by Parliament or by

Government since 1858, in connexion with the contract entered into with the Atlantic

Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company on the 2ist April 1858, for the mail service

between Galway and Boston, and New York, Lord Stanley of Alderley 3-23.

No assurance that Government could have given would have removed the apprehension

that Parliament might not ratify the contract, Vallanee 358, 359. 384 Evidence

showing that in consequence of proceedings in Parliament, and of the Postal Contract

Committee, the company were completely paralysed as regards the financial condition,

and their operations generally, Lewis \ 693 el seq.

Reference by the Committee to the doubts expressed by Parliament about the ratifica

tion of the contract, Rep. xi., xii.

See also Financial Difficulties.

Passengers. Clauses in the contract in regard to receiving on board officers in the navy,

army, or civil service, with wives Sac., as chief cabin passengers, App. 187 Clauses

in regard to non-commissioned officers and civilians, with their wives, &c., being received

onboard as Core-cabin passengers, ib. Clauses in regard to seamen, marines, soldiers,

&c., being received on board as deck passengers, ib. 188 Provisions in the contract

in regard to the conveyance of baggage of passengers, ib. Provisions in regard to

victualling Admiralty passengers, ib. Conditions of the contract in regard to the rate

of passage money, 8tc., ib Conditions as regards providing protection for soldiers and

deck passengers, ib. 189.

PENALTIES AND FINES:

1. For the ^Employment of the " Prince Albert."

2. For the Postponement of the. Service from the 26th March to the 9th April.

3. For Overtime in the case of the "Cunnaught ;" question of the infliction of

Penalties for detention through fogs, adverted to hereon.

4. For Delays or Overtime generally.

6. Total Penalties and Fines.

6. Non-bifliction of Penalties or Fines for Suspension or Omission of Service.

7. Generally as to the course pursued liy the Post Office.

8. Clauses in the Contract as to Fines and Penalties.

9. Conditions of other Contracts and treatment of other Companies in regard

to Penalties.

10. Conclusions of the Committee.

1. For the Employment of the " Prince Albert :"

Fine of 500 /. upon the several occasions of substituting the " Prince Albert," she

being inferior in tonnage and steam power to the stipulations of the contract; propriety

of this fine, Lord Stanley of Alderley 141 ; Sir R.^Hill 1936-1941. 1951 Total of

1,500 /. deducted as fines lor the employment of the " Prince Albert," Vallanee 414. 417.

2. For the Postponement of the Service from the 26th March to the 9th April:

Explanation as to a fine of 3,000 /. having been inflicted for the postponement of the

service from the 26th of March to the gth April, Lord Stanley of Alderley 183, 184

The Company looked upon the payment of 3,000 /. as a very great concession or boon

to them, Lord Stanley of Alderley 184 ; Sir R. Hill 2018.

Complaint as to the Post Office having refused to accept, in lieu of the " Hibernia,"

either the "Adriatic," "Parana," or " Magdalena," for the resumption of the service on

the 26th March last, and having imposed a penalty of 3,000 I., Vallanee 425-440.

Further reference to the infliction of a penalty of 3,000 /. for delay in the re-commence-

. ment of the service this year j the Post Office might instead have terminated the contract,

0.83. 8 S 2 Sir
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PENALTIES AND F/NES—continued.

2. For the Postponement of the Service, Sfc.—continued.

Sir R. Hill 1987, 1988 Statement that the 3,000 /. paid by the Company for the

postponement of the service till the gth April cannot be looked upon as a penalty

inflicted by the Post Office, ib, 2017-2019.

3. For Overtime in the case of the " Connauglit ; " question of the infliction of

Penalties for detention through fogs, adverted to hen-on :

Penalty for the deteniion of the "Connaught," which was stated to be caused by a

fog; doubt as to the Admiialty formerly having made allowance for such detentions,

Lord Stanley of Alderley 156-164. 180-182 Circumstance of the packets from Holy-

head being exempt from penalty in the event of delay through fogs, Lord Stanley of

Alderley 180-182; Sir R. Hill 2060, 9,06 1. 2085.

Evidence relative to the infliction of a penalty in the case of the " Connaught" when

detained for 37 J hours off St. John's by a fog; grievance thereby, Vallance 478-503

Witness is not aware of any instance of a penalty having been inflicted uy the Admiralty

for delay ii rising from fogs, Clifton 917, 918 Considers that under the terms of the

Galway contract, no penalty should be imposed for detentions through fogs or icebergs.

il>. 919-932 The report of the Admiralty agent on board in the log of the vessel,

must be taken as evidence upnn the question of fogs, &c., ib. 933-940.

Explanation as regards the ovenime in the case of the " Connaught " that she was one

day late over and above the alleged detention through a fog, Sir R. Hill 1954. 1986

Opinion that the excuse of the fog in the c;ise of the "Connaught" is not a valid

excuse, ib. 1954, 1955 Examination upon the foregoing point with reference more

especially to evidence received by Government, that vessels could enter St. John's

at the time in question, as contrasted wiili evidence adduced on the part of the Com

pany to a contrary purport, ib. 1956-1986 Circumstances of the Post Office not fol

lowing the precedent of (he Admiralty in regard to relying upon the log of the captain

as evidence of the suite of the weather, ib. 1962-1967.

Consideration of the question of exemption from penalties when incurred under circum

stances beyond the control of the Company ; doubt as to the detention through fogs or

icebergs being one of these exceptional circumstances contemplated, by the contract, Sir

R. Hill 2048-2046 Difficulty in deciding whether the penalty should be inflicted in

the case of ctrtain contradictory evidence about detention by a fog, ib. 2059.

Evidence showing that on the lilh or 1 2th August 1860, the "Connaught" was

detained off the coast of Newfoundland by an unusually heavy fog, Shea 2075-2089.

The Committee considrrs ihat the rule as regards the infliction of fines for ovei time

should not be applied in a doubtful case like that of the " Connaught"; recommended

icmi.-sion of portion of the fine in this case, Rep. viii, ix.

4. For Delays or Overtime generally :

The ordinary penalties only were imposed for delays, Lord Stanley of Alderley 146

Exemption in contracts generally from penalties for overtime in long sea voyages, Vallance

457-460 Penally in the case of the Galway contract of 5 /. per hour for the first

twenty-four hours overtime, and of lo/. per hour subsequently, ib. 899, 900 Willing

ness of the Company to woik under a reasonable system of penalties for lion-performance

of the service within ihe specified time, Malcomson 1848, 1849 Strict enforcement of

the penalties for delay on overtime in the case of the Galway contract, Sir R. Hill

1920-1923 With the exception of the penalties for the " Prince Albert,'" all the

penalties in 1860 were for overtime, Page 1952.

5. Total Penalties and Fines :

There was a total of 4,736 /. imposed as penalties between June and September 1860;

2,945 /. of which was for overtime, Vallance 410-424.

Statement showing that the penalties and fines imposed on the Company from June

1860 to May 1861, amounted to ihe gross sum of 9,515 /., Rep. v.

6. Non-infliction of Penalties or Fines for Suspension or Omission of Service :

Non-imposition of penalty for the many occasions of omission of service, Lord Stanley

of Alderley 143-145. 170-174 There was no infliction of any fines during- the suspen

sion of the service, Vallancr. 441, 442 Indulgence in penalties not having been in

flicted during the suspension of the service, Sir R. Hill 1928 Belief as to their

having been eight outward and eight homeward voyages omitted prior to the agreement

of the 241!) January 1861, for which no penalties were inflicted, ib. 2002-2006.

7. Generally as to the Course pursued by the Post Office :

Necessity of the Post Office meting out penalties to ihe different companies with an

equal hand, Lord Stanley of Alderley 175, 176 Infliction of jpenalties upon the

company on almost every occasion of departure from the terms of the contract, Val

lance 387, 388 Opinion that the company has been treated with great indulgence in

regard to the infliction of penalties, Sir R. Hill 1927, 1928 Neglect of the public

interest
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PENALTIES AND FINES—continued.

7. Generally as to the course pursued by the Post Office — continued.

interest and unfairness to competing contractors if the Post Office were lax in the en

forcement of the conditions, ib. 1984-1993. 2038, 2039 ^ *s to° 'a*e to consider whe

ther it was right or wrong to put the Galway Company under penalties ; penalties are in

the contract, and it is the duty of the Post Office to enforce them, ib. 2050 Duty

of the Postmaster General to lean towards the infliction of penalties, 2059. 2063, 2064.

8. Clauses in the Contract as to Fines and Penalties :

Conditions of the contract as to the penalties for non-performance or overtime, App.

185 Conditions of the contract in regard to sums to be forfeited or paul by the Com

pany, lo be considered stipulated damages, ib. 190.

9. Conditions of other Contracts and treatment of other Companies in regard to

Penalties :

Indulgence in the cases respectively of the Royal Mail Company and the Galway

Company, upon the score of non-infliction of penalties, Lord Stanley of Alderhy 147-155

Stringent conditions in the former Australian contract, and in other contracts, as

well as in that under consideration, ib. 177-179 Circumstance of there being no

penalties under the Cunard contract, except for lateness of departure, Sir *R. Hill

1909-1919 Examination relative to the manner in which the Royal Mail Company

performed the West India service during the first few years of their contract, with refer

ence more especially to the non-infliction of penalties for overtime; absence of any

parallel between the case and that of the Galwav Company, ib. 2020-2037 Nature

of the provisions in the Cunard contract of 1st January 1852 Cor the infliction of penal

ties, App. 267, 268. 271.

10. Conclusions ofthe Committee :

Consideration cf the statements adduced on either side in regard to the infliction of

three penalties of 500 /. each for ihe use of the " Prince Albert," a substituted ship, and

of one penalty of 3,000 I. for the postponement of the re-commencement of the service to

the gth April, Rep. viii Conclusion that the Postmaster General was justified in im

posing ihese penalties, ib. The Committee recommend that so much of the fine im

posed in the case of the " Connaught" as had reference to the delay occasioned hy the

fog, should be remitted, ib.

See also Exemptionfrom Penalties. Time Table.

"Persia," The, Circumstance of the "Persia" having required a large outlay upon her

after her first voyage, Luke 1474-1476 ; Palmer 1546, 1547.

Port of Departure. See Foynes.

Post Office. Outline of the proceedings taken by the Post Office since 1858 in connexion

with the contract entered into with the Atlantic Company on the 2lst April 1858, Lord

Stanley of Alderley 3-23.

Consideration experienced by the Company at the hiinds of the Treasury, but not of

the Post Office, Vallunce 407-409 Reasonableness of the stipulation by the Post

Office that the contract might be terminated if all the conditions upon which the suspen

sion was granted were not fulfilled, ib. 776-780 Determination expressed by the

Postmaster General, in his letter of the ^(ith December, to terminate the contract of the

service were not recommenced on the appointed day, ib. 821.

Onerous clauses prepared by the Post Office for the agreement of January, and excep

tions taken by the Company thereto, Vallunce 822-826 Peremptory requirement by

Lord Stanley on the igth January, that the agreement be signed by the Company within

seven days, ib. 828 Inaccuracy of the statement that the Company has been treated

with peculiar indulgence) ib. 829.

Witness was consulted upon the more important steps taken by the Post Office with

reference to the Galway contract, Sir R. Hill 1852, 1853 Neglect of the public

interest and unfairness to competing contractors if the Post Office were lax in the enforce

ment of the conditions, ib. 1984-1993. 2038, 2039 Neglect of the public interest if

the Post Office liad not been strict in the survey of the vessels, ib. 1995, 1996

Repeated failures and repeated infliction of fines before the Post Office determined the

contract, ib. 1997, 1998 The great indulgence shown by the Post Office is the most

difficult part of their conduct to justify, 2000, 2001.

See also Penalties and Fines. Termination of the Contract.

Postage (Galway Service). Slight value of the contract but for the Newfoundland portion

of it; small postage received, Sir R. Hill 1872-1874. 1890-1896 Statement snowing

that the cost of the Galway contract to the Government has been more than ten times as

much as the amount earned by the postage conveyed, Sir R. Hill 1890-1899. 1924;

App. 301.

Paper showing that the earnings of the Post Office by the Galway packets up to the

23d October 1860 were about 1,400 /., whilst the cost to the Post Office was 15,264^.,

App. 301, 302.
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Postponement of Service. See Suspension or Postponement of Service.

Premiums for Undertime. Circumstance of Lord Colchester, when Postmaster General,

having recommended to the Treasury that as well as fines for overtime, there should be

premiums for undertime; this was not granted, Vallance 912.

Preparation for the Service. View taken by the Company that they should have been

allowed, until the subsidy was voted, to prepare for the performance of the .service,

Vallance 360, 361 Explanation as to the Company not having applied for a postpone

ment of the service, in the first instance, in order to be better prepared for it, lA. 362-

366.

" Prince Albert" The. Refusal by the Postmaster General of the application for em

ploying tlie " Prince Albert" in ihe service ; this could not have affected the readiness

of the Company to recommence the service in March 1861, Lord Stanley of Alderley

112-115, 122, 123 Diminution of 500 /. from the subsidy each time ihe "Prince

Albert" sailed, in lieu of the superior vessels first contracted for, ib. 141.

Penalty, rather than concession, involved in the deduction of 500 J. from the subsidy

for each voyage of the " Prince Albert ;" this was, in fact, a fine in addition to the ordi

nary penalties for overtime, Vallance 397-406 Total of i.soo/. deductions as fines

for the employment of ihe " Prince Albert," ib. 414. 417 Time taken by the " Prince

Albert" for each of the three voyages when substituted for other vessels; heavy penal

ties on the last occasion, ib. 447-4,55 Statement in explanation of the " Prince

Albert " having be^n offered, temporarily, as one of the ships lor the monthly service,

although the Post Office had on previous occasions refused to accept her, ib. 665-667.

674-682. 754-765.

Statement as to the " Prince Albert " and other vessels, not intended for the Boston

and New York service, having been purchased out of the portion of capital first called

up, Lewis 1707-1724.

Fine of 500 /. upon three several occasions of substituting the " Prince Albert," she

being inferior in tonnage an I steam power to the stipulations of the contract; propriety of

this fine, Sir R. Hill 1936-1941. 1951.

Statement showing the extent of overtime upon different occasions of the employment

of the "Prince Albeit," Page 1942-1950 Length of certain voyages of the " Prince

Albert" further adverted to; she was under contract to the Colony on these occasions,

b. 2066-2071.

Return showing the dates of departure and arrival of the " Prince Albert " on the out

ward and homeward voyages, and the amount of overtime or undertime upon each occa

sion, App. 298, 299.

Proceedings of the Committee. Rep. xiv et seq.

R.

Rates of Passage. Conditions in the Galway contract in regard to the rate of passage-

moiH-v, App. 188 Table of rat?s of passage attached to the contract; that is, for

cabin and deck passengers respectively, ib. 192.

Ratification, of Contract. See Validity of Contract.

Recommencement of Service. Protest under which the Company may be said to have agreed

on the 24th of January, to accept the new arrangements proposed by witness, and to re

commence the service in March; alternative of a cancel of the contract if they had not

accepted these arrangements, Lord Stanley of Alderley 124. 129-139 Opinion, that

the Company would have been in no better position if the re-commencement of the

service had been extended to the 1st June or 1st July, ib. 205.

Positive assurance given by the builders to the directors in November, that their three

new ships, the " Hibernia," " Columbia," and " Anglia," would be fully ready by March for

the fortnightly service ; why they were not ready the builders and surveyors can best

explain, Vallance 768-775 Conscientious belief of the directors in November, that the

new vessels would be ready in March, ib. 775. 822 Reference to the protest under

which the Company consented to sign the agreement of the 24th January; weight to be

attached to this protest considered, ib. 829-841 The service was eventually commenced

on the 7th April instead of the 26th March, but a fine of 3,000 I. had to be paid for the

postponement, ib. 84-2-845 Respects in which the Company would have been in a

much better position if the service had not been re-commenced till June, ib. 886-888.

Emphaiic promise that the service should be re-commenced in March, but for which

the Post Office would not have agreed to its suspension, Sir R. Hill 2010-2013.
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Recommencement of Service— continued.

Copy of articles of agreement between the Postmnster General and the Company, dated

24th January 1861, by which it is provided that the service shall be resumed on the

a6th March i%Q\,App.p, 193, 194.

See also Suspension or Postponement of Service.

Renewal of Contract. The Committee are of opinion that, should it be deemed advisable

to re-es!ablish postal communication between the west coast of Ireland and America, the

Atlantic Steam Packet Company are deserving of the favourable consideration of Govern

ment, Rep. xiii.

Royal Mail Company. Relative indulgence, as regards non-infliction of penalties, in the

case of the Royal Mail contract, and the Galway contract, Lord Stanley of Alderley 14?"

155 Examination relative to the manner in which the Ro^al Mail Company performed

the West India seivice during the first few years of their contract, with reference more

especially to the non-infliction of penalties for overtime ; absence of any parallel between

this case and that of the Galway Company, Sir R. Hill 2020-2037.

Copy of articles of agreement made on the 5th July 1850 between the Admiralty and

the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company for the conveyance of the mails to and from the

West Indies, &c., App. p. 242-248 Tables of routes for the packets of the Royal

Mail Company, showing the periods fixed for departure ;md arrival by each route, in

connexion with the foregoing conuvct, ib. 249-256 Tables of latea for Government

passengers, ib. 257-260.

Copy of further contract, dated 25th February 1858, between the Admiralty and the

Royal Mail Company for the performance of the West India and Biazil, &c., service,

App. p. 261-263 Tables of routes attached to the foregoing contract, ib. 264, 265.

S.

Si. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND :

1. Question between the Post Office and the Company as to the latter

having been bound by the Contract to deliver Mails at St. John's.

2. Understanding of the Treasury at to calling at St. John's.

3. Understanding of the Admiralty on the subject.

4. Conclusions of the Committee on tliis Question.

5. Obligation under the Agreement of 24 January 1861 to land the Mails

at St. John's.

6. Mode of performance of the Service to St. John's : difficulty on the

subject.

1. Question between the Post Office and the Company as to the latter having

been bound by the Contract to deliver Mails at St. John's :

Consideration of a question between the Post Office and the Company, whether the

latter were obliged to deliver the mails as well as the telegrams by each vessel at

St. John's; words of the contract her-eon ; conclusion that there was a clear liability to

deliver the mails, Lord Stanley of Alderley 49.55. 70-101 Three separate applica

tions were made to the Company to give their assent or dissent to the proposition of the

Post Office, and no answer was returned for several weeks, ib. 49 Reference to the

circumstance of a clerk in the Admiralty having stated that it was not intended at first to

send mails as well as telegrams to St. John's, ib. 84, 85. 93 Circumstance of St.

John's not being named in the time table as a place where the mails were to be delivered,

*&• 94> 95- 1Qi Possibility of the Company having contemplated the delivery of the

Newfoundland mails by the vessels under the separate Colonial contract, ib. 96-100.

Examination to the effect, that by the original contracts the Company were not obliged

to deliver mails, as well as telegrams, at St. John's; grants for this conclusion, Vallance

504 et seq. Clear intention of the Company, as one of the contracting parties, that the

mails should not be required to be delivered at St. John's, whatever ihe literal interpreta

tion of the contract may be, ib. 506. 545 Wording of the clauses adverted to in sup-

poit of witness's views, ib. 506 et seq. Great difference between landing telegrams and

landing mails or passengers ; difficulties, at times, in the latter 0386,16.508.518-531.

641 Large weight and bulk occasionally of the mails lor St. John's, ib. 508. 520,

621.

The Company always contemplated delivering telegraphic messages at St. John's, but

no question was ever raised in any of the discussions about the clauses of the contract,

nor in any of the correspondence to deliver mails there : Vallance 534-546 Proof that

the Company contemplated only an accidental calling at St. John's, ib. 542-545.

Reference to a memorandum by witness, at the time of the negotiation*, showing that

the Company objected to be compelled to deliver mails at St. John's, Hamilton 621.

Further argument, that the Company are not required to go to St. John's in six days,

0.83. s s 4 save
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ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND—continued.

1. Question between the Post Office and the Company, $*c.—continued.

save when there are telegraphic messages to deliver, whilst, in fact, no such messages

ever have been sent, Vallance 866-874. 879-885 Neither in the original contract nor

the new contract, is any time named for the delivery of the mails at St. John's, ib. 866

Explanation thai the additional day asked by witness, in a letter of the s6tri of

March 1859, when the vessels are required to go to St. John's, was not granted, 890-

896.

Witness looks upon the service between Galway and St. John's in six days, as the

principal feature in the contract, on account of the telegraphic communication; it was so

put forward by the Company themselves, Sir li. Hill 1856-1859. 1883-1886. 1896

Additional day allowed beyond what was proposed by the Company, in order to admit of

the proper performance of the Newfoundland service, ib. 1860, 1861 Grounds for

concluding that the Company were bound by the contract, to deliver letters as well as

telegrams at St. John's; ib. 1865-1870. 1876-1881 Small weight and bulk of the

vessels to Newfoundland, ib. -1881, 1882. 1924— The postage to Newfoundland is

something ludicrously small, ib. 1924.

Clauses of the contract in regard to calling at St. John's, App. p. 185.

2. Understanding of the Treasury as to calling at St. John's :

Witness explains that it was not intended by the Treasury ihnt the Company should

be obliged to deliver the Newfoundland mails at St. John's, pending the Colonial yearly

contract then existing, but that the American mails, as well as the telegrams, were con

templated to be delivered there when convenient, Hamilton 621-631 The landing at

St. John's was rather a contingency, as there might be difficulties in the way, ib. 624.

3. Understanding of the Admiralty on the subject :

When the Galway contract was being discussed by the Treasury and Admiralty, it

was understood by witness, on the part of the Admiralty, that the Company should not

be required to deliver mails at St. John's, Clifton 914-916.

4. Conclusions of the Committee on this Question :

Consideration of the interpretation put upon the contract hy the Company, that

although bound to deliver telegraphic messages at St. John's, they were only so bound

when required by ihe Admiralty, and that they were not obliged to deliver mails there,

Rep. v, vi Different interpretation of these clauses of the contract by the Postmaster

General, ib. vi Befen nee to the evidence adduced by the Company as to their intention

in agreeing to the clauses, namely, that they should not be called upon deliver mails,

ib. vi, vii Views of the Post Office as to its having been clearly intended that the

mails should be taken to St. John's, ib. vii Further reasons adduced on the part of

the Post Office for concluding that a six days' communication with St. John's was to

be provided under the contract, ib. xi.

Conclusion of the Committee that it was not the intention of either of the contracting

parties that mails should be delivered at St. John's, Rep. viii The Committee con

sider , however, that this question had no bearing upon the termination of the con

tract, ib.

5. Obligation under the Agreement n/24 January 1861, to land the Mails

at St. John's :

Conditions laid down by witness on the 20th November 1860, that in granting a sus

pension of the contract until the 12th March 1861, the mails to and from Newfoundland

must be delivered by each vessel, without any additional payment ; grounds for prescrib

ing this condition, Lord Stanley of Alderley 54 et sea. Clause in the new contract of

January last, making it cl« arly obligatory on the Company to deliver mails as well as

telegrams at St. John's, Vallance 469-471 Removal of all doubt about calling at

St. John's, by the agreement of the 24th January last, Sir R. Hill 1887.

6. Mode of Performance of the Service to St. John's; difficulty on the

subject:

Constant failure of the Company to reach St. John's wilhin the prescribed time not

withstanding which no penalty was inflicted on this score, Lord Stanley of Alderley 165-

169 Importance attached to the due performance of the service to St. John's, on

account of the telegraphic communication thence to America, ib. 1 95.

Conclusion arrived at by the Directors of the Company that it is almost impossible to

carry out the contract « ithout occasional derelictions, owing to the condition about taking

the mails to St. John's in six days, Vallance 466-477 Inability of the Company in

cases of accident to their own ships, to procure ships capable of going to St. John's with

the
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ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND—continued.

6. Mode of Performance of the Service between St. Johns, fyc.—continued.

the mails in six days, and otherwise performing the service punctually ; no expense has

been spared for this purpose, Vallanee 467 . 474-477.

Witness suggests the propriety of not binding the Company, upon the risk of terror

nating the contract, to enter St. John's within six days from Gaivva)1: impracticability a1

times of entering St. John's without danger to life, and to the vessels and mnils, Ma/comson

1793-1811. 1823-18-29. 1841-1847 When impracticable lo go to St. John's, the

Company wish to have liberty to land the mails and tdegroms at Halifax, the latter being

open tit all seasons of the year, ib. 1798-1803 Question whether under the existing

contract the Company's vessels are required to enter St. John's, when the weather

renders it dangerous to do so, ib. 1812-1818 Circumstance of the beginning of

February being a dangerous lime off the Newfoundland coast, 1819-1822.

Circumstance of the service to or fiom St. John's having been performed only three

times out of seventeen within the prescribed period, Sir R. Hill 1862-1864.

Impracticability, on account of the fogs and ice, of vessels performing the voyage from

this country to St. John's in six days throughout the year, Shea 2090-2103. 2127-2130.

Ueturn showing the amount of overtime on each voyage to and from St. John's, App.

298- 299.

See also " Adriatic," The. Newfoundland Service. " Parana," The. Tele

graphic Communication.

Samuelson, Martin. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—In June 1859 entered into a contract

with the Atlantic Mail Company to build two vrssels for them, negotiations upon the

subject having been going on since the December previously, 1171-1194. 1199-1203

The specification and pi ice at which witness tendered wns much higher than was

approved of by the Company, and a reduction was consequently made, 1172-1174.

1195-1 198 Size and power, and price of the vessels to be built according lo the first

arrangement with the Company; no speed was then mentioned, 1183-1188 Altera

tions made with a view to meeting the specifications as submitted to and approved by

the Admiralty, 1195-1197. 1278.

The two vessels were to be delivered in eleven months from the date of ihe signing of

the contract, 1204—-—Examination upon the subject of the delay in the completion and

delivery of the vessels, and explanation that the same was mainly owing to the default of

the Company in not ] aying the instalment in due course, 1205-1-226. 1247—1261.

1305-1308 Conditions in the contract that Tor delays in payment, delays should be

allowed in completion ; arrangement on this score, so that penalties have not been en

forced, 1212-1215. 1227, 1228. 1-290-1^94. 1308 Difficulty in obtaining cylinders

for the " Anglia" in proper lime; this might have been overcome but for the delay in

payment, 1218. 1248-1250.

Statement as to witness's firm not having taken shares in part payment for the vessels,

1229-1231. 1296. 1311 Employment by the Company of inspectors or surveyors to

superintend the construction 1232-1235 Occasional complaints by the surveyors

with regard to the workmanship; these were attended to, 1236-1240 Evidence in

denial or explanation of statennnts by Mr. Jordan and Mr. Laird, as to the defective

workmanship, &c., of the "Columbia;" report by two ifficient surveyors, Mr. Bayley

and Mr. Ritherdon, adverred to hcreon, 1241-1246. 1261-1282. 1316,1317.

The "Columbia" was not completed till about the 12th March last, being about

eight or nine months overtime, 1251, 1252 The "Anglia" was finished on the 1st

June; she might have been completed sooner, 1253. 1261 The "Anglia" is still at

Hull, there being more' than 20,ooo/. still claimed upon her from the Company, 1254,

1255. 1257-1260 Alteration and improvement in the specifications at witness's

suggestion, 1268. 1278, 1279 Means of the Company's surveyors for seeing and

having remedied any defects during construction, 1270 Access of the surveyors of

the Hoard of Trade to the yard, and constant inspection of the vessels by them, 1270-

1276 It is only quite recently that witness has heard anything about the existence of

defects, 1281, 1282.

Explanation as to the high rate of speed contracted for, that is, first twenty miles, and

subsequently eighteen miles an hour, and as to the "Columbia" not having realised this

rate, 1283-1-289. 1297-1304. 1314-1316 The delay in payment had, of course, no

effect as regards the efficiency of the vessels, 1288, 1289 Conditions of a fresh

arrangement entered into with the Company on the 4th March last, 1-294-1296 The

Company made frequent complaints about ine delay in delivery, 1305, 1306 Amount

of mortgage held by witness upon the two ships; about 70,000 /. has been paid upon

each, 1309-1313.

Proof that the material or workmanship of the " Columbia " could not have been bad,

1310' Statement in order to show that no blame can attach to witness for the vessels

not being of sufficient longitudinal strength, 1317.

0.83. T T [Second
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Samuehon, Martin—continued.

[Second Examination.] With regard to the specification under which witness was

required to act, he clearly understood that it had been submitted to and approved by the

Admiralty, and therefore could not be altered, 1769-1778. 1780 The specification

having been forced on witness, he did not consider himself responsible for it, except to

carry it out in its integrity, 1773, *774 It was frequently suggested by witness that

the vessels required additional strengthening: at the lop, 1773 If properly strengthened

longitudinally the vessels could be made as good as any in the kingdom, and could per

form the voyage to St. John's in six days, 1778-1780.

Samuehon $• Co. Copy of contract between the Atlantic Company and Messrs. Samuel-

son & Co., dated 15;!! June 1858, for the construction of two steamers; specifications

of the work, &c., App. p. 285-292.

Select Committee upon Postal Contracts. Proceedings and report of the Select Committee

upon Postal Contracts adverted to as prejudicial to the progress of the Company,

Vallauce 306-310. 323, 324. 331.

Reference to the second Report of the Select Committee, in which they state that it

would be open to Parliament to decline to vote the money for carrying out the Galway

contract, but that they were not prepared to recommend tliat course, Rep. p. iv.

Shea, Ambrose. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Was Speaker of the House of Assembly of

Newfoundland lor about six years previously to March last, 2072-2074 Evidence

showing that on the nth or 1 2th August 1860 the " Connaught " was detained off the

coast of Newfoundland by an unusually heavy fog, 2075-2089 Impracticability, on

account ol the fogs <md ice, of vessels performing the voyage from this country lo St.

John's in six days throughout the year, 2090-2103. 2127-2130.

Grounds for the statement that the contract for the Newfoundland service was regarded

by tlie colony as a five years' contract, although in the first instance made for only one

year certain, 2104-21 15 Willingness of the colony to have continued the payment

of 8.500 /. a ye;ir for the continuance of the contract, although of course glad enough to

escape payment if this country undertake the service of themselves, 21 16-2121. 2124-

2126 Recent addresses from the House of Assembly praying that the Home Govern

ment will deal leniently with tlie Galway Company, 2122, -2123.

Sorting the Mails. Provisions in the contract in regard to providing on board tlie vessels

accommodation for sorting and making up the mails, App. p. 186.

Speed. Guarantee by the builders that the vessels should run twenty miles an hour in

smooth water, Vallauce 222 Impracticability of procuring in this country vessels

capable ol performing the service according to the contract, ib. 718.

Explanation as to the high rate of speed contracted for by witness, that is, first

twenty miles, anil subsequently 18 miles an hour, and as to the " Columbia" not having

realised this nite, Samue/son 1283-1289. 1297-1304. 1314-1316 Average speed

required to perform the service from Gulway lo 'New York, and from New York to

Galway, Luke 1512. 1513 If properly strengthened longitudinally, the vessels built

by witness could be made as good ;is any in the kingdom, and could perform the voyage

t«> St. John's in six days, Samuehon 1778-1780.

Reference to the promised quickness and certainty of the voyages as almost ihe only

recommendation of the contract. Sir R. Hill 1994.

See also " Columbia," The, 7. " Hibernia," The, 8. Overtime. " Parana,

The. " Prince Albert," The, Time Table.

Stanley of Alderley, The Right Hun. the Lord. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Has been

Postmaster General since the 241)1 August 1860; i, 2 Summary of the proceedings

taken by Parliament or by Government since 1858 in connexion with the contract entered

into with the Atlantic Royal Mail Stt am Navigation Company on the 2 1st April 1858

for the mail service between Galway and Boston, and New York, 3—23 Communica

tion from the Posi Office to the Company on the 15111 May 1861 notifying the termination

of the contract; remonstrance from the Company in reply, 22, 23.

Reference to a siatement by the Post Office that out of forty-six single voyages which

the Company were bound to perform, only seventeen had been performed at all, and of

these only three within iLe strict teims of tlie contract; circumstance of some of the

forty-six voyages referred to having been waived with the consent of the Government,

24-32 Application mude by the Company in September 1860 that the service should

be monthly instead of bi-monthly ; grant of this concession by the Government,

25-30.

Examination upon a statement that by the end of 1859, the contract of the Galway

Company for the conveyance of the Newfoundland mails, which bad only been for one

year, had terminated, and that the Coloninl Government would only be willing to con

tinue the contract provided the Imperial Government would continue to pay 4,500/.

a year towards the subsidy, 31 et seq. Belief that it was never contemplated by the

Treasury
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Stanley of Alderley, The Right Hon. the Lord. (Analysis of his Evidence)— continued.

Treasury to continue the subsidy of 4,goo/: a year for the Newfoundland service, after

the new Company had come into operation, 38-46.

Views expressed by the Treasury as to the Newfoundland Government continuing the

payment of 8,50oZ. a year, 47, 48. 61-64. 69 Understanding of the Company ihat

they should receive the subsidy of 8,500 /. a year from the Newfoundland Government

in addition to the Imperial subsidy of 7 8,000 /. a year; delay before the Company

assented 10 the conditions under which they were to receive this payment, 48-53. 65, 66

Question between the Post Office and the Company whether the latter were obliged

to deliver the mails as well as telegrams by each vessel at St. John's; words of the

contract hereon; conclusion that there was a clear liability to deliver the mails, 49. 55.

70-101.

Condition laid down by witness on the 20th November 1860, that in grantin°j: a sus

pension of the contract until the 12th March 1861, the mails to and from Newfoundland

must be delivered by each vessel, without any additional payment ; grounds for pre

scribing this condition, 54 tt seq. Reference to the circumstance of a clerk in the

Admiralty having stated that it was not intended at first to send mails as well as

telegrams to St. John's, 84, 85. 93 Circumstance- of St. John's not being named in

the time table as a place where the mails wera to be delivered, 94, 95. 101 Possibility

of ihe Company having contemplated the delivery of the Newfoundland mails by the

vessels under the separate colonial contract only, 96-100.

Statement as to the Company not having at an early stage asked for a postponement

of tile service, but having rather declined to fpply for a suspension when suggested by

tlie Post Office on the 25th August 1860; 102-105 Stipulations under which the

Company requested that the seivice should be monthly instead of bi-monthly up to

the 12th March 1861; conditions under which the Postmaster General was prepared

to assent to this arrangement, 106-111 Refusal by the Postmaster General of the

application for employing the "Prince Albert" in the service; this could not have

attected the readiness of the Company to re-commence the service in March, 112-115.

122, 123.

Statement as to the Company having eventually asked for a complete postponement

of the seivice until the ist Jcne 1861 • readiness invariably expressed by (hem on

previous occasions to resume the service in March, 116-128. 134-136 Loss of the

" Connaught" adverted to, and consequent application by the Company in November

for a complete suspension of the service for four months, 125-128 Protest under

which the Company may be said to have agreed on the 24th January to accept the new

arrangements proposed by witness, and to re-commence the service in March; alternative

of a cancel of the contract if they had not accepted these arrangements, 124. 129-139.

Great advantage to the Company in relieving them from sending: their vessels in the

winter months, 140 Proportionate deduction from the subsidy during the non-

performance of the service, 141 Witness knows no instance of a similar suspension

haying been allowed as in the case of the Galway contract, 142. 149 Statement that

upon the manv occasions of not performing rhe voyage at all, there was no penalty

imposed upon the Company, 143-145. 170-174 For delays the ordinary penalties

only weie imposed, 146 Relative indulgence, as regards non-infliction of penalties,

in the case of the Koyal Mail contract and the Galway contract, 147-155.

Circumstance of a penalty having been inflicted for delay in the case of the "Con-

naught," owing to a fog off Newfoundland; witness was not aware that the Admiralty,

when in charge of the postal contracts, made allowance for such delays, 156-164.

180-182 Constant failure of the Company to reach St. John's within the prescribed

time, notwithstanding which no penalty was inflicted on this score, 165-169 Neces

sity of the Post Office meting out penalties to the different companies with an equal

hand, 175, 176 Stringent conditions in the former Australian contract, and in other

contracts as well as that under consideration, 177-179.

Explanation as to a fine of 3,000 1. having been inflicted for the postponement of the

service from the 26th March to the gth April, 183, 184 Great consideration to which

the Company are entitled, and which they have received, owing to the misfortunes they

have met with. 185, 186 Doubt as to the "Columbia" having been properly con

structed or really fit for the service; explanation by the Admiralty Surveyor in passing

her, 186-189 Doubt as to the "Hibernia" being properly constructed, notwith

standing her approval by the Admiralty Surveyor, 186-188. 190.

Statement in explanation of witness's refusal to accept the services of the "Parana,"

in lieu of the ships previously approved of for the service; conclusion as to her inability

to perform the voyage to St. John's within the stipulated time of six days, 191-203. 206,

207 Reference to a question raised by the present Chairmain of the Company whether

Foynes might not be advantageously substituted for Galway as the port ofdeparture, 204Opinion that the Company would have been in no better position if the re-com

mencement of the service had been extended to the 1st June or 1st July, 205.

0.83. T T 2 Conclusion
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Stanley of Alderley, The Right Hon. the Lord. (Analysis of his Evidence')—continued.

Conclusion arrived at by witness that it was better to terminate the contract rather

than go on in a manner so unsatisfactory, 205 For postal purposes an irregular service

is as bad, if not worse, than no service at all, 208 As regards the accident to the

"Hibernia," it was lucky it <licl not happen out on the Atlantic, 209 With respect to

the " Connaught," she was in a very unsatisfactory condition before she started, 210

Steam Fleet. See Vessels of the Company.

Stress of Weather. See Penalties, 3.

SUBSIDIES :

1. Imperial Subsidy of 3,000 l.ptr Voyage under the Contract ofApril 1859.

2. Colonial Subsidy 078,600 /. per a i. mini under the Newfoundland Contract ;

Question about t/tn Continuance of this Payment to the Company.

3. Imperial Subsidy of 4,500 /. per annum under the Colonial Contract.

1. Imperial Subsidy of 3,000 1. per Voyage under the Contract of April 1859:

Circumstance of the vote for the Imperial subsidy of 3,100 /. per voyage not having

been carried until the gth August 1860, that is, 16 months after the d«te of the contract,

or nearly two months after the commencement of the service, Vallance 325-327. 360,

361.

Provision in the contract in regard to payments to the Company for services performed,

App. 189.

2. Colonial Subsidy of 8,500 /. per annum under the Newfoundland Contract :

Ques:ion about the Continuance if this Payment to the Company :

Views expressed by the Treasury a* to the Newfoundland Government continuing the

payment of 8,500 I. a year, Lord Stanley of Aiderley 47. 48. 61-64. 69 Understanding

of the Company that they should receive the subsidy of 8,500 /. a year from the New

foundland Government in addition to the Imperial subsidy of 78,000 /. a year ; delay

before the Company assented to the conditions under which they were to receive this

payment, ib. 48-53. 65, 6G Condition laid down by witness on the 2oth November

1860, that in planting a, suspension of the contract until the 12th March 1861, the mails

to and from Newfoundland mu*t be delivered by each vessel, without any additional pay

ment; grounds for prescribing this condition, ib. 5.) et s?q.

Complaint as to Government claiming the subsidy of 8,500 /. a year from the New

foundland Legislature in diminution of the Imperial subsidy of 78,000 /.; documentary

and other evidence cited in support of the right of the Company to the Colonial subsidy,

Vtillance 546-551.557 et srq. Reference to a letter from the Treasury through Mr.

Hamilton, to the Company, dated agth August 1860, relative to the question of landing

mails at St. John's, and the subsidy to be received from the Colonial Government, ib. 559,

560 Intention expressed by the Treasuiy that a subsidy of 8,500 I. should continue to

be paid by the Colony, ib. 559, 560. 793.

With regard to the Colonial subsidy of 8,500 /. a year, it was contemplated by witness

fully to consider the question of payment for the Newfoundland service when the Colonial

contract hud expired, and the services were merged; leiter from witness on the 29th

Augu«t adverted to hereon, Hamilton 629-633.

Concession by the Company rather than to the Company, in offering to forego the

Imperial subsidy of 4,500 /. towards the Colonial contract, and receiving 3,000 /. per voy

age monthly, besides tin; Colonial subsidy of 8,500 /. u year, Vallance 69-2-698 Ex

planation as to the Company not having :it one closed with the offer of the Post Office

in September and October 1860, that they should continue to receive the Colonial sub

sidy of 8,500 in addition to the Imperial subsidy of 78,000 /., and that the two contracts

should merge into one, ib, 701-703. 726-753,

Complaint as to Lord Stanley of Alderley having (on the part of the Post Office) com

pelled thf Company to sign the agreement of the- 241)1 J.inuary 1861, and bound them to

deliver mails at St. John's, without any claim to the Colonial payment of 8,500 /., Val- •

lance 781-813 Claim put forward by Lord Stanley to the Colonial subsidy in diminu

tion of the linpeiial subsidy, ib. 792, 793 Intention expressed by the Company in

consenting (of necessity) to sign the agreement of the 241!) January, to lay before the

Tieasury their claim tj the Colonial subsidy, ib. 793. 813 Interview of witness with

the Secietary to the Treasury upon the subject of the Colonial payments, and result

thereof, ib. 794. 804-808. 814 Difficulties to the Company through the course pur

sued by the Post Office in regard lo the Colonial subsidy, ib. 800-812.

expectation that the Company are to receive the Colonial subsidy of 8,500 /. a year for

delivering the mails at St. John's, Malcomson 1830-1832.

Willingness of the Colony to have continued the payment of 8,500 1. for the con

tinuance
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SUBSIDIES—continued.

2. Colonial Subsidy of 8,500 f. per annum, frc.—continued.

tinuance of the contract, although of course glad enough to escape payment if this country

underiake the service of themselves, Shea 2116-2121. 2124-2126.

Review bv the Committee of the evidence adduced on either side upon the question of

the Company being deprived of the Colonial subsidy of 8,500 /., Rep. p. \x, x Opinion

of the Committee on this point, that it was not part of the original contract that mails

should be delivered at St. John's, and that as a seivice was imposed on the Company for

which they had not contracted, il is fair they should be remunerated for it, ib. x.

3. Imperial Subsidy of 4,500 I. per annum under the Colonial Contract:

Examination upon n statement that, by the end of 1859, the contract of the Galway

Company for the conveyance of the Newfoundland mails, which had only been for one

year, but" terminated, and thit the Colonial Government would only be willing to continue

the contract provided the Imperial Government would continue to pay 4,500 /. towards

the subsidy, Lord Stanley of Alderley 31 et seq. Belief that it was never contemplated

by the Treasury to continue the subsidy of 4,500 7. a year for ihe Newfoundland service,

after the new Company had come into operation, ib. 38-46.

Willingness of the Company to forego all claim to the Imperial subsidy of 4,500 /. a

year for the Newfoundland service, I atlance 551. 561, 562. 615.

See also Financial Difficulties.

Substituted Vessels. Provisions in the contract in regard to having vessels leady, in order

to replace the disabled vessels, App. p. 186 Also in regard to the hire or purchase of

vessels, ib. 189, 190.

Return showing the voyages of the substituted packets, and the amount of over-time or

under-time upon each voyage, App. p. 298, 299.

Reference to the circumstance of five round voyages out of nine having been made with

substituted ships, unequal to ihe requirements ofthe contracts, Rfp.iv. Difficulty in pro

curing ships capable ofgoing to St. John's in >ix days adverted to by the Committee, Hi. xiii.

See also " Adriatic," The. Hire of Vessels. " Parana," The. " Prince

Albert," The.

Summer Service. Months included in the summer service, App. 184 Conditions, as to

time, of the summer service, ib. 191.

Survey or Inspection of Vessels. Clause in the contract with Messrs. Palmer that the

vessels should be open to inspection by the Company or the Admiralty during the con

struction, Vallance 234 Arrangements by the Company for a proper inspection of the

ships during construction, ib. 235-237 Check through Lloyd's surveyors and sur

veyors appointed bv the owners upon the proper construction of vessels gene rally,

Jordan 1081-1084 Precau lions taken by the Atlantic Mail Company that the vessels

when delivered to them by the contractors should be in a perfectly satisfactory state ;

question hereon whether the Company should riol have provided a closer inspection

during construction, Laird 1109-112(3. 1139-1141 Rare instances of special sur

veyors being employed in witness's yard for parties having ships built by him, ib. 1118-

1126. 1140, 1141.

Employment by the Company of inspectors or surveyors to superintend the construc

tion of the two vessels conti acted for by witness, Samuelson 1232-1235 Access of the

surveyors of the Board of Trade 10 the yard, and constant inspection of the vessels by

them, ib. 1270-1276 Means of the Company's surveyois for seeing, and having

remedied any defects during construction, ib. 1270.

Responsibility of ihe Board of Trade surveyors in regard to the efficiency of all pas

senger vessels, Bayley 1349. 1353-130'! Date by which a surveyor to the Board of

Trade is to be guided in reporting upon a ship he has not inspected during construc

tion, ib. 1356-1362 Weight to be attached to the certificate of the Board of Trade sur

veyor that a ship is efficient, ib. 1362-1365 Practice generally for Companies, &c. to

have surveyors resident when ships are being built for them, ib. 1366.

Additional requirement of the Admiralty survey, as compared with the survey of the

Board of Trade, Luke 1413. 1419 Survey by the Admiralty of mail packets, without,

howevtr, becoming responsible for any defects, ib. 1426-1429. .

Culpable neglect of the public interest if the Post Office had not been strict in the

survey of the vessels, Sir It. Hill 1995, 1996.

SUSPENSION OR POSTPONEMENT OF SERVICE:

Statement as to the Company not having at an earlier stage asked for a postponement

of the service, but having rather declined to apply for a suspension when suggested by

the Post Office on the 25th August 1860, Lord Stanley of Alderley 102-105"——State

0.83. T T 3 ment
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SUSPENSION OK POSTPONEMENT OF SERVICE—continued,

ment iis to the Company having eventually asked for a complete postponement of the

service until the 1st June 1861 ; readiness invariably expressed by them on previous

occasions to resume the service in March, ib. 116-128. 134-136 Application by the

Company in November for a complete suspension of the service for four months, in con

sequence of the loss of " Connauglit," ib. 125-128.

Great advantage to the Company in relieving them from sending the mails in the

• winter months, Lord Stanley of Alderley 140 Witness knows no instance of a

similar suspension having been allowed as in the case of tlie Galway contract, ib. 142.

149- Explanation as to a fine of 3,000 1. having been inflicted for the postponement of

the service from the 26th Murch to the gth of April, ib. 183, 184 The Company

looked upon the payment of 3,000 /. as a very great concession or boon to them, Lord

Stanley of' Alderley 184; Sir R. /ft// 201 8.

. Explanation as to the Company not having applied for a postponement of the service

in the first instance, in order to be better prepared for it, Vallance 362-365 The 7th

November 1860, was the date of the first application by the Company tor a suspension of

the service, ib. 660 Terms of the application made bythe Company on the yth

November for an entire suspension of lh? contract until March 1861 ; their inability to

procure any ship in lieu of the " Prince Albert" for a monthly service, ib. 766-768

Further application on the 1 2th December, for a suspension of the contiact till the

1st June, it having been feared that the vessels would not be ready in Mmch, ib. 775.

815 Letter frem the Postmaster General to the Company on the 1 7 th December i860,

Elating that lie saw no reason for extending the suspension of the service beyond March,

ib. 816.

Further applicaiions by the Company cm the igth December, for a renewed extension

beyond the lath March, or for permission to employ the " Prince Albert " thence to the

1st June, Vallance 817, 818—-—Refusal by the Postmaster General on the 26 h December

to extend the suspension till June, or to accept the "Prince Albert, ib. 819 Assent

of Lord Stanley on the 26th December to the postponement of the fortnightly service till

the 26th of March, ib. 820 Refusal on the igth January of an extension of the sus

pension till the nst June, ib. 826, 8-27 Absence of any great concession by Govern

men', if they had postponed the service till June, inasmuch as thev were not paying for it

during suspension, ib. 837.

With regard to the acceptance by the Company of the terms proposed by Lord Stanley

in a letter of the 23d March, relative to the postponement of the service until the

gih April, such acceptance referred only to the payment or fine of 3,000 I., and not to

the terms named generally in the leiter with respect to the termination "of the contract,

Vallance 847-866 Much better position of ihe Company fir undertaking the service,

if not recommenced till the ist June ; ships wh;ch they would have had for the purpose,

ib. 886-888.

Reference to the infliction of a penalty of 3,000 /. for delay in the re-commencement of

the service this yeiir; the Post Office might instead have terminated the contract, Sir

R. Hall 1987, 1988 Absence of a reasonable hope of a satisfactory performance of

the services, even if further indulgence had been granted, ib. 2016 Statement that the

3,000 /. paid by the Company for the postponement of the servict- from the 26th March

to the gth April cannot be looked upon as a penalty inflicted by the Post Office, ib.

2017-2019.

Advantageous position of the Company in applying for a suspension X)f the service in

June 1860, if their vessels had been constructed in the guaranteed time, Rep. xii.

See also Agreement of 24^/1 January 186 1. Monthly Service. Termination of

Contract.

T.

Telegraphic Communication. Importance attached to the due performance of the service

to St. John's, on account of the telegraphic communication thence to America, Lord

Stanley of Alderley 195.

The Admiralty oi' Post Office have never directed any telegraphic message to be de

livered at St- John's, Vallance 510, 511. 552-556. 867-874. 880-885 Argument

that the Company are not required to go St. John's in six days, save when there are tele

graphic messages to deliver, whilst, in fact, no such messages ever have been sent, ib.

866-874. 879-885.

Witness looks upon the service between Gahvay and St. John's in six days as the prin

cipal feature in the contract, on account of the telegraphic communication ; it was so put

forward by the Company themselves, Sir-R. Hill 1856-1859. 1883-1886. 1896.

Provisions in the contract as to telegraphic messsges being delivered at St. John's,

App. 185.

TERMINATION
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TERMINATION or CONTRACT:

Communication from the Post Office to the company on the 15th May 1861, notifying

the termination of the contract ; remonstrance from the company in reply, Lord Stanley of

Alderley '22, 23 Conclusion arrived at by witness that it was better 10 terminate the

contract rather than go on in a manner so unsatisfactory, Hi. 205.

Proposal made by the Treasury that if the fortnightly service were not recommenced at

the time named, powers should be taken to terminate the contract, Vo.Uan.ce 688, 689

Reasonableness of tht- stipulation by the Post Office that the contract might be terminated

if all the conditions upon which the suspension was granted were not fulfilled, ib. 776-780

Determination expressed by the Postmaster General in his letter of the 26th December

to terminate the contract, if tin- service were not recommenced on the appointed day, ib.

821 The acceptance by the company of the terms proposed by Lord Stanley in a

letter of the 23d March, relative to the postponement of the service until the gth April,

referred only to the payment or fine of 3,000 /., and not to the terms named generally in

the letter with respect to the termination of the contract, ib. 847-866.

Witness contends that the rejection of the " Parana" was an unreasonable rejection

upon an immaterial point, and th^t, therefore, the termination of the contract was not a

legal termination, Vullance 866-885 In appealing t<> the Government against the

termination of the contract, the company do not base their case upon the strict legal

grounds, but upon the ground of fair construction and fair dealing, ib. 878 Impro

priety of voiding the contract upon a doubtful point, ib.

Witness considers that the termination of the contract was a proper and necessary step,

Sir R. Hill 1 854, 185.5 Reluctance shown by the Post Office to terminate the contract,

ib. 1997-2001 The contract was terminated ou the 7th May, ib. 2008 Express

condition of the agreement of the 241)1 January that the Post Office should have power

to terminate the contract on any repetition of default, ib. 2014 The interests of the

public clearly required that the matter should be brought to a close, ib. 2015.

Witness deliveis in the letter of the Post Office terminating the contract ; also the reply

of the company, and the rejoinder of the Post Office.1, .Sir Jft. Hill 2065.

Clauses in the contract, that in case of breach or assignment, the Admiralty may deter

mine the contract without notice, App. 190.

Summary by the Committee of the principal transactions bearing upon the contract,

from the date of its signing to its termination, Rep. iii-v Communication finally from

the Post Office on the 15th May 1861, announcing: the termination of the contract, ib, iv

Consideration by the Committee of the questions raised in regard to the rejection of

the " Parana," and the consequent leunination of the service ; the Committee decline to

give any opinion on the legal points raised, but consider that in consequence of the report

of the Admiralty, the refusal of the vessel was justifiable, ib. x, xi The Committee

conclude that the Postmaster General was justified in declining to continue a contract

which, in its judgment, at the lime of its determination, the company could not carry out

efficiently, ib. xiii.

Time Table. Mistaken calculation in more time being given to convey the mails to Boston than

to New York; the company, however entirely assented to the time tables, Vallance 455, 456.

461-465 The Company do not seek to alter the time between Galway and New York,

but only between Galway and St. John's, Malcolmson 1793-1811 Explanation as to

the less time calculated for the Galway packets thm the average time of the Cunard

packets ; actual time occupied in different Cunard voyages adverted to hereon, Sir JR. Hill

2042-2052.

Time table attached to the Galway contract, showing: the time for the outward and for

the hotrieward voyages, during the summer service and the winter service, App. 191.

Reference by the Committee to the absence of time tables in Atlantic contracts gener

ally, and the consequent exemption from penalty lor overtime, Rep. xii.

Treasury, The. Correspondence with the Treasuiy in July 1859, relative to the validity of

the contract, Vallance 306; Lewis 1693-1697 Communication from the Treasury

through Mr. Laird to the company on the 22d June 1860, declining to give any pledge

as to the course to be taken by Government, as the matter was the n belore Parliament,

Vullance 311-322. 361,362 Opinion invariably expressed by Government in favour of

the validity of the contract, ib. 316-320. 324 Consideration experienced by the com

pany at the hands of the Treasury, but not of the Post Office, ib. 407-409 Reference

to a letter from the Treasury through Mr. Hamilton, to the company dated sgth August

1860, relative to the question of landing mails at St. John's, anil the subsidy to be received

from the Colonial Government, ib. 559, 560.

Witness as Political Secretary to the Treasury, had to deal with the Newfoundland

contract of the Galway Company, and was also cognizant of the intention of the

Treasury in drawing out the clauses of the Galway, Boston, and New York contract,

Hamilton 619, 620 With respect to the colonial subsidy of 8,50O/. a year it was con

templated by witness fully to consider the question of payment for the Newfoundland

0.83. T T 4 service,
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Treasury, The—continued.

service, when the colonial contract had expired, and the services were merged ; letter from

witness on the agth August advened 10 hereou,£ia»it//on 629-633.

Proposal made by the Treasury, that if the fortnightly service were not recommenced

at the time named, power should be taken to terminate the contract, Vallance 688, 689

Interview by witness with the Secretaiy to the Tieasury upon the subject of the

colonial payment, and result thereof, ib. 794. 804—808. 814 Leniency suggested by

the Treasury to the Post Office in the event of the company failing to sign the January

agreement within the appointed time, ib. 827.

Correspondence with the Treasury in July 1859 relative to the validity of the contract,

Lewis 1693-1697.

Reference by tlie Committee to the letter from the Treasury on the 25th July 1859,

referring the company to the Packet Contract Committee for certain information, Rep. xi

Letter of Mr. Laing on the 22d June 1860, adverted to by the Commiitee; intention

therein expressed to act on the assumption that the contract would be carried out in the

usual course, ib. xii.

V.

Validity of Contract. Evidence showing the prejudice and injury lo which the company

were subjected owing to the uncertainty about the validity or ratification of the contract

previously to August 1860, Vallance 301 et seq. Great difficulty in placing the capital

of the company, in consequence of the proceedings in Parliament, and the doubt thrown

upon the public mind about the validity of the contract, ib. 30-2, 303. 333-344. 378-386

Injurious effect produced by the provision in the contract that the subsidy wss to be

paid out of monies to be voted by Parliament, ib. 303. 325-331. 358, 359. 366-386

Proceedings and report of the Select Committee upon postal coturacts adverted to as

prejudicial to the progress of the company, ib. 306-310. 323, 324. 331.

Correspondence between the company and the Treasury in July 1859, with reference

to the removal of doubt about the validity of the contract, Vallance 306 ; Lewis 1693-

1697 Refusal of the Treasury through Mr. Laing on ihe 22d June 1860, to jjive any

pledge as to the course to be taken by Government, as the matter was then before Parlia

ment, Vallance 311-322. 361,362 Opinion invariably expressed by the Treasury in

favour of the validity of the contract, ib. 316—320. 324-—No assurance that Govern

ment could have given would have removed the apprehension that Parliament might not

ratify the contract, ib. 358, 359. 384.

There is no doubt whatever, but the financial difficulties embarrassed and paralyzed the

-company, such difficulties having been owing to the proceedings in Parliament, and the

-apprehension that the money miijht not be voted, Vallance 366-386.

Facility for raising any amount of money that could be required but for the constant

attacks upon the validity of the contract, Lewis 1701, 1702. 1725 Objection of

witness to recommending the scheme to his friends on account of the doubt thrown upon

the contact, ib. 1746, 1747.

Difficulty experienced by 'he company in placing their shares and getting in their

• capital owing to the uncertainty previously to August 1860 about the ratification of the

vcontract, Mulcomson 1833-1835.

Reference by the Committee to the uncertainty which prevailed as to the future decision

X)f Parliament, from the date of the contract in April 1859 unt'l lne subsidy was voted in

August 1860, Rep. xi, xii Question raised in Parliament about not voting ihe estimate

for the service, ib. xii Vote eventually of the estimate on the 23d July 1860, after a

division, ib. The company had commenced and were carrying on the service nearly

two months before they had obtained the requisite confirmation that the subsidy would be

granted, ib.

See also Financial Difficulties.

Vallance, Henry.—(Analysis of his evidence.) Member of the firm of Vallance and Vallance,

solicitors to the Atlantic Royal Mail Steam Navigation Company, 211 Provisional

contracts entered into by the'company, previously to their tender in January 1859, for the

building of four steam-ships for the postal service to New York, 8tc. ; a fifth ship was

contemplated, but has not been ordered, 212-219 Considerable excess of tonnage and

power contracted for beyond the requirements of the postal contract, 220. 221

Guarantee by the builders that the vessels should run twenty miles an hour in smooth

water, 222.

Submission of the lines, plans, and specifications to the Admiralty for their approval,

323, 024 Stipulation as to there being a final survey and trial of the vessels by the

Admiralty before acceptance for the service, 223-225 Absence of any bargaining

with the builders to beat them down in price, 226 Stipulation with the builders that

the
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Vallance, Henry. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.

the four vessels were to be ready within ten and eleven months respectively from June

1859, or a month before the time for commencing the postal service, 227-233. 270-273.

Due consultation and deliberation before deciding upon the specifications, 233-

Clause in the contract with Messrs. Palmer, that the vessels should be built of the best

materials, and in the best style, and should be open to inspection by the company or the

Admiralty during their construction, 234-Arrangements by the company for a proper

inspection of the ships during construction, 235-237-Doubt as to the Admiralty

having inspected the ships when they were being built, 238-Clause in the builder's

contract that the vessels should be satisfactory to the Admiralty, 239.

Change in the intended names of the four vessels after the loss of the " Connaught,**

240-242-Result of the survey of the "Connaught" by the officers of the Board of

Trade, in June 1860, that she was accepted for the postal contract; some defects were,

however, pointed out, and she was not capable ofgoing twenty statute miles per hour, 243—

247-Explanation as to the Admiralty officers not having surveyed the " Connaught,"

248-250.

Certificate of the Board of Trade, dated 4 March 1861, that the " Hibernia" (built by

Messrs. Palmer) was fit to be employed under the postal contract ; subsequent surveys

of this vessel after the accident to her, and cancellingeventually of the previous certificate,

251-266-Steps now being taken, at an estimated cost of from 25,000^ to 3O,ooo/., to

render the " Hibernia " perfectly fit for the service, 264. 267, 268.

First survey of the " Columbia " on the 1st April 1861, she not having been out of the

builder's hands till a year after the stipulated time, 269-273-Defects pointed out in

the "Colombia" by the Admiralty surveyor, and remedies suggested, 274-Accidents

to the " Columbia" on her first voyage from Galway on the gth April 1861 ; 275, 276

-Repairs now being clone to the " Columbia," at an estimated cost of 1 5,000 /., 276,

277-Length of time which the "Columbia"' was behindhand on her first voyage out

and home, 278-285--Only one of the four vessels was ready within the eleven months;

the fourth ship is now ready for delivery to the company, 286-293.

[Second Examination.]—Explanation that the tender of the company in January 1859

was inaccurate in statini; that a contract had been entered into for the construction offive

ships ; arrangements had been made lo this effect, and a provisional contract had been

made for three ships, 294-300.

Evidence showing the prejudice and injury to which the company were subjected,

owing to the uncertainty about the validity or ratification of the contract previously to

August 1860 ; 301 et seq.-Great difficulty in placing the capital of the company, in.

consequence of the proceedings in Parliament and the doubt thrown upon the public

, mind about the validity of the contract, 302, 303. 333-344. 378-386-Injurious effect

produced by the provision in the contract that the subsidy was to be paid out of monies

to be voted by Parliament, 303. 325-331. 358, 359. 366-386.

Correspondence between the company and the Treasury in July 1859, with .reference

to the removal of doubt about the validity of the contract, 306-Proceedings and

Report of the Select Committee upon Postal Contracts adverted to as prejudicial to

the progress of the company, 306-310-Communication from the Treasury, through

Mr. Laing, lo the company on the 22d June 1860, declining, to give any pledge as

to the course to be taken by Government, as the matter was then before Parliament,

311-322. 361, 362-Opinion invariably expressed by Government in favour of the

validity of the contract, 316-320.324.

Circumstance of the vote for the subsidy not having been carried until the gth

August 1860, that is sixteen months alter the date of the contract, or nearly two months

after the commencement of the service, 325-327. 360, 361-Responsibility of the

company to the Government', whereas the latter were nut responsible, except condition

ally, for the payment of the subsidy, 325-329-Serious and injurious interference

with the construction of the ships, owing to the difficulty experienced by the company

in raising capital through the proceedings in Parliament, 333-358-Inability of the

company to inflict penalties upon the shipbuilders for delay, in consequence of their

not having been able regularly to pay the instalments for the ships, 335. 354. 375, 376.

380.

No assurance that Government could have given would have removed the apprehen

sion that Parliament might not ratify the contract, 358, 359. 384-View taken by the

company that they should have been allowed until the subsidy was voted to prepare for

the performance of the service, 360, 361-Explanation as to the company not having

applied for a postponement of the service, 362-365-There is no doubt whatever but

the financial difficulties embarrassed and paralyzed the company, such difficulties having

been owing to the proceedings in Parliament, and the apprehension that the money might

not be voted, 366-386.

Infliction of penalties upon the company on almost every occasion of departure from.

the terms of the contract, 387, 388-Circumstances under which a penalty was not

0.83. U o inflicted
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inflicted for the substitution of the "Parana" for the " Connauirht " in June 1860*

3^8-392 Doubt whether a penalty was enforced when the- " Paiana" was enip'oyed

in August 1860; 393-396 Penalty rather than concession involved in the deduction of

500/. from the subsidy for each voyage of the " Prince Albert "; thU was in fact a fine

in addition to the ordinary penalties for overtime, 397-406.

Consideration experienced by the company at the hands of the Treasury, but not of

the Pest Office, 407-400,- Total of 4,7367. imposed as penalties between June and

September 1860; 2,945^. of which was for overtime, 410-424 Circumstances under

which 291 /. was deducted as sea postage, through the transfer of some mails to the

" North Briton," 4.7, 418 Total of 14,764 I. received by the company from Govern

ment up to the suspension of the contract; that is, 19,499 /., less the 6005,418-424.

Complaint as to the Post Office having refused to accept, in lieu of the " Hibernia,"

either the " Adriatic," " Parana," or " Magdalena," for the resumption of the service on

the 26th March last, and having imposed a penalty of 3,000 /.; 425-440 Non-

infliction of any fines during the suspension of the service, 441, 442 Net earnings of

the company before and after the suspension of the service, 444 Good passage made

by the " Parana" since her recent refusal in lieu of the " Hibernia," 445, 446 Notice

was given to the Postmaster General that the company would take the mails in the

" Parana" on the 7th May without ;my subsidy, 445 Excellent passage of the

" Adriatic" since her refusal in lieu of the " Hibernia," 446.

Time taken by the " Prince Albert" for each of the three voyages when substituted

for other vessels ; heavy penalties on the last occasion, 447-455 Mistaken calcula

tion in moie time being given to convey the mails to Boston than to New Yoik, the

company, however, entirely assented to the time tables, 455, 456. 461-465 Exemp

tion of the Cunard vessels from penalties for overtime, though they have often been

behindhand, 457. 460 Exemption generally from penalties for overtime on long sea

voyages, 45^-460.

Conclusion nrrived at by the directors that it is almost impossible to carry out the

contract without occasional derelictions owing to the condition about taking the mails

to Si. John's in six days, 466-477 Inability of the company, in c;ises of accident to

their own ships, to procure ships capable of goin<r to St. John's with the mails in six

days, and of otherwise performing the service punctually; no expense has been spared for

this purpose, 467.474-477 Clause in the new contract of January last making it

clearly obligatory upon -the company to deliver mails as well as telt grams at St. John's,-

469-471.

Evidence relative to the infliction of a penalty in the case of the " Connaught," when

detained for 37 \ hours off St. John's by a fog ; grievance thereby, 478-503 Ex

amination to the fffect that by the oiiginnl coniract the company were not obliged to

deliver mails, as well as telegrams at St. John's; grounds for this conclusion considered,

504 tt seg.

Compldint as to Government claiming the subsidy of 8,500 /. a year from the New-

foundhmd Legislaluie in diminution of the Imperial subsidy of 78,ooo/. ; documentary

and other evidence cited in support of the right of the company of the colonial subsidy.

546-551- 557 & seg. Contemplated continuance by the company of the service under

the Colonial contract, its renewal for four years having been expected; examination on

this point, 589-615,

[Third Examination.]—Explains that with regard to the voyage of the " Parana" on

the 7th May, a letter was not sent to the Post Office offering to take a mail without

charge ; such offer was, however, made on the 2Oth May, with reference to the " Prince

Albert," 634,635- Further statement that previously to the tender of the i8th January

'859, the company had made provisional contracts for the building- of only three ships,

and that arrangements only had been made for the construction of two others, but no

contract entered into, 636-658.

Intention of the directors in the autumn of 1 860 to build two additional vessels ; sub

sequent change of this intention, and purchase of the " Adriatic," 659 The 7th Novem

ber 1860 was the date of the first application by the company for a suspension of the

service, C6o Leiter from witness's firm to the Post Office on 3d September 1860,

proposing that the service shall be a monthly one for not more than six months, 661-664

< Contemplated use of the "Prince Albert," in proposing to perform a monthly

service till March ; question hereon as to this having been an indispensable condition,

665-667. 674-682.

Delay in the completion of the "Leinster" (now the "Hibernia") beyond the time

named by the company to the Post Office for placing her on ihe line; assurance given

to the company by the builders as to the time of completion, 669-684 Date prior to

November 1860, ut which the fir.st application to the Treasury for a monthly service was

made, 685-687 Proposal made by the Treasury, that if the fortnightly service were

not recommenced at the time named powers should be taken to terminate the contract

688
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688, 989 Several conditions upon which the company offered on -25 October 1860 to

carry on a monthly service till March, b'go, 691. 751-753.

Concession by the company nther than to the company in offering to forego the Im

perial subsidy of 4,5007. towards the colonial contract, and in receiving 3,000 /. per

voyage monthly, besides the colonial subsidy of 8,500 /. a year, 692-698 Further

evidence upon the question of the removal of the Newfoundland contract; termination,

strictly spc;ikino;, or this contract by the end of 1859; desire of the Colonial Legislature

to renew it for four years, subject to the sanction of the Home Government, 699-725.

746-748 Explanation as to the company not having at once closed wiih the offer of

the Post Office in September and October 1860, thai they should continue to receive

the colonial subsidy of 8,500 I. in addition to the Imperial subsidy of 78,000 I., and that

the two contracts should be merged into one, 701-703. 726-753.

Statement in explanation of the "Prince Albert" having been offered, temporarily, as

one of the ships for the monthly service, although the Post Office hud on pievious occa

sions refused to accept her, 754-765 Forms of tbe application made by the company

on the gth November for an entire suspension of the contract until March 1861 ; their

inability to procure any ship in lieu of the "Prince Albert" for a monthly service, 766-

768 Impracticability of procuring in this country vessels capable of performing the

service according to the contract, 768.

Positive assurance given by the builders to the directors in November that their three

new ships, the " Hibernia," " Columbia," and " Angliu" would be fully ready by March

for the fortnightly i-ervice; why they were not ready the builders and surveyors can best

explain, 768-775 Conscientious belief of the directors in November that the new

vessels would be ready in Maich, 775. 822 Further application on the 12th December

for a suspension of the contract till the ist June, it having been feaied that the vessels

would not be ready in March, 775. 815 Keasonableness of the stipulation by the

Post Office that the contract might bu terminated if all the conditions upon which the

suspension was granted were not fulfilled, 776-780.

Complaint as to Lord Stanley of Alderney having (on the part of the Post Office)

compelled the company to sign the agreement of 24 January 1861, and bound them to

deliver mails at St. John's without any cluim to the colonial payment of 8,500 /. ; 781-

813 Clnirn put forward by Lord Stanley to the colonial subsidy in diminution of the

Imperial subsidy, 792, 793 Intention expressed by the- company in consenting (of

necessity) to sign the ngreement of the 24*11 January, to lay bt fore the Treasury their

claim to the colonial subsidy, 793. 813 Interview of witness with the Secretary to the

Treasury upon the subject of the colonial payment, and result thereof, 794. ^04—808.

814 Difficulties to the company through the course pursued by the Post Office in

regard to the colonial subsidy, 800-812.

Letter from the Po-tmastcr General to the company on 17 December 1860, stating

that he sees no reasons for extending the suspension of the service beyond Marc'i, 816

Further application by the company on the igth December for a renewed extension

beyond the 12th March, or for permission to employ the " Prince Albert" thence till the

1st June, 817, 818 Refusal by the Postmaster General on the 2f>th December to

extend the suspension till June, or to accept the "Prince Albert,'' 819 Assent of

Lord Stanley on the 26th December to the postponement of the service till the 2bth of

March, 820.

Determination expressed by the Postmaster General in his letter of 26th Decembe

to terminate tli€ contract if the service were not recommenced on the appointed day, 821

Onerous clauses proposed by the Post Office for the agreement of January, and

exceptions taken by the company thereto, 822-826 Gre:it difficulty of the company

with the shipbuilders on account of the stringency of the contract and the power of ter

minating it, 825, 826 Refusal on the igth January of au extension of the suspension

till the ist June, 826, 827.

Leniency suggested by the Treasury to the Post Office in the event of the company

failing to sign the January agreement within the appointed time, 827 Peremptory re

quirement ot Lord Stanley on tbe igth January, that the agreement be signed by the

company within seven days, 828 Denial of the accuracy of the statement that the

company lias been treated with peculiar indulgence, 829 Reference to the protest

under which the company consented to sign the agreement of 24th January ; weight to

be attached to this protest considered, 829-841.

Absence of any great concession by Government if they had postponed the service till'

June, inasmuch as they were not paving for it during suspension, 837 The service

was eventually commenced on the gth April, instead of the 2fith Maich, but a fine of

3,000 Z. had to be paid for the postponement, 842-845 The company conlend tiiat

the " Parana" was in every way a proper vessel for the service widiin the terms of the

contract, 846.

With regard to the acceptance by the company of the terms proposed by Lord Stanley

0.83. " u u 2 in
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in a letter of the 23d March, relative to the postponement of the service until the gth

April, such acceptance referred only to the payment or fine of 3,000 /., and not to the

terms named generally in the letter with respect to the termination of the contract,

847-866.

Statement as to the lefusal of the " Parana" having been based on a certificate by the

Surveyor to the Board of Admiralty, that she was unable to go to St. John's in six days,

866 Witness contends that the rejection of the "Parana" was an unreasonable

rejection upon an immaterial point, and that therefore the termination of the contract was

not a legal teimination, 866—885 Argument that the company lire not required to go

to St. John's in six days, save when ihere are telegraphic messages to deliver, whilst, in

tact, no such messages have ever been sent, 866-874. 879-885.

In appealing to the Government fgainst the termination of the contract the company

do not base iheir case upon the strict legal grounds, but upon the ground of fair construc

tion and fair dealing, 878——Impropriety of voiding the contract upon a doubtful

point, ib.

Much better position of the company for undertaking the service if not recommenced

till the 1st June; t-hips which they would have had for the purpose, 886-888 Oppor

tunity for properly strengthening the " Hibernia," if the service had not commenced till

June, 888, 889 Explanation that the additional day asked by witness, in a letter of

the 26th March 1859, when the vessels are requited to go to St. John's, was not granted,

, 890-896.

Statement showing the extreme leniency of the Cunard contract as compared with the

Galway contract, 897-909 Size and power respectively of the Gahvay packets and

the Cunard packets, 905, 906. 910-912 Circumstance of Lord Colchester, when Post

master General, having recommended to the Treasury that as well as fines for over time,

there should be premiums I'or under time ; this was not allowed, 912.

VESSELS OF THE COMPANY;

1. As to the Ship Contracts entered into by the Company previously to their

Tenderfor the Service.

2. As to the Specifications: defect as regards longitudinal strength.

3. Tonnage, Cost, Workmanship, Sfc.

4. Inspection during Construction and before Acceptance,

5. Delay in Completion and Delivery ; howfar owing to thefinancial difficulties

of'the Company.

0. As to the Names of thefour Vessels contractedfor.

1. Contract with Messrs. Palmer brothers $" Co.

8. Contract with Messrs. Samuelson Sf Co.

9. Prospect of a Fleet of efficient Vessels.

1. As to the Ship Contracts entered into by the Company previously to their tender

for the Service :

Provisional contracts entered into by the Atlantic Royal Mail Company previously to

Iheir tendering in January 1859, for the building of four steam ships for the postal

service to New York, &c.; a fifth ship was contemplated, but has not been ordered,

Vallance 212-219 Explanation that the lender of the company in January 1859 was

inaccurate in statins; that a contract had been entered into for the construction of five

ships ; arrangements had been made to this effect, and a provisional contract had been

nade for three ships, ib. 294-300.

Further statement that previously to the tender of the i8th January 1859, the Company

had made | rovisior.al contracts for the building of only three ships, and that arrange

ments only had been made for the construction of two others, but no contract entered

into, Vallance 636-658 Intention of the directors in the autumn of 1860 to build two

additional vessels ; subsquent change of this intention, and purchase of the " Adriatic,"

#. 659.

In June 1859 witness entered into a contract wilh the Ailantic Mail Company to build

two vessels for them, negotiations upon the subject having been going on -since the

December previously, Samuelson 1171-1194. 1199-1203 There was an understanding

about the two ships, pieviously to the contract, which witness considered morally bind

ing, ib. 1181, 1182. 1189-1193.

Explanatory statement as to a letter from the Company to the Treasury on the i8th

January 1860, having represented that the Company had completed contracts for build

ing five steam-boats, whereas strictly no contracts were completed till the following June ;

this led to no misunderstanding whatever on the part ofGovernment, Lewis 1677-1692.

2. A*
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VESSELS OF THE

2- ./Is to the Specifications ; defect as regards longitudinal strength :

Due consultation and deliberation before deciding upon the specifications, Vallaiice

233 Conclusion that even if the specifications in the contract for the vessels were not

sufficiently full, the builders were yet bound to make the vessels perfectly efficient for the

service required of them, Laird 1094-1108 -Witness would have arranged the specifi

cations' differently, and would have got sufficient strength with the same materials, ib.

1095 Statement in order to show that no blame can attach to witness for the vessels

not being of sufficient longitudinal strength, Samuelson 1317.

The specifications of the " Hibernia" and " Connaught," were furnished by Mr. Gal

loway of the Board of Trade, in his private capacity, Palmer 1540. 1551-1557 Objec

tions made by the builders to tlie specifications as wanting in regard to longitudinal

strength; suggestions made by them on this point, ib. 1540. 1543, 1544. !572 The

vessels were very narrow and of great length, and were indeed a novel experiment, ib.

1540. 1545, if>46. 1583 Departure from the usual practice of the firm in accepting

the specifications of the Company, ib. 1550. 1560-1567 Different size, character, and

price of the vessels for which in the first instance Messrs. Palmer submitted specifications,

as compared with the vessels contracted for, ib. 1576-1589.

With regard to the specification under which witness was required to act, he clearly

understood that it had been submitted to and approved by the Admiralty, and therefore

could not be altered, Samuekon 1769-1778. 1780 The specification having been forced

on witness, he did not consider himself responsible for it, except to carry it out in its

integrity, ib. 1773, 1774 It was frequently suggested by witness that the vessels

required additional strengthening at the top, ib. 1773 If properly strengthened longi

tudinally, the vessels could be made as good as any in the kingdom, and could perform

the voyage to St. John's in six days, ib. 1778-1780.

3. Tomiage, Cost, Workmanship, %c.

Considerable excess of tonnage and power contracted for beyond the requirements of

the postal contract, Vallance 220, 221 Absence of any bargaining with the builders

to beat them down in price, ib. 226 Clause in the contract with Messrs. Palmer, that

the vessels should be built of the best materials and in the best style, and should be open

to inspection by the Company or the Adiriralty during the construction, ib. 234.

For 100,000 /. witness would undertake to build a vessel efficient in every way for the

performance of the service, Laird 1104, 1105.

The specifications and price at which witness tendered, was much higher than was

approved of by the Company, and a reduction was consequently made, Samuelson 1172-

1174.1195-1198 Size, and power, and price of the vessels to be built, according to

the first arrangement with the Company ; no speed was ihen mentioned, ib. 1 183-1 188

Alterations made with a view to meeting' the specifications as submitted to, and

approved by the Admiralty, ib. 1195-1197. 1278.

4. Inspection during Construction and before Acceptance :

Stipulation as to their being a final survey and trial of the vessels by the Admiralty

before acceptance for the service, Vallance 223. 225 Submission of the lines, plans,

and specifications to the Admiralty for their approval, ib. 223, 224 Arrangements by

the Company for a proper inspection of the ships during construction, ib. 235-237—-—

Doubt as to the Admiralty having inspected the ships when they were being built, 16.238Clause in the builders' contract that the vessels should be satisfactory to the Admi

ralty, ib. 239.

Precautions taken by the Atlantic Mail Company that the vessels when delivered to

them by the contractors should be in a perfectly satisfactory state; question hereon

whether the Company should not have provided a closer inspection during construction,

Laird 1109-1126. 1139-1141.

Employment by the Company of inspectors or surveyors to superintend the construction

of the ships built by witness, Samuelson 1232-1235 Occasional complaints by the

surveyors with regard to the workmanship; these were attended to, ib. 1236-1240

Access of the surveyors of the Board of Trade to the yard and constant inspection of the

vessels by them, ib. 1270-1276 Stringent inspection to which the workmanship and

materials were subject, in the case of the two vessels built by Messrs. Palmer &. Co.,

Palmer 1540.

5. Delay in Completion and Delivery; how far owing to thefinancial difficulties of*

the Company:

Stipulation with" the builders that the four vessels were to be ready within ten and

eleven months respectively from June 1859, or a month bt-fore the time for commencing

the postal service, Vallance 227-233. 270-273 Only one of the four vessels was ready

within the eleven mouths ; the fourth ship is now ready for delivery to the Company, to.

0.83. u u 3 " 286-293
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5. Delay in Completion and Delivery, fyc,—continued.

286-293 Serious and injurious interference with the construction of the ships, owing

to the difficulty experienced by the Company in raising capital through the proceedings

in Parliament, Vatlance 333-338 Inability ofthe Company to inflict penalties upon the

ship-builders for delay, in consequence of their not having been able regularly to pay the

instalments for the ships, ib. 335. 354. 375, 376. 380 Greatdifficulty of the Company

with the ship-builders on account of the stringency of the contract, and the power of

terminating it, ib. 825, 826.

Sufficiency of 12 months 'for the construction of the vessels, Laird 1157-1160 The

two vessels contracted for by witness were to be delivered in 11 months from the date of

the signing the contract, Samuelson 1204 Conditions in the contract that for delays

in payment delays should be allowed in completion; arrangement on this score si> that

penalties have not been enforced, ib. 1212-1215. 1227> 1228. 1290-1294. 1308——State

ment as to the witness's firm not having taken shares in part payment for the vessels, ib.

1229-1231. 1296. 1311.

Examination upon the subject of the delay in the completion and delivery of the vessels,

and explanation that the same was mainly owing to the default in the Company in not

paying the instalments in due course, Samuelson 1247-1261. 1305-1308 The delays

in payment had of course no effect as regards the efficiency of the vessels, ib. 1288, 1289

Conditions of a fre>h arrangement entered into with the Company on the 4th March

last, ib. 1294-1296 The Company made frequent complaints about the delay in

delivery, ib. 1305, 1306 Amount of mortgage held by witness upon the two ships;

about 70,000 1. has been paid upon each, ib. 1309-1313.

Circumstance of penalties not having been inflicted for non-delivery in the case of ships

built by Messrs. Palmer, Palmer 1605-1608 Doubt as to the actual reasons why the

instalments were not forthcoming, ib. 1609-1611 Part payment of the builders in

shares, they having also a mortgage of 50,000 /. on the " Hibernia," ib. 1612, 1613. 1615-

1623.

Prejudice to the Coni| any in their delays with the shipbuilders, through the want of

money to keep up the instalments, Lewis 1727-1734.

Reference by the Committee to the contracts entered into in June 1859, for the con

struction of four ships to be delivered within eleven months, Hep. in. Injurious effect

as regards the practical completion of the vessels, which sire attributed to the financial

depression produced by the uncertainty about the contract; much more satisfactory posi

tion of the Company if they could have paid the contractors regularly, ib. xii.

6. As to the Names of the Four Vessels Contracted for :

Change in the names of the four vessels after the loss of the " Connaught"; they were

previously named after the four provinces of Ireland, Vallance 240-242.

7. Contract with Messrs. Palmer Brothers Sf Co. :

Copy of contract, dated loth June 1859, between the Atlantic Mail Company and

Messrs. Palmer Brothers & Co. for the construction of two iron paddle steamers, App.

279-281 Schedule of specifications attached to the foregoing contract, ib. 281-284.

8. Contract with Messrs. Samuelson $• Co. :

Copy of contract between the Atlantic Company and Messrs. Samuelson 8t Co., dated

15th June 1858, for the construction of two steamers; specifications of the work, &c.,

App. 285-292.

9. Prospect of a Fleet of efficient Vessels:

The Committee have reason to believe thai the Company will be in possession of a fleet

of efficient steamships in the course of the present year, Rep. xiii.

See also " Anglia," The. " Columbia," The. " Connaught," The. " Hibernia,"

The. " Prince Albert," The. Speed.

W.

West Coast of Africa Mails. Copy of contract made on the 29th January 1852 between

Mr. Macgregor Laird and the Admiralty for the conveyance of the mails to and from West

Africa, App. 217-223 Further contract, dated 3d March 1852, ib. 223,224.

Further contract for the conveyance of the West Coast of Africa mails, dated 7th July

1858, between the Admiralty and the African Steam Ship Company, App. 224-233.

West
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West India, frc., Mail Service. Copy of articles of Agreement made on the 5th July 1850,

between the Admiralty and the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, for ttie conveyance

of the mails to and from the West Indies, &.C., App. 242-248 Tables of routes for the

packets of the Royal Mail Company, showing the periods fixed for departure and arrival

by each route, in connexion with the foregoing contract, ib. 249-256 Tables of rates

for Government passengers, ib. 257-260.

Copy of furiher contract, dated 25th February 1858, between the Admiralty and the

Royal Mail Company, for ihe performance of the West India and Brazil, 8cc., service,

App. 261-263 Tables of routes attached to the foregoing contract, ib. 264, 265.

Winter Service. Great advantage to the Company in relieving them from sending their mails

in the winter months, Lord Stanley of Alderley 140.

Months included in the winter service, App. 184 Conditions as to the time of the

winter service, ib. 191.
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